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COMMISSION
(UNDER THE GREAT SEAL)

FOR INQUIRING INTO THE EMPLOYMENT AND CONDITION OF
CHILDREN IN MINES AND MANUFACTORIES.
____________________________

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
Queen, Defender of the Faith: To Our trusty and well beloved Thomas Tooke, Esquire, Thomas
Southwood Smith, Esquire, Doctor in Medicine, together with Leonard Horner and Robert John
Saunders, Esquires, two of Our Inspectors of Factories, Greeting:- WHEREAS, an humble Address
was presented unto to Us by Knights, Citizens and Burgesses and Commissioners of Shires and
Burghs in Parliament assembled, humbly beseeching Us that We should be graciously pleased to
direct an Inquiry to be made into the Employment of the Children of the Poorer Classes in Mines and
Collieries and the various branches of Trade and Manufactures in which numbers of Children work
together, not being included in the provisions of the Acts for regulating Employment of Children and
Young Persons in Mills and Factories and to collect information as to the time allowed each day for
meals and as to the actual state, condition and treatment of such Children and as to the effects of such
Employment, both with regard to their morals and their bodily health; NOW KNOW YE, THAT WE,
reposing great trust and confidence in your ability and discretion, have nominated, constituted and
appointed and do by these presentiments nominate, constitute and appoint you the said, Thomas Tooke,
Thomas Southwood Smith, together with, Leonard Horner and Robert John Saunders, to be Our
Commissioners for the purposes aforesaid and We do hereby enjoin you to obey all directions
touching the premises which shall from time to time be given you, and any two or more of you, by one
of our principle Secretaries of State and for the better discovery of the truth in the premises, we do, by
these presentiments, give and grant to you, or any two or more of you, full power and authority to call
before you such persons as you will judge necessary, by whom you may be the better informed of the
truth in the premises, and to inquire of the premises and every part thereof, by all other lawful way and
means whatsoever and We do hereby also give and grant unto you, or any two or more of you, full
power and authority when the same shall appear to be requisite, to administer an oath or oaths to any
person or persons whatsoever, to be examined before you, or two or more of you, touching or
concerning the premises and Our further will and pleasure is, that you Our said Commissioners, or any
three of you, do, with as little delay as may be consistent with a due discharge of the duties hereby
imposed upon you, Certify to Us, under your hands and seals, or under the hands and seals of any
three of you, your several proceedings in the premises; And We further will and command, and by
these presents ordained, that this Our Commission shall continue in full force and virtue, and that you,
Our said Commissioners, or any two or more of you, shall and may from time to time proceed in the
execution thereof, and of every matter and thing therein contained, although the same be not continued,
from time to time by adjournment: AND WE HEREBY COMMAND all and singular Our Justices of
the Peace, Sheriffs, Mayors, Bailiffs, Constables, Officers, Ministers, and all other of Our loving
Subjects whatsoever, as will within Liberties as without, that they may be assistant to you and each of
you in the execution of these presentimens. And for your assistance in the due execution of this
Commission, We have made choice of Our trusty and well beloved Joseph Fletcher, Esquire, to be the
Secretary of this Our Commission, whose services we require you to use from time to time, as occasion
may require. In witness thereof, We have caused these Letters to be made Patent. Witness Ourself at
Westminster, the Twentieth day of October, in the Fourth Year of Our Reign.
By Writ of Privy Seal,
EDMUNDS.

LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS EXTENDING THE TERMS OF THE COMMISSION TO
“YOUNG PERSONS”
Whitehall, February 11th, 1841.
GENTLEMEN,
THE QUEEN having been pleased to comply with the prayer of an humble Address presented
to Her Majesty, in pursuance of a Resolution of the House of Commons, dated 4th. of February, 1841,
‘That Her Majesty will be graciously pleased to direct that the Commission appointees in answer to an
Address of this House, on August 4, 1840, for the investigation of certain branches of Infant Labour,
do include within its inquiry the Labour also of Young Persons designated as such by the provisions of
the Factory Act’ I am delighted by the Marquis of Normanby to desire that you will include within
your inquiry the Labour of Young Persons designated as such by the provisions of the Factory Act
accordingly.
I am, Gentlemen,
Your Obedient Servant,
(Signed) F. MAULE.
The Commissioners for inquiring into the Condition
of Children employed in Mines, &c.
_____________________________
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No.397 A rolley-driver.
No.398 A trapper.
HETTON COLLIERY.
No.399 Mr. Robson, resident viewer of Hetton Colliery.
No.400 Mr. W. Bailey.
No.401 Joseph Hunter, aged 20, Thomas Hepplewhite, aged 18,
Matthew Dowson, aged 15, all putters.
No.402 John Dowsy aged 14, Peter Lowry, aged 14,
Jasper Pattinson, aged 11, all rolley drivers.
No.403 April 7th, 8th, and 9th Robert Claffin.
No.404 The first of these boys, George Arington.
No.405 William Robinson.
No.406 Colbert Wilson.
No.407 Robert Halliday.
No.408 John Peterson.
No.409 Robert Bell.
No.410 John Lovet.
No.411 George Wade, aged 11
No.412 John Arrington, aged 12
No.413 James Arrington.
No.414 Ralph Spooner.
No.415 George Scholey.
No.416 Morgan Frater.
No.417 Robert Anderson.
No.418. Edward Anderson.
No.419 Joseph Stanley.
No.420 William Carr.
No.421 John Christer.
No.422 Cuthbert Carr.
No.423 Alexander Carr.
No.424 John Sharp.
No.425 Thomas Mason.
No.426 Thomas Somerson.
No.427 Ralph Steel.
No.428 Robert Arrington.
No.429 James Smeatim.
No.430 George Lowry.
No.431 Robinson Sanderson.
No.432 William Lee.
No.433 Henry Arrington.
No.434 Thomas Bell.
No.435 Peter Lowry.
No.436 George Taylor.
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No.437 Mrs. Lowry.
No. 438 Benjamin Lowry.
No.439 Three Witnesses.
No.440 Thomas Smithson.
No.441 George Robinson.
No 442 Richard Holmes.
No.443 Joseph Holmes.
No 444 William Holmes.
No.445 Mr. R.P. Edger.
No.446 Mr. James Anderson, a Home Missionary
NORTH HETTON COLLIERY, THE HAZARD PIT.
No.447 April 9, David Brown.
No.448 George Hunter.
No.449 Thomas Turner.
No.450 Morgan Fraser.
No.451 William Home.
No.452 Henry Dobson.
No.453. Charles Young.
No.454 James Fraser.
No.455 William Tulip.
No.456 William Bates.
No.458 William Toplis.
No.459 Robert Gray.
No.460 James Newton.
No.461 John Toplis.
No.462 John Watson.
No.463 Paul Guy.
No.464 John Henderson.
No.465.
No.466.
SOUTH HETTON COLLIERY.
No.467 Mr. Anthony, April 9 and 10.
No.468 Joseph Elrington.
No.469 Joseph Romily.
No.470 A driver.
No.471 A driver.
No 472 A leader of timber.
No.473 A chalker-on.
No.474 A driver.
No.475 A driver.
No.476 Matthew Wild.
No.477 A loader of timber.
No.478 The preceding nine witnesses
No.479 A driver.
No.480 A putter.
No.481 A loader of timber.
No.482 A driver.
No.483 His brother.
No.484 A helper-up.
No.485 A putter.
No.486 A door-keeper.
No.487 A door-keeper.
No.488 A door-keeper.
No.489 Four witnesses.
No.490 Mr. Strutt, the Surgeon to the Colliery
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HASWELL COLLIERY.
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No.491 April 10. Mr. John Weales, Under Viewer
No.492.Thomas Gray.
DURHAM GAOL.
No.493 March 27. Mr. Green, the Governor of Durham Gaol.
No.494 Four prisoners in Durham gaol
No.495 May 1. Edward Boyd, Esq., Viewer of Urpeth colliery.
No.496 May 1st and 4th. William Morrison, Esq.
No.497 April 23. Mr. Heath. of Newcastle Surgeon to Killngworth
No.498 Mr. Greenhow, Esq., Surgeon professionally engaged
at Walker Colliery.
No.499 Communication, dated June 9th, from Dr. Elliot, Lecturer
on Materia Medica, in the Newcastle School of Medicine.
No.499 May 2 Dr. Headlarm, an eminent physician and a magistrate
of Newcastle, lately Mayor of the town.
No.500 James Mather Esq.
No.501 R.S., a very respectable and cautious medical gentleman
No.505.
No.506.
No.507.
No. 508. The following outline was furnished me by Mr. Wilson,
(of the firm Losh, Wilson, and Bell, of Walker Iron Works), who was
personally acquainted with the circumstances he describes.
An outline of the early years of a pit lad's life 50 years ago.
No.509. March 19. The Rev. Dr. Besley, Rector of Long Benton Parish.
No.510 April 6. William Maddison.
No.511 William Donelly.
No.512 William Arnold.
LEAD MINES.
A brief Account of the Mode of Working the Lead Mines of
T. W. BEAUMONT, Esq., at Allenheads, with an explanation of the
Operations in which the Boys washing Ore are engaged
Explanation of the above technical terms, viz., Grating, Trucking,
Tubbing, and Buddling Smiddem.
No.513. April 17, &c. 1841. John Dolphin, Esq., Hunter House.
Name of Firms working Mines
Description of Mine, or Work
Number of Persons employed
Moving Power employed to drive Machinery.
Answer to Queries
ALLENHEADS LEAD MINES
No.513 William Crawhall, Esq., Agent for Mr. Beaumont at these mines.
No.514. May 8. Thomas Ashman.
No.515 William Rodham.
No.516 Anthony Johnson.
No.517 John Stevenson.
No.518 Thomas Vickars.
No.519 William Haslop.
No.520 John Bowman.
No 521 John Dargue.
No.522 Matthew Charlton.
No.523 Cowing Milburn.
No.524 Robert Archer.
No.525 William C. Arnison, Esq., Surgeon, at Allendale Town.
A LIST of DEATHS of the Miners at Allenheads in each 10 Years,
commencing 1st January, 1813, and ending 11th April, 1841.
No.526 W.L. Pattinson, Esq., formerly a Lead Mining Agent,
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has prepared the following account relative to the Lead Mines in Alstone Moor
IRON WORKS.
No.527.
No.528.
HAWKS, STANLEY, AND Co.’s IRON WORKS, GATESHEAD.
No.529 Alexander Eltringham.
No.530 Thomas Coats.
No.531 Peter Bamborough.
No.532 Mark Watson.
No.533 John Wilson.
No.534 James Moore.
No.535. John Dwyer.
No.536 April 22. John Atkinson.
No.537 Edward Brian.
No.538 Thomas Pearson, aged 12, John Murray, aged 14,
John Dwyer, aged 11, all pile and carry scrap iron.
No.539 April 25. Anthony Charlton.
No 540 James Moseley.
No.541 Henry Brennan.
No.542 William Clark.
No.543. Elias Potter.
No.544 Joseph Penman.
No.545 May 20. William Hutchinson.
No.546 John Stobbart.
ABBOT’S (GENERAL) IRON WORKS, GATESHEAD.
No.547 John Lindsay, aged 17, and William Burdis, aged 17.
No.548 Joseph Blackhurn.
No.549 Michael Brown.
No.550 Alexander Baxter.
No.551 Thomas Stearman.
No.552 John Clarke.
No.553 Joseph Renwick.
No.554 James Robinson.
No.555 Matthew Brown.
No.556 Robert Mather.
No.557 James Telford.
No.558 Samuel Gillinder.
No.559 William Thynn.
No.560 April 22. Henry Faibairn.
No.561 Thomas Coultant.
No.562 William Anderson.
No.563 Robert Newton.
No.564 James Johnson.
WALKER IRON WORKS.
No.565 March 3. Mr. Bell, jun., and other agents in these works
No.566 John Galley.
No.567. Adam Pannan.
No.568 William Easton.
No.569 John Liddell.
No.570 Peter Dixon.
No.571 Roger Robson.
No.572. John Maugham, John Todd, Thomas Jobling and George Moor.
No.573 Robert Hobson, George Todd, Robert Stirling and William Smith.
No.574 Thomas Knox, Thomas Brown and John Robinson.
No.575 4th April. Joseph Elliot.
No.576. Thomas Robson.
No.577 William Marrow.
No.578 William Fullwood.
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No.579 William Lewis.
BIRTLEY IRON WORKS.
No.580 April 23rd. Thomas Laidman.
No.581 Ralph Hunter.
No.582 William Roxby.
No 583 Thomas Pratt.
No.584 Richard Thornton.
No.585 John Sugden.
BISHOP-WEARMOUTH IRON WORKS.
No.586 John Nicholson. March 23.
No.587 Redman Lockey.
No.588 John Grahams.
No.589 Abraham Thompson.
No.590 George Hardy.
BEDLINGTON IRON WORKS.
No.591 May 12th. Michael Longrdge, Esq.
No.592 James Davison.
No.593 John Watson.
No.594 Thomas Winter.
No.595 Jeremiah Davidson.
No.596 Nicholas Prior.
No.597 William Weight.
No.598 Alexander Watson.
No.599 Matthew Davison.
TYNE IRON WORKS.
No.600 Mr. Downing, manager of these works.
No.601 Thomas Seaham.
No.602 At Messrs. Thompson’s Iron Works, at Wylam, for
building locomotive and stationary engines.
SPENCER’S STEEL AND FILE-MAKING WORKS, NEWBURN.
No.6O3 John Hunter.
LAYCOCK’S, &c. HARDWARE WORKS AT WINLATON.
No.604 Mr Laycock, owner of several of these blacksmith’s shops.
No.605 William Lamb.
No.606 Henry Short.
No.607 George Hutchinson.
No.608 Four boys, respectively of 14, 10, 11, 18 years old.
CROWLEY AND Co's IRON WORKS, SWALLWELL.
No.609 Alexander Gray.
No.610 James Forster.
No.611 Thomas Gray.
CAMPION’S IRON FOUNDRY, HEXHAM.
No.612 May 17. William Smith.
No.613 William Bewick.
No.614 Joseph Coulson.
No.615 William Hamilton.
POW AND FAWCUS’S CHAIN AND ANCHOR WORKS, NORTH SHIELDS.
No.6l6 May 7th. Mr. Pow.
No.617 William Johnson.
No.6l8 George Kettle.
No.619 Elisha Archer.
No.620 John Hall.
No.621 Four boys.
No.622 The foreman, John Davidson.
CROWTHER’S IRON WORKS, NEWCASTLE.
No.623 May 27. Christopher Grant.
No.624 Christopher Dagget.
No.625 Samuel Pescod.
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No.626 William Pescod.
247
No.627 John Paterson.
247
No.628 Elijah Ryles.
247
WATSON’S BRASS, &c., WORKS, NEWCASTLE.
247
No.629 James Murray. May 27.
247
No.630 John Lee.
248
No.631 Thomas George Barron.
248
No.632 John Heron.
249
NOTES AND EVIDENCE ON THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN.
249
EVIDENCE on SCHOOLS in parts of NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM,
and on the State of EDUCATION and MORALS amongst the Young Persons
and Children employed in COLLIERIES, &c.
249
No.633 All the clergymen with whom I had an opportunity of communicating.
249
No.634 Mr. Daniel Liddell, teacher, of Newcastle
249
THE KILLINGWORTH COLLIERY SCHOOLS.
251
No.635 Extracts from the Rules.
251
May, 1841. The Master’s Report (with the concurrence of the President,
Nicholas Wood, Esq.) on the Killingworth Colliery Schools, opened
25th August, 1840.
251
No.636 Mrs. Ann Smith Goodger, the mistress of the infant-school.
253
No.637.
253
David Phillips.
253
No.638 Notes of the Schools at Bigge’s Main, or Heaton Colliery,
at the commencement of May, 1841.
253
No.639 Mr. John Hedley, the agent at Holywell Colliery
254
No.640 The Manor School, near Backworth Colliery, visited March 26 &c.
255
No.64l Mr. William Hunter, an agent at Backworth Colliery
255
No.642 At Seghill Colliery Village
256
No.643 Mr. John Reay, Agent at Wallsend Colliery.
256
No.644 April Thomas Cowen, Schoolmaster at Willington Colliery.
256
No.645 Percy Main Colliery
No.646 At Urpeth Colliery
257
No.647 Newbottle, Lambton and Littletown Collieries.
258
No.648 Pensher Colliery. March 93 Robert Jacks, Master of the
principle school.
258
NIGHT SCHOOL.
258
No.649 The Rev. John Nichol, Curate of Hetton-le-Hole, whose residence
is environed by large collieries.
259
No.650 April 9, 10, &c. J.W. Day, Esq., Chairman of the
Houghton-le-Spring Poor Law Union
259
No.651 At Hetton collieries.
261
No.652 At South Hetton.
262
IRON-WORKS.
262
No.653 Hawks and Co.’s Iron-Works.
262
No.554 March 31. Walker Iron-Works.
262
No.655 Schools at Bedlington Iron-Works. Michael Longridge, Esq., managing partner
of these works.
263
No.656 Education in Newcastle and Gateshead.
263
No.657 Mechanics’ Institution at Newcastle.
265
No.658.
265
BENEFIT SOCIETIES.
266
No.659.
266
No.660.
266
No.661.
267
No.662 Lead Mines.
267
No.663 Iron Works. Bedington Iron Works.
267
No.664 Hawks’ Iron Works.
268
No.665 Walker Iron Works.
268

No.666 Building Societies.
No.668 To William Morison, Esq

268
269
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Children’s Employment Commission.
REPORT by JOHN ROBY LEIFCHILD, Esq., on the
Employment of Children and Young Persons in the Collieries,
Lead Mines, and Iron Works of Northumberland and the
North of Durham; and on the Condition, Treatment, and
Education of such Children and Young Persons.
___________________

TO HER MAJESTY’S COMMISSIONERS.
GENTLEMEN,
IN laying before you the results of my investigations, I would crave permission to make a few
prefatory remarks.
The matter collected by me has increased to so unexpected an extent Prefatory Remarks, that I
have deemed it advisable to aim at compression and to adopt such arrangements of composition and
type as would assist in attaining that object.
Hence in place of presenting to your notice a completely separate Report, which would have
rendered numerous repetitions and quotations of evidence and information indispensable, I have
preferred to intersperse with the evidence occasional observations and explanations (inserted, when very
brief; in brackets, in the course of the evidence).
That portion of this Report, which extends from p. 536 to p.562, embraces explanations of coalmining matters, together with detailed investigation8 of several subjects connected with the pits and the
pitmen, &c.
With respect to the subject of Education, it was deemed desirable, for the sake of condensation,
to unite with the evidence all accounts of particular schools and all observations upon matters of detail.
In reference to Benefit Societies, &c. the same plan has been pursued. The remarks, therefore, upon
education in my Report are of a general character and refer to the district considered generally.
With a view to further condensation, obvious inferences and inevitable corollaries from the
information supplied, have been forborne and the evidence been mainly left to speak for itself; while all
the questions which educed it have been omitted, together with numerous replies and expressions of a
merely negative, expletive, or cumulative character.
As my attention was necessarily directed mainly to Collieries and as the evidence from Lead
mines and Iron works requires no explanations and comments in addition to those already attached to
them, it is chiefly to coal mines that these preliminary pages have reference.
Numbers employed.
It may be desirable in the first instance to notice that I believe the minimum number of persons
employed in the Tyne collieries (omitting a few small ones) as included in the Map which I have
prefixed to this Report is, adults 7,261; young persons 1,932; children 1,349. A tabular view of the
numbers in each colliery and other particulars, will be found in this Report.
From the census in 1831 at Hetton Colliery, of a population of 5,400 and from other
calculations, it would seem that a pitman’s family average 4.5 persons.
Difficulties in eliciting the Evidence.
The evidence was collected during my sojourn in the district months of March, April, and May,
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and collected under no ordinary difficulties. These it would be unnecessary to notice, merely as
assignable causes for brevity of evidence upon some points whereon it might seem desirable that more
should have been produced but in glancing at a few of the obstacles in my path, some light will be
thrown on the very peculiar character of the people and the system.
In accordance with your wish, my aim was chiefly to obtain the evidence of the children and
young persons themselves. All attempts to secure it while they were pursuing their labours in the pit
were utterly abortive. With the exception of the trappers, the lads were necessarily in continual
locomotion which, together with the difficulties incident to my own position, rendered it impossible in
any case to effect my object in the pit. Hence I was compelled to await their arrival on the surface but
from the evidence, it is abundantly clear that the duration of a pit boy’s appearance there is barely
sufficient for the ordinary exigencies of life and hence, at the outset, to secure his presence for
examination and especially to secure the presence of a number of boy was far from being a task of ease
or simplicity.
Obstacles in eliciting the Evidence.
If they had little time, they had less inclination to be examined and still less to answer the
questions of a total stranger and even when their attention was obtained, the barriers to our intercourse
were formidable. In fact, their numerous mining technicalities northern provincialism, peculiar
intonations and accents and rapid and indistinct utterance, rendered it essential for me, an interpreter
being inadmissible to devote myself to the study of these peculiarities ere I could translate and write the
evidence.
Character of pit-boys
Conversation being at length practicable, the ignorance, obstinacy, doubts and suspicions of the
witnesses were developed. These were to be combated in nearly every individual separately and some
were in much more disposed to put questions to me than to answer those which I proposed to them.
Neither was it always possible successfully to combat these obstacles and several young persons
absolutely refused to make any statements whatever. The causes of the refusal of many are glanced at
in my remarks upon the pit bond and no better result ensued from the examination of at least some
scores of boys whose answers merely amounted to a statement of the hours during which they were in
the pit and the wages they were paid. Some of these brief testimonies have been preserved in the
evidence. Continued and cross-questioning merely educed from these lads a repetition of their former
meagre answers. It is singular that the degree of communicativness was frequently in an inverse ratio to
the age of the witness. Boys of 17 or 18 (as No.242) boys were repeatedly found to be either
astonishingly ignorant or wilfully stupid and although subjected to repeated interrogations, could or
would give utterance to nothing more than some sweeping condemnation of their labour and clamorous
declaration of the insufficiency of their remuneration.
Leading questions avoided.
I felt it incumbent upon me carefully to avoid the proposition of questions suggesting their own
answer or intimating the bias that the evidence should assume and it is probable that a scrupulous
adherence to this course operated, from the peculiar character of the witnesses to the exclusion of much
at might have been elicited by yielding to their prejudices and by fostering expectations that would have
stimulated them through cupidity. It must ever likewise be remembered that the testimonies adduced
are mere samples of what a lengthened investigation, with more favourable adjuncts, might have
produced and further, that they are the most perfectly voluntary testimonies of witnesses fortuitously
examined and in no way selected.
Parents.
Parents were generally appealed to in vain. They were sometimes discovered to have instigated
rudeness or imposed silence. Some concealed their children and others forced them away from my
presence. Nearly all the notions of the parents and commonly of the boys, respecting relief, resolved
themselves into an anticipation of an increase of pay, or a diminution of labour the same remuneration.
An abbreviation of the duration of daily labour, increase of the demand for and supply of the means of
education, improved habits, orderly and moral conduct, if hinted at, were contemplated, by too large a
number of all ages, as so many illusions employed to amuse and delude them into an assent to some
arrangements detrimental to their pecuniary interests. [Some evidence of parents is numbered 91,95,
241,290,291,437.]
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Suspicion in pitmen.
For a stranger to read the mind of a pitman, a circuitous approach and no small tact are
requisite. A prominent feature in his character is jealousy his superiors, and deep-rooted suspicion of
his employers. It would seem be assumed by him as a truth, amply established by experience, that his
master can have no desire to benefit him and any expression of such a wish appears to him as the mere
forerunner and disguise of an unpalatable proposition. If then their suspicions of the motives of their
employers were deeply founded, assuredly it was but a step further when their doubts of the benevolent
objects of the Commissioners grew almost into certainties of unbelief. In the ideas of some, the rulers
of the land would never have contrived a mission to their colonies and an examination into the minutest
particulars of their labour and their gains, without a view to the imposition of a tax upon their resources
and they were determined that they themselves would afford no facilities and information that would
conduce to their own detriment. Even where evidence could at last be elicited from them, it was so
intermingled with extraneous remarks, explanatory of their opinions upon politics and public and
private affairs, foreign to the questions addressed to them, that it was essential that a large portion of it
should be ‘laid out’ by a process analogous to their own ‘separation.’
Glance at their history and peculiarities.
To afford a further insight into the character of pitmen, it will be essential to touch on some
portions of their history.
Most of their extraordinary peculiarities of dress and habit that in former years rendered the
genuine pitman a truly remarkable being, have, at the present day, become either materially softened
down, or utterly obsolete. Their diet-roll, from the scantiness of a ‘pit-bait’ to the luxury of a ‘singing
hinney,’ has undergone alterations and their language, though even how unintelligible to a stranger,
includes far less of the phraseology and accent that must have nearly excluded them from intercourse
with all but their marrows.
Although less manageable by strangers, the colliers would seem to have been more man age
able by their masters in those their palmy days than at present. The employers seldom meddled with
their fancies or their quarrels and the men in return seldom interfered with their masters, to whom
perhaps they evinced more of the attachment of customary subserviency than is ever now witnessed.
Immemorial usages were considered almost tantamount to law. The periodical hirings were probably
gone through as a mere matter of form and the hired spent their money and their lives too with little
knowledge of and less care for, what was going on in the great world above and around them. The
hours of labour were longer and the labour itself harder, to men and to boys but mere temporary
ebullitions of the despotism of the employers and of the turbulence of the employed, subsiding ere they
had arrived at the temperature of a ‘stick or strike,’ were the only discordances in the affairs of the
colliery. The spirit of mining speculation had not then extended beyond the Tyne and the Wear and the
magnesian limestone of the southern portion of the coal field was still permitted to conceal the
subjacent fuel.
Their combinations.
When, however, the new sources of supply were penetrated, and new collieries were one after
another blackening the features of the southerly country, when general competition diminished
individual profit and diminish profits were sought to be increased by diminished wages, then the men
tried the force of combination and then ensued those wranglings and conflicts that could end only in
disastrous results to both parties. The masters were no longer ready to afford the usual hiring bounty
to the men and the men were unwilling to accede to the terms of the masters. A strike was the inevitable
consequence, at first naturally partial, at length, through compulsion, almost general.
Upwards of 4000 persons joined the ‘Association of Colliers on Rivers Tyne and Wear,’ in
1826. Ostensibly they united to make provision for themselves and their families in cases of sickness,
accident, or death, firmly to insist on obtaining a juster recompense for their labour and an abridgment
and regulation of the hours of that labour. By one of their rules, no member was permitted to earn
more than four shillings and sixpence pence while employed underground. Again, no hewer was to
work as ‘a hewer in shift work above 8 hours in every 24 hours’, nor, when hired by the should he
labour underground above 12 hours in the 24. The owners on their part formed themselves into a
union and amended and enforced the bond. Sore grievances some of the provisions of the bond were
held to be by the pitmen, nor were they at all disposed to acquiesce in the method of its promulgation.
They wished to be furnished with copies of the bond a fortnight before its enforcement and objected to
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the custom (at present not materially different) of being called upon to sign the contract after it had been
merely read from some neighbouring eminence, read to them but not always heard by them, for the
objections of those who stood adjacent to the reader were, during the recitation of unpalatable clauses,
too urgent to be repressed, and too vociferously expressed to afford their more distant companions a
chance of hearing the conditions. Unpalatable clauses were those which had reference to the time of
lying idle, &c. and more especially the forfeits for defective quality, measure and weight.
Their dexterity in putting forth the exception as the rule was great and they undertook to show
by calculation that a man might be so circumstanced as to earn £48. 15s. per annum and to be at the
same time at the end of the year indebted to his master for forfeits and fines £101. 5s. besides the total
loss of his earnings. Their grievances were set forth in tracts entitled "An Appeal to Coal Owners and
Viewers,’ Newcastle, 1826 and ‘A Voice from the Mines," South Shields, 1825. In this latter pamphlet
such a picture is drawn by them as, if credited, would lead to the supposition that they were a most illused, ill-fed, and ill-rewarded race. Many of the statements were, however, obviously made for the sake
of producing a revulsion of feeling in their favour, with which view, it must be presumed, they declared
that from inefficient ventilation, in one colliery not named, ‘the pit man may be said to inspire DEATH
every breath that he draws.’
Conduct of the Unionists.
The movements and proceedings of the Unionists during their strikes, as narrated to me by
participators in the woes of the warfare, were not often signalised by actual attempts at personal
violence, although threats and intimidations were unsparingly dealt out. Their tactics were rather to stop
the supplies and to annoy the enemy, than to rush on to a close contest. Ejected from their tenements,
they encamped adjacent to them in lines of tents, whence issued no niggardly expressions of
disapprobation at the passing of an obnoxious viewer. But the viewer could pass and though secretly
armed, there was not perhaps great necessity for his precautions, as the men appeared perfectly aware
that in jeopardising his safety they hazarded their own and colliers do not appear over anxious to run
risks out of the mine.
Occasional detachments sallied forth and with a show of aggression, dep1oyed into a motley
front. An attack on a well-known viewer’s residence was announced. They found it in the possession
of a little armed band, abated their valour and expended the remnant in petty mischief. Some heinous
crimes were, however, committed and the existence of a gibbet in Jarrow Slake, or ‘Mere,’ to this day,
attests the murder of a magistrate. Whether this crime was premeditated or not never clearly appeared.
Two pitmen were the perpetrators, one escaped the other, executed at Durham, was hung in chains on
this gibbet in the river, not far from the scene of the atrocity. An exhibition so intolerable to pitmen
could not be expected to remain and the gibbet was speedily deprived of its pendant, probably
consigned during the darkness of the night to the adjacent depths of the ocean.
Strike in 1831-2.
The body of pitmen and the collieries have not yet wholly recovered from the effects of the
strike of 1831-2. A strong organisation of resistance on both sides was daily displayed for a
considerable portion of the year and as no symptoms of concession had appeared, the masters were
importing numerous adventurers by coach, and their furniture by stage-waggons, from Wales,
Staffordshire, Yorkshire, &c. to supply the place of the native pitmen. Bands of Welsh miners were
marshalled by agents of the employers and introduced to the northern collieries and, notwithstanding
the deprecatory warnings of the pitmen, exhibited in the publication or a broad-sheet list of accidents
‘by fire and flood,’ they descended the mines but were found incompetent for the labours and as their
reception by the native colliers was more public than leasing and the danger of explosions of turbulence
above ground as imminent as that of explosions of gas below, these immigrants, dreadfully thinned by e
cholera, gradually retreated to their old districts and scarcely one of them is now to be found remaining
in the North.
The address of Lord Durham at the first anniversary of the Lambton Collieries Association or
Benefit Society in 1833, in the simplest and most suitable manner exposed the fallacies under which the
supporters of ‘sticks’ and unions laboured. ‘In no trade,’ said his Lordship, ‘is there less regular
profit and more steady and permanent expense. In fact, capital invested in the coal-trade affords less
interest than in almost any other, with more hazard and uncertainty. At the present moment most
collieries are conducted to no profit at all, or at a loss and if this state of things continues, will have to be
shut up.’
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Keelmen.
A race almost equally distinct at an early period were the Keelmen. On the Tyne the coals were
formerly almost entirely conveyed from the staiths to the ships in oval boats designated ‘keels,’ and
containing eight Newcastle chaldrons. These were managed and navigated in a peculiar manner by the
keelmen but the necessity for these keels is now generally obviated by the erection at the staiths, of
spouts or flames for lowering the waggons of coals, by means of which the ships receive their loads
without the keelmen’s intervention. They are now rarely observed but in transferring the produce of the
collieries situated above the bridge at Newcastle, which forms an impassable barrier to sea-craft.
Peculiarities of pitmen.
Although substantially modernised and modified in his dress and habits, yet there exists no
operative whose occupation is more infallibly evinced by his mien than the pitman. If habituated to hew
in low seams, a far-off glance is sufficient to discover the peculiar bodily curvatures that mark his
calling and in any case a closer scrutiny will lead to its detection by the tokens detailed in the evidence
(No.496, No.498, &c.) His mental characteristics are no less distinctive than his external configuration,
and exhibit some remarkable anomalies. Displaying unquestionable intrepidity in braving the perils of
the mine and even manifesting the highest style of heroism in the most hazardous attempts to rescue his
comrades from the precincts of danger (No.2), he is alleged to be sometimes deficient in the merest
elements of moral courage for the ordinary emergencies of life. (No.499).
To their gregarious habits, clannishness and moral insulation, are assignable numerous
anomalies and numerous evils, physical and moral. Many of these would be considerably diminished
by extended instruction. Their wages are high but their comforts are not always commensurate with
their earnings. Costly furniture is frequently environed by despicable lumber and often owned by those
who are deficient in cleanliness. Luxurious diet is a common but not the most culpable cause of
immoderate expenditure.
Economy not prevalent.
The most favourable instances of prosperity in benefit societies and of economical forethought,
have been adduced in Nos. 659-667. But should even a complete enumeration of every similar
association, with the state of its funds and of every similar instance, in the collieries of the Tyne and
Wear and in the principal and minor iron-works and glass-houses of the district, be exhibited, yet, with
a parallel exhibition of the numbers of the workmen and the amount of their large earnings, it would
assuredly become at once evident that economy was not a prevalent attribute of the mass and that their
savings were in no way commensurate with their means. The number of colliers possessing a fund
available to meet peculiar exigencies, or to embrace unusual opportunities, is, I presume, small indeed
and it is more than probable that any excess of earnings is dissipated in an excess of present
expenditure.
Reasons.
That pitmen are none of the readiest to act upon the advice tendered them upon points of
economy is at once conceded. Yet it cannot but be feared that there prevails amongst their employers an
opinion, more indeed implied than expressed, that extensively to stimulate the men to accumulate
property would be but little short of encouraging them to store up an armoury of weapons ready to be
turned against their masters, an armoury, the very existence of which might suggest the proclamation of
a strike and would supply sword and shield, artillery and ammunition for conducting the war.
Conceding that there may be too much ground for want of confidence in the pitmen as a body,
conceding that the instance of the strike and union of 1831 is, though it was unaccompanied by
ferocious violence, not likely to be soon forgotten and is one against a repetition of which every
possible precaution should be adopted, yet it might have been, one would have though fairly assumed at
this day, that the man who has gradually accumulated capital would, from the natural desire of
preserving it, even omitting the progressive development, during its accumulation, of altered habits and
superior feeling be the last man to risk his all for an uncertainty.

Want of baths and drainage.
It is undeniable that their employers might materially add to the physical comforts of the
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pitmen. Especial necessities for baths exist with especial facilities for their establishment (No.499), yet
they are wholly wanting. Long rows and large squares of adjoining pitmen’s houses peculiarly require
systematic drainage, yet of its neglect visitors of pit villages become most sensibly aware.
Annual removals.
The modern propensity to annual removals, or ‘shiftings,’ oft without any assignable cause, is a
remarkable and rather anomalous feature the character of pitmen. The stream of emigration flows
towards the southern or Wear and Auckland district and is conspicuous chiefly in the new collieries. In
them probably 25 per cent. of the pitmen are a fluctuating quantity and annually unsettled. The expense
of moving is defrayed by employers to who in they repair and as they commonly require two carts or a
waggon for their family and furniture, the accession of each family may cost the employer from thirty
shillings to three pounds, according to the distance.
Want of resident gentry.
As a main cause (scarcely mentioned in the evidence) of the distinct mental characteristics and
moral insulation of the Northern colliers, may noticed the entire absence of resident gentry. At the
winning of a new colliery the erection of long rows of unpicturesque cottages the arrival of waggons
piled with ill-assorted furniture, the immediate importation of the very scum and off scouring of a
peculiar, mischievous, and unlettered race, the novelties introduced with almost fabled rapidity, into the
external features of the country. Dense volumes of rolling smoke, the endless clatter of endless strings
of coal waggons, the funereal colour imparted to the district are surely sufficient to untenant the seats of
the wealthy and untenanted do they speedily become. The arrival of the pitmen is the signal for the
departure of the gentry and henceforward few indeed visit that district but they who traffic with the
coals or the colliers.
Thus that active benevolence of the higher ranks which induces them to visit the habitations of
the working classes, to counsel, guide and instruct to patronise their schools, and encourage their
attempts at order, frugality and amelioration, are here wholly inefficient and in no instance is this
absence more lamentably felt than in the case of the female portion of the pitman’s family. The females
exercise, or are destined early to exercise, an unusual and unlimited influence over the miners and
nearly the whole of the arrangements and duties of upper-ground life are by common consent deputed
to them. How they discharge their duties may be gathered from the testimony of witnesses Nos.498,
499, 668, &c.
Pits descended.
In making choice of pits for descent and inspection, inquiries were instituted into the
peculiarities of all in the district and the twelve under-mentioned pits were finally selected as comprising
the best examples of every variety of mining interest and of the circumstances connected with my
inquiry. They included instances of extremes of difficulties in putting, of extent, depth, rapid generation
of gases, &c. and they were in many instances traversed for several hours. The whole of the
information being upon the objects of the Commission derived from these descents and inspections has
been embodied in the evidence, or arranged under the appropriate heads among the matter now
submitted

[There is so great a sameness in the northern pits and the pit labour in general that others were not
descended. especially as the best opportunity of inspecting the children, &c., was found to be that of their
arrival at the pit’s mouth at the close of the day’s labour. Of the 46 collieries enumerated in p.556, 31
were visited for such inspection, as well as several of the Wear collieries.]

Pits descended.
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Names of the Pits.

Cramlington.
Earsdon Pit.
Earsdon Church Pit.
Heaton.
Hebburn.
Hetton (Colliery Pit)
Hetton (Eppleton, or Down's Pit), an upcast shaft
Jarrow (upcast shaft)
Monkwearmouth (upcast shaft)
Percy Pit (twice descended)
Flatworth Pit, about
Willington Bigge Pit

Page 7

Depth in feet from the
surface to the seam.

540
450
378
510
816
882
1,044
1,070
1,590
960
700
840

My sensations during the descent and ascent of the upcast shafts enabled me to appreciate the
complaints of the witnesses in reference to them. I am unwilling to record the unfavourable
impressions produced upon me during my descent into and perambulations through, these Cimmerian
regions inasmuch as it is possible that more might be due to novelty than I could be aware of. I am
indeed convinced that the feelings of a stranger, upon his first two or three inspections of pit-labour,
would require much moderation on this sore. All the facts, however, that came to my knowledge on
these occasions have been preserved, and distributed to their proper positions.
The Bigge pit at Willington I descended as speedily as I could reach it after the explosion on
the 19th of April. From the comparatively confined space, the havoc had been tremendous, the masses
of stone that had fallen or were loose were immense and progress through the workings was almost
impracticable. A sight more horrible than that of some of the dead bodies it was difficult to conceive.
From the report of the coroner's inquest, it appeared that of the sufferers 4 were children of nine years
of age, 2 of ten years, 1 of eleven and 1 of thirteen years of age employed as door-keepers. An ample
account of all the circumstances is given by the witness No.2, and the attached sketch is explanatory of
the particulars.
Evidence of Employers.
In obtaining the evidence there was little less difficulty with the employers titan the employed.
As under-viewers and subordinate agents have generally been themselves promoted from the ranks, it
was to be expected of another kind may have moved those above them. It is probable that the that
prejudices similar to those of the men would influence them, while fears objects of my mission were
misunderstood by agents and owners and misconceptions on the subject were not easily removed. I am
unwilling to attribute the obstacles thrown in my way, in quarters where the greatest facilities might have
been expected, to motives and causes less capable of being palliated. Those viewers who were the best
able to afford extended information were of course those who had the most numerous professional
engagements and therefore the greater their ability the less was their time and sometimes their
inclination. Almost every viewer was visited at least once and two of the principal in the district (Nos.3
and 97) afforded evidence upon several occasions and as their influence and experience rendered it
desirable to elicit testimonies as comprehensive as possible from them, their evidence may be worthy of
special attention. For that of some other viewers and agents see Nos.120, 121, 158, 198, 240, 273, 289,
301, 334, 350, 367, 386-8, 399, 400.
The grievances of the colliers, actual or imaginary, are so indissolubly connected with the merest
minutiae of the mining arrangements and even with the local differences of various collieries, that it was
found indispensable to exhibit some notices of both. On many technical matters, however, of great
collateral interest, it was not practicable to draw forth illustrative evidence and, therefore, for any
deficiencies and imperfections in what I have ventured to supply and intersperse, principally from my
own observations on technical matters, I must plead the novelty and complexity of the subjects, and the
limited time that could be devoted to them.
Witnesses interested in collieries, &c.
It may be well to remark that very nearly the whole of the gentlemen who have afforded
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information on collieries are directly or indirectly connected with them. The localities of the mines, the
concealment of the miners, equivalent to a temporary burial and the repulsiveness of the one and the
other, render them absolutely as strange to the inhabitants of neighbouring districts as if they existed in
a foreign country and very rarely indeed has curiosity so far surmounted the ideas of danger in any
unconcerned in the mine as to induce them to penetrate its recesses. Hence those uninterested in their
profits are unacquainted with their arrangements.
Of medical gentlemen generally the same may be observed. Nos.499,499, are exceptions, as the
closing remarks of the latter witness clearly evince,
The ramifications of mining interests are indeed remarkably extensive and include a large
proportion of magistrates, who, when called upon, as they perpetually are, to adjudicate on the
squabbles between pitmen and their employers, must be placed in an unpleasant position and the same
remarks being applicable to manufacturing interests, scarcely an official personage in the district can be
strictly considered as removed from the influence of a favourable bias, either from interest or friendship,
towards the existing mining and manufacturing arrangements.
All the principal objections proposed to the objects of the Commission have been recorded but
as they are all palpably those of partisans, it were superfluous to comment upon them.
Objections to legislation.
To preclude the possibility of partiality, much evidence has been elicited expressive of opinions
generally at some and frequently at total, variance with those formed by your Sub-Commissioner. As
especial pains were taken no merely to allow but to create opportunities for the representation of the
views of opponents and as the great majority of the gentlemen under examination were directly or
remotely interested in the collieries or manufactories to which they referred, it is a very reasonable
presumption that their evidence exhibits at least the most favourable views of the system and the most
forcible objections to legislative modification.
One of the most specious objections, however, to the possibility of oppression on the part of
mining employers is that of the facility of removal on the part of the employed to another colliery.
Hence it has been deduced as an almost axiomatic inference that no unwarrantable exactions of labour
from men or boys can exist. Now it must be conceded that this facility of locomotion tends to the
establishment of an approximate equilibrium of pressure throughout the district in the matter of
remuneration for labour. A preponderance of difficulties in any one colliery must be counterbalanced
by a proportionate relief in the increase of wages. A promise of additional pay will restore the
equilibrium from any oscillation but these advantages can be participated in only by the men and elder
boys. The mere striplings and children remain or remove with their parents and should the latter be
affected by preferences for one colliery, the child cannot depart to another. The condition of the pit
may render the labour of the ‘foal’ or ‘half-marrow’ especially oppressive, while the work of the hewer
is uninfluenced by that condition, or may be especially easy. In the instance of a still more selfish and
unnatural parent. the very extremity of the child’s labour may be the cause of its prolongation. The
wages are proportioned to the difficulties but the difficulties are borne only by the unbenefited child,
while his whole earnings are yielded to the father, ministering to his cupidity, if not to his extravagance.
‘Most of the parents,’ says an experienced under-viewer, (No.121) ‘do not care about the work of the
children so long as they get good wages.’
Words of the witnesses retained.
The identical phraseology and words uttered by all the witnesses have been as rigidly retained
(to the perpetual breach of grammar and correctness if not of perspicuity) as the necessity of rendering
the evidence ordinarily intelligible would permit. A sufficient number of peculiar terms and
expressions to exhibit the character of the testimonies and to preserve their verisimilitude has been
included but the majority of these has been supplanted by the significations with which they are
convertible and the most complete glossaries of technicalities and provincial terms, with their
explanations, that I could, in the absence of all data, compile, have been in each case prefixed to the
evidence on the different species of labour. As the veracity of pit boys was impeached by some
employers, all the means within reach were resorted to for the purpose of testing the truth of their
statements. Stringent and minutely precautionary methods were adopted in taking the evidence and
answers in any respect doubtful are omitted.
Hours for drawing coals.
It is unnecessary to recapitulate those arrangements which almost any page of the evidence from
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collieries will present and hence I omit more than a very brief mention of such facts as the following:Coals are drawn from the pits for 12 hours per diem, usually from 4’clock a.m. to 4 o’clock
p.m. The hewers work six or eight hours (see No.198 ) and the boys 12 hours. The boys are absent
from their homes for, at the least, 13 hours and commonly more. (No.503) See for example Nos.34,38,
91, 95,118,140. The boys at bank are also away from home for more than the 12 hours and some of
them, (see No.439) as well as the boys in the pit, are away 16 hours per diem.
Night-work.
Whether the night-work of boys may be deemed an uncommon duty will be judged by the
comparative frequency of the occurrence at the time of an alleged depression of the trade and at a
season known to be none of the busiest. Whether too it is a task of merely occasional necessity may be
inferred from the statements of such witnesses as No.436.
Double and treble shifts in pits.
It will be noticed how frequently the boys state that they have remained in the pits for 24 and 36
consecutive hours (No.105) and even 48 hours (No.36). These statements were too numerous to be
disputable and were often fully confirmed by the evidence of separate witnesses. The frequency of the
fact is surprising. See for instance Nos. 35, 36, 58, 105, 118, 129, 135, 138, 191, 192, 271, 272, 302,
304, 321. A witness (No.302) asserted his knowledge of an instance in which a boy had, eight years
previously, remained an entire week in a pit in the Tees district but there were no means of confirming
this statement.
In all these instances it was attempted to discover to what extent these prolonged labours were
voluntarily undertaken. It was, however, evidently difficult for boys to draw a line of demarcation
between what was due to their own readiness, and what resulted from compulsion or the fear of
disobliging. The grounds upon which the younger boys would be ready to perform these services were
by no means apparent and even assuming that these opportunities were invariably gladly embraced by
the witnesses (an assumption, indeed, which is in direct opposition to the statements of some), it
becomes a question how far voluntary labours should be permitted to extend.
These prolongations of duties were not confined to the youths in pits. Several similar instances
are dispersed through the evidence on other descriptions of labour. The evidence from lead-mines (see
Nos.516, 521,&c.) and iron-works (See Nos.545,546, &c.), will furnish numerous examples. That
form iron-works both for prolonged and of nocturnal labour. The statement of the witness No.618, that
he had worked for three days and three nights continuously, although thoroughly sifted, could not be
disapproved. could not he disproved.
Overtime in lead-mines and iron-works.
Occasions on which young persons in iron-foundries labour overtime are by no means
infrequent (see Nos.580) and in iron-works adapted to the manufacture of marine, stationary or
locomotive engines, more especially the last, employers allege the necessity for the employment of the
same set of hands for fourteen and even sixteen consecutive hours (from which meal-times are
deducted), when during the execution of an influx of orders the demand for a particular engine, or for
sudden repairs to an engine, may be peculiarly urgent. They assert that the temporary nature of such
demands would not justify them in increasing their establishments so as to meet them without addition
to the usual working hours of their boys and that there is no incitement to take this step in consideration
of the boys, who deem such opportunities of adding to their wages advantageous and desirable. A
statement in which some witnesses (as, for instance, in Messrs. Stephenson’s and Hawthorn’s
locomotive-engine manufactories at Newcastle) concurred. These indeed are the grounds of excuse
urged by the masters in all works in reference to overtime labour.
Putter.
The putters form a large and most important class of pit lads. Every particular of their duties and
remuneration, &c. will he found to be explained in the Report (see p.545), and Evidence. What effects
they attribute to their labour may be noticed in Nos. 81, 102, 199, 201, 223, 224, 225, 272, 426, 429 &c.
The term ‘putter’ is generic and includes the specific distinctions of ‘half-marrow’ (see Nos.270,304,
&c.) and ‘fouls’ (see Nos.77,86,91,94,296).
The silence of some putters on the oppresiveness of their employment must be considered in
connection with the fact that they possess no stand with which to compare their labour, for in wholly pit
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neighbourhoods, remote from towns, it is probable that the younger boys had never witnessed any other
species of juvenile employment. Hence, too, when some reply that their putting is easy, such answers
must be received as merely implying that it is easy in comparison with difficult pushing, while in fact
the lightest of that labour requires very considerable exertion. ‘Canny’ or easy putting being all that a
boy can expect, his ideas of hardship are associated only with very laborious putting. A considerable
variation, however, of the degrees of difficulty is observable in different collieries, as well from artificial
causes as from the natural position of the seams of coal. All collieries situated within half a mile North
of the great ninety-fathom dike, which has intruded itself into the Northern deposition of fossil fuel, are
necessarily subject to ‘banky ‘ or hilly putting, as the seam rises from nine or ten inches to the yard
and then clips correspondingly.
‘Helpers up’ may be almost considered as another species of putters whose assistants they are.
Their labour is necessarily severe as they are only employed in emergencies. Occasionally its severity
is productive of pain effects, as in Nos.145, 457, &c.
Foals, &c.
In regarding the putters as a class, the youngest of them and particularly those designated
‘foals,’ are perhaps the most to be commiserated of any of the boys in the mine (see Nos.86,91,296).
In pits where they are especially needed, their promotion to this duty is much too early and, as may be
readily supposed, the older lads whom they assist are fully disposed to exact from them, at least, their
full share of toil and sometimes considerably more than that to which their strength is adequate.
Effects of the labour.
That the skin of their backs would he sometimes grazed and especially when unprotected by a
‘backskin,’ the mere description of their labours will manifest to be probable; but a perusal of their
evidence will show that this is a common cause of complaint.
With ‘skinned backs,’ ‘wrenches,’ &c., the putters declared that they had been very frequently
troubled and when some of them averred that the severity of their labour was such that they would
willingly suffer a proportionate diminution of wages to secure a limitation of the hours of work, there
could be no doubt of the intensity of their feelings and the sincerity of their descriptions.
In endeavours temporarily to increase his earnings, the putter is frequently regardless of fatigue
and, were he permitted, would oftimes only terminate his toil by entire physical exhaustion.
That when this is so well known a characteristic of the putter, agents should ever urge that the
labour is voluntary especially that in the cases of double and treble undergone by the same boy, the
undertaking is optional and that hence its duration did not require limitation and control, was somewhat
surprising.
Drivers.
The next large class in the descending scale of age are the drivers, or, as they commonly
designate themselves, rolley-drivers. While their continued locomotion, unattended as it is by the
exertion and toil of the putters may be deemed in some respects advantageous, yet in reference to
casualties it is especially perilous and in meeting with mishaps they are confessedly a most ill-omened
race. See for example, Nos.128, 359, 474, 479, &c.
Nor can their frequent claims to the solace of ‘smart money’ be greatly wondered at, when to
the merest children and mischievous striplings, the uncontrolled management of horses, not seldom
unruly, and not rarely plagued into viciousness, is absolutely entrusted and that oftimes in the narrowest
passages. Surprise entirely abates when the insecurity of their seat upon the ‘limmers,’ or end of the
waggon, is regarded, an insecurity which it did not appear a matter of difficulty to obviate by simple
precautionary arrangements. Moreover, many of the drivers are employed at a very early age, see for
example, Nos.16, 22, 74, 455, &c.
Door-keepers, or trappers.
The youngest children in the mine are the door-keepers or trappers. Of the circumstances of
their employment, a series of descriptions often expressed in graphic, though homely phraseology,
from opposite classes of witnesses might have been produced. Functionaries of the mine, and partisans
by their position, would sometimes render such accounts as might induce strangers to deem them a race
of children deservedly the objects of envy; while, as the reverse, others would depict their condition as
one of unmitigated misery.
The age, ignorance, and inanity of the children were adequate causes why lengthened answers,
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descriptive of their duties and feelings, could neither be elicited nor expected from themselves; while the
uniformity of both the one and the other rendered repeated delineations unnecessary. From such as are
preserved, ample information may be gathered. (See Nos. 17, 18, 19, 38, 95, 357, 360, 361, 362, 365,
440, 456, &c.)
Effects of the duty.
That the circumstances of the occupation of the trapper are not physically injurious the evidence
will by no means establish, (see Nos.501, 502,&c.); that they are mentally and morally pernicious can
scarcely he denied. While a statement of these circumstances which should assign to each cause its due
proportion of effect may be very difficult to produce, it is no unwarrantable assumption to affirm that
the unbroken monotony of the duty, in conjunction with its duration and the darkness, solitude, and
other peculiarities of the scene of its performance, must at least blunt the feelings and deaden the
intellect so as to diminish the capabilities of receiving instruction. The perpetual recurrence of the
vacant state, or of the heedless ‘I don't know,’ in answer to reiterated and varied questions, accompanied
paraphrases of their companions, at and away from the scene of duty and the absence of the most
rudimental instruction, were of themselves sufficient symptoms of this morbid condition.
Trappers five years of age.
The diminutiveness of some of the trappers as (Nos.357 and 456) was remarkable, and
suggested grave doubts of the statements given of their ages. That, however, children of five years of
age should ever, under any circumstances, be engaged in pits would have appeared incredible hut for the
respectability of the informants, who stated their knowledge of such facts, though they were unwilling
to have it included in their evidence.
Mr. Elliot, (No.367,) a viewer, and hence, from his position, the reverse of a partisan on such
points, states, in his evidence, that he ‘has known boys of five years of age in some pits, and could give
two names and instances of boys of five years of age being employed in pits in the county of Durham.
One, Robert Pattison, employed down this pit (Monkwearmouth), is now six years of age and has been
down four months. His father, who was not well off, earnestly requested that he might be taken but the
viewer did not know his age till yesterday, neither does the boy know his own age.’ Such testimony,
emanating from a Northern colliery viewer, of considerable experience is decisive. The whole of Mr.
Elliot’s evidence merits attention.
Excuse of Parents.
The extenuations of parents could not be received as worthy of confidence, when they averred
the easy descent of the children to be merely in accordance with their own reluctant permission and not
the result of their instigation, or of a direct exercise of parental authority. Declarations of the anxiety
of the child to enter the pit and of the extortion of permission for his instalment in the office of doorkeeper, granted in the hope and prospect of producing by surfeit a distaste for the occupation, were too
common but paltry palliations of parental cupidity.
In the breasts of even those who have some moral claims to the character of parents, the
irrepressible desire of gain on the one hand and their sensibility to the benefits of mental, culture on the
other, may be considered as opposite attractions, of which the former is likely to prove the more
powerful, especially as it is strengthened by the effects of constant example around them, while the
latter must be indebted for its efficacy solely to its intrinsic value.
Explosions caused by trappers.
In adverting to the tremendous responsibility unconsciously incurred by these almost infantile
keepers of the lives of scores of human beings, all their superiors in age and commonly including their
own fathers, we cease to regard the door-keeper as a mere mechanical adjunct to the mine. Viewed in
the light the onus of his duty can scarcely be overrated and of the results of its temporary neglect I
witnessed a melancholy demonstration in the horrible scenes exhibited in and around the exploded pit
at Willington colliery, on which the agent concludes that, ‘the cause of the dreadful accident so
destructive both of life and property, is supposed to have been the negligence of Cooper, the trapper,’
&c (No.2). Since my return, too, an explosion has occurred at Thornley colliery, on August 5th, by
which nine persons have been killed. All, save one, young persons and children. This accident, the
viewer writes to me, ‘had originated by the trap-door being neglected and the gas afterwards coming in
contact with the lighted candle at the trap-door.’ (See details, p.555.) How many mining catastrophes
are due to the negligence of door-keepers it is neither possible to affirm nor judicious to conjecture,
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inasmuch as the violence of the explosion at the spot where it originates usually sweeps away all
indications of its immediate cause. In the list of accidents which I have subsequently given, it will be
seen that 34 lives were lost at Jarrow colliery in l826, by a trapper, eight years of age, leaving his door.
But while few explosions have happened, the origin of which been so distinctly traced and so readily
assigned to the heedlessness of trappers as the above instances, yet the liability to such fatal
occurrences is neither disputed nor diminished.
Much might be, much has been, observed on this head, and the subject was one upon which
witnesses were examined at length, by the Parliamentary Committee investigating the causes of
accidents in 1835 and upon it the principal press, during the excitement arising from recent explosions,
exhibit numerous letters and notices. But the excitement gradually subsides, and despite of report,
letters and observations, no alteration is deemed by viewers possible or advisable (see No.3, &c.), and
boys of 7, 8, and 9 years of age still continue to tend the doors.
Preventives.
Whether the boys may be advantageously replaced by old men, or whether the doors may be so
constructed as to act without the intervention of human agency (see No.367, and No.217), may long
remain questions in theory, while they are decided in practice; nor does it appear that it will be
ascertained how far the problem admits of a mechanical solution until some more powerful incitement
to its investigation shall be brought into operation. There are occasionally very young children
employed otherwise than as trappers (no.353) and some are promoted to driverships at much too early
an age as before noticed.
Expressions of the younger witness.
Many of the expressions of the younger pitboys must, to obtain a just appreciation of their
force and value be regarded as especially intensive. Their too restricted to admit of more than common
or feeble words, as the medium for the expression of uncommon degrees of labour or fatigue. They
were unable to transfuse the bitterness of their thoughts into their homely terms and phraseology
conventionally received in ordinary conversation as positive in degree, was evidently employed by them
as superlative. Hence, for example ‘sore tired’ would be expressive of an extreme degree of fatigue
and a boy would frequently say he had been ‘hurt in his arm,’ when he was discovered to mean that he
had fractured the limb and thus many simple expressions require to be viewed as possessed of a force
not inherent in the terms themselves.
Physical effects of pit-work.
Some of the physical effects of pit work are of tardy growth and manifestation hence they must
be looked for and estimated in some of the old collieries, where the labour has been the uninterrupted
occupation of generations. Conclusions deduced, for example, from the appearance of the work people
in the newer collieries of the South of Durham would be partially fallacious. In scrutinising the boys,
the corporeal characteristics of the adults may be frequently noticed in incipient development in the
adolescents, or hereditarily transmitted to the children. Small bulk of body, paleness and angularity of
visage and their general appearance, which is very far from robust, would lead to the conviction that they
are a somewhat deteriorated race.
Stature of pit-boys.
The average of such measurements (the details of which would be superfluous), as their
perpetual mobility admitted of my noting, together with my inspection of more than a thousand of these
boys, evinced that as a class (with many individual exceptions), their stature must be considered as
diminished. In collieries located in the vicinity of a nautical population, the variation in stature between
pit boys and the neighbouring youths was not so apparent as in pits surrounded by a large proportion
of agricultural labourers.
Exclusion from sun-assumed light.
Some effects of employment in coal-mines that might have been from assumed from à priori
conclusions, were not found to be established by actual experience. Of this nature is the natural
supposition that the exclusion from sun-light during so large a portion of the day (and in the case of the
boys in winter it almost amounts to an exclusion from the entire daylight) would be actively injurious to
the eyesight. But this is not found to be the case in the young and in the old an occasional tendency to
regard objects, especially books, with a peculiar oblique look, is all that I could discover. The most
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remarkable effect of the exclusion in the mines is the paleness of countenance so generally observable
and so strikingly contrasted with the ruddy visages of those employed at bank.
Complaints of the boys.
There can be but little doubt, however, that their occupations and presence in the pits are
physically injurious to the boys. Notice may be taken of their complaints of want of appetite, as in
Nos.156,169,270. of ‘bad air,’ as in Nos. Nos. 137, 141, 174, 180, 200, 238, 300, 438; of nausea and
vomiting, as in Nos. 62, 83, 84, 110, 142, 143, 145, 146, 150, 194, 364, 378, &c.; of illness, as boys. in
Nos. 76, 135, 169, 191, 374, 441; of boils and sickness, as 371 to 375, 385; of working in wet places, as
in Nos. 56, 229, 233, 306, 315, 236, 267.
Additional enumeration and references are unnecessary, for the evidence abounds with instances
of the pernicious effects of pit work. It would seem scarcely possible that even a zealous partisan could
peruse many pages of the evidence and retain his opinion that the labour of the boys is ‘healthy’.
Punitive discipline is not unknown in the pits. See Nos. 355, 479, &c.
Mining dress.
To extreme changes of temperature, not to be braved with impunity by an occasional visitant to
the pits (of which I became painfully aware), the miners appear to have become perfectly indurated. On
the slight tunic of flannel in which, together with drawers, they ordinarily labour (although a very near
approach to nudity is observable in some deep and hot pits, as in Monkwearmouth; and in Shilbottle pit,
which supplies the town of Alnwick with fuel, men work completely naked), they add a jacket before
emerging from the pit-mouth and thus moderately enveloped, and commonly disdaining great-coats or
plaids in the severest weather, the inclemency of seasons appears to be, as they are concerned,
completely innocuous.
Temperature of pits.
The temperature of the mines vanes at different times and in different pits. The average heat in
one of the Hetton pits is at the bottom of the shaft 66 degrees, and in the recesses of the workings 70
degrees, while at Monkwearmouth pit, the extreme case (see No.367), the average heat is about 78
degrees or 80 degrees.
Old pitmen.
That there are examples of very old pitmen will be noticed by a reference to the witnesses No.32
and 33, the former 93 (the oldest witness I could obtain in the district) and the latter 77 years of age.
Legislative interference.
Upon the extent to which the evils of the case are tangible by legislation, it is not the province of
your Sub-Commissioner to enlarge but it certainly appears to him that no valid objection has been, or
can be, taken to at least a limitation of the age at which children are introduced to the mine. However
high the minimum may be fixed, the establishment of some minimum is essential.
Limitation of age.
Nor must it be supposed that such a limitation would be generally viewed as a hostile
infringement upon the presumed liberty of trade. By few employers do I remember that such a
regulation was formally deprecated and it will be observed in the evidence adduced, that to several
Viewers it would prove acceptable, and that by some it is ardently desired. Mr. Elliot the viewer of
Moukwearmouth colliery (No.367 in med.) ‘would deliberately say that only boys of twelve years of
age should be employed in pits in any way;’ and similar opinions may be found in the testimonies of
Viewers No 158; No.240, of an overman; No.289, of air underviewer; No.121, &c. and opinions of this
nature might have been multiplied and especially with reference to a minimum of a lower age (see
No.3), as nine years. From persons unconnected with the collieries, almost innumerable testimonies
might have been collected, expressing, their desire for a restricting law (as Nos.500, 501, 502, &c.).
Relays.
The objections to the substitution of relays chiefly turn on the assumed scarcity of hands and
the employers increased expenditure in wages, &c. Whatever force these objections may possess, they
do not appear to be invariably applicable to the case of the youngest children, the trappers, who were
not, at all the pits which I visited, constantly employed. At Wallsend colliery the trappers were
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employed for two days, and were idle the third. This may be an unusual case but a superabundance of
children of a suitable age for tending doors may exist in a colliery establishment; or alterations in the
ventilation consequent upon the progress of the mining operations, may and do render their
employment frequently irregular, and they are not paid when unengaged. Hence a collaterally beneficial
effect of legislative interference on the subject of relays might ensue in the more equable distribution of
the times of the duties of the trappers in these instances, without the necessity of a large addition to their
numbers. A regular engagement for each child during a portion of every day would assuredly be
preferable to confinement for twelve or thirteen hours for several consecutive days, succeeded by total
idleness on others.
Modifications.
Other matters there are in the arrangements of the employment of children indubitably
susceptible of ready amelioration. A system whose exuberance has been shooting forth from year to
year uncontrolled, save by the impediments of commercial fluctuations, may surely tolerate a pruning
hand without injury to its vitality. It could not surprise me that many of those whose interests from
their earliest years have been bound up in its growth, should in time become habituated to regard
excrescences as essentials, should place their veto on fancied intrusions into private rights, and should,
to all modifications and alterations, propound objections and arguments which they might deem
irrefragable.
Safety of life and limb.
Those considerations of safety of life and limb, which are immediately connected with the
system and technicalities of mining, must be reserved for more detailed investigation. Notwithstanding,
however, the systematic and scientific knowledge of mining matters, which characterise the district, it
may perhaps not be futile to inquire whether many of the 1500 lives, which the tables I have compiled
and presented below show to have been sacrificed in little more than 40 years, might not have been
saved by the adoption of more extensive and more stringent precautionary measures.
The propriety of such an inquiry will perhaps become still more apparent if we concentrate our
attention for a moment on the number of lives lost within the last two years, by what may be
distinguished as ordinary casualties in coal-pits. A reference to the tables will enable us to approximate
to the minimum of such casualties in a given number of collieries; while it will be observed that those
terminating short of death are lamentably numerous.
My object was not to enter into the consideration of the possibility of the prevention or
diminution of such calamities, for this is a subject that would involve the necessity of a treatise upon the
arena of mining arrangements but merely to attempt to exhibit their deplorable frequency in a district
where the superiority of system, consequent upon the magnitude of the undertakings might lead us to
presume that they should be comparatively rare.
Hitherto it is chiefly the physical condition that has been glanced at, but if we regard the moral
state of the young persons and children at collieries, assuredly any claims to legislative interference,
founded upon the former, will be very considerably augmented by a consideration of the latter.
Perhaps few parts of our country exhibit in such immediate and striking juxtaposition, the wide
disparity between commercial and educational enterprise. In the former, difficulties exist only to be
overcome, - in the latter, only to be looked at and lamented. Enterprises the most hazardous and the
most extensive, sometimes bounded by but dim prospects of success, are commenced and
pertinaciously conducted with untiring energy and nearly limitless expenditure while the contrast
presented by the tardy progress of education is indeed depressing.
Remarkable instances of this contrariety in the same colliery might be adduced, as at of
Monkwearmonth pit, with its shaft of nearly 1600 feet in perpendicular depth, where no school was
established and where the morals of the boys were acknowledged by the owners and agents themselves
to be low, (Nos.367-8) and by neighbours affirmed to be grievously low.
In the details and evidence on education, I have endeavoured to present to your notice some of
the most favourable examples in the district; such is the poverty of the majority that they are scarcely
entitled to separate notice. Some instances, too, have been preserved, (such as Nos.642, 644, 648,) to
indicate the nature and circumstances of the best of the ordinary schools.
An extended notice of the statistics of particular schools is, I now find, the more uncalled for, as
there has just been published the Report of an inquiry into the numbers and circumstances of schools
in this mining district, undertaken by the Rev. John Allen, in 1840, at the desire of the Committee of
Council on Education and in it I perceive, as might be supposed, numerous coincident results from
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coincident inquiries. A selection, therefore, from the evidence adduced on this head and from notes on
the most flourishing schools, and from the statements of agents and schoolmasters in the most favoured
royalties, will be all that can be desirable.
State of the returns.
Had the various columns in the tabular forms issued to each mine and manufactory been
carefully and accurately filled up, I should have been enabled to present a correct summary of the actual
state of elementary education amongst the children therein employed. But the condition in which the
majority of the forms have been returned precludes the possibility of arriving, by their aid, at even an
approximate solution of the problem. Many of the sheets are but half filled, more are evidently slurred
over with the greatest haste and inattention, and few indeed exhibit the signatures of the children and
young persons. The attempt to obtain signatures from the pit-boys was, I am well aware, mainly
ineffectual. At all times remarkably wary in affixing their signatures, if indeed they had ever in their
previous lives been called upon to make the attempt, they were, from the circumstances glanced at in my
remarks upon the pit bond at this particular juncture and especially in the more northerly Tyne
collieries, obstinately unwilling to sign their names, at the request of their employers and superiors, to
any paper whatever and much more so to a large printed sheet professedly issued with the sanction of
Government and of which they could rarely be made to comprehend the object. At their examinations I
could with great difficulty prevail upon them to manifest their ability to sign their names and only
succeeded by long explanations and by allowing them to write on blank paper which was afterwards
destroyed in their presence.
Summary from six collieries.
I subjoin a summary of returns from six collieries, (the first four being four of the largest on the
Tyne,) which I have selected as far the most favourable examples collieries that can be adduced:-

Completion of the Returns.
From the mode in which the completion of the returns was executed, this summary, when justly
appreciated, can only be received as the numerical representation of the uninvestigated answers,
rendered by pit boys, to the questions of subordinate agents and it is well known with what reluctance
these boys confess their inability to read and write. None will deny that a pit man or boy displays a
disposition to say or suppose that he can read when he can merely spell and to affirm that he can write
when few could decipher the hieroglyphics scrawled as emblematic of his name. If, too, in accordance
with the opinion of the highest authority amongst Viewers, “their habitual vice of lying and deceit is so
inveterate, that no information you may extract from them is to be trusted,” then assuredly we can
scarcely hope to arrive at correct conclusions by the enumeration of negatives or affirmatives merely
penned from the mouths of the boys as they pass in rapid review before a registering clerk. Yet it was
scarcely a matter for surprise that some speedy method of filling up the columns should be adopted,
when personal experience taught me the aversion of the witnesses to be probed on these points and
their groundless fancies when they witnessed their ignorance recorded against their names; whence, I
confess, arose numerous misgivings as to the accuracy of their own account of their conduct and
abilities. Notwithstanding however, all misgivings, in three of the above-named collieries, Killingworth,
Wallsend and Heaton and especially in the first, the opportunities for obtaining elementary instruction
are the most favourable existing in the collieries, and the returns appeared to have been completed with
attention.
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Number who can write.
With reference to the number of boys at the above six collieries, who can in some manner write
or depict their names, I am induced, from all my examinations and inquiries, to believe that one in four
would be a maximum estimate. Here then, under any suppositions, we behold the greatest elevation of
elementary instruction in the collieries and even assuming the accuracy of the returns from other mines,
the depression in them would be great indeed; a fact which has been so amply established and so
readily conceded, that it will be unnecessary to exhibit further proofs.
Education at Lead-mines.
By the returns from Mr. Beumont’s lead mines at Allenheads, in the county of Durham (which
I believe to have been filled up with considerable care), where 252 males under 18 years of age are
employed, it would appear that very nearly the whole of them can read an easy book and attend public
worship and that very large proportion can write their names and attend Sunday-schools. Yet even in
this very favourable case, a most competent witness, on whom I could place full reliance, observed, “the
people, with very few exceptions, do not see to have a wish for much education, at least they do not
embrace the opportunities afforded them for their improvement. When once children leave school to go
to work they seem to have no more inclination for instruction, even where they might attend school
without the least inconvenience but the error of course rests more with the parents than the children.”
The returns from Mr. Beaumont’s mines, in the neighbouring parish of Stanhope, where 180
males under 18 years of age are engaged, do not exhibit these particulars in so favourable a light.
Education at Iron-works.
Summary of the returns from the principal Iron-works in my district.

To this summary the same remarks are applicable as are appended to the pre ceding similar
summary from 6 collieries.
By a reference to the accounts of witnesses Nos.535, 537, 538, 555, 556, 557, 559, 560, 566,
568, 570, 576, 577, 578, all of whom, fortuitously examined were totally illiterate, a judgement may be
formed of the amount of elementary knowledge current in the three above named iron-works. It must
be observed that these 4 iron-works exhibit the greatest sum of education of any in the district and all
but the first are in possession of schools which may be considered as originally established in
connection with them.
In the absence of personal examination, it is probable that the requisition of a signature is the
only infallible test of the degrees of elementary education, the amount of which may be fairly estimated
in proportion to the dexterity manifested in accomplishing the task.
The test of signatures.
When a pit-boy has not acquired the skill requisite to the formation of his name, the effective
value of his education may be commonly rated at nothing, for his subsequent attendance at schools is
very dubious, his contrasted ignorance if he be found there, disheartening, and his habitual vacuity of
mind, propensity to doze, and other similar difficulties, almost insuperable.
Now this test is precisely that which those who have made returns from collieries have been the
least ready, or found it the most difficult, to apply and I have shown why numerous attempts at its
application were mostly unsuccessful. From my personal examinations it was evident that exceedingly
few could write and in far the most favourable cases not more than one in four - that one frequently
writing nearly illegibly.
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Education necessarily deficient.
Not only is it readily conceded on nearly all sides that the state of education amongst the mining
boys is at a very low ebb but it is difficult to conceive how, under existing circumstances, it could he
other than it is. The few years of interrupted pupilage that precede the introduction of the children to
the mine, at eight or nine years of age, are unquestionably insufficient to allow even a basis of education
to be founded. Nor do the ordinary schools and masters remotely approach to such a character as to
atone for the brevity of attendance by energetic efforts to produce a rapid development of the mental
capabilities.
A brief experience of the fatigues of the mine and a brief familiarity with the language and
habits of the miners, are in most instances sufficient to weaken, if not to eradicate, any desire for
instruction which might perchance have been previously fostered. While, therefore, the rare attendance
of pit boys at night-schools could not but be regretted, it could scarcely be wondered at. Their presence
at Sunday schools was indeed more frequent but certainly by no means compensatory. It was therefore
a natural, though lamentable, consequence that a considerable number of young persons had absolutely
retrograded into a state of almost entire illiteracy. The instances of ignorance so abound in the
Evidence that they will be readily discovered. The following are some examples in collieries Nos.61,
62, 65, 117, l3~, 141, 62, 181, 182, 201, 235, 242, 243, 246, 250, 253, 299, 305, 310, 426, 427, 461.
These will be amply sufficient to sustain the justice of these allegations but to derive a due impression
from such facts, the manner of the witnesses in answering the questions should be known.
Domestic training.
That these remarks are equally applicable to the boys in iron-works, a reference to the evidence
of the fourteen, closely following, totally illiterate witnesses previously enumerated will undeniably
establish. The loss too of scholastic instruction is in nowise counterbalanced by careful domestic
training for the parents, mostly destitute of information and self-government, are incapable of directing
the minds of their children. Themselves swayed by the impulses of wayward feelings, their indulgence
or correction of their offspring alike capricious. Immoderate indulgences are usually but preludes to
immoderate chastisement and both tend to the development of forwardness in childhood, and rebellion
in maturity.
Exemption from the instruction of parents may indeed in many cases be deemed positively
advantageous, for the little information which they possess is so interwoven with superstition and
fallacy that the whole is rather dangerous than desirable.
Plea of poverty.
Poverty is perhaps the last excuse that parents should but the first which they generally do,
plead in extenuation of the absence of their children from schools. The table of wages which I have
given will show that their earnings are large and the instance of outlay in page 536 that their
expenditure is liberal. If a father and three sons can earn £5 per fortnight something surely might
easily be spared for education and the instances adduced in No.637 demonstrate that this can be
effected under the very unfavourable circumstances in which a father was placed whose earnings did
not exceed twenty shillings per week and whose family consisted of six unprofitable children.
Rudiment instruction might and should be furnished at a cheap rate, but that the expense is not always
the real barrier to its extension is proved by the indifference with which a nearly nominal exaction of
payment is sometimes regarded. (See No.655, and No.668.)
Ignorance of the most educated.
It would be a matter of no difficulty further to demonstrate that even among the majority of
those boys who are declared able to read and write, the effective value of this power is trifling, inasmuch
as their superiority is so marked that they commonly remain satisfied and stationary at this point of
their initiatory education. Hence were we to exact as a proof of elementary knowledge an ability to
perform the common operations of arithmetic, we should materially diminish the small number of the
educated. This fact is indeed implied by the general character ascribed to the colliery youths and the
exceptions will be chiefly found amongst the sons of the engineers and artifices employed at bank.
One instance, however, from the evidence of a highly respectable gentleman (No.198) no friend to
legislative interference, will be appropriate and adequate:- “We employ,” says Mr. Taylor, “three lads
a cranemen at East Holywell; they are required to keep an account of the work sent away and therefore
some, though a very slight, knowledge of arithmetic is indispensable. Now, out of our whole stock of
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lads suitable by their age for the purpose, and amounting to about 20 in number, we could select no
more than two who could keep the account I have mentioned, which is only in of an account of simple
addition. To get the third person we have been obliged to choose from another class and to pay him
extra wages in consequence, &c. An instance like the one above shows that of those who can read and
write, very few know the commonest rules of arithmetic.”
If too the state of education of the pit-boys were measured by a deer from the standard of that
of the subordinate superintendents of the pit ( overmen, &c.) corresponding to their inferiority in
mining rank, it would frequently be low indeed, although the children of the overmen and deputies
certainly secure a larger amount of instruction than ordinarily falls to the lot of others.
Testimonies from clergymen.
Testimonies more than adequate to the establishment of the fact of the deplorable moral
condition of pit-boys might have been adduced from several clergymen (see No.633), but it will suffice
to quote the brief written opinion of two. The Rev. B. S. Broughton, rector of Washington, observes,
“I consider the religious and moral condition of the children, more particularly of young persons
employed in collieries, to be at an awfully low ebb. I was prepared to witness so much carelessness,
irreligion and immorality, having before I came here lived in an agricultural district.” The Rev. Hugh
Nanny vicar of Jarrow, writes, “The morals of the children here are very bad, the education almost
none; their intellect very much debased, both from the habits at home and their employment in the pit.
One great cause is large families being pent up in small habitations.” (See also No.509.)
Considerable difference naturally characterises different collieries, it is of course to the mass
that general remarks are applicable. Information has been elicited respecting the best schools to evince
what may be effected and hence it must he constantly borne in mind that the evidence will exhibit the
maximum of what has been accomplished; while the condition of majority must be inferred not only by
omission and implication but by the present general comments and the general remarks of the
witnesses.
New collieries.
It would perhaps be partial to deduce inferences from the moral state of new collieries; for they
are naturally the receptacles of the refuse of the old. The primary increase of wages and the greater
license and facility for indulgence of depraved habits which distinguish the former, are potent
attractions to a large number of pitmen and it may be readily conceived that character of the mass thus
brought together is lamentably degraded. Amidst the distractions incident to the commencement and
earlier years of the enter prize, special provision for moral and religious training is too frequently
postponed to a more convenient season, the arrival of which period is sometimes long awaited. “In the
numerous new collieries,” remarks one of the chic viewers, George Johnson, Esq., (No.3) “the Place
of Worship and Schools are generally the last things established or even thought of.” One pit-lad
(No.195) observes of a new colliery:- “There is much blackguardishness there bowling matches, cock
and dog fighting, and such like. Almost all drink there sore young lads of 17 and all.”
Killingworth Wylam and Urpeth Schools.
When the very recent origin of the principal weekly colliery schools, as those at Killingworth
(No.635), and at Wylam (No.646), &c., was considered, it could not but be evident that, but a very few
years since the district must have been deplorably deficient in the means of education. At present, upon
the subtraction of these few schools, the remainder would most probably be unexpectedly small. The
principles upon which the schools at Killingworth and at Wylam and Urpeth collieries are established
merit attention. The former were founded and are maintained by mutual voluntary subscriptions
amongst the workmen, the whole family of a subscriber being taught for three pence per week, with the
exception of young men above 16 years of age, who subscribe three pence per week for themselves
(No.635). The latter are founded and maintained by a compulsory payment inserted in the ‘bond,’ or
form of annual hiring. Each householder with a family contributes five pence per fortnight, and each
with out a family three pence per fortnight, while the additional sum of one penny per week is charged
for each child sent to the school (No.646).
This last was a remarkable regulation for a single Viewer to enact in collieries not extensive.
That it met with fair success was perhaps unexpected and truly encouraging; that the experiment will be
repeated in other collieries is under present circumstances, improbable.
Several considerations led me to fear that the plan of the Killingworth Schools would not be
extensively adopted. It will suffice to allude to such as, that much depends upon the Viewer and the
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agents who possess the same influence and entertain the same views as Nicholas Wood, Esq., are not
numerous. Scarcely too can it be expected that a committee chosen from the people of the colliery
should constantly remain in concord, or that the teachers should ways readily acquiesce in their
arrangements and always refrain from calculating the amount of their gains under the old system.
The value of these instances should not be detracted from by a display their defects but while
due praise is accorded to their merits, it can scarcely be supposed that in these isolated efforts we
behold the incipient development of a progressive moral amelioration in the collieries. To effect a
general amelioration a general and irresistible stimulus must be applied.
Ordinary Day-schools
The ordinary day-schools in collieries need a summary notice. They are usually opened by the
master as a private speculation, nearly always with the consent and commonly with the countenance, of
the owners or agents. The present amounts to a mere general approval; the countenance to an
exemption from house-rent and a free supply of coal.
Charges.
The charges for tuition range from three pence to nine pence per week, in accordance with the
amount of instruction undertaken to be imparted; while the payments of the parents and the attendance
of the children are equally irregular. Hence the master, even were he capable, could employ no regular
system but is compelled to adopt such modes as best comport with a fluctuating attendance.
No vigilance is employed to ensure the presence of pupils and no inspection to test their
progress. Their presence is left to the spontaneous desires of the parents - their progress to the
spontaneous exertions of the teacher.
Discipline.
His discipline, though not severely punitive, is commonly rigorous arbitrary; and his precepts
are enforced not by persuasive influence but by an elevation of his voice or an infliction of the strap.
Masters rarely trained.
Exceedingly few of the masters are trained as such and still fewer have undergone a specific
training as teachers of pit boys. Successfully to instruct youths who are accustomed to the pit requires
the exercise of a variety of qualities not very commonly combined and very seldom found united in a
schoolmaster in the collieries.
If the best test of elementary instruction be an ability to write, that of claims to a higher
education is, paradoxical as it may seem, an ability to spell. Judged by this criterion, it is to be feared
that not a very small proportion of the schoolmasters in the collieries would be condemnable,
lamentable deficiencies in orthography being frequently coexistent with skill in penmanship. Written
statements from teachers are now before me that would amply sustain the justice of this remark, and
would further exhibit remarkable innovations upon the ordinary rules of grammar.
Character of the master.
The master, subject to none but casual and powerless inspection, is amenable to no superior and
should he find especial favour in the eyes of the influential, is exempt for the fear and stimulus of
rivalry and hence he too frequently assumes the tome as well as the position of an educational autocrat.
It might reasonably be expected that one invested with such extensive powers would be
endowed with superior excellence and exhibit undeniable qualifications for his duties but it was found
that schools were not only undertaken as a mere matter of pecuniary speculation but not rarely even as
the last resource for a precarious livelihood.
Disabled pitmen.
The individual encouraged to assume the office of teacher is often not a man whose
conspicuous mental aptitude evinces his eligibility, but one whom accident has rendered incapable of
bodily labour and had reduced to the condition of a pensioner, claiming, from the mutilation or absence
of a limb to be the recipient of the bounty of the benevolent. It is not seldom that a disabled pitman
proposes himself as a candidate for a schoolmastership and should a vacancy occur in the colliery
where his misfortune happened, he deems himself and is deemed by others, indisputably entitled to the
suffrages of all parties. This evinces sensibility to the claims of misfortune and insensibility the claims
of education.
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Schools ineffectual.
It cannot, therefore, be greatly wondered at if the ordinary schools ineffective, many of the
masters merely tolerated and the dull round of duties dragged through, by the instructed and the
instructor, as a burdensome yet inevitable task. Nor can it be a matter of surprise if thoughtless boys
should frequently prefer the gloomy liberty of door-keepers in the pit to the uninviting subordination
and rigorous discipline of the school-room.
Absence of infant schools.
Reflecting upon the very early age at which children enter the pit, and upon the paucity and
poverty of the instruction they subsequently receive, it might have been presumed that some
compensation would have been afforded by establishment of systematic Infant-schools. With the
exception, however of that at Killingworth, there is not, I believe, one in the collieries north of the Wear
and I could hear of but one and that only in progress at Wingate in the large collieries more
immediately south of that river.
Dame-schools.
It is true that what are denominated Dame-schools partake somewhat of the character of infantschools but the resemblance is chiefly traceable in lowest point, that of their forming a secure receptacle
for children whose presence at home is inconvenient. These schools are at least desirable counteractives to parental indulgence and it occasionally appeared that the children derived some benefit from
their attendance, when the preceptress tempered her authority with an approach to maternal solicitude.
But, as might be expect this personage was frequency found to be one whose kindness, from infirmity
of temper or age, did not flow in an expanded current.
The only means of instruction in any degree compensatory for the defects or absence of early
education are night-schools and Sunday-schools.
Night-schools.
The demand for night-schools by mining youths is trifling and inconstant and hence the supply
is similar. They are chiefly encouraged and frequented by the sons of the engineers and artificers
employed at bank opened by the same masters who preside over the day-schools and conducted under
the same circumstances, they are liable to the same objections. Particulars of one or two of the more
successful instances have been preserved as No.648, &c. The accomplishments which some of the
masters declared themselves capable of teaching were somewhat strangely contrasted with the apparent
necessities and condition of their pupils; compound interest and plain and spherical trigonometry being
prominently professed. Occasionally being often an intelligent young man was met with at these
schools, but the attendance of any class is usually so small and inconstant that the teacher is in frequent
doubt whether it be expedient to close or continue his night-class. Such schools flourish almost
exclusively in the winter and even where the attendance of the scholars extends throughout the season,
their cessation in summer nearly counteracts the benefits they may have derived from their winter
course of instruction.
With reference to the Sunday-schools, they are principally founded and superintended by the
various sects of Methodism and it would he more desirable to allude to the zeal of the teachers than to
their qualifications, at least for imparting secular knowledge. Yet, without detracting from the merit of
efforts so praiseworthy and disinterested and without overlooking the extensive obligations of pit boys
to them, it may very safely be affirmed that the instruction derivable from Sunday-schools in nowise
atones for the early removal of the children from day-schools.
Sunday-schools.
The Methodist chapels afford rooms convenient and capable of being rendered airy, for many
of the weekly schools, in which the progress of tuition is of course interrupted when the building is and
that not infrequently, required for its more legitimate and appropriate purposes. A considerable portion,
however, of the schools are held in old colliery houses, slightly adapted to the School-rooms. change.
In these the enormous fires, common indeed to all and the closed doors and windows, together with the
presence of the scholars. frequently produced an atmosphere so vitiated and intolerable, that as a place
of sojourn I should have unhesitatingly preferred a well-ventilated coal-pit.
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Higher schools unknown.
Where the very rudiments of knowledge are so deficient it can scarcely be necessary to add that
schools of a higher character, in which the elements of mechanics and natural philosophy might be
imparted are totally unknown; it is even dubious whether they would prove acceptable to very many of
the employers of labour.
Religious instruction. Methodists.
The Methodists, subdivided into variously denominated sects, have chiefly and in several
instances exclusively, undertaken the charge of providing religious instruction in the collieries.
Considerable moral amelioration has ensued through their agency, for which they merit and have ‘ says
a churchman, No.198), ‘should have done their duty better towards the colliers.’
The church.
The church is sometimes distant several miles from the colliery houses. The circumstances that
determine the site of a colliery village are necessarily dependent of all reference to the position of the
parish church, and are usually of posterior occurrence to its erection; while the localities of the chapels
of the Methodists are decided simply with regard to the convenience of the pre-existing colliery village.
Some of the parishes, too, are so extensive as to defy adequate personal superintendence on the
part of a single clergyman; while, to employ the words the Rev. John Allen, ‘out of every 100
clergymen probably 20 at least, from some cause or other, will not be effective among a population so
difficult access.’ It will not, therefore, excite surprise to learn that the presence of pitman or his family
in the parish church is, in most colliery neighbourhoods, somewhat unusual occurrence.
The pitman and his family then, resigned to the care of the Methodists, generally unknown to,
and unvisited by, the clergymen; and as their own preachers are rarely resident, they are commonly
unbenefited by the regular and frequent visits of any religious instructor.
As in the extent of education, so in that of religious feeling, there is a considerable variation in
different collieries, generally greatly in favour of those which are far removed from the perilous
proximity of a town and especially of a sea port town.
Sabbaths misspent.
In a few collieries some of the agents profess the tenets of Methodism, and exercise their
influence in securing an attendance at the chapel and in others, devout parents succeed in inducing their
children to attend some of services with them. But in the greater number of instances the boys and
especially the young men, spend the Sabbaths, as a witness of 20 years of age (No.302) describes
himself to do, ‘in lying in bed or about home,’ if not much innocently. The self-condemnatory answers
of a young man of 18 (No.102) and at that colliery, too, where the means of education are the most
abundant) are brief, comprehensive and characteristic of the conduct of the majority of his marrows,
‘when he states that he’ goes to no school at all now. Takes all the rest he can get. Does not go to any
place of worship, except once or so now and then. A good part go to worship, the youngest go mostly.
He [witness] goes to walk. It takes all the week end to fetch him about.’
Similar remarks are too appropriate to many of the boys in iron-works.
Appalling ignorance.
In one or two instances the answers returned to questions upon religious knowledge were too
appallingly profane to admit of publication and it struck me as an astounding fact, when more than one
boy, both in pits and iron-works (and even in one of the best conducted ir0n-works in a large town),
being closely pressed upon the subject, confessed that their sole knowledge of sacred and awful terms
was derived from their daily desecration in the works! The case of the witness, No.586, aged 14, who
states that ‘he never heard of hell, except when he has heard the men swearing about it, ‘was,
unfortunately neither solitary nor altogether uncommon. It was, however deemed advisable rather thus
generally to glance at the nature than to record the words of the answers of comparative heathens.
Several children and young persons, who averred their regular attendance at public worship,
could or would attach no definite meaning to the most ordinary religious terms, and consequently while
they had not lost, could not be deemed to have profited, by their attendance.
During the year ending with the month of September, 1840, 141 pitmen were confined in this
jail. The subjoined table, which is a summary of the entries on the books of the gaol relative these
prisoners, will illustrate some of the preceding remarks:-
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Additional illustrations of this nature will be found in No.505, and at the close of my evidence on
miscellaneous manufactories, where similar tables from the Newcastle prisons and police are given.
In terminating this general Report, permit me to conclude with a summary and recapitulatory
remarks upon education.
Concluding summary.
I have excluded some testimonies merely vituperative of the tardiness of principals and agents in
addressing themselves to the promotion of efficient extended scholastic instruction; for such tardiness
is sufficiently evident from the simple statement of the facts detailed above. Owners and viewers are
absorbed in sustaining the mechanism of hazardous and not unfrequently ill-remunerating speculations
- in the consideration of the speediest and the most economical modes of extracting the mineral and in
adapting their establishment the exigencies or fluctuations of commercial demands. As lessees they
have no permanent interest and no habitual residence in the locality, 0or as agents occupy an office
whose tenure is precarious. The pitmen themselves have been shown to be commonly an intractable
race, suspicious from ignorance and ignorant from comparative neglect, self-sufficient from partial
knowledge and jealous, perhaps from the partial sympathy of their superiors, unattached by any
enduring ties to one master and not rarely annually migratory. Even where employers and employed
are sensible of the advantages of instruction, differences regarding the channels and modes by which. it
should be imparted are sometimes permitted to mature into insuperable obstacles. Schools and
schoolmasters have been declared to be lamentably insufficient and the supply of education
corresponds in quantity and quality to the demand. The domestic management of children is rather
perilous than fitable and parental exemplars are more commonly to be shunned than imitated. The few
exceptions to the paucity and poverty of secular schools are of very origin and must be regarded rather
as isolated efforts than as experiments precursory to the extensive adoption of the systems. It were
fallacious to imagine that we behold in them the incipient development of a progressive moral
amelioration of the district. Such instances are, however, invaluable, inasmuch as they serve to exhibit
the ductility of the most intractable minds under a judicious and efficient course of instruction and they
demonstrate the beneficial results of education, had they been for a moment doubted. But to effect a
general improvement, a general and irresistible stimulus must be supplied. The radical defects of the
district are the early and the prolonged employment of children and young persons. These radical
defects should be as speedily they can be readily remedied.
I have now to enter upon detailed investigations of several subjects connected with the pits and
the pitmen.
HABITATIONS OF PITMEN.
The houses of the pitmen are erected either by the proprietors of the colliery, or by the
companies who speculate in the building and letting of them to coal owners, at from £3 to £4 per
annum. As it is requisite that the houses should not be distant from the pits, houses and pits are often
simultaneously abandoned and present a most desolate appearance. Of these cottages there are three
kinds:- 1st, those containing two rooms on the ground-floor; 2nd, those containing one room on the
ground-floor and a loft above; and 3rd, such as possess two rooms and a loft above. At very old
collieries some extremely confined and forbidding habitations are seen; while in one instance, at Seaton
Delaval, a colliery newly won, long streets of houses of a very superior character have been recently
erected and some of those of the inferior officers of the mine were not unworthy of a higher destiny.
So remarkable a dissimilitude as may be perpetually observed between the furniture grid the
houses themselves, is probably peculiar to the domiciles of the Northern pitmen. Amongst some
hundreds of houses visited by me there were but few that did not partially exhibit this contrast and in
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many it was strikingly displayed by the presence of some article of furniture of a comparatively costly
description. An eight-day clock, a good chest of drawers and a fine four-post bedstead, the last two
often of mahogany and sometimes of a very superior kind, were commonly to be noticed for they are
deemed indispensable by a decent newly-married couple and paid for by instalments. The minute
observations of the witness No.499 will render any further remarks on colliers' houses unnecessary.
So seldom are the remote pit villages trodden by the feet of strangers, that cuttings and
embankments of abandoned railways are sometimes permitted to remain unfenced in the very centre of
streets, in perfect consistency with the safety of the inhabitants; but, as I experienced to my cost, to the
imminent risk of the limbs of those visitants who to grope their way at night, for the first time, through
the unmitigated darkness of a coal-mining colony.
________________

WAGES.

The following is a list of the average wages and earnings of all the principal persons below the
under viewer, employed in the Tyne and Wear collieries, taken at the last binding. The evidence will
supply the individual varieties, and also the earnings of some few boys whose duties are subsidiary to
the main occupations and who are here omitted for the sake of conciseness.

25s. to 32s.
Overmen
per Week.
22s. to 25s.
Back do.
3s. 4d. to 3s. 9d.
Deputies
per Day.
20s. to 30s.
Principal Wasteman
per Week.
16s. to 19s.
Ordinary do.
2s. 6d. to 3s.
Shifters
per Day.
2s. 6d. to 3s. 4d.
Rolley-way Men
1.25d., l.5d., and 2d. per Score
Onsetters at Shaft
3s. 9d. (at Hetton)
Hewers
1s. 3d. per Score of 21.6 cwt.
Putters for the first 80 Yards, in Collieries with moderate Inclination.
Tubs or Corves of Coals (on the Wear).

[The earnings of Putters vary considerably. The averages of the four kinds of Putters at
Killingworth, on the Tyne, were as follows;- ]
2s. 6d.
2s. 2d.
1s. l0d.
1s. 6d.
1s. 3d.
l0d.
14s.
2.5d. to 3d. per Score, or 4s,.
18s. to 20s.
12s. to 14s.

Trams
Headsmen
Half Marrows
Foals
Rolley Drivers
Trappers
Horse-keepers under-ground
Banksmen
Brakemen
Furnace Men

per Day.

per Week.
per Day.
per Week.
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18s. to 20s., and 14s.
18s. to 24s.
16s. to 19s.
3s. to 3s. 4d.
20s. to 28s.
17s. to 21s.
18s: to 21s.
17s. to 19s.
3d. to 3.5d. per Chal.
17s. to 20s.

Plugmen and Firemen
Wright: Foreman
Do. Common
Engine Wrighta
Blacksmiths, Foreman
Do. Common
Mason, Foreman
Do. Common
Waggonmen or 2s. 6d. and 3s.
Waggon Wright:

per Day.
per Week.

per Day.
per Week.

The accounts of the work performed and wages paid are kept in large sheets, in which the
labour and remuneration of each putter and hewer is recorded, together with an abstract, under
appropriate heads, of the whole work, executed in the pit or at bank.
__________________
EXPENDITURE OF PITMEN
The expenditure and the style of living among pitmen were the subject of so much remark, both
amongst their employers and their neighbours, that it was deemed very desirable to obtain some
examples on this head, in procuring which, however, exceeding difficultv existed; nevertheless I think
the following selection, from several instances, may be presented as sufficiently precise, and as very far
from an extreme case. For house-rent and coal it will be remembered that no payment is exacted, save
three pence per week for the conveyance of the latter.

URPETH COLLIERY, MAY 3, 1841.
Earnings per Fortnight.
Father, 2 weeks
Putter, 1 boy, 17 years of age
Driver, 1 boy, 12 ditto.
Trapper, 1 boy, 8 ditto.

£
2
1
0
0

s.
4
6
13
9

d.
0
8
9
2

Total earnings per fortnight

5

3

7

Outlay per Fortnight.
£
Mutton, l4lbs., at 7.5d. per lb.
Flour, 5 stone, at 2s. 8d. per stone
Muslin, mixture of ditferent sorts of grain, 3 stone, at 2s. 6d. per stone
Bacon, l4lbs., at 8d. per lb.
Potatoes, 0.5 boll, at 4s. 6d. per boll
Oatmeal
Butter, 21bs., at 1s. 3d., 2s. 6d.; and milk, 3d per day, 3s. 6d.

s.
8
13
7
9
2
0
6

d.
9
4
6
4
:3
6
0
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Coffee, 1.25lb., at 2s. 4d. per lb.
Tea, 0.25lb., at 6s. per lb.
Sugar, 3lbs., at 8d. per lb.
Candles, lIb. (of 16 to a lb.)
Soap, 0/25 stone, at 6s. 8d. per stone
Pepper, salt, mustard, &c.
Tobacco, and ‘allowance’ (beer)
3
Shoes, making and repairing, 9s per month
Clothes, &c., for parents and children
Clothes, shirts, flannels, &c., 5, at 3s. 6d.
Stockings, say per fortnight
Sundries;
Say
1
£4

Total outlay for a fortnight

3
l
2
0
1
0
4
0

0
6
0
6.5
8
6
0
10.5

4

6

17
2

6
6

2
7
7

6
0
l0.5

Contributions to benefit funds generally 1s. 3d. per month.

Results of four examples of workmen employed in Messrs. Losh, Wilson, and Bell’s Iron
Works at Walker (in the parish of Longbenton, county of Northumberland), where there are about 210
householders:James Parkinson, scrap-puddler, earns from 30s. to 36s. per week; has a wife and seven children, the
eldest of which is eleven years of age: four of them attend day and Sunday schools. The expenditure in
housekeeping is, for provisions, 25s. per week. For house rent and schooling, &c. 5s. per week.
Thomas Colly, pudler, has a wife and two children, the eldest of whom is five years of age; he earns £2
5s. per week. His expenditure for housekeeping is, for provisions £1. 13s. per week. House.rent 2s. per
week.
Thomas Dixon, plate mill-furnace man, has a wife and two children, and he 18s. per week. The
expenditure in housekeeping is, for provisions, 14s. per week. House-rent 2s. per week.
Francis Brown, engineman, has a wife and four children, earns 25s. per week. The expenditure in
housekeeping is, for provisions, 18s. per week. House-rent 3s. per week.

__________________
THE COLLIERY BOND.
Those portions of the bond that are included in inverted commas, are such as are supplied in
manuscript by each colliery, and vary in accordance with the local peculiarities of each. The other
portions are general printed forms, and are employed by all collieries in the district. The bond selected
is that of Monkwearmouth pit, inasmuch as were there variations in these documents, that of this
colliery might be deemed the most rigorous.
Memorandum of Agreement made the ‘twentieth’ day of ‘March’ in the year of our Lord 1841 between ‘Ralph
Stephen Pemberton, of Shottons, Esquire, in the county, of Durham, and partners,’ owners of ‘Monkwearmouth’
colliery on the one part, and the several other persons, whose names or marks are hereunto subscribed of the other
part.
The said owners do hereby retain and hire the said several other parties hereto, from the fifth day of April next
ensuing, until the fifth day of April, which will he in the year 1841, to hew, work, fill drive, and put coals, and
do such other work as may be necessary for carrying on the said colliery, as they shall he required or directed to do
by the said owners, their executors, administrators, or assign or their viewer, or agents, at the respective rates and
prices, and on the terms, condition and stipulations and subject to and under the penalties and forfeitures hereinafter
specified and declared; that is to say,
FIRST. - The said owners agree to pay the said parties hereby hired, once a fortnight, upon ‘such day during the
ensuing week after the accounts are made out, as the owners think fit.’ the wages by them to be earned at the
following rates, namely, to each, hewer for every score of coals wrought out of the ‘bonds driven north aid south
underside of North Dyke,’ each score to consist of ‘twenty-one tubs,’ and each ‘tub’ to ‘be of the same size as at
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present, which is hereinafter specified, and have four shillings and sixpence per score, and paid the same sum for
such a quantity of small coals as may be thought proper to leave, four-pence per score for double working; for
work in winning headways with one or more going north and south, one shilling per yard; and when going east
eight-pence per yard (that is to say two yards wide) but no yard price to be paid when winning headways or holingwalls are driven exceeding two yards wide. It being understood that those prices include a full compensation for
cutting up and casting back the bottom coal and splint likewise a proportion of small coals to be filled into a corf,
or tub, or cast back to one side of the place, that is to say, any quantity of the smallest coals for every score and if
any of the hereby hired parties are found not to have thrown back a sufficient quantity of splint and left their
proportion of small that may be required, shall in all such cases be fined not less than two shillings and sixpence.
“And it is hereby distinctly understood that all coals coming from East and West Walls in Northway, underside of
North Trouble; to be paid at the rate of four shillings per score, and three-pence per tub for casting back such a
quantity of small as may be deemed sufficient by the viewers.”
“And to each of the panics hereby lured, fourteen pence per score of tubs of the like measure for cutting the first
eighty yards. and one penny per score for every twenty yards further, when the distance exceeds eighty yards, and
so on in proportion for a larger or a smaller tub, such putters provide themselves with candles and a sufficient
quantity of grease and soams; also to put on and take off to and from the rollies and when any of the hewers shall
be required to do shift work they shall paid at the rate of three shillings for eight hours working. The waggondrivers to have sixteenpence per day of twelve hours coals drawing: the putters to be at work during twelve hours
coals wing. Each person for whom the owners shall provide a dwelling-house or allow him four pounds lieu
thereof as part of his wages and shall be supplied with a reasonable quantity of fire-coal, paying to the said owners
three-pence per week for leading the same. The tub above mentioned is rectangular and of the following
dimensions, viz., thirty-six inches in length, twenty-seven inches in depth and twenty-seven inches wide, all
inside measurement, and the hereby hired parties are respectively invited to measure every tub before it goes into
the pit, so that they may not exceed the above dimensions and that all demands shall be claimed and discharged at
the end of each fortnight. And it is hereby further agreed, that whenever any of the tubs arrive at the bottom of the
pit and the surface of the coals therein shall be found by the person employed to inspect the same to be three
inches and a quarter below the top of the tub, no payment shall be made for hewing, putting, or filling the same,
but the he hewer and putter thereof shall not be liable to any further penalty on that account in any tub where foul
coal splint or stone is found to the amount of two quarts, the hewer shall forfeit and pay three-pence for the same;
and if three quarts, sixpence; and if four quarts, one shilling the same.”
SECOND. - The hewers are to be allowed during the whole period of their hiring, save for one fortnight between
the 20th. December and the 20th. January and save in case of accident, as provided for by the seventh condition,
not less work than will yield to them, at the aforementioned rates, the sum of ‘thirty shillings’ in each fortnight,
‘(on the average of three fortnights, or four pounds ten shillings for six weeks)’ but if at any time the said owners
shall deem it expedient for the said by hired parties to work no more than ‘thirty’ days in ‘six weeks,’ the said
owners are empowered to lay the pits off work for the other days, allowing the hewers to earn in such ‘thirty’ days
not less than the aforesaid sum of ‘four pounds ten shillings’ each.
THIRD. - “The said parties hereby hired shall not at any time assault or ill treat each other, nor extinguish the
lights in the pit so as to impede the work, nor throw coals at each other and in case any of the parties committing
a breach of this kind, for every such offence he shall pay five shillings.”
FOURTH. - All penalties and forfeitures hereby agreed and required to be paid to the said owners, their executors,
administrators, and assigns, by the said other parties hereto, shall be demandable and on the first pay-day after they
shall have been respectively incurred, and shall be thereupon deducted from the first or next following earnings or
wages of the person incurring the same, until fully paid; and if they shall not be demanded on such first pay-day
and deducted as aforesaid, or if shall be absconded or remitted by the said owners, their executors, administrators, or
assigns, or if their principal agent, they shall not afterwards be revived, or enforced, or required to be paid.
FIFTH. - The said parties hereby hired shall, during all times that the pit shall be laid off work, continue the
servants of the said owners, subject to their orders and directions, and liable to be employed by them at such work
as they shall see fit, except such parties as shall be released from their engagements under the second clause.
SIXTH. - The said hewers hereby hired shall, when required (except when prevented by sickness or for sufficient
unavoidable cause), do and perform a full day’s work on each and every working day, or such quantity of work as
shall be fairly deemed equal to a day’s work (not exceeding eight hours) and shall not leave their work until such
day’s work or quantity of work is fully performed or finished the extent of each man’s ability and in default thereof
each of the said parties hereby hired and so making default shall for every such default, forfeit and pay to the said
owners, their executors, administors, and assigns, the sum of two shillings and sixpence.
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SEVENTH. - The headways shall be driven not exceeding ‘three yards’ wide, ‘and boards four yards,’ and the
boards shall be turned not exceeding ‘three yards’ wide, and that the hewers shall stow away, or cast aside, such
quantities of small or refuse coals as the said owners, their executors, administrators, or assigns. or agents shall
require and shall do the business of the drivers, and shall set ‘tubs,’ and shall do shift work when it shall be
requisite and that the drivers ‘and putters’ shall duly drive and lead away such a number of corves of coals as shall
be a reasonable and fair day’s work such day’s work to consist of not less than twelve hours drawing coals and that
each hewer shall be provided with a rake, shovel, maul and wedges, by the said owners, their executors,
administrators, or assigns, for which he shall be accountable and shall provide himself at his own charge with
picks ‘and drilling gear.’ And that the hewers and drivers shall, when required by the said owners, their executors,
administrators, or assigns, or agents, put with trams or act as barrowmen, at such rates and prices as ale herein
before mentioned, the said owners paying the hewers ‘seven pence’ per score as furtherance; and all the parties
hereby lured shall, and will, in performing their respective duties, obey, abide by, and fulfil, all the lawful
directions and orders of them the said owners, their executors administrators and assigns, or their agent or agents at
the said colliery.
EIGHTH. - If the said parties to these presents on either part be desirous of adjusting tubs used in the said
colliery, and of such their desire shall give to the other party a reasonable notice, such adjustment to take place in
the presence of any two of the parties hereby hired, who shall be nominated by the rest for that purpose, and that
wherever such ‘tub’ shall be found not to agree with the ‘dimensions,’ they shall be with all convenient speed
made to agree therewith, but not so as to interrupt or stop the working of the said colliery.
NINTH. - It shall be competent for the viewer of the said colliery to prevent the use of gunpowder either wholly
or in part at his discretion.
TENTH. - Each person, to whom a dwelling-house shall be provided as part of his wages, shall keep in good
repair the glass in the windows thereof, or pay the said owners for the repairs of the same. It being distinctly
understood and agreed that the dwelling-houses provided for any of the persona hereby hired or engaged, are and
form part of the wages of such persons, and on the expiration of the said hiring, or in case any of then, shall quit
or be legally discharged from the employment hereby agreed upon, he or they shall at the end of fourteen days
thereafter quit such dwelling-house or dwelling-houses and in case of neglect or refusal, such owner shall be at
liberty and he and they an their agents and servants are hereby authorised and empowered, to enter into and upon
such dwelling houses, and remove and turn out of possession such workman or workmen, and all his and the
families, furniture and effects, without having recourse to any legal proceeding.
ELEVENTH. - None of the said hereby hired parties shall keep either galloway, ass, or dog; and in the event of
any of the said hereby hired parties, whose names or marks are hereunto subscribed, wilfully or negligently
disobeying the orders of the said owners or their agents, or committing a breach of any of the articles of this
agreement; then and in every such case the said owners are hereby authorised to stop and retain out of the wages
next becoming due to each and every such person offending, a sum not exceeding two shillings and sixpence for
every such offence, or to punish the for such misbehaviour by due course of law.
LASTLY. - It is hereby mutually agreed, that in case any dispute or difference shall arise between such of the
said hereby contracting parties as are above the age of twenty-one years respectively relative to any matter or thing
not hereby provided for, such dispute or difference shall be submitted the decision of two viewers of collieries; one
to be appointed by the said owners, their executors administrators, or assigns and the other by the said hereby hired
parties of the other part, end case of their disagreement, to the decision of a third person to be chosen by such two
viewers; the judgement and decision of such two viewers or umpire, as the case may happen, shall be conclusive,,
between the parties on the matters referred to them. Provided always, and it, is hereby declared, as to such of the
parties hereto as are tinder the age of twenty-one years respectively, these pretents shall only operate as a simple
contract of hiring and service and especially that such parties shall be subject to any of the penalties or forfeitures
hereby imposed, but that nothing herein contained shall extend, or be construed to extend, to alter, prejudice,
lessen, or otherwise affect the legal remedies and powers which by law belong to masters and servants in their
respective relations to each other or to magistrates having jurisdiction in case of dispute or difference between
them.
As witness the hands of the parties, the day and year above written,
Signature of the owners - followed by the crosses of the Hewers, Putters, Drivers.

Remarks upon the bond.
The pitmen are always bound from the 5th of April in one year to the 5th of April in the next,
and their binding-day usually precedes the 5th of April by about a fortnight.
The ‘score’ contains 20 corves or tubs on the Tyne, and 21 on the Wear; the size of the corf is
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variable, as it contains from 16 to 30 coal-pecks, each of 4,399 imperial gallons. The price is of course
regulated by the size. Many of the penalties fixed the articles are not strictly enforced, for example the
eleventh, in which it is provided that one ‘shall keep either galloway, ass, or dog:’ those penalties,
however, that relate to short weight or measure and sending stones or rubbish to bank with the coals,
amount to the forfeiture of the entire corf or tub which is the subject of dispute, are stringently levied.
Mode of signing.
An inspection of completed bonds would lead, without some explanation, indeed has led, to the
conclusion that none of the pitmen are able to write. The never asked to write their names and it is their
invariable practice, for the s despatch, to make their signatures by a cross, generally between their
Christian surnames. At one large colliery to which I resorted on ‘binding-day,’ I observed more than
100 persons indicate their assent and signature by stretching their hands over shoulder of the agent and
touching the top of the pen when he was affixing the cross their names and this, I was told, was a
common practice. The bond was previous recited to them, but they evidently repose much faith in the
viewer, as scarcely one of witnesses whom I examined could give any outline of the provisions of the
agreement which they had thus formally consented, though well acquainted with the bearing some
stipulations which they considered grievances.
The last or 12th. article of the above bond differs from that in the bonds of all preceding years.
During my sojourn in the district a cause was tried at the Durham Assizes of great importance to all
interested in the collieries of the North. The case was that of Wood v. Fenwick and others; and the real
point at issue was this whether a minor could break his contract of hiring and service. The plaintiff; a
pit-boy, at West Cramlington colliery, some eight or nine miles north of Newcastle, acting under legal
advice, had given notice of his intention to cancel the bond into which he had entered for the year
ending April, 1841 and after having given this notice, he ceased working for his employers and was
consequently taken into custody. He was brought before the magistrates at Tynemouth (or North
Shields) and those gentlemen, in order, I believe, that the question raised might be decided, committed
the prisoner to the house of correction. Under the law, it appears, a minor may enter into a contract of
hiring and service but if Minors’ contracts be not a ‘beneficial contract’, that is ‘beneficial’ to him, he
may cancel it. Whether, therefore, the bond entered into by the plaintiff came within the legal meaning a
‘beneficial contract,’ was the important point for consideration in the present case. After a lengthened
trial the foreman of the jury said, ‘We are unanimously of opinion that the contract is a beneficial
contract. We also unanimously agree, that if the Court above should decide the question of the contract
to be one of law and declare the commitment to be illegal, then we fix the damages at £5.” From this
verdict arose the alteration the last article in the Bond.
A most unfortunate circumstance was this trial for me, as, from the suspicion and ignorance of
pit people, it appeared to them as a natural and indeed inevitable, conclusion, that a stranger
contemporaneously deputed by government to inquire into their earnings and the nature of their work,
sojourning in their rarely-visited villages, descending and traversing their still more rarely-visited pits,
and perpetually committing to writing the precise words of the putters (the very class who were the
plaintiffs in the case) a lengthened private examination, it appeared to them as an inevitable consequence
at my inquiries were connected with the cause which occupied so large a share of their rights and that
all the evidence they gave would he turned against themselves. It was in vain that I went in the evenings
from house to house, explained the objects of my mission, read to them my instructions and combated
their objections Vague suspicions still lurked in their minds (apparently less in proportion to the
distance from the particular colliery where the dispute originated) and for a considerable period
completely nullified attempts at eliciting evidence from boys or men.
Persons unbound.
The trappers or boys who attend the doors are not bound. There are too perhaps 5 per cent. of
the pitmen unbound. These unbound man are added to establishments at periods of the year when the
demand for coals is urgent and discharged when it abates. They submit to all the provisions of the
bond, although the formality of the agreement is not gone through.
________________
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THE VENTILATION OF COAL MINES IN THE NEWCASTLE COAL-FIELD.
The following remarks and their illustrative sketch (fig.2), together with that of workings of the
Bigge pit at Willington colliery (fig.1), and the explanatory evidence of Mr. Johnson (witness No.2),
will, I trust, enable you to become acquainted with the main features of the system of ventilation in the
Northern collieries:Gases.
The chief component part of inflammable pit-gases is carbureted hydrogen gas, mixed with
unequal quantities of olefiant, carbonic acid and nitrogen, &c., gases.
They exhibit a very different degree of infallibility, when mixed with atmospheric air according
to the different, proportions they contain of nitrogen, carbonic acid and olefiant gases. The first two
gases diminish, the last increases their infallibility.
The larger the amount of atmospheric air with which they can be mixed without losing their
detonating power, the more dangerous are the explosive mixtures formed by in coal-mines. Sir
Humphry Davy found the most explosive mixture of fire-damp with common air, to be one measure of
the inflammable gas to seven or eight of air.
[One part of carhuretted hydrogen gas to 14 of common air is explosive, and the mixture increases in
inflamability until it is composed of 1 part of the gas to 7 or 8 of air; after which the explosive power
diminishes with the excess of the gas. When the gas is 1 to 30 of air a naked flame is enlarged by
exposure the mixture. Danger is also indicated by a large ‘top’ to the flame of a candle.]

General principles.
As the pits in this great coal district abound in the inflammable gases, it is absolutely essential to
adopt the most perfect system of ventilation that can be devised, on this point the talent and ingenuity of
the most eminent colliery viewers appear to e been concentrated. The main and general principles
which have been carried out into their existing detailed system by the improvements of John Buddle,
Esq., and other experienced viewers, may be said to resolve themselves into these four particulars:1. The downcast shaft.
2. The upcast shaft.
3. The free course for the entrance, transit, and exit of the atmospheric air.
4. The rarefying furnace (at the bottom of the upcast shaft).
If these four arrangements be completed, the ventilating system may be considered as nearly
perfect as possible but from the additional expense of sinking two shafts in cases to great depth or
difficulty, the first two are frequently merged into one and one shaft is made to answer the purposes of
two, by an air-tight wooden division, denominated ’brattice,’ separating the shaft into two or three
distinct, often triangular, compartments, one of which serves as a downcast and another as an upcast
shaft.
The agent of the ventilation is the difference between the weights of two columns of air, one of
which is at the natural temperature, and the other rarefied by the heat of the furnace. The degree of
rarefaction being proportionate to the heat, it follows that, caeteris paribus, the efficiency of the
ventilation is proportionate to the heat or the upcast shaft; which heat is very variable in different
collieries: if there be a steam engine underground, the temperature is much increased; and if the mine be
one in which gas is largely generated, it is essential to have a larger furnace than common. Thus the
mean heat of one upcast shaft has been known to be 146 degrees Fahrenheit, and that of another not ore
than 80 degrees. Perhaps 90 degrees may be assumed as the average mean temperature (taken half way
between the top and bottom) of the Northern upcast shafts.
.
The ventilating furnace naturally puts the current of air in motion in the straightest possible
direction, and therefore, to direct this current into the various intricacies of the workings, stoppings of
brick or stone are placed in the ‘dead’ passages, and doors are erected in those passages which are
used for the transit of coals.
Early and imperfect plans.
In pits where little or no gas escapes from the coal, the current of air was formerly merely
passed round the face of the working by means of the stoppings and doors, leaving the interior
workings called the waste with scanty ventilation.
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.
This method was universally practised till within the last fifty or sixty years, when falls and
blowers in the wastes having in several instances caused unexpected accumulations of gas, explosions
ensued. and the adoption of a more complete, although more complex and costly system of ventilation,
became inevitable.
Thus originated the coursing system, viz., the subdivision of the whole working: of the pit into
separate ‘sheths’ or sets of air-courses, two or three to a course; an throughout the entire workings was
the air conducted in one tortuous column until it reached the upcast shaft.
In many collieries of extensive workings the air thus performed a journey of twenty or thirty
miles and consequently became so loaded with gases, that it was uncommon circumstance for it to take
fire at the ventilating furnace, and even at workpeople’s candles in the main-air courses and
independently of this it became rarefied by the heat of the mine that it was in a great degree ineffectual
for the purpose of ventilation. At that time the wastemen in these fiery collieries travelled the air
courses with steel mills. A steel mill was a portable hand machine, consisting of toothed steel wheel
and an affixed flint. In the revolution of this wheel the flint striking against the teeth produced barely
sufficient light to travel with in safety. This machine is now a curiosity, having been banished by the
introduction of Sir Hump Davy’s safety-lamp in 1816.
“In the year 1810,” said Mr. Matthias Dunn (to whom I am much indebted) me, “I bad the
management of Hebburn colliery, under the superintendence of Buddle. This colliery was then
accounted the most dangerous in the trade and the system of coursing was in full operation there, the air
travelling thirty miles bet ascending the upcast shaft. The colliery having become in a state of ‘creep,’
that is the pillars throughout some hundred acres having given way an immeasurable discharge of gas
took place and the re-opening of the colliery, by cutting through the crept pillars was accomplished by
the light of steel mills but the return air being in an inflammable state, no ventilating furnace could be
used. Various devices, therefore, were fallen upon to produce the necessary current:1. The faint rarefaction of the air by a discharge of steam brought from the en boilers down the
upcast pit.
2. A double wooden air-pump, five feet square, to exhaust the adulterated air at upcast pit.
3. A cylinder enveloped in fire, through which the return-air was made to pass.
“These were still very ineffectual applications to dangerous collieries; and as was at that period no
intermediate light between the candle and the steel mill, the consequence was the utter impossibility of
either safely or profitably working many of them.”
Present system.
The coursing system, therefore, continued to be adopted, and is now in practice with, however,
the important improvement of the subdivision of the main body of air such branches as best suit the
exigencies of particular parts of the workings. The object of this subdivision is to preserve each portion
of the air from carrying the gases which it takes up in its course into the adjoining parts and to enable it
to return after performing its duty to the upcast shaft, the dimensions and gauge of each current being
regulated at the outlet, in accordance with the peculiar distance and importance of its travels. Whatever
number of branches the column of air may be subdivided into, the main current remains to the last
uncontaminated with the gases belonging to any other district, so that which it is especially intended to
ventilate; all the other currents being successively conducted, by the help of crossings and stoppings, to
their respective destinations.
These crossings are constructed of brick walls, with either an arch or planking, an at the outlet
of each current there is a regulating slide.
The more numerous the self-acting splits that can be efficiently maintained the less is the
necessity for the existence of trap-doors, and the less, as a matter of course, is the risk of danger.
The ventilating furnace is usually five or six feet wide and is placed at some little distance from
the bottom of the shaft. It is constantly burning and repeatedly supplied with coal and over it the
return-air passes by day and by night. If, however, the returns become so impregnated with gases that
they would take fire at the furnace, they are in that case conducted by a separate channel (denominated a
‘dumb furnace’ by Mr. Buddle) into the shaft. above the fiery furnace.
By an explanation of the mode of ventilating one sheth or set of boards in the workings of the
whole mine, and one in the workings of tile pillars or ‘broken,’ we shall arrive at a knowledge of the
mode of ventilating the entire workings of a pit, inasmuch as these workings merely consist of a
multiplication of one or both these kinds of sets of boards.
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EXPLANATION OF FIG.2.
AAAA is a plan of a sheth of boards working in the broken, and BBB is a plan of a sheth of boards
working in the whole mine. C is the intake of the air, which is represented in its course by the arrows,
and is confined in that course by a range of stoppings on each side (the stoppings being represented by
the single transverse lines in the boards). It passes on until it arrives at F, where it is split. One part of
the air goes to the AAAA sheth and is turned up the first board by a stopping and having arrived at the
top, is turned down the second and third, up the fourth and fifth, down the sixth and seventh, up the
eighth and ninth boards and then down the tenth board and the goaf, to the bottom of the sheth of
boards, and returns along what is called a headway, FFF, tt the upcast shaft, D, where it (the air) passes
over a large furnace, which furnace causes a constant and regular draught of air.
We must now return to where the current of air was split at F, where we shall find at C what is
called a regulating stopping, for the purpose of preventing too much air from going in to the BBB slight
of boards. These places are aired in the same way as the sheth of boards just described but it will be
necessary to explain how the unholed board, II, is aired: we shall find that the air goes up the farthest
board of this sheth, and down the next two. Now, the first board, II, is aired by a ‘brattice,’ made of
light thin wood, represented by the lines in the middle between the arrows. The air goes up to the face
of the board on one side of this brattice and returns on the other, and then goes to the second and third
board. But in airing the third board it is necessary to take the air past the second hoard, called by the
pitmen the old pillar, and this is done by a boardend stopping, marked a. The old board is aired by a
‘scale’ or opening through the board-end stopping, a, and the rest of the boards are aired in the same
way. After having aired the whole of these workings, this air goes over the top of a brick arch, called a
crossing, bb, joins the air from the broken in the headway, FFF, and ascends the upcast shaft D.
Various kinds of doors.
The transverse double lines marked hh are trap-doors. ‘Trap-door’ is a generic name, and
includes main-doors, man-doors, sheth-doors, and sham-doors.
Of ‘main-doors,’ which are fixed in ‘jaws’ of brick or stone and strongly secured, there are
commonly two, forming a kind of air-lock for the passage of the rolleys, and the boys are directed never
to allow two of these to be open at the same time.
‘Man-doors’ are mere traps of twenty inches square, hung like port lids and placed in the
stoppings for the ingress of the wastemen passing into the gas pipe, drifts and other dangerous parts of
the mine. From their construction they cannot stand open and are merely large enough to admit a
man’s body.
‘Sheth-doors’ are placed in certain parts of the workings, with the intention of admitting a
considerable ‘scale’ or leakage.
A ‘sham-door’ is a half-closed or imperfect door, intended as a partial obstruction to the
current.
‘Swing-doors’ are safety-doors placed in a sheltered recess in the roof between two main-

FIG 2 Ventilation of Coal Mines in the Coal Field of Durham and Northumberland
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doors and so situated as to fall, if an explosion should blow out the main-doors but so light and lightly
suspended as to offer no obstruction to the egress of any person in the mine, even though in a wounded
condition.
All these varieties of doors are not in use in every pit and some of them are only applied in
peculiar cases.
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Upon the quantity of air passing along the main air-course chiefly depends the quantity of air
general principle of safety. The ordinary mode in practice, of measuring the air, is that containing the
smoke of a small quantity of exploded gunpowder. Sometimes the flame of a pit candle is the measure
but a mechanical anemometer is, I believe, nowhere in use, although one is exhibited as a curiosity.
Perhaps the ordinary standard, says Mr. Dunn, of passing may be assumed as 200 feet per
minute, in an area of 30 feet (6 feet by 5 feet), which amounts to 6000 cubic feet of air per minute.
One of the most efficient air-courses now maintained is that of Haswell colliery, up-cast shaft of
which has a mean temperature of 109 degrees. The gross quantity of air circulating is 59,030 cubic feet
per minute, and this is divided and subdivided into eleven different currents, being an average of 5,366
cubic feet to each current. This quantity is very far too large to convey a just idea of the ventilation of
these pits in general, and is merely instanced to show the capabilities of the system when developed to
an unusual extent.
During my visits and descents in the pits of Percy Main colliery the air was measured, and it
was found that in the Percy pit (which I traversed on two occasions), in the High Main seam, the size of
the main-way being 6 feet in height by 5 feet in breadth, the air-course was 8640 cubic feet per minute.
In the Howden pit the air was split at the bottom of the shaft, one division travelling southwards and the
other northwards. In the former the size of the main-way being 5 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 3 inches, the
air-course was 7768 cubic feet in one minute. In the northern division the dimensions of the main-way
being 6 feet 1 inch by 7 feet 3 inches, the quantity of air was 10,800 cubic feet per minute. In the
Flatworth pit, working in the Bensham seam, there is one single air-course and the size of the main-way
being 7 feet 3 inches by 6 feet 7 inches, we found the quantity of air travelling therein in one minute to
be 11,000 cubic feet.
Measurements of ventilation.
The results of measurements in the five following selected collieries which I visited will suffice
on this head:Name of Colliery.
Hetton

Length of Air-courses.
From 3 to 11.75 miles.

South Hetton
Haswell
Manor Wallsend
Monkwearmouth

Mean length, 2 miles.
A9.5 miles, maximum.
1.5 mile, maximum.

Velocity of Current of Air.
Average 4.5 feet per second; in main roads
12 feet per second.
6.5 feet per second; and in main roads, 14.5
feet per second.
Main current, 15 feet per second.
From 6 to 10 feet per second.
5 feet per second, in an area of 20 feet.

Nicholas Wood, Esq., states that in extensive mines a current of little more than 3 feet per
second can be calculated upon.
Safety Lamps.
With the subject of Safety lamps are connected numerous technical considerations of high
practical and scientific importance, on most of which voluminous evidence was adduced in 1835, during
the sittings of the Parliamentary Committee for inquiring into the causes of accidents in mines. It will
be unnecessary here to say more than that many of the questions are considered as yet open to
discussion; that the Opinions of viewers preponderate in favour of the original lamp of Sir Humphry
Davy which is almost invariably employed wherever safety lamps are in use; and that the contentions
upon the necessity for their exclusive adoption in particular mines (as in the pit that exploded at
Willington colliery) do not appear to approach a termination. The original cost of each Davy lamp is
7s. 6d. and the expense of upholding them per hundred per diem is about 1s. 9d. In Hetton pits the
stock of lamps is said to be not far under 800; the cost of upholding which is about £20. per annum,
and devolves upon the employers.

THE MODE OF WORKING, CONVEYING, AND DRAWING THE COALS IN THE PITS
OF DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND.
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Explanation of fig. 3, AAAA, is a plait of a sheth of boards, or set of workings, representing the
two kinds of excavations a coal-pit, aaa being the workings in the whole mine, and hhh those in the
‘broken,’ or pillars. The tram-way is signified by the red lines, and the rolley-way by the blue lines.
The corves or tubs of coal on the trams and waggons put by the putters and drawn by horses attended
by the dirver-boys, are shown by the marks aaaa. At aaa the waving lines represent the faces of the
coal in the whole mine where the hewers are excavating. The modes of excavation differ in accordance
with the peculiarities of the seam. Two sections of the seam working at Percy Main Colliery at my visit
will illustrate these peculiarities:Seams of coal.
Coal
Band and foul coal
Coal
Band and foul coal
Good coal
Swad
Coarse coal
Total thickness of seam

ft.
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
5

in.
8
1.25
10.5
3.5
3
0.5
3
5.5

ft.
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
5

in.
10
1
11
5.5
2
0
5.5
11

The thinnest seams worked in the district are those of Shilbottle pit, which are about 2 feet 6
inches in thickness; of St. Lawrence colliery (see No.261), 2 feet 9 inches, of Wylam (see No.495), and
of Walbottle collieries (see 240,) and of Sacristan and Charlaw pits, where the thinnest seam is 3 feet 2
inches. In most other pits the seams are from 5 to 6 feet thick.
Thinnest teams.
The nature and thickness of the interstratifications, and other similar circumstances, decide the
plan of hewing, the object of course being to send to bank the greatest quantity of marketable coals with
the least expenditure of labour and time. The plan of working is fixed by the viewer, and he imposes
certain restrictions and fines (see the bond) for such hewing as may be agreed upon as unfair or
wasteful, restrictions that are the subject of not a few disputes between the men and the viewer, at some
of which I have been present and in which the spokesmen of the pitmen manifest no small amount of
adroitness and ingenuity in putting the strongest case for their side. Whatever be their acknowledged
deficiencies in other respects, there is no viewer who will not give them credit for quite sufficient
astuteness to detect any imposition upon their rights of labour. The consequence of a viewer’s
persisting in a very obnoxious point may be an incipient coal strike, the result of the adherence of the
whole body of viewers in resisting the claim may be a general district rebellion.
Modes of working the coal.
In the ordinary mode of hewing the coal the hewer curves out about a foot or 18 inches of the
bottom of the seam, to the distance perhaps of 3 feet, and then ‘nicks’ up, that is, cuts in with his pick
one of the nooks or corners of his board. By these means he has gained what he calls his ‘judd,’ or
‘vantage.’ This ‘judd’ is either brought down by the insertion of wedges or the blast of gunpowder, in
which latter case he drills a hole in the opposite corner, fills it with gunpowder, lights the match, and
retires till the coal is torn down by the explosion.
The hewers are allowed sixpence per score in addition to the general score price, when hewing
in the ‘whole mine’ with safety lamps, to recompense them for being de-barred the use of gunpowder.
This allowance is not made in the ‘broken mine,’ as the pillars are tender, and may be worked without
blasting.
Payments for hewings.
Subjoined is an extract from a list of prices paid at Killingworth colliery to the hewers for each
score of coals hewn, varying with the height of the seam. This extract will illustrate the mode in which
their earnings are calculated and regulated:-
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Increase of workings.
It will be readily perceived, by a reference to fig.3, and to the plan of a part of Thornley colliery,
which I have introduced , how the extent of the workings of a pit is increased.
Pillars &c.
From the winning headway ggg, in fig.3, all the boards or principal working places immediately
branch off. These boards are generally 12 feet wide and 6 feet apart and hold one or two hewers at
work. When they have advanced 20 yards ‘walls’ are driven across them at right angles and solid
pillars, in dimensions 6 yards by 20 yards, are thereby formed and left for the support of the mine.
There will be a variation from these dimensions, which are those of ordinary pillars, in different
mines; but the extreme case is that of Monkwearmouth colliery, where, from the extraordinary depth
and consequent weight of superincumbent matter, pillars must he left 40 yards long by 30 broad; and
thus full six-sevenths of the coals are left for support.
Upon the advance therefore of the boards for a distance of 20 yards, or for any stipulated
number of yards, another range of pillars is developed and the mine is simultaneously extended and
supported. Thus the horizontal section of a far-worked colliery presents the appearance of a large piece
of panel work.
The extent to which some of the workings of the deepest collieries are carried, from one shaft, is
amazing. Several thousand acres of coal are generally held under lease by the proprietors of the largest
collieries, the rent being compounded of a ‘certain’ annual rent, and an additional ‘ten-tail’ rent for
each ten of coals (equal to 18.5 Newcastle chaldrons of 53 cwt.) sold beyond the quantity stipulated for
the ‘certain’ rent. These ten-tail rents are mostly between 14s. and 24s. per ton, according to the value
of e seams and the difficulty of reaching them.
Capital embarked.
The capital required for the establishment of a first-rate sea-sale colliery, including winning,
machinery, houses, waggons, &c. is very large, varying from £40,000 to £150,000. The expense of
sinking a single shaft, including outfits and machinery, varies from £10,000 to £40,000. The expense
of opening a colliery upon a scale to work 100,000 Newcastle chaldrons annually, from two seams of
coal, one lying at 40 and the other at 70 fathoms below the surface, inclusive of the machinery, colliery
houses, &c. has been estimated at £50,0001.
[In 1829 Mr. Buddle calculated that the capital employed by the coal-owners on the river Tyne amounted
million and a half; exclusive of the river craft.]

The board CCC is called the ‘Mothergate board,’ as it is the sole passage to. the crane D and
that into which all the other passages lead. In the state of the working represented at aaa, the headway
SSS is called the old headway, and ddd the ‘gan’, or going headway, since the tramway at first laid
down in SSS is, upon the advance of the boards, taken up and laid down in ddd, which will in its turn
become an ‘old’ headway.’
Fig 3. Mode of Working, conveying and drawing the coal in th pits of Northumberland and
Durham.
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Putters.
We now turn to the ‘putters,’ the nature of whose labour required a lengthened investigation.
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The term putter is generic, comprising the specific distinctions of ‘headsman,’ half-marrow,’ and
‘foal,’.
Mode of working the coal.
When the curves or tubs are filled with coals the putters put the trams from the working places
to the going headway ddd, and down the Mothergate board to the crane D. The whole of this course,
ccc, is indicated by the red lines and its average length was in the pits I visited 160 yards. The
minimum weight of the loaded corf or tub pushed by putters was 5cwt. (at Hebburn pit); and the
maximum 10cwt. (at Cramlington pit.) The average weight in the majority of the pits was from 6 to
8cwt. At the cranes the ‘craneman’ hoists the corves on to the rolleys or waggons (10 feet long for
three tubs, and 7 feet long for two tubs, at Hetton colliery), and they are then drawn by horses, attended
by the drivers, along the course indicated by the blue lines, to the bottom. of the shaft, where they are
hooked on to the rope by the ‘onsetter’ and drawn up by the ropes RR, as shown in the vertical section
of the shaft at bbb.
The putters are paid at a fixed rate, for example, of 1s. 2d. per score of corves or tubs, put any
distance up to 80 or 100 yards, and 1d. more per score on the completion of every additional 20 yards.
Under extremely favourable circumstances the earnings of the putters have been known to exceed those
of the hewers.
It is evident that without some special arrangement the distances that the putters would travel
must be very unequal and to obviate this and to introduce a near approach to an equalisation, these plans
are adopted;Taking a case where there are 12 boards and 6 putters, the boys would, to use their own language,
‘draw caivils,’ that is, draw lots for their places, once a fortnight, or every morning in some instances.
The drawer of lot No.1 would go to the nearest and farthest working places; or, if we suppose
the 12 boards numbered, to the 1st and 12th board.
Lot No.2 goes to the 2nd and 11th board.
3
,
3rd and 10th do.
4
,
4th and 9th do.
5
,
5th and 8th do.
6
,
6th and 7th do.
Thus, by assigning each putter to the successively nearest and farthest working places, they are
made to perform nearly an equal journey in every case while at the same crane.
Journeys of putters.
The ‘renk’ of the putters, or the distance that each puts, is adjusted by a measurement every
fortnight, by which the remuneration is fixed in accordance with the agreement for the first ‘renk,’ or
80 or 100 yards, as above mentioned.
To obtain a fair average of the journeys of putters I calculated, by means of the ‘renks,’ the
daily travels of 27 putters at Percy Main Colliery; and they are here exhibited:-

The above distances will also in each ease be travelled over by the ‘foals,’ or assistants of these
putters.
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Broken or pillar workings.
In the figure in that portion of the sheth of boards marked hhh, the whole coal is worked out
and the working of the pillars, or ‘broken,’ has commenced. At pp is shown the mode of taking away a
pillar by a ‘judd,’ which judd is an excavation of greater or less breadth, by which the pillar is finally
reduced. The boards mm we suppose to be so filled with stones and masses fallen from the roof, that it
is not practicable to adopt the method of the judd, and therefore the system of ‘jenkins,’ represented at
tt, is resorted to as the only way of removing the pillars. When the pillars are removed as far as is
practicable, the timber props supporting the roof are ‘drawn,’ or knocked down by men, who speedily
retreat as each falls; an operation which when I witnessed it, I was led to deem the most hazardous in
the pit, as the withdrawal of each prop was not unfrequently followed by the fall of large masses of
stone in perilous proximity to ourselves, a proximity not the less alarming when one was aware of the
number of accidents that occur from such falls in the performance of this dangerous duty.
Goaf.
When then the roof has thus fallen in, that portion of the pit is denominated ‘goaf’ and
sometimes ‘thurst.’ This goaf in highly gaseous seams will not unfrequently become a natural
gasometer and from five acres of it in one of the pits at Wallsend colliery, a discharge takes place
through a four-inch metallic pipe of two cubic feet of gas per second, as ascertained by Mr. Buddle.
The pipe is carried up as high as the headgear above the shaft and from its orifice issues, with a roaring
sound, the stream of which, having been ignited, forms a flag of flame seven or eight feet in length,
conspicuous by day, and at night illuminating the entire vicinity.
__________________
DESCENT AND ASCENT OF THE PITS.
The hewers and men descend and ascend the pit (or ‘ride’ as they say) in pairs by the ‘loop,’
made by hooking back the chain upon itself, the hook on its end being passed through a link. A pair of
men insert each a leg in the loop and laying hold of the chain or rope above it with one hand, are ready
to counteract the effects of any oscillations by a stick in the other. In pits where both the ropes go in
the same compartment they are not allowed to descend in the baskets at all. It is considered much safer
to descend in the loops than the corves and it is only where the ropes are divided by a partition that the
men are permitted to descend in the baskets.
Where two ropes are in the same compartment of the shaft a relaxation of the speed of passage
is arranged at the ‘meetings,’ or point of conjunction of the ascending sand descending load. And to
prevent the risk of being drawn over the pulleys above the pit mouth, the attention of the banksman who
manages the engine is arrested by the mechanically-contrived ringing of a bell at the approach of the
load to the surface, and the winding-engine is duly stopped.
Human beings ascending are upon their arrival at the top of the shaft grasped by the
outstretched hand of the banksman and pulled on to the ‘settle-board,’ or platform and aided in
disengaging themselves from the loop.
Vocal signals.
A precautionary code of vocal signals is established between the onsetter at the bottom of the
shaft, and the banksman at the top and when the men manifest their intention to ascend, the onsetter, in
addition to the transmission of such notice by a token deposited in the next ascending corf, makes that
intention to resound through the shaft by vociferating to the banksman, who responds to him.
Numbers ‘Riding’.
Where one corf is drawn at a time, two couples of men ‘ride’ at a time and where two corves
are drawn, from four to six men ride. The men usually make the youngest children stride across their
knees, and cling to them but generally the elder boys merely cling to the rope with their hands and wind
their legs round it. Often have I stationed myself at the bottom or top of the shaft and watched their
mode of riding, never observing that any very strict or uniform regulation was enforced respecting the
number performing the ascent together; and in fact, though it be homely, I do not know that I could find
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a more apt illustration of their appearance at this time than that of a string of onions.
Tubs.
At Monkwearmouth colliery a large iron tub, weighing 13cwt. 3qrs., was used for drawing coals
and human beings. The dimensions of the tub (into which I descended by ladder) were in
perpendicular depth 6 feet 3 inches; the top diameter was 3 feet 8 inches; the middle 4 feet 2 inches and
the bottom diameter 3 feet 10 inches. Seven or eight men descended with me in this tub but the usual
number ascending together is 11 and of boys l2 or 14.
Cages.
The more modern plan of drawing coals and that most in use in the Wear collieries, is by square
iron cages, sliding upon four ‘spears’ or upright slides. These cages are divided into two or three
compartments, into which the tubs of coal are conveyed. The tubs themselves, which I measured at
Hetton Colliery pit, were of iron, by 2 feet 6 inches, and 2 feet 6 inches in depth, holding 8cwt. of coals;
the tubs themselves weighing 3 cwt.
The places of the tubs are occupied by men and boys in ascending and descending these shafts
and certainly this mode is more agreeable and more safe and possesses in most instances the advantage
of an overhead protection in the top of the cage. From two to six men can conveniently descend in this
manner and the chief cause for an accident would exist in one extending any part of his body beyond
the cage, which nothing but wilful carelessness would occasion.
___________________

Ropes, Steam-Power, Accidents and Casualtities.
The condition and strength of the ropes naturally suggests itself as an important matter for the
safety of the miners. I was invariably informed that the ropes were under the regular inspection and
direction of proper servants and, indeed, the constant position of the banksman at the top of the shaft
renders it quite possible to discover indications of failure.
What I noted on the ropes in the under-mentioned cases will be sufficient for the whole district.
At Percy Main colliery the flat ropes were composed of four strands, each 4.5 inches in
circumference, and the breadth of the four strands together was 4.5 inches.
The Percy pit is bratticed into three divisions, two for drawing coals and one for pumping water.
In the division reaching to the Bensham seam the rope is flat, and 190 fathoms long; in the High Main
seam division the rope is round, 150 fathoms long, and 53/8 inches in circumference.
Particulars of ropes.
In the Flatworth pit the rope is flat, and 168 fathoms in length.
The flat ropes are said to last from fifteen months to two years but their durability depends
upon the nature of the shaft, for in a hot upcast shaft they will necessarily deteriorate much more
speedily than in a downcast. I was informed that, at Haswell colliery, five pair of ropes per annum are
required for two pits.
.
At Heaton colliery the ropes were, in the Benton pit, 115 fathoms in length, and in the C pit 130
fathoms and in both cases the breadth was 4.5 inches.
At Monkwearmouth colliery shaft (upcast), the depth of which is 292 fathoms, a pair of pitdrawing ropes will last an average of ten months. The price of the last pair was £550 12s. 6d.; and their
weight 5.75 tons.

Weight of loads and times of drawing them.
Load of Coals, &c. upon the Pit-rope, and time of drawing it, at Six selected Collieries visited:-
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Monkwearmouth Colliery
Manor-Wallsend Colliery
Newbottle Colliery

36 cwt.
22.5 cwt.
22.5 cwt.

Hetton Colliery, Eppleton and Hetton Pits
Smith Hetton Colliery
Haswell Colliery

33 34.3
and 4l.3 cwt.
27 cwt.
39 cwt.

13.5 feet per second.
12 feet per second.
8 feet per second.
11 to 16 feet per second.
18 feet per second.
18.5 feet per second.

The loads of human beings are drawn at a slower and irregular rate.

___________________
STEAM-POWER.
As the bare statement of the total amount of steam-power rendered in the answers
to the printed queries would not afford any indication of the mode in which that power is
applied, I annex the particulars of its distribution at one colliery, the most appropriate example on the
Tyne:A 250 horses power pumping engine (condensing)
Howden pit.
A 120
,,
,,
,,
A 70
,,
,,
,,
A 50
,,
,, winding engine
A 40
,,
,,
,,
A 30
,,
,,
,,(high pressure)
A 10
,,
,, for drawing waggons ,,
,,
A 16
,
,, for a saw-mill
,,

,,
Percy pit.
,,
,,
Flatworth pit.
,,

Total. 586 horses power.
[During the attempted winning of Haswell Pit through the sand beneath the magnesian limestone, the
engine-power employed pumped from feeders to the amount of 26,700 tons per diem. The concentration of
steam-power at the new winning of the South Hetton Company is one of the largest existing.]

___________________
ACCIDENTS AND CASUALTIES IN COAL-PITS.
The mode in which medical assistance is provided for or secured by pitmen may be gathered by
a reference to the evidence of Nos.385, 445, 496, 499.
In visiting the majority of the medical gentlemen practising in, or connected with collieries I was
much disappointed in finding that, with one partial exception, no records of their practice had been
preserved, an omission which, in a district so prolific in every variety of casualty, from a sprain or a
burn to a fracture or death, must assuredly appear an unaccountable defect and the more so as no
formidable obstacle exists to furnish a plea for the absence of such records. Hence the sum of the
information that could be obtained from these gentlemen consisted of mere generalisations.
To No.496, however, I would especially refer as an exception, and as affording medical
evidence, which, as the witness has the charge of one of the largest collieries in the whole number and
as they are generally similar in their main features may be assumed as a fair sample of the opinions of
the more enlightened colliery surgeons.
As I could meet with no medical gentleman who had descended the pits in inspected the boys at
their labour, I could scarcely expect to collect opinions from them as to its peculiarities, or to trace by
their aid minor effects to minor causes. Nor did they in all cases appear to consider themselves as free
to deliver their opinions OR special points to an official inquirer, about to make the results of his
investigations public even though all reference to names and localities were suppressed. For this
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unwillingness, adequate and indeed obvious, reasons might be assigned and it may be observed that the
exceptions (No.496 and No.499) are those of gentlemen unconnected with collieries. All, then, that
repeated visits and inquiries (repeated eight times in the case of one surgeon, whose position must have
enabled him to state much, but who finally escaped without stating anything) could elicit has been
exhibited.
The only public notices of the northern colliery accidents in existence are, I believe, contained in
a local tract entitled Syke’s ‘Local Records’ and in the contemporaneous public newspapers. Both
these sources have been carefully waded through, with the kind assistance of James Mather Esq., of
South Shields, from which, and from my personal inquiries of the viewers of the various pits, I am
enabled to present, certainly, the completest list of lives lost, during the period in question that has ever
yet appeared in print.
List of Accidents and Casualties terminating in Death from the End of last Century to the
close of the year 1840, in the Collieries of the Tyne and Wear District.
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If notices of the deaths that have occurred within the last two years be laid before you by your
Sub-Commissioner in the Tees district, by adding these to the above, we may at least approximate to the
minimum for the whole Northern coal-field.
Two explosions have occurred since my departure from the district; one at Haswell and the
other at Thornley Colliery. The particulars of the latter by which nine persons were destroyed, are
added in an Appendix to this Report. It may be stated that, at the very least, 1500 lives have been
sacrificed in or about the Tyne and Wear collieries (from the close of the year 1799 to May, 1841) in
little more than the last 40 years.
Of these lives 40 were destroyed while I was travelling in the district, at collieries each of which
I visited; 32 being sacrificed at one time in one small pit at Willington; colliery. Particulars of these
deaths will be found in the evidence.
Accidents terminating short of death are probably seldom heard of beyond the place of their
occurrence.
Smart-money.
The sufferers from them are, during their illness, allowed by their masters sums denominated
‘smart-money, these sums are thus apportioned per diem:To Deputies
To Hewers
To Trams
To Headsmen
To Half-marrows
To Foals
To Rolley-drivers

s. d.
2
0
0 10
0
8
0
6
0
6
0
5
0
4

It might have been presumed that the accounts of the expenditure of smart-money in each
colliery would have furnished data for an accurate statement of the proportion casualties to the
population. I could, however, in no instance succeed either in obtaining an inspection of them, or in
ascertaining whether satisfactory accounts were really continuously kept and in what manner they were
drawn up. The one exception to this remark is that of Earsdon and East Holywell, two small collieries,
from which I am enabled, the kindness of T. J. Taylor, Esq. (No.198), to exhibit the following statement
in Mr. Taylor's own words:-

Accidents and Injuries to Men and Boys employed underground in the Collieries of Earsdon
and East Holywell, during the Year ending May 24th, 1841.
The first column contains the names of the men and boys injured; the second their employment,
the third the number of days they were on the smart-list; the fourth the nature of the injury and manner
in which it was received.
The smart-money is paid under a certificate sent in each fortnight by the colliery surgeon and
number of days stated are those for which the person injured received smart-money, according to paybills. The results are therefore as exact as they well can be.
The colliery surgeon has £5. a-year from the owners of each of these collieries for attending
accidents.
Officers comprising overmen, deputies, master was;men. and master shifters, have 1s. 8d. perday smart-money; workmen have l0d. per day; and boys 5d. per day, for the time they are off work
reckoning six days to the week.
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3. Men employed on the Average.
Overmen and Deputies
Shifters
Onsetters
Rolley and Tramway Men
Furnace-man
Hewers
Total

4
2
3
1
75
88
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4. Boys employed on the Average.
Putters
Cranemen
Wood-leader
Boy attending Signal-rope at Shaft
Boy Greasing Rolleys
Boys at inclines
Way-cleaners
Rolley-drivers
Trappers
Total

27
3
1
1
1
4
2
6
5
50

5. Number of days the Pit has been at work during the 12 Months under
consideration, 237.
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3. Men employed on the Average.
Overmen and Deputies
Waste-men and Shifters
Onsetters
Tramway and Rolleyway
Hewers
Total

6
16
2
3
79
106

4. Boys employed on the Average.
Putters
Drivers
Trappers.
Crane-lads
Incline-brakers, Helpers, Way-cleaners, and Sundries
Total

29
11
5
5
15
65

5. Number of days the Pit has been at work during the 12 Months under consideration, 245
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III - GENERAL RESULTS.
At East Holywell

1. The number of days lost in the year by each man, on the
average of men, is
2. The number of days lost in the year by each boy, on
average of boys, is
3. The mean result for the two collieries is as follows:-

At Earsdon

4.56
5.19
or 1 day in 52. or 1 day in 47,
3~08
4~32,
or 1 day in 77. or 1 day in 56.75

Total men
Total boys
Days lost by men
Days lost by boys
Days the pits have been at work in the 12 months, average of the two

194
115
951
435
241

Number of days lost in the year by each man, on the average of men

4.90 days,
or 1 day in 49.
3.78 days
or 1 day in 64.

Number of days lost in the year by each boy, on the average of boys

Of course the days put down here as lost are those due to accidents only; all other causes of idle
time being left out of consideration. Colliers, being a very healthy race of people, are rarely absent from
sickness.
Excepting the single fatal accident, the two cases in which amputation of a finger were necessary
and the case in which an eye was lost, being 4 cases out of 89, no one of the accidents has caused
serious permanent injury to individuals.
It will be seen that the injuries to boys are fewer and also of a less serious nature, than to men.
The above statement must be taken for what it is worth and no more. Had it been spread over a period
of five or six years instead of one year, the results would have been more accurate. As a measure of the
accidents of a common and daily character occurring in the coal-mines of our district (and it is no more
than this, the rest sweeps of life from explosion and inundation not being taken into account), I should
consider the average of these two collieries rather high than otherwise.
From what I observed during my descent of and perambulations through, these pits, I should
have been inclined to have deemed them productive of fewer casualties not caused by explosions than
most others in the district.
Frequency of casualties at collieries.
The number of such casualties (employing the term in contradistinction to accidents caused by
explosions. inundations, &c.) would, I imagine, be found, upon a production of similar records, to be
very considerable.
‘I think,’ said Mr. Buddle, ‘there is scarcely a week passes without a life being lost in some of
the collieries. I should think the casualties are more than those lost by explosion. on the whole.’ And
again, ‘On an average through this district, I believe that the ordinary and unavoidable casualties in
collieries occasion more calamity than explosions of inflammable air.’
Slight sensation occasioned by them.
Perhaps a collateral proof of the correctness of these suppositions is the slight sensation which
casualties seemed to occasion on the spot at the very period of their occurrence. occasioned by them. I
mention this not as a sign of remissness in precautionary measures but of the frequency of the
occurrences. I was at two collieries on the precise days when, at one a boy was killed in the pit by a fall
of stone from the roof and at the other an inquest was being held on the body of a man who had
perished the previous day from the same cause. A t neither colliery did I hear of these deaths except by
the merest chance in casual conversation, though detained several hours at each. At another pit, I should
probably not have heard of the death of five men, very recently, from their falling down the shaft, had I
not, from previous information, been led to make distinct inquiries upon the subject.
From Whitley, a small colliery, returns were made on the 8th of May, stating that no accident,
attended with serious injury, had occurred within the last two years; yet even the local papers contained
an account of the death of the under-viewer by an explosion in the pit on April 13th, just twenty-five
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days previously, and the chief-viewer had (see No.350) afforded detailed replies on the accident. I
believe it had been actually forgotten at the pit.
Instance of casualties.
Now let us take an example of the casualties that have happened within the last two years at
what is at present a small colliery establishment, viz., Wallsend, employing altogether about 180
persons.
The return, one of the very few on which I can depend, states;4 men have been lamed (i.e. hurt) by the coal falling upon them while
working in their ‘bords.’
2 men lamed by falls of stone from the roof.
1 man lamed by a fall of a prop.
1 man burnt by gunpowder.
2 boys injured by the trams.
4 boys injured by the rolleys.
The worthy agent (Mr. Reay) who made these returns is a living example of the effects of a fall
of stone some years since in the pit, a fall which severely fractured his thigh.
That amongst the boys the rolley-drivers are a singularly unfortunate class in meeting with
accidents, will be seen from the evidence.
Falling off the ‘limmers,’ or shaft-like projections of the rolley, is the usual cause ascribed for
the injuries.
Instances in four collieries.
Subjoined is an attempt to exhibit a table of the accidents and casualties that have occurred
within the last two years in four first-class collieries on the Tyne. It must, however, with the other tasks
of this nature, be considered as merely exhibiting the minimum
of casualties.

In explanation of the above table it must be observed that Mr. Heath does not see all the slight
and very slight cases.
The very slight cases may have confined the patient a day or two, or not at all the slight cases
may be estimated, on an average, to have confined the patient for two weeks. The severe cuts and
bruises may be estimated, on an average, to have confined the patient for six weeks. All the accidents
are presumed to have occurred in the pit.
Tables and instances.
The only instance in which I could discover that medical records were preserved was at Hetton
colliery, where, for a private purpose, notes and entries had been made by the surgeon, from which, and
from the remarks of that gentleman, I was enabled to compile the annexed table. I believe, from various
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circumstances, that this table is very nearly accurate and as it refers to one of the three largest collieries
in the trade, it may probably be assumed as a fair criterion of the whole.
The three largest collieries in the trade, all having an equal vend of coals, are:1. The Countess of Durham’s, or Lambton collieries.
2. Those of the Hetton Coal, Company at Hetton.
3. Those of the Marquis of Londonderry.
From the last I could obtain no medical evidence. From the medical gentleman at the first,
evidence and a list of accidents from memory are given in page 102 of the evidence. For the second, the
accompanying table just alluded to will answer.

Hetton Colliery.

SOUTH HETTON COLLIERY.
The following particulars were gleaned from the rerniniscence8 for the last two years of the
surgeon at this colliery, where there may be about 320 persons employed under-ground:October (latter end), 1840. A man named Hugh Hall severely but superficially burned by the fire-damp:
confined three weeks to his bed, but could not work for some weeks after.
December (beginning), 1840. Cuthbert Miller, a man, had his thigh severely torn by a rolley,
which was accidentally carried up the shaft with the tub: was confined to his bed for a month and to the
house for some time longer: was altogether off work about fourteen weeks.
January (middle),1841. There occurred a small explosion of fire-damp, scorching two men, one
of whom was confined to his bed three or four days.
Robert College was hurt by a fall of a stone, which brought on inflammation of the bone (tibia) and
periosteum, and kept him off work about ten weeks. Suffered again from a similar cause, and was off a
fortnight.
A lad had his leg broken (simple fracture of the tibia) by a kick of a horse.
A man’s ear was torn in two by a cage, and he was kept off work a fortnight.
A great variety of minor accidents, such as cuts, bruises, sprains. &c., have occurred within this
period.
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THE LATE EXPLOSION AT THORNLEY COLLIERY.
I am enabled, by the favour of Mr. Wood, one of the owners of Thornley Colliery, to present
the accompanying plan of the explosion that occurred there on the 5th of August last.
In addition to the melancholy interest attaching to this place from the circumstances of the
catastrophe and the representation it affords of the state of a pit immediately after an explosion, a very
correct conception may be formed by it of the workings, the ventilation, the position of the trap-doors
tended by the children, and the general arrangements of a portion of a large colliery on the river Wear.
The following is the account of the viewer, with references to the plan:(NB. The plan of the workings is to difficult ro reproduce. IGW)

The explosion took place at about a quarter-past 4 o’clock on the afternoon of Thursday the 5th
instant, in the north-west district of the Harvey seam A pit, the cause of which was an
accumulation of gas in the three boards west of the waggon-way board, which had originated by
the trap-door marked A, on the plan being neglected, and the gas afterwards coming in contact
with the lighted candle at the trap-door. This gas may have come upon the candle spontaneously
but, judging from the extent of damage done to the mine, these three boards cannot have been
entirely ‘foul,’ and therefore I am of opinion the gas has not come out of these boards of itself
but that it has been forced out near the trap-door by the movement of the waggons drawn by the
horse marked B on the plan and what strengthens my opinion still mere, is the fact of the
waggons belonging to the horse marked C standing at the ‘in leg’ side of the first-named
waggons, which would cause the current formed by the waggons of the horse B to remove the
'accumulation in the direction of the trap-door.
There can he no doubt that the explosion took place at or near the trap-door before named, as the
‘stoppings’ to the west of the trap-door were blown westward and those to the east eastward and
the props which support the roof, &c. were burnt on opposite sides from this situation.
The shaft, as marked on the plan. is the down cast, and the staple the ‘up cast,’ for this seam. The
staple is sunk from the Hutton seam, which is situated 21 fathoms above the Harvey, and 145
below the surface.
Subjoined is a list of the persons employed in these workings at the time of the explosion, their
respective positions being indicated by the numerical references in the plan:-

Dead

1. Peter Graydon, driver
2. George Ord, flatman
3. Thomas Haswell, hewer
4. Robert Gardner, trapper
5. Thomas Hall, putter
6. John Graham, half-marrow
7. George Graham,half-marrow
8. John Armstrong, putter
9. John Gardner, putter
Burned 10. George Croitier, way-cleaner.
11. James Maudlin, overman.
Lamed 12. Thomas Pyle, trapper

Aged
11
17
42
9
18
15
17
15
16

Escaped
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

13. John Humble, trapper.
14. George Gillings, driver.
15. R. Palmer, putter.
16. J. Wilson, trapper.
17. W. Willis, trapper.
18. M. Gardner, hewer.
19. Thomas Welsh, putter.
20. W. Ettringham, putter.
21. Andrew Benes, water-leader.
22. W. Woolcott, water-leader.
23. George Morgan, shifter.
24. Thomas Atkinson, shifter.

THE EXTENT OF THE COLLIERIES, AND OF THE NUMBER OF PERSONS THEREIN
EMPLOYED.
The annual trade from the Tyne and Wear collieries, including the home consumption, is,
perhaps, in round numbers, not very far short of four and a half million tons, which may possibly be
about one-fifth part of the entire quantity of coal consumed in and exported from, Great Britain. Many
commercially interesting circumstances might be noticed but they would be irrelevant and misplaced
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here. A tolerably correct knowledge of the positions of the Tyne collieries, &c., will be gained by an
inspection of the General Sketch or Map which I have prefixed to this Report; from which it will be
evident that the position of many pits in relation to the river, renders the rent paid for ’way-leaves,’ or
permission to lay down waggon railroads, a most important item in the expenses of their
establishments.
Numbers employed in the Tyne Collieries.
From an estimate of the supposed number of persons employed in these collieries (as given in
evidence before a Committee of the House of Lords by Mr. Buddle) it would appear that there are:1. Underground.
Men
Boys
2. Above ground.
Men
Boys
Employed in the Wear Collieries.
Above and under ground

4,937
3,554
8,491
2,745
718
3,463
9,000
20,954

Numbers employed in the collieries.
In round numbers, then. 21,000 persons are employed in extracting and conveying the coals to
the ships. By the term boys in the above estimate is probably meant all under 14 or 15 years of age.
Subjoined is a tabular view of the number of male adult;, young persons, and children (no
females being engaged in any capacity in these establishments) employed in the principal collieries of
Durham and Northumberland. which are situated north of the river Wear, being almost exclusively
those that ship their produce by the Tyne. This table is simply the best approximation that my materials
would permit me to construct and refers to the establishments as they existed in the months of March,
April, and May, 1841. It comprises forty-six collieries (many small ones being excluded), of which
thirty-one were visited (some of them several times), and ten pits descended, by me.
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Numbers employed in lead mines.

The Greenwich Hospital mines and works at Alston Moor, in Cumberland, were not situated
within my district. I ascertained, however, that the total numbers employed therein were 1200 adults;
240 male young persons, and 20 females; and 40 male children.
To exhibit the distribution of the labour of a colliery, an analysis of an average sample of one of
the smaller concerns is annexed, together with a summary of the division of upper and under ground
labour in two other collieries.
Analysis of the Workpeople employed at Walbottle Colliery on May 4th, 1841 (where 90
score, each score containing 20 corves, of curves are drawn per diem; each corf containing 16
coal pecks, the total amount drawn per diem equaling 150 chaldrons of coals).

Under-ground Establishment.
Men.
Hewers
95
Putters (aged from about 14 to 18)
Drivers (aged from about 11 to 14)
Trappers (aged from about 7 to 10)
Shifters
12
Overmen
3
Overmen’s deputies
7
Rolleyway-men
5
Cranemen
5
Horse-keepers
2
Wood and water leaders (aged from about 12 to 16)
Wastemen
2
Furnace-men
2
136

Upper-ground Establishment.

Boys.
36
30
14

1
4
85
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Men.
11
8
4
4
4
4
10
4
5
4
3
7
7
4
2
4
32
112

Boys.

Blacksmiths
Engine-wrights and joiners
Waggonway-wrights
Masons and labourers
General labourers
Cartmen
Waggonmen
Wailers and screeners (the boys aged about 14)
Pick-carriers and way cleaners (aged from 10 to 12)
Banksmen
Brakemen
Plugmen
Firemen
Corvers
Heapmen
Staithmen and off-putters
Keelmen (the boys aged from about 15 to 18)
Under-ground establishment
Number of men and boys
Boys
Total establishment

136
248
113
361

85
113

1

6

16
28

Having now reported upon such subjects as are connected with the objects of the Commission,
and having concluded such details as are preliminary and supplementary to the evidence,
I have the honour to remain,
With the highest respect,
Gentlemen,
Your most obedient Servant,
JOHN ROBY LEIFCHILD
Russell Place, Fitzroy Square,
London, September, 1841.
__________________
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EVIDENCE AND OBSERVATIONS FROM
JOHN ROBY LEIFCHILD, ESQ.
__________________

NORTHUMBERLAND AND THE NORTH OF DURHAM
COLLIERIES.
__________________
No.1. Extract of a Letter, dated March 22, 1841, from Matthias Dunn, Esq., Colliery Viewer
(No.261).
The following classification of colliery workpeople may be called the most general one for this
district:1. Hewers - who cut the coal by piece-work labour from 8 to 10 hours per day, and earn, at full work,
from 4s. to 5s. a-day - have house and firing at 6d. per fortnight.
2. Putters - who tram the coals (also by piece-work) from the hewers to the depot where are placed
upon the horses, carriages, or rollies, earnings from 2s. 6d. to 4s. a-day, to their activity and strength 12 hours.
3. Drivers of horses, 12 hours; have 1s. 3d. a-day, and of ages from 12 to 15 years.
4. Trap-door keepers, the lowest age being 6 or 7 and gradually progressing to rolley-drivers, &c. - 12
hours.
5. Putters at bottom of shaft, earnings from 3s. to 4s. a-day; hours 12; but generally by piece-work,
according to the number of tubs per day.
6. Boys from 10 to 16 years of age are also employed 12 hours a-day at helping the putters, leading
wood and water and also assisting at the flats or cranes, where the coals are transferred, keeping the
lamps, assisting the overmen, cleaning the tramways, &c., at wages varying from 15. 3d. to 2s. 3d. for
12 hours work.
There is also various desultory work at the top of the pit, such as taking out stones, carrying the
picks, tramming out from screens, firing the engine, assisting the bankmen, &c. ages varying from 10 to
16 years, making from 1s. to 1s. 6d. a-day.
Several departments of men's work at daily wages also exist over and above, such as overmen,
ridders of stone, horsekeepers, furnacekeepers, bankmen, enginemen, stone-drifters, joiners, smiths,
labourers, waggonmen, &c., nearly all at daily wages, varying from 4s. down to 2s. a-day.
The proportion of men to boys varies according to the peculiar circumstances of each colliery
but taking St. Lawrence colliery as an example, which I presume may be a fairish average, I find it run
thus nearly:Men
Boys above 13
Boys under 13
Total

152
43
47
242

I may observe here that with the exception of the putters and helper up, the labour of the boys is
light and healthy. The boys attend at the hours of 3, 4, or 5 o’clock and work the 12 hours out
generally running from 5 to 5. Overtime is very little practised now. The putters work is constantly
liable to vary, inasmuch as the coals may require to be brought from the dip or from the rise. No
regular time of meals is taken, they doing that at their own option according as they can best spare the
time. The working in the coal-mines of this district is esteemed perfectly healthy, inasmuch as they are
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well ventilated, although certain parts occasionally are filled with inflammable gas. Chokedamp is
scarcely known in this part although it abounds in some of the southern districts.
No bad consequence arises from the exclusion of light and as for air, the ordinary mines in the
principal passages have a column of fresh air constantly in motion of more than 3 cubic feet per minute.
___________________
WILLINGTON COLLIERY.
30th. April, 1841.
No.2. John Johnson, Esq., (acting in the absence of George Johnson, Esq. the chief viewer of
this colliery,).
He has embodied in the following account evidence which I elicited from himself and others
relative to the melancholy I of life that occurred here on the 19th of April, 1841, at a quarter past one
p.m. by an explosion of carbureted hydrogen gas.
This evidence is first adduced as it is accompanied by a sketch of the working of the Bensham
Seam in this pit, which may serve to show, on a small scale, the present mode of working and ventilating
the pits in this coal-field in general; well as to illustrate the nature and effects of a catastrophe, to guard
against which so many complicated arrangements and scientific precautions are in continual operation
in the collieries on the Tyne and the Wear:The seam, says Mr. Johnson, in which the explosion took place, is called the Bensham Seam; it
lies at the depth of 140 fathoms from the surface, and averages 4 feet 8 ins. in thickness; the pit is 9 feet
4 inches in diameter, and the coals are drawn by iron cages, tubs standing on each cage.
By referring to the sketch accompanying this, you will see that the workings consist of west
drifts, which are each driven 8 feet wide, and parallel to each other, a communication or holing being
made between the drifts every 20 yards, for the purposes of ventilation these holings, as the drifts
advance, have always a stopping of 9-inch brickwork, built across them, so as to convey the current of
air up to the face of the workings. The thickness of the pillar of coal left between each drift is 10 yards;
they had advanced 280 yards from shaft. There were also a pair of north headways, each 7 feet wide,
which had advanced 220 yards from the shaft, a regular holing being made between each headway for
the air, same as pursued in the west drifts. Out of these headways, both on the east and west side were
driven bords, which are wider passages than the drifts, being 4 yards, but holed in regular manner for
the ventilation of the workings at every 20 yards; the thickness of left between each bord, for the
support of the roof, is twelve yards. To the east of the pair of drifts are driven 550 yards to the upcast
pit, called the Edward Pit, by which the ascends to the surface after ventilating all the workings.
Before proceeding further, I shall state the manner in which the workings are ventilated. The
current of air descends by the Bigge Pit; at the bottom it is split or divided, part be taken to the east
along the southernmost of the two drifts, for the purpose of ventilating workings at some distance from
this pit; the other part is taken to the west, where the explosion occurred. It was carried along the
southernmost of the two west drifts, as shown by arrows on the sketch, into the face of the workings,
returning by the north one, then up north winning headways, going in by the west headway, ventilating
the west bords in its course and returning by the east one, ventilating the east bords. This split or
division of the air now performed its duty, it being then kept along the holing on the north side of the
Bigge Pit, marked a, a, by brick stoppings, and so by the northernmost of the two east drift: the upcast
shaft (the Edward Pit). The three doors that are placed near together in the north winning headway
marked b, b, are for the purpose of allowing the coals to be brought through, they acting also as
stoppings to keep the air along the west drifts and were arranged, that when one door was opened to
allow coals to pass through it, the other two shut to continue the current of air uninterruptedly to the
west.
I was at home when the explosion happened, and in twenty minutes was at the Bigge Pit: and
saw the only people who escaped unhurt these were two men and a boy, [The witness No.13] who
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had been at work making a rolley way, 500 yards east of the pit. They were made aware of the
explosion by the sudden rush of wind and dust past them. On examining the men, they said they ran
out immediately on hearing the noise, in the dark, their lights being extinguished; on arriving at the
bottom of the pit, which they had some difficulty in doing, owing to several falls one from the roof of
the mine, in consequence of the timber being blown out, they found the cage fast it having been
damaged by the explosion; they disengaged it and ascended by the other cage that was sent down to
them. I immediately descended, accompanied by the under viewer and several workmen, who cheerfully
volunteered to render ever assistance at this dangerous time, each man having his Davy lamp. It was
some minutes before our eyes became accustomed to the horrible gloom, although groans were heard
from some of the poor sufferers; at the bottom of the shaft we found two lads, one an onsetter, the other
a rolley-driver, both of them alive; they were sent to bank but survived a very short time. Lying near to
them two other lads quite dead, all these poor fellows were dreadfully burnt. My first object to examine
the way to the west but we had not proceeded more than six or seven yards we came to an immense fall
of the roof, occasioned by the timber that supported it having been blown away. Near these falls were
lying a horse and pony, severely burnt and mangled, they were quite dead. We continued west for forty
yards to the point marked c; we here met with the after-damp, but hearing a groan up the north headway,
we rushed up for fifty-six yards and succeeded in bring out a body but being much burnt h' could not
be known. He died after being taken to bank, where he was recognised as James Pearson, a putter.
Having persevered for this distance without air and in the after-damp, we had great difficulty turning,
feeling quite sick and giddy. In our way up the headway we found that the stoppings marked d, e, f,
were blown out and that consequently the current of air had ceased to ventilate the entire west and north
workings and that all the people who were in that part the pit, who might have escaped the effects of the
explosion, would lose their lives by the after-damp.
Feeling a strong smell of burning after our return to the bottom of the pit, I was alarmed the
safety of the stables and making our way to the east towards them, over a very large of the roof to the
point marked g, we found a dense volume of smoke issuing out. The stables were in a blaze, the danger
of the situation of every soul that had then so cheerfully come down the pit to assist in recovering the
dead bodies was made too fearfully apparent, knowing that, should we be unable to master the fire and
prevent any communication with the workings in which the gas was then gradually but rapidly
accumulating in the west and north of the mine, laid dormant by the explosion and which in a short time
would pass along the holing north of the shaft and close to the fire, the destruction of every one in the
pit by a second explosion more violent than the first would be inevitable. Not a moment lost; I instantly
ordered the temporary stoppings of wood marked h, i, to be put up, and the joints to be plastered with
clay, for the purpose of entirely shutting off the entire workings to the north and west and prevent any
gas issuing therefrom. At the same time I ordered them to get two fire-engines down, to attempt to
drown out the fire, which was now beginning to assume a fearful appearance. These orders were
speedily executed, and about an hour after the explosion the temporary stoppings were completed and
every man was employed in sending down water from the surface and in working the fire-engines. For
some time the success of our efforts was doubtful, the supply of water being necessarily limited, the
great depth it had to be sent down and, to add to our difficulties, it was found that fire from the stables
had communicated with, and set fire to, the coal on each side of that holing marked k, k, burning then
very fiercely. The main force of the water was discharged this holing, it being the most dangerous spot
and was continued until about twelve o’clock night, when the fire was so much got under as to allow us
to substitute a strong brick stopping in the place of that which was blown away by the explosion,
marked l, this stopping finished by two o’clock on Tuesday morning, all communication between the
fire and the holing along which the gas would be carried from the north and west being now effectually
shut off. The whole of the water from the fire-engines was then discharged upon the fire in the stables;
it was not. however, till five o’clock on Tuesday evening that the fire was completely extinguished, and
the brick stopping marked m, built in place of that which had been destroyed.
Everything being now considered safe from the fire, the temporary wood stopping, marked h,
was pulled down, which was followed by a violent and rapid discharge of gas, showing that the whole
of the workings were then completely filled to the north and west of shaft. The gas was, however, by
the precautions I have before stated, safely conveyed round the holing clear of the stables and then
pursued its course to the upcast shaft. I need not say how rejoiced we all felt at getting this part of our,
task finished so successfully; the men were, however, still kept at work with the engines for fear of any
remains of fire, a fresh relieving each other at the end of every four hours. We now commenced to
restore the current of air in the main to the same course as it was in previous to the accident and to
search for the bodies of the poor sufferers; this was begun with, at half-past 5 on Tuesday evening, by
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replacing all the brick stoppings that were blown out with temporary wood ones; no heavy falls of stone
were found beyond 60 yards from the shaft to the west, so that we got rapidly forward. At 40 yards
west of the shaft c, buried under the fall of stone, were found John Hall and Robert Campbell,
dreadfully burnt and bruised. At 160 yards west of the shaft at the point marked n, we found William
Coxon, hewer; at 10 yards farther west, Thomas Wood and Joseph Johnson, hewers; these three men
were working in the face of the two west drifts but were not burnt’ It is conjectured that on hearing the
explosion they had immediately rushed out towards the shaft but, poor fellows, had been overpowered
by the after-damp, after struggling to this spot. Johnson had a linen cap in his mouth, apparently with
a view to prevent its effects. At 15 yards beyond these men were found John Jowsey and Jonathan
Croser, putters, marked o. At 30 yards farther William Dodgson, hewer, marked p; he had been
working at the face of the headway marked q, and had got out this far, where he fell by the effects of the
after-damp. Beside him were George Martin, putter, William Bambridge and George Bolton, trappers
for the two doors marked r, r. In the stenting marked s, next the face of the west drifts, William Martin,
trapper for the door marked s, in the eastern headway marked t, Thomas Dodgson, hewer, laying near
where he had been working. Nearly all these men and boys, with the exception of the three first
mentioned, were severely burnt. The current of air being now restored to the face of the west drifts the
men commenced to replace the stoppings up the north headways, in the same position as they were
previous to the accident and to throw the current of air towards the face of them. At 56 yards up the
headways were found Thomas Bainbridge, James Liddell, and William Howey, putters, Simpson,
Mason, and John Brown, trappers, all laying near to the place where Pearson the putter was found, and
marked u; these lads bad all been carried by the violence of the explosion from the point marked v. In
the stenting beside the door marked w Robert Pearson and Richard Cooper, trappers; Cooper had
charge of the door in the west bord, marked x. At the point marked y was George Campbell, putter. No
more bodies were met with from this point until the men had persevered up to the face of the north
headways, where they found John Reed, the deputy who had charge of the pit; Michael Martin, and
John Campbell, hewers; Thomas Pearson, helper up, and George Scott, trapper for the door marked z.
These men and boys were severely burnt. At the point marked l, in the east; headway, Robert Brown,
putter, not much burnt. The last of the bodies was not found until the afternoon of Thursday.
The cause of this dreadful accident, so destructive both of life and property, is supposed to have
been the gross negligence of Cooper, the trapper, at the door marked x, he having left his door open, by
which the current of air would cease to ventilate both the holing and the bord marked 2, 2, 2, but would
instead, flow straight down the bord through the door left open by Cooper, into the main winning
headway. In each of these west bords a man had been hewing on the morning of the 19th of April, one
of them (Wilkinson) stating in his evidence before the coroner that the air in the mine was travelling
with its usual velocity all the time he was at work. Campbell, the deputy, directing the first part of the
day, he being relieved by Reed at nine o’clock, also stated at the inquest, that the air was very good. In
fact, the general complaint of the men to me, when I last examined the workings, was, that the current of
air was stronger than they wished, it causing them to consume a very great number of candles during
the time of their being at work; that the explosion occurred in the bord north of that in which Cooper,
the trapper, was stationed, is evident from the direction it had taken, it having blow out Cooper’s door
and the masonry in which it was built, to the east, and, after reaching the solid coal forming the side of
the winning headway, had there split itself into two parts, one sweeping everything it met with in its
course to the north, the other half to the south and, in the west drifts; also to the shaft, all the stoppings
being blown out by its violence; like the timber in many places, that was put in for the support of the
roof, consequently bringing down immense falls of stone, which is composed of a blue shale. The fact
of the body of Cooper being found away from his own door and with that of Pearson, the trapper for
the stenting door marked w, where it is almost impossible he could have been carried by the force of the
explosion, naturally leads a person conversant with mining affairs to conjecture that he had left his door
open to come and play with Pearson and that some time after, when the putter went into the bord to fill
the coals, carrying a candle along with him and expecting all. was right as usual, the gas had exploded at
his light. If, during the search for the bodies an blower, or fissure, which would have emitted gas, had
been met with in the workings, the cause of the explosion might have been ascribed to it; but nothing of
that nature can found. From the small number of the workings in this seam and the rapid expansion of
t gas after its ignition, its effects were much more violent than it would have been had the workings been
more extended; its force consequently was tremendous; in fact, everything swept before its violence,
strong Memel timber being broken and driven before the blast: coal-tubs, that are made of strong
planks bound with iron, were many of them broken pieces; the explosion was distinctly felt at the
surface by a sudden rush of wind and dust upwards against the current of air, the cage then at the
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mouth of the pit being lifted several feet in height; the timber in the shaft that was put in for the purpose
of guiding the cages up and down, as well as the whole of the working places in the mine, were covered
with dust, as in many cases the props for the support of the roof were ‘charred.’ Its effects were felt at
the Edward Pit, which is the upcast shaft, a distance of 700 yards from the situation where it is
supposed the explosion took place. On examining the holing k, k; where the coal was on fire, it was
completely charred, thus showing its violence. If every effort had failed in getting the flames
extinguished the consequences would have been dreadful, as on another explosion occurring, which
would surely have taken place, not only would the lives of every one then in the pit been lost but all the
buntings and spears in the shaft, necessary for working the cages, would have been blown out and an
immense amount of further damage done to the mine, as more timber would have been carried away,
followed necessarily by heavy falls of stone from the roof.
No.3. George Johnson, Esq., viewer of Willington, Heaton, and Burdon Main Collieries, on
the Tyne. - Willington, April 16th, &c. 1841.
The children and all workmen are hired by the master, and the terms determined by a bond for
12 months.
The children’s condition is good.
Does not allow children under 9 or 10 years old to be trappers, although a strong desire for
earlier employment exists both amongst parents and children and he does not think the work unhealthy.
The trappers can take any time they please for meals. The fathers and boys take down tea and coffee
and take them when they can.
These pits are well ventilated, are not particularly fiery and Davy-lamps are extensively [It will
be observed that these expressions were used prior to the explosion on April 19th.] The Davy-lamp
keeper may go down perhaps 2 hours before the workmen., generally a man. who may have a boy as an
assistant. These two will go down perhaps at 2 o’clock a.m. occasionally a boy may be sent down all
night for extraordinary occasions; e.g., when they are pushing a stone drift, or any other communication
in the mine necessary for the ventilation or for the horse-ways; then the boys follow in, and remain each
their 12 hours. The boys in this case would follow in at 2 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon. In
these cases the men work 8 hours per shift, three shifts working in the 24 hours. If a great fall of the
roof comes down, that interrupts the headways, &c., the lads must be sent down at any hour. The
double shift (being the most expensive way of working a pit) is never resorted to except in some
peculiar cases; out of 100 collieries, at any given average time, perhaps 5 or 6 might be working double
shift. At the expiration of the 12 hours a signal is commonly given of that fact and of course the boys
are ready to get up. It is the duty of the deputy overman to see every light extinguished. and the
persons of every description employed in the mine out of it before himself. The deputy will ordinarily
be out very soon after the 12th hour. If the pit stops at 4 p.p. every soul will be out at half-past 4. The
last, being the horsekeepers, who go down about 2 hours before the pit is done. If the pit is a long way
in by (i.e. the workings very far from the shaft), the time occupied in ‘riding’ at the bottom of the shaft
may vary from three-quarters to half an hour. A boy working all night in pits is a most uncommon
thing. Here one man and a boy work all night; that is the only exception. Old men may attend furnaces
but no boys are required. About 25 years ago, when labourers were much more in demand, the boys
here worked often double shift without coming up at all, being paid high wages for so doing. Boys
should not he allowed to stop down more than their 12 hours.
The hours of labour are just the same when the demand for coals is great as at other times; i.e.
in a case where the demand is brisk, the full number of days in a fortnight, 11 days of 12 hours each, is
worked; when the demand is dull the number of days is lessened but the hours of each days work, 12
hours, remain the same. By the bond the owners are bound to give the pay for a certain number of days
in a fortnight, work or no work; sometimes 30s. for hewer, or 28s. This is called ‘upholding’ them.
None below viewers are ‘upheld,’ but this makes it necessary to work the pit. Storing up the coals is a
very uncommon practice now. It as a common practice to store coals, owing to their being unable to
supply the demand at particular seasons of the year. Now the power of supply is more than equal to
the demand, and consequently there is no necessity for storing coals. Perhaps very seldom will 1000
chaldrons now be found stored at a pit; not above 3000 or 4000, perhaps, at the largest collieries. The
pits now are worked upon an average 250 to 260 days in a year, or 25 fortnights. At Christmas they
have a power to lay workers idle for 14 days.
Putters generally now agree to take a limited period to eat their baits, not exceeding 15 minutes
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and they never wish to sit longer, as they work by piece. The effect of working by piece is to counteract
any hardship on the part of the owner or employer. In Willington pits all corves are put to the dip; the
main rolley-ways, along which the corves are carried on the rollers, being always at the lower level of
the mine. In cases where the full corves are to be brought up an ascent, helpers up are allowed. The
greatest rise a putter puts up hill in this pit, with a helper up, is 2 to 2.5 inches to the yard. Putters will
never put a full corf beyond a level without a helper up. In addition, it is the true economy of a mine
always to put on to level, as nearly so as possible. This colliery is an easy working one in all respects.
The lowest height which boys are compelled to work in is the minimum height of the corf which is
about 3ft. 9in. in this district. The corf is made to suit the height of the seam, and not, within witness's
observation, less than 3ft. 8 or 9in. Does not know any instance of putters wearing ‘back-skins,’ or
protection against rubbing their backs. [See, however, No.86.]
In helping up they go but very short distances. Every nerve and sinew is put into motion in
helping up and putting. This labour is only suitable for healthy young men in their very prime. An
unhealthy young man could never continue it. He would complain to the viewer, and get easier work.
Of course a man having a family of putters is a very desirable man. A man not absolutely needed, if
having a good family of this sort, would be taken into work. Doubtless putting, like any hard work, has
permanently injured some lads, by strains, or jerks, or twists. Thinks the employment of a boy as a
trapper is usually, in a properly ventilated mine, not at all injuries, provided the lad is in ordinary health.
It is quite certain that drivers meet with more accidents than any other persons in the pit, mainly owing
to their own carelessness, or to the horses turning restive, and kicking and plunging.
Does not think they pay £40 a-year throughout the whole of this colliery for smart-money. The
trapper is not exposed to the variety of dangers that putters and drivers are, who move about in various
parts of the mine. The position of the trapper is always very secure and strong timber supports the roof
where he is sitting. A sufficiently large place is left behind the door for him to retire to and he need
never move from that place, having a cord to open and shut the door. On one side he sees the colliers
coming, and hears them on the other. A light is often, or very generally, placed near the trap-door. Has
known, some years ago, boys of 6 years of age employed, but none below 7 latterly. As to the general
treatment of these boys, thinks the parents are very kind and the owners considerate. The children,
when becoming lads of 18 or 20, are often ungrateful to their parents.. Boys have an abundance of
food, clothing, and good care. They are well fed. Parents do not correct them corporally so much as is
necessary.
As to the limitation of the age of children, none should go down younger than 9. Would not
actually wish for a law restricting the age of children, but yet would not entirely object to a law
restricting them to 9 years of age but does not think they would be better educated for by the
restriction.
Parents would be unwilling to send the boys to schools after 9 years of age. A deputation of
the hewers have this moment waited on witness to solicit him to rescind an order he had given that the
hewers were to fill a larger proportion of the coals they had hewed, and not leave an excessive quantity
to be filled by the putters in addition to their proper employment as putters. Putters get no addition for
filling this extra quantity of coals. Many of these putters are the children of the selfsame hewers, who
(the hewers) complain of being longer kept from their homes in consequence of this order.
Any change would be effected with difficulty among the pitmen. Even a promise to educate free
of expense would not induce parents to send their children to school after 9 or 10. They would much
rather see them uneducated than unemployed; thinks that after 10 they are better employed than at
school. They would never make good pitmen if sent down later than 10 or 12, although there certainly
are instances to the contrary. Has often had men who have been made viewers after the age of
manhood but not so with drivers and putters, who must be trained to it to succeed. Driving requires a
habit of sitting still on the limmers. Doors are very rarely knocked down by inattention. It is
impossible that there should be much infliction of brutality or corporal punishment within the care of a
tolerably attentive viewer or under-viewer.
As to any medical certificate of the strength and appearance of a child (as in Art.13 of the
Factories Act), it is quite unnecessary. If unhealthy, a lad cannot be a driver or a putter; it is quite
impossible, because if unhealthy he could not perform the duties it follows that putters, &c., are
necessarily healthy. When they feel themselves incompetent, something else is cut out for them. A
medical certificate would be checked by the results of the first day as work in the pit and therefore quite
unnecessary. There is an abundance of workpeople for the pit to choose from, and hence the evil
corrects itself. It is quite unnecessary to employ people who are not in full health. Notwithstanding the
increase of the collieries, the good wages and condition of pitmen always induce a full supply for all
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necessities.
A surgeon resides at the colliery, who is employed by the men exclusively. The men con tribute
for his attendance at about 6d. per week per family, or 4d. for single men making altogether perhaps at
this colliery about £80 per annum. The proprietors employ a surgeon for all accidents, who resides at
Newcastle and is paid by his visits at accidents. Thinks the men recover from accidents sooner and
more completely than other classes of workmen because they are more sinewy and less liable to
repletion. The pitmen are less than usual in stature but their muscular power is great. There is a very
marked improvement in the last 40 years in their personal appearance and mental cultivation. Hard
drinking was then very frequent, but is now uncommon.
In the old collieries the state of morals and conduct will generally be found very good while in
the numerous new ones they have the disorderly characters and refuse from the old, and the Places of
Worship and Schools are generally the last things established or even thought of.
In the ordinary way the ventilation in the broken is necessarily imperfect. But the boys are less
constantly exposed than the hewers to the bad effects. The putters, &c. are continually changing and
coming out into the main air-courses. The drivers are never in them at all. The trappers are exceedingly
rarely in the broken. The hewers are necessarily constantly exposed for 6 hours per diem. It certainly
is not so healthy as the whole mine.
No alteration at all is likely to take place in the mode of working and ventilating mines dispense
with the labour of boys, except by employing men to do the same duty, which would; be a prohibition
to the working of the mines. There are not a sufficient number of old men to keep doors. These trapdoors are so incontinuous in their operations, that no mechanical means could be employed to do away
with them. Swing doors have been tried and found no to answer the purpose. The lads had first to
come against them to raise them up, and their. gravity brought them down too soon again.
It would be impossible to employ relays of boys under 12 hours shifts without the greatest
inconvenience and loss to the owners. Any legislation on these points would be quite unnecessary and
perhaps prejudicial to the owners and to the workmen, inducing habits of loosen and carelessness. To
the means of education now open in the Sunday-schools, three-fourths of the lads in the colliery go and
those who are well inclined make efforts at night-schools to make up for the want of education,
previously neglected either through wilfulness or other circumstances.
Some men are now taking pains to acquaint themselves with the outlines of, natural philosophy,
but these are rare instances. As to their position as workmen, thinks that if they give much tune to these
studies they will learn as much as to dissatisfy them as workmen and not enough to qualify them for
superior situations. The educated people, or the Methodists, are put forward to be the spokesmen on
occasions of dispute with their masters.
In ordinary matters education makes no difference to them as workmen; but in strikes &c, these
educated persons, or Methodists, are most decidedly the hardest to deal with. This is not always from
taking the correct view of the nature of the disputes, but from self-sufficiency and self-satisfaction with
their superiority.
Any acquaintance with the nature and mode of working coal amongst the actual hewers would
he beneficial and desirable. It could not make the man a worse workman but probably a better. Here
and there you might get a man to attend to lectures, &c., but certainly not commonly. And as to any
schools of the sort, they would not be encouraged by the men in collieries.
The owners of the coal do not in general work it, and hence the lessee, having in view only to
make the greatest amount of profit in the shortest time, seldom directs his attention to the education of
the children of pitmen, so much as he would otherwise do if he were the proprietor of the surface as
well. The lessees have no permanent interest in the mines, or the people who change very frequently
from year to year to different collieries. The establishment of schools therefore rests nearly wholly
with the lessee and viewer. The viewer himself is not perhaps stationary. The parishes are so extensive
as to defy adequate personal superintendence on the part of the clergyman.
A school could not be located conveniently for the pit people unless in each case on the spot
and then there would be either insufficient employment for a master (except in extensive collieries and
there the population is widely scattered) or insufficient attendance by the boys. Parents are not inclined
to value education, except as far as convertible into gain. Only knows one instance of a pitman taking
an interest in gentile literature.
At Willington there is one school patronised by the owners. The master has the house, garden
and coals free. The school-house to the Methodist chapel, where also the Sunday school. There is
another school for younger boys and girls at Willington- square provided for in the same way by the
owners. Mr. Patterson has a general school here, a private speculation.
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All these schools are well attended by the pit lads and the children of pitmen.
At Bigge’s Main and Heaton collieries there are a day school, with a very good lending library,
and an excellent Sunday-school.
In the Wear district the pitmen move about more frequently than in the Tyne district and this is
owing to the number of new collieries lately opened in the former district, in which there are constant
changes. In these new collieries there is little to the pitmen to one spot. There are no good gardens and
there is a mixture of characters. The first thing that induces pitmen to move is the nature of the work, as
influencing prices and then the nature of the houses and gardens. This last binding at Willington four
times as many moved as at previous bindings, which might be owing to the pits being laid idle more
perhaps than usual during the last year. Nearly 20 men moved from Willington this binding. At
Heaton again there were very few changes, not more than 7 or 8 of all classes, moving this last binding.
In preceding years they were sometimes found too rapidly increasing in population for the demand.
Notwithstanding some remarks that have been made by persons not conversant with the subject
on this late explosion at this colliery, witness is decidedly of opinion that boys front 9 to 12 or 13 years
of age, are the fittest persons to be employed as trappers. They stand in awe of the deputies and their
superiors much more than boys of a later age, or old men, would do. Old men would be sure to fall
asleep, and able-bodied men would never submit to the supposed degradation of keeping doors.
The Section XXI. of the Factories Act was stated to Mr. Johnson, and he thereupon observed, that no
similar provision for education would be practicable in the collieries, with the present system of
working hours. Of course the children could not go to school before work, and he thinks that they
would be found incapable of receiving schooling after the pit day is closed. It would be more natural to
suppose that they would seek for recreation in the open air. In some rare cases boys are anxious to
attend school after work and they do so. In all cases where a strong desire for schooling exists,
persons contrive to obtain instruction. Mr. Johnson does not think that the instruction received before
going down pits is often retained.
He cannot suggest any mode of extending education amongst the colliery population, and would
disapprove of that over-education which might unfit a man for labour in the pits, by rendering him
discontented, and yet might not enable him to obtain other employment. In one of the collieries under
his view he has promoted a pitman to the offices of overman and under-viewer at last, not because he
was an educated man, but because he was a steady and efficient workman, of good common sense.
This person was, he believes, very ignorant, even at the time of promotion, and only obtained the
rudiments of education after his promotions.
Mr. Johnson has observed no particular difference in the clothing of pit people in winter. A pitman is
scarcely ever known to wear a great coat or similar garment, or even in winter to put on any additional
clothing after leaving the pit. Very generally 14 days holidays are allowed at Christmas time.
No.4 Thomas Dotchin. April 30th.
Calls himself 6 years old, and looks about 7. Keeps a door; has been down the pit half a year;
gets up at 3 o’clock a.m. and goes to work at 4 o’clock. Works at the Low Pit. John Black and other
rolley drivers beat him sometimes with their hands. His door is close at the shaft. Is not frightened.
Gets upon his uncle’s [the overman] knees, and goes down with him. Cannot read at all, or write.
Goes to the [Methodist] Sunday-school. Goes to no other school. Goes to chapel every Sunday.
No.5 James Strong.
Aged 7. Has been down the pit 1 year. Keeps a door. Get up at 3 o'clock a.m. Goes down the
pit at 4 o’clock; comes up at 4 o’clock and sometimes later; does not know how often but it is very
often. Is sometimes beaten a little by drivers, by their hands, and with their whips a little; not much to
hurt. Does not go far in by [about 300 yards]. Goes down by riding upon the knees of any body in
the loops, the men, or big putters. Cannot read at all; does not know his letters; has been only to a
Sunday-school; does not go now. His brother is a hewer. Has two brothers down the pit, Jack puts,
and Bill drives.
No.6 William Ranson.
Does not know his age but is apparently about 7 years old. Keeps a door; has been down about
a year. Never beaten. Never frightened. Keeps a door very near to the cranes, about a quarter of a mile
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from the shaft. Goes down upon the men’s knees when they go in a loop, the craneman’s knees.
Cannot read, knows his letters only. Cannot write at all. Goes only to the Sunday-school and
sometimes to the chapel in the afternoons. Has 2 brothers down the pit, one chalking on and another
driver. His father is a deputy.
No.7 Thomas Lashley.
Aged 9 years. Has been down the pits a year. Keeps a door [distant 12 sidings in the pit and
each siding is about 100 yards distant from the other.] Likes the pit nicely. Never beaten. Gets up
about 3 o’clock a.m. Goes down the pit at 4 o’clock. Comes up the pit at. 4 o’clock p.m.; sometimes 5
o’clock. Gives over work at 4 o’clock in general but if the work a little longer, he stops. Never goes
down at nights. Gets plenty to eat, could eat no. more Father is a hewer. His brother James keeps two
doors. Knows his letters only cannot write at all. Goes to the Sunday-school; has been at it this 2 or 3
years. Was at woman’s school for a year before he went down the pit.
No.8 John Twiggs.
Going to 11 years of age. Keeps a door; has been down the pit nearly 3 years; sometimes
cleaned the way. His do or is nearly at the farthest place in the pit. Never beaten. Goes down upon
different men’s knees when they go down in a loop. Never falls asleep. Sometimes feels tired. Gets
plenty to eat and good water. Knows his letters only; can write at all. Goes to no school at all. Has
been at some schools before he went to work, never since.
No.9 Joseph Armstrong.
Aged 10 in December; keeps a door; far in by; 8 sidings in about [600 yards in from bottom of
the shaft]. Goes down on the rolley-driver’s knees. Gets up at 3 o’clock. down pit at 4 o’clock; comes
up at 4 and half-past 4 in the afternoon. Is sometimes tired. No one beats him. Never falls asleep.
Has no father. Has a brother, a rolley-driver, 12, down the pit. Knows easy words in reading. Cannot
write at all. Goes to a night-school [T. Davison’s] often. Goes to the Sunday-school [at the same
place], and to chapel.
No.10 Two Trappers, 9 years old, and 11 years old.
Give the same particulars; work the same hours down the same pit. Do not like to be so long
down the pit. Never beaten. They know their letters. Go only to Sunday-school and sometimes to
chapel.
No.11 Twenty-six drivers, ages, 10 to 15.
Edward Dodds, aged 15. Gets up at 3 o’clock. Is called by his father. Is at the bottom of the
shaft by 4 o’clock. They get into their places of work about half-past 4 o’clock. First of all yoke the
horses. Then they go up to the crane with the rolleys. Then set corves on the rolleys. Then pull corves
that have been brought to the cranes by the putters. Sets on two corves on a rolley. Each horse draws
two rolleys. Sit on the limmers to drive. The horse is driven various distances; three-quarters of a mile
at the farthest in the Bewick Pit and the Low Pit. They drive sometimes 12, and sometimes 14 or 15
journeys a depending on the distances to be driven.
Joseph Cowell, aged 12. Was once do the pit for a 12-hour shift, and an 8-hour shift following,
without coming up at all. Never did this more than once. Did not feel sleepy.
John Nicholls, aged 13. About a year since was down two 12-hour shifts, i.e. a day and a night.
Drove all the time; no sleep all the time. Was very sleepy afterwards. Went down again after 12 hours
Never did this more than once. They were making a siding, and he was told to stop. other was down
with him.
Edward Dodds, aged 15. Was down a double shift of 12 hours and 8 hours following, a year
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and a half ago. Was sleepy, but not very tired. They making a siding and he was kept down.
Thomas Ransom, aged 12. Was down a double 0’ 12 hours each, about 2 years since. Kept a
door all the time. Was very sleepy after. Never did it more than that once. Has been down pits two
and a half years.
William Cowell. A year since a stone fell upon his hand and he was kept off 3 months [the
mark appearing now].
John Nicholls. Got his leg broken about 2 years since and was kept off half a-years, is not
lame now; quite sound now.
Robert Armstrong, aged 12 years. Got his hurt by the rolley about a fortnight ago and has been
off a fortnight; is not well yet. Frank Crosby, aged 12. Horse flung at him half a-year ago and he was
kept off 2 months.
Three others had slight accidents from the rolleys and one had his finger broken. Several
complain of occasional slight sickness and slight headaches but nothing special can be extracted from
them. 12 boys out of these can read fairly, 8 write their own names, 3 go to a night-school, 12 go to a
Sunday-school but few will unhesitatingly say they go to chapel or church regularly.
No.12 Edward Holt.
Aged 15. Keeps the Davys. Has been down 6 or 7 years. Goes down at 4 o’clock in the
morning, and rides at 4 o’clock p.m. Pit whiles makes his head work a little, but nothing else. His
work is very easy. About a year since was down double shift-two shifts, one of 8 and one of 12 hours.
Never did this more than once. Has no father. Can read [well], writes his name. Goes to no school
now, nor to a church or chapel, except a few times.
No.13 George Chalton.
Aged 16. Is a craneman. Chalks on and hoists the corves on to the rolleys. Goes the pit at 4
o’clock, and rides at 4 o’clock [p.m.] Has been down pits 2 years. Goes down the Bigge Pit a
fortnight ago, at the time of the explosion. Felt a strong wind and a good deal of dust with it. Was on
the eastern side of the shaft about 500 yards from the bottom of the shaft. Knew directly that it was an
explosion. Had a tin lamp, like a ‘mistress’ and this was put out. He got out with two others, 2 men,
very badly. Found the cage at the bottom and had to take the hooks off and pulled the rapper, and the
other cage was sent down. Had to climb about two fathom up the shaft to get into the cage, as the
‘spears’ were broken. Heard one man groan sore, thinks it was John Crawford. The stone had fallen
before he had gotten to the bottom of the shaft and some fell afterwards. Fell four or five times with the
after-damp before he got to the shaft. Felt as if he was asleep and as if the power of his legs was taken
from him. Saw the stables on fire as went by. Was never sick before that day, has had no pains or
accidents, thinks the pit agrees with him. Can read [well], can write his name. Goes to no school now.
Attends chapel regularly. Father is dead. Has a brother putting in the Low Pit.
No.14 Elias Grozier.
Aged 17. Is a wood leader down the Low Pit. Has been down pits about 7 years. Never ‘put’.
Never has had very hard work and has always been well in health. Has kept a door, driven, hoisted the
cranes, chalked on, &c. Father is a shifter. Has 2 brothers down pit who are hewers. Can read [well.]
Goes to a Sunday-school only. Attends chapel regularly.
No.15 Thomas Forster.
Aged 17. Leads the wood. Has been 9 years down pits. Kept a door for 3 years, drove for 3
years, hoisted a crane for 2 years, wrought shift-work for a year, put stones in a corf upon a tram (in the
night-shift), which was the same as putting coals, and was sometimes hard and at others easy. The
working hours of the pit are from 4 to 4. Has been 36 hours down the pit without coming up, about 3
years since. They had not enough lads. Was leading wood for 2 shifts and working shift-work 1 shift.
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Three weeks ago was down Low Pit 34 hours without coming up, leading wood, &c. There were no
other lads at the but himself, the rest were men. Felt very sleepy and drowsy. Slept for half an hour he
was down. Putters never work more than 12 hours following. Half marrows are down a double shift,
perhaps twice or thrice in a-year They cannot always get lads enough. Thinks a half marrow is hard
worked, considering his age. The putters sometimes the half marrows to make them work. Have no
‘foals’ down the Low Pit where 2 half marrows make a tram. Some places are steep sometimes. They
put the full corves up the rise often than down in this pit Some places have a helper-up. The air is very
bad, for they are all working in the ‘broken.’ There is no working in the whole. The air sometimes
makes him sleepy in the daytime; smells it bad sometimes. Can read, can write his name. Goes to no
school now. Attends chapel regularly.
_________________

HEATON COLLIERY. May 1.
No.16 Joseph Taylor.
Going to 10; drives the rolleys; has been down Bigges Main or Benton Pit about 9 months; gets
1s. 3d. a-day. Kept a door at first, for about a month. Drove for 8 months, is now driving. Gets up
every morning at 3 o’clock, except on Saturday morning, when he gets up at l a.m., and finishes on
Saturday at I P.M. Starts work at 4 o’clock a.m. down the pit. Goes down the pit in a corf, about 4
together. Goes a little way in and gets the candles and puts them in the ‘mistress’ first. Yokes his
horse next; yokes it himself without help, no one helps him; then drives the rolleys, 3 yoked together,
holding altogether 6 corves to the shaft. The onsetter then puts the chain-hook into the bow of the corf;
hooking on two at a time and then sends them up to bank. Then witness goes in by with the empty
corves and changes his empty corves for full corves at the crane, and then he drives to the onsetter
again. This work he does all day. Gives over work at 4 o’clock and rides up about 4 o’clock or. Did
not like the pit at first. Was frightened to go in the dark. Never was beaten. Deputies scolded him
whiles for having his door open when they came through. Was frightened by a man coming and
making game of him because he was in the dark. They said to him, ‘What are you doing there?’, and
frightened him and made him cry sometimes. Horses have flung at him when he has been driving, but
never to hurt him. Drives his horse with traces and stands upon the rolley and holds by the rolley.
Whiles he falls off; perhaps once in a day at times. Gets squeezed a bit sometimes. Once the rolleys
went over him; not the wheels; he lay in between the wheels and he was not hurt. Boys who sit upon
the limmers sometimes tumble off. Never saw any do so. Is sleepy sometimes. The night-shift is not
on. His arms work a little sometimes. Gets breakfast before he goes. Takes baits of meat and bread
down with him; eats them at 9, 10, and 1 o’clock or so. Whiles he drinks some coffee. Father works
down the pit, waiting on the man at Benton Pit, who are sinking to another seam. Has a brother of 12
years old, who drives. Goes to the Methodist school on the Sunday. Went to a day-school before he
came to work for about a year or two. Learnt the Bible and ciphering. Peter James taught him. Can
read (pretty well). Cannot write at all. Goes to the Methodist chapel always on Sundays.
No.17. Six Trappers, aged 9 and 10 years.
Two do not know their letters and have never been to any day-school, but have now and then
been to Sunday-school. One knows his letters and has never been to any but Sunday-schools. Three
can read easy words and have been to day-schools and to Sunday-schools.
No.18 Thomas Todd.
Does not know anything of his age but appears about 8 or 9 years old. Keeps a door. Has
been down the pit a year. Never plays about or sleeps. Never beaten. Does not know his letters. Has
never been to day-schoo1. Goes to Sunday-school.
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No.19 Henry Scattary.
Aged about 10. Keeps a door. Has been down the pit a year. Is never frightened. No one
strikes him. Never fells sleepy. Father is a shifter. Has two brothers keeping a door and a switch and
2 others, one putting and the other driving a rolley. Never been to day-school. Goes to Sunday-school.
No.20 Twenty-seven Drivers aged 10 to 15 years.
All drive down Bigges Main Pit. 24 of these boys can read an easy book (these 24 have been
tried). Eleven boys go to night-school occasionally in winter. All but one go to Sunday-school
regularly, at the Methodist chapel. All but 5 attend the chapel every Sunday. 26 boys go down at 4
o’clock a.m. and ride up at 4 o’clock at afternoon. 16 boys have met with accidents of a more or less
serious nature, but all keeping them off work more then 1 week.
No.21 Thomas Scattary.
Aged 13. Had his arm broken by the rolleys running over it and be was kept off 15 weeks. He
cannot straighten it now. It was broken near the elbow (which is now shown conspicuously). No other
has had a limb broken, or is permanently injured. All but the following boys will make no remarks on
their work, observing that it does not hurt them any way.
No.22 Saunders Blackburn.
Nearly 10. Has been down pits more than a year. Drives now. Was well in his breath before
he went down the pit. Is now very short of breath and is bad about the breast. Never feels any other
pain. The doctor puts a blister on. Has been off work 6 weeks. Is near the shaft in the pit. His work
is not very hard. The air of the pit does not agree with him. Feels his breath short soon after he goes
down the pit. Feels it nearly all day, not after he comes up. No one strikes him.
No.23 Joseph Mackenzie.
Has been down the pit a year. Was well before he went down the pit. Feels sick an heavy pain
in his head. Sometimes spews up his food, whiles once or twice a-week; perhaps about 8 o’clock in the
morning. Thinks the smoke of the furnace in going down and up (the descend and ascend an up-cast
shaft) makes him bad. The pit does not agree with him. Is often sick before be goes away in the
morning, after 3 o’clock a.m. Never laid off work with these things. Has a step-father, who does not
want him to go down, but he (witness) does not know why he goes. Is bound now for another year and
then will come to bank again. been working at bank once. Never worked more than 12 hours.
No.24 Joseph Beaney.
Aged 14. Has been down the pit 3 years. Was well before he went down the pit. After he was
down 6 months he fell very sick and had headaches, bringing up his food off his stomach sometimes
thrice a-week. Has been bad ever since; sometimes worse and sometimes better. Sometimes now
cannot eat his breakfast of mornings. Has been sick and spewed up this last fortnight. Thinks the air
down the pit is the cause of this. (The whole nearly of this pit is working in the broken.) Feels his
head work almost every day; beginning perhaps about 6 o’clock a.m., continuing for different lengths
of time; whiles he feels very drowsy; perhaps twice in a week. Sometimes falls asleep if there is a long
stop, and feels whiles short in his breath. Sometimes his legs work sore and his back works
sometimes. His work is not hard. The doctor has been often to him and thinks the pit does not agree
with him laid off whiles; the longest time was a fortnight. Has a brother about 17, chalking on, who
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does not complain of the pit and he has been down about 7 years. His father is a hewer, sometimes he
wants him to come up but he (witness) does not want to come, because it warmer in winter down the pit
than at bank.
No.25 George Laws (Nephew of the Under-viewer).
Nearly 14 years old. Drives the gin down the pit. Has been down nearly 5 years. Pit air does
not agree with him. Feels heavy pains in the legs and thighs nearly every day, feels sleepy generally
when nearly done work. Never feels sick; used to feel sick. Soon after he went down the pit his nose
used to run sore of blood and he used to spew up his victuals now and then. Hardly ever feels quite
right down the pit. Never remembers any such feelings before he went down. Never laid off work and
never has the doctor to him. Father is a shifter. Witness seldom tells him of it. Used to work at bank,
but it was too cold in winter. Would not work at bank now but would like to come out of the pit. Has
2 brothers down the pit; one, of about 11 or 12, whiles complains of his head and teeth working. The
bad air in the pit he thinks injures him and stopping so long is bad for him. Stops 14 hours. Goes
down the pit at 2 o’clock a.m., to let the men down to the lower seam by a gin drawn by a horse. Those
men go down at 2 o’clock a.m. and no boys go down with them except the wood-leader. The boys go
down to those men at 4 o’clock. Is engaged afterwards in pumping and drawing the deputies and
wood-leaders. Pumps the water from a hole at the in of the gin-way by means of a hand-pump. Also
drives the horse for the gin when the coals are drawing. Comes up at 4 o’clock with the others in the
afternoon. Gets 1s. 6d. a-day wages for this. Once stayed down 36 hours without coming up, driving
rolleys by day and a galloway by night. The overman told him to stop down. This was about a year
two ago. Once a month stops 20 hours down the pit to draw water. This is not regular but about once
a month. The horse and gin draw water from the bottom of the ‘staple’ (or small pit). The woodleaders sometimes stop more than 12 hours. Wood-leaders sometimes stop 20 hours. Witness gets
3s. for stopping 20 hours. Gives his money to his parents. They give him about 6d. a fortnight
perhaps sometimes. Draws his money from the overman himself. Would sooner work the long hours
for the sake of the money for his parents.
No.26 Michael Jobling.
Has been down pits 5 years. Felt bad about 6 months after he went down. Felt heavy working
in his head about 8 o’clock in the mornings and heavy workings just about the ball (calf) of the leg.
Often felt sick and spewed up his victuals, sometimes once of a week. Does this now generally. Feels
the same pains now. His legs are better than they were. Thinks the smoke in going down and coming
up gives him these feelings. Was not bad he went down the pit. Did not feel so bad when he was
down the Benton Pit (where he went down and up a down-cast shaft) for about a year and a half; he did
not feel sick then. Once worked at this Benton Pit a double shift of 24 hours (from some cause he got
a ‘caivil’ or allotment for the wrong shift and thus he stopped the next shift to fulfil the duties own
shift.). Has no father. Never tells his mother. Would not like to come out of the pits because they are
warmer in the winter.
No.27 Matthew Blackburn.
Has been down pits about 5 years. Has felt shortness of breath. Helps up sometimes but is
bound to drive. Cannot help up sometimes for shortness of breath. His legs often work; his shoulders
work sometimes. Has been working in a wet place at the lately for a fortnight.
No.28 Robert Harrison.
Has been down pits about 6 or 7 years. Hoists up the full corves on to the rolleys. Was
slightly burnt about a year ago, at Benton Pit, by a shot being fired too near him. His head worked after
this whenever he went among the broken workings. Cannot read words tolerably easy. Was at school
for 2 or 3 years but used to play the truant. Has forgotten all he did know. Goes to no school at all
now. Attends chapel sometimes.
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No.29 Surtis Blackhurn.
17 last January. Has been down pits about 10 years. Was 2 years down the middle pit at
Heaton. Was 7 years down Benton Pit there. Has been nearly a year at Bigges Main Pit. Kept a door
for about 2 years. Next drove rolleys for 4 years. Hoisted the corves by cranes for 2 years. Has been
putting and such-like the other 2 years. Gets up at about 3 o’clock a.m. Goes down the pit about 4
o’clock. Is now putting the stones away from the sinking pit. This is not hard work. Gets 2s. 6d. (by
day payment) per diem for this. Once worked 3 shifts, i.e. 36 hours, without coming up, 3 or 4 years
since. Never did this more than once. Then it was for want of lads. It is mostly the boys’ own doings.
Gives his money to his parents. If the lad refused to stop double shift, he would not be turned away.
The masters often ask them to stop. Never found anything worse from his work than being tired
sometimes. Laid off work never more than a day now and then. Can read (well). Can write his name.
Goes to a night-school in winter. Goes to Sunday-school regularly to teach and to chapel afterwards.
Can make but little of most of the boys at school on Sundays. Whiles the overman hits the boys a few
bats, not to hurt them much.
No.30 John Beany.
Aged 17. Has been 6 years in different collieries, down pits. Is now greasing rolleys and
chalking on the work. His work is quite easy. Get 2s. a-day. Never felt bad at all from the pits. Has
never been much among the bad air. About 4 or 5 months ago his leg was broken by a tub falling off
the rolleys upon his leg and he was off 12 weeks. Is quite well now. Can read (well), and write his
name. Seldom goes to weekly-school. Goes regularly Sunday-school and chapel.
No.31 Robert Crawford.
Aged 16. Has been 6 years down pits. Is now a ‘foal’ and has been so for 4 years. Draws
with ‘soams.’ Mostly here the full corves go down the banks, and in that case the foal sets his back
against it. One corf comes down at a time. Has no leather on his back. Sometimes he has to pull the
empty corves up a very steep place and also the full corves up a steep place. Likes the full corf coming
down the bank best. There is a vast of steep places. There are some helpers-up. Pit does not hurt him.
There is but little difference between the work of a ‘half-marrow’ and a ‘foal’ when there is a good
headsman. Sometimes these parties fall out and the foal gets the worst of it. Never knew any boys
here suffer from the putting. Is working mostly in the ‘broken’ here. Sometimes the air has made
some sickish and often makes the boys’ heads work; sometimes sore. Some are in low places, e.g.
Edward Park is in a low place in Bigges Main Pit Sometimes it rubs the skin off his back. Some have
felt so bad as to lie down a few minutes till their backs were less painful. Feel their backs stiff in the
morning sometimes.
[Out of 5 boys, of 16,17,15,15,15, who are foals and half-marrows, 4 read pretty well all write their
names; all go to Sunday-school and sometimes to chapel. They go occasionally to night-school in
winter. Out of 5 boys all have been lamed, and have been off work from these lamings a fortnight, a
week, 8 weeks, 4 weeks, and 15 weeks, respectively. No limbs were broken in any case, nor any
permanently injured. All occurred from the rolleys, or tubs 15 or horses.]

No.32 Thomas Batty.
Aged 93 according to his own account and that of the agents. Went down a pit when he was
about 6 or 7 years of age and was employed in and about pits up to about his 85th year and has always
had good health and good fortune. About 40 years ago he was made an overman and has never worked
himself since. When he was a ‘foal’ in collieries near Morpeth he got about 2.5d a-day wages. At that
time they had to put 72 4-peck corves for 9d.; various distances ; perhaps an average of 200 yards and
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at most 250 yards. The hewers then get 1s. 4d. a-day for hewing. He used to work as a hewer at
Hartley Colliery for 10 or 12 hours every day. Five groats a-day at Walker Colliery was reckoned
great wages then. The overman had l0s. a-week. Working in the ‘broken’ was not much known then.
That sort of work was only started about 30 years ago; not long before the safety lamp was known.
Then there were no plates in the mines to put the trams on, nothing but the bare ‘thill.’ Putters know
nothing of putting now to what was done then. Boys seldom used to see daylight in the winter-time. If
a pit was worked on the Friday night till 5 o’clock, some would be coming down again at 11 o’clock
the same night, so as to finish early on the Saturday and then in that case, rather than go home, witness
knew many to lie down in the stables from 5 o’clock on Friday night till 11 o’clock, and then they
would go to work again. In the sea sale pits he knew drivers frequently employed for 2 or 3 shifts
following down the pit. This was their own choice, as they mostly had the overshift earnings for
pocket-money. When he was at Cowpen Colliery the seams were low and men had to come down
every night to make height. The putting of round coals was and is of course more easy than the putting
of small coals because the latter weigh so heavy. Considers pit-work healthy if the pit is free from foul
air. Never knew any men who suffered much from pit-work. The dust from coal is more loosening
than the dust from stone. Has had a shortness of breath this 30 years but is yet a healthy man on the
whole. As to learning there is 20 to I more of that now than formerly. Since he was married he has
walked often 10 miles to hear a sermon, as there were then very few places of worship. Now he can
attend service here on Sundays.
No.33 Ralph Hall
Aged 77. Has worked 70 years in pits and gives the same account as the preceding witness. He
(R. Hall) now goes down the pit every day and works shift work or off-hand jobs for 8 hours a day for
which he gets 2s. 6d. a-day, or 15s. a-week and house and firing.
No.34 George Beresford.
Going to 13. Has been down Benton Pit four years and a half. Kept a door for a good bit, then
went to cleaning the way (with hay); then went to driving. Gets up at half past 2 every morning,
because he lives a good way off, at Ouseburn, which is two or three miles off. Gets to the pit and goes
down at 4 o’clock. Drives all day. The pits looses at 4 p.m. The deputies tell the lads and the lads tell
each other, that the pit is loosed. It is half-past 4 perhaps before he rides. Gets home to Ouseburn
about half-past 5 o’clock. Then gets his dinner, ‘tatoes and meat; then washes himself after dinner and
then goes to bed directly, perhaps about 7 or 8 o’clock. Never has any time for play. Sometimes they
keep him he thinks, till half-past 4 o’clock, from their watches being wrong. About two years since he
worked in the night-shift for a good bit in Benton Pit, keeping a door. A good few boys live at
Ouseburn who work in the pit. Has a brother a driver, who works here down the pit. Sometimes has
been sleepy and a good few times fell asleep in the night-shifts. Sometimes the rolley-way men give
the boys their hammers (beat them) when the rolleys get off the way and if the horses fall down they
bray the boys, hitting them over the head with their nieves (fists). Knows his letters only; cannot write
at all. Goes to no Sunday-school or place of worship now.
No.35 George Foster.
Going to 16. Has been in these pits five years. At first he drove for two years, next he helpedup for a year and a half. Next started to put and is putting now. Is a half-marrow, and makes from 2s.
to 2s. 6d. a-day. Draws his own pay and gives it to his mother. Gets up at half-past 3, and goes down
the C pit at 4 o’clock. The pit looses about 4, and he gets 70 up about half-past 4 p.m. Goes in a good
way bye, more than a mile. Changes about with his marrow (about 14 years of age) in drawing with
soams; they change in six hours about; has wrought double shift, of 24 hours, three times in the Benton
Pit. About a year and a half ago he wrought three shifts at one time; going down at 4 o’clock one
morning and staying 36 hours without coming up. Was driving for two shifts and helping up for one;
stopped about two hours altogether, half an hour or so each shift to get his baits, which were taken
down with him the first day and sent the other two shifts. The overman asked him to stop. Was lamed
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a long time ago by the horse going on when his arm was in the corf and he was off a fortnight. Was
once off work with a strain in helping up and be was off two days. Can read an easy book, cannot
write. Goes to no school now. Goes to chapel sometimes. Has two brothers down, one nine years old,
keeping a door and he has been down about a year the other drives and he is about 13 years old and
has been down about two years and a half. Sometimes the little boys are struck at but mostly only to
frighten them. Father is a waggonman. Witness sometimes goes in with the shifters at night.
No.36 Joseph Peel.
Aged 14 last March. Has been down seven years and more in this colliery. Kept a door at first
for a year; cleaned the way for half a year; next drove for two years; next helped up for three or four
months; next hoisted the crane for ten months; next put and is now putting as the marrow of the
preceding witness. Worked at keeping a door for four shifts, of 12 hours each, at one time, that is, was
48 hours down the pit without coming up at all. He got into a wrong shift and stopped to get into his
right shift. The overman told him to stop as they wanted boys. His baits were then sent down to him.
Has often worked three shifts following; perhaps six or seven times. Besides this has been down many
double shifts Of 24 hours. Worked a good part in the night-shifts. Would sooner work shorter hours
and gets as much as he could make in them; would like about eight or ten hours. Boys often get lamed
from sleeping now. His back often works. Would like smaller tubs they are over big. Would put
more score if the tubs were smaller. Thinks the tubs, iron and wood tubs, hold 24 pecks each. Wood
ones are canniest. Boys mostly get hurt by falling off the limmers. Can read easy words; cannot write.
Goes to no school at all now. Goes to chapel often. A vast goes there. Was once at a night-school for
a month. There is a night-school in the winter here.
No.37 Edward Wright.
Aged 19 on June 11th. Has been down pits 12 years. First went down Heaton Middle pit,
which is now closed. Has always been down the pits of this colliery. Kept a door at first for two years;
next drove rolleys for four years; next put for a half-marrow for three years; next was a wood-leader,
and is so now. Goes in the day-shift at half-past 3 o’clock a.m., comes out at half-past 3 p.m. In this
situation he has often to work long hours. Often has to go in on the Sunday night at 9 o’clock and
comes up on Monday afternoon at half-past o’clock. One boy of 14 years of age is a wood-leader.
There are three of them in the C pit where witness is; the other two are 19 or 20 years of age. Woodleaders have to run about for the deputies and hewers. Has both to carry and prop up the wood. Has
2s. 4d. per day fixed wages and three corves of coals hewn for him. The air does not agree with some
boys. Helpers-up get heavy work sometimes. His family was lent to Holywell Colliery for a year and
a half and while he was there David Arrington, about 16 or 17, strained himself so sore, by his foot
slipping out behind him, that he died, after being in the infirmary at Newcastle a few weeks. It is a
common thing for putters to slip their feet and strain themselves. Is a teacher in the Sunday-school
here; has 11 boys in his class, from the pits here. These 11 boys are active boys, but in general the pitboys are stupid and dull. Some boys go down at seven years old.
No.38 Joshua Stephenson.
Aged about 8 years. Says he has been down the pit two years and more. [This witness is
entered in the returns as seven years of age and as having been in the pit two months; but John Graham,
the heap-keeper, states to me that he believes the boy has been down nearly two years]. Went down the
pit (the C pit) before he was six years old. Keeps a switch and a door. Lives at the thatched houses
near Benton. Gets up out of bed at 3 o’clock and down the pit at 4 o’clock a.m. Goes in a piece bye.
The pit looses at 4 and he gets up and home about 5 o’clock; then he washes himself and get his
dinner, meat and potatoes. After dinner he goes to bed, almost directly; he never plays about first.
Goes down the pit in the cage. Takes baits down with him; mostly bread and cheese, sometimes beef;
always as much as he wants. Some of the putter-boys bray him but not to hurt him. Cannot read at all.
Never was at any school in his life. day or Sunday-school. Never goes to any church or chapel. His
father works shift-work. His height, without shoes, is about 3 feet 8.75, and his appearance very
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diminutive and far from robust and healthy. I was informed [by several pitmen, independently of each
other, that a boy named John Craggs. or Craigie, aged seven years and nine months, who entered the pit
at seven years old, was exceedingly small.]
The trappers at this colliery appear from the pay-bills to have been employed for an average of
nine days out of the eleven working-days per fortnight during the last year.
In the Benton Pit, which I descended, the corves were made to hold 24 pecks each, the seam
being tolerably level. There was, however, one place, of about 20 yards or more in length, called the
Wellington-way, very steep and in which the putters held back the descending loaded corf with
difficulty.

_________________

PERCY MAIN COLLIERY.
Evidence taken at different visits in the months of March, April, and May, 1841.
No.39 March 10
individually.

Eighteen Rolley-drivers were classed and examined collectively and

Oldest, 16 years 9 months; youngest, 11 years old. The majority averaging from 10 to 12 years
old. Six of them were nearly 13 years old. All go down at 4 o’clock a.m. and come up at 4 o’clock
p.m. All get 1s. 3d. a-day, with a trifling variation of pence. They look after horses in drawing the
corves. None of them complain of illness or of over-work. All get plenty to eat. None go to nightschools. All but five go to Sunday-schools. All but seven can read (many very imperfectly). Eight
only can spell. Five only can write. At the Sunday-school (Methodist) they read the Bible or spellingbook, or alphabet, and acquire some little religious knowledge. All were clean and washed, after the
day’s labour and looked tolerably healthy, decent, and comfortable.
No.40 Ten Trappers, similarly examined.
All between 9 and 12 years old. Some getting l0d., some 1s. a-day. None go to night-schools.
All but three go to Sunday-schools. All appear tolerably healthy.
No.41 Thirty-four ‘bank’ Lads (i.e. lads working at the top of the shaft).
Of various ages, from 17 years downwards. The big boys drive small coal-carts from under the
screening-riddles, from the traps. Six make 2s. a-day; fifteen make 10d. a-day. The six who are big
boys all spell, read, write. None go regularly to night-schools and but few occasionally. Three go to
Sunday schools. One is a teacher (well instructed) and has 10 or 11 in his class. Thirteen boys make
6d. a-day fixed and at least 6d. a-day more by picking stones from the coal.
No.42 Fifteen Boys employed at bank.
From 10 to 13 or 14 years old, make about 10d. a-day. Three take off tokens from corves.
Eight rake the coal down the screens and are paid 3d. a bole extra for stones picked out. Four assist
banksmen in carrying articles and pushing corves, &c. None go to night-schools. Ten go to Sundayschools. All profess to read but on trial many fail. All well in health, and make no complaints.
No.43 Eleven Boys employed at bank.
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‘Wailing,’ or picking out stones from coals. All get at least 6d. a-day and some more. Eldest
13 years old, youngest 9. Two go to night-schools; seven to Sunday-school. All say they are healthy
and make no complaints.
No.44 William Hall.
Is 19 years old. A putter; is now earning 2s. 6d. per diem. Complains of inequality and
disproportion in labour and payments. Gets 1s 4d. for putting a score of coals 80 yards. Gets 1s 5d.
for putting a score of coals 100 yards and 1d. for every 20 yards additional. Where he is now placed
he can only put 2 score a-day. The further off he is placed worse for him. On a short run you may
sometimes get 6 or 7 score a-day. Thinks favouritism may sometimes be shown in arranging the
putters.
On looking over the pay-bill, I find this boy has put for the preceding 9 days as follows:On Tuesday, 40 corves; Wednesday, 31; Thursday, 32; Friday. 37; and so on, at 2s 6d. per
score (20 corves = 1 score), making his earnings for 9 days £1. 19s. 7d.; out of which pays his
‘marrow’ (assistant) 5d. per shilling, making his net earnings about £1. 3s.
No.45 George Simpson.
11 years old; drives rolleys; gets 1s. 3d. a day.
No.46 Alexander Carr.
12 years old; drives rolleys; gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Both go to work at 4 o’clock down the pit, come up at
4 o’clock p.m. They take care the horses. When they get down, the first thing they do is to yoke
horses; then they take them to the crane and get the rolley loaded with full corves , 8 corves on a rolley
at one time. Then they drive the full load on the tramroad to the shaft bottom and then the corves are
drawn up to the top. They drive back 8 empty corves, which the putters take back to the hewers. They
wait about a quarter of an hour and then get a full load and drive on again. They bring about 13 full
loads to the bottom of the shaft in a day. Never find their work too hard for them, do not remember
when they were ill last. Never kept away from work by being sick. George Simpson has been 3 years
in this pit; first of all he kept a door Alexander Carr went to work 2.5 years ago and kept a door at first;
has been a rolley-driver 2 years. Can both read, write and spell; have attended night-schools about a
year; have attended Sunday-schools for many years, about 6 years at least.
A vast of swearing down the pit among the boys, especially the putters, who also tell lies, and
they steal eachother’s meat. Both live with their parents, to whom they give their money. Both healthy
boys.
No.47 George Hall.
15 years old; is a half-marrow, gets 2s. a-day.

No.48 John Corner.
13 years old, is a foal; gets is. 3d. a-day. Go down the pit at 4 o’clock a.m. Come up at 5
o’clock. They stop work at 4 p.m. Both put a tram in conjunction with another boy, who is a
headsman. Generally each puts about 30 corves in a day-full corves. John Corner does not so much
commonly, for he is beginning to put.
Nos.49 and 50 George Hall and Peter Hall, brothers.
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Peter Hall is 13 years old. Has been a foal one year. Each of these draws with soams. Peter,
being close to the crane, draws about 123 full curves a-day. When the corves are placed on the trams
by the headsman, then the foal or half-marrow draws the tram, by the soams, to the crane; then the
empty corves, or trams, are put back again to the face to be filled.
George Hall has been lamed by a corf slipping off on his leg. Was off work a month. Is quite
recovered now. Peter Hall (his brother) was lamed in the same way this last year and was kept away a
fortnight. Have both been lamed before, but not seriously. Peter Hall has been sometimes affected
with a dizziness in his head; feels it while at work and also when not at work. Doctor has attended him
for it, and has given him medicine. Has been away about five weeks in the last year from dizziness.
Never had the dizziness before this last year. Thinks is the consequence of putting with ‘soams.’ Both
can read and write and spell. Both attended day-schools before they went to work but never since;
never were at a nightschool. Both regularly attend Sunday-schools. They say there is much swearing
down the pits.
No.51 Henry Short.
Aged 14; is a foal. Makes about 1s. 8d. or 2s. a-day. Pulls with the soams. Works 12 hours
a-day. Takes victuals down with him, coffee, meat and bread, as much as he wants. Takes them when
he likes. Begins to work at 4 o’clock a.m., having had his breakfast before he goes down. Then he
does not get anything between that time and about 12 o’clock (mid-day), at which time he takes bread
and coffee and sometimes meat, but not often meat; does not take any more till he gets home at five
o’clock, when he takes potatoes and meat. Washes himself directly after his meal and goes to bed.
Then he gets up at 3 o’clock, a.m. and so gets to the pit at 4 o’clock, a.m. His mother calls him.
Worked before at Burdon Main Colliery.
The Christmas before last he got his arm broken at bank on the ballast-heap. The pit was idle at
Christmas. and he was playing and riding on a waggon when he fell and the waggon ran over him. He
feels a pain in this arm now when he is working but not at other times as not had the doctor since he
broke his arm, except when he got his elbow jammed by the corf falling on one side and upon it. He
was off work one day with it. Drove horses for two days before he went to work at putting again. Can
read a little. Cannot read much. Cannot Write. Does not go to any school but a Sunday. school. Says
there is much swearing down the pits.
No.52 William Painter.
12 years old. Is a rolley-driver. Has had the doctor to him 5 times: 1st time he was run over
with empty rolleys and he was a fortnight off work; the 2nd time was run over by full rolleys and he
was sore lame then and was laid off three weeks; the 3rd time fell down and a nail ran into his hand and
he was off a week; the 4th time the rolleys ran over his foot and he was a day off; the 5th time the iron
handle of his ‘mistress’ (a candlestick) ran into his hand. Was not off work that time.
Has now recovered from these accidents, and is keeping chains i.e. puts the chains on the
rolleys (on the inclined plane).
No.53 Taylor Coats.
Aged 11. Is a chain-hooker. Takes the chains off the rolleys, and hooks them on again. 1s. 4d.
a-day. Got himself lamed twice; the first time he was off work three weeks; the second time he was off
work 22 weeks and was at home all the time. Is now lame and walks lame. Has a had step; cannot
walk comfortably. Can read a little, but not spell. Does not write at all.
No.54 John Percy.
10 years old. Drives down the pit. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Was lamed last Christmas in his arm,
the rolleys running over him. He fell from off the cad where he was sitting and he was laid off work a
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month. He was lamed once before in his leg by the horse treading on him when he had fallen down.
He was then laid off work a month. He was cleaning the way. Can work as well as ever now. Can
read and spell but cannot write.
No.55 John Ramsay, aged 13 and No.56 William Hunter, aged 14. Both work at bank.
Both of these have been hurt. W. Hunter had his leg broken while working at the staiths. The
ship’s anchor fell on his leg and broke it. He was off work six months. Is now working on the
waggon-way. Can read and write a little. John Ramsay was lamed on the waggon-way at the staiths
likewise and was kept from work a week. Can read and write.
[The witness from No.45 to 56 inclusive were all found present at the Ranters’ Sunday-school when I
visited it.]

No.57 April 28. Peter Dixon.
A little more than 8 years of age; will be 9 in August next. Has been down Howden Pit about 9
months. Keeps a door, and gets 10d. a-day. Goes away from his home at 3 o’clock in the morning.
Gets to the pit at Howden at 4 o’clock. Starts work down the pit at half-past 4 o’clock. Stays near the
bottom of the shaft. Comes up the pit at half-past 4 o’clock p.m. Gets home by 5 o’clock. Has
breakfast. coffee and bread, before he goes in the morning from home. Takes baits with him, a small
bag full of bread and butter. Is hungry sometimes about 10 o’clock in the morning, and takes what he
has with him in the bag. Never plays about much. There are no tramway-doors down that pit, they are
all rolley-way doors. There are four rolley-way doors. Deputies hit him with a stick sometimes. Do
not hurt him. Make him cry; not much. No one kicks him. Before he went down pits. as he was going
to school one night and running after a horse, he was kicked in the head [his face was cut, and now
shows a long scar] and was laid off some time. Reads a very little [the most simple words only]. Goes
to no night-school. Goes to Sunday-school (Ranters’). Lives with parents. His father is a shifter
down that pit. Has one brother of 11 years old down the pit, and he drives; and also the next witness,
his brother.
No.58 John Dixon.
Aged about 14. Drives. Is another brother of the former witness. Leaves his house with his
brother at 3 o’clock in the morning and takes care of his little brother. His house is not quite a mile
from the pit at Howden. Gets home to his house about a quarter to 5 o’clock. Works the same hours
as preceding witness. Gets enough to eat; could not eat any more. Could fetch some home many
times. Is sometimes sick down the pit; very seldom. No one beats him. Has been in the pit 6 years.
First went to Howden Pit when lie was 6 years old and kept a door. It is a deep pit, a clean pit; but there
is a vast of water in it is up to his knees in water all the day long. All the boys who are drivers are so
but the putters are not. This gives him cold or something. Pains him in his side and in his head, as if
somebody was striking him. Has these pains all the day he is down the pit. His legs feel weak
sometimes at his knees. Throws up his meat from his stomach very often; twice the week before last;
almost always about once in a week or a fortnight. There is good air in this pit. Can read but very little.
Cannot write. Goes only to a Sunday-school (Ranters’). Goes to Ranters’ chapel every Sunday.
Lives with parents. They treat him well. Last fortnight was down the pit 3 days and 3 nights without
coming up at all. Got his baits sent him. John Cooper, the overman, told him to stop to drive because
John Short and Thomas Angus were ill.
The first day was Thursday. Was down on Thursday morning at 4 o’clock and came on
Saturday at 4 o’clock in the morning. Three other boys stayed down to drive with him and stopped the
same time. Did not feel sleepy. Did not sleep down the pit. Was not tired. Would like to do it again,
to get more money. [Seems scarcely to know what induced him stop.] Is now going to work in the
night-shift at Howden Pit.
[The evidence of this witness was subsequently confirmed by his father, witness No.92 who stated that he
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was always a weakly boy and that he had driven a good deal in we places.]

No.59 James Dagleish.
13 next Sunday. Is a ‘foal’ getting what he can make by piecework. Started as a foal last
Monday week. Minded the roller-chains and kept a switch before, for which he got 1s. 4d. a-day. Has
been down this pit 3 years. Kept a door at first, for about 6 weeks. Next drove for about a year and a
half. Then went to putting. Leaves home at 3, or a quarter past, or half-past 3, or a quarter to 4 o’clock
a.m. It takes him about 10 minutes to get to the pit. Starts work down the pit at 4 o’clock a.m. Comes
up at 4 p.m.; never later than a quarter to 5 o’clock. Once, about a month ago, stopped down a double
shift, 24 hours. Stopped because other lads stopped. Bill Chambers, the banksman, told him to stop.
They had not enough boys. One or two boys had got lamed by the rolley-waggons. Never stopped
double shift more than that once. Sometimes his back is sore with putting, and his legs are weak. Pulls
with soams always. Has been ‘setting on,’ or pulling the corves off the rolleys, to-day.
Has two brothers driving down this pit; one is 12 and another 10 years old. They went to work
at 10 and 11 years of age. Was burnt about two years and a quarter ago. The foul air fired a little. No
one was burnt besides himself. His face and hands were burnt and he was off 6 weeks. Cannot use his
arms so well. Has lost their power; they are weak. Can read a very little. Writes his name. Goes only
to a Sunday-school (Ranters’), and to their chapel. Putters sometimes beat him with sticks, corf-sticks.
They hurt him and make him cry sometimes. Sometimes they knock him down. Was never laid off
work by those punishments. Putters beat the little boys sometimes; not very often.
No.60 John Wilkinson.
Aged 13 in September. Drives. Has been down pits 3 years. Kept a door first. Works in
Percy Pit now. Leaves home at 10 minutes to 3 o’clock. It takes him 10 minutes to walk to the pit.
Goes down the pit at half-past 3 o’clock, and starts work directly. Sometimes goes in by half a mile.
Comes up the pit at 4, and whiles half-past 4 o’clock p.m. About 6 weeks ago he stopped down twice
for 3 shifts; that is, he went down one night, Monday night, at 4 o’clock, and stopped down the pit 36
hours without coming up. Baits were sent down to him. Came up at 4 o’clock on the Wednesday
morning. Went home, and was off 2 days and a night and went down again on the Thursday night at 4
o’clock, and stopped down another 36 hours and was up again on Saturday morning at 4 o’clock.
They had not enough lads to work, for some were off had and there were over few. Bill Chambers, the
banksman, asked him to stop. Stopped to get the money for his mother. Was not forced to stop.
Might have come away. Did not feel sleepy all the time, but did sometimes. Was in once for a double
shift about 5 weeks ago and fell asleep about 1 o’clock p.m. as he was going to lift the limmers off to
join the rolleys together and got himself lamed by the horse turning about and jamming one of his
fingers. Split his Roger. It is nearly mended. Was off a week from this accident. Sometimes feels
sick down the pit; felt so once or twice last fortnight. Does not throw up his meat; never did. Whiles
his head works; and he has pains in his legs, as if they were weak. Feels pains in his knees. Lives with
his parents. Father is a waggon-tiller at bank at Shields colliery. Father beats him sometimes with a
strap. Putters sometimes beat him with their hands down the pit. Thinks the work is hard for foals,
more so than for others. Can read (well). Writes pretty well. Goes only to a Sunday (Ranters’)
school, and to their chapel.
No.61 James Wood.
Is going to 8 years old. Has been down the pit six weeks. Keeps a door. Goes away from
home before 3 o’clock. Goes with his brother, who keeps the chains down the pit. His mother calls
him. Gets home about the same time as the other boys. Is not frightened (goes in about a mile). Never
beaten. His brother (aged 9 years) took him down at first. Has never been to any school. Works in
Percy Pit. [Is very little.]
No.62 Mark Wood.
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Aged 9 (the brother of the preceding witness). Keeps the chains in Percy Pit. Puts the tram on
the rollers and puts the switch right. Has been down the pit a year. Kept a door at. first. Gets 1s. 3d.
a-day now. Leaves home about 3 o’clock and takes his little brother with him. Gets home before 5
o’clock of a night; never later than 5. It is almost always near 5 o’clock when he gets home. The pit
makes him sick now and then; has made him sick twice. Threw up his victuals each time. Never sick
more than those two times. Head works sometimes; every two or three days. Feels sore on the top of
his head when he is in the pit; never when out of it. Never feels it at home. Never beaten by anybody.
Never lamed or hurt. Never worked more than one shift at a time. Cannot read or write. Went to a
Sunday-school at Shields. Went to a day-school, before he went into the pit, for half a year. Does not
go to church or chapel regularly. Father is a hewer down this pit. Has another brother a putter, who is
14 years old.
No.63 John Corner.
Aged 11. Keeps the chains at the rollers, where the rolleys run, and minds three switches. Gets
1s. 4d. a-day. Has been down pits here two years and a half. Kept a door at first, for half a year; then
drove for about a year. Leaves home at 3 o’clock; goes down the pit at 4 o’clock; comes up at 4
o’clock. Gets plenty to eat; could not eat more. Has been once down a double shift, half a year ago,
for 24 hours at a time. Never more than that once; then drivers were scarce. About a year ago he felt
sick once, and threw up his victuals. Pit does not make him bad at all. Not beaten. Can read (well).
Writes his name. Goes to the night-school (John Beales’s) every night except Wednesdays. Goes to
Sunday-school (Ranters’) and to the Ranters’ chapel. Father is an onsetter.
No.64 Robert Dixon.
Aged 9 years. Drives down Howden Pit. Has been down Howden a fortnight. Was at Burdon
Main Colliery six or seven months. Kept a door there. The water in this (Howden) pit is in some
places up to his knees; not in many places; horses splash him. Never feels sick. Feels sleepy
sometimes. Works in the night-shift every other fortnight. Is working in the day-shift now. Only the
Howden Pit works a night-shift now. Feels sleepy whiles in the night. Cannot read or write. Goes to
no school of any kind. Went to a Sunday-school once. Goes to no place of worship now. Father is a
shift-worker. Has two brothers, one 11 and one 14 years of age; one a foal and the other a halfmarrow; both putting down Howden Pit.
No.65 John Shotton.
Going on 13. Drives down Percy Pit; has been down five weeks. At no pit before. Likes it
very well. At first it made his head work a little. Father works at field-work. Has a brother about 11
years old keeping a door in this pit. Cannot read or write. Goes to no school at all, or any place of
worship. Went to a Sunday-school at Carville two years ago; stayed about two years there. Has
forgotten his reading and nearly all he learned.
No.66 Richard Park.
Going to 10 years old. Keeps a door in Howden Pit. Has been down Pits about a year. Leaves
home about half-past 3 o’clock, and gets home about a few minutes past 4 o’clock. His door is not far
in; about two or three yards from the shaft. Feels sleepy sometimes. Will work in the night-shift next
week. No one beats him. Had his finger-end smashed in Flatworth Pit two or three months ago.
Knows his letters only. Cannot write. Goes to the Methodist Sunday-school and chapel. Lives with
his mother. His father died four years and a half ago.
No.67 Robert Park.
Aged 11 and a-half. Keeps the Davy lamps in Howden Pit. Has been four years last binding
down pits. Was down Seghill Pit a bout a year. Then was down Cowpen-Pit. Lay idle half a year.
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Goes down the pit here at 4 o'clock a.m.; comes up at 4. Works the same as other boys; cleans, and
oils, and hangs up the Davys. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day for this. Kept a door at Seghill. His head worked in
the Flatworth Pit. Had a pain in his forehead. Had it now and then; not very often. Likes the pits well
enough. Sits down most part of the day. Has to attend to two doors besides. Sees the trams coming in
time. Reads only very easy words; cannot write at all. Goes to the Methodist Sunday-school only and
their chapel on Sundays. Is the brother of preceding witness.
No.68 Robert Baker.
Aged 8 years. Keeps a door in Percy Pit. Has been down half a year. His door is far near the
end of the pit. Cannot read or write. Goes to Ranters’ Sunday-school, and to their chapel. Never went
to a week-day school. Father is a hewer down this pit. Gets as much as he likes to eat. Has three
brothers down the pit; two are putting and the other clears the way. Father never beats him.
No.69 John Short.
Turned of 10 years. Drives in Percy Pit. Has been down half a year. Was lamed a-fortnight
ago by the horses pulling the rolleys off the way and jamming him. He was four days. Likes his work.
Goes down at 4 in the morning and rides at 4 at night. His two brothers down the pit; one is driving
and is turned 11 years; the other is a foal and is turned 13. Father is a sailor. Cannot read or write.
Goes to the (Ranters’) Sunday-school but not always, or often to chapel. Went to a day-school when
he lived at Shields.
No.70 James Allen.
Turned of 10 years old. Drives down Percy Pit. Has been down turned of two years. Putters
sometimes beat him with a stick; not to hurt much. Can read (well). Writes his name. Goes only to a
Sunday (Methodist) school regular and to their chapel. Father is dead. Has one brother only; he is a
foal in the Flatworth Pit. There is some water here but he need not walk much in it; it is up to about his
ankles
No.71 Anthony Cooper.
Aged 11 Minds the switch at the top of the bank. Lives with his grandmother here. His
mother lives at Shields. Is down the pit 12 hours. Has been down these pits about a year and three
months. Was always weakly but is a vast better since he went down pits. Was bad with an
inflammation of the lungs five years ago and has not had that since. Sometimes his head works.
Sometimes feels sleepy and his legs ache a little bit. Can read (well) and write and cipher a little. Will
may-be go to a night-school next fortnight. Goes to the Methodist Sunday-school at Shields and to the
chapel there.

No.72 George Cooper.
Aged 14 the 24th of June next. Minds the top switch at the top of the bank. Has been down
nearly three years in the Percy and Flatworth Pits. Has felt the headache very often. Was bad with that
before he went down the pit. Legs sometimes ache. Was never very strong. A ‘foal’s’ work is the
hardest. Can read (well); writes. Goes. to the Ranters’ Sunday-school and their chapel. Goes to a
night-school through the week. Has a brother who is a wasteman down the pit.
No.73 Ralph Phillips. April 29.
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Aged 17. Is a half-marrow. Makes about 2s. to 2s. 6d. a-day. Works in. Percy Pit. Has been
down pits about this colliery 7 years. Kept a door for a month or so at first. Next he cleaned the way.
Drove for 5 years and a half. Next put for a ‘foal’ 1 year, then became a half-marrow. Never strained
his back; had sometimes pains in his knees; has not these now. Is not putting in a heavy place now.
Pulls with soams every day one corf at a time upon a tram, never more than one at a time. Thinks he
pulls about sixty corves in a day. Does not think his health worse from pit-work, nor does he know
of any boy suffering from it. Has never seen boys beaten. Flatworth Pit is the hardest putting. Can
read fairly can write his name. Goes to no school now of any sort; did go to school once. Goes to the
Ranters’ chapel regularly.
No.74 John Fiddis.
Going to 9. Has driven down Howden Pit for a fortnight. Was at Flatworth Pit before for 2
years where he kept a door. Gets now for driving 1s. 3d. a-day. Leaves home about half past 3 a.m.,
gets home about half-past 4 p.m.. Gets breakfast before he goes in the morning bread and coffee.
Takes baits down with him. Father is a hewer in Howden Pit. Used to be idle about 4 days in the
fortnight. Head has worked once or twice. Father would give it to the putters if they hurt him. Gets as
much as he has a mind to eat. The water is above the horses’ knees sometimes in the Howden Pit but
he sits upon limmers (a sort of shaft) and so he does not stand in the water but the horse splashes him.
Can read easy words, writes strokes. Goes to (Beale’s) night-school every night when he is in the dayshift. One fortnight he is in the day and another in the night-shift. This is the first fortnight he has ever
been in the night-shift. Does not like it so well as the fore (day) shift. Feels sleepy sometimes. Goes
to the night-shift at 3 o'clock p.m. Leaves home about that time. Gets down the pit by 4 o'clock.
Leaves the pit at 4 o’clock a.m. and gets home about half-past 4 o’clock. Goes to a Sunday-school
(Methodist) every Sunday, and to chapel afterwards.
No.75 James Pendley.
Turned of 8 years of age. Keeps a door in Howden Pit. Was down Percy Pit a-year. Is now
going in to work in the night-shift. Worked in the Percy Pit in the night-shift every other fortnight. No
one beats him. His door is not above a few yards from the shaft. In the Percy Pit his door was more
than a mile away. Can read the spelling-book, not write. Goes only to a Sunday (Ranters’) school, and
to chapel afterwards.
No.76 William Pendley.
Turned of 12. Is brother to the preceding witness. Is now going to the night-shift at Howden
Pit to drive. Has been down pits 3 years. Kept a door for a year and a half. Father is a hewer in
Howden Pit. Drives in the water all day. Stands about in the water many times in the day. This makes
his head work and makes him sick, sometimes all night. Was sick most part of last night but did not
throw up. Sometimes is sick once, or twice, or thrice in a week. Does not throw up his food, never
does that. Legs work very often; has pains; pain in his arms sometimes. Was strong before he went
down the pit. The pit and the water in it is making him bad. Has been in it a fortnight. Has felt worse
in that pit since she has had water in. Can read. Goes to the (Ranters’) Sunday-school. Writes his
name. Goes to no place of worship. Putters used to beat him sometimes when he kept a door. Used to
throw him down upon the plates and things, and made his head ache. Never laid him off work, nor
made the blood come.
No.77 Robert Lowes.
Aged 14. Is a foal in Howden Pit. Has been there a fortnight. Has been 2 years in Flatworth
Pit; drove there. Was 4 years in Percy Pit, and drove there 3 years and put as a foal for 1 year. Was 6
years old when he went to (Percy) pit. Has been lamed thrice. Was off respectively 4 months, 3
months and 2 months from these accidents. Was run over once by the rolleys. Another time, the chain,
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coming up the pit, got round his leg and the weight of two men was hanging on it, and he was squeezed
by it about his ankles. The third time the full tram couped (fell) upon his foot. Has felt sick three
times, brought up his victuals twice. Has felt sore pains in his legs about twice since he started to put.
Putters used to beat him sometimes. Can read a little; cannot write his name. Goes to (Ranters’)
Sunday-school and chapel.
No.78 John Isbister.
Not quite 13. Is a foal in Howden Pit. Has not been quite a month down pits. Pits do not
disagree with him. Work is harder sometimes than at others; is comfortable, not much in the water.
Can read, and write (pretty well). Goes only to (Methodist) Sunday-school. Father is a sailor. Was at
sea himself. Likes the pit best. Sea does not agree with him.
No.79 Joseph Rabeck.
Aged 11 and 2 months. Drives down Howden Pit. Has been 3 years in pits. Was sick with the
water once. Was lamed in the Percy Pit 2 years ago and was off 3 months; the rolleys ran over him.
Legs work sometimes with the water and so does his back. Putters beat him sometimes with their
hands. Can read a little; cannot write his name. Goes only to a Sunday-school (Methodist) and to the
chapel. Father is a shifter. Has two brothers down the pit one, who is a hewer, of 25 years of age, is
very bad; the other, about 13 years old, was lamed half a year ago and was a year off work.
No.80 James Laverick.
Between 11 and 12. Puts as a foal down Howden Pit. Has been down pits 2 years. Helps the
men up, and fills up the coals. One of the places is over low and the corve won’t go in at all and so
they let them stand at the crane and witness and the hewer fill them. Pulls with soams when he helps
up. Soams do not hurt him. Loads are sometimes heavy. Never pulls more than one corf at a time.
Took away 13 corves in 8 hours yesterday and 7 corves in 4 hours yesterday. The other day was hit
over the mouth by a boy, not to hurt. His head worked sore once. Was never bad besides. Reads a
very little, does not write. Goes to Sunday-school sometimes and to chapel sometimes. Father is a
shifter. Has three brothers putting down the Percy Pit.
No.81 Ten Boys, aged 14 to 18 years.
Are all putters. Two headsmen, five half-marrows, three foals. All down Percy Pit. Headsmen
go behind the tram, and push it from the hewers to the crane. A headsman and a half-marrow make up
a tram. A foal assists a putter. The air in some places in this pit is good. The two headsmen are
working in the broken. Some have been laid off with pains in the back once or twice. The foals pull
with the soams and sometimes are put upon by the older boys. It is mostly rise-putting here, i.e. they
put the full corf down and the empty one up. One last year put up a place rising 14 inches to the yard.
Had a half marrow and a helper-up, and it was an empty corf. A lump of leather is sowed on to the
backs of the jackets of the half-marrows and foals, because the corf runs against them sometimes when
it is going down hill.
No.82 John Beaney.
Aged 18. Has many a time been laid off with the skin off his back, by the weight of the full
corve being against it. His brother has been the same. Never puts more than one corf at a tune. Has
put 70 corves to-day, about 100 yards each journey. Has been in pits 10 years about this colliery. Has
thrown up his victuals often when he came home. Thinks the bad air makes him do this. His legs and
arms often work down the pit.
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No.83 Wilson Beaney.
Aged 13. Is a half-marrow. Has been down pits 3 years. Has often thrown up victuals after he
has come home. His back and legs often work. Was laid off the back end of last year with pains in his
back; was laid off a week. Has put 70 full corves to-day, down the incline. Pulls the empty corves up
again with soams. Stands with back against the full corves in going down.
No.84 Robert Backworth.
Going 14; is a half-marrow. Has been down pits 8 years. Went down the Percy Pit at years
old. Kept a door for about 2 years. Has been a foal and a half-marrow for 3 years. Has been laid off
two or three days since he first went down pits with pains in his legs, waxing pains. Thinks the shoving
back against the full corf was too heavy for him. Often feels sick in the broken, where he is now. Has
once or twice forced up his victuals again when he came home from the pits. Never knew any other
boy who did so. Thinks the pits have him bad [looks rather delicate]. Thinks the foals who pull the
empty corves up have hardest work. Has 2 brothers down the pit, a putter, 16 years old; and a rolleydriver, aged 11. The putter is a strongish lad; the driver, who has been down 4 years, is not strong, he
got his arm broken by the rolleys running against him. His father is dead. Cannot read. Cannot write.
Goes to no school at all. Goes to no place of worship. Was at a night-school last year, for three
weeks.
No.85 Moses Dormand.
12 last September. Keeps a door and a switch, and rings the bell down the incline bank;
Flatworth Pit. Has been down pits (at this colliery) 4 years last binding. Was down Flatworth Pit
when the machine was broken, which kept the pit off a week. Kept a door first for a year and a half.
Cleaned the way for a year or so. Then went to what he is doing. Has never had any pain except the
toothache, and when he got a crush from the rolleys, by which he was kept off a week. Does any odd
jobs that are wanted besides his usual work and if the rolleys get off the way, he assists to get them on
again. Can read (well). Can write his name. Goes to a night-school pretty often. Goes to the
(Ranters’) Sunday-school and chapel.
No.86 James Carr.
Aged 13. Is a foal in the New or Flatworth Pit. Has been down pits 4 years. Kept a door the
first half-year, then drove for three and a half years. Leaves home at 3 o'clock in the morning. Goes to
the pit top and sometimes goes down the pit directly and sometimes waits at bank for a few minutes.
Waits sometimes half an hour, when lie gets down the pit, for the headsman. The headsman generally
come down about 4 o'clock, a.m. so that it is generally about half-past 4 before he starts work. The
craneman makes little bits of wood, called ‘caivils,’ and puts them into the hats altogether and the boys
put their hands in and draw one out at a time and on each piece of wood the headsman’s name is put
down. Then he knows where and with whom he is to go to work in the pit. Goes in a good bit by to
where the viewers are and when a corf is toll he hangs on the soams to it to pull in level places but in
steep places he holds on with his back against the corf. He has a piece of leather on his back to save
his skin. All the toll corves are put down the cross-cut. Sometimes he has to pull up a place a full corf.
If he had to go the same distance in each case, he would sooner put a full corf down than a full corf up.
It is hard work to pull the empty corves up back again all day. Has this day put two score and seven
corves the forty-seven down when full and up back again when empty. It was not a long journey, but a
heavy one. The headsman and witness put the tram together and the headman pays him 4.5d. out of
every shilling. Asked the headsman if he would pay him 4.5d and he said he would. The headsman
fixes his own price but all the foals are paid much about the same. Would rather drive, because it is
easier. Took sick last night is often sick and was so before he went down pits at all. Arms sometimes
work after pulling all day. Has worked in the night-shift but does not do so now because this (Percy)
Pit is not on the night-shift. He does not like his work but it does not hurt him. John Dixon, who is
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the youngest foal he knows, says he is 12 years old, and he is very little. Can read pretty well; writes
his name. Goes only to (Ranters’) school on Sundays and to their chapel. Was at night-school for a
year and more since he has been down the pits.
[On the 23rd of May I visited the parents of this witness. His mother said it was against her wish that her
boy was made a foal, as she thought him over young for the work but the master says what boys must be
foals. Foals get more than drivers in general. The backskin referred to was produced and consisted of a
thick back of tough leather, sowed on to the back of the flannel jacket. Mrs. Carr has known many foals
laid off with sore backs, especially last year and the year before, when the putting was said to be very
heavy in the Flatworth pit. Some foals had to lie off a day or two to get their backs healed before they
could go to work again.]

No.87 Michael Higham. May 20.
Aged about 8. Is now keeping a door in Percy Pit. Has been down 6 months. Gets up at 3
o’clock and goes down the pit about 4 o'clock. Goes down in a corf; six of them at a time. His door is
almost at the side of the bottom of the shaft. Comes up the pit at 4 o’clock. Worked in the night-shift
when the Percy Pit was working double shift a short time ago. Is on single shift now. Eats his baits at
about 10 a.m., and 12 mid-day at different times. Knows his letters only. Goes to Sunday-school and
chapel.
No.88 Thomas Smith.
Aged 10. Has been down a year and 6 months keeping a door and driving a horse now. Has
been lamed twice; once by the full rolleys and once by the empty ones and was off a day each time.
Worked in the night-shift when Howden Pit was working. Worked a year in the night-shift every other
fortnight. Knows his letters only. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel.
No.89 Richard Keers.
Aged about 9. Has been about a year down the Flatworth Pit and 2 or 3 months down Percy
Pit, where he is now and keeps a door. Goes down at 4 o’clock and comes up at 4 p.m. Goes in a long
way by, very nigh a mile and a half. When the machine was broken at the New (or Flatworth) Pit he
was off work, lamed by the rolleys running over him. Was off a fortnight. Was lamed a short time
ago, and was off a day, by falling off the limmers. Worked on a night-shift. Knows his letters only.
Goes to Sunday-school.
No.90 George Anderson.
Going to 11. Keeps a door in the Percy Pit. Has been down about a year. Goes down at about
4 o’clock and rides up at half-past 4 or so. Gets 10d. a-day. Has worked in the night-shift, every other
fortnight, almost all the year. In the night-shift, went down at 4 (getting up) p.m. and came up at about
half-past 4 in the morning. Was often sleepy. Got his hammers twice (was beaten twice) by being
asleep. The putters beat him with their soam-sticks (handles) and hurt him and made him cry because
he did not open the door for them. Goes about 2.5 miles in by to his door now. The pit looses at halfpast 3 and he is nigh an hour getting out, although he runs a vast. Can read easy words (fairly). Goes
to Sunday-school and chapel regularly. Is an orphan, and gives his money to his sister. Once when he
was driving a had galloway and could not make it go on, George Hall, a foal, put some clots or lumps of
stuff in his eyes and blinded him for a time and he had to lay idle all that day, or work half-work. [This
witness is not entered in the returns.]
No.91 Luke Gray.
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Aged 42 Is a hewer, and has been for 22 years. His 3 boys down the pit one of 17 and he is
putting for a headsman; of 14, and he is putting for a foal in Percy Pit; of 8 and he is keeping a door
down Percy Pit. This last boy has been down a fortnight. Has only a daughter of 10 or 11 years of
age besides. The average earnings of witness himself are l8s. a week. Is now making a pound or 13s.
a-week. At dead times of the year he earns about 16s. or 17s. a-week. In winter he works less than in
summer for want of shipping but chiefly according to the market for coals. The expenses of a pitman
for his own eating an clothing are more by 1s. a-day than those of a labourer in general. The earnings
of his (witness) boys may be, at an average, the headsman, 13s. a-week, the foal, 9s. a-week, the trapper,
3s. 6d. a-week. There are over many boys at times as trappers. The doors increase and decrease
according to the workings, so that trappers’ work is very uncertain. All the wages earned by the
witness and his boys are not more than enough at the best of times and not enough at some times. His
boys have not had good schooling. The trapper has been a year at school but is not much better of it.
Could not have afforded to keep him at school. This is the reason that boys are not more at school.
His boys are all 14 hours out of the house and 12 hours down the pit. Children are healthier away
from the pit than in it. Witness’s eyesight is not affected but the eyesight of most pitmen is affected by
the coal getting into their eves. The keeping boys away from the light does not hurt them at all. The
labour is too hard for the foal. Many times the skin is off his back by the corves rubbing it off Last
fortnight his back was skinned almost all the way down by the corf cowping ( falling) upon him, by
getting off the tramway. He was off 3 days from this. He wears a back-skin of leather. All the foals
do here. The headsman is behind, putting his head against the roof and against the side. In heavy
banks they drag all four wheels of the tram. The boys change. places by putting in caivils once a
fortnight. Thinks where he is hewing the rise of the seam is 4 inches to the yard, about, rising to the
east. Very little boys, of 12 or 13 years of age, put as foals. Foals suffer more than other boys. They
are too young and the work too heavy for them at that age. Men have to leave the colliery sometimes
because their boys are put too young to this work. These boys are wanted and must get. They have
great need for boys. The extremity of labour is greatest for foals of any if boys work 6 hours they are
allowed half an hour for their victuals but often they must get their food when they can. Men and boys
brought up in low seams are able to work, sit and bending low, as well as those who are used to high
seams. The low-seam boys can travel bent very nearly double. They go nearly bent double in walking
in general. Pitmen in general are healthy men; hot when they work in stythe places they never get clear
of the headache. Has seen boys crying in this office because they were bound to be foals. These pits
are tolerably dry and well ventilated.
No.92 Peter Dixon.
Aged 39. Is a shift-worker. Has 3 boys down these pits, respectively of 9, 12, and thirteen and
a half years of age, the first a trapper and the others rolley drivers. Cannot say that the pits injured their
health in general. They all went to pit-work at about 8 years of age. Can not afford to keep them from
the pit. The witnesses 57 and 58 are the sons of this witness.
No.93 James Anderson.
Aged 49. Is a shift-worker, or wasteman. Has two boys down these pits, one a hewer and the
other is a headsman putter. The eldest went down at 8 years and 4 months. The putter was 9 when he
went down. The pit and the labour have not disagreed with them except that their labour is over hard
for them, chiefly when they were foals. Two shifts trappers, each staying down 6 hours and getting
half-wages, or 5d. a-day, would bring boys into constant employment and would be far better than the
present uncertainty of work. Some men state that their boys, who are trappers, lie 3 or 4 days out of the
fortnight idle. Has 7 girls and a boy of 2 years of age who are not working and who, of course, bring
nothing. The girls sometimes go into the fields at harvest-time.
No.94 John Skipsey.
Aged 44. Is a hewer. Has 3 boys down the pit, of seven and a half, 9, and 12 years of age
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respectively. They are a trapper, a driver, and a foal respectively. The pit has not particularly hurt them.
The foal started over young at the work. They would not bind him to anything else last binding. He
gets about 1s. 6d. a day; sometimes more. Wished him to be a for another year. They are often badly
off for boys for foals here. They want more foals here than at most collieries. A half-marrow goes at
each end of the tram alternately. goes behind the tram when it is toom (empty) and before it when it is
full. The half-marrow changes about with him in this way. The foal always goes before the tram, or
empty.
No.95 May 26th. Mr. Oliver, the Under-viewer.
He observes;That at Shilbottle Colliery he has seen boys put coals under a height of 30 inches only. The
little lads there, of 10, 12, 13, or 14, put the tubs by keeping their hands on the end of the tram and
putting their heads against the tub. They roll up their hoggers (or footless stockings), put them in their
caps and place these caps against the tubs and so make a soft place for leaning their heads against.
When these lads get long in the legs they put them to other work, probably men’s work, although they
do not perform so much work of that kind as men. The lads wear backskins there to keep their backs
from hitting against the roof. There will perhaps be 20 lads doing this. The seam there is 30 inches
thick, and they only cut away tops and bottoms for horses and ponies.
In all collieries where it is banky (hilly) the foals wear backskins to keep the skin from rubbing
off their backs. The number of foals depends upon the nature of he putting. Dip-putting is putting the
full corf up the bank and rise-putting is fetching the full corf down the bank. This rise-putting is
certainly the easier of the two. They will never require boys to put without helpers-up if they have
much difficulty in getting a way. Putters have time to get their baits-taking 20 minutes or half an hour
to them.
The best method to make the putting easy for lads is to keep the cranes close up to the face of
the workings, at least as far as can be done and to make the road for the putters as short as possible. In
order to get at the distance a putter travels a-day, the overman’s bill may be seen; from which it seems
that 4 putters of about 19 or 20 years of age, with the help of a foal, go over about 8 miles of ground
each in a day.
Half of the pitmen at this colliery have been at one time soldiers or sailors, mostly sailors.
Many of them have been brought up pitmen have then gone to sea, and at last returned to the pit again.
Has had men of nearly all trades in the pits here. They have been active men and wished to become
pitmen. Some have made good viewers and have been promoted to the places of deputies, overmen, &c.
Remembers one Robert Willis, when he was a footman and at last became an overman. William Hall
was also a gentleman’s servant and became a good pitman. Has known many children run away from
school to get down the pits.
No.95 Parents of a little boy at Flatworth Pit. May 23rd.
I visited the house of the parents of a little boy whom I saw keeping a door down Flatworth Pit
on the 20th of May. It was about 7 o’clock on the Sunday evening and the boy, Thomas Roker, was in
bed asleep.
His mother said he was aged about 6 years and 7 months and that he had been down the pit
about a month or 6 weeks. His father who is a coal-hewer in Flatworth Pit, took him down the pit one
day and the boy cried till his father went to Mr. Oliver and got him sent down as a trapper. Besides,
she thought his wages would be useful, as she bringing up a family. The boy was at school at 3 years
old and his father wished to make him a better scholar before he went down, nor did he wish the boy to
go down. Always puts him to bed early because he must get up every working morning at 3 o’clock,
be often rubs his eyes when he is woke and says he has only just been to sleep. He gets at 3 a.m. and
goes down the pit about 4 o'clock a.m.. He comes home about half-past 4 p.m. or a quarter to 5 p.m.
He gets his dinner directly, and then he washes himself, and to bed between 6 and 7; so that he will
never be up more than 2 hours from the pit, for eating, washing and playing. He always gets some tea
before going to bed. The trappers their turns of lying idle and might be sent to school then, but seldom
are sent. Some of the bigger boys, but not many, go to nigh-school after pit-work and stay there till 8
o'clock or longer. When his son gets a little more hardened to the pit, his father means to send him
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night-school and stop an hour off his sleep. Thomas generally goes down the pit in a corf with a good
few boys in it and sometimes he goes upon his father’s knee. It is a dusty but he never complains,
though he tells many a queer story of the pit. His fancy when was always to go to school and
afterwards to go to the pit. The pit does not hurt him, makes him a little whiter and perhaps thinner. He
was a very fat boy when he was 3 old. Johnny Fiddis was younger when he first went down. Thinks
people send their earlier down the pit than they did. Never heard of the darkness hurting any pitman’s
eyesight or the boys’. When her husband joined the union he was sent away and went to Walker
Colliery, where the foul air used to blind him sometimes. Little Pearson is a less boy but is about 9
years of age.
[This boy, Pearson, I saw keeping a door in Flatworth Pit, May 20, and he appeared exceedingly
diminutive. Some pitmen afterwards informed me that he was about 9 years old. His was lost at an
accident at Collingwood Main Colliery and his mother was left with 5 or 6 children.]

No.96 Mr. G. W Huntley, Surgeon, &c. to the Colliery, April, 1841
Observes that:The physical condition of boys employed in this mine from the earliest period is not at all
inferior to other children in the neighbourhood, whether following any employment or not. In external
appearance they are not so healthy, the face being generally pale, yet the frame is robust, muscular and
well formed; the want of colour may be not only attributed to their employment underground, but to the
very large fires they are in the habit of keeping in their respective houses. There is no appreciable
difference at any age between boys early and constantly employed coal-mines and other boys in the
same neighbourhood, except the paleness of visage above alluded to. They live remarkably well, 4
meals a-day, and 2 of those of the most substantial kind, ham, beef; mutton, As to their clothing, the
seasons are not much observed, but they are generally to be seen clean. There is not more sickness
among the boys employed in this mine than among other boys in the neighbourhood are, of course,
subject to accident, such as fractures of the arm. limb, cranium, &c. but their occupation does not
predispose them to any disease mentioned and it is a remarkable fact that coal-miners seldom or never
die of consumption but usually attain a great age
G. W. HUNTLEY, Surgeon.
___________________

KILLINGWORTH COLLIERY.
No.97 Nicholas Wood Esq., Viewer of Killingworth, Hetton, and other Collieries.
The regular hours of work for children, &c., are 12 hours down the pit. Thinks they would not
stay down the pit much longer. It will take something beyond the 12 hours, including the time that is
required to reach their place of work from the bottom of the shaft and to return to the shaft bottom.
This must, of course, depend on the locality of their work, in most cases would not exceed half an hour,
i.e. a quarter of an hour going and a quarter returning. The above is the time they are actually down the
pit. The 12-hour boys do not work overtime, except in very rare cases; there is no power in the bond to
compel them to do so. In no cases is Mr. Wood aware of their working overtime all. If they do it
would never exceed 2 hours additional.
In cases of leading water and similar pursuits and in cases of task or bargain work and where
the work is necessary to be done to enable another set of men to get to work, the boys may remain until
such work is done beyond 12 hours, say 14 or 15 hours but these are rare cases: or in cases where
boys have to go down the pit to prepare or do some work (such as raising the steam of steam-engines,
&c.), to enable the pit to commence working, boys may remain 2 hours more but these are also very
rare cases, not 2 or 3 in an entire concern and these apply not to the very young boys, but those above
13.
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The demand for coals fluctuates at different periods of the year, and during those periods (the
autumn and winter) the pits remain at full work during the entire 12 hours and the boys are
consequently kept more incessantly at work than during the summer months. In some cases when the
demand is very great, the pits are set to work what is called ‘double shifts,’ or the entire 24 hours, by 2
sets of workmen, each 12 hours but in these the boys cannot remain longer than 12 hours. No overtime
can be worked.
But it is not the practice in the coal-trade to work overtime, as in the manufactories, when the
demand is great but to employ more hands in 12-hour shifts and to store coals in summer at the pits’
mouths for the increased demand in winter.
Meals. - There is no fixed time allowed for meals, because the nature of the work is desultory
and they have occasional or regular stops from the nature of the work. All the work is done in trips, at
the end of which they must necessarily rest and then commence a fresh trip. Generally during these
periods of rest they get their meals or ‘baits.’ It is now becoming a practice to have a quarter of an
hour’s stop among the putters for meals.
At first Mr. Wood knew them to eat rye-bread; now they will only eat wheaten bread and in
general the food is of the best description. The parents do not give the children very much animal food;
perhaps more bread and tea and coffee and oatmeal. The meals are taken without any change of clothes
or any washing of hands. Generally they do not take any animal food into the pit, having this after they
come up, as far as it is given them at all.
No one is employed to clean machinery, &c., as it is all kept constantly going during the 12
hours but all the machinery works only in a succession of trips, during the 12 hours which the
machinery is cleaned and looked to.
Children are principally employed in 3 kinds of work and are thence called putters, drivers and
trappers. Putters drag or push the trams from the workings to the horse-roads. These putters are the
oldest boys. The average distance of their trips will be from 150 to 180 yards each trip. Generally the
price paid per score puts is 1s. 3d. for the first 80 yards, 1d. more for every additional 20 yards. This
1d. is only paid on the completion of the last yard of the 20 additional yards. Thus, if the price paid is
1s. 3d. a score for 80 yards, 1s. 3d. only will be paid for 99 yards and 1s. 4d. for 100 yards, and so on.
The average score price may perhaps be taken at 1s. 8d. Putters then rest at the end of each trip.
Supposing a lad to put 2 score (40 corves) in a day, at 1s. 8d. per score, he will have made 40 double
trips that day and each double trip being a distance of 360 yards, he will have travel 40+360 yards,
equalling 14,400 yards, or between 8 and 9 miles. It is the general practice to conduct a tram in the
following manner:1. If one lad puts a tram by himself, he is called a ‘tram.’
2. If an old and strong boy, and a young boy together, put a tram, the older boy 15 a
‘headsman’ and the younger boy a ‘foal.’ The headsman pays the foal 4d. out of
shilling, retaining the 8d. for himself. The foal is a servant of the master.
3. If 2 boys of about equal age and strength together put a tram, they are called
‘marrows’ and they divide their earnings equally.
All these putters are bound to work for 12 hours and very rarely exceed that time. The ‘drivers’
drive horse-rolleys and in some cases donkeys to assist the putters at steep places. ‘Helpers-up’ are
boys substituted for these donkeys and they are much more suitable at slight inclinations, for donkeys
are very slow and are only used at considerable inclinations. At this colliery (Killingworth) they have
13 donkeys in use. There is a practice now at Hetton and other collieries of substituting for putters
small ponies, drawing a different kind of carriage, and taking the coals direct from the hewers to the
shaft bottom.
The plan is likely to answer and witness thinks of trying it here. It is much cheaper, and would
render it possible to do entirely without putters. The half-marrows, or foals, have the heaviest work for
their strength and of course the lad who goes before the train to keep it back when coming down, has
the heavy weight upon him. In nine cases out of ten the putting of the full corf or tub will be down, not
up. Where boys help up the rise will never exceed 1 in 20 if steeper, ponies, &c. are used, except in
short distances where the rise may be 1 in 12. The average of places may be 1 in 20. Wherever
donkeys and ponies are used, the putters still are employed behind the trams. The putters will not exert
more than their natural strength in general, although in very steep places some may have been strained
by putting. The drivers are the most liable to accidents.
Trappers may be said to go to work at a minimum average of 8 years. Usually and generally
speaking the air in the pits is not unhealthy. Very few pitmen are consumptive and asthma if compared
with lead-mines, is scarcely known at all among them. In the ‘broken,’ or pillar workings the men are
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there constantly, but the putters and boys move about, and their stoppages are all at the crane (which is
not in the pillar or broken workings.) It is true the ventilation in the broken is imperfect.
The boys have a fortnight holidays at Christmas and a day on Good Friday, and sometimes
Monday.
The parents generally contract for or bind their children and mostly wish to have their children
bound for heavier work than they are fit for, merely for the sake of the additional wages. If money is
lent to parents, which is very rarely done, of course the debt is paid. out of the wages of the family
indiscriminately. The parents draw and receive the earnings of children just as long as they are under
parental control. No mistakes occur in paying the wages to the wrong party; the proper party is always
known. It is not often that boys under 16 take themselves away from their parents’ homes and control.
There are no particular rewards for good conduct or punishments for bad, except fining, may
not be at present legal. For a boy to he sent home is the greatest punishment. The children are perhaps
a little ill-formed and the majority of them pale and not robust. Men working in low seams are bent
double and bow-legged very often. A tall man would not stay in a low seam. Perhaps the minimum
thickness of the seams in this district will be three feet three inches and the average thickness four feet
and a half.
The men perspiring very freely and being of a spare habit and having no tendency to
inflammation, get over accidents much sooner than other men. It is surprising how they recover from
burns and scalds and perhaps no pitmen are disabled from outward burns. There is a very general
diminution of stature amongst pitmen. Does not remember to have seen a pitman ever wearing a great
coat or plaid. Their clothing is not very different in summer or winter.
The pit ropes never break off. Being flat and composed of four strands, if one strand the other
three strands would be sufficient to hold. The banksman inspects the ropes, &c. and reports to the
heap-keeper, who is a general inspector of things at bank and his sole duty is to be going round and
seeing to these things all day. About a month ago a man being too late one morning, obstinately laid
hold of the rope, which slid through his hands and he fell to the bottom and was killed.
There is a self-acting plane at this colliery, with a counterbalance weight, to assist the in holding
back and pushing up the corf or tub. Swing doors are only applicable where the pressure is very light,
and where the air is connected for short distances. Old men are too stupid for door-keeping, and would
be scarcer than boys.
The number of hewers (underground) will probably equal from half to two-thirds of the total
number of men employed in and about the colliery.
The boys of the hewers alone would be insufficient to carry on the collieries, and hence the
boys of the mechanics and labourers in the adjoining villages are generally employed; and hence in
collieries families are eagerly sought after. Of course the deeper or farther in the workings are carried
on, the greater will be the number of boys required, as there is a greater distance to run. It is always
more expensive to bring coals from the dip than the rise, as is clear and in the Downs Pit at Hetton
there is an (underground) engine for this purpose. The nearest coal being first worked the pits are
becoming deeper and therefore the want of boys will be more and more felt. Looking at the total
number employed underground there would be two hewers to one man otherwise employed and to
these three men would be wanted a proportion of two or two and a half boys. Males above 18 years of
age are unfitted for putting and still more for driving. Putting is disagreeable to adults for many
reasons, and if a hewer is ordered to put coals and he binds himself to do so if ordered, then he is paid
score ‘furtherance’ more than the boys are paid and so too in the other grades the boy is paid not for
the work perhaps that he is doing at the particular time, but according to his capabilities. Persons are
employed as hewers at 20 years of age. Now, boys being generally employed at 8 years of age, there
are 12 years of boys’ ‘ and lads’ labour to each individual. In proportion then as you restrict the age at
which boys enter pits, in that proportion reduce the quantity of boys’ labour. But if you restrain boys
from going down before 10 years of age, then there is only 10 years’ labour of boys, and therefore the
effect would be to lessen the number of boys, in the proportion of from 12 to 10. If there be any
restriction there should be some discretionary power vested in the medical man to grant certificate to
children equal in strength to the required age. It would be very hard in the case of a widow who
depends upon the wages of her children and considering the number of accidents and therefore the
number of widows, great distress would often occur in coal districts from any such restriction. As we
now see that the pit-work, &c., is not greatly injurious to boys they might be allowed to continue in
their present state.
We see that trappers and drivers are always in good air; that putters travel but nine or ten miles a
day, and that they are at least half their time disengaged out of the twelve hours and therefore have a
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very large quantity of time for meals and rest. We see that there is nothing like the labour, &c., of
factories here; and hence we cannot see the necessity of any legislation.
Education would not benefit the men and boys as work-people nor would they be advanced
simply for that education. Any higher kind of education would be of no service to them as pit-people;
their work being merely mechanical, and there being no superior mode of doing it. It is the opinion of
many, and especially of under-viewers, that they would be worse workmen if educated, as education
would produce a dislike to work. But in all the popular commotions they have been worst in the most
ignorant colliery districts. At this place there are above the common standard in intelligence, and Mr.
Wood has found them more steady than in an adjoining colliery; and thus an educated pitman is more
desirable. In strikes the few men who may be educated may happen to be the most mischievous, and
schoolmasters themselves have often led the men on in strikes.
But if the whole mass of men were educated they could not be so operated upon; they are led
away because ignorant. The educated man is respected for his education, but a general education would
destroy the charm.
Men are selected as overmen and deputies, not for their education but for their general qualities.
If any general system of education were deemed advisable for collieries there should be a
general system of direction. Schools and libraries should be under the control of the owners and all
blasphemous and immoral publications excluded. Many persons now come about with these things for
sale, and they are purchased extensively.
The pit villages are colonies of themselves, and must be treated as such. Whatever' direction
you give to them it is retained, while it is otherwise in a manufactory in a town. In 99 cases out of 100
boys brought up in the pits will continue in them. Very few have recourse to any other trade and if they
have it is merely with a view of bettering their circumstances.
The subscription to the school here is not compulsory, yet two-thirds or three-fourths oft whole
subscribe. This system has worked well here in every respect. The Infant-school works well. In case
of a restriction of the employment of children in pits the parents would not send their children to
schools where they pay as usual now, although they might could perhaps be sent to school at this
colliery.
No.98 - John Middiemas, and six other Lads, all bound to ‘put.’
All go to work at 4 o’clock morning, and loose at 4 o’clock p.m. All are called a quarter-past 3
o’clock a.m. All take meals and baits down the pits, as other witnesses do. Those who have no father
are not so well off as others, and do not get so much to eat, &c. Sometimes but very rarely, they work
the whole double-shift; that is, they go down at 4 o’clock a.m. and do not come up till 4 o’clock in the
day after that, thus stopping down 36 hours, without coming up sometimes; and sometimes they come
up for a half-hour and then go down again. One was worked thrice in the last twelvemonth this way;
never came up at all 10 36 hours; worked on all the time, never ceased the working in the usual way.
There we three sets of hewers during that time. In 1839, another boy worked twice a double-shift the
way. Another, once in last year; and also another once in last year. Another work for 24 hours last
week, and never came up at all: was putting and driving a cuddy. Another has stopped down 36 hours
without coming up at all twice during last year. When working this double-shift, they go to bed directly
they come home; then get up at 3 o'clock a.m., and go down at 4 o’clock a.m. again.
No.99 Ralph Hardy.
Aged 16. Has once worked down the pits 48 (consecutive) hours. Out of this 48 hours only up
for half an-hour. At about 5 o’clock p.m. took more baits down than common; sleep an hour out of the
48 hours. This was at the week end; he finished the 48 hours work 4 o’clock of a Saturday morning.
Went down the pit again 4 o’clock Monday morning and worked on single-shift of 12 hours, as usual.
On that occasion he slept from 4 o’clock a.m. Saturday morning to 5 o’clock p.m. Went to bed at 9
o’clock Saturday night, and got up on Sunday morning about 9 or 10. Was no sick or ill from this
extra work. Would do this again, if he possibly could, because of the great earnings, having made 5s.
for the 48 hours. This witness is healthy, and (apparently tolerably grown and strong) never has had
the doctor, except when his finger was once lamed. No one forces him down the pit; would prefer to be
a joiner. Sometimes the big putters or the men may rub (hit) him, but not to hurt. Two years ago was
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lamed in the finger by rolleys, and was off 3 weeks.
No.100 - John Laveric, and several other Boys.
Go down the pit at 4 o’clock, called at half-past 3, get breakfast first, coffee, brown bread, white
cake, and yeasty bread. Take down cake, butter, and bread, and coffee, and sometimes meat for bait in a
bag. Generally begin to eat these about 8 o’clock and 12. Eat when the rolleys are stopping, and
sometimes while sitting on the moving rolleys; sometimes could eat more before they loose. Get as
much as they like when they get home at half-past 4 or 5 o’clock. If have to do and when the cages or
corves break, they stop down till 6 or 7 o’clock. Last week the staple-chain or counter-balance chain,
broke, and they were kept down 3 hours extra, till 6 in the morning; they should have been up at 3
o’clock a.m., having gone down at 4 o’clock p.m. previous day. This often happens. The staple-chain
broke twice last week. During the last month they have been kept down three times extra, from an hour
to 2 or 3 hours each time. The cages could not come down, as something was out of order, and so they
could not get up. Many times they fell sick down the pit. Sometimes they have the heart-burn;
sometimes force up their meat again, perhaps twice or thrice in a fortnight. Some boys are off a-week
from being sick; and occasionally they feel pains. But, on close questioning some of these arise from
influenza, and other causes not connected with pit-work.
No.101 -Six Trappers, or Doorkeepers.
Are called at half-past 3 o’clock. Go down at 4 o’clock. Come up at 4 o’clock p.m.;
sometimes half-past 4 o’clock; sometimes 5; more rarely at 7 o’clock, when the machine is stopped
from any cause.
Sometimes the putters beat them. If they are not sharp enough, they thump them. Sometimes
they feel sick upon going to work in the morning. Sometimes bring up their breakfast from their
stomachs again. Different boys at different times do this. One boy has spewed twice, and another
three times in the last fortnight.
No.102 May 24th. Thomas Finley.
Aged about 18. Has been 7 years in pits, always in these pits. Is a putter; puts a tram by
himself. Makes about 4s. 6d. a-day. Puts fifty corves a-day, and is paid 1s. 6d. a score for the first 80
yards, when there are double ‘banks’ (i.e., when all the four wheels of the train are dragged by putting
hanks or hooks, fastened to the train, into holes in the wheels). For the next 20 yards is paid 1d. per
score additional. There is a galloway to help the tram up. Has to come down before the tub, to hold
back. Wears a back skirt. It is a very heavy place, called the low-drift. The steepness is 9 inches to the
yard.
[According to replies obtained at the colliery office, the greatest rise of the seam at that time was seven
inches to the yard. The greatest rise where the putters pushed up the full corves or tubs, without
assistance, was one inch and a-half to the yard and the greatest fall of the seam down which they put the
loads without assistance was five inches to the yard. The average rise of the seam was about two inches
ant a half to the yard, in putting the load up which rise a young man of 19 would have a ‘foal,’ and a
helper up.]

Has a galloway to pull up the ‘toom’ (empty) corf, and has to hold the full one down. A little lad, who
drives the galloway, helps him down with the tub. The tub is wood or iron; sometimes one and
sometimes the other. The wood are far lightest. The wooden tubs soon get broken. All the tubs hold
at least 20 pecks; the wooden ones hold 22 or 23 pecks. The wood tub and train together, when ‘toom’
(empty), weigh 14 stone; when full, there are 6 cwt. of coals in each tub. The empty iron tubs and train
together weigh 22 stone; and there are 6 cwt. of coals in each tub. The tub is fastened to the tram with
bolts, and will not come off. His place is one of the heaviest places in the pit. Puts in ‘caivils’ every
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fortnight here for the horde, and once a quarter for the cranes. The ‘caivils’ are bits are of wood, or
coals, or anything they can get. It is all fair enough. If it is at the same crane, all places are paid for
alike, whether they are light or heavy to put in. Different cranes have different prices; but the same
prices are paid for the same sheth of boards, in all places.
He now goes about 400 yards with every tub, 200 down and 200 up, in the right hand place. In
the far off place he goes about 350 each way, or 700 yards both ways, with each tub. Works in the
night-shift every other fortnight. Often the tub skins his back, through the backekin. Was off one
whole day with a skinned back a fortnight ago. Often has had pains in his knees and thighs. Many
times has wrought 2 shifts, of 24 hours altogether, down the pit, 6 or 7 times, because they had not
enough lads. Not exactly forced to stop, although they asked him. Reads (well), writes his name [did
not sign his name in the returns]. Goes to no school at all now. Takes all the rest he can get. Does not
go to any place of worship, except once or so now and then. A good part go to worship, the youngest
go mostly. He [witness] goes to walk. It takes all the week end to fetch him about.
No.103 William Clough.
Aged 19 or 20, but does not know to a year or so. Has been down pits about 9 or 10 years;
these pits all the time. Puts a tram alone. Is now in the low-drift. Puts in 2 hanks, 1 into each and that
drags the pair of wheels. The wheels are fast to the axletree, and the axletree turns. Has helpers-up in
some places but where he is now he holds back against the full-tubs coming down, and shoves the
‘toom’ [empty] ones up. About a month ago was off, bad in his inside, for a-week. Thinks the air, and
the water he drinks in the pit, made him bad. Was off before in the same way. Has worked double
drift a vast of times, more than 8 or 9 times because they had not lads enough. Works in the night-shift
every other fort night. Reads [well], write his name [was not out when the returns were made]. Goes to
no school now. Seldom goes to chapel or church.
No.104 Joseph Doxford.
Aged 21. Has been in pits 3 years. Was at sea before. Never was very healthy. The pit has
agreed with him very well. Was fresh-coloured at sea, where he was for 5 years;
65
but has been pale ever since he has been in the pit. [Is very pale now, and looks unwell.] Likes
the pit best. The cuddy-drivers and helpers-up are hardest wrought. Has wrought double-drift once.
There are a great deal worse-behaved boys in the pit than at sea. The pitmen have it [are worse], if there
is any difference between the pitmen and seamen. The sea is a long way healthier for boys. A boy of
15 going to sea would get about 4d.. a-day, as an apprentice, and about 1s. 2d. a-day as a helper-up in
the pit. At sea he will get all his meat besides. Was never at school more than about 2 years. Was a
trapper down North Shields Pit 2 years before he went to sea. Is now a putter.
No.105 George Kendall.
Aged 17 years and 8 months. Has been down these pits 7 years. Is now a putter. Is a hard
place sometimes, Whiles he puts as far as 60 tubs in a day, at the most; and whiles (at an average)
about 45 tubs in a day, being after the railway gets up. The nails fastening the rails down are about 2.5
inches long, and fastened to a wooden sleeper. Now when the bottom of the pit heaves up the rails are
put loose, and then the tram gets off the way; the they have to help it on again, or wait for help. Very
often at those times boys strain themselves. Three or four years since a stone fell from the roof upon
his left leg, and kept him off for 3 weeks. Two or three times has stood 36 hours down the pit. When
lads say they stay double shift, they mean generally 36 hours. If, for instance, they are in the day shift
and at asked to stop for the night shift, then they stay their own shift next day - their baits being set
down to them. A great quantity of boys are doing this now from a scarcity of boys. There are so many
bits of jobs down the pit. About 2 or 3 years since boys were not so much wanted for a time in the
colliery and the lads lay idle in their turns. Also, just before this last binding, many trappers lay idle. In
general they have full work for them. According to their age the helpers up are hardest wrought. Some
lads of this kind have worked double shift (36 hours) lately John Clough aged about 14, worked 36
hours down last Friday. (His brother confirms this and says he stood twice the fortnight before for 36
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hours each time, helping up all the time, having little or no time for rest. He would never stop more than
a half hour at a time, except when they are changing shifts. Besides this he worked his regular shifts).
The boys are pretty well fed and clothed. There is very little, if any, difference in their clothing in
summer and winter.
No.106 Three Drivers, of the ages 13, 12, 14.
Aged 13. Has been down three pits 4 years. Was 2 years keeping a door. Is now driving from 4 to 4.
Once was down 36 hours together. Once was lamed, half a year since by failing under the rolleys; was
off a week. Cannot read at all; only knows very easy words. Cannot write at all. Goes to night-school,
and Sunday-school, and chapel. Sometimes of the other two only reads. Neither can write.
No.107 Four Trappers, of the following ages respectively, 11, 8, 9, 8.
8 next August. Have been down pits from half a year to a year and a half, John Sherwood was
lamed once by the rolleys and was off a fortnight. All read very easy words. One writes his name. All
go to Sunday-school and chapel, pretty often; one only attends night- school. All look pale.
No.108 William Simpson.
Aged 6. Has just been down a week. Keeps a door. (George Kendall works besides him and
states that he is very frightened when his low (candle) goes out and cries out. Is 12 hours down the pit
and works in the night shift now). Cannot read or write. Was at school a short time. Goes in about a
mile by.
No.109 Robert Thwaites.
Aged between 9 and 10. Drives a cuddy, and helps up now and then. Has been down the pit a
year. Goes in above a mile by. (The cuddies, it is said, are hard to drive, and their drivers are on their
legs nearly all the 12 hours). Has been at school, night and day schools 2 years and reads very easy
words. Goes to Sunday-school, and night-school, and chapel.
No.110 John Thompson.
Aged about 12. Is a driver of a galloway, and helps up now and then Has been down the pit 3
years. Very often throws up his food. Generally on Monday, and often down the pit. Cannot eat his
baits well. Works in the night shift in his turn, once a fortnight. Reads well. Writes his name. Goes
to night and Sunday-school, and chapel.

No.111 William Duffell.
Aged between 13 and 14. Has been down pits 5 years. Drives a cuddy, and helps up. Gets
about 1s. 8d. a-day. These are the wages of a foal, for which he is bound. Always was very white and
thin looking. Looks very much so now. Once was off 16 weeks by the rolleys running over his foot
and arm and shoulder. Nothing was broken. Reads very easy words only. Cannot write. Goes to
Sunday-school and chapel.
No. 112 Michael Finley.
Aged about 15. Has been down 6 years. Helps up, and drives a galloway. Is bound for a half-
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marrow. Once was lamed, about a year since, by the rolleys running over him, and was off a month.
Has twice stood 36 hour shifts. Reads well. Writes his name. Goes only to Sunday-school and to
chapel. Was some time at school once.
No.113 Edward Davidson.
Aged 14 November 6th next. Has been down pits a year. Drives a galloway, and helps up a bit.
Is bound for a foal. The holding back gives him pains in his knees. Is in a very steep place (where it
uses 9 inches to the yard). Helps up to a big putter. Goes behind the full train (the empty one is driven
up), and holds back. This gives him pains in his knees. Reads well. Can write his name. His father
was a schoolmaster. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel.
No.114 Robert Clark.
Aged 16 nearly. Minds a flat-keeping account of the work and guides the train on to the
waggon. The tub comes to bank with the train on. Works from 4 to 4. Has been down the pit 5 years
and a quarter. Keeping a door, and driving, &c. Once stood 36 hours down the pit. Can read fairly.
Writes his name. Goes to the night and Sunday-school, and to chapel on Sundays. Gets 2s. a-day.
No.115 George Dodds.
Between 16 and 17. Is putting. Has been down between 5 and 6 years. Has always been
pretty well off for putting in easy places like. Has twice been down 36 hours at a time. Can only read
easy words. Writes his name. Goes to the night school. Seldom goes to Sunday-school or chapel.
No.116 Caleb Hardy.
Aged 17. Is putting. Has been down about 8 years. Always in these pits. Was off about a
quarter of a year ago with a sore back, with the tub rubbing against him. Was holding back then. Was
a headsman then; is now a tram. Makes about 2s. l0d. or 3s. a-day now. About a year since was off a
fortnight with his shoulder strained by lifting a corf when it was the way. Was off besides about 3
years since, by the rolleys running over him and was kept off a month. Has stooden 3 shifts, or 36
hours following, about 3 times. Reads fairly; writes his name. Goes to no school or place of worship
now.
No.117 James Walker
Aged 19 and more. Has been down pits 8 or 9 years. Is a tram putter. Makes about 4s. 6d. aday. Has always been down these pits. When he first started to put was sore tired and his legs used to
fail him. Has forgotten all his schooling but can write a little. Never goes to any school or place of
worship now.
No.118 John Nixon.
Aged about 19. Is a tram putter. Has been down these pits 9 years and better. A little before
last Christmas was strained in Burradon pit, by lifting the corf. There was not height enough for the
corf to go because the bottom had been heaving. He was working and lifting to get the corf away and
strained himself and was off a fortnight. Had his leg broke when he was trapper. The chain was in the
corf when the boys were going to ride and was drawn up suddenly and broke his leg and an other boy's
arm. This was the neglect of the men calling up too soon to draw up. The full waggons once ran over
his heel, and cut it sore and about 3 weeks. Has several times stooden 3 shifts following, that is, 36
hours at a time. This was when he was driving the rolleys. The drivers mostly stand the double shifts
and the crane hoisted. The putters are too hard worked to stop. The hours are too long. Thinks putters
generally would sooner work 8 hours. As they get what they can make they would work harder for the
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time they were at it. Putters never stop more than a few minutes, unless there is something the matter.
They stop to get their baits sometimes but generally they get only a few minutes while the empty tub is
getting ready. They stop according to where they are. Most of the boys who are not hard wrought go
to night-school. Boys are never more than 2 hours in a day up the pit. Until the week’s end.
Sometimes it is nearly five before they get home and they have to get up about half-past 3 o’clock next
morning.
No.119 Mr. Cousens, Schoolmaster, Killingworth.
Has been 30 years a collier and 40 years amongst collieries, has been here 12 years. A very
great difference exists in some parents; some keep them well at school; thinks that widows and
workmen who could afford it least, have kept their children longest at school. Those who have had the
largest families and fewest workers have often kept their families longest at school. In a general way
the man best able to school his children is the least willing. One man having a family of 8 children,
(George Young) kept them all at school, although two of them were able to work and supported his
family out of his own earnings. He took no drink, no butter, very little meat, in order to accomplish this,
yet this man was a most violent chartist, though not taking up arms. He circulates the ‘Northern Star,’
but is a great friend of education, a methodist. This would be an exception to general rules. Knew one
other instance of this sort: they are brothers-in-law. George Young would average 20s. a-week not
more. He had to find out of this all his work tools, his picks, powder, and candles and 6d a fortnight
for coal-money and 6d. a-fortnight to a doctor for attending his family, the village doctor, besides
supporting a benefit society by subscribing 8d. a fortnight. This man paid his way regularly and the
family was decent and healthy. The parents do not think the pit injures the children’s health. Witness
has gone down Wallsend collieries 20 years ago when it was in its worst state and with no light but
from the steel mill, no doubt that he suffered in his health. Is touched with asthma. Went to work at 6
years old in Kenton Colliery.
The parents are apt to encourage insubordination amongst children at schools; absolutely
necessary to administer some personal correction. The lads are left to themselves so much that some
strong mode is necessary. Uses the strap occasionally; thinks that the sickness of the colliers children
is actually less than amongst the children of the adjoining village.
This witness afterwards wrote the following observations and handed them in at the next visit to
the colliery:With respect to the moral condition of colliers, I can affirm that they are much better than they were 20
years ago, I think the dissemination of religious knowledge by the various the Christian church has done
much good. I have the most correct recollection of the various states of colliers, being in a great measure
brought up amongst them for the last 40 years; formerly their food and clothing were of the commonest
description but now a collier’s family in general, if careful, eat the best and most wholesome food, and
have the clothing of a first-rate merchant 20 years ago; I may remark, that a collier requires the most
nourishing food on account of his hard labour. I also think at the same time that the inhabitants of the
colliery with which I am connected, have not made the improvement they might have done, on account of
their unwillingness to attend the evening school and being sent so soon to work before they have attained
the first rudiments of a common education. Some few families might not be able to send their children to
school, not being able to pay the price of 4d. per week for each child but a large majority might have sent
their children had they been willing but they had little desire for education. I hope since the present
schools have been opened that much good may be done at a much easier rate. Much ill has been done of
late years by the unhappy difference of the colliers and their masters. I will not say but there might be
faults on both sides but the breach was widened by designing men but one of the most fatal strokes that
has been felt has been by the dissemination of chartist principles among the colliers and the diffusion of
their abominable publications. I am sorry to say that I have felt much of their persecution myself, as
regular agitators went from colliery to colliery to enlist the men under their banner; our colliery was also
taken into the account. A Dr. Hume placed himself in an elevated place and harangued the multitude on
the oppression of the agents, the roguery of the owners and lastly the oppression of the government and a
thousand other topics, till the people were excited almost to do anything. I thought it my duty to enter
the lists with the Doctor, although I was menaced on every side by the most alarming threats. I had the
pleasure of refuting his charge, dividing the men in two parties and ultimately driving my opponent from
the field never more to return; and I feel thankful that they have never been able to rally their forces in our
colliery: a part of our school committee are chartists but they make no attempt to renew the combat. I
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have questioned a father and a mother with respect to their children being sent to work so early, and if
they gained as much by the evening school and the Sunday school as they lost by being sent so early to
work; they said, by no means; the one was totally inadequate to redeem the other. The people were
religious, viz., methodists who gave me this information; but there are some exceptions, where parents
and children are determined at improvement. I am sorry to say that much of the vulgarity and wickedness
of the boys is got in the pit and from the example of their parents; when the boys go so early to the pit,
they lose that necessary training to subjection, decency, and order which might make them more useful
members of society, and also too many of the girls are most vulgarly brought up and in school will
scarcely submit any subordination, but use the most vulgar language to their teachers.

GOSFORTH COLLIERY.
No.120 Mr. Liddell, Viewer of Gosforth and Coxlodge Collieries.
Any cases of overtime-work are considered great privileges by the boys, inasmuch as the are
paid extra:- A lad having 1s. 3d. for working 12 hours, will have 1s. 6d. for 14 hours. The trappers
never exceed 12 hours and in many cases work less, the rolley-drivers alone exceed the 12.
In working in the whole mine, the putter works for one shift of men only, in the broke there are
2 shifts of men, (hewers) working each 7 hours (commencing 2 hours before the lads.) In the former
case they may get finished before the 12 hours, in the latter never.
As soon as the putters are done, the trappers are done, the crane giving over before another
liberates the putters but not the rolley-drivers, the horses being all unyoked at one period, or nearly so.
Thinks that a law restraining children from going down before 10 years of age would be beneficial to
the pitmen and not disadvantageous to the owners. Looking merely at the interest of the children could
recommend it.
If the putters open their own doors they are allowed 6d. per door per diem extra; does not like
swing doors in places of any importance. Old men are impracticable as door-keepers for many
reasons, chiefly from the difficulty of getting of them and the dislike they have to the work. The
parents would in most cases send their children to school if restricted from the pit, and undoubtedly if
the production of an educational certificate were necessary. Disapproves of a medical certificate of
strength being required; from the hardships it would be on the parents. No arrangement of relays of
children would be practicable in the ordinary way of working pits, nor is it desirable for the children
themselves. Exercise, without heavy over tasks, is desirable for any children for 12 hours out of 24.
Work in pits is here decidedly healthy and conducive to health. Every remove from an efficient
ventilation would cause a corresponding decrease in health.
A pit mall would be greatly benefited by education, since he would be capable of being
promoted and there would be much less risk of accidents, if workmen were acquainted with the causes
of accidents. No foresight or education of men will entirely prevent accidents in pits, as the grand
preventive rests in the ventilation of the pits. Thinks that educated pitmen ought to be the more valuable
to the employer. Ranter preachers are obnoxious men. An annual hiring corrects abuses. in very wet
collieries e.g. higher wages are given. Legislative enactments are very undesirable, and, excepting as
above explained, unnecessary in collieries. Comparatively, the pit population generally are better off
than any class of labourers in the two counties; the common pitmen will average 20s. per week, coal and
house excluded, which will be given to him without charge. All workings here are contrived so that the
full corves are put down an inclination and the empty ones up.
Thinks that any instructions as to the mode of working coal and on geological facts, would be
apt to unbalance the men and make them dissatisfied with their condition.
No.121 May 10th. Mr. John Menham, Under Viewer of Gosforth Colliery.
Has been such for about 10 years. Was overman at Coxlodge for about 10 years. At the last
binding (April 5th, 1841,) nearly 30 families left this colliery for Seaton Delaval and different collieries.
About 30 families came from other collieries. Killingworth, West Cramlington. and St. Lawrence’s
Main collieries. Never recollects seeing more moving than at the last binding, in this neighbourhood;
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perhaps they might have as many more the binding before the last, perhaps more. On inspecting the
bond for 1839, it would appear that about 40 families moved; and on inspecting that for 1841, that
altogether 118 hewers were bound, 37 putters half marrows 29, drivers 31, trappers are not bound in
general; of these 30 hewers were new hands to this colliery, as were 9 putters, 5 half marrows, and 6
drivers. The men and boys at bank are not so shifting as those in the pit but part of the boys working at
bank belong to men working in the pit. A boy at bank may have from 10d. to 1s. a day for wailing or
cleaning coals and this boy would be from 11 to 13 years of age; such a boy as this could drive a horse
down the pit and could get 1s. 3d. a-day. Boys have their own thoughts about the work at pit or bank,
and it is generally arranged by their parents. Men who have been brought up in pits themselves
generally wish their boys to work in the pit. Men at bank are not so much brought up to it, and they are
merely labourers who have two or three children and wish them to be working and earning money
about pit heaps. For instance, about a dozen men are now wailing or screening coals at bank here and
out of these, the children of 3 perhaps are down the pit. Now boys are seldom taken down the pit
before 9 years of age although the parents apply for them to be taken at 7 years of age or so. Most of
the parents do not care about the work of the children so as they get good wages; for example, Matthew
Bland a hewer here, begged the hewer to bind his boy Thomas Bland, who may be about 16, to put, and
it was found that the boy could not put for want of strength: witness said beforehand that he could not
put, but bound him to oblige the father. The lad was not strong and is now a craneman getting 1s. 9d.;
as a putter (or heads-man) he would have made by the piece, if strong enough, from 2s. 6d to 3s. 6d. aday. Boys here will put from 16 years of age to 20, according to their strength, as headsmen, that is,
putting a tram alone; as half marrows (two to a tram) they will be from 13 to 16. There are few halfmarrows; there are no foals here, and no drawing with soams. They mostly here put the full corf to the
dip (or down-hill) and the empty corf (up-hill) to the rise. The trains here weigh 4 stone (14lb. to the
stone) and 6lb. each. The corf when empty weighs about from 10 to 11 stone, (a 20 peck corf,) and
when full of coal, about 58 stone: thus the whole weight the putter puts here is about 62 stone. The
greatest rise that a putter puts a full corf up-hill here is about three quarters of an inch to a yard and
then he has a helper up. It will be very near a level where he puts for any distance by himself unaided
by a helper up. Here the score price for putting is 1s. 3d. for the first 80 yards, and 1d. for every 20
yards further. The 2 half-marrows have together the same price, making it half for each; the height of
the corf train is 3 feet 10 inches, and therefore no place can be lower where there is a little creep (or rise
in the floor of the pit) the corf may stick a little but this creep is always removed in the night by the
shifters. Sometimes two or three strong half-marrows are sent down with them to put their stone and
rubbish. They are now working in the High Main Seam here, which is from 4 feet to 4 feet 6 inches in
thickness. They are working a good deal in the broken here, and in the broken the hewers always fill
their own coals in the corves and work in two shafts, one going down at 2 o’clock, a.m., and coming up
at 10 o’clock and another going down at 10 and coming up at 4 o’clock, p.m. In the whole the hewers
go down at 2 o’clock a.m. and come up at different tunes from 10 a.m. to 1 o’clock in the day. In the
whole there are seldom two shifts of hewers; the hewers fill their own coal as long as they remain down,
in working the whole - as they must do this sometimes to get them out of their way - but they are only
paid for the quantity of coals they hew; 5s. per score under a post, (sandstone) roof, and under a blue
metal (shale) roof, they are paid 5s. 4d. a score. If there is any wet dropping from the roof &c. they get
4d. per score more. In the broken the score price will he from 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. according to the roof.
The boys go down at half-past 3 o’clock, a.m. in all cases, and leave their work at 4 o’clock, and ride up
the pit by half past 4 p.m.
It is 12 years since the pit began and the boys go in by from a mile to a mile and a half. Putters
are not paid anything more when working in the broken, although the way may not be quite so good as
in the whole. Putters are healthy in general and have good appetites.
About 12 years ago the tram would have taken 2 men of 20 years of age each to put it, as the
seam rose 10 inches in a yard and now the seam will not rise more than three-quarters an inch to the
yard in the steepest places they are working at present. The steepness or otherwise of the tram-ways
will always be the same as that of the seam of coal. There a here 2 shafts, an up-cast and a down-cast
shaft, about 12 feet apart, the depth of each being 181 fathoms. In the broken workings the air is
sometimes mixed with gas, but of the boys only the putters work there. In general the children get well
fed and clothed, but there are some exceptions, owing to the bad habits of the parents. Being near a
town is not a good thing for the habits of the people. Not many pitmen save much here. Those that do
save any, perhaps not more than 6 here, put it in building society’s funds, &c. Not a bit of difference is
made in the clothing of children, or even pitmen, in the winter time; but does not think they get many
colds from this. More go to night-school in winter than in summer-time but it is not common for them
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to go to such schools at all. Would think it a very good thing if parents were forced to educate their
children, for they will never do it of their own accord, except very seldom and would be glad of any law
that should make children be obliged to read at write before they went down a pit, which should not be
before 10 years of age, and would think boys might have 2 hours schooling every night after pit-work,
and keep up their learning They often run about till 8 or 9 o'clock at night playing and idling.
No.122 May 10th. Michael Watson, Schoolmaster at Gosforth.
Keeps a school here; has done so for 10 years. Was trained at Barrington school Bishop’s
Auckland, by being brought up altogether there from 6 years old. Encourages the feeling not to send
boys down pits, if they have an inclination for any other business, because they learn such bad habits,
swearing, lying, and all such things, which make them unfit for any other business. If a boy has not
learned a good deal before he goes down, he loses what he did learn and takes no further thought about
it. Out of 100 boys down the pit, not more than 10 will be at night-school in winter and not at all in
summer. The boys on leaving the pit at evening are sleepy, tired, and unfit for school and nothing can
be done for their learning while they are so long at work; as at present. Pit-parents never think of
educating their children, that is hewers and so on. There are some few exceptions, especially among the
deputies, overmen, &c. This is a private school, although the colliery owners built the school and
master’s house and give the master coals every year. Each child 4d. for reading, 2d. more for writing,
and 3d. for ciphering; l0s. a quarter pays for everything. The number boys averages 100 and of girls
11; (71 boys were present on this occasion, and 2 or 3 girls.) There are but few pitmen’s children here.
Perhaps 10 of these boys here may be sent down pits. Two winters ago he had 30 boys at nightschool, of whom perhaps 20 were pit lad and these 20 always fell asleep.
(1) Thos Sculsby, aged 16, is a half-marrow, and earns 2s. 0d. a day.
(2) John Stuart
16
1s. 8d.
(3) William Thorn
15
1s. 6d.
(4) William Hays
15
1s. 8d.
(5) George Newton
l6
1s. 6d.
(6) James Punton
15
1s. 6d.
(7) Mark Friar
15
1s. 6d.
(8) John Borrow
14
1s. 6d.
(9) Glendenning Pot
13 Driver
1s. 3d.
(10) William Phield
13
1s. 8d.
(11) John Hays
13
1s. 3d.
(12) Michael Pott
12
1s. 3d.
(13) Thomas Fryer
11
1s. 3d.
(14) Robert Lumsden
11 Trapper
10d.
(15) Charles Dodds
11
10d.
(16) James Borrow
10
10d.
(17) Nicholas Ferguson
8
10d.
(18) Thomas Todd
10
10d.
All these do occasionally the work to which they were bound, as named, but not generally being
put to other jobs as required All called at 3 o’clock. All are working 12 hours in the pit. Sometimes it
is 5 o’clock when they are done. More rarely still it is 6 o’clock. Are paid extra, the drivers 3d. for 2
extra hours and half-marrows, 6d. (6) stops 14 hours every day. Goes in with the men in the
mornings. Takes picks in. Hoists a crane. Hoists the corves off the trams on the rolleys. Is never sick
or ill. Doctor never attends him. Foot burned 2 years ago by waggons and he was off a week. Is
apparently healthy. (4) has been lamed twice by rolleys running over him and a horse flinging at him.
Was off 6 months altogether. Big lads often strike him, not to hurt him much. Was never kept off
work by being struck or punished. (7) knows a driver’s lad who sometimes takes his meat home and
cannot eat it. The air where he is is the best, but he is not well. His ill-health does not arise from the
pit. Was always a sickly boy; bad at his breast. Never ought to have gone down the pit (3) was
bruised twice and was off 6 days. (4) bruised his foot and was off 14 days. Is quite well and sound
now. Nothing is the matter with him. Never has a doctor. (8) has been bruised twice. Once was cut in
leg and was off 21 weeks. His shoulder was put out and he was off 8 weeks. (9) corves fell on him
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and he was off a fortnight. Health good. (11) once lamed in the foot with rolleys and was off 5 weeks.
Out of these 18 witnesses 10 can read; 11 can write their names 6 can cipher; 7 go regularly to
night-school; 3 only go to Sunday-school, about once now and then. Are healthy-looking boys and
cannot be brought by any questions to make any further statement relating to their work. They are all
witnesses selected by an agent of the colliery.
No.124 May 10th. James Foster.
Going to 14. Drives a horse. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Has been down this pit above 4 years. Kept
a door for 2 years. Goes down at 4 o’clock [a.m.], and looses at 4 [p.m.] It is half-past 4 before he
gets home; sometimes 5 o’clock, but not often; and this is when the rolleys are all full and he has to
wait for them. Gets up when the caller calls at 3 o’clock [a.m.] and goes to bed about 8 o’clock [p.m.]
Once a horse flung him and he was off a week. Is very seldom beat, and the barrow-men beat him only
once, for driving wrong. Likes the pit very well. There is good air here. Has a good appetite. Gets
plenty to eat. Father is a deputy. Can read [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school at all now.
Attends church on Sundays.
No.125 Henry Bolam.
About 11. Keeps a door. Gets l0d. a-day. Has been down the pit a month. Is in the it from 4
to 4, sometimes till 5, not often. Never beaten. Whiles he falls asleep in the pit not going to bed early.
Father is a shifter. Can read [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes no school now. No place of worship
now. Will go to chapel here when it is built. (Looks delicate).
No. 126 Thomas Forster.
Going to 10. Keeps a door. Has been down about a month. Works like the preceding and the
same hours. Is always healthy. Cannot read at all, never learnt to write. Goes to no school now, except
sometimes to Sunday-school. Attends church now and then.
No.127 May 25th. Peter Rutter.
Aged 15 and some months. Puts stones now. Has been 5 years down this pit. Kept a door for
2 years. Drove for a year. Was helping up about half a year or so. Next hoisted at the crane a year.
Cleaned the way for half a year. Was putting some days. Works 12 hours from 1 o’clock [a.m.] to 1
[p.m.] It is generally 2 before he gets up and home. Puts stones for men who are driving air-courses.
Gets 2s. and 1s. l0d. a-day or shift. Always works these hours for one fortnight and changes the hours
for 2 [p.m.] till 1 at night the next fortnight. Sometimes the air makes him bad. There is bad air at the
crane called Wellington, which fills the men’s lamps with fire sometimes. This makes him dizzy and
gives him the head work. Some putters put there. Witness travels in the waste sometimes. Whiles he
stops longer by two hours than above mentioned, and gets 3d. for that. Has stopped a canny few
double shifts, that is 24 hours at a time. Is now putting in low places, and is strained sore it times. The
skin of his back is often knocked of. Has now marks on his back where he has hit it yesterday and today. [Shows the marks]. Reads [fairly]; writes his name. Goes to no Sunday-school now, but attends
service at a house on Sundays while the chapel is building. There is a night-school in the winter on.
Works by day.
No.128 William Alder.
Aged 14. Has been down the pit four and a half years. Is now driving at a bank-head. Gets 1s.
6d. a-day. Has been lamed 6 times; 1, the stone fell on him and he was 6 months; 2, rolleys jammed his
leg was off 12 weeks; 3, rolleys jammed him and he was off 4 weeks; 4, the same cause laid him off 6
weeks; 5, horse trod him down and he was off a week; 6, the corf jammed his leg against the cleat [a
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piece of wood on the rolley-end], and was then off 1 week and 2 days. Has three times worked shifts
of 24 hours, without coming up the pit. Kept a door in the night shift for half a year, when he was 9
years old. Can read [fairly]; writes his name. Goes to no school, but goes to Methodist chapel.
No.129 Robert Walker.
Aged 15. Has been 4 years in the pit. Is now greasing rolleys, and gets 1s. 8d. a-day for that.
Works from between 3 and 4 to half-past 4 [p.m.] Once or twice of a fortnight stops an hour or so
longer to get the work out, but gets no more for it. Has stopped double shifts, 24 hours at a time, 6 or 7
times perhaps. Has twice stopped 3 shifts, that is 36 hours following, when they wanted a place made
ready for another crane to stand in. Once or twice has been bad from bad air, but not very bad. Reads
[fairly]; writes his name. Goes to no school or place of worship.
No.130 James Punton.
Aged 15. Hoists at the crane. Makes 1s. 6d. a-day. Has been down pits 9 year about. Was
six and a half years old when he went down first. Kept a door for 4 years. Next drove for 3 or 4 years.
Has twice wrought double shift; and once wrought 3 shifts together. Has been lame twice, not very
bad. Heads very easy words; writes his name. Goes to no school, but got to Primitive Methodist
chapel. Sometimes was brayed if he was caught asleep when keeping a door and the putters knocked
him about.
No.131 William Wilson.
Aged 14. Has been down pits 6 years. Was at Houghton or Newbottle pit 2 years. Was next
at Sherwin Hill pit, near Durham, for a year. Next was at Pontop for a year. Is now leading the wood
here. Goes down at 6 [a.m.], and comes up at 6 [p.m.] Has worked double shift, 24 hours at a time,
twice here. Was putting always before he came here, along with his brother. His brother brayed him
when the tram got off the way and used to thump him. Has been lamed once slightly. Cannot read at
all, or write. Goes to Sunday-school, and was at school for half a year once.
No.132 Michael Pott.
Aged 12. Has been 2 years down this pit. Is driving. Once was lamed with the chain at the
bottom of the pit, and was off one day. Can read [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school now.
Goes to Ranters’ chapel.
No.133 John Borrow.
Aged 14. Sometimes helps up, or drives, or cleans the way. Has been down above 4 years. Has
been sick now and then with the bad air and was laid off a day or two. Has been lamed twice; once the
corf jammed his shoulder and he was off 12 weeks; next was run over by the rolleys, and was off 21
weeks. Can read [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school or place of worship, except at chance
times.
No.134 William Hays.
Aged 15. Has been down this pit 10 years. Is now leading the wood, and gets 1s. 3d. a-day.
Goes down at 6 [a.m.], and comes up at 6 [p.m.] Has 3 times worked double shifts 24 hours at a time.
Whiles his head works and that like. Has been lamed twice. Once his leg was broken in two places,
two years ago, by the rolleys running over him and was off a years. Walks a little lame now. The other
time his leg was broken and was off 6 weeks. Cannot read at all, or write. Has forgotten his schooling.
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Has been at night-school for a time. Goes to no school or place of worship.
No.135 George Alder.
Aged 16 years and 2 months. Has been in pits 9 years; 3 years in this pit. Was at Walbottle
for 6 years. Has been unwell of late with the hard work. Is now putting a tram by himself. Has only
been on this year at putting and it does not agree with him. Never ailed nought before he went down
pits, but has been off since at times, from different things whiles a week. Has twice strained himself
since he has been putting, once from a wrench in his back, and another time from a wrench in the side,
both done [May 25th] at the same time, and he was off 3 days. Has felt very weak and very sick all this
last week, from the work. Is now in a very heavy place, called the Hospital Crane. [Looks very pale and
unwell]. Was lamed twice slightly at Walbottle. Has 4 or 5 times worked for 3 shifts, that is 36 hours
at a time, at Walbottle; and has worked twice or thrice double shifts there. The ways are not cleaned
enough in the pit and the putters have to clean it themselves. Reads [easy words]. Cannot write,
excepting very badly. Goes to no school now, but goes to Ranters’ meeting, at a house.
No.136 Michael Fryer.
Aged 16. Has been down pits S or 9 years. Was at St. Lawrence 5 years, where two of the
seams are very low. Is loosing of the chains and putting them on the rolleys at the incline bank. Was
twice lamed slightly. Has worked double and treble shift a good few times. Reads [fairly]. Writes his
name.
No.137 Robert Harle.
Aged 16. Has been down pits eleven and a half years - at this pit and Seghill. Is now hoisting
at the crane and gets 2s. a-day. Has often been sick and ill with the bad air and when he was putting for
a quarter of a year. Putting did not agree with him. The doctor said the work was too much. He was
putting as a half-marrow. Has been about 3 times off from illness. Was once off 3 weeks very bad.
Was sick, and short of breath and was troubled in his head whiles. Has sometimes thrown up his
victuals when down the pit. Has a very bad appetite for victuals. Cannot eat much down the pit,
perhaps about a slice and a half of bread; and seldom eats much any way. There is stythe and bad air
very nigh all over the pit. He is often dizzy with it. The putters often complain of the bad air. Has
worked double shift 5 or 6 times, that is 24 hours at a time. It is a common thing for boys to do this.
The putting is very heavy in some places here. Was at school before he went to the pit, but seldom
since. There is no Sunday-school [Dissenting] here; but they are building a chapel. Goes to worship
sometimes. Can read [fairly]. Writes his name. [Looks pale and unwell.]
No.138 Mark Fryer.
Aged 15 next month [brother of preceding witness]. Has been down pits 7 years. At St.
Lawrence he was 5 years helping up. It was very hard work there. Is leading wood here. At St.
Lawrence the coal-seam was 20 inches and they took up about 6 inches bottom. Has wrought double
shift about 10 times here and treble shift twice. They were making places ready for fresh cranes. Has
been twice or so sick, so as to throw up his victuals, down e pit, from bad air and hard work. Has to
shove a tram when wood leading. Reads [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school now. Last
Sunday night he went in at 6 o’clock, and came up at 2 o’clock [a.m.] on Monday morning; then went
down again at 6 clock [a.m.] and stopped down many hours after. Often goes in on Sunday evenings,
and stays down the pit till Monday evening without coming up.
____________________
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COXLODGE COLLIERY.

No.139 May 10th. Mr. Stewart.
Has been here 33 years, and has been under-viewer above 20 years. Went to pits at 8 years old
and kept a door for 3 or 4 years; then was a horse-driver for 4 or 5 years; then was a putter for 2 or 3
years; then began to hew coals. Went through these degrees at Walker colliery, at Bigges’s Main, &c.
Work was harder then than now. Used to work as a horse-driver 14 or 15 hours a-day, going down in
the morning at 2 o’clock and riding at 5 o’clock p.m. There was only tram-ways in some particular
collieries then. Walker was a wet and slavish colliery at that time. There have not been such long hours
for this 25 years as there were then. Lads were harder wrought then than now. Did not observe that
they were more injured in their health than at present, although they were harder wrought. At that time
they put upon deals. The boys then was rather more corrected than now. Now they are only corrected
when they stand in need of it. The overman gives them a few strikes with a whip or stick but not to hurt
them at all badly. Boys are not beaten so as to make blood come. The heating is not more than gentle
correction.
No.140 May 10th and 11th. Thomas Yeates.
Aged 18 last March. Is bound for a half-marrow. Goes down every morning at 4 o’clock, and
starts work directly. Comes up in general at half-past 6 o’clock [p.m.] At first he drives in a rolley,
with all the men upon it, to their different places, where they are going to hew; that takes two hours.
Then starts his own work. Gets 2s. a-day, being 3d. more for driving the men in than usual. His own
work is now driving, loosing the chains that draw the corves up the incline plane and greasing the
rolleys. Works about the incline plane always. Has been down these pits about 8 or 9 years. Kept a
door for one year and a half at first. Now works 2 hours longer than other boys. Has been doing so
for 2 years. These long hours make his head work 2 or 3 times a-week. Many times makes him sick.
Is often sick, and throws up his victuals from his stomach, perhaps 2 or 3 times in a month sometimes;
and some boys do this once a-week or so. The air in the pit is bad, and many times makes boys dizzy.
Can read [imperfectly]. Cannot write at all. Went only to school when he was a very little boy. for a
very short time. Went down the pit at8years old. Goes to Sundayschool regularly, and to chapel
afterwards. Once got his head split by a horse tramping upon him, when he was kept off 3 weeks or
so.. Was also off a fortnight with a bad foot.

No. 141 John Maffin.
Aged 16 last month. Puts for a half-marrow. Gets about 1s. 9d. and 2s. a-day, as he can make
by piece-work. Goes down at 6 o’clock, and starts work at half-past 6. Rides up at half-past 6 [p.m.],
having come away from the face at half before 6. Has been down these pits about 6 years. Is putting in
a hard place - the full corf up a rise mostly. It is a 20-peck in many places the corf scrapes against the
roof. Sometimes rubs the skin off his back by rubbing against the sides. Many times strained himself
a little. Sometimes his head works, very often; he throws up his food very often. Was strong before he
went down the pits but is not so now, from being over-hard wrought and among bad air. Sometimes
feels dizzy from bad air. Was off a fortnight once by a horse flinging at him. Has been off bad a good
few times. Is working in the broken now where they burn only Davys. The stythe often puts the lamp
out. His lamp was put out to-day nearly 20 times by the stythe. Has been bad this fortnight all over,
but has been working all the time. Cannot read or write. Went to a school a little bit before he went
down pits. Goes to Sunday-school now, and chapel in afternoons. [Looks unwell and sickly.]
No.142 Thomas Newton.
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Aged about 14; turned of 14. Is a helper-up. Has been down pits three years. Works from 6
to 6 in the pits. Is away 13 hours from home. Gets 1s. 9d. a-day now. Has been helping up a
fortnight. Has been very bad to. day with the stythe and is working in broken Finds his head very
heavy. Threw up his victuals last night when he came home. Never does so down the pit, but often
does when he comes home. Helps the empty corf up and the full one down, by holding it back with his
hands and putting drags in wheels. Last year held back with his back against the corf. Was putting a
year before he helped up and then he had to come down and hold back against the tram, which skinned
his back very often, nearly every day. This made his legs and arms work, and a his head. Only knows
his letters. Cannot write at all. Goes to no school now, or any place of worship.
No. 143 Moses Clark.
Aged 17 in November. Puts for a half-marrow. Has been four years down this pit, a two years
at others. About two years since he strained himself by slipping his foot while putting. Feels very sick
often and the headache. Throws up his victuals nearly every day at home and down the pit. Is working
in the broken. [it is all broken here.] Thinks hard work and bad air makes him bad. Feels sometimes
swelled in his stomach. Was never weak before working. Was nearly as strong before 10 years old as
he is now. The pit, he sure, has not agreed with him. Many times knocks himself against the sides, and
so on. Can read [fairly]. Cannot write at all. Goes to no school now and only sometimes to chapel.
Was at Thornley pit for 3 months, where the air was very bad. [Does not look healthy.]
No.144 Fifteen Boys. The oldest 16, the youngest about 9 years old. The following are their
respective ages - 16 to years of age. Seven of them are drivers, 4 boys are door-keepers; 4 boys
a half-marrows. Of these boys the witnesses No.145 to 153 inclusive, gave evidence.
Aged fourteen and a half, has been down this pit 4 years. At first he kept a door for 6 months.
Drove about a year and a half. Next he helped up for 2 years. Is helping now. Goes down 6 o’clock
[getting up at 5 o’clock [a.m.]; and stops work at 6 at night, and rides up the pit about half-past 6
o’clock. Takes breakfast before he goes in the morning - a pint of coffee and some butter and bread.
Takes baits down the pit - meat and bread and a bottle of coffee. Eats these baits at different times, at
any time he has a mind, if he has time; very seldom has five minutes to eat; sometimes not a minute; and
has often to eat while he is working. Never eats regular down the pit. Eats more down I he pits than up
above. Takes victual down in a bag, and the bottle of coffee. Sometimes gets ‘sour’ from the bad air
of the pit. Is well clothed himself in winter and summer, but some folks are badly off. Wears mostly
the same clothes in summer and winter. Father is dead; was a hewer. Has 2 brothers down the pit
putting; 1 about 18 and the other about 20 years of age. Whiles some boys stop longer than 12 hours.
It is a long way in by for some and they cannot get to the shaft bottom at 6 o’clock. Pit has never made
him bad at all. Has felt sleepy and sick down the pit many times. Has spewed up his victuals many
times; perhaps 5 or 6 times since he has been here. Thinks the bad air has made him do this. They are
all working in the here and have Davy lamps, that is the putters, hewers, &c. not the drivers and
trappers. Is putting with rolleys now on a nearly level way. There are 2 corves upon a rolley and 1
upon a tram, because it is an over-short road for horses; perhaps about 40 yards in length. Witness,
and another lad of about 17, put each a rolley a-piece, and help each other now and then. Gets himself
2s. a-day; works by the day. Mostly he puts up hill the full carves and runs the empty ones down.
Some places are low. Many times the skin is rubbed off his back and off his feet. His head works
very often, almost every week. His legs work on sometimes so that he can hardly trail them. Is at hard
work now, shoving rolleys and hoisting the crane; the former is the hardest work. His back works very
often so that he has sometimes to sit down for half a minute or so. Is worse since he went down the pit
than before. There is no drawing with soams here. Whiles used to work in the night-shift. Them is a
night-shift working here now, as they have over-many men. The putters hit the little boys at times with
their hands and throw coals at them sometimes. Can read (fairly). Can write his name. Goes to no
school now regularly; but sometimes three or four times a-year to Sunday-schools. Never attends
church or chapel regularly. There is no night-school here now but sometimes in winter; only the master
cannot get many scholars, if any.
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No.146 Ralph Hutchison.
Aged 15. Drives in the men upon 3 rolleys to where they work. Gets up at 3 o’clock, [p.m.];
goes down at 4 o’clock [a.m.]; and rides up the pit about 7 o’clock [p.m.], every night; seldom before,
except on the pay Friday nights. Has been at this turned a year. For this he gets 1s. 6d. a-day. Also
keeps a switch, chalks on work, and takes out drags for this. There is another boy, Thomas Yeates,
about 17, who goes in about the same time, but rides about 6 o’clock, and gets 2s. a-day. Has been
down this pit three and a half years. Kept a door at first for 3 months; next he drove for 2 years; next
hung on chains at the bottom of the incline bank, and then began to stop long hours. Has been sick
often, and spews up his victuals now and then, perhaps twice in a month. The bad air and little sleep
makes him do this. Head works almost every day. Has not much running about. The air being bad
makes him bad. Is working where they burn candles, in the whole. Can eat well enough; but is worse
since he went down the pit. Father is a deputy overman. Has two brothers, a putter and wood-leader,
down the pit. Can read [fairly], and write his name. Goes to no school now. Attends no place of
worship now. There is no night-school here now.
No. 147 Seven Drivers.
From 15 to 13 years old. All go down the pit at 6 o’clock [a.m.] and ride about 7 o’clock
(p.m.); and some few, far in by, a few minutes after. All get 1s. 3d. a-day. Five have been slightly
burnt by rolleys at different times and were kept off, none less than a week. The pit made Anderson
Tulip, 13 years old, unwell at different times. The bad air made his head work, and made him throw up
his victuals, about twice a month. Has not much appetite. Had a good appetite before he went down the
pit 3 years ago. At first he kept a door for a year; next cleaned the way for a year; helped up for a
month, and so on. Was never laid off work but 3 days, When he was bad in his inside from the bad air
at Greencroft Colliery and from the cold, because it was a new pit. Has been at 3 pits-Wreckington,
Look Hall. and this pit. Greencroft was the worst pit. Gets plenty to eat and enough clothes. Father is
a deputy. Can read the Testament. Cannot write his name. Goes only to Sunday-school now. Goes to
chapel once on Sundays now.
No.148 Edward Simpson.
Aged 13. Was bad before be went down the pit with (intermitting) fever and is worse since he
went down the pit. Has been down 2 years and a half. The barrow-men bray him sometimes.
No.149 Robert Bell.
Aged 14. Is often sickish, and does not think the pit agrees with him. Has been down 2 years.
No.150 William Short.
Aged about 12. Is often sickish. Sometimes throws up his victuals once a-week from foul air,
which smells damp-like. Took the measles down the pit. Has been down 3 years.
No.151 John Tulip.
Aged 14. Has been down 4 years different pits. They have not agreed with him. His head has
worked often and he throws up once or twice a fortnight. Whiles he throws up when he is out of the
pits, twice or thrice a-year.
No.152 William Cole.
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Aged 14. Keeps a switch now; and gets 1s. 3d. a-day for this. Has been down this pit 2 years.
It was very wet the first year and that gave him cold, and he was off a week twice or thrice.
No.153 Four Boys, Trappers.
All about 9 years of age. Two have been down pits half a year or so, and two about a few
weeks. Go down at 6 o’clock [a.m.] and come up about half-past 5 to half-past 6. Seldom so late.
Their fathers are down the pit and there of them are hewers. Sometimes the barrow-men bray [beat]
them a little, not much and only if they are idle. Three read the Testament; two write their names. All
go to Sunday-school pretty often, and frequency to chapel. None go to any night-school.
No.154 Sixteen Drivers, respectively of the following ages, 10 to 14.
All work the same hours, from a little before 6 till about 6 and after in the evening. Many of
them having some distance to go do not get home before 7 and 8 o’clock. It is very often 7 before they
come up the pit, as they loose the work at half-past 6 and some have to walk more than a mile, or 2
miles sometimes, to the bottom of the shaft; and so it is sometimes they get up the pit. Four boys have
worked once a double shift, 24 boys hours without coming up the pit. John Forster, aged 13, had his
leg broken by slipping his hold of the rope when he was going down the pit and he fell to the bottom,
and was off 20 weeks. Not lame now. John Trahan had the rolleys run over him at Wreckington and
was off 2 months with a bruised leg. Has been often off from sickness and head-aching, and so on.
Was not strong before he was in pits. Eight other boys have had slighter accidents at times. Ten boys
can read easy words. Four boys write their names. Fourteen attend Sunday-schools pretty often. Five
attend worship mostly. None attend a night-school. Three four complain of the headache and sickness,
sometimes from bad air, &c.

No.155 Seven Door-keepers, 9 to 13 years of age.
All go down the pit about a quarter to 6 o’clock [a.m.], and come up about 7 [p.m.] The shaft
looses at half-past 6 and then they have to come from their different doors to the bottom of the shaft.
They ride up mostly on the rope by holding on with their hands and feet.

No.156 Michael Mikings.
Aged 13. Never has a mind for his victuals; never feels himself hungry; and feels dull and want
of appetite mostly if the men are firing shots and make a smoke. James Scott were down pits before 9
years of age and another boy went down at 9 years old. Two have been lamed twice. Michael Mikings
had his leg broken 3 years ago by the rolleys running over it and he was off 3 months. Had his arms
burnt at Shieldfield pit and was off 6 weeks.
No.157 Jonathan Brunshill.
Aged 12, has been lamed about 2 and a half years ago, by having his head cut by falling out of a
corf at the bottom of the shaft. Then he was off a fortnight. A year and half ago he got squeezed by
the rolleys, and was off a week. Five can read easy words; write their names; 6 go to Sunday-schools;
and 5 go to chapel pretty often. Three have worked a double shift (of 24 hours) once.
___________________
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HEBBURN COLLIERY.
No.158 April 15th. James Easton, Esq., Viewer of Hebburn, Fawdon, and Wideopen
Collieries.
In winter the boys go down at 3 o’clock, a.m.; in the spring and in summer at 4 o’clock, a.m.
this is to suit the light. Here they light the works at bank; the screens, &c. with gas; which is peculiar to
this and to one or two other collieries. The collieries in general are lighted at bank by coal-fires. The
arrangement of times above mentioned is made that the gas may be all burnt at the early part of the
days. Here they employ a less number of younger boys than other collieries do, in proportion. By the
use of frequent crossings the currents are distinct and they are enabled to dispense almost entirely with
doors and consequently with boys as door-keepers. At Wideopen has 14 different currents and very
few doors. This might be considered an extreme case but doubtless the work is safer. At Fawdon it is
much about the same but since they have worked in pillars there it cannot be done to the same extent.
Boys might therefore be, in a great measure, dispensed with as door-keepers, if absolutely necessary.
The first cost is greater but the safety is greater of such a plan.
Thinks such arrangements are not made except in the collieries named. Drivers, putters &c. are
indispensable. Nineteen-twentieths of the casualties among the drivers in coal-mines arise from
carelessness.
It is a great object with parents to get their boys promoted, hence they wish them to be advanced
beyond their strength. To the cupidity and improvidence of parents is to be ascribed the evils attending
the employment of boys in a great measure; and as it is the race of pit men is greatly degenerated in
appearance. The work being, however, taken at intervals little injury ensues.
One pit here, B pit, is wholly pillar-working; perhaps the third or fourth time; and owing to the
efficiency of the ventilation no Davys are required, candles being wholly employed. The air there is not
prejudicial and perfectly healthy.
Owing to the depreciated value of the currency at that time, as compared with this - from 35 to
50 years ag0 - the wages of 6d. a-day for trappers were superior to the present 10d. The morality of
men and youths at that time was greatly superior to what it is at present. In an intermediate period, 15
or 20 years ago, they were worse then than before or since. Would not object to a law restraining boys
from being employed down pits till l2 years of age. Would not ask for such a law, because he can now
prevent the abuses. Does not think parents would send them to school and the children would be
neither well fed or educated. Partly by encouragement and partly by compulsion would, in case of
having a colliery as his own freehold, enforce the necessity of education. The most difficult period of a
pitman’s existence is probably while his family is young; before the eldest arrives to ten years old he
has, perhaps, 4 or 5 children. Then children are uneducated and unfed.
All 7 perhaps they may go to the screens to pick out the stones, called ‘wailing,’ for which each
boy is paid 6d. a-day certain for his time, and 4d. per bowl of stones picked out additional. Hence men
apply earnestly for wailing for their children. It is only here that they are led to work at the surface
before going down. This seam being a foul seam, more boys are necessary at the surface.
At Wideopen they use entirely ponies for helping up, not donkeys. Hence not any boys are
employed for helping up. Only the driver of these galloways [perhaps 13 hands high] are necessary.
No helping up is necessary. In putting at Wideopen the greatest rise is 3 inches to the yard; that is,
they put down that inclination a full corve. There are two kinds of putting there. In one the pony
brings the weight up the rise to the crane and the putter puts the empty corf down. In the other case the
putter puts the empty corf up the hill and brings it down again when full. In very rare cases, for a short
period, a lad may be employed to help up. At this [Hebburn] pit, in the intermediate stages between
driving and putting, the lads are employed in many off-hand jobs, as stone or wood leading, plate
laying. After that a lad goes to put the 16 peck corve; the inclination being very easy, he does this by
himself. After having done this for 2 or 3 or 4 years then he goes to put the 20-peck corf on the same
inclination, being then 18 or 19 years of age and owing to the seam being easy he goes to hew, perhaps
at 19 years of age. Perhaps at Wideopen a person could not be set to hew till 21 or 22 years of age.
Does not think that parents in general fulfil the duties of parents to their children. They would
not perhaps bring an unsound child to the pit and if they did, it would invariably be objected to by the
master. Thinks that the production of a medical certificate as to the healthiness of children would be
impracticable here, and would be greatly evaded. An educational certificate would be less impracticable
and more beneficial.
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Some years are better than others as to the employment, owing to the greater demand for coal.
Does not think legislation on the employment of boys indispensable but yet very beneficial within
certain limits.
Pit people often pay 10 or 15 per cent. on the cost of a single article purchased from hawkers
by paying for it by instalments. So much is paid per fortnight and this is the inducement. Yet many
purchasers do not pay a farthing. Pitmen have their clothes made and paid for in this way. Hence
many sources of improvidence are observable in the system of credit, arising from the indolence of the
man's wife, and perhaps his own.
At Fawdon 2 furnace keepers had each 14s. a-week; one, who had been a soldier, saved money;
the other, a lead-miner, got into debt. The former dealt at Newcastle and the latter at the small
hucksters’ shops.
There are here 3 schools, 1 day-school and 2 night-schools and 3 chapels, dissenting chapels.
In one of these schools the master is paid £10. per annum by the owners of the colliery and the others
are furnished with books occasionally. All have their house and firing free. The night school,
especially in winter time, is well attended by pit lads. Reading and writing is taught there. Does not
think any instruction on the nature and mode of working coal would be regarded as beneficial. Would
not make them better workmen. A well educated and well behaved lad is sometimes brought out of the
pit and promoted to an apprenticeship to a superior business - as to an engine-wright, &c. The parents
object to this frequently because of the diminished wages while he is an apprentice.

No.159 Mr. Thomas Clarke, Under-viewer.
Thinks this colliery well managed in all respects. There are 4 day-schools, 3 Sundayschools, 3
places of worship, all Methodist. Books are brought for the Sunday-schools. The putters and the
waggon-drivers are generally the most numerous class in a pit. Putters do not perhaps attend so much
to schooling, they being older boys. The waggon-drivers mostly go to Sunday-school. Being younger
the parents have more control over them. The children are in all cases well treated. As to punishment,
there is nothing more than a tap with a stick or anything mild in that way. Nothing of that kind hurts
them much. The lads and boys are generally healthy and full grown and have quite enough food-bacon
or mutton and bread. There is very little sickness amongst them. Their clothing is pretty good. Boys
of 16, 17, or 18, get often very unruly and headstrong. Knows of no particular vices or bad conduct.
The viewers can keep these in a great measure down.
No.160 Thomas Rutherford.
Aged 58 years. Has been a hewer for nearly 40 years in different collieries on the Tyne. Has
observed a great change since he commenced hewing at 18 years of age. About 35 years ago the boys
used to work 14 and 15 hours in the pit, and their labour was much harder. Being so long down they
had little scholarship. Now they have more opportunities and the parents make use of these, but not
always. Thinks and knows by experience that youths are better fed and clothed than formerly. Pit
people do not save much. Some could if they would. Morals are much better now, but still not so good
as he would wish pit children are more ignorant than the children of other labouring classes. 30 years
ago the drivers had only 1s. a-day, now they have 1s. 3d. a-day. There were very few ‘putters’ in those
days. They used horses and sledges more - not laying any tram or rolley away. Saw much
cockfighting and drinking in those days. Not so much now.
No.161 John Feil.
Thirty-two years old. Hewer. Agrees with the preceding witness in all he has stated. There a
great difference in different pits in many things. Some are fined for swearing. There are some natural
difficulties in working the coal here. Has worked at four other Tyne collieries and thinks the people are
better behaved here. Witnesses say there are 3 Sunday-schools, Methodist - all well attended. The
average attendance at the whole will be 150 scholars. Also 2 night-schools, pretty well attended; dayschools for children, well attended.
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No.162 April 15th. William Rain.
Aged 17. A putter. Gets 2s. a-day. Cannot read or write and goes to no school whatever. Little
finger was cut off 6 years ago. Was keeping a door and slipped off his seat waggons went over his
finger and arm, and feet; laid off 6 months. Is sound except as to his hand. His shoulder was put out 4
years since; was off 2 months. Whiles feels his shoulder weak. Pit air agrees well with him. Does not
dislike pit work. Never feels sick but forced his meat up last week because the smoke of the powder
got into his belly. Never forced it up before. Has had pains in his side that went to his head by a
wrench from shoving hard in putting last quarter. Was putting up a very steep place a full corf. Never
had any other wrench. The men whiles rub him and throw a small piece of coal at him - nothing to
hurt. His brother got a wrench last quarter putting up a full corf up a very steep bank without help and
he was laid off a week. Parents draw his money, and he gets 1s. a fortnight out of it. Gets all he wants
to eat. Can make no complaints.
No.163 George Hall.
Aged 17. Had his thigh broken 7 years since; was off 5 months, and his skull was damaged by
falling against the crane handle 8 years ago and he was kept off 6 months. Walks a little lame now.
Feels nothing else from these accidents. Had his leg cut before his thigh was broken and was kept off 3
weeks. Is a putter now. Gets 2s. a-day. Is healthy. Never has the doctor. Has never lost a day except
with the aforesaid accidents. Cannot read much; cannot write; goes to no school of any kind now.

No.164 James Young.
Aged 16. Putter gets 2s. a-day. Has been lamed once, 5 years since, in his leg; off 8 weeks.
Feels nothing more from the accident. The powder reek [smoke from the blasting of the coal] makes
his head work whiles. Has made him sick. Nothing else makes sick. This powder reek has made him
once or twice force up his meat again. Cannot or write. Goes to no school now.
No.165 Thomas Bell.
Aged 16. Is putting in places a yard high. Never affects him in any way. Never sore tired.
Never feels sick. Knew one boy, Robert Palmer, who has felt the pit hurt him. It makes him sick. work
makes him unwell. He is a tender boy. Not so strong as some boys. It would hurt a strong boy.
Reads spelling-book. Cannot write. Goes to no school now.
No.166 Seventeen Boys, respectively aged 10 to 17.
Eleven of these are drivers. Twelve can read an easy book. Six can write their names. Four go
to night-school. Ten go to Sunday-school. Thirteen have met with accidents of various degrees of
importance. Of these 17 boys, eight went down the pit. at 8 years old; four at 9 years old; three at 7
years old; one at 10; one at 11 years of age. Nothing can be elicited from the boys further, than that
they are called at 4 o’clock, down the pit to start at 5 [p.m.] Loose at 5 and half-past 5. Ten boys have
stayed down occasionally; once or twice the whole 24 hours and never up the pit at all during that time
and had their baits sent down to them. Some of them forced to stay down this length of time but like it
for the additional money. All would if they could. It does not hurt their health but they want sleep very
much. They are whiles to do it and it is their own good will to do it. Nine boys have been whiles
beaten or thumped by the putters, with their hands - nothing to hurt them very much. Working in the
broken hurts them all a little. The bad air makes their heads work whiles and they feel hot.
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No.167 Andrew Brack.
Aged 12. Drives. Gets 1s. 3d. A year ago fell off from back part of rolley and the wheel went
over him and broke his left leg. Was laid off 6 months. Walks quite lame now. Last Tuesday was off
2 days because his leg was bad. Never is bad down the pit. Never sick, always well. Gets what he
wants to eat and drink. Putters sometimes, but very seldom, thump him.
No.168 Ten Boys, respectively aged 11 to 16.
Six are drivers; 2 are putters; 1 is a helper up; 1 a greaser of rolleys; 2 read the Testament; 2
read an easy book; 3 write their own names; 2 go to night-school ; 2 go to Sunday-school. Six have
had accidents, of more or less importance. The worst case is that of Robert Young, 16, a putter; was run
over by the rolleys; knee was split; head was split; both sides of his legs were hurt. Kept off 3 months.
Is not well now but suffering from the breaking out of sores again. Whiles is taken bad down the pit;
thinks it is from getting lamed. Ever since he got lamed has never been well since. Still works down
the pit. Has no mother. Father behaved badly to them; and he (witness) came to live at his cousin’s
here. Makes 2s. 6d. a-day, or 2s., or not so much at times.
No.169 John Charlton.
Aged 19. Working, in the broken, at putting. Thinks the stythe makes him bad, so that he
cannot eat his bait; and very often brings it all home with him again, or eats very little of it. Knows a lad
at the same crane suffering in the same way. Stythe makes their heads work and then it goes to his
belly. Often obliged to give over. Has been off 5 days in the last month. Each of these days was down
the pit and obliged to come up again. Sometimes was 2 hours down; sometimes 3. Whiles is putting
in a very low place, which sometimes knocks the skin off his back. [Has a sickly appearance.]
___________________

FAWDON COLLIERY.
No.170 May 11th. Matthew Hays.
Aged 18 next August. Is a putter. Puts a tram alone, and is a headsman. Gets up in the
morning about half-past 2 o’clock and goes down the pit at 3 o’clock. Starts work at 4 o’clock. It
takes an hour to make ready the trams and to walk into the place of work, which is more than a mile
from the bottom of the shaft. Keeps on putting till 4 o’clock, (p.m.) Rides up the pit about half-past 4,
or sometimes near to 5 o’clock [p.m.] Lives a mile and more from the pit and so gets home about 5
o’clock [p.m.] at night. All the lads are down these hours. Has been in pits about 7 years. Four years
in this pit. Was 3 years before at Coxlodge colliery and kept a door there. Has never been off work at
all, except from being lamed. Has been hurt once at Kenton or Coxlodge, about 5 years ago, by a stone
falling from the roof and he was kept off 3 weeks by the bruise on his toes. Next, about a year ago a
lump of coal fell down the shaft here and hit him on the head when he was hoisting the crane, having
bounded off from the side of the shaft. Then he was kept off 4 days. A week ago a corf cowped [fell
over] when he was putting, by getting off the way and the top of the corf caught his teeth and pulled 4
out. Is off from this accident now. Cannot eat [solids] now and this is the sixth day since he was off.
Mostly they put to the rise [down hill] with the full corf. Is putting now in a moderate easy place; one
of the best, and the height 38~ a little more than 4 feet. Sometimes hits his head. It is a canny [high]
seam here. At Hebburn colliery, where he was 4 months ago, there were low places where he used to
skin his back.
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No.171 Henry Harrison.
Aged 16 next February. A leader of timber; also worked at Hebburn 4 months ago. There he
put. The seam was about 30 inches thick; but they made the height about a yard. Very often used to
rub the skin of his back there. Never laid off with this. Had a very sore back sometimes. But the lads
who were used to that colliery did not hit their backs so sore. It is easy putting there and they will put
at 14 years of age. One to a tram, in some places, it being only a 16-peck corf. There are no double
trams there. Here they start at 13 or 14 to put as half-marrows, that is, two boys to one tram. One
draws by ‘soams,’ if putting up and holds back if putting down. The air is good here and there are 2
cranes where they are working in the broken. All candles are used here; no Davys. There are some
very little wee boys, about 8 years old, keeping doors in pits. These boys are not beaten now, though
they used to be before the ‘stick.’ Many of these little boys go a mile in by. Has been in pits about 6
years. Was once bad here about a month with sickness; not from the pit. Had his arm broken a year
ago here, by catching his arm against a plank as he was fetching a corf down to hoist on to the rolleys.
Was kept off a fortnight then. It is not quite straight now, though it was only broken in the small bone.
Thinks he was rather careless at that time. About a year and a half ago was lamed by a plate sticking
into his leg from the rolley way. Was kept off about a week then. Goes in the night shift every night
now. Goes from home at 3 o’clock [p.m.]; going down at half-past 3 or so, and gets up about 4 in the
morning, getting is. 9d. a shift. Feels no bad effects from this. Sleeps all the day. Works 12 shifts a
fortnight. Has been in the night shift about 4 months. Gets enough to eat. Gets a fortnight’s holidays
at Christmas and a day now and then; that is all. Reads (fairly). Writes his name. Goes to no school at
all now. Went to Sunday-school once for a long time and to day-school before he went down pits.
Attends chapel once now and then. Father is a hewer. Signs the bond himself. It is read over to him
in a crowd, out does not much mind what he signs to; thinks it is all right.
No.172 Samuel Smith.
Aged more than 17. Puts as a half-marrow. Has been here 7 or 8 years. Now makes about 2s.
a-day. Is paid by the piece.

No.173 John Brown.
Aged about 17. Is the half-marrow putting with the preceding boy. Makes about 2s. a-day.
Both work in the night. shift. Have done so a month. From 4 to 4; or about that. The putting is
middling. Smith rubbed a hole in his back at Hebburn colliery 4 months ago. Has sometimes been
sickish in pits and their heads work sometimes. Neither can read more than very easy words. Neither
write at all. Neither go to any school very regularly and only to Sunday-school, if they go to any
school. Brown attends chapel generally. Have both worked two or three times for two shifts following,
of 24 hours each.
No.174 Joseph Stobbs.
About 17 and 11 months old. Is working in shift work now. Was bound for a putter but has
been out of health and that. Has been down pits 9 years; chiefly here. About 3 months ago he was
putting a tram alone and strained himself at an over heavy place, when the corf stuck sore at that crane
because of the creep. The corf-bow stuck against the roof and against the timber props at the side, all
because of the creep. They had not hands enough to make the way better at that time. The putters a
while back came home, because the creep was bad and made the putting heavy. They were put in prison
at Tynemouth a month for that. It is 3 months since he was putting. Went down the pit at 6 years old
and had his leg broken before he was 7 years old by the rolleys running over it. He was keeping a door
and went away to drive a horse for a lad [which he ought not to have done], and in trying to jump off
the rolleys to his place behind the door, the traces caught his foot and he fell down and the rolley ran
over him. Was off about 2 months then. Is not lame now. When he was about 9 or 10 years old he
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went to a tan-yard in Newcastle with his father and went to school a bit at that time. This was the only
time he ever went to day-school. Came back to the pits at about 14 years of age and has been here ever
since, except for 2 months. Has been off lately 6 weeks from the strain (above mentioned). Is still
under the doctor’s hands. The air of this pit is very bad from stythe. There is one crane where the
candle would burn. He was there a week since and had to turn the candle upside down to get it to burn
and it does not burn well then. In general, where he is now, in a stone drift, the air is very capital; the
best in the pit. Some boys may be off a day now and then from working in these stythe places. Heard
one, William Slater, aged about 17, say the place was bad air and wet and that he did not like to be there.
The ‘caivils’ change for the cranes once a quarter and so every putter almost must be at the same crane
in the pit for a quarter of a year. Drivers and trappers go where the master has a mind to send them and
they draw no ‘caivils.’ All this pit is working in the broken, except one crane. There is no foulness,
because there is over-much stythe and so very few men get burnt at all. One got a little burnt a week
ago; his name was Thomas Wasswell and he was off a week. Does not think they can get good air into
the bad places very well, although they are driving a lift for this purpose now. Thinks that hours are too
long for the lads. They are between 14 and 15 hours away from home the most of the lads, the drivers
and trappers, &c. If a father drinks much the children are badly clothed; and no difference is made in
summer and winter. The men sometimes wear coats in winter. All of the boys wash every night. Can
read [imperfectly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school now. Attends no chapel or church at present.
There is a good deal of swearing down this pit. The boys steal each other’s baits; do not fight much.
[Looks very delicate and unwell.]
No.175 John Ritson.
Going to 15. Is a half-marrow.
No.176 William Ritson.
Going to 13. Is a half-marrow. These two boys are brothers and put a tram together. John has
been down more than 7 years. William has been down about 3 years. They get up about 2 o’clock
every morning, leave home about 3 o’clock, or quarter to 3. Go down the pit about half-past 3 o’clock;
starts work in about half an hour. Generally they come up about 4 o’clock in the afternoon. Now they
are working at off-hand work, leading stones, &c. and come up at 12 o’clock [mid-day] only working
8-hour shifts. John has worked many times double shift the year before last, i.e., he worked 20 hours
without coming up at all, more than ten times. Does this when the master tells them. [This, the underviewer says. only occurs on pay Saturdays when anything very particular is wanted - as sending up
rubbish, &c., to bank]. When he was at Blaydon Main last year he was in a place about 30 inches in
height and there he rubbed the skin off his back now and then when he was putting a corf of 10 pecks
by himself. The corf often stuck against the roof there. It is harder to put here because the tubs are
heavier. The air is bad enough and he is now and then sickish and feels his head ache. Can read only
very easy words; cannot write. Goes to Sunday-school; goes to chapel now and then. Wm. Ritson
knows only his letters; cannot write. Goes to Sunday-school and to chapel now and then.
Father is a shifter. An older brother is putting.
No.177 John Jobling.
Aged 15; drives. Has been here since April. Was at Walker Colliery for 6 years and there he
drove and kept a door. There was bad air in some places there. There he went down at 4 o’clock, and
came up at 4 o’clock. Was at Thornley Pit a year before he went to Walker, driving, where he worked
from 4 to 4. Was once kept off a week at Walker, by the rolleys running over his fingers and has had
some slighter hurts. Cannot read [except his letter’s]; cannot write. Goes to no school at all now.
Goes sometimes to church or chapel. Was at school three years before he went down the pit.
No.178 John Stoker.
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Aged 14; drives. Has been driving three years; kept a door before. Has been hurt a little now
and then, not much, by the rolleys, Cannot read; and only knows his letters. Cannot write his name.
Goes to Sunday-school only, and sometimes to chapel.
No.179 John Kinsler.
Aged 15; is a half-marrow. Has been down this pit two years; never down any other. Mostly
makes 1s. 6d. a-day. Goes down about half-past 3 [a.m.], and ride about 4 [p.m.] Has worked double
shift about 4 times last year in driving the rolleys. Was his own wish to stop, to get more money. Is
lodging with strangers and gives his money to them. Father is dead and mother is at Leeds in a place.
Would like to stop double shift again. Stops then 20 hours altogether - never coming up, in general,
then. Has been sick once or twice down the pit; not very much. His head works sometimes. Can read
[very well]; writes his name; his father taught him. Went to school for 2 years or so before he went
down the pit. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel sometimes.
No.180 Taylor Morison.
Aged 16 this month. Hoists the crane, has done so for about a year and a-half. Has been down
this pit about 4 years. Makes 1s. 9d. a-day now. At first kept the rolley-check for a year. Next he did
shift-work. Works from 4 to 4 down the pit. Has worked about 12 weeks in the night-shift. Was
lamed about a-year ago by falling off the rolleys, and was kept off 18 weeks. Has been sick and felt the
headache sometimes from the bad air. Was off a while back with the bad air; then felt short of breath.
Used to throw up his victuals down the pits sometimes. Has not his health so well since he went down
pits. Has worked in the broken and was rather worse there from the bad air. Has worked double-shift
about 20 hours every other week, end once a fortnight. Asks the overman to let him stop Then puts
stones, and does other shift-work. Can read [fairly]; writes his name. Goes to no school now. Attends
chapel in the afternoon. Father was killed here in this pit 4 by stone falling on him when he was
drawing a rotten prop.

No. 181 John Smith.
Turned 16. Puts. Has been down pits 9 years. Was first at Netherton Colliery. Is now a half
marrow, and makes 1s. 6d. a-day. Two years and a-half ago he was off 3 weeks by the rolleys running
over his heel. Only knows his letters; cannot write at all. Goes to no school at all and to no church or
chapel. Has been at school not more than half a year in his life.
No.182 Ralph Turpin.
Aged about 18. Is a putter, and has been about 5 years down pits. Is making 1s. 6d. a-day now
as a half-marrow. Broke his arm about 3 years since and was kept off 5 weeks. Only knows his
letters; cannot write. Goes to no school and no place of worship now.
No.183 Ten Boys, Drivers, of the following ages, 11 to 15.
Six can read only easy words. Three boys write their names. Four go to Sunday-schools.
Three only go to church or chapel regularly. Four have been down pits 4 years. Five have met with the
following accidents down the pits, viz. a kick from a horse, a broken leg, a kick from a horse, waggons
broke his thigh, a squeezing by the rolleys. Samuel Ord has been beaten sore several times for not
getting the corves quick enough put on the rolleys. Three work double shift nearly every other weekend for one shift of 28 hours. [Seven are healthy-looking boys.]
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No.184 William Martin.
Aged 13. Took very bad one day 2 years ago at Heworth pit, his belly working and he got
lamped down that pit falling off the rolleys. Was off three weeks.
No.185 Joseph Turpin.
[Very little] Aged 11. Broke his arm down the pit some time ago and was kept off about 5
weeks. Here he broke his thigh by rolleys squeezing him and was off eight and a half weeks.
No.186 John Tennant.
Aged 13. Keeps a switch. Had been down between 2 and 3 years. The air made him bad in the
head at first, for the first half year. Got over it and is well now. Was slightly lamed 4 times, while a
driver. Can read [well]; writes his name. Goes to no school at all now, or place of worship.
No.187 Thomas Stobbs.
Aged 14. Greases the rolleys. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day for that. Has been down this pit 4 years;
drove at first for 2 years. Never was bad at all. Knows easy words, cannot write. Goes to Sundayschool whiles, not always. Goes to no place of worship at any time. Father is a rolley greaser. Was at
school two years before ho was a pit-boy. Has been lamed, last year, by the corves falling upon his
thigh and broke it in two places. Was kept off 22 weeks. The same year the rolleys run over his leg
again and cut his thigh and put out his hip-bone and he was off 8 months, of from both accidents.
No.188 John Clarke.
Aged 10 years about. [Very little.] Cleans the way, getting 1s. a-day. Goes down the pit at 3
o’clock, coming up at 4 o’clock [p.m.] Has been down nearly 3 years. Has felt his head work last
wee, and he was off two days from it. About half a-year since he got amongst some water in the pit
where he was keeping a trap door and he got cold, and was off some days. Reads easy words; cannot
write his name. Goes to Sunday-school and to chapel every Sunday. Father is a hewer.
No.189 George Jobing.
Aged about 11. Puts in the drags. Has been down pits 2 years. Was lamed a fortnight ago by
the rolleys running against him and jamming him, and he was kept off a fortnight. Does not know his
letters and never was at any school.
No.190 Thomas Robson.
Aged 18 in July. A putter. Has been here 6 years. Makes about 3s. a-day now. work does not
agree with some. The air hurts a vast of folks in some places. His often rubbed by different things and
the stone falling upon it in small bits. Is not in low places now. Complains chiefly of the early and
long hours. Has sometimes had to Comes home from being sick and came home on Saturday from
that cause. Many times worked double shifts of 24 hours, from the masters wanting lads: and he did
not like to refuse them. Can read [imperfectly]; writes his name. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel
sometimes.
No.191 George Short.
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Aged nearly 16. Hoists a crane, and is paid 1s. 6d. a-day. Has been down this pit about 6
years. It is bad air where he is and makes him bad; makes small spots come out upon him [small
pimples], which he thinks is from the air and he takes physic to stop them. Is working in the whole
chiefly. His head works very often and he feels sickish sometimes, drowsy sometimes, especially if he
sits down. Has always been drowsy since he went there. Twice he has worked 3 shifts following, of
12 hours each shift, about 3 years ago. They had no lads and he was forced to do it and he was wanted
to drive and put coals. Never came up at all during the 36 hours. Was sleepy but had no time to sleep.
He might a quarter of an hour every now then in 2 or 3 hours. Gave the money to his father, did not
like to see him stay down so long. Has many times worked double shifts, of 19 hours and he does this
now nearly every pay Friday night. They have no lads to do without him. A vast of boys work in this
shift, 10 or 11, and sometimes more. Then they get up at 2 on Friday morning, go down the pit by 3
o’clock, start work at 4, and come up at 1 o’clock about on Saturday morning. They do this at other
collieries, and they did it a little at Colliery, where he was. The boys are very tired and sleepy there.
Has been himself sick 2 or 3 days, about 5 years ago and once the rolleys ran over his foot and kept
him off a week. He was never off work besides these times. Can read [fairly]; can write his name.
Goes to Sunday-school and chapel now and then. Father is a deputy. Has had one brother killed by
the rolleys running over him about seven or eight years since.

Nos.192 & 193 George Scott, aged 17, and Joseph Ritson.
Have wrought both together once for 3 shifts of 12 hours, altogether 38 hours about. They
wanted the water out, that came from a feeder. Boys never work 3 shifts except when anything
particular occurs. Scott works double shift nearly every fortnight, on Friday nights. Some little drivers
do this too. Ritson says the putting is over-hard for him. Is not quite strong enough for it. Is bad of
pain in his knees and ankles and has been so nearly a year. Does not know what they come from,
whether from waxing pains or not. Was sore lamed 6 years ago at Kenton by a fling from a horse; was
off 5 or 6 months. Can read [imperfectly], cannot write at all. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel
sometimes. [Looks delicate.]

No 194 Thomas Martin.
Aged 17 in August next. Leads the wood and lays plates. Gets 1s. 6d. a-day. The pit air is
bad, and the work is hard. Many times feels sick and feels a headache, and often throws up his food.
Was well before he went down pits. Has been down here about 4 ears and was at Heworth 3 years, and
at Cramlington a-year. Has been had at Heworth, in the broken, and also bad here. Has been lamed
about 5 years since, by the rolleys and was off a week. The next week, by a deal falling down the shaft
upon his head and he was off a week. His arm was broken at Cramlington with the crane-handle
catching his arm and he was off about a year for this. At Heworth he was lamed by the rolleys again,
and was off 3 weeks. His thumb was splitten by playing with the crane and getting his thumb fast.
When the deal fell down he was nigh his end and has been bad from these accidents; but is not at all so
now. Can read [fairly]; can write his name. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel pretty often. Very few
go to school here and the lads say they go when they do not sometimes. There are some lads here
heavy swearers and there are such at most all the pits he knows. Boys often steal their baits from each
other.
No.195 Joseph Birbeck.
Aged 16 and 4 months. Puts a tram alone; making 2s. 6d., or 3s., or 4s. a-day. Has been here
6 weeks about. Was at Wingate Grange colliery in Durham. There is much blackguardishness there;
bowling-matches, cock and dog-fighting, and such like. Almost all drink there sore, young lads of 17
and all. There is a good deal of fighting there, amongst the men most. There is as much swearing here
as there. Was not above 8 months at Wingate. Was not bound there. He ran away from his parents.
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The air was bad at Coxlodge in one place and the master would make him go to it and so he ran away to
Wingate. Has been at Gosforth, helping up, &c., for 3 or 4 years, and was then about 12 years old.
Was here the first day at the stythy-place [described by the preceding witness] and could not stay there.
Now he is in the best air. Sometimes at Coxlodge he felt his head ache a bit. Has been often bad down
pits, but not very. Always went on working. At Wingate they beat the boys a good deal. Works in the
night shift this month. Likes the day shift best. At Wingate once stopped down 3 shifts, of 10 hours
each following, without coming up the pit, about 6 months ago, when there was a big fall upon the
waggonway of stones. Had not much to do then, and sat down a good deal at times. Has sometimes
worked double shift at pits - that is, has been down 16 and 24 hours at a time, for out-of-the-way jobs.
It is not common, except at first, in new collieries, from want of hands. Was out of health at Kenton pit
a few weeks, from the bad air and hard work. Can read (fairly); writes his name [left-handed]. Goes to
no school now. Pit-boys never do at his age. Goes to no church or chapel, except once or twice now
and then. [Looks tolerably healthy].
No.196 Anderson Greener.
Aged 14 in August next. Drives a horse in the night shift. Has done this for a month. Has
been in these pits for 5 years. Kept a door at first for 3 months; then cleaned the way, &c., for a year;
next he went to driving. About 3 years since he got a blow from the crane-handle in his eye; was off a
fortnight. Has worked twice or thrice double shifts, of 12 and 8 hours i.e., 20 hours without coming up
at all. Then the overman wanted some dirt droven for two times. The third time was stowing away
stones after a fall. It was his own wish to stay these times. Never had his health hurt by pits. Father is
a furnace-keeper. Witness gets well fed and clothed. Can read [well]; can write his name Goes to no
day or night-school now. Attends chapel and Sunday-school regularly.
No.197 Mr. Douglas, Agent at Fawdon.
Has been here 27 years, and has made very many attempts to secure greater education in this
neighbourhood. Purchased books from the colliery fund and divided them amongst the Sunday-school
children. Has often gone out on Sundays to secure children for worship and school but seldom
succeeded and if he did they always fell off again in a few weeks. The boys are mostly idle in the fields
all Sundays and at week-nights sometimes. The parents do not assist the agents in their efforts but they
too often give in to the boys of about 15 or 16, to keep them at home. Most of the children go to dayschools for 2 or 3 years before being sent down the pits. The pitmen are so extravagant in their living
as to prevent them from saving or providing for the expense of school attendance for their children.
The pay for keeping school is too trifling for a good teacher.

___________________

EARSDON.
No.198 May 25th. Thomas John Taylor, Esq., a coal-owner, and a gentleman extensively
connected and acquainted with collieries.
On this day the following circumstance occurred:- In collieries working by separation, the
hewers are bound to send their coals away free from small coals, being paid for making the separation
underground, when the small coal is less in the working places. A man is employed at bank, who is
called a ‘keeker,’ to watch the corves as they come to bank and are turned over the screens or heap; and
in the event of his fieding them to contain more that about a fifth part of small coal, the corf is forfeited
or ‘laid out’; the hewer receiving no payment for it and frequently the hewer forfeits a specific sum for
this, generally 4d. per corf. This must be done and is done, in general designedly. Gross negligence of
this sort is more heavily fined, up to 1s. per corf. This gives rise to a good deal of grumbling amongst,
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the men, and they occasionally, when there is an extra number of corves laid out, lay the pit idle, as has
happened this day. Generally the men professing to be Methodists and Ranters are the spokesmen on
these occasions and the most difficult to deal with. These men may be superior men to the rest in
intelligence and generally show great skill and cunning. and circumvention. No disputes can occur of
this kind amongst potters. The disputes amongst them are principally matters of admeasurement of the
‘renk,’ &c. The putters often lie idle if they do not get way-cleaners and helpers-up in places they
conceive to be difficult more than common. They fight also between themselves about particular places.
The hardest putting is in the old Earsdon Pit. The Major’s-way is about 4 inches to the yard and the
Grange-way is about 7 inches to the yard. T he age of the putters there is from 16 to 21; and the price
per score for the first rank is 1s. 9d. for 80 yards and 1s l0d. for 81 yards. The putting in the Major’sway is paid 1s 6d. for 80 yards, and 1s. 7d. for 81 yards. The general price paid for putting is 1s. 3d.
for 80 yards, and 1d. for every 20 additional yards. Five or six years ago there was putting here 10
inches to the yard. This district is now done with. The age of foals depends upon the nature of the
putting; but where the heavy putting is lads are never employed under 15 years of age. Where the
putting is light the boys are less, and from 11 to 13 years of age.
Hewers go generally in here at 2 o’clock [a.m.] and stay till 10 o’clock. They are followed in
by their ‘marrows,’ or men who work in the same place, and they stay till 4 o’clock p.m. The boys go
down at 5 in summer and at 4 in winter [because there is daylight till 4 p.m.]
The system is universally that the hewers go in either together [in which case they stay from 8
to 10 hours] or the men follow in to each other, in which case they stop about the same hours but are
not in the pit together, except during a portion of that time. The putters are here bound to fill 3 corves
to each hewer they put for, 3 corves per day sometimes more, sometimes none. These arrangements
depend so much upon local and daily circumstances that they cannot be made general rules. Generally
speaking lads will be in the pit 3 hours longer than the hewers. The hewer works hard all the time he is
down. Very often the hewers go in all at once and stay from 8 to 9 hours, and leave the putters to fill
the coals. When the separation system is in use the hewers generally follow each other in. The
separation system depends upon local circumstances and partly upon the strength and tenderness of the
seam. Sometimes hewers cast back from 1 to 3 corves the score and send all the rest to bank - that is,
they cast back as much small coal as would fill 3 corves; sometimes they send sway all the coals
together to bank. But the system is extremely complicated and there is no fixed rule but circumstances
make a difference. There are examples of all these different modes of working both upon Tyne and
Wear.
At this colliery the corf, tram, and coals is about 8.75 cwt. The corves are fixed to the tram.
They drag one axle [or two wheels] when the inclination is 5 inches to the yard and upwards. Trappers
are employed about an average of 8 days per fortnight, in most collieries. They lie idle in their turns.
Furtherance is an extra sum paid to putters when two strong lads put a tram together and is 6d.
extra per score when two headsmen put together and 4d. or 3d. a score extra when a headsman and
half-marrow put together, partly in compensation to the headsman for having more by three halfpence
per shilling than he would have to pay a foal.
Mr. Taylor adds, upon another occasion:I trust you are convinced that the physical condition, at least of our colliers, is much above the average of
the labouring population of England. We have in fact so far introduced machinery and horse labour into all
our rough and difficult operations, that but little slavish work remains for our workmen to do. This effect,
I admit, is due to motives of economy rather than of humanity but the result is the same, and has the
advantage of being much more certain than the doubtful operation of ‘man’s humanity to man.’ It is in
consequence of the slow step of a system towards perfection, necessarily very gradual in its progress,
because it is requisite every advance, not merely to break down an old method but to establish a new one.
And this it appears to me is the proper march of all kinds of improvement: men must be convinced of the
reality of an advantage before they will adopt it: and on this account no hasty measures will do. I say this
to show that I disapprove of legislative interference because it appears to me that in all cases of
improvement where a civilised community is concerned, the people must go before the government and
not after it: they must act upon conviction and not as they are ordered by law. You may regard this,
however, as mere gossip - it is hardly fair, perhaps, to go into it at all without expanding it into a fixed
principle which I have not inclination to do.
I do not know whether you are acquainted with the system of continental mining, especially in Germany,
where legislative control is very stringent. The condition of the miner there is not so rood as in England
and he is burdened with many vexatious restrictions which have no existence amongst us. The French
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legislature professes to exercise only such a degree of power and interference as enables it to prevent or to
repress abuses mischievous to the public interest, to the safety of the workmen and that of the mine itself.
Yet let us see how the French government watches over the welfare of the miner. In the lignite mines of
Provence, boys are employed to carry the lignite from the mine to the day; in a particular instance which
occurs to me, they carry a weight of 23 kilograms [not much short of half a hundred weight] to a height of
47 metres [51 yards] and this they do on the average 39 times a-day. Human beings cannot be put to more
slavish work than this: in our country it would not be tolerated. From your own observation of the work
of our putters, you will be enabled to judge how easy it is in comparison.
You will observe from your returns and from the collateral information you have obtained, that our
colliers and their families are a healthy race and you must have seen that their cottages are very
comfortable. They have the privilege of as much fire coal as they can reasonably use on the payment of
1s. per month, and of being rent free; what they want is 3 education, which is most defective. We employ
three lads as cranemen at East Holywell; they are required to keep an account of the work sent away, and
therefore some, though a very slight knowledge of arithmetic is indispensable. Now, out of our whole
stock of lads suitable by their age for the purpose and amounting to about 20 in number, we could select
no more than two who could keep the account I have mentioned, which is only in fact an account of
simple addition. To get the third person we have been obliged to choose from another class and to pay
him extra wages in consequence. Your returns will show you the general state of education of the colliers
but an instance like the one above shows that of those who can read and write very few know the
commonest rules of arithmetic. The early age at which boys are sent down the pit is ho doubt an obstacle
in the way of their education, yet we cannot well dispense with the service of the small boys; and I doubt
whether any protective act in the matter would work well, or at all, in practice. In fact, I should question
the justice of such an act, for it cannot be founded on the plea of long hours and excessive work as in
another case: and to urge as a reason for it the want of education amongst the mining population, would, it
appears to me, be pushing legislation too far. At any rate such an act would have to be general, and not
particular. Besides, a miner must begin young; few persons take to mining in after years, and such as do
rarely make good ones: there is a peculiarity in the occupation which marks it as the pursuit of a distinct
class, and men do not succeed in it unless they have followed it from their earliest years. Probably it will
occur to you from the evidence at the coroner’s inquest on the sufferers at the late Willington explosion,
that these boys are trusted with a kind of occupation too important for their years: since the leaving open
of a door may endanger the safety of a mine. Yet in the case under consideration, I do not hesitate to say,
from my own inspection of the mine, that the leaving open of the door in question could not lead to such
fatal results and that the explosion was due to a cause of a more general and extended nature. In the
absence, however, of direct proofs we are driven to suggestions which, on thorough investigation, turn out
to be quite in-adequate to account for the event,
It is vain and improper to enter into these subjects without investigating them fully; the best body of
information you can get in relation to accidents in coal-mines is in the Parliamentary Inquiry of 1835. an
inquiry, by the way, which left us just where it found us: and which led to nothing but the suggestion of
impracticable schemes.
There is no class amongst whom great crimes are rarer than amongst pitmen,: at the same time their
morals, speaking more particularly of the young men, are not very strict: but much of this may and must
be owing to the want of proper instruction. The pitmen owe so much of religious knowledge as they
possess to certain sects of Dissenters, especially the Wesleyan Methodists. The Church should have done
her duty better towards them. They are fond of becoming preachers class-leaders, &c., themselves and this
opens the door to a vast deal of vanity and conceit; insomuch that I suspect there is more of vain-glory and
hypocrisy, than of any sounder feeling amongst such of them has have become attentive to matters of
religion.
There are no able-bodied paupers among the pitmen; and to such of them as are wounded or maimed in
their employment the owners pay smart-money until they recover; of this I have given you an account in
the returns. Pauperism amongst colliers is at as low a point as is consistent with the dangerous nature of
their employment.
The greatest number of pitmen are members of benefit societies, which are not generally 70 however,
established under the patronage of the owners. After the strike of 1831-2, an attempt was made by the
owners to establish benefit societies upon a common principle but their interference was regarded with
discontent and jealousy. Their language under ground is often loose, and they have a habit of swearing-the
lads more so than the men.

No.199 May 25th. Thomas Turner.
Aged 17 next 25th of August. Is putting as a half-marrow. Generally makes about 3s. 9d. aday. Has been down 6 years in pits. In Earsdon old pit all the time. Has been 5 years putting. Is now
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putting in the Major’s way. There are heavier places. Two of them change about for going behind and
before the tram every fortnight. His marrow is named Joseph Dobinson, aged 16 last April. Their
wages are equally divided. It is now lighter putting than when they first started. Both felt pain in their
knees when they first started. Whiles they have been off with strains; sometimes a week and
sometimes a fortnight. When the boys start to put they cannot hold the corf enough back and it cowps
up them and the coals come out upon and whiles cut their heads. Turner’s head has often be cut by
coals rolling off: Dobinson’s has been cut too. Have had sore feet with water and small coals and
heavy putting. Have been off whiles 2 days and whiles 3 days a-week with sore feet. Turner has been
off 6 or 7 times with sore feet and about 4 times with strains. When there is bad air in the pit often
feels sick and ill from the sulphur and stythe and stuff, which makes them short of breath. Whiles the
boys have had to leave the pit being taken bad through the day with bad air. The worst part for bad air
is perhaps the Major’s way. It changes a good deal; when it is a fine day it is quite clear but when it a
dull day it is very thick and the lows [candles] will not burn. The deputy had to take the men out of that
part of the pit yesterday. Robert Clough took the men out of that way and they went away to a fresh
place at the same crane. The first shift finished their work and went home but the back shift could not
go in there. It is often a little bad there. They put in caivils and change places every fortnight but
whiles they get into the same place again. Is paid 1s. 6d. a score of trams in the Major’s way for the
first rank [80 yards] and then puts by himself. Is paid 1s. 9d. at the other cranes for the first rank.
There are many old persons than him, from 19 to 20, putting in that place, putting a tram alone. There
is, man of 22 or 23 there, and he gets 1s. 9d. a score, but he has a foal to pay 4.5d. out of eye shilling.
There are only 2 men putting. The foals have the hardest work for their age and they are about 15 years
old. Robert Holiday, last fortnight, got himself lamed slipping down before the tram, when he was
holding back. Alexander Barrass got himself lamed also last fortnight by the tram coming down upon
his leg. He was a weakish boy and was starting to put and he has been off about a fortnight for this.
Andrew Jake was of' days a month ago from the same cause.
No.200 William Dobinson.
Aged 18 next August. Is a headsman and got his finger or knuckles split yesterday by putting
his hand on the corf when he was holding on, and the corf jumped up against the roof. Charles
Morgan got his leg broken about 3 years ago, by the tram coming hard up on him when he had got his
foot into a hole, as he was going down before the tram. Both would prefer shorter hours perhaps 10
hours. Go down at half-past 4 o’clock every morning and start putting at 5 o’clock. They ride at about
a quarter-past 5 at night. Sometimes they have throw up their victuals down the pit from the bad air.
The doctor, Mr. Fiddis, said it was from bad air. Whiles they have been a day or two off from these
things. They wear leather back skins in the old pit, of thick leather. Very often, if they had heavy
putting, their backs were hurt and skinned and they were obliged to go to other jobs, as driving or
cleaning. Turner often had his back skinned when he first started. The boys, when they first start, are
always getting their backs skinned till they get rightly hardened to the work. Turner can read very fairly
and writes his name. Goes to no school or place of worship now, except by chance. Dobinson can
read [well]. Writes his name. Goes to no school or place of worship now. Some few boys only go to
worship and schools on Sundays.
No.201 William Jakes.
Aged 15. Is a foal down the old pit. Has been this 3 months at that. Is very often bad, sick,
and ill and with head working with the pit air. Was always well before he went down pits. [Looks very
pale and unwell now]. His back is often skinned; is now sore and all red, from holding on or back
against the corf. Has been in a heavy place in the cross cuts this last fortnight. Has been off twice for
2 days with bad air. Has been down the pit 6 years. It is better in the putting than it was. It was heavy,
much heavier, a year or so ago, in the cross cut and the north bords. Pulls with soams every day; the
time corf up. Wears a leather back skin. Is bound to put or to lie idle. It is not his own choice. Gives
his money to his mother. He makes about 10s. a-week generally. Has only sometimes time enough to
eat his baits, when the rolleys stop. Often has not time to eat his baits and brings up his bag
sometimes. Has very often thrown up his victuals from his stomach from bad air, about 4 or 5 times
since he has been in the pit. Whiles he went home at these times. A month ago he was off 2 days from
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bad air. Has two brothers in the pit, one 10 years old, keeping a door. The other is a foal, about 17 and
he was off a month ago from being hurt by a corf cowping over upon him. Father is a pate-layer.
Does not know his letters very well. Cannot write at all. Has forgotten all his schooling. Has never
been since he was in the pit. Was never more than 2 months at school. Goes to no Sunday-school or
place of worship. His brothers do not go either.
No.202 Robert Gray.
Aged 15 next July. Is now breaking at the incline. Has been down 6 years come next binding.
The bad air has hurt him a good deal. Yesterday was very bad from it. Was in the Major’s way and
could hardly get the lows to keep in. Often his head works. Once got his head sore cut, and was off a
day. [Looks delicate and rather pale]. Reads fairly. Writes his name. Goes to no school or chapel
now. Was at night-school all last winter and the winter before. Few boys go there.
No.203 Two Boys, of 13 and 14 years old.
Have been lamed each twice; one by the rolleys and the other by stones falling on him and
hurting his hand. George Hall was three weeks off and Thomas Dunbar was off a fortnight. Both read
fairly, and write their names.

___________________

SEGHILL COLLIERY.
No.204 Joseph Cadwell.
Going to 15. Puts as a half-marrow. Has been down pits, Heworth, Spital Tongues, and
Urpeth pits, for 5 years. Kept a door for a year at first. Has been here 2 months since last binding.
Gets up at 4 o’clock and goes down the pit at a quarter past 4 and conies up at night at 5 o’clock. Was
bad at Heworth Pit with the dust and was off two or three days at different times. Is putting in an easy
place, a good way in by, perhaps a mile. Can read only very easy words. Cannot write. Goes to
Sunday-school and to chapel sometimes. [Looks pale and very unhealthy].
No.205 William Kirley.
Aged 19. Has been in these pits fur 10 years. Goes down at a quarter past 4, and start work at
5, and rides at about 4 generally, sometimes later. Puts a tram by himself. Has been putting 4 years by
himself. Is putting in a place that is not hard. Is putting from the broken. Has been doing so for 3
months. Once wrenched his back when he was first potting, and was off a fortnight. Has wrought 30hour shifts about six or seven times, but had not hard work at the time, and went along ,with master [the
under-viewer] with the compass and was serving out the candles. Reads [fairly]. Writes his name.
Goes to night-school. Often goes to meeting on Sundays. Some little lads go to night-school, but very
few big lads. Witness is learning algebra now and is just started.
No 206 Thomas Beiles.
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Aged 18. Puts a tram by himself Has been down pits 9 years. Was at West Moor [or
Killingworth] Pits till this last binding. The places in the Seghill Pit are the most level for putting. Has
been putting 3 years, in different ways. Once got his leg broke, about 4 years ago, in West Moor Pit,
and was off 4 months. Had his collar bone broken there 3 years ago and was off a month. In both
cases the rolleys ran over him and he was driving then. Has stood four times for shifts of 36 hours
each, from some boys being off work. Has known some old men short of breath. Can read [very
fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school or chapel regularly now. Was at night-school for a year.
No.207 John Young.
Aged 18. Puts a tram by himself. Has been down pits 5 years. Came here last binding. Was
at Thornley Pit 2 years and one at Kelloe. Thornley is very bad air and heavy putting in some places.
Kelloe was the heaviest putting. Thornley is a bad roof and the air could not get gone, for the place was
all stopped up with stone, &c. in the waste. Has been very bad sometimes but does not know from
what. Once stood a 36 hour shift at Thornley. The men at Thornley are more blackguard men than at
other collieries. Can read [well] Writes his name. Goes to no school now.

No.208 William Reay.
Aged 17. Has been in pits 10 years. Wideopen 5 years. One year in Gosforth and 4 years
here. Gosforth was the heaviest putting. Is laying the way here. Works 8 hours. Never was hurt by
the pit. Is the nephew of the under-viewer. Gets 3s. a-day. Reads very [fairly]. Writes his name.
Goes to no school now, and very seldom to chapel.

No.209 George Charlton.
Aged 18. Has been down pits 8 years. Three years at Cramlington. Is now putting a tram by
himself. Has been short of breath since he went down, but is not troubled with it much now. Some
boys are hurt by the pit. Putters are far overlong at work. They could work just as much work in 10
hours as they now do in 12. It might be better to shorten the hours. All putters, he is sure, would like
shorter hours. Has stooden 24-hour shifts three or four times. Was once wrenched in his hip two
years since by putting and was off about three weeks. A good part of boys has been strained by
putting and has been off work. It is nearly level putting here and it is middling good air. There is part
broken at the crane he is at. Reads [well.] Writes his name. Goes to no school now. Seldom goes to
chapel. Was at night-school for 2 years.
No.210 James Reid.
Aged about 18. Has been down pits about 9 years. Down Cowpen pit about 6 yeas and has
been about 3 years down this pit. Cowpen was worse air than this. Both we rather light putting. Is
now putting a tram by himself There is not much hard putting here. Is part in the broken. Whiles he
stood two shifts, of 24 hours, down Cowpen Pit. That is a wet pit and very bad air. They do not wear
any back-skins here. Some trappers lie idle in their turns here. Would wish for shorter hours. Could
put as much in 10 hours. if kept going, as he now does in 12 hours. Generally puts about 2 score or
2.5 score in a day. Is paid 1s. 7d. a score now. Puts 80 yards for 1s. 3d., and 1d. for every 20 yards
more. There are tubs and corves here. Is in the corf pit. Corves hold 20 pecks. The tubs [iron] hold
20 pecks. There are very few helpers-up here and not much used as at some places. Some men swear
down the pit. Can read [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school or chapel now. Went about a
year to night-school. Never has worked in a night shift here, but there was always two shifts at
Cowpen.
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No.211 William Morton.
Aged 18. Puts a tram by himself. Has been down pits 6 years. Was one year Cramlington,
and one at Thornley. Has been here 4 years. He strained his feet when he was first putting. Did not
like Thornley Pit. Once stood double shift at Cramlington, an once here, going with deputies and
greasing rolleys. Now he makes about 3s. a-day. Reads [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to no school
or place of worship now.
No.212 John Alexander.
Aged 15. Leads the wood. Makes 2s. a-day. Works from 1 o’clock in the morning t 1 in the
afternoon every night. Sometimes goes in on Sunday night. Works 6 shifts a-week always. Has been
down here 2 years. Was working at bank at other pits. Is often bad with a dizziness at times, mostly
when down the pit; and sometimes throws up his victual when he is in bed. Has stooden 24 shifts now
and then. Reads [fairly]. Writes his name. Goes to night-school now and then, and to chapel
sometimes.
No.213 John Rutledge.
Aged 15. Is putting as a half-marrow and has been 2 years down this pit. Worked a bank for 3
years before he went down the pit. Likes the pit best because he gets more money. Gives his money to
his parents. Would like to be some trade. Would like to work shorter hours for less wages. Would
make as much in 10 as they do in 12 hours. Now they lie about the pit whiles, because the hewers do
not work hard enough; and whiles they do not go hard enough at bank. Can read [fairly]. Writes his
name. Goes to night-school sometimes and to chapel sometimes.
No.214 William Turner.
Aged 15. Minds a flat; chalks on the corves; puts in the staples into the tubs, &c. Has been
down 6 years. Was at the King Pit at Wreckingon. There he found himself short of breath from the
dust. Was often dizzy about a year or two back. Has whiles stooden 24-hour shifts and once 36 hours
here. Writes his name. Goes to night-school now and then. Goes to chapel often.
No.215 William Wood.
Aged 13. Has been down pits 4 years. Is a driver. Has been lamed thrice in his leg. At the
worst was off a fortnight. Once or twice has stood 24-hour shifts.
No216 Thomas Hedley.
Aged 13. Puts as a half-marrow. Has been down 6 years this pit. Was once off with sickness.
Once he had his arm broken from the rolleys running over him. Once stood double shift of 24 hours.
It is an easy place where he puts now.
No.217 In this Pit there are in use self-acting trap-doors, on which the Viewer, Charles Carr,
Esq., remarks:In regard to our self-acting trapdoors, there is little difference in the size and the shape is
slightly altered from that of the ordinary trapdoor, being a little wider at the bottom than the top.
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The height of these doors is
Breadth at the top
bottom

4ft 0in.
4 0
4 4

They are made to open either way and shut again, without the assistance of a trapper-boy. This
is done by placing the door-cheek or post on which the door is hung a little out of the perpendicular
line towards the centre of the door. In my opinion this description of door answers the purpose very
well and renders the use of boys almost unnecessary; although there are certain localities in mines
where the current of air can only be changed in its direction by the means of trap-doors, where it is of
so much importance that trapper-boys must be employed to open and shut them. In case a new mine
was commenced on a proper plan and there were a sufficient number of downcast shaft, I think it is
quite possible to ventilate with. out the aid of trapper-boys; but where mines have been extensively
worked, and a series of difficulties to contend against, it is impossible. These self-acting doors are now
in use at other 5 collieries on the Tyne.
Of the Library at this Colliery Mr. Carr gives the following account:The library at this colliery was established by the owners in the year 1834 and has been of
considerable use: it now consists of 900 volumes of useful reading. Two magazines are taken in, but
no novels are allowed. There is a librarian and secretary, with a committee of twelve, elected annually
from amongst the members; and two days in the week books are received and given out to the different
members. I know instances where members cannot read, but employ one of their children to do so.
This is a great source of amusement to them, and is the cause of parents exerting themselves as much as
possible in giving their offspring as good an education as possible, which I am proud to say is
frequently the case in our little colliery village.
___________________

CRAMLINGTON COLLIERY.
No.218 March 17th. Mr. Ralph Laycourt, Aged 52, Under-viewer.
Has been such about 5 years. Was previously deputy-overman at Manor Wallsend. Was
brought up in pits from 6 years of age, when he kept a door; then children used to go to work at 2
o’clock a.m. and sometimes stop till 8 or 9 at night, often till 7 o’clock. This was the case with all the
boys. There were no putters then but horses were used. The boys were trappers or drivers. They were
much worse off then than now. There was then no chance for schooling. Cock-fighting, drinking and
bowling were very common and folk were more shameless. Girls of 6, 7, or 8 years old then frequently
worked at bank. Witness then put with an old woman who had followed a regular course of colliery
labour. She was an unmarried mother. Recollects her having two children, one of whom worked in the
pit. This was at Denton Burn Pit. It was a peculiar case in that district. There were no other females in
the pit. The ‘way,’ or ‘barrow-way,’ in the pits was in those days chiefly of wood. Iron plates were
beginning to be introduced. All ‘trams’ were put by two or three boys at one tram;- if by two, these
were 14 or 15 years old and would earn each is. or is. 3d. a-day. If by three, one was 13 or 14 years
old, and the other two were about 8 or 9 years old.
No. 219 Crosby Davidson, aged 20, a Putter.
Thinks some children are sent down too young. Putting is the hardest work for young persons.
He is now earning about 4s. 6d. a-day. A putter, if big enough, puts by himself; if not he is called a
‘headsman’ and is assisted by a little boy of 11 or 12, called a ‘foal,’ paying him 4.5d. out of each
shilling; or he has a ‘half-marrow,’ to whom he pays half his earnings. Or where the strata dip there is
a ‘helper-up’ paid by the master. This helping tip is hard work and all this kind of work is sometimes
over-hard for the young boys. Thinks the boys are generally healthy but very wicked, swearing and
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lying very much. About here the lads get more steady as they grow older. This witness was examined
at a night-school, where he was learning plain trigonometry. and was the master’s first and favourite
scholar.
No.220 Charles Johnson.
Aged 16. Is a craneman, that is, he hoists the corves upon the rolleys. Gets 2s. a-day. Works
from half-past 4 a.m. to 4 p.m.
No.220a William Orswell.
Aged 14 and 6 months. Drives rolleys; and gets 1s. 4.5d. per day.
No.220b William Dodds.
Aged 18. Is a putter, working by the piece; and makes 3s. 9d. a-day generally.
No.220c James Wrightson.
Thirteen years old. Is a rolley driver, getting 1s. 4.5d. a-day.
No.220d Thomas Cockburn.
Aged 16. Is a putter, makes about 3s. 6d a-day on average.
These witnesses state that the putting is not very hard here, and the pit ‘middling fair.’ The
putters think the first rank, or 80 yards, is paid 1s. 4d. a score. For holidays they get a fortnight at
Christmas, and one or two days in the year-about two - as well as every other Saturday.
Two out of eight boys present go to night-school after work. Four can read [fairly]. Three can
write their names. Four go to Sunday-school]. But, excepting Thomas Cockburn, the are as ignorant
as usual] and cannot be brought to make any further observations.
___________________

HARTLEY COLLIERY.
No. 221 Ralph Maugham.
Aged 12. Is a half-marrow has been here 3 years; was 2 years at Holywell Colliery went
therefore down at 7 years old. Sometimes he rubs his back against the roof. Has never been unwell, or
sick, or ill down the pit. Can read [easy words]; cannot write his name. Goes to Sunday-school; goes
to chapel sometimes, two or three times in a year.
No.222 William Hindmarch.
Aged 10 next August. Has been down pits about a-year. Is a foal, and shoves a tram hind a
headsman; his brother shoves the tram with him. [Looks very delicate, but will not make any further
remarks; cannot answer questions, apparently from ignorance]. Reads very easy words. Cannot write
his name. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel.
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No.223 James Adamson.
Aged 16 last April. Leads the wood; has been down this pit nearly 6 years; was a marrow for a
year; shoved the corf behind. This pit is wet in some places. Is working in the broken in one pit where
he is. Has sometimes been over-strained at putting and could hardly work and was off once for three
or four days from a strain; very often rubbed the skin off back. Has been putting in places of about a
yard high in the low pit. Had his arm broken more than two years since by the waggons running over it
and his foot was put out, off then a month; had his head cut by a stone falling and was off a day. Can
read, [imperfectly], can write his name. Goes pretty often to a Sunday-school and chapel.
No.224 James Long.
Aged 16. Is a half-marrow, has been so this two months; has been down this pit 4 years, the
high pit; very often, nearly every day, rubbed the skin off his back. The places are heavy. Mostly puts
the full corf up-hill; very often strains himself when the corf sticks against the roof and the side-props.
Is working all in the broken. The bad air hurts him so that he cannot speak sometimes. Got lamed in
his hand to-day by a fall of stone which killed his marrow, William Bruce, who was 16 years old.
Another boy was cut in the head. One got his foot lamed by the rolleys and was off a week; was also
off a week o by his hand being hurt by a horse. The fall of stone to-day happened just after the corf
passed the spot; the corf had stuck against the timber-props and stood a minute or two, then they
shoved on to come away: does not think the stone was properly propped up. Can read [fairly]; can
write his name. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel very often. [Has arm in a sling and looks very pale
- the effects of the accident mentioned.] Has three brothers down the pit, one a headsman, another a
driver and the third a helper-up.
No.225 George Jack.
Turned of 14. Is a half-marrow, generally making 1s. 8d. or 1s. 10d. a-day by piece-work.
Has been down this pit nearly 5 years; has been putting more than 2 years. Is in a low seam, the yard
seam; the places are very low; strains himself very often through not keeping the way and things right,
from their not laying proper plates. Has many times thrown up his victuals down the pit. The pit is wet
in some places. Can read [fairly]. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel.
No.226 Robert Smith.
Aged 17 next August. Puts for a headsman; makes about 4s. a-day; has been down 6 years.
The pit has made him sick and also to throw up his victuals many times, when he to go home. Has had
the headache very often; was never very strong but thinks he has the worse a good deal for the pit. Is
now in wet places in the high seam; the water is over his ankles in many places. Gets sore feet many
times. Reads easy words only. Cannot write at all. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel pretty often.
[Looks very delicate.]
No.227 George Jordan.
Aged 12. Is a driver; has been down the pit 4 years and 2 months Has often been strained
from helping up, twice, and lay idle a day one time and two the other. Has thrown up his victuals,
sometimes from the bad air. Had his arm burst about two years since by the corf jamming it. Many
times had his head working from the bad air, and he came home out of the pit twice or thrice from it.
Hurt his ankle and lamed himself at Whitley Pit. Can read easy words. Cannot write his name. Goes
to Sunday-school and chapel often.
___________________
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COWPEN COLLIERY.
No.228 May 12th. Mr. Brown, Agent.
Here observes, that about a dozen families moved from here at the last binding, and about the
same number at previous bindings. They have about 220 families or houses occupied by workmen on
this colliery; of these about 140 will be the families of hewers the remainder are joiners. blacksmiths,
masons, &c. Forty more of the 220 houses may be occupied by overmen, deputies. wastemen and
shifters, all employed down the pit.
About six or eight weeks ago, in repairing an old shaft, 4 men were killed. In removing the
cribbing or wood tubbing of the shaft a quantity of old timber fell from this tubbing upon the
scaffolding that the men were standing upon and threw the scaffolding and 4 men down the shaft, and
killed the 4 men, who fell a depth of 95 fathoms. Within the last 2 years another man was killed down
the pit by stone falling from the roof upon him.
Mr. Brown was at Seghill Colliery, when efforts were made for die education of the children,
and observes, that little could be done as the parents did not assist the agents in their efforts. There is at
Seghill, a circulating library in a room given by the colliery owners, of perhaps 500 volumes and he
does not think that more that 20 pitmen subscribe to it.
No.229 Cuthbert Todd.
Aged 19. Is a putter; has been down this pit 10 years and 1 year at Cramlington Colliery; kept a
door for a year, helped up for half a year, drove the rolleys for about 3 years, has been putting ever
since. Gets up at about 3 o’clock [a.m.], and goes down about half-past 3 o’clock and starts work
about 4 o’clock: stops work about half-past 3 [p.m.]. and gets up the pit about 4 [p.m.] Works in the
night shift one fortnight, and the day shift the next. In the night shift goes down about half-past 3
[p.m.] and comes up at 4 in the morning. Some of the places here are wet, over his ankles. Is many
times the most part of the day in water, over his ankles; most part of the pit is wet now; this causes a
swelling in his face very often; whenever he gets his feet wet is very seldom clear of a swelled face, [is
suffering now from it]. Has been laid up many days from this, perhaps three or four days in a month
sometimes. is head works very often. The air is not good. They use all candles. In some places there
is some stythe. Puts a tram by himself; has done so three years. Has rubbed the in off his back, in low
places, many times. Half-marrows put two to a tram. Mostly the full corf is put up hill. Can read
[well]. Can write his name. Goes to no school now; went to a night-school last winter, not before.
Seldom attends any place of worship.
No.230 Thomas Dodds.
Aged 17 last February. Has been down 5 years in pits; one year in this pit; three years at
Unthank pit near Berwick, a landsale colliery, where they may employ about 100 hands altogether.
Was a strong boy when he went down at about 13 years of age. Is off with bad air several times in a
year. It makes his head work and all his body; sometimes it makes him sick; often he has thrown up
his food from his stomach, both when he was down the pit and sometimes when up; yet be can eat his
meat well generally. This is the worst pit for air. Is working far in by about half a mile at putting. Has
strained himself once in putting, by his foot slipping in a heavy place; was off two or three days then.
Puts for 12 hours a day Makes about 3s. 6d. a-day. Can read (fairly). Goes to night-school in winter
time. Does not go to Sunday-school but goes to meeting or chapel pretty often.
No.231 John Jeffery.
Aged 18. Is a putter, has put here for a year and a half. Has felt rheumatism in his arms and
pains in his back very often. Lies off work sometimes two or three days a month from the hard work.
Puts mostly up hill. Has strained himself now and then at Shilbottle, not here Can read [well]. Writes
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his name. Goes to n school now, or place of worship. Went to a night-school at Shilbottle. Thinks
boys have more schooling at that place, at night schools, &c.
No.232 Oswald Gleghorn.
Aged 17 this mouth. Has been down this pit about nine years. Is putting. Makes 3s. 6d. aday. Two or three years since he was off work three or four days from being sore in his feet and arms
and having his wrist strained. The wet gave him colds and pains. Is putting now in a wet place;
sometimes over his shoe-tops. May be two or three hours out of the twelve in the water. Is not in low
places. The corf is 20-peck corf. It takes him and his brother [aged about 12] to put up, with helpersup, at places. Reads only very easy words. Cannot write. Was at night-school for a month or so last
winter. Goes to no Sunday-school or place of worship.
No. 233 William Ellison.
Aged 15. Puts with another lad of fifteen and a half. Makes about 1s 8d. a-day. Works from
half-past 3 to half-past 3 p.m. Twice has worked a double shift, of 24 hours, without coming up the
pits, from lads being wanting and once worked a shift and a half following. Has been down this pit six
years. Has had sore feet from the water. which is rather salt and takes the skin off his feet once or
twice in a month. Has been sick often. It is heavy putting, up banks, with helpers-up. Last year often
rubbed the skin off his back, when a place was low; the corf stuck a good deal. Can read (fairly). Can
write his name. Goes to no school at all now and only sometimes to chapel.
No.234 John Dobson.
Aged 17 past. Has been down these pits eight years. Is laying rails. Gets 2s. a-day. Goes
down at half-past 3 [a.m.] and comes up at half-past 3. Is whiles 14 hours out of the house, generally
13 or 14. Before he helped up, and used to hit his ankle against stones, plates and things. Was often
laid off work for a day, because he could not walk. 0nce got sore lamed, three years since, when he was
driving, by falling off among the waggons; was off six weeks. Three years ago has worked a double
shift, of 24 hours, without coming up; perhaps has done this seven times. Once worked three shifts
following, three or four years ago. Then he was down 36 hours without coming up the pit. Did this of
his own wish, pocket-money and because there were no lads. Gives his money to his father and then
his father gave him 2s. for pocket-money. Made 4s. for those 36 hours. Drove the rolleys then. Has
seen some lads do these three shifts besides himself. May be he was 15 years old then. Has had many
times, perhaps six or seven, to go ho me from being bad with his belly working oftener from the
headache. Often got a headache after lie was hurt. Does not think bad air hurts him. Can read [fairly].
Writes his name. Was at night-school two years ago for three months. Goes to no Sunday-school
now, and not often to a place of worship.
No.235 Robert Brown.
Aged 18 past. Is whiles putting, and whiles leading small coals. Makes about 3s. 6d at putting
a-day; and gets 2s. 6d. a shift for leading water, &c. Goes down at half past 3 [a.m.] and rides at halfpast 3 [p.m.] Has been more than two years down this pit. Never was a very strong boy and the pit
does not agree with him at all. Suffers from sore feet from the water. Often from the headache. Has
been twice lamed. Got his leg sore cut here by a stone falling from the roof about two years ago. Was
off between five and six weeks. Was lamed in the same way at Earsdon and was off three months
being cut in the same leg before the above-mentioned accident Cannot read anything more than letters;
cannot write at Goes to no school at all, and seldom to chapel.
No.236 Thomas Raveley.
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Aged 16 past. Has been down this pit seven years and was a year as Cramlington colliery. Is
now putting, a half-marrow, with his brother. Makes about 3:. 6d. a-day, both together. It is in a very
wet place, over his ankles sometimes. The small coals and wet fetch all the skin off his feet sometimes.
Has often been laid off a day at a time with sore feet. Headache and sickness often trouble him. The
air is very bad at places; it is better in some places now. This makes him whiles short of health. Was
never bad at all till he went down the pit. The corves often stick against the roof and against the wood
on the sides. Was off three months ago for a day at the week end, from straining himself at the corf
sticking. Was once off a month by some stone falling upon his head from the roof. Once wrought a
double shift of 24 hours. Very often the last year wrought on Sundays at leading water; going in at 6
o’clock on Sunday night and coming up at 4 in the morning. Some little boys have been often sore
beat, not lately. They were beaten whiles with the men’s hands - the putters’ hands. The putters
mostly beat the helpers-up in this way. Not so much of this lately. Can read [imperfectly]; writes his
name. Goes to no school at all now, and seldom indeed to chapel; scarcely at all.
No.237 Eight drivers, of the ages, 15 to 12.
Six read easy words; five write their names; five go to Sunday-schools and to chapel pretty
often; three have been lamed sore, all by the rolleys or waggons and were off respectively three months,
five weeks and a fortnight. Several complain of being made sickish and unwell at times by the pit.
No.238 Thomas Gladson.
Aged 14. Was nearly blind last week by the bad air. Was off work a day with it. [His eyes
seem weak now.] The doctor said it was the air. They often get their thumps the overmen and others.
He hits them with a yard wand. The putters and rolley-way men whiles strike them. Five boys have
wrought double shifts, of 24 hours respectively, the following number of times - three times, seven
times, twice, twice. Nine or ten times at Cramlington one wrought once three shifts following in this pit
and another boy two and a half shifts following once.
No.239 John Watson.
Aged 17 next June. Has been down nearly 11 years down this pit (all but ten weeks). Went
down at 6 years old. Kept a door for 14 days. Cleaned the way and drove for five years; helped-up for
14 days. Is leading water now. Goes down at half-past 3 a.m., and comes up at about 4 p.m. Makes
2s. a day; paid by the shift. Has wrought three shifts following three times, driving rolleys, because
lads were wanting. Was not forced to stay. Was very sleepy and fell asleep very often in the third
shift. There was a good few boys down; some working the whole three shifts. This was about three
years ago, for that once. Felt very tired and weary. There was two or three lads lying idle lamed at that
time and that made others stop. These treble shifts were of 36 hours, or three shifts of 12 hours each.
Twice he has worked double shifts, - that is, 24 hours each time. Never came up the pits at these times;
not resting any length of time; not more than a few minutes at a time. He drove three corves at a time,
and they drew up all three on one rope. Was strained two years ago by helping-up at a heavy bank, by
his foot slipping from a stone, and he was off a day. One time he fell down the staple (small shaft) in
the pit and was off a week. Has three times been sore lamed with the rolleys when he was driving and
was off two or three days at a time. The bad air had made him bad about six or seven weeks ago. They
have changed the air flow, but nobody could work in it then and the pit was often idle two and three
days together. Was never bad with the air much before this. Only knows his a, b, c; cannot write at all.
Goes to no school at all now, but attends worship on Sundays pretty often. Was at school
before he went down the pit for a year and could read the Bible then; now he has forgotten everything.
One boy, whose name is George Tunny, is now down the pit keeping a door and is not more than seven
years old. He has been down about a year and a half. His cousin, Thomas Tunny, was down this pit at
six years old.
The agent, Mr. Brown, stated to me the next morning that the mother of George Tunny says he
is nine years old; and the agent adds, that he is only partially employed, as they have more trappers than
are required for the pit.
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___________________

WALBOTTLE COLLIERY.
No.240 Air. William Hunter.
Is viewer of Walbottle Colliery. Has been here for the most part of his life; is now 28 years
old. Is folly convinced that the giving of credit by the colliery shopkeepers is one of the most baneful
things in the system. They shift about to different collieries to avoid payment of their debts this is the
cause of their shifting. At Sacriston and Charlaw Collieries, near Chester-le-street, out of 120 families
they have removed 60 families last binding. It is a new colliery and the scum of others was there. His
father is viewer there. Under his own observation here those pit men who are saving money or keeping
out of debt are the best behaved men, and generally the most attentive workmen. A pitman of provident
habits is likely to be the best man in all respects. The credit system gives the shopkeeper a hold on
men. Thinks a law restricting children under 10 or 12 from going down pits would be beneficial.
Would desire any system that would enforce education before children go into pits and after they are
there. Would not recommend a medical certificate of ordinary health before children are allowed to go
into pits. The pitmen are extremely healthy generally and pit-work is decidedly healthy.
Children are never compelled under any circumstances to work beyond one shift of 12 hours;
though they are very anxious to do so occasionally, because they get the over-shift earnings to
themselves. A child is asked if he is willing to do so and is never asked twice if unwilling. It occurs
but very rarely and only if a boy or two may be off poorly. Here the working in the night-shift would
not perhaps occur more than one week in three months to each boy under 18, seldom so often. Such
work as driving winning headways, and exploring drifts is let by public proposal, or rather by tender.
The viewer states to the assembled men where the drifts are to be driven and those who give in the
lowest price per yard for the work obtain the bargain. It is generally let to six men; each drift to three
men. One man only works at a time in each drift for eight hours, and then he is succeeded by another.
Two drifts are carried on at one time for purposes of ventilation. Thus two men are working every eight
hours at these drifts and thus the 24 hours are apportioned to these six men. These are the men who
generally work the night-work. Two boys are employed, working each 12 hours, in putting the coals
worked by these six men and to the putter working in the night-shift of this work is appointed a driver
and a trapper, who of course work from four in the afternoon till four in the morning. The boys for this
night-work are taken in rotation from all the boys in the pit. The men are taken in rotation from
amongst the six before mentioned. A regular double-shift pit is not a common thing. A colliery may
not have perhaps a sufficient number of shafts or pits to employ the whole of the men in the day-shift that is, more coals are arranged to be drawn than can be drawn in the day; or this double shift may arise
from an accident preventing one shaft from being used and then the men of two shafts are brought to
one. In a new colliery sometimes one pit is down and working double-shift, because the other is only
sinking or winning.
With respect to meal-times, a putter, for instance, is sometimes waiting unemployed while the
horse is taking away one load of corves, until another horse brings back an empty set of corves. If he
should find any empty corves ready for him, he of course returns with them for a full load. Again,
putters often take time for eating from their work, as it is piece-work. Drivers are in a great measure
dependent upon the putters as to the quickness and number of their journeys. Drivers have sometimes
to wait at every siding, or place where the full and empty corves pass each other. They can eat their
food when sitting on the waggons or corves even at the times of hardest work. Trappers and switch
keepers can eat their food at any time, not being interrupted by their work. Many doors, and all in this
colliery, are hung so as to fall close of their own weight. In the very worst situations in this colliery a
door-keeper would not have to open his door probably more than 150 times in a day. To equalise the
labour the boys are changed about generally to different doors and in some places a boy would not
have to open a door more than 20 or 30 times in a day.
Is here introducing seats on the fore-part of the waggon or rolley for the driver. The corves
here are going to be changed for 20-peck wooden tubs. The corf upon the tram will not go in less than
3 feet height. Generally the heights are from 3 feet 4 inches to 4 feet. Hewers go in no lower places;
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wherever the seam is under 3 feet 2 inches high, height is made for the boys, either by taking up the
bottom, or taking down the top. Most of the putting here is on nearly level ground and boys of about
13 and upwards are putting a tram alone in some places. At present there are no trams requiring more
than one person at a time to put them. Here they are working for a few weeks now in the ‘broken,’ in
the greater part of the workings of the Coronation or chief pit. They are not using Davy lamps here at
present. The ventilation is so good and so strictly watched that Davys are unnecessary and there is
generally not much gas generated - hydrogen most so. The seams are called the Engine and Splint
Seams. In l839 this place was notorious for Chartism, from being so near to Winlaton, &c. The sacred
month was begun here, but the magistrates were very active and were assisted by the military. Four
men were imprisoned for refusing to work and fined, the others who rebelled [who were a large portion
of the whole] heavily. These measures restored order and since that period the same persons have
conducted themselves in an exemplary manner. Many of the elder boys joined in the Chartism. Some
men of 64 or 65 are down the pit at shift work now.
There are in this royalty in a space of 5 mile miles by 2, about 70 old shafts sunk, none of
which are working now. The reason of sinking so many was probably from the system of only
working near the shaft in those days and from the nearness of coal to the surface, the deepest of them
not exceeding 45 fathoms. They have been sunk at various times during the last century and are mostly
filled up now, so that they are traced in some cases with difficulty; one shaft, the Duke Shaft, is
supposed to have been working nearly a century.
This colliery is one of the oldest in the trade, being upwards of lO0 years old. Generation after
generation of pitmen work here. The health of the pitmen is as good as that of labourers. They are
rather pale but healthy and live to a great age. They are generally well formed though rather shorter in
stature than other labourers. Fully two-thirds of the children here are at Methodist Sunday-schools and
they are generally well instructed there. There is a night-school at Newburn village and many adults go
there and they are taught reading writing, and figures. The owners also provide a day-school by
contributing £10 per annum and finding the school-room and house and coal for the teacher: the
children pay 3d. a-week. There is a petty sessions court held every fortnight at the Moot Hall,
Newcastle, where occasional quarrels, of a trifling nature, amongst the men are adjudged.
No.241 Thomas Carr.
About 45 years old. Has been in pits since he was 5 years old, at that time many boys went
down than at present and often had to be carried on their fathers’ backs. Some of 6, 7, 8, and 9 years
old go down now, according to how their parents can afford to keep them out. Lads 6 years old can
keep doors well enough and soon learn as well as an old person the ways of a pit. Parents could not
keep their children if they were not allowed to go down. It takes more to keep a pitman than anybody;
they never get their meals regular; perhaps take two meals in one; pit lads eat more than other lads, a
vast. Has ‘fetched up’ six children, all in pits, all are living; four are hewing, one setting on,, and
another putting, down these pits; one went down at 7, another at 8 or 9, another at 11. Four of these
children are his own, two those of his wife’s former husband. None of them suffer from pit, all of
them are healthy; the air is good in this colliery. Witness has a shortness of breath, has had it 17 years.
His father was sound at 80 and he worked in pits till 60 years of age. Putting is nought compared to
what it used to be. About 35 years ago they had deals instead of iron plates to run on. Some boys may
be rather over-strained at putting if they start at 12 or 14; lads of 16 or 17 can do it well. Putting here in
general is not hard. They mostly put the full corf to the rise [or down-hill] and the empty corf to the
dip. The corf and tram whiles rubs against the roof in some few places and then it is hard for smart
growing lads. His son who is putting now seldom rubs the skin off his back. Putters are constantly
going double; it cannot do any one any good to be going double all day; but it d does not do very much
harm; lads cannot help it. Whiles they sit down a bit; they may easy sit 4 hours out of the 12 and very
easy sit more; it just depends upon the rate the pit is going; the more they put the more they get. There
is commonly paid a 1d. a score for dip more than usual. The third part of pitmen, or three-quarters out
of four, are not good scholars, that is, they cannot read and write at all well. It is not for want of schools
here; some pit lads would never learn unless they were forced; some boys who are not too tired might
go to school at nights; nothing could be done about education unless someone looked after it
thoroughly. Should much like to see a boy forced to learn before he went down a pit; very few learn
anything afterwards.
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No.242 James Carr.
Does not know his age exactly; but thinks he is about 18 years of age. Thinks pitmen do not
know their own age. Goes down this pit at 4 o’clock; is called at 2 o’clock. Lives a mile and a half
from the pit. Is a putter. He shoves a tram alone. One corf makes a tram. Shoves the full tram up
mostly up a steep place; can just shove her. Has no helper-up; shoves about 330 yards to the furthest
off place. Puts about 50 trams or corves some days, and 100 others; put 47 to-day. Has 1s. 6d. a
score. Has been in pits all his life; cannot mind exactly, but thinks he has been about 10 years. Kept a
door for some time. Has been off work very often. Sore feet; headwork, bellywork, backwork, and
other things of this kind often troubles him. All is so bad, that he cannot tell more than that much. It is
all bad and he does not know which is worst. Generally conies up by 4 or 5 o’clock. Cannot read not
even his letters, or write his name. Goes to nothing but a Sunday-school whiles. Attends Methodist
chapel regularly.
No.243 John Scott.
Aged about sixteen and a half. Puts in the same way as preceding witness. Is sometimes a
headsman and has no helper-up, and no assistance. Whiles he is so beat by his work, that he cannot get
on. There is a difference of places. Mostly puts the full tram up. The height of the places is about a
yard. in some places a bit more; has never measured it. Skin is rubbed off his back sometimes. Almost
ever day he hits his back against the roof. Whiles they may drop down upon their knees. There is no
palling with soams here. There are a few helpers-up. Is in the New Pit. There is good air. They are
working more in the broken than the whole. Whiles he puts in the broken, whiles in the whole. Is
often off work; was off two days last week with sore feet and very bad of his inside. Has spewed up
his victuals now and then. His head and back works sore very often. Works from 4 in the morning till
4 or half-past 4 in the pit every day. Cannot read or write at all. Was once at Sunday school. Never
goes to any place of worship regularly. Has been in the pits many years.
No.244 James Glass.
Aged 18 in February next. Is a putter. Puts a tram by himself. Has no helper-up and no
assistance. Mostly puts a full tram up. Is putting from a distance now. None here have leathers on
their back. No soams here; no foals or half-marrows. Mostly the trams are put by one person. Was
off work the week before last three days by being sick. Was then putting in the night-shift and had to
go home and give over. Could not work. His head works nearly every day. He is always hitting his
head against stone roofs. His arms work try often. Has to stoop a good deal. The weight of his body
lies upon his arms when he is putting. The skin is rubbed off his back very often. Generally makes
about 2s. 6d. or 3s. a-day now. Finds candles and a horn full of grease for the trams himself. Works
from 4 [a.m.]to half-past 4 [p.m.]. The hewers go down at 4 [a.m.] and go up between 2 and 3; and the
lads have to fill the coals and put them. Can read very little; cannot write. Goes sometimes to a nightschool in winter and to a Sunday-school sometimes. Attends chapel on Sunday nights.
No. 245 Thomas Sheil.
Aged about 16 in October next. Puts a tram unassisted. Has been in pits about 7 years. His
good. Hard work sometimes makes him bad. Was sick the 1st of May. Was bad in his inside at that
time. Skin is often rubbed off his back [and the same remarks are made by the other witnesses above].
Cannot read much; cannot write at all. Goes to no school and very seldom to chapel.
No. 246 Thomas Reid.
Turned of 18. Is a putter. Has been in pit about a fortnight. Was a fisherman before. The
place is over-low for him; and he can hardly rest for the working of his legs, arms, and back. Cannot
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read much [or at all]; cannot write. Goes to Sunday-school only, and to chapel afterwards.
No.247 Thomas Somersides.
Aged about 13. Is a driver. Works from 4 to half-past 4 in the pits. Sometimes his inside is
bad, lasting longer or shorter at different times. No one beats him. Goes a good way in by about a
mile. Father is a hewer. Cannot read or write. Goes to Sunday-school only, and sometimes to chapel.
Got his head cut a week ago, and was kept off two days. Cut by a fall from the limmers.
No.248 William Jefferson.
Aged about 12, does not know rightly. Has been in pits about three years; in this colliery a
year. Drives; gets 1s. 3d. a-day for that. Is called at 3 o’clock. Goes down the pit at 4 o’clock, and
rides at 4 [p.m.]. Does not go far in by. Was cut on the cheek by a stick of a corf catching him and he
was off a fortnight. Is comfortable in the pit. Came from Crow Trees, five miles beyond Durham.
That was a bad pit. The air was bad, and made him sick very rotten; perhaps twice in a week or so and
made his bead work and his belly work. Was in that pit two years. His father removed, because the air
was so bad, to this Colliery. At Crow Trees he kept a switch. His father is a hewer; his brother, ten and
a half years old, drives down this pit-the New Pit. Can read a little. Cannot write his name. Goes to
Sunday-school sometimes; never to a night-school now, but did in winter. Attends the Ranters’ chapel.
No.249 Matthew Simpson.
Aged 15. Works at bank, changing the corves, taking out the wet ones from the pit, and puts in
the dry ones. Works 12 hours, from 4 to 4. Gets 1s. 4d. a-day. Has done this four years. Gets cold
in winter very often. His feet get wet then. Gives him sore throats, and makes him hoarse. Can read
very little; cannot write his name very well. Goes to night-school in winter, and always to Sundayschool and chapel.
No.250 John Allsop.
Aged 14 in November. Is a driver. Has been down pits about three years and more. 5 from 4
to 4. Has worked, thrice perhaps, for two 12-hour shifts following, when he was keeping a switch and
door. Was told to do it by the overman. Was obliged to stop. Wouldn’t like to stop on long again.
Got is. 3d. for the day, and 10d. for the night. Likes his present work. Whiles the rolley-way man, if
he gets off the way, raps him with his hands and whiles he makes him cry. Cannot read at all, or write
at all; cannot say his alphabet. Goes to no school at all. Whiles he goes to the chapel; not often. Has
been a week only at day-school at any time.
No.251 John Liddell.
Aged 16. Is a driver. Has been in these pits about seven years. About half a year ago his head
worked and sometimes he spewed his victuals up from his stomach, about twice or thrice. Has been
layed off a day at times. Last Monday was off from a bad headache. Cannot read any but easy and
short words; cannot write at all; never tried. Went to the night-school last winter. Goes to no school
now, nor often to chapel.
No.252 Matthew Ledger.
Has been a hewer 33 years at this colliery and has seen the people greatly improved in that time.
The boys go too soon to work and should go later; but if a man has four or five children, he is
compelled to send some to the pit. Witness has two boys, one 7 years old, but h' will not send him
down the pit till he is forced and wishes he could find something for him to do not so dangerous. The
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bad air of pits affects all more or less. Boys learn no good in pits but they learn cursing and swearing
and the pit pollutes them. However, there is a vast improvement, even in young men of 24 years of age,
of late years.
No.253 William Maffin.
Has been a pitman 52 years. Does not know how to spell his name; ‘there is different ways of
spelling on it;’ does not know any one way of spelling it. Has seen a great change in pit work. When
he was a putter the tram-ways were sore bad and badly kept. About 37 years ago he was a putter and he
has many times pulled at the corves when they got off the tram till the blood came from his nose. They
used to put more with two to a tram then than now. No boys hardly went to school then and there were
no Methodist chapels. There was a vast of cock-fighting then. Witness used to fight cocks himself.

___________________

BENWELL COLLIERY
No.254 Johnson, Sen., Under-viewer.
He has know great change in the manners of pitmen. Formerly on binding day they used to
have any quantity of ale of beer given them, and so they were constantly intoxicated and quarrelling at
those times. At one time he remembers a dangerous affray took place on the binding day and one man
who had given offence was nearly killed. The practice here now is to give tickets on binding day,
entitling each man to so much ale at the public-house which he takes when he likes, at different times
perhaps. They are very badly off for schooling here, though so near to Newcastle. There is only one
school at Benwell village which is a mile off and which is very inconvenient for colliery folk. The
parish clerk is the schoolmaster and he is between 70 and 80 years of age and makes his living from it.
He is at some other school before he came here. About 3d. or 4d. is charged per week for reading and
writing.
No. 255 Two Methodists.
Stated that there is a Methodist Sunday-school at Benwell, where about from 100 to 150 may be
pit lads. Most of the scholars attend the services in the chapel also.
No.256 Matthew English.
Aged 14; a driver; gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Lives with his parents and gives them the money. Goes
down the pit at about 4 [a.m.] and comes up at 4 [p.m.]. Reads and writes a little. Goes to Sunday
(National) school.
No.257 George Dent.
Aged 12; is a putter. Makes about 18s. a fortnight. Goes down at 2 o’clock [a.m. and comes
up at 3 or 4 o’clock [p.m.] Takes baits down with him and gets them when he can. Generally stops
about 10 minutes for bait. Goes to Sunday-school. Reads and spells a little. Cannot write. Went to
day school before he came to the pit. Never has been since.
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___________________

WYLAM COLLIERY.
No.259 Mr. Atkinson, Surgeon.
Twenty-five years of age. Has been here 2 years. Was an assistant at South Shields. Pitmen
have more sickness here perhaps than at many other collieries, the situation being low, near the river and
in he smoke of iron-works and coke-ovens. In general pitmen and their children, i.e., their working
boys, recover more quickly from serious accidents than other classes of labourers. The men about here
in Thompson’s iron-works being but lately employed [the works having been established about 5
years] no medical inferences can be drawn from their physical condition. Generally speaking they are a
healthy and respectable set of men. Those employed in the steam engine manufactory are not so hardy,
healthy, or respect able in moral conduct as in external appearance. At Newburn, cholera was more fatal
than in any other place in the North of England.
___________________

BLAYDON MAIN COLLIERY.
No.260 Ann Mills.
Thirty-five years old. Has 3 children living; has had 7. Her husband is a hewer at Blaydon Main Pit.
Her son, Samuel Mills, first went to keep a door in the pit at 7 years and 8 months old; then got 10d. aday. Is now 8 years old, and getting the same. Matthew Mills first went to work at 6 years and 4
months old, on account of her husband’s bad health; is now 10 years old, and gets 15d. a-day as driver.
She would not have sent him to the pit but he would not go to school. He preferred the pit, but now
comes to school on idle days. The health of these boys is not at all affected by the pit work; they are
fresh-coloured. The boys learn to swear a little in the pit, and one received last week from his father a
severe beating for swearing. Matthew has not had a doctor to him since 2 years old. Samuel never has
had a doctor. Sends them to Sunday [national] school regularly.
___________________

ST. LAWRENCE MAIN COLLIERY.
No.261 April 23. Matthias Dunn, Esq., Viewer of St. Lawrence Main and Shield Field
Collieries.
The employment of children in this district in coal-pits is perfectly consistent with health - with
robust health. Knows of no ill effects from exclusion from light and the atmosphere. Has known
some putters travel 20 miles a-day [i.e. in putting trams]. This requires favourable circumstances, and
good putting. The ordinary height is 3ft. 6in. in their seams. In St. Lawrence and Shield Field is
working coals where the height is made 3ft. 6in. by removing the top and bottom, the thickness of the
seam being 2ft. 9in. - the Bensham seam chiefly. The Low Main and the Six Quarter seams are also
thin seams here - not in other collieries. In some wet collieries in Scotland, &c., putters may sometimes
wear ‘back-skins,’ viz. a skin of leather to throw the wet off.
Thinks that the main principles of ventilation, in many parts of Scotland and Wales, are ill
understood, as well as in Staffordshire and most of the southern districts and as ill practised as
understood, to the great danger of the workmen; they can exist in this state, but minor accidents are
constantly happening. The principle of the trap-door is a forced principle of ventilation, being a
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substitute for a stopping. There should be a general standard air-course. The standard of air in every
case should be fixed at a minimum. Generally the pits in this district are sufficiently ventilated on
general principles. Considers the principle of subdivision of air into splits is a most material cause of
safety, and even of economy. It is totally impossible to guard against accidents entirely. About Wales
and the above-named districts boys are harder worked, have less wages, and longer hours. They are
inferior in the scale to the lads here. Used to know boys go down before six years of age to pit-work.
Would object to any restriction limiting the age of boys going down pits. Thinks it unnecessary.
Would leave it to the discretion of the parents and the viewers. Would object to any compulsory
enactments requiring the ability to read and write before going down pits and would also object to all
requisites of medical certificates. Wishes things to remain as they are.
Boys used formerly to work 16 or 17 hours at much harder work than they have now. Never
knew any instances of permanent injury to lads from putting. The ordinary rise in putting a full tram
up is 1 in 20 but it is generally so contrived that coals shall be put down the inclination. There is no
more difficulty in getting putters for thin than for thin seams - at least very little, inasmuch as the corf is
proportionally less. They do not much with ‘soams’ in St. Lawrence's Pit. Mostly they put a wooden
tub fixed upon wheels. Is not aware of any hardships from which they suffer. They are worse in
morals for being near a town-such a place as Newcastle. The amount of sickness is very moderate.
They work from 10 to 11 days a fortnight. In the Tees collieries many pits work about eight days only
per fortnight.
In the year 1812 or 1814, it was proposed amongst all the coal owners of this district, the
owners of the royalties included, to erect hospitals in different parts of the district, for infirm and
decayed colliers. It was proposed that a charter should be submitted to Parliament. The coal-owners,
&c., would have taxed themselves a farthing per chaldron sold. Printed forms, &c., were submitted to
the various collieries. But it was generally rejected, from various motives, chiefly because the pitmen
believed the intention was to make them pay the poor-rates, when they were asked for their subscription
of about two and a half per cent upon their earnings.
No.262 John Mackey, Under-viewer of this Colliery for 10 years past.
Never knew of so many removals in the colliery district as have occurred this last binding. Here
between 30 and 40 families removed this time out of 160 families or inhabitants of houses. Many of
the boys before going to work at all attend schools in this neighbourhood but very few attend any
school in the week after they have become pit-boys.
No.263 William Cooke.
Aged 16. Is a helper up. Has been here a month. First went down pits at 10 years old. Now
gets 2s. 6d. or so a-day. Gets up every morning at 4 o’clock and is down the pit to start work by 5
o’clock. Looses at 5 o’clock. All the boys work these hours. Has about three times wrought two
shifts together of 12 hours each. Helps up the putters with the empty tub. Here they put with iron tubs
mostly 20-peck tubs. They weigh the tubs down an incline with ropes, where he is and he assists to
push the empty tubs up, one tub at a time, the place is so steep - the steepest place he ever was at. Four
have been at this tram to-day, one person of 18 or 19, himself 16, and one turned 14 and another 14
years of age these four assisted to put up the empty tub; two before, aged each 14, drew up with soams,
each holding one soam and two behind, of 18 or 19 and 16 years of age, pushed with their arms. Tramway is not in very good order, and that makes it harder. Does not make him bad. His back used to
work sometimes. His legs worked, as well as his arms sometimes. The putting is rather hard here.
They complain where he is that they cannot put much as at others. The fill tubs are let down by a lad
loosing the rope through his the rope being rolled twice round a prop. In some places here they put the
full tub up a rise; this is in two places; they are steep places. The helping up is hard there. In putting
down steep places the tram is apt to get off the way and stop them long.
No.264 James Blackey.
Turned 14. Is a helper up on this same tram. Sometimes his back aches; his legs also ache
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sometimes. His place is in the broken workings but the air does not hurt him. Can complain of
nothing except the places being so steep. Cannot read or write, except a little. Does not go to any
night-school yet. Goes to a Sunday-school at St. Ann’s, and to church afterwards. Has three little
brothers. Gets 1s. 3s. a-day. His health is good. Little boys get basted sometimes down this pit,
nothing to speak of.
No. 265 Six boys, all putting, of the ages, 14 to 17.
There are two boys to a tram and a helper-up or two, where it is heavy. It is, in so places, heavy
putting. They put up hill mostly, and in some places down hill. In the down-hill places two drags are
put which drag the four wheels. Holding back is better pushing up. None use soams. They put all
ways, up and down, at different times. Their backs are strained sometimes. In the Bensham Seam the
places are very low sometimes. Many times they get their fingers jammed, where there are no handles
to the tub, by putting them on the tubs and having them jammed against the roof. They who are putting
themselves in the Bensham Seam have back-leathers. Many times they rub all the skin off their backs
against the roof. Three have been off for a fortnight or more by accidents; one had his ribs broken,
another his thigh cut, the other was bruised by the fall of a stone. Five cannot read at all, [one reads
fairly and writes his name]. None go to any school in the week. Two go to Sunday-school; three
attend divine service. [There are a day, and evening and a Sunday school within 200 yards from the
colliery.]
No.266 May 16th. James Richardson, a wasteman, says:In the working of the Bensham seam in this pit about the highest place the hewers have is 33
inches in height. Up to where the putters come a height of 3 feet 4 inches, or 3 feet 6 inches is made by
taking up the bottom. There are places here as long as 200 yards, where Evidence the height for the
hewers is not more than 26 inches. One north-way is all low places and perhaps one-third of the
colliery is low in the ways. The tubs are filled by hewers and putters. They hew in these low places
sitting upon something or kneeling with one knee.
No.267 George Faction.
Aged 14. Has been about five years down this pit. Is a half-marrow now and has been in for
three years; making about 1s. 3d. a-day. His hours in the pit are from 5 [a.m.] to 5 [p.m.] In some
places he bends quite double and rubs his back so as to bring the skin off and whiles to make it bleed
and whiles he is off work from these things. Often has the headache and is sick so as to throw up
food; sometimes twice in a week; very often once or twice in a week. There is a good deal of stythe in
the pit and it is wet in some places; in one place up to his knees in water and through this place he
passes perhaps 50 or 60 times in a-day. Often gets cold from wet, and the water is salt and cankery.
When he went down pits, about nine years old, he had no pains of any sort. Can read very easy words;
cannot write. Goes to no school at all now but sometimes goes to chapel on Sunday nights. Never goes
to Sunday-school.
No. 268 Thomas Wigham. (As reported by several boys.)
Was down this pit when, his mother said, he was between 5 and 6 years old. This boy is now at
Wingate Colliery, in Durham and when here got his thigh-bone broken by a fall of stone from the roof.
He was a wee thing of a boy.
No.269 His brother, - Wigham. (As reported by several boys.)
About 8 years old. Got his arm smashed all to bits a fortnight ago by the tubs falling over was
nearly dead and is off work now.
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No.270 Michael Richardson.
Aged 15. Has been down St. Lawrence Pit six years and has been a half-marrow for six
months. Goes down at 5 [a.m. except at week ends, when he goes down at 3 a.m. and comes up at 3
[p.m.] and comes up at 5. About three-quarters of a year since he wrought doubleshift very other night
or rather, he worked three times in 11 days, for 36 hours a time, without coming up the pit. This he did
because they had not enough lads and the overman him to stop and he stopped to please him and that
he might be liked the better. When he went down pit about nine years of age, he was a long way better
in health than he is now and he was never bad then. He was keeping a door at first, and when he had
been at this two months or so he began to turn sick. Used often to turn sick when getting up in the
morning. For a long time he used to throw up again whatever he took to eat. Was off work bad for a
fortnight about that time with sickness and headache. After that he got better and is not often sick now
but he is always tired and is sometimes so much so that he can hardly get out of bed in the morning.
He never has much appetite, and the dust often blacks his victuals. Is always dry and thirsty but cannot
get any good water to drink down the pit If ever he has a little bit of time he always falls asleep directly.
Has a pain in his legs very often, and his arms are sore with pushing. Thinks all the boys suffer a good
deal. There is no pulling with soams here. Wrought at Jarrow Pit half a year, where he kept a door
when he was about nine years old and the air was very bad. Was often frightened to go down the pit.
The men often baste [beat] the little boys when they first go down. The overman at Jarrow Pit used his
walking-stick for this purpose. Was bad in the head a fort-night ago with bad air in the pit, though he
is working in the ‘whole’ and is not well now. (Looks unwell and delicate.) Some boys put here in
very low places, where they must bend right down. Is making about is. 6d. a-day now. Can read the
Testament [fairly] and write a little. Goes to Sunday-school [where he has been two years] and to
chapel twice a Sunday regularly.
No.271 George Dryden.
Aged between 14 and 15. Drives the gin down the pit. Has been down pits seven years, two of
which he was at Walbottle Colliery. Went down about seven years old. Was a half-marrow in the
Bensham [seam] for a year. Was putting in that seam in places that were said to be under 26 inches in
height, for a fortnight together but the place was made higher. Has no time to get his victuals when the
rolleys are going right. Then he never stops more than five minutes for eating them, and gets them
when he can catch time. About two years ago he was off a fortnight from having strained himself at
shoving, and then he was sore bad pained in the back. He is in the Low Main seam, where the air is
tolerably good. But he very often has the headache now, nearly every day more or less. Last year at
Wallbottle Colliery he worked four shifts following, of 12 hours each, in the new pit. He was up the pit
every shift but never in bed all that time. It happened thus, - he was working in the night-shift and as
some day-shift lads were wanting he stopped for them. Those four shifts were thus managed,- he went
down the pit at 8 o’clock on the Sunday night, and came up at 5 on the Monday evening for two hours
and went down again at 7 o’clock [p.m.] and came up on Tuesday night at 5 o’clock [p.m.]. This made
the four shifts. He went in the regular shift down again on the Wednesday night and was up at 5 in the
morning and so he went on. In this night-shift he was about three weeks driving rolleys. The reason
he stopped the extra shifts [as above described] was because they asked him to stop and he thought he
could do it. Did it for the money and would like to do it again for the money he gave it to his parents.
Parents did not force him to stop. Father gave him 1s. that time out of the four shifts’ earnings.
Generally he gets 6d. a fortnight out of his wages. Can read the Testament [fairly]; writes his name.
Goes to Sunday-school but not often to chapel.
No.272 James Richardson.
Aged 17. Is a putter, and has been down this pit 8 years. Went down at 9 years of age and kept
a door for 2 years. Was then frightened at the pit and thought it a queer place. Was often beaten by
the overman with a walking-stick and the big putters hit him with their nieves [fists]. Was off once half
a year from the rolleys running over his leg. Is now putting in the Low Main seam where there are not
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many low places. In the Bensham seam they are putting in places 2 feet high and dare not keep their
fingers on the tub at the top, else they would get knocked against the roof. He often himself gets a little
strained with shoving, for they are very scarce of helpers-up. Mostly puts the full tub [iron tub] up hill.
In the Low Main the tubs hold 20 pecks, and 16 pecks in the Bensham seam. The viewer does not go
into the very low places himself. Witness is a headsman and has a half-marrow of 14 years of age.
Both shove behind in a 5 foot high place, where it is very steep. Has many objections to the steepness
but dare not stop work or his wages would be stopped and himself put in prison. Would like some
other trade better. Has often been poorly with the smoke as he goes down an up-cast shaft. Has been
off work twice from strains in his arms from shoving; one time nine weeks and another a quarter of a
year. He got smart-money all the time, 6d. a-day. The doctor sent a letter to Mr. Dunn [the viewer] to
say he was bad and was really not able to work. Once he was lamed in his finger [now marked deeply]
and was off two months, and got smart-money then. Trappers do not get smart-money whatever
happens to them. All above the trappers do. Knows Thomas Whigham, a boy of 6 years old, was hurt
down the pit by a fall of stone. About six months ago he worked three shifts following, of 12 hours
each shift and never stopped work more than a few minutes now and then, or came up the pit till he was
done. There was then some night-work to do and the overman asked him to stop and he could not say
no, or else he [the overman] would have frowned on him and stopped him perhaps of some helpers-up.
Never worked more than once so long together. Thinks the hours for lads ought to be shortened, and
does not know whether it would not be better even if their wages were less. Boys cannot go to nightschool and he knows of none that go. Never was at any school himself, except Sunday-school and his
father taught him to read. Reads [well]. and writes a little. Teaches in this Sunday-school every
Sunday.
___________________

WALLSEND COLLIERY.
No.273 Notes of several Conversations with A. and B., Colliery View and Owners.
The putters are paid in proportion to the difficulty of the putting. They would never exceed
their power and strength. Boys are never seen lamed or distorted. The sickness amongst pit boys is not
more than amongst other labourers. The labour is moderate and promotes perspiration. The drivers
always work in places supported by timber &c. [the rolley-way], if requisite and therefore they do not
suffer from falls of stone so much as the putters who are constantly in the working places. The putter
put in caivils once a fortnight for the ways and once a quarter for the cranes. The hewers ‘caivil’ once a
quarter. Hewers are paid by the score and from half to a score and half of coals, according to the
circumstances, is a day’s work for a hewer. The prices vary in same colliery and in different collieries
perhaps from 3s. 6d. a score to 9s. or 10s a score. Furtherance is a consideration for young men of an
age to hew, who are obliged to put. Furtherance is generally 4d. a score. Most difficulty exists with the
putters. Men more easily managed than the putters. There is a difference in the manageability of lads
in districts bordering upon each other. A good many moved at the last binding from here to the Wear;
perhaps 20 moved from here out of about 90 and 20 from Townley out of about 115. Boys and men
go with one jacket to the pit in summer and two jackets winter. Usually they work in knee drawers and
a flannel shirt down the pit. In many places they would work naked if they had not some remnant of
shame. They have capital bait do the pit. They do not eat a heavy meal when they get home. Have seen
lads with rashers of bacon of great size. Few pitmen wear spectacles. Boys clean nothing, whether
machinery or not, when moving. Pit boys work independently of each other. Do not bind trappers
here. At some collieries they bind such men as waggonmen and keelmen. Keelmen are bound at
Townley. Wages are paid to boys or parents as it happens. Generally they pay at offices and pay
generally in gold, silver and copper. The difference in stature between pitmen and others is not striking
and pit lads differ but little in size from other lads. Pitmen sometimes run away to sea, &c. and come
hack again to the pit. Pitmen do not live to great ages. Men who arrive at some age often get
wastemen’s places, &c. and places of great trust. The average pay for hewers here is now about 3s. 6d.
per day. They have their houses quite free, and pay 3d. a-week for the leading of their coal, which is
supplied gratis. The number of putters is proportioned to the number of hewers and the distance the
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coals have to be brought to the crane and perhaps putters are two to one to hewers; hardly so much. If
the trappers at any time are bound for the greatest exigence and fewer should be wanted, they are laid
idle in turns. Often more may be bound than are wanted, in order to keep the families together.
Changes in ventilation change the quantity of trappers. Colliery agents are men who would never
overwork the men or boys, or deal hardly with them. Pitmen may he idle at the binding for a few days
sometimes, in consequence of some altercation about prices. Working by separation is always
producing disputes; they used to do so here. Separation is sending the large, or round coals away
separately and the man is paid accordingly. But here, and in a great many collieries now, they fix an
intermediate price for the whole together. If men are working in wet places, or meet with any difficulty,
they are always paid accordingly. Prices are mostly points of dispute at the bindings. Men sign to the
bond by crosses to save time. In disputes about the prices at bindings men are peaceable. In strikes
pitmen are treacherous and would throw a stone from behind a hedge when they dare not meet you face
to face. Viewers were obliged to travel with arms in the last strike. From the employment of men in
new collieries, the men dismissed from old collieries are now at work, or there would be great distress
in the trade. The leading men are able to express themselves on occasion of dispute and are put
forward by the body of the men. Many of the disgraceful habits, cock-fighting, drinking, &c., are got
down very much. There is a visible difference in most collieries. This may be partly from the
Methodist chapels and from the effects of teetotalism. The greater portion of boys are educated now.
Hewers stay in the pit as long as they think proper. Putters have to fill the coals when the
hewers leave. Education sometimes promotes a man. Clever men have been left for want of education.
Any alteration in the working hours must have the result of injuring the collieries. If you had fewer
men in at a time and thus made a double shift to work the coal, the standing establishment would be
increased greatly in all collieries. No alteration can be made in any department of a colliery without
deranging the whole.
Boys would not go down the pit for 5d. or 6d. for eight hours. Boys must be flogged to
school. Government interference with their education is not desirable. Putters have to fill coals only
after the hewers leave and they may perhaps get a third of the work to fill, though they are paid nothing
additional for filling coals; it is in their day’s work. In ‘separation’ working the hewers fill up the
whole, because they are responsible for the whole. The ‘toom’ or empty corves are filled in turns. The
collieries are greatly broken up now, and the men move about. The men move chiefly to the Wear and
Auckland district. Men have been most difficult to deal with since the great strike in 1831.
No.274 George Soulsby.
Aged 16. Is called a chalker on; chalks down all the pit’s work. Asks every waggon driver that
passes him as he sits by the rolley way side what crane he come from; has each crane’s name chalked
down on a deal board and against the name he puts down what load of coals is being taken past him.
The cranes are named by the boys and men such names as ‘Black-horse,’ ‘Sandgate,’ &c. At the end
of the day’s work the craneman comes, and counts what is chalked down, and puts it in a book and
sends that book to the overman.
Goes down to work at 4 o’clock [a.m.], and comes up at 4 in the afternoon; takes his victuals
down with him for the day; eats his breakfast, consisting of cold coffee brought down in a bottle and
bread, when he wants it, or can get a few minutes time, generally about 8 o’clock; the same with his
dinner, which generally is a bag of meat and bread; he then gets nothing more till he goes home; has as
much as he wants to eat. He earns 2s. a-day; lives with his parents; gives his money to them; they treat
him well; is happy and well in health. The overman and men often find fault with him but never beat
him. Sometimes, and generally now, works at Heaton Pit.
No.215 Joseph Rousaby.
Aged 15. Is a stone leader; puts away the stones in a heap by the side. Goes down at 2 o’clock
[a.m.], comes up at 12 o’clock in the day. Gets 1s. 8d. per day.
No.276 William Giles.
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Aged 15. Is a craneman. Hoists the corve from the tram on to the rolley; keeps account on a
deal what hewer the corve comes from. Goes down at 5 [a.m.], comes up at 5 [p.m.]. Gets 2s. a-day.
A bottle of warm coffee comes down to him in the corf at breakfast. Takes meat and bread down for
dinner.
No.277 Hugh Coamby.
Aged 14. Is a wood leader. Carries in the props that support the roof. Gets 1s. 8d. a-day.
Goes down at 2 [a.m.], comes up at 5 o’clock [a.m.]. His father is overman, and he thinks he is better
off on that account. Is a teacher in the Methodist Sunday-school.
These four preceding witnesses all read [well], write and spell; go to night-schools only occasionally,
always to Sunday-school [Methodist]. They reply pretty well to general questions on moral and religious
subjects.

No.278 Matthew Robson.
Aged 15. Leads stone. Goes down at 2 [a.m.] comes up when the men do at 12 or 1 or
sometimes 2 o’clock. Gets 1s. 8d. a-day. Takes meals down with him &c. Has no father; his mother
is letter-carrier; is rather delicate in health [and appearance] and sometimes feels faint but not form the
fault of work.
No.279 James Whitfield.
Aged 15. Is a driver. His work is not hard. Goes down at 5 [a.m.], comes up at 5 [p.m.] Gets
1s. 3d. per diem. Lives with his parents; gives his wages to them. His coffee for breakfast comes
down; takes down a bag of cold meat and bread and has as much as he wants. Goes to night-school.
No.280 William Arnold.
Is a driver, aged 14. Works in the same pit, in the same way and lives in the same way. Goes to
night-school.
[These three witnesses (278 to 280) all go to Sunday-school; all read, spell pretty well and write].

No.281 Thomas Cockburn.
Aged 13 years. Leads stones. Goes at 2, comes up at 2 [p.m.]. Gets 1s. 8d. Takes the stones
out of the corves and puts them in a heap. Thinks he is worked rather too hard and is sometimes
unwell.
No.282 John Kennedy.
Eleven years old. Hangs on tokens on corves. Gets 1s. 3s. a-day.
No.283 William Donelly.
Thirteen years old. A driver, and gets 1 s. 3d. a-day.
No.284 John Johnson.
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Eleven years old. Hangs on tokens. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day.
No.285 Edward Donelly.
Thirteen years old. Cleans the tram-way from coal and muck with two pieces of hemp and gets
10d. a-day.
No.286 George Donelly.
Trapper. Gets 10d. a-day. Is 12 years old.

No.287 Three boys, a trapper, a driver, and a trapper, aged respectively 10, 10, and 8 years.
Of these 7 witnesses (viz. 281 to 287 inclusive) but 3 go to night-school. All go to Sundayschool. Most of them read, at least imperfectly; few spell or write; do not readily answer questions on
the subjects of their instruction at the Sunday-school. None of them have complaints to make; but they
observe, that such as have fathers are, in their opinions, better taken care of in their work. These
witnesses are not often scolded, seldom or never struck and very rarely work more than half an hour
over-time.
No.288 J. Aitchison, Surgeon.
Sir,

Carville, April 8, 1841.

I HAVE not been long in practice at Carville, therefore am very unable to give you a
satisfactory account with respect to boys employed in collieries. As far as my observation
goes, there is no particular disease more than another which they are subject to; generally
speaking, they enjoy pretty good health. They are placed in the pit when very young, which
checks the growth of the body; and when they attain the age of puberty they seldom exhibit
the well developed, vigorous and muscular appearance which people present who are
employed in the open air. I have observed pitmen to be very subject to hernia and am
inclined to believe they are more afflicted with it than other classes of labouring people.
That is all the information that I am able to give at present.
I am, &c.,
(Signed)

J. AITCHISON, Surgeon.

___________________

WALKER COLLIERY.
No.289 April 14. Mr. Hunter.
Overman. Has been here 21 years. Has worked 43 years in pits; 22 years at the Felling. Has
worked from a doorkeeper at 8 years old up to a hewer at 19. Was down the Felling pit in 1812 when
the 92 men and boys were lost at the south-west district; the explosion did not reach his part. Does not
know of any boys in general employed under 8 years old; has one boy here who probably began
(elsewhere) at 6 years old, or between and 7, yet he is a healthy boy, plump and chubby. At first, in
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1798, witness used to be 18 and 20 hours down pits without coming up, not having more than 5 or 6
hours out of 24 for eating and sleeping, &c. up the pit. In 1831 the hours were reduced to 12. Thirty
years ago the hours were reduced from 18 to 14 hours. Sometimes he tells his boys he wonders they
do not grow robuster, considering that they are better fed by half than was in his young days. Used to
go down pits at 10 years old, with bread as coarse and black as the coal. Colliers used to be in the habit
of getting ticketed corn (corn bought by the owners and dealt out to the men at a lower price), and that
was very bad. Yet with all this the men were a much hardier and robuster race than now,
notwithstanding that they were, when boys, down 20 hours in a day. The men’s hours are about the
same time now as then, but the boys were not able to get out before the 18th hour, because there was no
facility for drawing coals, &c. as now. Thinks the boys now do. perhaps, the same amount of work in a
time. Bigger boys were then necessary for putting than now, the ways being imperfect. Did not then
observe that boys were seriously injured by the long hours; is himself a living specimen of the fact
(being a robust man of 51). Never received 1s. from a colliery for smart-money.
Has 4 sons, and has 3 down the pit; 2 are deputies, the other is an overman at Wreckington.
Does not think that children suffer at all in their health from the pit. They are working entirely in the
broken here; are working the colliery the third time over, having stood idle 10 years after the pillar
working. They make the whole of the horse roads 6 feet high. Never have the tram road below 4ft. 3in.
and the seam (high main) is 6 feet. The height of the corf upon the tram is 4ft. 3in. and it sometimes
sticks but of course it is the interest of the owners to prevent their sticking at all frequently.
Children go too soon to the pit; their parents force them in some cases; if they take a dislike to
school they are sent down the pit. With regard to both education and health, a boy should not properly
go down before 10 years old. This is his deliberate opinion; the parents would of course dislike any
restriction of age. Thinks a man with 2 or 3 children might from own earnings as a hewer, probably of
20s. a-week, send his children to school till 10 years of age.
There is here one day-school room and that is employed as a night-school. which is pretty
attended in the winter time; this is in the Methodist chapel where also a Sunday-school is held, well
attended by pit lads. Believes that all the pitmen here support and subscribe to boxes and funds of
different sorts; in some the outlay is heavier than the income. One on the colliery, to which the owners
pay a sixth of the total money subscribed, is not flourishing. Thinks that the advantages are great of
being near a town. The town affords different means of religious instruction, &c., which are not
afforded in more distant places. The morals here are about as good as other similar collieries.
Wesleyans are the predominant sect here and thinks they do good. Care is taken to prevent swearing.
No.290 Joseph Hobert.
Aged 41. Hewer. Has been 33 years a pitman. States the same as preceding witness as to the
state of work and hours formerly. Thinks a boy of delicate constitution would be injured by the pit, as
to his lungs; but a sound boy would not be at all injured. Of his 4 boys, 3 are in the pit; none are
unhealthy and has no objection to the pit. Most of old pitmen are very subject to bad breath and fixed
pains; partly also from the stooping position. Would rather wish for a law limiting the age of children
going down the pit, if cheap education could be got for them; say at 1d. a-week. Collieries have been
overlooked in this respect. Cannot send more than one boy to nightschool, at the charge of 5d. a-week
and his time will only admit of one hour and a half being devoted to school.
No.291. George Swindel.
Forty-eight years old. Has been a hewer 24 years; is now propping. Was not 7 years old when
he went to pit. He was subject to pains. His chief desire is for more perfect ventilation and shorter
hours; he would risk the decrease of wages if the hours could be shortened but thinks they ought to
have the same wages. The boys are now too tired for education and has scarcely time enough for rest.
Has 2 boys; one, aged 22, was lamed severely twice down the pit and is partly a cripple; he is now a
rolley-way man, working but 8 hours; the other is 16 years old and is a craneman; he is rather delicate,
and was always so.
Twenty boys taken as they came from the pit. Of the 20 boys, 12 can read, some imperfectly ; 7 write
their names ; 1 goes to night-school, 14 go to Sunday-School occasionally and attend the chapel. From
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these 20 boys the following, 292 to 299, gave evidence.

No.292 George Atkinson.
Aged 18. Is a putter. Puts a tram by himself. Called about 3 o’clock, is down the pit at 4 and
comes up at 4. Went to pits about 8 years old. A little boy generally likes to go down because it is hew
to him but soon, after a bit, he wants to come up again. Wished himself to go down; was set down; in a
year be wanted to come up again. Began to keep a door. Many of the workings here are in the broken
now. Is working there; does not hurt him. Some of the old men who have short breath have felt it hurt
them. Is putting in an easy place at present 2 or 3 months back had a bad place, then found himself
rather sick. Has known some strain their arms but nothing to hurt. Some start too young; have
strength enough for it. Put corves (full) up and down inclines here. Can read but imperfectly, cannot
write. Used to go to night-school but does not now, nor Sunday-school.
No.293 William Barns.
Aged 14. Is a putter, and feels pains in the back at nights, when he is a-bed. Went work at 10
veers old. The pit work makes him bad. Is sometimes weak in the thighs. There is much soam pulling
down this pit and some are helpers up with soams.
No.294 Henry Oliver.
Is 14. Puts with soams. Is a half-marrow. Whiles he pushes, and whiles he draws with soams.
The corf will go through at four foot height. A vast of the corves sticks, because the height is too little
and in some places here it is so low as that they must trail the corves on their bottoms. They can smell
when they come to the foul air, and it makes them dizzy.
No.295 Henry Fletcher.
Is 10 years old. Is a driver. Feels sick down the pit. A fortnight since was so sick the middle
of the day, about 12 o’clock, that he was obliged to be carried home. Often throws his meat up in the
mid-day. Some of them bring their meat or bait home again, not having a stomach for it.
Some do not get a good feed at all, from being poor. At night shift-working the boys very often
fall asleep and get crushed. Joseph Hobert got hurt by a stone falling on him to-day. (this witness, J.
H., is lame, and has evidently suffered much;) but he will go to work tomorrow. William Atkinson was
cut in the head by the rollies about 8 months back, and was off 8 weeks. William Fletcher had his leg
broken 8 or 9 months ago; off 5 months. His leg was nipped before. Robert Hobert had his arm
broken 2 months since. Nicholas Carr had his collar bone broken.
No.295. Thomas Fletcher.
Aged 14. Was putting as a foal when he was 8 years old at this colliery. Found hard for him.
Made him very sick. Made him throw up his meat often about 3 years since. Felt pain in his back and
weak in his legs. Many a boy is hardly able to get up in the morning.
No.297 William Atkinson.
Has thrown up his meat last week one day about 4 o’clock. (Is apparently healthy). Is 12
years old in August. Was a foal a week ago and it was then he felt so bad and his legs were weak. The
men that come here say that the putting here is harder than at other collieries on account of the ways
and places not being well kept in order.
No.298 Thomas Fletcher.
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Last week was stopping a little, and was o’er long getting to the shaft and, therefore, not get
ridden till 6 o’clock.
No.299 George Mitford.
Aged 15. Leads wood. Used to put for 6 years. Started as a foal at 9 years. Has only left off
putting this week. Worked in the East-pit. Was sometimes sick at first started; never particular bad.
Lamed once and laid off 3 weeks 7 or 8 months ago. Cannot read or write; goes to no school whatever.
The 20 witnesses, when questioned collectively, further say that the way is so very dirty and the pit so
warm, that the lads often get tired very soon. The boys down the pit are sometimes beaten by the deputies
and others with the handles and axe-shaft (handle of the axe). One boy wrenched himself once with the
corves sticking and this a source of great trouble in this pit.

Nineteen boys, examined together, of various ages, of whom the spokesman was,
No.300 William Holt.
Aged 17. A putter. Puts by himself. First went to pits between 9 and 10. Kept door. His leg
was nearly broken by a lung from a horse once. Has worked at Walker pit all the time. The bad air,
when they are whiles working in the broken, makes them sick. Has felt weak like in his legs at those
times. Was weary like. Has gone on working, but very slowly. Many a one has had to come home
before getting a fair start, from the bad air and hard work. Hours are too long. Would sooner work
less hours and get less money, so that they might get a little time for schooling. There is no time for
night-schooling now, unless they take it from their rest. Would be glad to get schooling.
___________________

TYNE MAIN COLLIERY.
No.301 May 19. Mr. Martin Greener.
Resident viewer of Tyne Main Colliery. Is turned of 54 years of age. Was brought up pits.
When he was a boy he never got more than 6 hours sleep. He frequently wrought 16 and 18 hours aday at Felling Colliery, that is, from 2 a.m. to 8 o’clock p.m., without coming up the pit in that time.
This was 35 years ago. Witness got all the education he has at night-schools and mostly after he had a
wife and six children. Two of the boys are in the pit; one of them a manager of the waggon way and he
is 10 hours a-day down the it; the other a deputy overman, who is done at different times, as things suit.
Witness requested time to consider answers to the questions I proposed to him on the
arrangements of the pits, &c., and delivered the following written statement on the 22d of May; when he
added that the most of the boys who signed their names in the tabular forms had been taught at
Sunday-schools gratuitously:Sir,
Tyne Main Colliery, .21st May, 1841.
According to promise, I give you the following particulars, commencing with Jay Pit,
which is sunk 52 fathoms, down to the high main coal-seam. The shaft or pit is 8 feet
meter, walled with freestone. The seam or strata is 5 feet 6 inches good and merchantable
coal, of first-rate quality, with 2 feet 4 inches of bottom coal, very coarse and mixed with
slate and thill stone. This seam, while working, in the whole were much troubled with
hydrogen gas but on account of being so long in operation, the blowers and fissures are
exhausted. The coals are brought to bank with corves of 20 pecks or 6 cwt. neat, brought
with horses and waggons on a railway, the most of them upwards of 2 miles and the nearest
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about a quarter of a mile. These corves are brought to the waggons with boys, called
putters, which work by the piece, which put from 30 to 50 corves per day, according to the
distance, which are from 60 yards to 260 yards with each corf. N.B. That distance each way
empty and full.
Each day’s work of coals is wrought, a part of them from the north side of the river Tyne,
and part from the south; the one in the county of Northumberland and the other in the
county of Durham. This pit is working mostly in the broken or pillars. Many of the pillars
have been left by the old men upwards of 100 years ago. The men which work the coal are
called hewers, which work piece-work, at so much per score. Pits of this description is
found more difficult to ventilate than pits which are working in the whole coal, on account
of the pillars being taken away, brings on what is called a creep and frequently impedes the
progress of the atmospheric air by the top and bottom of the mine coming together. This
pit is wrought with candles and ventilated with two furnaces, one on each side of the river.
Has a winding-engine at top, of 20 horse power, and a pumping-engine of 200 horse
power. The average quantity of water raised by the pumping-engine is 1,000 gallons per
minute, or upwards.
The Hall Pit. - This pit is sunk 95 fathoms down to the low main coal-seam, which is
feet 7 inches. Not so good in quality as the high main coal-seam, but is a much better
smith coal; answers well for manufactories. This seam is much troubled with gas, and is
wrought all with the Davy lamps. The coals are brought to bank with tubs, which holds
6.75cwt. neat coals and are brought on a railroad with horses and waggons part of the way,
and by two incline plains the other part, as the inclination of the seam is about 2 inches to
the yard; an incline is a feasible way. The coals are brought by boys to these waggons with
the aforesaid tubs of 6.75 hundred weight; they are sometimes brought by one strong boy
and sometimes by two weaker ones; these all work by the piece at so much per score and
are paid according to the distance. They have to bring the coals, which are wrought by the
hewers, the two extremes which the putters have to bring the coals with tubs, from 40 yards
to 240 yards with each tub. These tubs, part of them, are made of sheet iron and part of
wood. Hall-pit is ventilated by two furnaces; has two downcast pits for atmospheric air and
one upcast for the return air. I hope these few remarks will satisfy you.
Now, Sir, you were making inquire what sort of men pitmen were. I think you will find
them to be an industrious set of men, much improved these few late years and, as you
would find in visiting the different collieries, a great many Sunday-schools are in operation
for the instruction of the rising generation, yet I think very much is wanting. Pitmen are
not such an illiterate set of men as they are commonly represented to be; yet they are far
from what they ought to be. Now, Sir, as you hint that something might be done to benefit
this useful class of men, I hope you will use your influence to the best of your ability. I
give it you as my opinion that nothing will be more beneficial for the community than to
have schools established at every colliery, one for the boys, another for the girls, and an
infant school. By these means a good understanding and feeling will be kept between
master and servant, when each party can justly appreciate their privilege and should you be
the happy instrument of bringing these things about, the present generation will bless you,
and generations unborn will rise up and call you blessed. Please to pardon what is wrong.
Sir,
Your humble servant,
MARTIN GREENER.
No.302 Joseph Watkin.
20 years of age and 6 months. Has been down pits 14 years and 2 months. Was 6 and a-half
when he went down West Moor (or Killingworth) Colliery. Was 3 years at the pits there, 1 year at
each pit. Kept a door the first year, drove a cuddy the second year drove a galloway the third year.
Was 2 years next at Wideopen driving a horse. Was next 2 years at Black-boy Colliery, near Bishop
Auckland, as a driver. Was 2 years at Cramlington Pit. Was the next at Seghill a year. He was a half
marrow those 3 years. Was 2 years putting, by himself, at Coxiodge Pit. Next came here and has been
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here 2 years whiles putting and whiles hewing. Stopped the longest hours at Wideopen and West
Moor but this was before the ‘stick’ in 1831 and 1832. Used to be down the pit 14 hours before the
stick, from 3 a.m. till 6 or 7 at latest and generally till 5 or 6. They struck and got the hours down to 12
hours in the pit. Has had just about the same wages since the ‘stick’ as before. Began to put at
Cramlington Pit, where the putting was rather easy but they had large corves, holding 30 pecks and
made to hold 28 pecks. They paid him 1s. 3d. a score for putting 80 yards. At Seghill it was cannyish
putting but it was bad air, and the lows would not burn. That pit is laid off now. At Coxlodge it is a
long way in bye, perhaps 3 miles. This was the Regent Pit. There was one crane about a quarter of a
mile in; the rest were a long way inbye. Here the putting is the heaviest of all he has been to; it is called
the Old Fad Pit. They pay l7d. a score for 80 yards, 1s. 3d. being the general price per score in other
pits. There are no helpers up in the pit. Puts a tram alone. Tubs are used here. The rolley and tub
together, when empty, weigh about 24 stone. Puts the full train mostly up hill at his crane. The other
cranes are mostly the empty tubs up hill. Has many times strained himself in his ankles and laid off
work once 3 days; never more at any pit. This was from a strain got at the Goose Pit. The seam here
may rise 2 or 3 inches the yard. The little boys, who are half-marrows, draw with soams. Goes down
here at 4 o’clock a.m., loosing (or coming up) at 4 o’clock. At the Black-boy’s Colliery, about 8 years
ago, he stopped 3 shifts, of 12 hours each, down the pit, without ever coming up or stopping from the
work, not having any time for rest. Ralph Gundry stopped one week down the Black-boy Pit about that
time without ever coming up. His father was onsetter and went up every night. That boy was about 16
and was driving. His father took his victuals every morning to him and he was driving near all that
time. About twice witness has stopped down 24 hours in pits. As long as putters can get away (or put
the trams) at all they never get helpers up. In this pit, the Old Faud, they work all in the broken and all
with lamps. At Wideopen he saw 2 men burnt sore while he was down by a fire. One man burnt so
that he died at Cramlington while witness was there. Most of the boys live a mile or so off, so that they
are away from home about 14 hours. Over long hours is the complain of most. Can read (well).
Cannot write his name at all. Goes to no school or to church or chapel. Spends the Sundays in lying
in bed, or about home. Learnt of his reading at the Sunday-schools. Was never at any night-schools.
No.303 Andrew Fairs.
Aged 18 last February. Has been down pits 11 years and a half. First went down this pit at 6
years and a-half old. Kept a door for 3 years, drove for about 3 years. Put a half-marrow about a year
and a-half down this pit. Next he put by himself down this pit. Has been down this pit altogether
about 9 years, on and off, down the Old Faud or head-park Pit. Was off 2 years from a strain he got
about 4 years down the Goose Pit here. He was driving a wild horse and his arm was putted very near
out when he was holding in; it was his left arm and it is not well yet. Can use it to putting now, but it is
against the doctor’s orders, Dr. Featherstonhaugh, who attends the Gateshead Dispensary, where
witness goes to him. Is not well now from this accident, which has made a lump in his (Looks very
unwell.) Is forced to work, because his father has been off 2 years and a-half with a broken leg, broken
by a tub falling on him down the old pit. Never lost a day before this accident. The putting is very
heavy here, and the air is foul in some parts, and warm. The ’caivils’ are shaken in about once a month
for putters and once a quarter hewers. Reads (fairly); cannot write. Goes to no school or place of
worship now. Was at night-school for 3 months.
No.304 Peter Gladstone.
Aged 17. Is putting for a half-marrow. Has been down the old pit here 7 years. Never was at
any other pit. The hours has always been the same. Goes down the pit at 4 o’clock a.m. and looses at
the crane at 4 p.m. Rides (comes up) at about a quarter past 4. Sometimes it is 5 in the Goose Pit,
because they have further to travel. In this pit they travel in about half a mile; in the Goose Pit 2 miles
and a half about. Has been putting 1 year and 2 months. One of the 2 boys shoves and the other
draws with soams. Mostly puts the full tub or tram up the bank. It is not a very steep place. The two
can put the tram pretty easy. Gets 1s. 5d. a score both together, making about 3s. or 3s. 6d. a-day, or
1s. 8d. a-piece. Thinks that altogether he has stopped about 9 or 10 times for 3 shifts together at one
time; three 12-hour shifts. It is about a year since he did this last and it was when they were driving a
drift in the Goose Pit and he was down 2 days and a night, driving a horse in the day-time and putting
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stones in the night. It was his own wish to stop, at least as far as his parents wished but the overman
told him to stop. About 14 or 15 lads took it in turn and the big lads all stopped 3 shifts at a time for
once. The little lads went down on the Sunday night at 6 o’clock or 7, and came up at 4 or 5 the next
day. Lads of 10, 12, and 13 did this. About 2 years ago he stopped a long time down went down on a
Sunday night at 7 o’clock and stopped till 5 o’clock on Monday night; came to work again on Tuesday
morning and worked his 12 hours; on the Wednesday he went down at 3 o’clock (as usual) and did not
come up till Thursday at 4 o’clock p.m. They were scarce of lads then, and they were driving a head
ways in the incline bank and they drove it at night, so as not to stop the day-work. It was only at the
night he worked in this shift, in helping a bigger lad to put coals. In driving a drift they only get stone.
The lads all stopped in their turns in the same way, except the little trappers. Is in general now away
from his house 13 hours and a-half at least; this time is constant. Is some time away longer, but very
seldom. His present putting is not particular but it is heavy to shove the empty tub up the hill. Once
got lamed, the year before last, by the cage coming upon him as he was going up and was off then 6
weeks with a wound in his thigh. Knows his letters only; can write his name. Goes to Sunday-school
in Newcastle and chapel very often. Went to night-school for a month. Never was at any day-school.
Went down the pit at 6 years old.
No.305 William Powell.
Aged 15. Has been down these pits above 5 years. Is now putting as half-marrow with the
preceding witness. Was keeping a door for 6 months, then drove for 3 years and started to put when he
was 12 years old as a foal with his brother. Since that he drove for 2 years at the Goose Pit, in his 13th
and 14th years. As a foal he drew with soams. Was off work with stythe at the Goose Fit 2 or 3 days
at a time, with sickness and throwing up his victuals. His head used to work a good deal some days at
that time. His health is good now. Thinks he was stopped about 20 times for (treble) shifts of 36
hours at a time, without coming up or stopping work. They were then scarce of lads. Boys are not
forced to stop without they have a mind. Stopped because of the wages. The employment in the pits is
not constant here being 7 and 8 and 9 days in a fortnight. It is generally 9 days at this pit. They lie idle
here good deal in the winter time. They lie idle at Christmas a fortnight or three weeks. Can read the
spelling-book; can’t write his name at all; goes to no school now, and very seldom to chapel. Father is
a hewer. Has 5 brothers; the youngest is 9 years old and he has been down about 2 months. Had a
brother who went down at 5 years and a-half old and he was down 20 years but now he goes with
steam-boats as an engineer.
No.306 Walter Windlow.
Aged 16. Is a putter, a headsman. Has been down pits 9 years. Kept a door a year at Wallsend
Pit and a year at Hebburn Pit. Next cleaned the way for a year in Hebburn. Next drove for 4 years
there. Next was ‘breaking’ the carriages down the incline here. Then was putting here. Hebburn was
very wet, the wet falling from the roof, and being whiles up to the calf of his leg. This was the C Pit.
Was off work there a year very bad with colds; the water falling on him gave him so stiff a neck, that he
could not turn it or go to work. Here puts in a heavy place; puts the empty tub up a bank, 3 inches to
the yard steep; he guesses at this. Has a foal, 13 years old, to assist him, and he draws with soams.
They have to put in two drags to keep the train back; he (the foal) holds his hand against the tub behind
him. Puts 2 score a day generally along a distance of about 200 yards. Witness is generally away
from home about 13 hours. Twice he has wrought double shifts, or 24 hours each time. Can read easy
words; cannot write at all. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel often. Has been last week at a nightschool; never went before.
No.307 Martin Owen.
Aged 16. Has been down this pit, the old pit, 5 years. Kept a door for a year. Is now putting
as a half marrow; has been doing this 13 months. Has been down 36 hours at a time 3 or 4 times; the
last time was about 6 months since. Was along with the deputies making the pit ready; taking stones
out of the way and setting timber. Was down then two days and a night. Twice or thrice he has been
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down double shifts of 24 hours. Was forced to do it, or else the pit would not have been ready. Is
employed (irregularly) about 7, or 9, or 10 days a fortnight. Once got his leg hurt by falling down and
the waggon going over his leg. He was off 3 months from this. Got his finger split 3 years ago. Can
read (fairly); writes his name. Goes to no Sunday-school or chapel but goes to night-school this last
week at Felling; at John Elliot’s school, from about 5 to 8 p.m.
No.308 William Morrow.
About 14. Has been down this pit two and half years; about three and a half years down pits
altogether. Keeps the foot of the inclined bank. About 6 years ago the waggons went over his leg; he
was keeping a door but was lying idle at the bottom of the shaft and was asleep and some waggons ran
over him and broke his leg. His leg was cut off; he is now wearing a wooden leg. About half a year
ago he got his head cut by a stone tailing from the roof; he was keeping a door then; was kept off half a
year for that. At the time his leg was broken, his arm was also broken. About a year ago his brow was
cut by a tub tumbling off the waggons upon him, and he was off a month. Is however pretty healthy in
general. Can read easy words; cannot write. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel pretty often. Was at
day-school 2 years before he came to the pit.
No.309 Robert Banister.
Aged 12. Goes about with the deputies. Has been down more than a year. Goes down the pit
at 4 a.m. and comes up at 4 p.m. Cleans the way and lead the timber. Was turning the wheel for
ropers, when he had 3d. a-day, about one and a half years ago. Was unwell occasionally before he
went down the pits but is none the worse for pit work. Can read (well); writes his name. Goes to no
school or place of worship now. It is 6 years since he was at school. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day now. Kept a
door at first and got 10d. a-day for 7 weeks. Has 5 brothers besides himself; and 3 are unfit for work.
No.310 Daniel Trewk.
Aged about 12. Has been down pits a year and a half. Keeps the foot of the bank, putting in
drags and taking off the chain off the waggons; works from 4 to 4 p.m. Is away from home about 14
hours. Knows his letters only; cannot write. Goes to no school or place of worship on Sundays. Was
never at any school more than 3 or 4 weeks. Used to work at Haggie’s ropery before he came here.
No.311 William Hedley.
Aged 11, about. Has been down this pit three and half years. Kept a door from the first till
now. Gets 1s. a-day now. Goes away from home at half-past 3 a.m. and goes down the pit at 4 a.m.;
comes up at about a quarter past 4 o’clock p.m. Uses a Davy lamp; attends to switch besides. Once he
throwed up his victuals. Was bad about two and a half months with fever from a lame in his back, by a
stone falling upon him at the same time that it broke William Morrow. He left his door to go and sit
beside him. He was off 3 days and worked 6 weeks before he took bad with fever. The doctor said the
stone fall had caused the fever. Reads very easy words; cannot write at all. Goes to Sunday-school and
church at Gateshead. Was 2 years at day-school before he came to the pit.
No.312 William Burdis.
Aged about 13. Drives a horse. Has been down 1 year and a half. Never was very strong.
Works from 4 to 4 p.m. Cannot read, except his letters; cannot write at all. Goes to no school or any
place of worship; was 3 months at a day-school before he came to the pit. Was at the ropery before he
came.
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No.313 William Hall.
Aged 14. Is bound to drive. Has been down the pit about 2 years. About 2 months since the
horse flung at him and knocked him down and the waggons went over him, not the wheels and crushed
him a good deal. He was off about 6 or 7 weeks. Last week was the first week he came to work again.
Can read the Testament (fairly); writes his name. Goes to no school or place of worship now. Was at
a chapel-school (church) at Gateshead 5 years every day. Has been about 3 weeks at night-school,
about a year and half ago.
No.314 John Redhead.
Aged 15. Has been down pits 8 years, going at 7 years old down Walker pit, where was 6
years. Keeping a door for 2 years and driving for 3 years. Walker was a stythier pit then this. Was
bad with sickness about thrice there and was off 3 weeks altogether with throwing up and sickness.
The doctor said it was a fever. Often felt sleepy down that pit and often fell asleep when at work and
woke when he heard the rollies coming. Was working twice then a double shift of 24 hours. Used to
work in the night-shift every other fortnight. Has been at Thornley pit, in Durham, 10 months and
drove a horse, where they wrought by candle-light. Did not go into the worst places there. Was at
Holywell pit for 14 am putting as a half marrow. It was not hard putting there. Then came here, and is
now working a flat, and gets 1s. 8d. a-day, working from 4 to 4. Had his collar bone broken at Walker
pit, by getting between the corves, in putting the horse back. Was off a month from this. Can read
(fairly); can write his name. Goes to night-school now and then. Goes to Sunday school and chapel
often.
No.315 Robert Kendall.
Aged 13. Has been 5 years down pits; now drives. Kept a door at West Moor, or Killingworth
pit for half a year. Was at Spital Tongues colliery for 2 years. There was a good deal of water there
where he was, which gave him cold and made him poorly sometimes. Threw up his victuals twice or
thrice there. Was lamed here last Christmas by a door jamming his foot and he was off a week. Can
read (fairly); writes his name. Goes to Sunday school and chapel often. Was at night-school once for a
month at Spital Tongues.
No.316 Robert Windlow.
Aged 15. Has been down pits about 5 years; down Hebburn pit three and a half years. Has
been here a year and a quarter. At Hebburn he was down very often 14 hours, it being a long way in
bye. Most of the drivers were down 13 hours at least - the C pit - it being very far in bye. Was whiles
down double shift at week ends, about thrice while he was there. Was lamed there by being jammed
against the props by the rollies and was off work 3 weeks. Here he breaks the waggons down the
incline, and gets 1s. 8d. a-day. Reads (very imperfectly); cannot write at all. Goes to night-school
sometimes. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel often.
No.317 John Cardwell.
Has been down pits 5 years; here 3 years, where he drives. His head worked here two or three
times and he was obliged to go home for a day or two at times. Knows his letters only; cannot write at
all. Goes to night-school now and then. Goes to Sunday-school at Gateshead and chapel on Sundays;
was never at day-school.
No.318 Michael Walton.
Aged 14. Has been down pits 4 years; now drives. Twice he has wrought 3 shifts hours
following of 36 hours and two or three times double shifts. At the Goose pit was off 3 days 5 from
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tumbling off a tram. Reads (fairly); writes his name. Goes to no Sunday-school, or chapel, or church.
Has been 3 nights to night-school. Has been to day-schools before he went down pits.
No.319 William Windlow.
Aged 12. Has been down this pit four and a half years; now drives. Has once worked 3 shift
following, perhaps a year ago. Three or four times has worked a double shift. Once was throwing up
his victuals down the pit 4 months since. Was off 3 weeks with bruised fingers from the waggons.
Can read (fairly); writes his name. Goes to Sunday-school and chapel. Has been a week or so at
school of evenings. Was 5 years pretty often at day-school at Felling before he came here.
No.320 Thomas Owens.
Aged near 12. Has been down nearly 4 years the old pit here; now drives. Some time ago he
broke his collar bone by the horse crushing him against the tub, and he was off a month and a half.
Does not know his letters; cannot write at all. Seldom goes to Sunday-school or place of worship.
No.321 John Cranson.
Aged 18 and 5 months. Has been in pits 10 years. At Elswick, at Jarrow, three and a half
years; Walls End, four and a half years; Fawdon, 1 year; and Tyne Main, 2 months. Jarrow was
warmish far in bye; 2 miles to some cranes and 3 to another. Here is putting; it is hard. The tubs are
over heavy and would sooner have less tubs. Is down the old pit. The places are pretty high. Never
bad anywhere except at Fawdon, where he was off different times with styth. The lamps would not
burn in some places and they had the flint mills but they would not give any light and what came was
like drops of blood. Was off 4 days, at different. times, there. Many a time fell asleep while he was
putting from the styth. Most of the places were bad; all stythy. This was the worst place he was at.
Here the tubs are partly wood and they are much easier to put and also much easier if they have bigger
wheels. One time with another has perhaps been 30 times down pits for double shift. Reads (well);
can write his name. Goes to Baptist chapel and at Newcastle every Sunday. Started last week to go to
nightschool. Some few boys, perhaps 20, started last week to go to night-school.
At a Methodist Sunday-school at Gateshead I found 6 boys from Tyne Main Colliery, all of whom
could read, 4 could write, and 1 went to a school in the week.
No.322 Thomas Henderson.
Thomas Henderson, aged 12, is a driver; is down the pit from 4 a.m. to 4 or 5 p.m.; once
stopped down 24 hours following some time since; would not mind doing this again, because of the
pay. Once the rolley ran over his foot and he was off a week.
No.323 John Cardwell.
Aged 13, a driver; 3 months ago worked a double shift; liked to do this for the wages. The
putters sometimes hide them with their hands and sometimes kick them.
___________________

FELLING COLLIERY.
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No.324 April 22 Twenty-one boys respectively of ages 10 to 18 years.
Seventeen can read an easy book; 14 can write their names; 4 go pretty regularly to nightschool; 9 go to Sunday-school; 17 attend worship.
Of these 21 boys the following gave evidence:No.325 Robert Hall.
Aged 17; is a half-marrow; earns about 1s. 6d. a-day. Has been here 4 years, down the pit 4
years. When he first went down he drove; then became a putter at about 3 weeks since he started to
put. Puts a tram with another boy of 16. They divide their earnings equally. Is called at 3 o’clock; is
down the pit and starts at 4 o’clock. Comes up the pit at 4; works very little more than 12 hours;
perhaps 10 minutes or half an hour. Has wrought 36 hours together without coming up the pit last year
two or three times. Baits were sent down to him. The back overman asked him to stay down; some one
would have had to stop, but no one in particular was forced to stop. Would not like to stop down long
at his present work. Could not stay more than 12 hours at it. Has never stopped more than that once
36 hours shift; once stopped 24 hours and had to go home from being sore tired. Some other boys
have stopped 24 and some 36 hours down in this way. They stop thus long when a lad is wanting
belonging to the night-shift. The work of putting makes his arms weak and his legs work all the day;
makes his back work. Is putting to the dip now in a heavy place. Each one takes his turn to use
soams’ one pulls with them and the other shoves behind. Both are equally hard. If it is a heavy place
there are helpers up but not in so many as they want. Has known one sore strained by putting - John
Peel, aged 13; is off now from this. Is healthy in general, but is now and then off from this work. The
dust makes them dry and rather sick sometimes.
No.236 Thomas Speary.
Aged 16. Is a half marrow; gets 1s. 6d. a-day; works same hours as other witness. Has been
in pits nearly 7 years. Began at Backworth, then turned 9 years of age; began as a door-keeper; then
went to Holywell and Friars Goose and then came here. Has been here 1 year. His work is very hard;
he is in about the heaviest place, a good bit in bye. Puts the full corf up the dip and down the rise; one
half marrow pulling and the other shoving. Feels his back, legs and arms work. His head was lamed a
bit since and he was off a month. Good air in this pit. Is working in the broken; uses Davy lamps in
all the pit; no candles, all the pit is working in the broken, except one place where the men work. In
some place there is a vast of gas. It smells bad and affects some, but not him. His marrow sore
wrenched his foot in putting, by another tram coming by and catching his foot. No one strikes him at
any time.
No.327 Matthew Gray.
Eleven years old, driver. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Works 12 hours, from 4 to 4. The before last he
worked two or three times for 24 hours without coming up the pit at driving. Was sore tired and
sleepy, but did not keel more. Sometimes feels sick and his head working. The men and lads
sometimes strike him, but not to hurt him.
No.328 William Hall.
Aged 11; drives. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Works generally 12 hours, but is whiles 14 hours away
from home. Is often between 12 and 13 hours down the pit. Is whiles sore-run has not time to get his
meat. At these times his head, belly and legs and arms work, also shoulders. Almost every day he feels
tired. Often feels sick when he is kept on so. Now and then he has thrown up his meat from his
stomach, but not very often. Them as not their health do so more often.
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No.329 John Mayhew.
Thirteen; a driver; has been here 5 months. Was at Heworth before. When he is driving a
galloway here he often feels sick and then whiles he brings up his meat from his stomach. Often feels
sickish of a morning when he first gets up; often also his throat is a little sore and he has may be a
dizziness of the head. Thinks he was pretty well before went down pits; does not remember feeling
these things before going down pits.
No.330 James Jobs.
Aged 17, works at off-hand work now; is bound for a half marrow, but there are plenty them
without him. Has been 6 years down this pit, and down Jarrow half a year, and South Hetton and
others. Thinks Jarrow was the worst pit; cleaned the way there, a bad place for lads, and for bad usage
among the little boys; the other lads beat them. is many low places here. Whiles they knock their backs
and heads about, hitting them the roof. Was healthy before he went down pits, but is not healthy now.
Thinks it is more than anything else that have made him bad. When he was putting his back was sore,
and he used to bring up his meat from his stomach sometimes. Feels a little better he is not putting.
Nothing now is bad about him but sickness now and then.
No.331 Matthew Chapman.
Aged 14. Driver. Has been down this pit about two years; pit makes him bad; so times he is
hard run. His back works in lifting a corf or shifting corves, and lifting the waggon when it gets off the
way; his head works when he gets up in the mornings. Three or four years ago, at Hebburn, the pit
fired; no one was killed, but his brother was burnt the shoulder.
No.332. James Brayson.
Aged 14 (dues not appear so much). A driver. Has been down pits five years, one year here
(but is contradicted by other witnesses in this). Head whiles works with being run over hard. Cannot
always get time to get his baits. Has whiles been sick down the pit but not often. Putters whiles strike
at him. Belly sometimes works; back sometimes works with stooping to get through low places.
(Apparently very healthy.)
No.333 John Cloughton.
Aged 15. Driver. Has been down this pit four years; often feels sickness from the dust is bad
in the head whiles; about two years ago his thigh-bone was broken; tumbled off the limmers and the
waggon went over him; was off three months; is lame now; suffers from the dust of the coal getting into
his inside; makes him feel dry and gives him the heartburn.
No 334 Mr. Thomas Bailes, the underviewer.
Has been here in the capacity of under-viewer about nine months. Was at Tyne Main Collieries
four years and nine months as wasteman. Was at Killingworth colliery before this for 29 years,
working up from a door keeper, through all the grades. In some cases the work may be too hard for the
lads in general, they are healthy lads In this colliery they are healthy. Has gone through all the grades
of pit work. Stopped 14 hours a-day down the pit at work for many a year. Many a time was much
fatigued it putting Could always rally for his work the next day. Never felt so much weakness or
sickness as to prevent him from continuing work. Was not he thinks, more than a week off work
altogether, while under age. through sickness. Has known many of delicate constitution laid off work if
consumptive has known many die who wrought in pits. If a lad is commonly healthy thinks the labour
now not excessive and certainly not equal to what he himself has undergone. Here they work with shirt
and waistcoat on; in many pits they are more naked. Considers this pit most excellently ventilated. The
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youngest boy here may be nine or ten years old. Has known some lads in pits not more than six years
old. Employs here less boys than at most collieries. The pit is extremely well ventilated, because the air
has so much room to return out again. This larger quality of room arises from the great number of old
workings through which the air returns to the furnace. Here there is only one door-keeper needed and
employed at present. Does not consider the putting here near so hard as at most other collieries. A
certificate, require in that a boy should read and write before going down, would be a good thing in
itself but thinks that owing to the carelessness of parents respecting education, many would be very
long in getting to work. Here they have several schools; three Methodist Sunday schools, one National
school at Heworth church, not a mile off; two schools for boys, open in the day and the evening. These
schools of all sorts are but little attended by the collier boys. Thinks the morals and conduct of the
boys and men m the worse for being nearer a town. The boys get to be men before they should. Has
observed a remarkable difference in favour of the morals of colliers at a distance from towns. A
colliery five miles from a town will be vastly superior in these things to one two miles from a town.
The witness well knows these things to be the cases and speaks from experience.
___________________

JARROW COLLIERY.
No.335 March 9. Mr. Jobling.
The viewer. States that the pit people are generally better off than any other. labourers; better
fed, better paid, and of a healthy appearance. Their stature is not affected by their work. There are no
instances of distortion here, nor is there much sickness. A parochial night and Sunday school was
established here lately and both are very numerously attended. Parents incline to such schools. The pit
people are generally cleanly and well clothed and the food of the boys is quite sufficient. There is a
fine for swearing. Men do not seem to wish for any change in the present system. Widows and
distressed parents occasionally apply for their children to be employed at a very early age. Can add
nothing more relating to this inquiry.
Three of the following witnesses were examined down the pit.
No.336 George Ramshaw.
Twelve years old. Is a driver. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Gives his wages to his father. Lives with
parents. Reads well. Goes to night and Sunday school.
No.337 David Fairgrave.
Eleven years old. A driver. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Could once read and write but has forgotten all
now. Does not go to any school at all; would go if he had clothes.
No.338 James Macgintie.
Eleven years old (appears younger). Is a trapper. Comes down at 2 o’clock a.m., and rides up
at 3 p.m. Cannot read or write at all. Goes to no school; has no clothes to go in; (is very ignorant).
Father and mother are very poor. Father works at bank.
No.339 Nicholas Hall.
Aged 16. Is a rolley driver. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. Was now and then a. wood leader, and got 1s.
6d. a-day. Goes to work down the pit at 3 o’clock a.m. and comes up at 3 o’clock afternoon. Takes
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his bait down with him to the pit, having had breakfast before he leaves home. His bait he takes when
he likes and at different times, when he is not engaged in driving. His health is not very good for he is
troubled with the gravel, which he had before he went to pit work. Thinks it arose from his falling into
a mill dam at South Shields, and his mother putting him to bed (because his father was ill and took up
her attention) in his damp clothes. Has felt ill at different times since. Reads a little and writes strokes.
Does not go regularly to night or Sunday-school. He never had any accident in the pit, and likes the
work. Lives with parents, who treat him well.
No.340 Thomas Bell.
Aged 17. Hoists the corves up by the crane from off the trams on to the rolley. Begins his
work at 3 o’clock a.m. and stops about 3 p.m., and then comes up the pit as soon as can. He gets 2s. aday. Breakfasts before he goes and takes a bait down with him. Has been a year in this pit. Prefers
his work to other work, as it is light to some. Has had no accident and has good health. Never has the
doctor, nor is laid off work. Does not know of any boys who are laid off, nor any who have had
accidents; believes some have. Can read and spell, and write. Used to go to night and Sunday-schools
but does not go now. Lives with parents, who treat him well.
No.341 William Gray.
Aged 15 last Christmas. Works 12 hours a-day. Gets is. 6d. as a helper-up. Works from 3 o’clock
a.m. to 3 p.m. Lives with parents. Is not at all over-worked, not ever very sore fatigued. He has easy
sort of work now. About 8 months ago the place was steep and he could not then do it so well. He
complained to the overman, who said he could not help it and so he got used to it. Is going to be a half
marrow next week. Never had the doctor to him. Three years ago be had his head cut in Hebburn pit
by the kick of a horse, as he was lying down. He was laid off work a week. Can spell, read and write.
Does not go to day or night-school, nor regularly to Sunday-school; has often been there, but does not
often now.
No.342 Matthew Walker.
Wood leader. Aged 15. Gets 2s. a-day. Lives with parents. Is not sick or unwell at any time.
His work is easy. He was once off work a day, from falling off the limmers of the rolley which went
over him, he lying in the middle; they only grazed his back. Can read, write and spell. Does not go to
night-school. Has not been to Sunday-school for 1 year.
No.343 Thomas Baird.
Has been a crane-hoister. Aged 16. Is going to start as a half-marrow. When he at Thornley
pit his leg was lame a by the corner of an iron plate turning up and catching him and was off work
seven weeks. He does not feel this now, unless the leg is knocked against anything. Never had the
doctor to him but that time. Cannot read, write, or spell. not go to night-school, but does go to
(Methodist) Sunday-school. Has no ill-treatment any one. Is healthy. There is a good part swear
down the pits amongst the putters.
No.344. Charles Smith.
Ten years old. Keeps a door. Gets 10d. a-day. Works from 3 to 3. Lives parents. Gets what
he likes to eat. Is healthy. No complaints. (Height 4 ft. 1.75 in.)
No.345 Six rolley drivers, respectively between 12 and 14.
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All 1s. 3d. a-day. Work from 3 to 3. All take their baits down the pit with them and get as
much its they like of meat, bread and coffee. Four cannot read; 2 (aged 13 and 12) can. Two spell, 4
cannot. Only 3 can write their names.

No.346 David Fairgrave.
Had his leg broken last year; fell down, and the rollies went over him. Was kept off 4 months
and is a little lame now. Had his collar-bone broken 3 years ago, at a show at Newcastle.
No.347 William Robson.
Had his arm split 10 months ago; the left arm. He fell off the limmers of the rolley and the
wheels went over him. Kept off work 3 weeks and 3 days. Does not feel it bad now.
No.348 Anthony Pig.
Had his right arm run over by the rollies 11 months ago. Kept off work 3 weeks. Feels
nothing from it now.
Two out of these 6 boys go to Sunday-school (Methodist), 4 do not. one go to night-school now; all
have been there formerly.
No.349 W. Browne, Esq., medical attendant at the colliery, writes thus:I may state that the observations beneath have been made from an experience of about 9 or 10
collieries, during a period of the last 5 years. Pitmen are generally an ignorant and self-willed people.
This arises from two or more circumstances, want of education, large wages, and a want of proper
control by parents over their children. They are sent young to the pits, in the first instance, from the
cupidity of the parent, where he may earn (for a child) a good sum of money per week; and as he grows
up the youth begins to entertain a feeling as if the parent was partly dependent upon him for support
and if he possess not the inclination to be schooled his education is neglected. There is no necessity in
most colliery villages for children to go uneducated; in Jarrow we have an excellent parochial school,
erected almost entirely by the munificent charity of its coal proprietors and yet very few avail
themselves of it, although the charge is only 2d. per week; nor 10 is this apathy for learning to be
attributed to a want of time, few are more than eight hours in the pit at once, and if it should happen (for
a fortnight) that they work during the day, there are evening schools where they may be regularly
instructed. The money they demand of their parents for their own pocket is large ; this leads them into
company and the time which might be profitably employed is spent at the alehouse.
With regard to their physical condition, I am decidedly of opinion that they are not subject to
any disorder resulting from the nature of their employment. It seldom happens that a pitman consults
me upon any disorder which may not be imputed to their ridiculous and excessive living, or to the
ordinary exciting causes possessed in common by other individuals. If there be any disease, the origin
of which could be attributed to their employment, certain of the diseases of the skin might be said to be
produced by it and even these may be accounted for by irregularity of diet. Epidemics seem to affect
them in no greater proportion than other artisans and the diseases ordinarily produced by hard labour,
such as aneurysms, &c., are seldom seen among them. Those whose healths have not suffered from
severe accidents live to a good age, in short enjoy an average expectation. Their habitations are
generally clean and comfortable; a too liberal supply of fuel makes them perhaps prodigal of this
comfort, and the health of the family is endangered by predisposing to cold. What I have said above
applies equally to boys; neither their stature nor their health is affected in any way by their employment,
on the contrary most of them are well-built and exceedingly athletic.
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____________________

SOUTH SHIELDS COLLIERY.
No.350 William Anderson, viewer of South Shields, (or Manor Wallsend, or St. Hilda's)
colliery.
Does not think that any shortening, of hours is necessary for children. They sometimes go too
soon down the pit. Eight or nine years of age is soon enough for any boy to go down pits. There are
no places where the putters go that need be less than 4.5 feet in height, there are probably few places
where the height is less than 4 feet in South Shields pit, or Manor Wallsend colliery; the corf is a 20
pecks and holding 6cwt. of coals, the corf being 1cwt. and 1 quarter about. About 7.5 cwt. will be the
weight in general of the tram that is put; they are put by one boy alone mostly. If a lad of about 16 or
17 he can put a tram by himself, if a strong lad, but not before that age; the full corves are all put down
hill in general. The general inclination of the seam will be about 2 inches in the yard and the empty corf
is taken up hill; the helping up here costs about a third of the putting, the seam being rather wavy. The
helpers up are boys and men; the men are labourers and Irishmen, not regular pitmen for this purpose.
This is necessary from the undulation of the seam; the Bensham seam is mostly this way. At Heworth
and Whitley colliery the putting may be easier than at South Shields. The putters are not in general
very tired and are not hard worked, nor are they working all the time they are down. There are no foals
in Manor Wallsend pit, all half marrows and headsmen; there is but little drawing with soams. The
drivers are mostly the class of boys suffering from accidents by their own mischief. Is not working
much in broken. There may be about 30 Davy lamps, there being only 16 hewers working in the
broken. Some few lads, drivers and putters, have Davy lamps besides. Boys go in above a mile bye in
one half in the other half about half a mile. There is an inclined plane, or an engine plane, of about 1
000 yards long. An underground engine of 30 horse pulls the waggons (full) up nearly to the shaft.
Nothing is likely to be done to lessen the amount of human labour in collieries. Boys must be
employed to drive and men to hew. The old system, 40 years ago, was to use more horses where the
seam was high, the corf was brought out upon a sledge by horses; then there was a great destruction of
horses.
You seldom see a red-faced pitman and seldom a consumptive pitman. The seams in Whitley
colliery are the Low Main coal and are about from 3 feet 4 inches to 3 feet 8 inches for a merchantable
coal, being altogether from 4 to 4.5 feet thick and the heights about 4.5 feet. The top is taken down for
lime-burning. There are about 5 or 6 men working in the broken there. The under viewer, Mr.
Clavering, was putting a fire out in the pit and from the explosion of a blower was burnt so badly that
he died shortly after, this was about the beginning of April. In South Shields pit there is a great deal of
gas in the Bensham seam, the only one there worked. As to the distance the putters put from 1 yard
distance to 200 yards; the long distance is disadvantageous to the employers. The youngest boy
putting, as a half-marrow, will be about 14 years of age. Relays of children must be for 6 hours each, in
at all and they must halve their wages or double the price of coals. The great difficulty of refusing
young children is from the pressing entreaties of parents, but thinks the children are well treated in
general.
South Shields, 20 years ago, was a most moral place and not such a thing as a prostitute was
seen in the streets; now it is a wicked place. There are three times as many schools and very much
more pains taken to get children educated, and yet the place is more wicked. Of course near a town like
Shields the colliery boys will be vastly more immoral than in a distant district, from the vice around
them.
With the present hours of pit work no one could suggest any means of adding to the schooling
of boys, excepting getting them to Sunday schools, and many do go there; but parents will make any
excuse to get them to work, saving they are bad learners and truants, &c. They do not work double
shift at this pit; only the men for repairs go down at right. Very few collieries are working night shifts,
as it is unprofitable; they cannot get coals so clean, and have to light up, &c. About 6 or 7 moved at the
last binding.
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No.351 Edward Gregory.
Turned of 13. Helps up, gets 1s. 6d. a-day for that. Has been down this pit 4 years. Kept a
door for the first year; cleaned the way for the next year and a-half; after that drove for a year. Then
began to help up. Goes in bye a mile and a-half. Called at half-past 4 o’clock to get up, and on baff
Saturdays at half-past --2 o’clock. Then gets up and gets some coffee and a bit of bread. Then goes
down the pit, perhaps about half-past 5 o’clock; starts work at 6 o’clock. Takes baits in a bag down
with him; takes a bite now and then. Leaves work at 6 o’clock; sometimes it is 7 o’clock before he gets
to bank. Helps up all day down the pit; helps up a heavy place; there are other places steeper. Helps up
the trams from one bord; used to help up from 2 bords; did so last week. Always helped up from 2
bords till this week or so. It was harder work then. Used to help up 68 trams in a day then. Each 2
hewers hewed 34 trams in a day. The men are now in another place, and they hew 28 trams a day; each
pair of hewers hew 28 trams in a day there; hence he has very easy work now for a short time; this will
last this week perhaps. Used to help up, by the aid of the putter, 68 trams a day; got no more wages for
this. A lad above him helps up trams for 8 men; he is about 15 years of age; his name is Thomas
Bewick. Is so tired when he works hard as scarcely to be able to walk after work. Witnesses ‘dips’
are heavy-pushes up. The place is just about his own height, the air is good. His back and legs work
sore. Sometimes feels sickish. Never threw up his victuals but once, 6 weeks ago, with the heat. The
smoke, when they were firing the shots, made him sick. Head works with the same thing. Feet are
sore, are skinned with the salt water and the coals getting into his shoes. Has to lay his own plates
when the plate-laying lad is not there; this takes about 10 minutes laying a length; sometimes lays two
lengths or three lengths. Has to set the spare trams on for the barrow-men or putters when they go out,
and the hewers fill them against the putters come in again. Putters never have time or take time to do
this. When he is helping for two hewers he fills for them, and then he gets soon done, sometimes as
soon as 4 o’clock. Can read fairly; can write his name. Goes to no week school now. Went to day
and night-school before he went to the pit. Went to school at 4 years old, and kept there till he went to
work at 8 years old. Goes to Sunday school now regularly, to the Ranters’ chapel; goes to chapel
afterwards. Has once now and then, when anything was the matter, as the rolley getting off the way,
&c., been down the pit 14 hours. Once was obliged to stop the night shift and the day, a lad was
wanting. The lad’s marrow asked him to stop; stopped to please him; got paid for it. Would not stop
again. Made him very bad, his inside worked. Had no bait all that night, could get no one to send
home. Rollies ran over his foot and he was off two days.
No.352 Robert Mackenzie.
Aged 14. Drives and helps up at sometimes. Has been down the pit four years. Kept a door
two years; then drove for a year; then cleaned the way for a year; then helped up in a very steep place.
Thinks it was an inch to a yard dip. Helped the putters to shove up. Sometimes made him bad,
whenever there was any long stop he got cold by stopping when he was in a sweat. Seldom felt sick.
Felt his back and arms and neck work with shoving sometimes, not always or often. Rollies ran over
him once and he was off half a-year; was lame all that time, is not lame now, has marks in his legs yet.
Has been jammed sometimes, and been off a few days. Stops down the pit now once a week, double
shift, all day and all night, from o’clock in the morning till 6 the next night, to drive for the men filling
out the water. Comes to work again the following morning at half-past 5. Another lad besides him
does that; he is 14 years old and is called Ralph Hall. This makes him bad, has to go up to his knees
water part of the time; goes out of the water with the galloway. The master, Mr. Anderson, asks him to
do that, does not refuse, because he durst not. Has a brother 8 years old down the pit, he has been
down a year. Father is a hewer down this pit. Witness can read a little; reads an easy book, cannot
write. Goes to no school at all. Went to the Sunday-school regular about a fortnight since. Goes to a
Ranters’ meeting often, not every Sunday.
No.353 William Johnson.
Says he is 10 years old, but does not appear above 8 or 9 years of age. Leads out a horse. Has
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been down the pit 8 weeks. Has two brothers, one a putter and the other a half-marrow, down this pit.
Mother made him go down the pit. Wanted to go down to make money. Likes his work. Lads pay him
(strike him) sometimes, not very often. Knock him down sometimes, make him cry, hurt hint
sometimes. Has no father here, he is in America. His brother, aged 15. brings him up the pit. Goes in
by a mile. Comes out with the putters. Is not frightened. Is sometimes sick of a night-time. Feels tired
and sleepy sometimes. Is aside the putters all day. There is less boys than him down the pit, some go
down when they are 7 years old. Frazer’s two boys are not more than 7 years old, one was not 7 when
he went down. He keeps a door. He is very little. He has been down about half a year. He is about 8
now. Witness cannot read or write. Goes only to a Sun day school now. Did go to a school in the
week days before he went down. Gets as much as he wants to eat.
April 21. Twenty-three Witnesses assembled.
No.354 Joseph Hamilton.
Between 14 and 15. Is a helper up. Gets 1s. 6d. a-day. Goes to work; that is, is at the bottom
of the pit at 6 o’clock; goes to work directly. Caller calls the men, but not the lads. Gets breakfast
before he goes, not much, because he has not time; if he got up earlier, he could get more, but some
have not much to get, because their fathers cannot afford it. A year and a half ago there were 52 killed
in this pit; the pit fired. Some of the boys therefore are now without fathers. Takes baits down with
him-bread, pastie, coffee. Sometimes has the whole eaten before 12 o’clock; sometimes cannot eat it
all; cannot get time. Is worked on all the time. Many times cannot get a drink; there is none in the pit
to get there is plenty of salt water. Sometimes his work is over bard for him, whiles he helps up a very
steep place, according to what place he gets to. Feels sore tired sometimes. Has been once lamed and
was off 6 weeks. Has good general health. Can read only an easy book; can write his name. Goes
only to Sunday-school.
Several witnesses, including Nos. 354 to 358, were examined together, and made to explain and confirm
each the evidence of the other.
No.355 William Clark.
Aged 14. Helper up. Gets 1s. 6d. a-day. Went to work at 12 as a way cleaner, getting 1s. 3d aday. Always down the pit at or before half past 5; the pit starts work at 6. Gets a sup of coffee before
he goes, and bread; takes down the same with him, or apple pasties; eats them all before 12 o’clock;
gets nothing more till he gets home; often feels hungry before he gets home. Could take down more
victuals but does not think of it. When he gets home, at from 6 to 7 (p.m.), gets coffee and bacon and
fish and potatoes, - different on different nights, then washes and goes to bed.
His work is hard. Sometimes the putters do not grease the trams; sometimes they do not shove
bard enough. Has so much to do; likes to help up when he has not overmuch work. It is harder a vast
at sometimes than others. Sometimes strains his shoulders; is never laid off but is whiles very tired.
The drivers are badly used by the putters; the putters hide them on every occasion. If the rollies get off
the way, the putters hide them and if the horses go either too fast or not fast enough. They hide them
with sticks, corf-sticks, slit deals, sometimes with whips. Often the drivers and trappers get so bad beat
by the putters as to be obliged to go home.
No.356 William Dinnis.
Aged about 10. Often is bided by the putters with bits of sticks; nobody but the putters hide
them in general. If the trappers get the door broke, then the deputy hides them. This it is a good bit in
bye; perhaps a mile and more. Most of the witnesses have to walk that distance before they get to
work. Sixteen men work in the broken here, and about 6 or 7 putters They will offer sometimes 20s.
to other men to change places with them, and sometimes they will not take it. None of the witnesses
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work in the broken. Many boys are frightened to go so far in bye; the air will not carry so far. All
would sooner work the long hours than have any wages lessened. None would go down the pit except
for the wages.
No.357 James Forsyth.
Is not above 7 years of age; and he is a trapper. His father was killed in the explosion. (This is
the youngest boy down the pit; he is very little, and he is unfit to go down a pit.) He goes in very far
bye. If any accident were to happen he could not get out. This is a very hot pit in bye. Putting is the
hardest work for boys. There are 6 galloways to help up down this pit. Was down at the explosion a
year and a half ago; it came like a heavy wind; it blew all the candles out and the small coal about; and it
blew Richard Cooper down and the door upon him.
No.358 Richard Cooper.
Was cut in the head, not very bad; he would have been lost but one of the putters carried him
out bye. It was just like somebody getting hold of their breeches and pulling them down. Is bad in the
health sometimes, from different things, having had the fever and small pox.
Of 9 boys, 6 boys have had rather serious accidents.
No.359 Roland Brush.
Aged 15. Was run over by the rolleys and was ripped up in his belly and was off a year all but
a week; is bad yet, and will never be quite well.
This is the worst accident of the number.
Of 8 boys, 4 can read easy books: can write their names. All go to Sunday-school but not
regularly; none go to night-school.
Some of these witnesses ‘threw up their meat from their stomachs while in the pit, Roland
Brush threw it up very often. Drinking so much water helps to make him do this. Their heads often
work, back sometimes work, their legs sometimes feel weak.
No.360 April 26. John Jones.
Between S and 9 years old. Has been here 3 weeks. Keeps a door. Gets 10d. a-day. Goes
down the pit about 6 o’clock. Is called and gets up about 5 o’clock. His duty is to open and shut a
door. Goes in about a mile bye. Door is in the tram way; sits behind and pulls it with a cord. Gets
breakfast before he goes; a sup of tea and bread and butter, as much as he wants. Takes down baits
with him; cakes with currants in, and water. Never goes away or stops to get his baits; gets them at any
time. Comes up the pit at 6 o’clock, sometimes nigh 7. Never worked longer than 7 o’clock. Pains
come in his legs some times; came this morning as be was going to work, a little bit after 5 o’clock.
There we pains in his legs, smarting upon his knee. Has had these pains before he went down the pit.
Has had those sort of pains this long time, about 2 years. Had them when he was at school about a
month ago, at Sunday-school and on the work-a-days. Cannot read nor write. Goes to no nightschool. goes to Sunday-school every Sunday.
No.361 Richard Cooper.
Going to 12. Drives. Gets 1s .3d. a-day. Goes to work between 5 and 6. Mother calls him up
when she hears the clock strike. Comes up the pit between 6 and 7. Seven o’clock is the latest he was
ever up. Has been working here nearly 3 years. Kept a door when he first went down between 8 and 9
years of age. Kept a door for a year, then began to drive. He worked double shift was last Friday
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night but one. He went down about 6 on the Friday morning and came up between 1 and 2 o’clock on
the Friday night, in the middle of the night, thus working 20 hours. His father and the rolley-way men
were stopping to fill up the mud from the rolley way, it being dirty. The muck was taken to bank. He
likes to stop a double shift sometimes, as he gets two pays of 1s. 3d. each. Got 2s 6d. for this double
shift. was paid him on the last Friday night, which was pay night. Gave the money to his father. Gets
2d. for pocket money every fortnight. Whenever they stop that way to draw the mud to bank, one boy
always has to stop to drive the horse. If he had not a mind for to stop he could go and another lad
would be got. Did not feel sick afterwards, but felt tired about his body and legs. Had the small-pox
the Monday after this misfortune happened, a year a half ago and has had the fever. From these things
has been weak ever since, in legs, arms, and back. Sweats sore, and is short of breath. Was well in
health before he went down the pit and was well in health before he had the small-pox and fever &c.
Caught small-pox from his sister. Has never been beat since he was a trapper, when the putters used to
baste him sore if he would not give them candles and clay. Had to buy candles for his own use when
he was a trapper. All the drivers get their candles found them, but trappers do not.
Can read an easy book and the Testament, but cannot write his name, or write at all. Goes to no
night-school, but goes to two Sunday-schools, one in the afternoon, at the Ranters’s and one in the
morning, at the Methodists.
Has one brother of 3 years old. Father greases the rolleys down the pit. Would like to go to a
night-school if he could get to one.
No.362. Isaac Brown.
Aged 9 years. Keeps a rolley-way door. Gets 1s. a-day. Has been in the pits 3 weeks. Goes in
bye about a mile. Is down the pit at very nigh 6 o’clock every morning. Comen.7 sometimes at 5 or 6,
sometimes very nigh 7 o’clock, but does not know rightly. Has the other boys say it was nigh 7
o’clock. Comes up with the other boys at all times and never stops down longer. Grandfather works
in the pit as a shifter. His father works in a factory down by the Slake, where they make lead and stuff.
Has no brother. Is so sick, not very often. Threw up his meat twice. Made himself sick by swinging
on the rope of his door. Can read the Testament; can write his name, and copy heads. to no nightschool. Goes to two Sunday-schools regular.
No.363 Roger Young.
Aged about 11 years. Drives. Has been down the pit near about 2 years. Kept a when he first
went down, Gets 1s. 3d. a-day now. Was lamed once, and was kept of fortnight. Corves squeezed his
head. Is down the pit ready to start at 6 o’clock. Comes up the pit about 6, and from that to 7 o’clock.
Gets a sup of coffee and bread before goes. Takes down baits with him, a bit of bread and coffee.
Could sometimes eat more. Head works sometimes when he gets a ‘bat,’ or when he has not time to
take his baits gets the head work directly almost. Sometimes feels tired in his legs. Has no father. Get
‘bats’ sometimes and thumps sometimes; putters do it. Can read an easy book, cannot write. Goes
only to Sunday-school. Went to a night-school for a week or so.
No.364 Thomas Fawcett.
Aged 12 or 13. Drives. Gets 1s. 3d. Has been in the pit about 2 years. First kept a door.
Works from about 6 o’clock to about half past 6 or 7 down the pit. Goes in bye sometimes about 2
miles, generally a mile or so, or a mile and a half to the bottom of the incline. Drives the rolleys all day
long. Takes baits down with him; cannot always get as much as he wants to eat, for his mother has 4
lads, and two of them are little bairns. His other brother who is about 7 or 5 years old, is keeping a
door. Has 3 sisters. Father was killed by the pit; he lived 11 days after the accident. Mother gets
something from the parish he thinks. Feels tired some nights. His head works now and then. Arms
work sometimes. Back works when he is stooping sore, but does not stoop often. Only stoops to get
the limmers on. Many a night he falls sick, and he many a time throws up his meat when he is in bed.
Sometimes feels had and sick in the morning, whiles he feels a pain in his side he feels this most when
he is a-bed. Has the doctor sometimes. Got lamed a good bit since and was laid off work about 3
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weeks or so. His leg was jammed last week, but it did not lay him off The barrowman and the putter
sometimes thump him to make him look sharp; sometimes with corf sticks across the back. Sometimes
falls down when the putters hit him. Cannot read or write. Goes only sometimes to a Sunday-school;
not to a church or chapel.
No.365 Robert Richardson.
Aged 9 years. keeps a door and leads a horse out to get the corves put on the rolley. Gets 1s. aday. Goes to work at about half-past 5 o’clock. Is down the pit ready to start by 6 o’clock. Comes up
at latest about 7 o’clock. Gets enough to eat; always as much as he wants to eat. Has been down near
two years. Went down when he was very little more than 7 years of age. Knows some that go down as
young, and some younger than he did. Having to lead the horses he does not sit so much as other
door-keepers. Sometimes feels tired, and could many a time take a good sleep when he is down the pit.
Sometimes falls asleep; but always wakens before the rolleys come. Has sometimes pains in his knees,
often in his side. Belly works sometimes. Had some pains before he went down pits; the same mile
pains. Sometimes feels sick. If ever he eats any beans he is bad. Goes in bye a mile and more.
Seldom gets beaten. Little finger end was cut off by the rollies, jammed off. A lad threw a stone at his
leg, a half brick, when he was at bank one day and the stone broke his leg. Kept him off half a year.
Had his leg lamed down the pit three-quarters of a year since. Kept him off a month. Rollies squeezed
a plank end against his leg. Cannot read or write. Goes to a Sunday-school regularly and to chapel
sometimes.
___________________

MONKWEARMOUTH COLLIERY.
No.366 April 19. Mr. Elliot.
Aged 20. Under viewer. Has been here about 2 years in this capacity. Commenced at Pensher
colliery under his father. Cannot compare this with other collieries, except Pensher, which is a
remarkably clean and well-ventilated pit.
The peculiarities of this pit are the extraordinary depth. namely, 265 fathoms to the Bensham
seam, 15 fathoms lower being sunk for ‘standage,’ or for a reservoir of water. The ordinary time
consumed in going down and coming up the shaft is about from 2 to 3 minutes respectively. The tub
for drawing coals, and also men and boys, is 7 feet high. It holds 105 pecks of coals (Newcastle
pecks). The weight of these 105 pecks of coals by themselves is 30cwt.
The shaft produces always, or nearly so, a sensible weight on the drum of his ears when he
descends and ascends the upcast shaft, which is always the case. The other division of the brattice
being that for the pumping apparatus and only descended by the engineers, and sometimes the viewerin-chief, witness’s brother.
No.367 Mr. George Elliot.
Aged 27. Is the head viewer here, and at Washington and at Belmont collieries. Has been
viewer here about 3 years.
The peculiarities of this pit are its extraordinary depth and its consequent great heat. The beat
of the unbroken coal or mine is at an average of about 750 (Fahrenheit). The extremist heat that he has
known or worked in is 89 degrees, being of course increased by the heat of his body, &c., animal heat.
Another peculiarity is its freedom from carburetted hydrogen. There are very small quantities of it, very
contrary to common expectation. Perhaps 4 or 5 Davy lamps are used here, no more. Do not work
here, as yet, at all in the broken.
There is not more than about one-seventh of the coal taken away at first. The strata above 60 is
of such extraordinary thickness and weight as to require this remainder to support the roof and to
prevent creeps. With all these arrangements the timber is very much broken. The expenditure for
timber alone in this mine will, perhaps, be annually £1,500. The roof is of a shivery nature and frequent
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falls occur but no man has been killed by these falls. In the east and west direction in the pit the roof of
the seam is of a very fragile nature, while in the north and south it is much less so. Perhaps not more
than 6 or 7 accidents, of a comparatively slight nature, occur from falls in one year.
The height of the mainways is in the lowest 5ft. 8in., and in the highest about 7ft. The height of
the bords is about 5ft. 8in., that being the thickness of the seam. Do not cut any of the tops or bottoms
away, except in the horse ways. Allowing for creeps and every other accident, the lowest working place
in the pit will not be lower than 3ft. 6in.
All the putters here put full tubs down a descent of 1.25 inch to the yard, maximum fall and an
average fall of half an inch. When the tub is to be put down 1 inch to the yard, a helper-up is sent them.
Wishes to agree to supply them with helpers-up when the dip is, or exceeds, 1 inch to the yard. Many
times they ask for one before this. Wishes, whenever the tub would of its own gravity descend, to send
a ‘helper-up.’
‘Putting to the dip,’ is putting up an incline. ‘Putting to the rise,’ is when the coals descend of
their own weight. Here it is considerably harder to put to the dip than to the rise. i.e. it is harder to put
up than down; this is not always the case.
At Washington the dip putting is 3 inches to the yard, or 1 in 12 fall in the extreme in one of the
pits.
The average is of course less there; perhaps, not more than 1 inch to the yard. A lad should
never and seldom does put up a bank of a rise of more than 1 inch to the yard without assistance. Boys
who put a tram alone range from 16 to 21 years of age.
The putters make better wages here than in any other place witness is connected with. A low
average is 4s. 6d. a-day. Here they are an hour longer down than in other pits, because they have only
one shaft here, and that of extreme depth. It takes a long time for the men to get ridden up and down
thereby interfering with the hours for drawing coals. The boys work no longer than at any other
collieries. The following is an extract from the colliery bond. The waggon drivers to have 1s. 4d. per
day of 12 hours coal drawing, &c. i.e. boys from 10 to 14 years of age. Putters and others stop the
same time.
The mode of doing away with boys for keeping doors, alluded to by witness in his answer to
the query, is, a piece of mechanism, analogous to that employed for opening railway gates. This is
effected by the wheel of the rolley touching the springs of the switches, which alternately open and shut
the trap-door. Thinks this has never been tried down pits but is confident of its successful application.
This mechanism is a little complicated, and in some places (as in the working of pillars and when the
floor of the seam is uneasy) would scarcely be applicable. The idea was suggested from the exhibition
of railway-gate models in the Polytechnic exhibition in Newcastle, in 1840. If adopted, perhaps this
mode might equal in expense the present mode of door keeping by boys.
Would deliberately say that boys of 12 years of age alone should be employed in pits in way.
Between the ages of 10 and 12 more is learned by them than in all the former years. Is very much
pressed and ill-treated by parents to take children at a very early age, from 6 years and upwards. Has
known boys of 5 years of age in some pits Could give two names and instances of boys of 5 years of
age being employed in pits in the county of Durham. Would rather have the discretionary power of
refusing children than be compelled by law to do so. There is a very remarkable difference between
boys of the same age as to education and muscular power. Such a restricting law would be of benefit to
the children, although it against the wishes of the parents. On Saturday last, at Washington colliery,
John Bell widower, had a boy of 9 years old. John Bell wanted to be bound at the colliery and on his
conditions was that his boy should likewise be employed. No reasoning on the part of the witness
could alter this condition and he obstinately refused to be bound unless the boy was employed. Does
not think he was bound at last. He was a worthy man; but this is an instance of the almost invariable
case. Has not employed any boys under 7 years of age. One Robert Pattison, now employed down
this pit, is now 6 years of age and has been do months. His father, who was not well off, earnestly
requested that he might be taken; the viewer did not know his age till yesterday; neither does the boy
know his own age. Would not object to the requisition of a medical certificate, stating the ordinary
health of a be pretty fair before be went down the pit. Considers the morals of the lads here worse than
most colliery districts. The cause is the nearness of the town of Sunderland. Another is that there is a
prejudice against the depth of the pit. And respectable families do not come from this circumstance.
Generally the neighbourhood of a town corrupts the people. Fairs, dances, theatres, &c., seduce them.
Drunkenness is prevalent here. The police prevent at present many disorders.
If the parents had to pay for schooling they would very rarely send their children to school.
Generally parents do not manifest much disposition to urge education. Schools, where the elements of
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mechanics and natural philosophy are taught, would not benefit the people as workpeople, so much as
schools where religious and moral instruction are imparted. A very great number, indeed the great
majority, of pitmen are dissenters and would most decidedly object to allow their children to go to the
established church. This prejudice is lessening.
(On a former visit this witness said, in the presence of the owners, ‘Methodists have a great
hold on the pit people; and although I am not of that persuasion, I must say that Methodists
have done more to ameliorate the pitmen than the whole church put together.’)
Putting is extremely hard work in some cases but as putting is piece work putters will work very
hard, from the desire to earn increased wages. This colliery is quite an asylum for asthmatic people and
an asthmatic man who cannot possibly work at bank can work below. The mercury in the barometer at
the bottom of this pit stands ordinarily at 32in. and water boils at about 22 (Fahrenheit) degrees. Has
commonly seen hewers and who have been many years in pits slightly affected in their eyesight.
Sometimes getting into a confirmed habit of looking in an oblique direction, especially, for example, in
lighting candle. The men, if told of this, would be quite annoyed. As to stature, they may, perhaps, be
lower than other labourers but more muscular. They are thin but sinewy.
Does not think that boys require more holidays than they now have, viz. a fortnight at Christmas
and in the remainder of the year having 3 days a fortnight holidays. Thinks food is usually sufficient.
Will answer for it that white bread of the best flour is commonly used. They do not have much animal
food, they say it makes them dry. Plenty of cheese and bacon are consumed, as well as quantities of
cold coffee.
DURHAM
Believes that boils are frequently produced by some means in this pit; perhaps the excessive
drinking of water, spring water, while they are heated. Had one boil himself, about the size of a marble,
which annoyed him much. Does not think that now there is one person suffering from boils in the pit
and thinks that on an average there will not be more than two at a time in the colliery suffering from
boils. Has known persons, but to a less extent, have boils in other collieries. Has asked medical men
about these boils but could not obtain a satisfactory account of them. No.367.
Is now sinking another shaft, which will introduce an increased quantity of air to cool this
colliery.
(The above minutes were read over to witness, and signed by him.)
(Signed)

GEORGE ELLIOT.

No.368 Messrs. Richard Pemberton and Smith, Owners of this Colliery.
Believe that the parents do not take sufficient care of the children. There is plenty of time for
them to learn if parents would take care of their education. The condition of the pit boys is better than
that of most boys in manufactories and they are as well-formed as most children. They live well too as
to food and generally eat white bread. Pit people are extravagant in their living. The boys are generally
well scrubbed after work and wash themselves carefully. The parents have great credit in keeping them
clean after work hours. The boys are better dressed than most boys of the labouring classes. There are
no diseases incidental to their work.
At this colliery they are worse in morals, perhaps, than at some others, on account of their being
near a populous town (Sunderland). Children should not go down pits before they are 10 years old.
Would not, as owners, object to a restriction enforcing this.
Witnesses are assisting some dissenters (Independents) in establishing a school here, by finding house
and coal.

No.369 April 19. Alexander Ball.
Aged 18 and 4 months. A putter. Makes about 3s. a-day. Gets up at 4 o’clock. Goes down
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about a quarter past 4 a.m., begins work about 5. Has his breakfast before he goes; generally
sufficient. Takes a bait in a bag down with him and a bottle of coffee. Takes that about 11 o’clock;
cannot, perhaps, stop before that if the hewer has hewed many coals. Eats the rest when they want it, or
take it in their hand as they are going on. Loose at 6 o’clock, or rather before. Worked at Hebburn
and Wallsend. There went down at half past 3 a.m., and loosed at 4 p.m. The first thing he does every
morning is to prepare the tub by taking off the drags; then goes in bye, perhaps a mile-does not know
exactly - to where the hewers are at work. There with the help of the men (hewers) fills the tub, then
puts it along the tram ways, perhaps 60 or 70 yards, then returns for another. Went down (Walker) pit
when he was 9 years old. Was a healthy boy. Is well now generally, but sometimes bad in his inside.
Sometimes cannot walk well for this pain. Sometimes it comes on at home, sometimes in the pit. Is a
very hot pit; hotter than Wallsend, Hebburn, or Walker pits. Heat sometimes gives him cold. Puts on a
jacket when he comes up the pit. All work quite naked (except the drivers, trappers, and flatmen), with
the exception of a front covering of flannel, and shoes. The putting is bard, but the hardest thing is the
heat and the hours are very long. Sometimes he has a doctor; has been lamed twice rather bad. Once
off 5 weeks; the second time 8 weeks. Is lame now in some degree, from slipping his foot on a plate.
Can read an easy book. Writes very little; writes his name. Does not go to night-school but goes to
Sunday-school.
No.370 William Doneld.
Aged 16. A putter. Makes 3s. a-day. Can read an easy book. Writes his name. Goes to
night-school. Goes to Methodist meeting sometimes but not to Sunday. The work tires him
sometimes. It is over long to be constant on his legs for 13 or 14 hours. No accidents. Has been 3
years down the pit. Never sick. Sometimes is bad all over and has the doctor, and thinks the heat of
the pit gives him cold.
No.371 George Allen.
Aged 15 in August. Is a driver. Is at present taking off the rope on the incline. Gets1s. 4d. aday. Works about 13 hours regularly. Before they get home they have commonly away 14 hours.
Has been down 6 years. Has had 2 accidents. Was lamed by a horse flinging and was off 2 months.
His head was cut and he was off 3 weeks. Has very good health. Whiles the salt water drops from the
roof and the heat together strikes boils on the boys; not very often. Takes salts and senna to stop these.
The pit is o’er warm and unless he gets a drink he is whiles sick. Has pains in his legs sometimes
from being so long on his legs. Cannot read well. Writes his name. Does not go to night-school, but
does to Sunday-school sometimes and whiles to chapel.
No.372 Richard Bell.
Fourteen in June. Driver. Gets 1s. 4d. a-day. Gets thumped whiles when a waggon gets off
the way and it is not his fault. Sometimes they fling stones at him. The waggonway men do this. If he
is long putting the lows (candles) in the bag the overseer whiles flogs him with a stick, as hard as be
can. Makes him cry and leaves the marks on him. Last week he did this. Whiles he hurts him and
others so as to lay him off work. Once he was hit over the head with a stick and laid off 2 days, The
overman is Robert Robinson. Every time he gets into the pit he turns sick and dizzy; very often; twice
last week. He brought up his victuals from his stomach soon after he had eaten them. Whiles he is
sore tired after work. Is very sleepy when he gets up and is drowsy all day from the pit being so hot
like. Has been lamed twice, his ankle split and his thumb burst. Can read the Bible. Writes his name.
Goes to Sunday-school and used to go to night-school but left off from being too sleepy.
No.373 Thirty-nine boys.
The oldest is 15 in May; the youngest is 8. Six assist in putting. Eighteen drive. Five keep
doors. Nine are employed in various other ways and at bank. Fifteen read an easy book. Eleven write
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their names. No boy goes to a night-school. Fourteen go to Sunday-schools. Fourteen have had
‘lames’ of a more serious kind. Nearly the whole of them complain of the heat of the pit and say that it
makes them sick and bad at times.
No.374 Nichol Hudderson.
Sixteen. Is bound as a putter, but is unable to put yet. A year ago the horse ran away, knocked
him off; trailed with the waggons. Off 10 months. Is lame now and will always be lame. His leg was
set wrong at first. One leg is shorter than the other. The pit makes him sick. Has been very bad in his
health ever since he went down the pit. Was very healthy before. Has been here nearly 6 years. This
is the sixth year. The heat makes him sick. The sulphur rising up the shaft as he goes down makes his
head work. Feels worst when he first goes down in the morning; at 3 o’clock in the morning and when
he comes up at six o’clock he feels sick. It is nearly 7 o’clock before he gets home sometimes. It
depends on how far he is in bye (how far from the bottom of the shaft). Very seldom when he gets
home can he eat much; this is from the heat and long hours of the pit. Gets to bed at different times.
Generally lying down by the fireside first and sleeping there first. Mother calls him about 3 o’clock;
when he feels very sleepy and often so sick that he cannot eat when up, at least he cannot eat very much.
Sometimes he can eat his baits down the pit, sometimes not. Sometimes so sick as to bring up his
victuals again from his stomach. Did this twice last week. Most of the boys do this at times, once in a
week at the least perhaps. About half a year since, a lad, John Huggins, was very sick down the pit and
wanted to come up, keeper would not let him ride (come up) and he died of a fever one week after.
(The father of this lad and his brother fully corroborate this statement; and the father says the doctor
told him if he (the boy) had not been kept in the pit he might have been, perhaps, saved. This boy never
had any thing the matter with him before he went down the pit.) Knows boys who have been sick in
this way. Has known three boys killed about 4 years ago. The rope broke when the corf was going
down, and they fell to the bottom: the rope falling them.
No.375 James Johnson.
Sixteen. Bound to put, but is driving. Has been lamed, a year ago, by the when a trapper fell
asleep. Off 3 months. The doctor's neglect has made him lame now. Sometimes is very bad; cannot
eat his baits well. Takes home his baits 80 only part of them being eaten; perhaps once in a week. If he
takes a drink of water in the morning when first he gets up it makes him bad. Only one has brought up
his victuals the pit. Often sick, but not sore sick., Every night when coming up the shaft his h a little.
Sometimes, when amongst the salt water, tile heat, &c. brings out boils size of a hen's egg upon him,
about his legs and thighs, and under his arms some of the boys, men and all have these boils at times.
These boils, perhaps, last a fortnight they get ripe, and then they burst. Sometimes turpentine and
linseed poultices are them before they break. A great white thing follows the boil, and is called a
‘tanner’.
No.376. William Mackenzie.
Had about 20 boils on his back at one time, about two years since. These In three months. He
was kept off work about a week. If he touched them against anything they were like death to him. But
few of the boys have so many at a time; many of the boys get two or three at a time. The boys take
physic to bring them all out; then they get rid of them for some time. If the salt water falls upon any
part of them that is scotched by burns into the flesh like; it is like red rust. It almost blinds the boys if
it gets into their eyes.
No.377 John Bell.
Twelve; driver. Often feels his head work; was off two days last week from this. Whiles he
brings up his victuals from his stomach, perhaps three or four times in a fortnight sometimes. His
father says the pit does not agree with him.
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No.378 John Dickson.
Turned of 14; driver; often has his head working. Perhaps he may bring up his victuals again
from his stomach three or four times in a fortnight sometimes; whiles he cannot stand after work.
Cannot eat much when he gets up at mornings. Sometimes when the waggons get off the waggon way
men strike him with their fists. Has been down pits six years.
No.379 George Nelson.
Between 15 and 16. Greases the waggons; gets 1s. 4d. a-day. Is often very bad. Never was
bad before he went down the pits. Was between 5 and 6 (his mother says he was five and three
quarters) when he went down at Rainton pits. Sometimes sick, and throws up his victuals, some weeks
twice in a week; last week it might be twice. Thinks it is the heat and the sulphur makes him do this, as
well as stopping so long in. About five years ago his eyes was severely inured and he was off six
months. Sees well now.
No.380 William Hutterson.
Aged 10 (apparently 8 or 9). Keeps a switch door. Has been down the pit about a year. Feels
his head work often and his belly work.
No.381 Robert Rotterbury.
Aged 10. Cleans the way; feels his head works, and sick whiles. Does not always eat his baits
down the pit; cannot eat them.
No.382 Robert Patterson.
Aged 12. Feels his head work, and belly work, sometimes. Is a driver.
No.383 Thomas Pringle.
Fourteen. Driver. Feels his head work almost every day, as soon as he goes into the tub. Is
not sick all day. Cannot often take his breakfast before he goes to the pit. Has never been well since
his head was split down the pit, by his falling against a prop, and the tub falling against his head.
No.384 Colbert Solomon.
Aged 12. Driver. Has been down the pit two and a half years. Feels his head work nearly
every day. Feels whiles sick. Perhaps once in some weeks he may be so sick as to throw up the
victuals from his stomach soon after he has eaten them. Whiles he feels weak in his legs. Whiles falls
asleep down the pit. Many boys, when the waggons get off the way, are corrected with their hands,
seldom with the whip; not enough to lay them off work.
No.385 W J. Dodd, Esq.
Surgeon. Is employed by the owners for colliery accidents and also attends in ordinary cases
of sickness on the principle and payment of the sick fund prevailing through the colliery districts.
Sixpence per fortnight is usually kept off from the wages of the men; this is quite an optional
arrangement on the part. of the men. They may employ a surgeon in this way or by hire, as in ordinary
cases. They are bad paymasters in this as in other respects. The certainty of non-payment in any other
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way has compelled this plan. Has not observed any peculiar difference in this colliery excepting the
great heat and consequent thirst and drinking of water. As to the ‘boils,’ when a fresh man comes to
the colliery he generally becomes affected by these ‘boils,’ most probably from the heat in the first
instance, and subsequently they are aggravated by the salt water. The salt water used to pour out in
quantities from the dykes and troubles, which are very frequently met with in the earlier workings of the
pit. The water alluded to is not caustic but exceedingly irritating. After a perhaps two or three months,
the men become wholly free from ‘boils,’ and remain so after. In the first place the great heat,
averaging perhaps about 80 degrees in the working affects the vessels and glands of the skin, which
leads to the production of the boils, afterwards increased by the falling of the salt water upon them.
Evidently the heat must be the chief cause, as these boils are sometimes on parts of the body that could
not be reached by the salt water. The thing is more like a carbuncle than a boil. It discharges a little.
The ‘tanner’ is a detached portion of cellular substance which is cast off from this carbuncle. These
carbuncles appear in succession for a month or two and then perhaps wholly cease. A little aperient
medicine and poultice generally suffice for them; they are very troublesome and irritating for the time
they last. Has not heard of their occurring in other pits. The occurrence of these is so distinctive a
mark of a fresh man, that witness is well aware of the man being unaccustomed to the pit from this
occurrence. They come more on the hewers and men than the boys. The hewers are more exposed to
alterations of temperature and greater physical exertion and confinement of space and consequently
more heated) to suffer from carbuncles. The hewers work perhaps more naked than others, which
exposes them to the salt water, &c. This water is more like the diluted brine of a pickle tub salt water in
common. These carbuncles mostly appear on the legs from the knee downwards and on the forearm.
Out of 12 fresh comers not more than three or four perhaps come to witness for these swellings. The
continued operation of some deleterious effects in pits produces doubtless, in many cases, asthmatic
affections but not to the extent generally supposed. Does not think that children and young persons are
permanently injured by pit work. The hours are long but the amount of physical labour in young
children is exceedingly small. Thinks the hours, 13 hours, are rather long and unfavourable for the
growing youth, speaking generally. Throughout the colliery districts there is in those children
constantly employed in pits a marked paleness of complexion, as compared with other children engaged
in employments in the open air. Those children seem to enjoy ordinary health, though not apparently
so robust as other children. Never heard of any boys complaining of the vomiting of food down the pit
but thinks this might be naturally expected in some cases the result of ascending and descending
smoky upcast shafts. Thinks the food afforded sufficient and much more than the children of the same
neighbourhood otherwise employed get. The pit boys eat much and much at their leisure; the number
of opportunities for recreation are scarce sufficient. Mortality is not greater here than elsewhere nor is
there any prevalent surgical disease among the children. As to the amount of sickness it is not greater
than amongst the children of the town of the same age and station. Is not aware of any acute disease
peculiar to collieries except colic with which the men are frequently affected in all collieries, from the
sudden changes of temperature. The stature of the children and men is a little below that of other
labourers in the same district and the bulk of the body is generally less.

(The above evidence was read over to the witness and signed by him)
WJ DODD
___________________
No.386 April 6th. Henry Morton Esq., of Biddick, near Lambton.
Agent for the Countess of Durham’s collieries. Thinks that of the usual employment of the
children in coal mines is perfectly consistent with their health. Making very good wages they are
enabled to have good and sufficient maintenance. Working at the night shift doe not make much
difference, the air and ventilation being the same at one period as at another; does not think the
changing the night into day in any way injures them. Within an experience of about 14 years in the
Countess of Durham’s mines, has not observed any instances of prejudicial effects from the hours, or
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mode or place of working.
Trappers ordinarily go down at 8 or 9 years of age, or 10. The boys were very plentiful at about
8 or 9 years ago; latterly, in consequence of the increase of collieries, they are not so abundant. The
accidents of the drivers, &c., are chiefly attributable to carelessness on their own parts. The putting and
helping up, in the Countess’s pits, is very moderate work, not at all too laborious. There is very little
putting with soams in these pits; very seldom do they put on the rise, frequently on the level and
commonly to the dip. Has never heard of any boys straining or rupturing themselves in these pits.
Does not think any alteration in the hours of labour necessary for children. Would not object to a law
restricting children from going down before 10 years old but would rather leave it to the discretion of
the viewer to accept or refuse them; any such law would press heavily on parents who had large
families. Any medical and educational certificates would be totally unnecessary. Does not think the
means of education now open to the boys are at all sufficient but the reverse, - quite insufficient.
Parents are anxious to send children to school but they have no good schools and boys might obtain
instruction, after going to work, if there were proper arrangements for diffusing it. Does not think that
the work in the pit incapacitates them to receive instruction after the day’s labour, especially with regard
to putters, who usually work only 8 hours, or at least they may usually be done within that time. An
acquaintance with mechanics might be generally beneficial to persons employed in collieries; they
would probably become better workmen and certainly more useful members of society. Industrial
schools would be extremely acceptable in these neighbourhoods and parents and children would
doubtless make good use of them.
There is no prospect of any mode of carrying on collieries so as to dispense with the labour of
very young children; any restricting law that should produce a scarcity of children would prevent many
pits from being carried on beneficially; old men, to supplant trappers, and who are called swing doors,
are inapplicable. Pitmen become perhaps thin, but are extremely active and muscular and are in general
quite as healthy as other labourers; of course they are subject to accidents. Does not think pit-people
are necessarily lower in stature than others and their work does not produce that effect. They consider
themselves vastly superior, in the scale of society, to agricultural labourers. Drunkenness is a prevalent
vice, and dog-fighting is a favourite amusement. There is much swearing down the pits. It is much to
their credit that, during the great strikes, when under the most violent excitement, and urged by their
leaders to annoy their employers in every way, scarcely a solitary instance of the destruction of colliery
machinery occurred. In these strikes, there is a class of self-sufficient leaders who are generally local
preachers and who are most decidedly the most difficult to control and who urge on the others to acts
of very great insubordination.
There is a great want of veracity among the boys and all their statements must he with the greatest
caution; they are exceedingly prone to mischief of all kinds, and to insubordination.
Would deprecate any legislative interference, and thinks that would be the general w' owners and
viewers.
(Read over to witness, and signed by him.)

(Signed)

H. Moton.

PENSHER COLLIERY.
No.387 George Hunter, Esq.
Viewer (under Mr. Buddle) for Lord Londonderry’s collieries. Has little to remark in addition
to the answers rendered to the printed queries. Thinks the condition of pitmen and their families is
better than that of agricultural labourers and their families; they are generally healthy. Although they
are not so healthy in appearance as other labourers, yet they are quite so in reality. From going to work
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at too early a period and from the low seams in some places, a great many of them are not upright or
well-formed men. Perhaps, therefore, their children may not appear so robust and well formed as those
of other labourers. Does not think the stature of pit people very much inferior to the average of that of
others. The treatment and care of their children is generally good. Thinks there is as much provision,
in most places for education and for moral and religious training as they make any good use of. There
are quite enough of churches and chapels they would but attend them. They are not very frequently
guilty of misdemeanours and although there may be a little dog and cockfighting, there is nothing to
compare with what there was formerly.
___________________

NEWBOTTLE COLLIERY.

No.388 Mr. John Harrison.
Resident viewer. The great proportion of boys in pits are not at all overworked. Before the
strike in l83l-2, the pits were not limited to any regular hours of work, being often worked 15 or 16
hours a-day and the same boys were sometimes employed the whole 16 hours; now they are confined
for 12 hours, the pit drawing coals for 12 hours, perhaps an hour additional may consumed in going to
and from the pit. Does not think the putters in general overworked. The inclination of the seam alters
the work as to difficulty; no general rule applies largely.
Thirty years ago cast-iron and malleable iron rails were unknown and beech boards were the
substitute. The trams were often getting off these boards and then it was very difficult to get them on
again. Pitmen now would never work at such work; they are too wise for that. Then, too, they earned
less than at present. Then a putter worked hard for 18s. per fortnight at the heaviest work, whereas now
for less work he can earn from 30s. to 40s. per fortnight. The whole system is altered. Now they are
in general properly treated and there are very few persons of an openly vicious character here now. The
boys are pretty well educated; there is one large day-school in the village, averaging a daily attendance
of from 70 to 80 boys, who are mostly the children of pitmen. The school is taught by a very
acceptable master who has been trained as a teacher, and knows Latin, &c. He is well paid by the
Countess of Durham, and gets 1d. a-week from each child besides. There are three Methodist chapels
hereabouts, all having well-attended Sunday-school and as the children learn something of religion at
these schools their conduct is tolerably good and anything gross seldom occurs. There is a small
night-school of 10 or 12 young persons, kept by a working man as a means of additional support. The
rolley drivers are very frequently meeting with accidents arising from their own carelessness. Three
were lying at one time in the doctor’s hands at the end of last year. Perhaps in most years 1 in 20 of
the rolley drivers would meet with an accident of a broken leg or arm, or a bruised or fractured head,
during the entire year.
Ten boys examined.
No.389 A putter.
17 years old; who gets 2s. a-day as a half marrow. Can read, write, and spell a little. Goes to
no night-school, but goes to the (Methodist) Sunday-school. Has had his arm broken and was laid up
six weeks, but it is quite well now. Sometimes feels some slight pains on going to work, which go off
when he is fairly at work; they come from his heart, and go off in wind.
No. 390 A putter.
16 years old. Puts by himself, makes 4s. a-day. Cannot read, write, or spell; and goes to no
school of any kind. His leg was once broken, and he was off 8 weeks; it is quite sound now. Has
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good health; and can make no complaints.
No.391 A half-marrow.
16 years old. Earning 2s a-day; is rather lame. A waggon once cut off the calf of his leg; was
laid off 9 months. Is healthy in general. Cannot read, write, or spell; and goes to no school of any kind
whatever.
No.392 A half-marrow.
16 years old. Earning 2s. a-day. Had his leg hurt once, and was off a week. Reads very little;
does not write. Goes to Sunday-school, but not to night-school.
No.393 A half-marrow.
Earns 2s. a-day; is 16 years old. Was once off 3 weeks, by the waggon jamming his hand.
No.394 A half-marrow.
16 years old; earns 2s. a-day. Fingers were once hurt, and he was off 5 days, but is quite
recovered now.
No.395 A half-marrow.
Aged 13; earns 2s. a-day. No accident.
No.396 A half-marrow.
Aged 13. Earns 2s. a-day. No accident.
No.397 A rolley-driver.
Aged 10; earns 10d. a-day. No accident.
No.398 A trapper.
Aged 10. Earns 10d a-day. No accident.
Of the 6 preceding witnesses, 5 read a little, 3 write a very little, 4 spell, and all go occasionally to
Sunday-schools and still more rarely to night-school.
All the additional remarks that can be elicited from them are that;- “in some places lads may be
working at over hard work but none of them are so doing at present. At one crane the air is very bad
and whoever works at that crane is generally unwell from the air: it is called ‘Willy Richardson’s
crane,’ and is in the workings of the broken, where the safety lamps are used; there are no other bad air
parts. Helping-up is harder work than most but it does not injure them. They have known of 2 boys
who have got lamed in going down the pit; one was called Simpson and he was off a fortnight. There
are three boys now off who were hurt by waggons; one very badly. There is a vast of swearing down
it.”

___________________
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HETTON COLLIERY.
No.399 Mr. Robson, resident viewer of Hetton Colliery.
It would be desirable to limit the age at which children go to work in mines, in order to afford
them the opportunity of getting instruction at school; 10 years the youngest.
The effect of limiting the hours, of less than 12 hours per day, say from 4 to 4, or from 5 to 5,
of labour, would be injurious both to the employer and the employed, and enhance the value of fuel to
the consumer; the condition of the workmen would be bettered by limiting the age rather than the hours
of labour, if even the minimum age was more than 10 years. If boys under 13 years of age were limited
to less than 12 hours per day working, such boys would probably not be employed at all.
Knows no plan for the amelioration of the pitmen or their children, thinking that as much is
done as can be effected for their physical and moral improvement. The children at Hetton, Ellmore,
Eppleton, and Whitwell Collieries pay each 1.5d. a-week for instruction, and a halfpenny for books.
The owners paying the other necessary expense adding in some cases private subscriptions. They
usually endeavour to secure to the master a minimum of £35. per annum and to the mistress £25.
There is not a general desire amongst the parents for education, nor are they disposed to pay 2d. a-week
for it per child. Boys of 16, 17, or 1s, will not commonly be found to retain their education.
The women generally have the entire direction of the household and they are generally good
managers.
Many pit men save a great deal by making and mending shoes for their families and the shoes
are often well made. They also make occasionally furniture, as drawers, even with circular fronts,
chairs, book-cases, and clock-cases. These cabinet-making men may possibly average 1 in 30. Lads
and boys do not cultivate handicraft much.
Men and boys spend much time in the summer in their gardens, of which two or even three are
sometimes allotted to large families.
The women seldom keep shops but often in harvest-time go out to agricultural labour, however
neglecting their household duties.
The general average earnings of hewers are 23s. per week.
The general average earnings of putters are 20s. per week.
The general average earnings of rolley-drivers are 7s. a-week.
The general average earnings of trappers are 10d. a-day.
Banksmen formerly were a bad class; prone to hard drinking, &c. but are now greatly formed. A
marked improvement has taken place in the last 15 years.
Cricketing and quoits are favourite games now when any are played.
Has observed no difference in the clothing of pit people in summer and winter.
If 2 boys put as half-marrows, they are considered as one and still have the same help, that is a
helper-up. Half-marrows are so placed that the sum of the strength of the two half-marrows shall about
equal the strength of an older boy. The boys agree between themselves as to this arrangement. In the
returns of the tabular forms, half-marrows are called putters. When the greatest weight in those pits,
viz., 12cwt. 3qrs. 14lbs. is put by one boy, the wheels are larger and the rails are round topped rails.
The wheels, too, are differently constructed, so that there is less friction and the rail is a similar rail to
that of the Great Western Railway. The wheel has a flange, so that the boys themselves allow that the
heavier weight is more easily put. Where these are in use, the ‘dip,’ with the load is 1.5 inches in the
yard.
No.400 Mr. W. Bailey.
Under viewer. Has been here 19 years, and has risen up to his present rank through all the
graduations of work from a trapper. at 10 years of age. Has worked at various Tyne Collieries.
Trappers go down from 8 to 9 years old and he has frequently to interfere with parents to
prevent them from going earlier; thinks they should never go before 9 years old.
Witness refers to the great change in the mode of work and the condition of the workmen that
has taken place of late years. About 20 years since, gunpowder was introduced for blasting, which
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renders the hewers’ work much easier. Before that they had to wedge the coal and would often work in
a most exhausting manner. They were more headstrong men at that time; now they give themselves an
hour or so longer and work more regularly
Witness used to put with ‘soams’ (girdles) when there were no tram-ways but only the ‘thill’
(floor) now the tram-way is laid close up to the very face of the bord. Thirty years since witness got in
assisting to put the tram, 2d. per 1s., then 3d., then 4d per 1s. earned by the headsman.
As to education all the parents could afford to send their children to school but probably
improvidence and luxury leave them little. As to luxury, some have flesh meat thrice a-day and not a
few of them twice. Many dress in an extravagant manner on Sundays. When a couple marry, they first
of all buy and pay for by instalments a good chest of drawers. and bedstead.
Teetotalism is not greatly advancing here, yet open drunkenness is seldom seen here; if it be, it
is always checked by the viewers. The banksman is ordered to prevent any men at all the worse for
liquor from going down the pit and if the overman finds men down he is instantly sent up. The
overman himself must be a man of sobriety, diligence and intelligence.
There is some swearing down pits, nor is there any particular rule to prevent it but any upper
workmen passing by, may and does check it. Formerly there used to be pitch battles of a serious kind
in the pits but this is now stopped by a fine of 5s. in the bond for fighting.
The overman may hit the boys gently with a bat but nothing more is allowed. The parents
would prefer that the children should be thrashed rather than fined and sometimes propose this. The
masters are more considerate of them than their parents. Now the parents are noted if any children
behave badly and the masters dismiss incorrigibles.
Gambling is prevented by all means, though possibly it is secretly practised. There is a fine of
5s. for stealing gear, such as picks, &c. Each man provides his own picks and drills, and other things
are provided by the owners. This 5s. fine is given to the owner of the stolen gear.
Thinks there is less sickness here than he has observed elsewhere, and in agricultural districts.
Does not see any hardships of a particular kind among the children in the pit. Putting is hard work, but
not extravagantly so. Very few put with ‘soams’ in this or neighbouring collieries.
There is a magistrates’ meeting every fortnight at Houghton or Hetton but very few cases are
taken from here to them.
Odd fellows societies are coming more among pitmen than usual. Formerly there was an
objection to pitmen as members from them being deemed liable to accidents. These societies are very
liable to ‘tramps,’ i.e. mechanics wandering about and always moving and consequently drawing on the
funds for travelling expenses. The collieries lying closer together, pitmen do not require so much for
this purpose.
(Witness contends that pitmen draw less from the funds than others.)
Besides the odd fellows society there is here a relief fund for them. Pitmen subscribe 1d. amonth and the owners add one sixth of the gross amount contributed. They have 1d. a-week less on
moving to other collieries.
Many men go to church, but most go to the Methodist chapels. Some men are local preachers
among the Methodists there are about three here. Having much leisure time, they excel in this kind of
thing, when they take a turn that way. They often hold class meetings and prayer meetings.
No.401 Joseph Hunter, aged 20, Thomas Hepplewhite, aged 18, Matthew Dowson, aged 15, all
putters.
All go from home at 3 o’clock a.m., to start at 4 o’clock, loose (stop) at 4 o’clock, and get home
about 5 o’clock, p.m.; make each about 4s. a-day. All put a tram alone without assistance. Think it
hard work but do not feel it so much, having been brought up to it. Take their meals down with them;
meat, bread and bottle of coffee. Get as much as they want and eat it when they can.
There is a good deal of swearing but not so much as formerly by a vast. All live with their
parents and give them their earnings. They go up and down the pits in the cages; take their dresses of
flannel down the pit and put them on again before they come up. No accidents of any sort lately.
There is little cock-fighting now; last time the police laid it off. There is more dog. fighting; some
about the Downs pit but no regular matches, only fighting about the doors. They say they have
forgotten their learning but they read and write a little. They go occasionally to night school; none go
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to Sunday-school but all to chapel. All three healthy, tall, and well-formed lads. Have ho complaints to
make.
No.402 John Dowsy aged 14, Peter Lowry, aged 14, Jasper Pattinson, aged 11, all rolley
drivers.
Work as the preceding. All live with their parents, who work in the pit. Are all healthy and
decently clothed and complain of nothing. Dowsy goes to night school. All go to Sunday-school but
Pattinson sometimes lies o’er long a-bed. They spell and read, two imperfectly’ two write imperfectly.
They learn to sing and pray (Lords’ Prayer) at Sunday-school.
No.403 April 7th, 8th, and 9th Robert Claffin.
Aged 14. Minds the catches of the cages that draw the tubs and the rap (a signal-hammer).
Gets 1s. 9d. a-day. Lives with his parents. Is down the pit by 4 o’clock in the morning and up to 4 in
the afternoon; a good few times has worked longer; an hour or 2 hours if anything particular happens.
This last month perhaps he has worked 7 times an hour or so extra. He gets his breakfast before he
goes; takes baits down with him, as much as he likes and eats them when lie wants. Sometimes he feels
sick like, but nothing more; is never laid off and never had the doctor, except 2 years ago, when he got
his leg jammed by a waggon in this colliery and was laid off 9 weeks. The leg is not so sound as
before, and rather hurts him sometimes. Cannot read or write, but goes sometimes to night school an
the (Methodist) Sunday-school.
Nine boys: one, 16 years old, is a flatman or chalker on; one, 15 years old the same; one, 14, a driver;
one, 12, a driver; another, 12, a driver; another 12, a driver; one, 9, a driver; another, 9, keeping 3 doors
and a switch; one, 9 keeping a door. None of these go to day or night school; all go to Sunday-school.
Four read the Testament; 3 read the spelling-book; 2 only write their names. All work 12 hours down
the pit, from 4 a.m. to 4 p.m. and sometimes are 13 hours down.
No.404 The first of these boys, George Arington.
Once had his ankle split: a lad knocked him down and the waggons ran over him; was laid off
28 weeks at first, then went to work and came back again and was kept off 4 more weeks. Is not sound
in that ankle now and cannot work at very heavy work (his ankle bone projects beyond his shoe and is
evidently seriously injured). Once caught a fever in the Downs pit from the bad air while he was
working in the broken (pillar working) and was laid off 2 months. Then he was removed to another pit,
as the doctor ordered him from Downs pit. He has been in this (the Low Main pit) but is going back to
the Downs next week. When he is there he feels not right and has a pain in his head.
No.405 William Robinson.
Aged 12. Fell from the limmers when he was a driver, a year ago and the wheels over him.
Was kept from work 5 weeks, has also been kept off; about the same time, 3 days from being lamed by
a cage in the heel. Sometimes he has pains in his head and does feel them so much when out of the pit.
He is off a day now and then from sickness.
No.406 Colbert Wilson.
Aged 12. Was hurt 3 years ago by a corf falling off the waggon on his hand, but he suffers
nothing from it now. Sometimes he turns sick down the pit, about the middle of the day.
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No.407 Robert Halliday.
A tub fell on him last year and cut his hand and laid him a month off work but he is quite well
now.
These 9 witnesses all work the same hours, from 4 a.m. to 4 p.m., and occasionally are down 13
or 14 hours altogether. Their food is bacon, bread and coffee; some they take before they leave home in
the morning and some is taken down the pit with them, which they eat when they like; when they go
home at night they get meat and potatoes. T hey are sometimes beaten. William Robinson was about a
month ago, beaten one day by the waggon-way man across the hands with a driving whip, which made
some blood come. Several have had a few thumps at different times; one has been once kicked but not
severely, by Willy Gardiner who also thumped Robert Halliday and knocked him against a stone, for
trifling disobedience. Witness was not disabled from working. Their parents draw their money, and
give them out of it 1d. or 2d., or 3d. They complain that the hours of work are over long for them.
No.408 John Peterson.
Aged 10 and 5 months. Keeps a door, and drives when required. Works 12 hours from 4 to 4
o’clock. Was lamed a year ago at bank by the horse running away with him throwing him. Was kept
off a year.
No.409 Robert Bell.
Aged 15. Is a helper up, and works at the Downs pit. Four years ago, while driving, he was run
over by a waggon and his leg all cut. He was kept off 16 weeks. Is not lame now; walks pretty well but
sometimes feels a pain in his leg when he is walking far and also down the pit when he has hard work
and shoves out hard (his leg is much scarred). Was also lamed at bank; when clearing the way a
waggon ran over him and he was kept off a month. His head was much bruised (a hollow scar now
exists, and he now feels very bad with it sometimes.
No.410 John Lovet.
Aged 14. A driver. Was lamed slightly at bank by an iron plate catching his foot and was kept
off a week.
No.411 George Wade, aged 11; driver.
No.412 John Arrington, aged 12 ; trapper.
Of these five boys, 4 read the Bible and the other the spellings book; 3 write their names; 4 go to
Sunday schools but none to night-schools.
No.413 James Arrington.
Aged 15; flatman, or chalker on. Keeps an account how many tubs pass him and where they
come from. When a trapper, was lamed and kept off half a year. He now feels his leg rather weak.
Also his fingers were once lamed and he was a fortnight off. Has had a fever and believes it was from
the had air in the pit. Reads, writes his name, but does not go to day or night, or Sunday school now.
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No.414 Ralph Spooner.
Aged 16. Is a chalker on. Was lamed slightly 4 years since. Has felt bad from the smoke in
the Downs pit shaft, which sometimes makes him sick and force up his meat again. Reads and writes.
Goes to (Ranters) Sunday school but not to night school.
No.415 George Scholey.
Aged 15. Is a chalker on. Was lamed a year since by falling off limmers and the waggon
going over him. Reads, writes, goes to Sunday school but not to night school.
No.416 Morgan Frater.
Aged 15; a chalker on. Cannot read or write. Goes to Sunday but not to night school.
No.417 Robert Anderson.
Aged 17. Is a flatman, or chalker on. Reads and writes; goes to Sunday school but not to night
school. Four years ago a horse flung at him and cut his temple, and kept him off work 6 weeks. He
has pains in his head sometimes now, when down and when up the pit.
No.418. Edward Anderson.
Aged 15; a driver. Three years ago his hand was cut by being jammed between 2 tubs, was kept
off 5 weeks. Five years ago a waggon ran over his foot, and he was off 3 weeks. His health is bad
sometimes and he is sick but he does not feel sick from the pit (not healthy in appearance). Reads,
writes his name, spells; goes to Sunday school but not to night school.
No.419 Joseph Stanley.
Aged 14; driver. Six years ago his finger and was hurt at bank by a winch while he was
playing. Three years ago the waggons ran over his feet and he was so bruised as to be 14 days off
work. Feels no ill effects now. Was off a week by a stone falling on his heel. When he is in the pillar
or broken workings he is sometimes sick from the bad air. Can read, not write; goes to Sunday school
but not to day or night school.
No.420 William Carr.
Aged 13. Rings the bell down the pit. Was burnt slightly, 3 years ago, in the face and hands
and was off 3 weeks (there is no appearance of this now); the marks appear sometimes in cold weather.
Can read and write his name and goes to Sunday school, but not to the night school.
These last 4 witnesses complain of the length of the hours of work, and that the waggon-way men
sometimes beat them, or even kick them, or flug them with the driving whip.
No.421 John Christer.
Aged 13. Is a driver, &c. Three years ago his right arm was broken by the horse jamming it
against a door and was off 5 weeks. Is quite well now. Does not think he has been ever quite well
since he went down the pit - the Downs pit. Thinks the smoke of the shaft makes him cough and
sneeze. Was always pretty well before he went to that pit. Reads the Testament, cannot write; does not
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go to night school, but does to Sunday-school.
No.422 Cuthbert Carr.
Aged 13. Is a driver, &c. Was off work 4 weeks ago, a day, from being sick. Works in the
Down pit. The smoke there affects him; sometimes he throws up his meat from his stomach after he
has taken it. Can read the Testament and write his name; goes to Sunday-school, not to night school.
No.423 Alexander Carr.
Aged l2. Is a driver, &c. Was kept off work 3 days last year by waggons going over his foot.
Is none the worse now. Is sick sometimes; was always so at times, before he went down the pit. Was
(beaten) rubbed by the waggon-way-man and flatman this day (his eye is rather black now, where he
was struck on a former occasion). Was struck and his hair pulled last year by the same person, Ralph
Steel. Reads and writes and goes to Sunday school but not to night school.
The last three witnesses are not healthy in appearance and of rather diminished stature.
No.424 John Sharp.
Aged between 17 and 18. Is a putter; earning 3s. a-day this week. Has worked about these pits
regularly for 9 years. First went to work as a trapper at 7 years old. He now puts a train alone; the iron
tub on the train-ways; has done so this day, aided by 2 helpers-up and 2 cuddies (donkeys), in different
places. Two years and a half ago was lamed by a tub falling on him and was kept off 14 days. When
he was a driver he was several times lamed. Thinks he can count up that he was slightly hurt 14 times
but was not kept off work more than a week from any of those lamings. They were cuts or bruises in
the feet, head, and fingers. Does not think they boys are very much the worse of the pit but yet they
must be to a little; it keeps them from growing in some cases but not in anything like all cases.
Sometimes boys are very tired of night but not so much as makes them bad. Nine years ago he came
from Derbyshire pits where the boys were sore worked. They had belts round them called dog belts.
There they work like cuddies (donkeys). There is a vast of difference here; there they had only sleds,
no wheels nor plates. Has known them work from 6 in the morning to 11 o’clock at night in
Derbyshire but has not known it here. There many of them were cripples. Has here heard of a vast of
boys being hurt at different times and some killed. Some boys he knows are stiff in the mornings but
nothing worse.
No.425 Thomas Mason.
Seventeen. Is a putter and makes about 3s. a-day generally. Cannot read or write and goes to
no school whatever.
No.426 Thomas Somerson.
Aged 17. Is a putter and earns about 3s. a-day generally. Cannot read or write, and goes to no
school whatever. Has been lamed 9 times. Ten years ago the waggons at bank ran over him and he
was off a year; his right leg was injured and he is rather lame of now. His legs are rather weak. Three
years ago his ribs were broken by the waggon over him down the pit, when he fell off the limmers and
he was kept off a month. The same year his foot was run over in the same way and he was off 14 days.
Also the same year waggons ran over his shoulder when he had a similar fall and he was kept off 2
months; he was also kicked by the horse. Four years ago his wrist was lamed by being jammed, and he
was a week off work. He finds himself sometimes short of breath and often his legs feel weak. He
could not eat anything yesterday; the smoke of the Downs pit made him sick like. Was once felled by
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a small prop being flung at him by a man, for missing his way when he was pulling the tub to the
waggons. The man was lined, because the prop might have struck the Davy lamp, which, as they were
then in the broken, might have fired the pit. There is much swearing and fighting down the pits. Some
fight for pleasure. Some steal the other' meat and baits.
No.427 Ralph Steel.
Aged 18. Is a putter, and generally earns 2s. 6d. a-day. Cannot read or write and goes to no
school, weekly or Sunday. Five years ago his fingers were jammed by the waggons and he was off
work 6 weeks. His head has been cut by the fall of a stone from the roof; and he was off a month but
is not bad now. Finds that the work takes the strength from his legs; feels this weakness all day but
most about 10 o’clock. His back is sometimes weak and has pains from the bad air and the work in the
pit; feels these pains about the middle of the day; sometimes in his head. He is working in the broken.
His food is sometimes forced up. Last week thinks it was forced up 3 times. A year ago was felled for
striking another boy - by Tommy Thompson, with a stick like a pick handle, called a tomahawk (a kind
of hammer.)
No.428 Robert Arrington.
Aged 13. Is a helper-up, and gets 1s. 6d. a day; reads a little, cannot write; goes to Sunday and
not to night-school. Three years ago a soam crook slipped and ran into his leg (the mark appears now),
and he was kept off a month; the leg is well now. Also works in the broken and agrees with preceding
witness in his complaints; sometimes has a pain in his shoulders from heavy work and once last week
forced up his meat.
No.429 James Smeatim.
Aged 17. A putter, earning about 3s. a day; cannot read, writes his name; goes neither to night
or Sunday-school. Five years ago a stone fell from the roof on his head and he was kept off work 5
weeks and 3 days; is now sometimes dizzy with it. Four years ago the waggons went over his foot
when he was drilling down the pit and he was 3 weeks off; is now a little lame from it and from a lame
in the knee which arose from the same accident. Two years ago one Michael Wilson struck him and
knocked him down and jumped upon him and he was kept off a day; Michael Wilson was fined 5s. for
it. He would like to work shorter hours for less money. The putters frequently strike the helpers-up
for not working hard enough. The lads feel more strains in the knees and wrists than in the back. The
trappers often fall asleep very early in the morning and the doors they ought to mind get knocked
down. He knows one boy about five and half years old and very little, down the pit, his name was
William Fraser. Thinks the workings in the broken very dangerous, especially when the props fall
down; knew 2 men last year in the Downs Pit who were hurt by such accidents. A hewer is paid less
for working in the broken because the coals are softer from the crush. Witness would much sooner
work in the ,whole. In both workings putters get 1s. 4d. for putting a 20 peek tub for 90 yards and 1d
more for every 20 yards more. If the coals are not piled up full they are not paid for that tub at all.
The overman finds the oil to oil the wheels and the putters pay him for it 6d. or 7d. a fortnight
out of their wages. The waggon-way-men often strike the drivers. Would be very lad to have
schooling and would be willing to pay 1d. a-week for it. There is a great difference of boys down the
pits. Some are forced to go down very early and knows one whose mother was not married and who
with his brother was forced to go down very early and to steal victuals and other things, as they were
very poor.
An apparently healthy and full grown lad.
The last 5 witnesses from 425 to 429 inclusive, all work in the Downs Pit, and complain of sickness
while going down the shaft, and some of them ‘feel bad all day with it.’ It is in upcast shaft.
From inquiries made of the under viewer at the colliery office I find that James Smeatim puts now
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(April 7th), a weight of 9cwt. 24lbs. for a distance of 92 yards up an inclination 1 inch to the yard rise,
at a rise of 1.5 inches to a yard. He has a helper-up. This putting is stated to be the average of putting
in this colliery.
No.430 George Lowry.
Aged 12. Is a trap-door keeper and minds a switch; gets 1s. 3d. a day; has been in the pit about
3 months altogether. Can read and write; goes to Sunday-school but not night-school. Was lamed in
the head 2 years ago, by the cage at the bottom of the shaft coming back on his head; was off work 3
days; his head sometimes aches and he is very sick, which doctor says is from the head cut.
No.431 Robinson Sanderson.
Aged 12. Takes the drags out of the rollies. Gets 1s. a day. First went down the pit when he
was 8 years old. A good while ago he was lamed in the thumb and off 3 days. Can read an easy book;
cannot write; goes to Sunday-school, not to night-school.
No.432 William Lee.
Aged 11. Drives a cuddy. Gets 1s. 3d. a day; went to work at 7 years old; has been hurt in the
left arm, and kept off a day. Reads spelling-book; writes his name; goes to Sunday-school, not to
night-school.
No.433 Henry Arrington.
A trapper. Gets 10d. a day. Went to work at 8 years old. Reads an easy hook; writes; goes to
Sunday-school, but not to night-school.
No.434 Thomas Bell.
Aged 11 years old. A helper-up. Gets 1s. a day. Went to work at 8 years old. Thinks his
work is hard (other lads say it is too hard). Works in the broken. His head aches sometimes when
going up and down the (Downs) shaft, or for 3 or 4 hours in the morning; but goes off again. Goes to
no school of any kind and cannot read or write.
No.435 Peter Lowry.
Aged 14. Is a chalker on and keeps a door. Gets 1s. 3d. a-day. 18 months years ago, in the
colliery pit, he fell off the limmers and his leg was hurt by the waggon wheels going over it; was laid off
10 week, but walks well now. Sits when keeping a door. Gets as much as he wants to eat. Is
sometimes hit about by the men; nothing to hurt. Reads imperfectly; write his name; goes to Sundayschool, but not to night-school. (Is delicate in appearance.)
No.436 George Taylor.
Aged 6 years old in July. (Examined at the National Barington-school.) Goes regularly to
work every night in the week that the pit works, at the Elemore George Pit, at 12 o’clock (at night);
comes up at 8 or 9, or 10 or 12 o’clock next day; his duty is to give out candles, and oil the lamps ready
for the work at 3 o’clock; gets 1s. 3d. a night for this. Sometimes he goes about with George
Armstrong, at 6 o’clock in the morning, with the compass; George Armstrong is the keeper who keeps
the men working in a straight line. Before he goes down about 6 o’clock (p.m.); he takes with him 2
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pieces of bread and butter and nothing else which he eats when hungry; perhaps about at 5 o’clock in
the morning taking water if thirsty and the other when he wants has quite enough bread, could not eat
more. Gets his dinner when he comes up, or at 12 o’clock; his dinner is sufficient, and consists or
meat potatoes and puddings. About half-past 1 (p.m.) he comes to the school washed and dressed and
stays till half past 4 p.m.; then he goes home and gets his tea between 5 and 6 o’clock he goes to bed
soon after. The overman calls him at a little before or a little after 12 at night when he gets up and being
dressed goes to the pit; does not go down on Friday or Saturday nights but goes on Sunday nights at
12 o’clock. Sometimes perhaps 3 or 4 times last year, he stopped down the pit from l2 one night till 5
the next evening for which he gets 2s. 6d.. This happens when some boys are off by accidents and he
is asked to stop but is not forced to do so; he wished to do so; on these occasions his bait comes down
to him. After being up from 5 o’clock till 12 at night he went down again as usual (this only being
above ground 7 hours). He is never sick since he has been at the pit, which is two years. He has not
been laid off a day for illness or sickness, or for anything; nor has he felt sick or bad at all in that time.
He likes the work very well and would as soon down as playing about above. In 2 years he has
perhaps worked from 12 at night to 5 next three or four times; finds no difference between being below
and above. He is an orphan and lives with his uncle and aunt, to whom the overman gives the money
due to him. Aunt gives him about 1s. a fortnight for pocket-money. Can read (fairly), write, cipher;
regularly goes to (Church) Sunday-school.
His stature is 4 feet 9 inches. He is an intelligent boy and the schoolmaster praises him, but has
frequently found him drowsy and sometimes fast asleep at the desk. He appears little and spare but not
unhealthy, having some colour in cheeks.
No.437 Mrs. Lowry.
Residing in Downs-lane. Has 5 children living, 3 working in the Downs Pit, and 1 in the other
pit. All of these first went to pits at about 11 years old; none of them have suffered from the pit
particularly. She has had a particularly healthy family. Some blame the pit would be bad anywhere.
She has lost 2 sons down the pit; one was killed by the falling of stone and the other fell down the
shaft; both were instantly killed.
No. 438 Benjamin Lowry.
Aged 17. Is a putter and has been 9 years down pits. His parents once removed this to Urpeth
Colliery, where the air was very bad and injured his health. He felt drowsy and inclined to sleep;
became hoarse, as if he had a cold and could hardly speak. Often could not eat his meat. His body
broke out in boils and he was always having medicine, he was obliged to leave the pit; was sound and
well before he went down. Urpeth was a nice place in other things. (Upon mentioning these remarks
to the viewer of Urpeth colliery, Mr. Boyd. he observed that this boy was, he thinks, working in the
broken a part of the time and that the family of the Lowrys were a generally dissatisfied family and
known to be so by the overman. The man was found unsuitable for his work and that was the cause of
his leaving. He never heard of any boils upon any one.) When he came back to this pit he was well
again. As to hard work, there is a great difference in places and he is now in a very easy place for
putting. Is very well in health now.
No.439 Three Witnesses.
Working at bank, said that in winter time they always got bad colds from having wet feet; the
places were wet and sloppy. The caller called them at half-past 2 o’clock and they were often away for
16 hours from home. If they were at work at an hour earlier than usual they got nothing more for it.
The chief grounds of complaint amongst the boys working at bank at all collieries were exposure to the
severity of the winter weather, and consequent and rheumatic affections.
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No.440 Thomas Smithson.
Aged 11 in June. Is a trapper, and gets 10d. a-day. Caller calls him at half past 2 a.m.; he gets
up at 3, and starts work down the pit at 4 o’clock Before he goes he breakfast of tea and bread, as
much as he wants. Takes down a bait of bread, brought with him in a bag; eats it perhaps at 11 o'clock,
and at 2 o'clock. Gets no more to eat he gets home at 5 o'clock, and here he gets meat and potatoes.
Soon after, he washes himself and goes to bed at about 6 or 7 o’clock. The caller calls him again at
half-past 2, and his mother comes to his bedside to wake him. He generally feels sore tired when he
comes home. Feels sleepy down the pit and often sick, sometimes so as to bring up his meat from his
stomach; this may be whiles 3 times in a week, whiles about 2 o’clock in the day. Cannot eat any more
food then. Never has the doctor and is never laid off work. His back, legs, arms, and head whiles work
(ache). May be 3 or 4 times in a week; and he whiles feels weak in those 6' parts. Cannot stand long
when be comes up the pit. The putters and drivers sometimes rub (beat) him with their hand, and whiles
with a stick or whip, whichever they may have. The drivers strike him most; they struck him 4 times
last week and made some blood come from him 2 or 3 times by hitting him on the nose with their
hands but they mostly hit him about the back. Always keeps the same door and has worked always in
Elemore Pit, about 4 years. He wanted to go to the pit at first to see what it was like but he did not like
it very long. Would now like to work better at bank in carrying the picks, or anything like that. Can
read the spelling-book; cannot write; sometimes goes to night school when he comes tip the pit but
feels very sleepy and whiles falls fast asleep there; always goes to Sunday-school. His father is dead.
Has 2 brothers, 1 bigger than himself, who drives down the pit.
No.441 George Robinson.
Aged 21. Is a hewer, and works at Elemore Pit; first went to pits at 12 years old and then kept a
door, and then was healthy and sound. Has been a putter and has then been off; whiles a day at a time,
now and then, from being sore tired. His legs ached; he was weak in the knees and is now weak. He
now works as a hewer from 6 to 8 hours daily. Finds his health a little affected. Has had a pain in his
side for some months, not a very severe pain. Has not been so well in health this last 2 years as before.
Two years ago had an accident, the tub jammed his head, and he was kept off 7 weeks; head is sore
now. Has a bad stomach whiles. Takes some baits down pit with him, which he eats if he has an
appetite but gets most of food when he comes home, meat, &c. Mostly pitmen eat most when they get
home. His brother is a deputy and the air makes him sick and unwell, takes all his strength away and
stops his breath whiles, though he is not kept off work; the longest time he has been off is a fortnight.
This witness, George Robinson, reads and writes imperfectly and goes to no weekly school but is a
teacher in the Primitive Methodist Sunday-school. Mr. Edger, the colliery surgeon, says his real
complaint is a chronic inflammation of the chest, undoubtedly the effect of the pit and pit work.
No 442 Richard Holmes.
Residing at the Downs, is a wasteman in the Downs pit, which is well ventilated. Has not
observed any ill resulting to the boys from pit work, but thinks it is rather favourable to health. As to
hardships in the work he is acquainted with Derbyshire people and Staffordshire people, who often tell
him that lads here know nothing of hard work compared with the lads in the pits in those counties.
No.443 Joseph Holmes.
His son, has worked 6 years in the pit and has felt no ill effects from it.
No 444 William Holmes.
Another son also works in the Downs pit. Although his health is not generally the worse, yet he
whiles feels sick from the smoke of the shaft, which also whiles makes his head work and takes away
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the use of his legs for some minutes. He is working now as a putter in the ‘broken’ and these feelings
also arise from the bad air there. His head whiles feels tight across his brows but he was whiles subject
to the head ache before he went down the pit. When places are low, the putters whiles rub the skin off
their backs; and their legs ache sore for a time.

No.445 Mr. R.P. Edger.
Has been the salaried surgeon of the colliery 15 years. Is employed by the owners of the
colliery and practises besides amongst the pitmen and others extensively. When he first came, 15 years
ago, to this colliery, he observed that the boys were certainly overworked. Many boys from the long
hours at that time were so sleepy as to lie down on the waggon-ways at the side and falling asleep,
rolled down, and were either killed by the rollies, or often permanently injured. The shortening of
hours and facilities of labour have made a great alteration, and he would not now assert that boys are
injured in their health by pit-work. There is no doubt that growth has been impeded by pitmen’s work
and perhaps is some impeded, but to what extent he cannot form any idea. The confinement in the pit
and the impurities of the air undoubtedly largely increase any original weakness in the chest, or any
tendency to asthma; but the improvements in ventilation have rendered diseases, in the respiratory
organs especially, 23 per cent. less now than 10 years ago, within the limits of his own observation and
practice.

No.446 Mr. James Anderson, a Home Missionary, residing in Easington Lane, Hetton-leHole, in reply to queries proposed, handed in the following written evidence.
The pitmen are in general industrious and though there are among them much wickedness, 80
still I believe there has been a great change for the better; still much remains to be done. Ignorance to a
great extent prevails among them; this is no doubt to be traced to many of them not being taught to
read. The boys go too soon to work; I have seen boys at work not 6 years of age and though their
work is not hard, still they have long hours, so that when they come home they are quite spent. I have
often seen them lying on the floor fast asleep; they often fall asleep in the pit and have been killed. Not
long ago a boy fell asleep, lay down on the way and the waggons killed him. Another boy was killed; it
was supposed he had fallen asleep when driving his waggon and fallen off and was killed. Many of the
boys are very wicked and ignorant and were it not for sabbath-schools they would be much worse; as it
is, ignorance and vice abound. There can be no doubt that the boys going so soon to work hinders their
growth and were it not they are well kept I should think many of them could not stand it; that it hinders
their learning, for though many of them attend evening schools, there are not many who do not, and as
they cannot be idle, they spend the time they are not at work in idle sports, which tend to demoralise
them; now could they read, this might be prevented. I often meet with lads playing in the lanes but
when I offer them a tract, I find they cannot read. As the best remedy, I would recommend that no boys
should be allowed to go to work till they could read and write; it would also be of great importance to
have infant schools for the younger children.
Another evil is the number of beer-shops; these are kept open on the Sabbath; and so long as
this is the case, I fear we will look for little improvement, for many spend the Sabbath in drinking, thus
the money that should go to educate their children is spent in drink; nor is this all, it unfits them for
their work and is the cause of many sad accidents. I fear for nature of the labour, their hours could not
be shortened, but they should not send the boys so young to work, if anything could be done to raise
and enlighten them and this I think might be done if well conducted schools. not connected with any
party but established for the good of the people by the promotion of temperance and virtue.
I can state that under my own eye I have seen a great improvement among the people; they are
more anxious to have their children instructed. This is evident by the number of Bibles and Testaments
we have sold’ this year above 80 Bibles and 40 Testaments. The children under my care evince a good
knowledge of God’s Holy word. Our sabbath-school is attended by about 60 or 70 children; of these
about 20 are boys from 8 to 14; some of them are pit-boys. They can all read well, many lads have
passed through our school; we always find when they go to the pit they are worse to deal with.
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Lane Ends.

(Signed) JAMES ANDERSON.

This witness stated that the population of Easington Lane is about 1,600 and composed
partially of pit people. The number of beer and spirit houses is present 10. Nine such
houses had been given up lately. ‘Paying wage public houses,’ said he, ‘is a great evil.’
____________________

NORTH HETTON COLLIERY, THE HAZARD PIT.

No.447 April 9, David Brown.
About 14 (does not know;) is a helper up, and thinks he earns 1s. 6d. a-day. Cannot or write;
goes regularly to Sunday-school but not to night school at all. Once broke his arm at bank; is not very
healthy, occasionally weak; his work is over hard and tires him often.
No.448 George Hunter.
Aged 13, driver, earns 1s. 3d. a-day. Cannot read or write his name, but goes to school and
Sunday-school.
No.449 Thomas Turner.
Aged 13. Is a driver, earning 1s. 3d. a-day. Can read but not write; goes to Sunday-school but
not to night-school.
No.450 Morgan Fraser.
Between 13 and 14. A driver, earning 1s. 3d. a-day; reads spelling-book; cannot write; goes to
Sunday-school, not to night-school.
No.451 William Home.
Between 13 and 14. Driver, earns 1s. 3d. a-day; reads the Bible; writes; goes to night-school
and to Sunday-school.
No.452 Henry Dobson.
Aged 13. A driver; gets 1s. 3d. a-day; can read the spelling-book; cannot not go to night-school
but does to Sunday-school; once had a hole made in his leg by a pick and was a week off.

No.453. Charles Young.
Between 10 and 11. Keeps a door; gets 10d. a-day; cannot read or write and goes school
whatever.
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No.454 James Fraser.
Between 10 and 11 years old. Keeps a door ;gets 10d. a-day; reads the spelling-cannot write;
goes to no night school but goes to Sunday-school. Is sometimes sick but very sick; often has the
doctor to him ; is weak in his legs; whiles is sore tired and sleepy; was once 14 weeks off from a cut in
the head by a tub at Hetton.
No.455 William Tulip.
Aged 10. A driver; gets 10d. a day; reads the spelling book; cannot write; goes only to Sundayschool. Is often sick in the stomach and rather weak; would much rather be up the pi ; is weak in the
back and sore there; his ankles are weak, so that he whiles is forced to hold them up a bit. Often has
the doctor to him; had him four times last week; his work in the pit is not hard, not near so hard as
some boys have.
No.456 William Bates.
About 7 or 8 years of age; does not know his age at all; keeps a door; gets l10d. a-day; cannot
read or write and only goes to a Sunday-school. Is weak in the back; was whiles weak before he went
down the pit; hurt his finger to-day; has been down the pit a-year. The Drivers used to rub (thump)
him and whip him, and hurt him, whiles they made his nose bleed.
This boy was very small and most unfit to go down a pit, which the viewer (Mr. Appleby) acknowledged
but remarked that his parents had earnestly entreated him to employ the boy, as they were a weakly couple,
frequently under medical care and consequently were greatly in want of the 10d. a-day the boy could earn.

No 457 The preceding nine witnesses, from 447 to 455 inclusive, rendered the same account of
hours and work as other pit-boys.
The helpers up sometimes lift up and strain till their noses bleed. They feel weak in the back
and whenever any of the back and whenever any of the less strong boys have to lift a heavy tub, their
nose bleeds, for they strain their backs but this does not happen very often. Morgan Fraser’s nose bled
last Thursday from this cause.
Eight boys assembled.
No.458 William Toplis.
Aged 18; a putter; earns about 4s. a-day; first went to pit-work at 6 years old; has had different
times his ankle put out, which laid him off 5 weeks; his finger top cut off, which put him off 10 weeks;
his leg broken, which laid him off 10 weeks. He suffers from none of these accidents now; has good
health; cannot complain of very hard work; can read, write, and cipher; goes regularly to night and
Sunday-school.
No.459 Robert Gray.
Aged 18. A putter; went to work at 7 years old; his. leg was once ripped and he was off 5
weeks; it was done by a waggon catching it. His health is now good; can read, write and cipher, and
only goes to Sunday-school; earns about 4s. a-day.
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No.460 James Newton.
Aged 18, a putter, went to work at 8 years old; his finger was once lamed, and he was 14 days
off. Putting he thinks the hardest work that young persons do. The place is low, does not know how,
hurts his back. The doctor whiles comes to him for different things and gives him stuff; his legs are
weak whiles; all putters are sore tired at nights; would sooner work 10 hours for 3s. than 12 hours for
4s., which he now earns.
No.461 John Toplis.
Fourteen, is a putter, went to pits at 7 years old, cannot read or write, and goes to no school
whatever; earns about 2s. a-day.
No.462 John Watson.
Aged 16. is a putter, earns about 2s. a-day; can read and write, goes only to Sundayschool; went
to pit-work at 11 years old.
No.463 Paul Guy.
Aged 13, is a half-marrow, earning 2s. a-day; reads and writes and goes only to Sunday-went to
pit-work at 7 years old.
No.464 John Henderson.
Aged 13, is a half-marrow, can read the spelling-book and only goes to Sunday-school; not
write; earns 2s. a-day; first went to pits at 7 years old; has always been hard worked; whiles his back
aches, whiles he feels bad in his head; feels so up the pit but mostly down. Has the doctor but not
often; believes his health was good before he went down the pit. Many, times he cannot eat his baits
and does not take much breakfast. He reads, cannot write, goes only to Sunday-school.
No.465.
Witnesses agree that most putters feel weak at times and have pains in the knees and shoulders,
many are bow-kneed. The skin is rubbed off the back of some putters, the places are so low that their
backs rub against the roof. Think some places here are under 3 feet in height, perhaps an inch or two
under. Working in the broken is very bad for comfort. Some of the younger boys are whiles beaten.
The last witness, John Henderson, was very thin and pale and apparently weakly.
No.466.
Out of 6 boys, aged respectively 15, 14, 14, 12, 12, 12, one had his leg once broken by a horse
flinging and 2 others had been slightly lamed. One John Newton, aged 14, had bad breath and was not
healthy, does not know why; no particular pains; had good breath before he went down the pit. All 6
read an easy book, 4 write their names, 3 go to night-school, all go to Sunday-school. Thomas Bell,
aged 14, had his fingers lamed once.

SOUTH HETTON COLLIERY.
No.467 Mr. Anthony, April 9 and 10.
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Under-viewer. Has been such 4 years, and been engaged 50 years in collieries. Has been
overman and under-viewer upwards of 30 years; has risen up through all the ranks and grades of a pit.
The children and young persons are not now overworked. 35 years back boys used to go to
work at 2 a.m. and worked on till 8 or 9 at night. Just about that time the change took place. A rule
was established that at 6 o’clock p.m. a token should be sent down to loose the boys. Then they had
been 16 hours at work. Wages were less than now; drivers had 1s a-day. Hewers would average 14s.
a-week. Moral condition was wretched and he never wishes to see those times again.
Some persons now mentioned in the ‘Returns’ went to work at 6 years of age, and most of the
present race of pitmen were at work before 9 years of age.
Through the week persons had no time for schooling and improvement, and on Sunday various
games carried on. There are no such things now, and he attributes the change mainly to Sunday
schools. Provisions, too, were inferior formerly.
Work in pits is now a pleasure to what it was. Hewers now average 4s., putters 4s. 6d. and
banksmen 4s. 6d. each per diem.
No.468 Joseph Elrington.
Aged 15, is a helper up; gets 1s. 6d. a-day. Gets up at half-past 2 a.m., and is at the bottom of
the pit by 3 o’clock. Takes breakfast before he goes, coffee, or tea and breaks a bait of bacon or bread
and cheese down the pit. Perhaps he may eat some of it at half-past 4 a.m., or every time he feels
hungry. Does not consider the work too hard for him; sometimes feels a little pain in his back, whiles
his legs are weak and most so when he sits down a bit and gets up to start work again. Has had no
accident and never has the doctor. Is always well; pretty well in health. Feels sore tired sometimes.
Can read and write and cipher. Goes pretty regularly to night school and to the Ranters’ Sunday
school.
Ten Boys.
No.469 Joseph Romily.
Is 14 and 4 months old. A putter; was never off work, except a week, with a strain. Has very
good health, and likes the work. Would like more wages, if he could get them.
No.470 A driver.
Aged 14. Had his thigh bone broken; was off 12 months and his head was once split, when he
was off 6 months. Both are pretty well now. Feels no particular weakness or suffers from them now,
excepting that one of his arms, his left arm, is whiles numb and dead-like, not strong; but whiles so
weak as not to be of very much use. His head whiles works in the split. Has good health except these
things, and his work does not hurt him.
No.471 A driver.
Aged 14. The waggon once jammed his finger and cut it off. He was off a week with this
accident. His thigh bone was once put out by a horse falling on him and he was off 12 months. His
arm was once bruised and he was off a fortnight. He is quite as well and sound as these things will let
him be. His health is very good besides.
No 472 A leader of timber.
Aged about 14. Six months ago his leg was jammed by the waggons and he was off months.
Again his leg was hurt in the same way, and he was off 6 months. He was never off besides. Is not
lame now. Health is good; no complaints.
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No.473 A chalker-on.
Aged 14. Had a pain in his stomach whiles before he went down the pit. Has the same now.
His wrist was strained 5 years ago, and he was off a week.
No.474 A driver.
Aged 13. Once burst his mouth, and was off 3 days. Once lamed in the head and was off 14
days. Three years ago his collar-bone was broken and he was 3 weeks off. It again broken or put out a
year ago, and he was off 4 weeks. Feels nothing from these dents now. Health is good.

No.475 A driver.
Aged 13. His leg was once lamed about a year ago, and he was off 14 days. Has had no
accident, or any ill health, or inconvenience besides.
No.476 Matthew Wild.
Aged 12. Is a helper-up. Has had no accident; no ill health. Never sick. No complaints.
No.477 A loader of timber.
Aged 11. Two years ago had a pain in his side by shoving a heavy rolley of wood. Has
nothing else to complain of or remark upon.
No.478 The preceding nine witnesses, when cross-examined at length together observe:That sometimes the putters rub and knock about the younger boys. They whiles toss bits of
coals at them, or whiles put them in the coal tubs, or nail the door-keepers by the jackets to the doors, so
that they cannot fall asleep. These things are mostly done in fun, and not with any intention to hurt
them, although they whiles do hurt them. Now and then the little boys may be struck on the nose and
made to bleed. Seldom or never is any boy knocked down.
All these 10 boys can read an easy book; six can write their names; one can cipher. Three go to night schools
sometimes. All go to Sunday-schools. Some would get more schooling if the hours were not so long for
work.

Fourteen Boys.
No.479 A driver.
Aged 17. Once had the calf of his leg cut off by a waggon going over him. He was off 14
weeks. His ankle was once lamed and be was off a month. His thigh was cut and he was off 6 weeks.
None of these accidents cripple him now. His breath is bad whiles, when he is working in the broken.
Thinks some of the boys are o’er little to send down a pit, as they are hardly sharp enough to
avoid accidents and get out of the way of danger of rolleys and such like. The putters, and drivers, and
overmen beat the boys whiles.
The back overman, William Noble, beats the boys very often. He has a yard wand, with which he beats
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them and he flogs the drivers sometimes on their bare legs, which are whiles black and blue from it.
No.480 A putter.
Aged 16. No accident; no complaints.
No.481 A loader of timber.
Aged 16. Had the small bone of his arm broken 4 years since, and was off 14 days. Is now
quite sound; his health is good.
No.482 A driver.
Aged 15. 9 weeks ago was off a week from a cold. Often has a cold, which he thinks comes
from the heavy colds he got when working in the wet places of the Derbyshire collieries. 13 weeks ago
he was a putter in Derbyshire. He was short of breath there and is so here. Gets up at 1 o’clock every
night and is always at the pit mouth by 2 o’clock, and goes down directly. Comes up the pit between 4
and 5 o’clock.
No.483 His brother.
Aged 12. Keeps a door here, but used to do putting in the Derbyshire pit. It was a wet pit.
Would much sooner work in this pit than in that in Derbyshire. Here the putting is not so hard. In the
Derby pit his ankle was put out a year ago, and he was off 6 weeks; (it is weak now.) A stone fell on it.
No.484 A helper-up.
Aged 14. No accident; no remarks.
No.485 A putter.
Aged 14. Once when he was driving his leg was broken by the waggon going over him, and he
was off 3 weeks. His collar bone was likewise once broken, or put out. Health is good in general.
No.486 A door-keeper.
Aged 12 and a half. One year and a half ago had the calf of his leg injured by the waggon, and
was laid off 14 days but is sound now.
No.487 A door-keeper.
Aged about 12. No remarks.
No.488 A door-keeper.
Aged about 13. His head often works when it was split open some time ago by the tubs
jamming him. (A distinct mark shows the place.) Thinks the little lads are often sleepy, and that is the
way they get lamed.
No.489 Four witnesses.
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From about 11 to 13 years of age. Keeping doors. Nothing can be elicited from them, excepting that
they have had no accidents, and work as the others do.
Of the preceding 14 boys, 10 can read an easy book, 4 can write their names, 3 can cipher, 4 go
occasionally to night school, 9 go pretty regularly to Sunday.

No.490 Mr. Strutt, the Surgeon to the Colliery, observes:That, with the exception of accidents, he has never observed in any of the boys anything to call
for medical interference, or that they are at all injured by their work.
_____________________

HASWELL COLLIERY.
No.491 April 10. Mr. John Weales, Under Viewer, observes that:This pit is of an average kind. They use many Davy lamps, but only when working in the
broken. Never knew any accident occur when the Davy lamp was used, except from the carelessness of
the men. About 12 months since a man in this pit carelessly raised his candle too high and so near the
roof as to cause an explosion.
The youngest boy he ever knew employed in pits is one named Somerson, of about 6 years of
age, who is a very healthy boy. Has certainly known some cases but extremely few, in which the pit
has, apparently, injured the health of boys, one of whom, he remembers, was obliged to leave the pit.
Putters seldom put a full tub at a rise of more than one inch per yard, without some assistance.
There are, perhaps, not more than 3 or 4 ‘helpers up’ in this pit. None of them suffer from the labour.
In all there may, perhaps, be 6 asses, or cuddies and 3 ponies to assist the putters. A cuddy would cost,
in the first place, about 30s., and the keep about 1s. 3d. per diem. It would require an attendant boy as a
driver, who would be paid 1s. 3d. a-day. A cuddy could do work, in general, of 3 boys and more than
that in certain places.
There is a school here in connection with the colliery, averaging an attendance of 100 boys and
80 girls. None of these would be employed in the pits but there is a night school perhaps, 30 boys,
who do work in the pits. These are taught, in addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic also. The
master has been probably trained as a master. He has been a teacher for 20 years. There is a sick fund
amongst the men.
No.492.Thomas Gray.
Aged 20. Is going to put, if they will bind him here. Worked at Springwell colliery. Had two
brothers killed there by the pit firing, and left for that reason. Has been in pits since 7 years of age.
Has been lamed once or twice; the worst hurt kept him off 5 weeks. His health is not and has never
been, particular bad. Reads very imperfectly; writes his name. Often attends a Sunday school.

DURHAM GAOL.
No.493 March 27. Mr. Green, the Governor of Durham Gaol.
Has had many opportunities of observing collieries and pitmen; he thinks their general habits
are bad; for example they are very much addicted to drinking and swearing, nor they industrious, except
in their own particular work and they show a great want of attention to good habits and to domestic
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order and arrangement. They are very thriftless, very fond of good living and wasteful in their
expenditure, purchasing unsuitable and unnecessary articles, such as large quantities of fat meat, sugar,
and butter. The irregularity of payments is discreditable to them and they generally leave their places in
debt. That they are exceedingly unsettled and fond of change is well known. [This remark exclusively
applies to new collieries; and some other remark8 of this witness are perhaps more applicable to new
than old collieries.] After having finished their and washed and dressed themselves, they usually
saunter about the roads and only in very rare cases apply themselves to useful pursuits. The want of
attention to drainage and arrangements of that description, renders them most disagreeable neighbours.
It may be generally observed that they have small heads and are low in stature, and are commonly
healthy. They are generally very ill-informed, and their prevalent vices will be found to be drinking,
gaming, fighting, quarrelling, swearing and poaching, for which last offence they often in gaol.
Against these bad qualities may be set off that they are (excepting in the points above
mentioned) usually cleanly, cultivate domestic peace and are tolerably honest, and far from vindictive .
Of great and acknowledged thefts they will rarely be guilty, of minor peculations very often. Their
children, when unrestrained by their. parents are exceedingly mischievous. Mr. Green thinks that most
of these evils arise from the absence of the owners and gentry in general from pit neighbourhoods.
No.494 Four prisoners in Durham gaol, who were pitmen, I examined at length individually
and collectively.
Thomas Macdonald was a wasteman, and was imprisoned for leaving his work. John Elliot
was imprisoned for stabbing and wounding. J. Kerry for stealing money on the highway. The fourth
was imprisoned for a misdemeanour and assault. They were respectively 5.5, 9, 9, and 13 years of age
when they first went to work in pits. The result of their separate and united statements (in addition to
the usual information on the working hours and arrangements of a colliery) was as follows:Dog-fighting is still very prevalent among the colliers; card playing for money is a very common thing;
perhaps out of 500 pitmen 100 will be card players and gamblers. A vast number of public houses
keep cards, &c., secretly. All this sort of thing is carefully concealed from the brewers and it is only
discovered when the wife complains of the small portion of his earnings brought home by her husband.
At the week’s end, from Friday afternoon to Sunday night, the men very commonly get drunk and
many are quite unable to work on the Mondays.
Pitmen will steal any little thing they can lay hands upon, especially if it belong to the owner or master.
It is not uncommon for them, particularly the bits of mischievous boys, to pelt the windows of
each other’s houses for various motives, and to break them quite in sometimes.
Very few boys will attend night schools, but perhaps 25 out of every 100 will go to Sunday
schools. The practice of running into debt is very common with pitmen.
No.495 May 1. Edward Boyd, Esq., Viewer of Urpeth colliery.
The education of females would greatly benefit pitmen in general, as they are constantly at
home, and therefore exercising a considerable influence on the behaviour and conduct of the younger
branches. Where the mothers are efficient the families are more respectable, with very little reference to
the fathers. The desire for education on the part of the children generally is extensive, but influenced by
the early time at which they gain wages and hence the necessity for the education of females Any
requisition as to education previous to employment of children would be carried out with difficulty,
chiefly from the uncertainty of procuring a sufficient number of hands at all times. A man can shift so
readily that there is no tie to one place. Within the last eight years, i.e., since the strike; the pitmen have
become very changeable as to collieries.
Thinks the appearance of pitmen is peculiar. There is a large chest and no appearance of
consumption. Their arms are particularly long and oddly carried. They suffered some 10 or 20 years
ago from asthenia but do not now. At Wylam there are now some men, of 40 to 50, suffering from
asthma, brought on by the probable inferiority of ventilation formerly. At that time these men might be
about 20 or 25 years of age. At Wylam, the lowest working seam in the pit is 2ft. 9in., but that is not
working now. It was made 3ft. 6in. all the way through. The heights for putters are made 3ft. 6in. and
high prices are paid for getting it made so high. ‘Men for stoning boards,’ are employed at Wylam for
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this purpose, and ‘deputies’ in other places. At Wylam there have been very few removals and
therefore one may observe more especially upon them. There perhaps they have advanced less than in
some places up to the last 3 years, when the owner, Mr. Blackett, instituted schools there.
Pitmen are generally well ordered in their domestic arrangements, they take great pride in their
furniture. Conveniences for drainage, &c., are commonly disregarded by the pitmen, unless strictly
enforced. A lazy pitman is a marked man. Since the strike, extreme labour would be scarcely tolerated.
Is firmly convinced that the exaction of a small fixed sum, for upholding tuition, from the wages of the
pitmen would be the best mode of increasing education.
At Urpeth they are much annoyed if they have no children to send to school. Thinks that boys
could not go to night school after work. A school on Saturdays, once a fortnight, would be useful for
the retention of instruction. Sunday schools might be increased greatly in their effects by the increase
of hours of attendance and a greater amount of instruction applicable to their necessitity. An obligation.
to put some money into some general fund, that is especially well regulated, and unalterable by the
pitmen themselves, would he a most desirable thing. At the time of the Union, or strike, funds were
used for improper purposes.
No.496 May 1st and 4th. William Morrison, Esq., of Pelaw House, Chester-le-street, a
medical gentleman, professionally engaged in the Countess of Durham’s collieries, has favoured me
with the annexed statement in illustration of the following heads of inquiry:A. The social condition of the children of colliers, with respect to:a. Habitation.
1. Locality.
2. Dormitories.
3. Warmth.
4. Ventilation.
b. Clothing.
c. Cleanliness.
d. Food.
B. Employment.
a. Its nature.
b. Duration,
C. Health.
a. How influenced by early employment.
b. Does it tend to the development of any particular disease?
c. Medical attendance.
D. The kind of injuries received in the mines.
1. What provision made for their treatment.
2. What for their prevention.
In endeavouring to furnish you with information on the fist head, I shall probably recapitulate
what has already been laid before you.
The ‘pitmen’ in this neighbourhood are provided with houses by the owners of the collieries.
These houses are generally congregated together and arranged in the manner of streets or squares; a
small plot. of ground to grow potatoes on being allotted to each house. The pigsty is in front, where
also are deposited the ashes, off-scourings and the coals. A pit cottage consists of 2 rooms with a
pantry; the rooms are paved with bricks and above it possesses an open attic unceiled. In all the villages
I am acquainted with there is a well contigilous and in some I have seen the waste pipe from the engineboiler is so arranged, that a constant and abundant supply of hot water is afforded to the inhabitants. A
pitman’s cottage is in most instances well furnished; the principal room, besides other decent and
useful articles of furniture, possesses a handsome four-post bed for the collier and his wire, and a
‘desk-bed’, or two, for the youngest of the family, the others being distributed in the back room and
attic, in which latter place the bed is necessarily on the floor;- the bedding is almost always excellent.
The people have an unlimited command of small coals, consequently the fires are well supplied both
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night and day; however poor, therefore a pitman may be, both he and his family, never know the
miseries of cold. In a well ordered house, the final adjustment of affairs for the night presents a
gratifying picture of social comfort. The cottages are well ventilated, and a sufficient number of
windows exist in them to a needful amount of light.
The children of colliers are comfortably and decently clothed; cleanliness, both in their lessons
and houses, is a predominant feature in the domestic economy of the female part of this community.
The children, although necessarily left much to themselves and playing much in the dirt, are never sent
to bed without ample ablution. Pitmen, of all labouring classes I am acquainted with, enjoy most the
pleasure of good living; their larders abound in potatoes, bacon, fresh meat, sugar, tea and coffee, of
which good things the children as abundantly partake as the parents: when the sucking infant, to its
prejudice, is loaded with as much of the greasy and well-seasoned viands of the table as it will swallow.
In this respect the women are foolishly indulgent and I know no class of persons among whom
infantile diseases so much prevail. Durham and Northumberland are not dairy counties, consequently
the large population (excepting the hinds in the northern part of Northumberland) are very in
adequately supplied with milk. Did this wholesome and nutritious beverage more abound probably the
infant population would be more judiciously fed.
I come now to the subject of employment. I think I am perfectly correct in stating 8 years to be
the earliest age at which children are employed in the mines. Among the earlier occupations in a pit,
that of keeping a door is, if I may so express myself most elementary. The door alluded to is an
instrument in the ventilation of mines and is destined for directing a current of air into the part or the
workings in which, the men are employed. A boy from 8 to 10 years old is placed over the custody of
this important door, and his sole duty is to open it for the passing or tubs or corves; it entails physical
labour, vigilance and close attendance being the great requisites. It is, never an occupation of great
monotony, so much so, indeed, that instances are not wanting (not within my knowledge) where the
child has fallen asleep at his post and been killed or much injured by the waggons. How far this
monotonous and solitary duty affects the health be seen hereafter. Allied to this in monotony, and as
one in which the youngest hands employed, is the duty of tending a ‘switch’ then follows in rotation
the occupation of driving a horse with the tubs, or corves, from the ‘headways’ to the bottom of the
shaft in this, boys from 12 to 14 are engaged. Lastly, at the age of 16 or 17, the boys ‘bond’
themselves as ‘putters,’ whose duties are very laborious. ‘Hewers,’ I believe, are seldom under the age
of l8.
Twelve hours are generally the allotted time for the labours of the several persons I have
mentioned, and I may add, 13 hours generally elapse between the time of leaving their homes and
returning again.
The ‘outward man’ distinguishes a pitman from every other operative. His stature is
diminutive, his figure disproportionate and misshapen; his legs being much bowed; his chest protruding
(the thoracic region being unequally developed). His countenance is not less striking than his figure;
his cheeks being generally hollow, his brow overhanging, his cheek-bones high, his forehead low and
retreating; nor is his appearance healthful; his habit is tainted with scrofula. I have seen agricultural
labourers, blacksmiths, carpenters and even those among the wan and distressed stocking weavers of
Nottinghamshire, to whom the ‘jolly’ might not be ineptly applied, but I never saw a ‘jolly looking’
pitman. As the germ of this physical degeneration may be formed in the youthful days of the pitman, it
is desirable to look for its cause.
The position of the hewer at his work is one of great restraint. There is an art in ‘cutting’ coal;
the occupation of hewing is therefore assumed at an early period, I believe at the age of 20. There can
be no doubt that a prevailing tendency through life, commenced at that age, will, in a degree, alter the
natural configuration of the body; yet, previously to that age, we find nothing in the pursuits of boys
employed in coal mines (i.e. in putting, keeping a door, driving a horse, and keeping a switch) which
can, more than any other occupation on the surface of the ground, either influence the growth, or
determine the shape of the figure. We must look to other causes, in a measure, for an explanation of
the bodily defects enumerated above. Pitmen have always lived in communities; they have associated
only among themselves; they have thus acquired habits and ideas peculiar to themselves: even their
amusements are hereditary and peculiar. They almost invariably intermarry and it is not uncommon, in
their marriages, to conimingle the blood of the same family. They have thus transmitted natural and
accidental defects through a long series of generations and may now be regarded in the light of a
distinct race of beings.
The duties of a pitman’s wife are very numerous. The male part of her family may be divided
into putters and hewers; the former go into the mines when the latter leave; the hours of labour and rest
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are consequently not the same; by this is entailed the necessity of preparing numerous meals, and at
irregular and various hours of the day. Every man and boy immediately on coming from his work
changing his dress, or goes to bed after taking a meal and washing himself from head to foot The
flannel dress, also, in which the work is done, is washed; thus the woman is left with little time to attend
to her duties as nurse, and the child is laid in the cradle and lulled into a state of injurious inactivity. No
glittering and alluring toys are offered to it as incentives to play. At first nature speaks out loudly
against this infringement of her laws, but at last yields the point and habit becomes second nature. I
may be allowed to use the words of a writer whose language conveys more clearly and graphically the
idea I wish to impart, than any I am able to make use of. ‘To prompt young creatures to the required
exertion, nature has given them an overflow of life and energy, as evinced in the ever-changing
occupation of a child in the quick succession of its ideas, in its jumping and skipping, and using all the
modes of round-about action to expend muscular energy (Muscular vigour is attained only by use, i.e.
by expending muscular energy), instead of seeking, as in after life, to accomplish its ends in the shortest
ways; and as seen among the inferior animals, in the play of kittens, puppies, lambs, &c.’ And I would
add that the gambols and incongruous movements, so beautifully dictated by nature to the young, with
the view to increase muscular energy, and to promote the full and healthful development of the frame,
terminate as they begin, at no definite point, and then the soothing and renovating influence of sleep
steals over the child.
In theory the monotonous occupation of a ‘trapper,’ (a door keeper,) would appear to be
injurious to health; it is, as it were, a state of solitary confinement for 12 hours and it is to be
remembered, that boys engaged in this duty have received little available education, consequently their
minds possess no resource by which the long and tardy hours can be wiled away. It sometimes
happens, however, that a boy will take a book and read when his education has been sufficient; such
cases are rare. Between the hours of work little time can be spared from rest for play, or mental
recreation; consequently, in them the mind, during the hours of watching, cannot turn for a resting
place; nothing, in fact, is left but a dreary recapitulation of the proceedings of the past day, and these,
being too analogous to the evil from which the mind seeks relief, can afford no consolation in their
contemplation. What I have advanced above would not appear to be an overstrained hypothesis, yet I
am unable to point to one single case, where the health appeared in the slightest degree to have suffered
from the occupation.
All things considered, the inevitable corollary is that the defects in the physical configuration of
a pitman, in nowise result from the occupations of boys under 18, engaged iii the mines; that they in
part result from the occupation of hewing, assumed above the age specified; that, in short, the duties of
boys in collieries are attended with no particular disadvantage to their health (except the accidents they
are liable to, which will be considered hereafter), the disadvantage being the general one of unequal
exercise of the body. I. indeed, see little difference, so far as relates to the growth and invigoration of
the frame, between the occupation trapper and a boy who studies much, and plays little; in both cases
there is unequal exercise; in the one the muscles alone are employed; in the other, the brain: the brain
hem g as material as a muscle as equally requires exercise for its development, and its due development
is as important in a physical as in an intellectual sense.
Epidemic and contagious diseases prevail most where people are most congregated together. If
it were possible to test the truth of the supposition, I think it would be found that more children, in pit
villages, fall victims to such diseases, than in an equal population of better educated people and those
more discreet in the management of their infants. Between the ages of 7 and 18, I am quite convinced, a
pit village will present as many healthy boys as any other community, and generally speaking as
buoyant and boisterous in spirits as any other and as ready, when liberated from work, for the
prevailing amusements of their age.
Pitmen obtain medical advice for themselves and families, in cases of sickness, by subscribing
1s. a month in clubs; the whole amount subscribed being given to the medical man. When the colliery
is near a town good advice and careful attendance are secured in this manner; in remoter districts,
however, the ample remuneration offered allures ignorant and unqualified adventurers to the spot and
very often, unconsciously, the ignorant and too credulous inhabitants are purchasing misery or death
concealed in the garb of salutary advice. I conceive that the imbecility of the laws, or their absence
relating to medical practice is solely to blame for this last terrible and destructive evil.
For the accidents met with at work, surgeons are employed at all the principal collieries. The
duties of these gentlemen are so positive, that pretenders are quite unable to practise their knavery in
cases where such surgeons are required to attend. The expenses of treating accidents are defrayed by
the owners.
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I need scarcely say, that the accidents met with in coal-pits are often very fearful; yet in most
instances the effects of carelessness on the part of the sufferers. My experience leads to the
supposition that, where explosions are uncommon, the boys are the most liable to accidents. The
hewers, it is true, often suffer greatly from the falling of the roof and most of the cases of immediate
death within my experience have arisen from this cause. Fractures of limbs are of most frequent
occurrence, and most frequently occur on the waggon ways, either above or under ground, generally the
latter; and as boys are employed on them they consequently are in most instances the sufferers of such
injuries. I regret that until the beginning of this year I have kept no record of the cases of injury which
have come under my treatment; I subjoin, however, a table of such injuries, and their causes, as have
happened to boys within my practice under 18 years during the last year, from my memory. Its
correctness will only be at fault on the score of omission.
To prevent the occurrence of such accidents I believe every precaution is adopted in collieries;
but as my letter has assumed a very formidable length I will not touch upon them,
All things considered, the account I have been able to furnish you with, touching the physical
condition of persons, below 18, employed in coal-mines, is favourable. Had it been my part to afford
information respecting their moral and intellectual condition, I fear my report would not have been so
cheerful.
I have the honour to be,
Sir, your most obedient Servant,
WILLIAM MORRISON.
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I have witnessed the practice of the largest hospital in London, St. Bartholomew’s, for 5 years
and the largest in Paris, La Pitié, for nearly I, but I never saw men recover from such injuries as I have
seen pitmen recover from and so rapidly from none; and this by a vis medicatrx naturæ.
No.497 April 23. Mr. Heath. of Newcastle Surgeon to Killngworth, Gosforth and Coxlodge
Colleries.
Thinks the confinement of children for 12 hours in a pit is not consistent with ordinary health;
the stature is rather diminished, and there is an absence of colour; they are shortened in stature; they are
still muscular. Pitmen do not suffer much in their eyesight; they are more than usually liable to asthma;
mostly between 30 and 40 years of age. The older boys are not worse in health than the younger.
Does not think the stooping distorts. The digestion of boys is perhaps not more deranged than that of
clerks, &c. Is more frequently applied to by the wives for cases of indigestion. The health of pitmen is
much better than of men employed in factories. Pits of course will vary extremely. A person always
working in the broken would be more liable to asthma. Asthma is of very slow growth and it is difficult
to say when it begins; custom and habit will not diminish the evil effects but will diminish the
sensibility to these evils.
Has seldom heard complaints of dyspeptic symptoms before 30 years of age. Asthma and
other complaints are hereditary. There are mainly occupations very much worse than that of pitmen.
Plumbers, painters refiners of metal, &c., are much more unhealthily employed, as are workers in metal
in general. Working men do not live in general so long as others. Parents oppress their children, in
some cases; the parent does not consider the state of health of the child, in some cases, before sending
him down the pit; has known some instances of this. The effect of the requisition of a medical
certificate before sending a child down a pit that he is ordinarily healthy would work well for the health
of children; but in some cases hardly for the parent, if a widow. They ought not to go down pits under
10 years of ago. When children are distinctly labouring under any scrofulous disease, then they should
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be prevented from going down pits. A ‘delicate child’, as it is called, is usually scrofulous in some
degree.
No.498 Mr. Greenhow, Esq., Surgeon professionally engaged at Walker Colliery.
In reply to a series of questions which I proposed to him writes as follows:Eldon Square, February 17, 1841.
Though the condition of the children in common with that of the entire population, connected with the collieries, has
been considerably improved of late years, many circumstances connected with their mode of life, are of a nature to deserve
serious consideration and certainly admit of material improvement. The most conspicuous of these is the early age at
which they are usually employed in the pit. In some collieries this takes place when about 6 years of age, in others,
scarcely before 8. At Walker, I understand the viewer, when applied to by the fathers, declines employing boys till 8
years old, recommending their continuance at school. The chief disadvantage of this early employment appears to be the
interruption of education, which, although conducted after hours of work and in Sunday schools, cannot but be very
imperfect in the end. The labour required of the boy in the pit is not severe, perhaps watching a door only, which
requires to be opened occasionally, or driving a horse on a tram-way and their health does not appear to suffer in
consequence, except from occasional accidents, and of late years these have become much less frequent. They remain
down the. pit 12 hours out of the 24. The parents are generally anxious to have their boys employed as early as they can
on account of their wages, which between 8 and 14 equals at least 10d. per day, afterwards they very soon equal those of
men, probably 20s. per week on an average. There is no reason to suppose that the health of those employed in
collieries suffers materially from the nature of their occupation. Their persons are apt to get a somewhat bent and
cramped character from being obliged to stoop in a particular direction while at work, and I have observed that they have
an aged aspect somewhat early in life. Nevertheless their constitutions are often very vigorous and many of them attain
to a good old age. I have remarked, and I believe the observations of others bear me out in the remarks, that
consumption is a rare disease amongst them. There are various circumstances which are favourable to health. Their
dwellings are generally pretty well constructed, well warmed, and from the habit of allowing the doors to remain much
open, though very hot from large fires, a circulation of air through them is necessarily maintained. They are warmly
clothed and well fed, frequently very temperate, especially since the introduction amongst them of teetotalism, and,
happily the nature of their employment renders frequent and thorough ablutions with warm water and soap absolutely
necessary. I understand that of late years this wholesome habit has been more diligently attended to than formerly and
with corresponding. benefit to health. I am assured that at Walker, where large manufactories of iron and alkali are in the
immediate neighbourhood of the colliery, a great contrast is observable in this respect between the colliers and
manufacturers, which is greatly in favour of the former. The condition of the skin in relation to health is so import ant,
that could this most wholesome practice of frequent and complete ablution of the person be introduced into
manufactories, a great improvement of health would undoubtedly be produced by it.
In visiting the habitations of the colliers you will find great distinctions in neatness, cleanliness order, and general
comfort of appearance. I have taken some pains to ascertain whether there a was dependent most on the husband or the
wife. Of course attention to household neatness and comfort must depend immediately on the latter, but an ill-conducted
husband might render a wife indifferent and reckless in the management of household affairs, while on the contrary an
untidy wife may render her home so little attractive and comfortless as to induce the husband to prefer spending his time
abroad at the public-house or elsewhere; my inquiries have led me to believe that the wife is more frequently to blame
than the husband. Indeed the women in the collieries are frequently remarkably ignorant and self-indulged. I think you
will scarcely fail to draw from your inquiries and observations amongst the colliers as amongst all other classes of
labourers, that the great desideratum is to furnish them with means of a general and greatly improved education, whereby
they may be taught to turn their resources to the best account in the promotion of domestic comfort, personal cleanliness
neatness and intellectual sources of enjoyment, improved moral conduct and decency of means can scarcely fail to ensue.
In religion, Methodism prevails largely in the collieries and from its stirring exciting character appears well adapted to the
condition of the inhabitants believe, indeed, that on inquiry you will find that scarcely any other places of worship
amongst them, than Methodist chapels, which serve the additional purposes of school houses. If I have failed to convey
to you any useful information which you have not more fully. derived from your own inquiries, I shall at least convince
you of my earnest desire to contribute however humbly, to the very beneficial objects of your mission.
Believe me, dear, Sir, faithfully yours,
T. M. GREENHOW.

___________________
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Eldon Square April 26, 1841.

In my former note I gave you, in a very summary manner it must be confessed, all the information I possess relative to
the condition of the children employed in the mines of this district. Nevertheless as you are desirous that I should be
somewhat more particular in expressing my opinions as to the effects of their employment on the physical of these
children, I shall endeavour in substance at least to answer the series of questions have proposed to me.
We might very naturally expect that the very unnatural situation in which the children employed in the pits are placed,
their exclusion from daylight and the open air, would materially influence their physical health, not only at the time, but
would so affect their constitutions as to render them liable to particular forms of disease in after life. Nevertheless my
experience and observation amongst these people do not lead me to infer that any very pernicious effects result from these
circumstances in such numerous instances as to justify anything like a general conclusion. I do not find them liable to
any peculiar forms of disease in consequence. Consumption is rare amongst pitmen; scrofula certainly not more frequent
than among classes of workmen, though doubtless cases of this description sometimes occur, and the great joints are
occasionally affected. Hernia is by no means frequent in youth, but we must remember that the employment of boys is
very far from laborious. Older workmen employed in hewing the coal, are not less liable to this complaint than other
persons whose employment requires equal general muscular exertion. Most classes of labourers acquire a character in the
gait and general aspect accordant with the nature of their occupation, and so it is with pitmen. As they advance in life,
their knees and back frequently exhibit a curved appearance from constant bending at their work, but this does not appear
to have connection with these parts. I have often felt surprised that greater suffering and disease should not result from
the admixture of gaseous exhalations in the atmosphere of the mines, but these appear for the most part innocuous as to
general health, though I have repeatedly seen flamed eyes from exposure to a blower of gas, (the carburetted hydrogen).
That the health of the boys is for the most part good, is frequently shown in a remarkable manner of their favourable
recovery from severe wounds and other accidents. Nor do I believe that the growth and development of the frame is
unfavourably affected. They generally exhibit a muscular athletic appearance, though thin in person, and often of pale
complexion.
In the general condition of the pitmen, there are many circumstances which probably tend to counteract any injurious
influence which the nature of their employment might otherwise exert over health. Amongst these may be enumerated
the warm flannel dresses in which work; the thorough washings of the entire person which they practise after the hours of
labour, the situation of their houses and plentiful supply of coals which they enjoy and means which they generally
possess of providing sufficient supplies of wholesome families.
But though I am thus disposed to look favourably on the physical condition of the colliers in comparison with that of
many other classes of workmen, I am very sensible of the great disadvantages of a moral and intellectual character which
arise out of their being employed in, the pits at so early an age. The quantity of education which they are enabled to
acquire necessarily be very limited and their minds are generally exposed to no generous emulation or powerful stimulus
to vigorous exertion.
But in making these remarks, I am perhaps travelling out of the record and ought to confine myself to the few
observations on physical influences which my opportunities have me to make.
Believe me, dear Sir, very truly yours,
T. M. GREENHOW.

No.499 Communication, dated June 9th, from Dr. Elliot, Lecturer on Materia Medica, in the
Newcastle School of Medicine.
In 1837-8 I had charge, under Mr. Greene, of Durham, of the limbs and health of the people generally, in two of the most
extensive collieries in this quarter, viz. Thornley and South Hetton. Of Thornley, the population might then be about
3000; the number employed in and about the pit (which was a double one) I know not, but it was probably from 1000
to 1500. There was no other qualified practitioner in the village, nor nearer than about two miles; incessant occupation
therefore, and irregular practitioners, as midwives, ‘bone-setters’ and ‘charmers’ precluded the possibility of my obtaining
any tabulated results. South Hetton, with a population of probably 2500, had no other medical man nearer than a mile
and a-half, except the irregulars before noticed. In both villages the houses are better built and roofed than most colliery
villages that I have seen. The gas naturally evolved is the same in both, viz. carburetted hydrogen, or fire-damp, less
deleterious for respiration than the carbonic acid gas or choke-damp, sparing in quantity and largely diluted with
atmospheric air, in consequence of superior ventilation. I believe that the two pits together did not fire more than 7 or 8
times during nine months; never more than 2 or 3 were injured at a time; and no one ever died from burning during that
period. The topography of a pit has much to do with its salubtity; and the age of a pit has clearly a relation to the
intelligence and morality of the workers - old pits having a majority of old settlers and these being generally superior in
morals and intelligence to those about new pits. You may remember furnishing Dr. Tinniswoode with a series of written
questions; which, as they seem to form really a better ground-work than your ‘Instructions,’ may be taken as guides
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although they may perhaps be more naturally arranged.
First, as to query 4th, their habitations are mostly in ‘ rows,’ these again in pairs; their front doors facing each other,
present a space generally clean, unpaved, and without drains or channels. The space between each two rows of back
doors, presents along the centre one long ash-heap and dung-hill - generally the play-ground of the children in summer,
with a coal-heap, and often a pig-sty at the side of each door. Each row generally has a large oven, common to all its
occupants; there are no privies. May not the filthy habits thus engendered and engrained as it were, operate in brutalising
the pitmen and their families? Would it not be better to conceal the ash-heaps, to provide privies, along the backs of
rows; and open greens for bleaching or playing, in the fronts? as for instance by arranging the village in triangles. Each
row having its front facing a triangular grass plat and its back opposite to a similarly shaped ash-heap, enclosed within a
suitably high wall, with privies let in and with ash-holes opposite; the apices having gates for leading away the manure
and pointing to a six-sided common oven. Other geometrical figures might be used. A system of drainage my friend Dr.
Embleton, of Newcastle, who is so familiar with pit habits and to whom I have detailed these remarks, has suggested), is
highly important; yet almost entirely neglected. I may also add a set of hot baths, as at once loudly called for, and easily
got up in a pit village. In middle and advanced life, pitmen, like all hard-working men, exposed to alternations of heat
and also to damp, are very subject to articular, muscular and neuralgic pains and every colliery engine discharges regularly
vast quantities of newly condensed steam, into the ‘hot pond’ the whole of which, excepting what the sagacious
housewife walks off with (hot distilled, i.e. soft water), to wash with, is allowed to cool! The remainder might
continually supply a series of a dozen baths without any bath-waiters to fee. As to the dwellings themselves, they seem
faulty, inasmuch as both the pitman’s two rooms always open directly into the open air, and have a communicating door,
so that two currents must always make for the fire, one at each side and the fires being always tremendously and
needlessly large, these currents are so much the stronger and according to their power, must be the risk to a convalescent,
on his or her first leaving bed. Would it not be better to have every two uses separated from the next two by a passage
from front to back? This passage divided opposite to the wall that divides the rooms; from the half to the front, might
open the two front rooms of adjoining houses and from the half to the back, in the same way, might open the two back
rooms of adjoining houses, the division wall need not to reach the ceiling, unless by cage-work, neither need the front
door (common to two houses) nor the back (common to the same two) be close topped, so that a high and thorough
stream of air might pass. Each house might now have two-thirds of one or the other passage partitioned off by a wirework door for a larder, the want of which is now much felt. By washing in the back lobby, much mischief to
convalescents (from the vapour) might he saved.
Secondly, query 6th in your list, many children are employed under-ground, although I not prepared to state even the
probable proportion of them to the adults working in the same pit; they see no other occupation going forward and very
naturally regard it as an era in their life, to be associated with their father at work; their anxiety thus early to in work, is
assigned by some parents and the hope of giving them a distaste for pit work is hypocritically stated by others, while
there is but too much reason to believe that simply cupidity, that more or less in all, operates as an inducement to
parents to remove them from school and send them to the pit at even the ages of 6 and 7 years; this I can vouch as very
often the case.
Thirdly, as to your 6th query. It may properly enough be stated that children are sent down too early, not so much on
account of their having too hard work, as of their having duties to attend to of far too serious and important a character;
their own lives being risked and even the lives of all in the pit. Their employments are it would appear, generally, first,
to attend to ‘trap doors’ for the purpose of regulating the currents of air and of carrying off inflammable air. I have
known a pit ‘fire,’ in consequence of the carelessness of a ‘trap-door keeper.’ Next to attend to a ‘switch,’ or tongue, at
the junction of ‘waggon-ways’ below, on which the coal-waggons are drawn by horses, or propelled by lads and thirdly
they are employed as ‘drivers’ of the horses. I have known many accidents occur by the neglect or careless of ‘switchkeepers,’ and ‘drivers’ which scarcely could have happened in the hands of adults. Such children I know to be in the pit
about 12 hours at least, at each descent this is about once and a-half the length of the men’s shift. On ‘coming to bank’,
I have generally found that, child-like they would play with other children in the village for hours afterwards to the
manifest abridgement of their natural rest; that they would have to be roused at 1 in the morning, after perhaps not more
than 6 or even 5 hours sleep, decidedly too short a period for their years and be sent to work sleepy and fatigued. I have
known many accidents occur from their sleeping in the pit, especially by lying on the rails; to this may be attributed
very many of the surgical accidents. Lads of about 16 are employed a ‘putters’ they often make more money than
‘hewers’; their hours are long, and their work heavy and constant; although they probably are not overworked.
Fourthly, as to your 8th question, I cannot but believe that so long an exclusion from day light, in an atmosphere which
however pure, is still but too little salubrious both as to chemical constitution and physical condition must, if we
remember the age at which children are taken down it the labour under gone at the period of puberty and the habits so
prevalent among the workers in coal-pits, affect their general health and growth and indeed their constitution for life. Dr.
Embleton has noticed that intermarriage was common among pitmen, not only marrying from among their own class, or
even village, but relatives; the effect of this needs no further to he dwelt upon. I think we may safely state that,
generally, pitmen so trained are short, yet by no means thickset or firmly put together. Although the chest and arms of
the hewer are the best developed parts about him and are not so far amiss, yet they are not at all to be compared with the
corresponding parts of our ordinary labourer. As sources of health to the pitmen, may he noticed their daily habit of
washing and scrubbing themselves above the waist and below the knees, (the back with the rest being regularly washed
once a-week) and their wearing flannel to absorb perspiration retain heat while not working and ward off the flame in case
of ‘fire.’ The fine particles of coal-dust, so far as I have observed, seem little if at all injurious to pitmen;
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notwithstanding the fatal effects of breathing other kinds of dust as, for instance, by our stone-masons especially in
Scotland, who ‘dress’ in close places or our Sheffield knife-grinders and so on. The vegetable origin of coal and its
consequent subjection to the laws of organic chemistry, seems to furnish a sufficient explanation of this. I have known
them to keep their health wonderfully well while ‘working wet,’ although having to stand for hours in many inches, or a
few feet of water; a result that may perhaps be accounted for when we look to the temperature of the water in many cases,
to its saline impregnations to its faculty of absorbing any noxious gases and of promoting ventilation; lastly to the
exercises taken at the time and if we except the time of detention at the bottom of the shaft before being palled up to
‘bank,’ we may add the care with which the pitman washes, rubs, and changes himself on getting home.
Fifthly, as to query 3rd. - Pitmen cannot be called short-lived, although I am unable with accuracy their average age.
Their working life may fairly enough, I dare say, be stated as ending at 50; few perhaps breaking down earlier, a few
continuing to work much beyond it; 60 or even perhaps 65 may be about their average age, yet men of 70 are not rare.
Dr. Embleton and Mr. Hall think that this estimate may be fair enough, although not founded on precise data. Premature
old age in appearance, however, is common; men of 35 or 40 years may often be taken for 10 years older than they really
are.
Sixthly, in answer to your 1st question, I have not been able to observe that pitmen are unusually liable to any one form
of organic or structural disease. It may be remarked that although it may seem paradoxical, and probably is so, to speak
of diseased action, or deranged function, as ever resulting from healthy structure; or of functions being well performed by
diseased organs; yet in practice we but too frequently meet with anomalies of both kinds. The principal diseases of
pitmen are of the first class, or what medical men term functional and chiefly, of course, referable to the nervous system;
next to these in frequency are the different forms of neuralgia and rheumatism. Dr. Embleton observes, and as I think
correctly, that pitmen are less prone to acute inflammatory disease than most men. I have had among them perhaps a fair
proportion of some acutely inflammatory diseases, as bronchitis, pneumonia, gastritis, &c. but on the whole, I would,
agree to Dr. Embleton’s remark, that the pitman’s diathesis or habit, is generally of a non-inflammatory character. Of
the functional diseases, as above defined, I think that I may mention particularly, dyspnoea or breathlessness and
dyspepsia or indigestion; to these may perhaps not improperly, be added, what I think I have noticed, a very general
deficiency in moral courage. Their dyspnoœ is merely temporary, and for the most part readily yields to emetics and
change of air. Their dyspepsia is by no means so easily controlled, since the patient protracts the attack by wilfully
transgressing all dietetic rules in order to gratify his palate at the moment, his only fear being lest the doctor should get
to know it. As to the deficiency of moral courage, no class of men ever appeared to me to be so inclined to injury and
theft; yet so afraid to go to work openly and singly. They are, it must be remembered recruited from the dross of society,
(but this and several other remarks of this witness are chiefly applicable to new collieries) and often change their colliery.
I would say that personal courage is seldom shown by a pitman of 25 years of age, or upwards; I have seen an able-bodied
pitman faint away on being about to have a tooth extracted; and I could seldom abstract more than about a wine-glassful
of blood without inducing syncope; and this too in the case of men who had previously been in the army or navy, and so
on, and who, excepting their pit work, were very similarly circumstanced to others in the village, as masons, joiners and
others, who were much as other men in these respects. Pitmen always seem to me to be easily overawed by a much less
numerous body of other workmen, by an unusually small number of police and especially of soldiery. I have been told
of a score of infantry and half-a-dozen metropolitan police having sufficed to keep down some 1,500 or 2,000 pitmen; a
number certainly insufficient among iron factories or cotton-mills. The parties too, whom the pitmen select for injury
seemed to me always to be such as were least likely to obtain redress viz., the farmers, gardeners and others in the
neighbourhood and each other, or such of the villagers as were unconnected with the pit. The property of the viewer and
of the under-viewer was always held most sacred I never knew it meddled with. Their want of firmness and of moral
influence is no less manifest within doors, where, whatever may be the peculiarities of the husband on the one hand, or
of his wife, on the other, the difference is still so great as to authority at home, that she is almost sure to rale in every
case; and this from no amiableness on the part of the husband. Should the pitman have anywhere to go, or any little
business to transact, the wife must not only be there, but superintend or even do it entirely. I am scarcely, perhaps,
prepared to trace such peculiarities to their source, much less to assign the pitman's occupation as the cause. The mixed
character, and origin of the pitmen; their great want of even the most ordinary education; the want of magisterial
vigilance and subject only and that but imperfectly and in reference to their work, to the ‘viewer’ of the pit; their short
period of toil (about 8 hours generally), and consequently their free and frequent opportunities to contaminate each other;
the abominable mode adopted of paying their wages in large sums each fortnight, so that they are necessitated to go in
groups to the public house to divide, where with singular improvidence, the majority of them will leave the most of it a state of things that cannot be too highly condemned, nor too speedily put a stop to; taken together, go far to injure the
health, starve the families and brutalise the character of pitmen. A more or less partial cause, perhaps, of their want of
nerve, may in connection with the above, be looked for in their diet generally, which is exceedingly faulty. In all pit
villages that I have visited there is a scarcity of milk;; - so invaluable an article of diet, especially to children - so
beautiful a prototype, as it were, of the future mixed diet of man, - so admirable a specimen of what all cookery should
aim at and indeed, so far, has unconsciously attained to, viz., the due admixture of the saccharine, the albuminous and the
oily principles, - cannot with impunity be so totally discarded. The diet of a pitman and his family, is altogether
irregular, the receipt of pay once a fortnight, enables an improvident family to revel for a few days in the richest and most
extravagant food; after which (during the ‘baff-week’ as it is called, they live mostly on tea and coffee, the latter well
boiled, the former as carefully simmered and both taken without milk; such beverage they generally take three and even
four and in some cases that I have met with, actually five times a day. Such a diet-roll must be injurious in many
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respects; and it might be matter for serious consideration, how far such defects could be corrected.
Seventhly, your second query seems to be answered in the foregoing. I do not consider them (with the above
qualifications) as ‘more liable to other diseases, ex. gr., inflammation, than other workmen.’
In the 8th and last place, (in answer to your 5th query,) some among them, certainly, can read and write; although I have
no precise data for ascertaining the proportion of them who can do either or both. They are said to be a much more
educated and moral class now, than they were some 15 or 20 years ago. My impression is that in Thornley, certainly,
and probably in South Hetton also, not more than 3 out of 10 can even read: while perhaps not more than 1 in 10 can
both read and write. It must be remembered, however, that such a statement rests only on vague grounds; that collieries
differ materially from each other, the older ones having much the advantage; this last remark is important, inasmuch as it
shows this lamentable ignorance to depend on the source rather than the occupation of pitmen. For example, Dr.
Embleton, thinks my estimate does not do justice to Kenton and Fawdon, two old established pits over which he bad
charge for some time; whereas, on the other hand, Mr. Hall inclines to the idea that the above is in all probability correct
as regards South Hetton, and if so then certainly true enough with respect to Thornley. I never found reason to consider
the children as relatively deficient in point of education, at the age at which they begin work; their opportunities,
however, are by no means like what they ought to be, and easily might be. Many pitmen have intelligent industrious
wives, who have served in respectable families; without ‘going to place,’ the females are but too often ill-informed,
slovenly, and of violent disposition. The improvidence and the extravagance in some houses would rouse the most
indifferent. I have seen a huge girdle cake, set edgewise on a table, leaning against the wall, from which each little
urchin would help himself by tearing off what he wanted with his dirty hands; while the mother set an unopened parcel of
sugar on the table, and tearing out a piece of the paper with her thumb, left each to thrust his or her spoon in at pleasure!
What must, or can, the effect of such training be? Many of their houses on the contrary are neat and orderly. I shall not
detain this longer, out of consideration of anything else that may hereafter occur to me.
Believe me, Sir, yours very truly,
R. ELLIOT, M.D.,
Lecturer on Materia Medica, in the Newcastle School of Medicine.

No.499 May 2 Dr. Headlarm, an eminent physician and a magistrate of Newcastle, lately
Mayor of the town.
Has practised 36 years in Newcastle, conceives the health of the town is above the average. The poorer classes
enjoy greater health than in other towns, chiefly from the cheapness of collected by fuel. In his dispensary practice has
observed much of the poor, as well as at the infirmary, &c. In that way he has seen a great many pitmen and pit
children; thinks the lives of pit-men are short, perhaps averaging less numbers of old persons among them than amongst
other classes; they enjoy good health up to a certain period; they are less in stature than others, but very strong and
athletic, as is the case with sailors. They are strikingly contrasted with the keelmen of this river, who are very tall, but
not so strong. In athletic sports pitmen surpass others. Diseases of respiration are more common amongst pitmen than
others, distinctly referable to the air in which they work. The air contains a great proportion of carbonic acid gas and
carburetted hydrogen; these diseases of the respiratory organs arise from the breathing of these gases, principally the
carbonic acid gas; shortness of breath is chiefly found in adults, but it is not a general disease. Has observed nothing else
arising particularly from pit labour. Pitmen are not generally an unhealthy people. Good homes, diet and fuel counteract
in some measure their disadvantages. The children of pitmen do not suffer more in their health than the children of other
working classes. The equable temperature of pits is an advantage; in the glass-houses there are greater extremes of
temperature. Persons suffer most from lead-works. and they have been in the hospital from their employment. Persons
in the potteries may suffer from the bad air of the low neighbourhoods, various works being huddled together.
As to education and morals, thinks the colliery children suffer greatly from a want of a regular system of
education. The only way of doing it is that the owners should give every facility for education Thinks it would be an
admirable arrangement if no boy were receivable into a colliery before he could read and write. any at a certain age, say or
13, who could not read and write. Employers might stringently refuse to employ any at a certain age, sat 12 or 13 who
could not read or write. Is of the opinion that the evidence of viewers and persons employed in the management of
collieries ought to be taken with great caution, as they are naturally prejudiced and disposed as far as possible to prevent
any interference with their concerns. They are opposed to any improvement or alteration in the education of their
workmen, which they suppose might diminish their control or power over the labour of their workmen. With respect to
all in formation obtained from collieries parties would be decidedly influenced by the prejudices of their superiors; and
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hence to great difficulty of obtaining correct information, even though employers give the semblance full permission to
investigate these things.
(Signed) T. E. HEADLAM.

No.500 James Mather Esq.
Is secretary to the Committee for the Investigation of Accidents in Mines, sitting in South
Shields; has been secretary for 2 years. His attention was first called to the subject after explosion at
St. Hilda Pit, South Shields, in June, 1839. On that occasion 52 lives were lost; consequently has paid
some attention to the employment of children in coal mines, especially with reference to their
responsibility as door-keepers in the explosive parts of the mines. Has observed that children so
employed are very young, sometimes under 10 years of years of age at Walker pit in this occupation;
he was going down the pit; there and Mr. Mather asked his age; this was the 8th of October in 184 in
St. Hilda Pit of the same age. Considers that the children are too young for the serious responsibility;
the whole mine is dependent on their attention for its safety. In some important main door might be left
open for 2 hours without more than a small local fire. In others the neglect of such a door for 10
minutes might produce a very serious explosion. Wishes not to make these observations of any
particular pit but considers the fault that of the system. Should think the employment of old men as
door-keepers not so cheap, but presumes more efficient. An old man might probably be got for 8s. or
10s week; an old man of 60 and upwards, who is unfit for any other work in the pit; his house and
firing being of course allowed him besides. The employment of such men would perhaps only be
necessary at the principal or main doors. When doors are near together the boys frequently play
together. Should not say there was any other difference between pit children and others than in the
paleness of the face, which he presumes is owing to their confine for the entire day in darkness, and
their breathing a somewhat vitiated air from a mix carburetted hydrogen gas. Some of these lads are
amongst the most turbulent of the neighbouring population. In comparison with a sea-faring
neighbourhood the difference in stature is not very apparent; but in comparison with an agricultural
population I would venture to there is a difference; cannot say how much. As to their moral condition
witness could only observe, that since the preaching and teaching of the Methodists they have been
changed from a very rude condition to one more civilised and more educated.
Considers that the employment of children so young is not altogether to be imputed to
employers but partly to the parents of the children, who are desirous of receiving their wages. Thinks
that most decidedly children should not be employed down the pit under 12 of ago.
No.501 R.S., a very respectable and cautious medical gentleman, in the county of Durham,
deposed and signed his name to this evidence:The employment of children, and the hours, when so long, must decidedly stint the growth and
impede the full development of the powers of the body and mind; very young children obtained, partly
by occasion professional calls into the district, but principally by observation on adult pitmen from it,
who become patients of our infirmary or dispensary.
As to their general habits of life, I would remark that pitmen and their families live principally in
villages consisting often of single rows of houses and that where the streets are of two rows, they are
wide asunder and consequently ventilation is abundant. Their houses (provided by the collieryowners), are substantial and kept in good repair; they have great abundance of excellent fuel, and from
the high wages earned by the family collectively, they are warmly clothed and well fed. These are
circumstances highly conducive to health, as and such as without counteracting disadvantages, would
unquestionably produce a high rate of it in a healthy climate like ours. As it is, I have never seen reason
to think that ‘among acute medical diseases, fever, and among chronic ailments, consumption, scrofula,
atrophy wasting, are peculiarly prevalent;’ indeed, my observation would lead me to the conclusion that
compared with an urban population they enjoy a comparative immunity from the chronic affections
mentioned in the ‘instructions.’ I own that I am not in a position to prove that by statistical details; but
it strikes me that the Registrar-general’s Report for next year might be so arranged as to make this
manifest, if true. In the last report, which, I would remark, is generally a very excellent one, the
mortality of the inhabitants of the towns in the district of Newcastle, Sunderland, &c., is classed and
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confounded with that of the strictly mining population.
The effect of the hereditary occupation (for the children of colliers are and have been from time
immemorial brought up in the employment of their fathers) is, however, manifest in the race of pitmen.
They are generally stunted in stature, thin and swarthy, and labour more frequently than other classes of
the community under deformity of the lower limbs, especially that variety of it described as being ‘inkneed.’ This I should ascribe to yielding of the ligaments owing to long standing in the mines in a
curved and awkward position. This is the only surgical affection, besides the result of accidents in
mines, which I have thought peculiarly prevalent among them. The only medical diseases to which I
have observed them especially prone are chronic diseases of the stomach and liver. These I have
observed chiefly in adults, of whom indeed I see more than I do of younger persons. My belief is that
they are owing to the cause to which I have referred the prevalent deformity already adverted the curved
position in which much of their work is performed. How far the foul air of the mines may not likewise
he instrumental in engendering them I would not positively assert though affections of the lungs, to
which I have not observed colliers especially prone, I should rather have expected to result from such a
cause. These diseases of the stomach and liver have seen generally in adults but I think it supposable
that their seeds may be sown in earlier life and brought to maturity by a continuance of the occupation
which first engendered them.
We have not had before our Sunderland bench complaints arising out of the hours of labour
treatment of children employed in mines, &c.
I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,
J. BROWN, M.D. and J.P.
No.505.
SIR,

Newcastle, 16th March, 1841

IN accordance with your request, that I would furnish you with such particular information as I am possessed of relative
to the habits and peculiarities of the pit population in this neighbourhood, as indicative of the extent of education and
state of morals prevailing among this class of people, I take leave to submit the following observations:First. - The district with which I am connected is termed the west division of Castle Ward in the county of
Northumberland, the Petty Sessions being holden at the Moot Hall Court in this town. A great portion of the collieries
in Northumberland are situate within the limits of this division and nearly the whole of them within the ward. The
Justices for the east division hold their Courts at North Shields. The population of the division in 1831 was 31,551
since which time several townships have been taken from it and added to the borough of Newcastle, under the provisions
of the Municipal Reform Act, thereby reducing the pop to about 20,600. There will no doubt be an increase on this
latter number when the census is completed in the present year. I am unable to state what portion of the population
pitmen or connected with collieries.
As your inquiries related principally to the sort of offences which these people are prone to commit and which in
some degree characterise them, as observed in the practice at petty sessions, I have thought this would be best ascertained
by examining the Minutes of the Court and extracting the number of convictions for offences of a summary nature during
last three years, (the period I have acted as clerk) and showing the number of such offences under separate heads,
committed by pitmen and other colliery workmen; it is as follows:Assults.
Gross Number 1O7
By Pitmen 54

Petty Trespass.
Gross Number 1
By Pitmen 1

Poaching.
Gross Number 36
By Pitmen 23

You will observe, that the numbers here set down are of convictions only and this by no means gives a correct
idea of the totals of each class of offences committed or brought before the justices; but as a great portion of them are
arranged by the parties themselves, dismissed by the magistrates, or otherwise disposed of without a conviction and of
which no record is kept, I cannot with satisfactory certainty give more than is contained in the above table. During the
same period, the number of committals of pitmen for deserting their service have been about 50. With regard to the
offences and misbehavings of the pitmen whilst at work in and about the collieries, I have no knowledge or means of
ascertaining their nature or frequency; these matters are arranged and punishments provided by the masters and men
themselves. The bonds in almost all cases authorise the masters or their agents to impose a fine, generally not exceeding
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2s. 6d., for wilfully or negligently disobeying the orders of the owners or their agents and also for committing a breach
of any of the articles contained in the bond; or, the masters may, at their option, bring the party before a justice to be
punished under the statute; this latter is, however, of very infrequent occurrence, and only resorted to in cases of
magnitude. Generally speaking, the only matters brought before the justices of a colliery nature, are for absenting
themselves from their service before the expiration of the term of their agreement and the number of these has been
mentioned before. The pitmen have also a variety of games or modes of recreation, in a great measure peculiar to
themselves, and as many of them have a demoralising tendency, and are in direct contravention of recent Acts of
Parliament, I think it right to mention some of them here, viz., cock-fighting, dog-fighting and bowling. The two firstmentioned practices need no comments or explanations but with regard to bowling, I may state that it is very often
pursued on the public roads in the country, to the great danger and annoyance of travellers; that generally a considerable
number are engaged in the game, and that sometimes what are called ‘matches’ are made, upon which occasions a great
concourse of people are assembled and pitmen belonging to different collieries are brought together, when disorders and
breaches of the peace are likely and indeed have occasionally occurred.
I may also mention, that the pitmen are proverbially clannish and exclusive; they are generally incited and guided by a
few of their own body, called delegates. This has relation mostly to their working affairs and their contests with the
masters, as to wages, &c. They do not appear to think or act much for themselves but adopt and tenaciously adhere to
the resolves of the delegates. They are also easily led away in times of public commotion and are generally, by reason of
their numbers, first sought after and tampered with by political agitators and others of that class. You will observe that I
now allude to the Chartist proceedings and disturbances during the year 1839. On that occasion the pitmen in this district
took a considerable part and perhaps I will best illustrate their notion of the matter and the way in which they were led
into it, by transcribing the defence made by two or three of them when brought before the justices, on the complaint of
their masters, for deserting from their service during what was called the ‘sacred month,’ in August of that year.
Thomas Middleton saith - ‘I did not go to work, understanding that a general holiday was to take place, which holiday
was to continue until the charter became the law of the land. I fancied, that if the charter became law, I would get cheaper
bread. I did not expect to get more 'wages then than I do now. People have come from Newcastle and told me these
things I have also seen them in a bill posted upon the house end.’
William Anderson saith - ‘I am a Chartist; it was resolved some time since to lay off the pit for one month, called the
‘sacred month,’ and that work was not to be resumed until universal suffrage was obtained; we have been deceived, having
been informed that the strike was to be general, and when I found it was not so, I persuaded the men to go to work. I
have a pike. We have been led on in this concern by gentlemen, who advised us to get pikes, although I had no intention
to use them. They did not say what we were to do with them. I am of opinion that we have been completely deceived
by the delegates who have come out and told us a good many lies. The pikes were provided to overturn and master the
military. I gave my pike to another person, that man is not in our employment and will not give up the pike.’
Robert Smith saith - ‘I am a Chartist; I did not go to work because others did not; I have been led away by others; I do
not think we will now carry the charter; I do not know anything about the charter; I do not understand the matter. I think
the leaders will suffer and that they have deceived us; they said the whole country was on our side, but I now see that it is
not so.’
Thomas Burl saith - ‘I did not go to work because I am a Chartist; I thought everybody else was to lay idle, but I have
seen that it is not so; I consider the Chartists have been greatly deceived. I have a pike, I bought it but had no object in
having it; I got it principally with a view to defend myself and house.’
A few of the men were punished for thus deserting their service, the rest took the hint and returned to work and have
continued quiet and peaceable ever since.
I think I have now enumerated the several matters that occur to me as relating to the object of your inquiries.
I remain, &c.
JOHN ELLIOTT,
Clerk to the Justices for the West Division of Castle Ward, Northumberland.

I can fully verify the above statements from personal knowledge, having been an Acting
Magistrate for the division during the whole period referred to.
(Signed) CHARLES J. BIGGE.
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No.506.

DEAR SIR,

North Shields, 8th May, 1841.

THE magistrates acting in and for the east division of Castle Ward, in the county of Northumberland, direct us to inform
you that no complaints have been made before them as to the hours of labour or the treatment of the children employed
in the mines, collieries, or the various branches of trade and manufacture in this district. The complaints that have come
before the justices have generally been by the masters against the children for neglect of their work, duty, &c., and rarely
any complaints against their masters.
The hours for labour generally in the manufactories, are from 6 in the morning to 6 in the evening; and where over or
extra work is performed, the children receive extra pay for it, and it is voluntarily and not performed from compulsion.
The children (except in the mines) generally go home to their meals. In the collieries the men and boys take their
victuals down the pit with them. The collieries which are wrought by what is called single shift, the men and boys go
down the pits at 3 o’clock in the morning and leave work at 3 o’clock in the afternoon. The collieries which are wrought
by what is called double shift, the men and boys in the fore shift go down the pit at 3 o’clock in the, morning and leave
work at 3 o’clock in the afternoon; when the men and boys in the back shift go down the pit and work till 3 o’clock the
next morning and then the men and boys in the fore shift return again to their work in the same manner. The pits are
never at work more than 11 shifts in the fortnight, therefore the men and boys always have one day in the fortnight in
which they have no work to perform.
As to the morals of the children, there are many charity schools, for both boys and girls. where their morals are
particularly attended to; several charity schools are attached to the Established Church, and almost every sect of Dissenters
have charity schools attached to their chapels; Sunday schools are attached to the Established Church as well as to all the
Dissenting chapels, and in general they are well attended. One great object is, to endeavour to improve the morals of the
children; after the school hours they are attended to their respective places of worship.
In Northumberland crimes, comparatively with other counties, have been very which in some measure has been attributed
to the numerous schools and attention to education.
There are no glass works except Seaton Sluice works, at Hartley, carried on by John Jobling, Esq., and partners. A great
proportion of boys in this district go to sea and serve apprenticeships and rarely any go to sea sooner than 12 or 14 years
of age, being of very little use on board of ship under that age.
We are, &c.,
(Signed) R. and R. BARKER, Clerks to the. Magistrates.

No.507.
Sir,

Cheswick, April 7th, 1841

I have at length been able to procure correct returns from all the collieries, lime and iron works in North Durham, or
Norham and Islandshire and including a few in the adjacent county of Northumberland, and immediately adjoining to
North Durham, being part of the same coal and lime basin or series of minerals. The return states the name of colliery or
I works, with the number of men and also the number of boys or youths under 18 years of age:-
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COLLIERIES.
1. Scremerston Colliery
2. Shoreswood
3. Gatherick and Greenlaw Walls
4. Etal
5. Ford Moss
6. Doddington
7. Fenwick
8. Berwick Hall or Sunnyside
9. Berrington
10. Biteabout
11. Barmoor
12. Unthank
Total

Men.
112
60
35
30
40
27
11
65
18
6
15
100
519

Boys under
18 years.
20
10
5
102
15
7
4
16
6
2
10
20
125

IRON FOUNDRIES.
Men.
Tweedmouth Old Foundry
27
Tweedmouth. New
51
The Helen Iron Foundry, at Spittal, near Berwick 60
Total
138

Boys.
21
26
30
77

There are 7 lime kilns and quarries, altogether employing 136 men and 26 young persons.
The boys employed in the collieries are from 12 to 18 years of age, but very few under 14 years; in the lime
works very few under 15 years; in the iron works from 14 to 18 years. The men and boys employed at the collieries are
engaged by the year and have good wages. The same may be said of the iron works, though a number of the boys
employed at the latter are apprentices. The men and boys employed in the lime works are not generally employed
Evidence through the winter months the kilns are not burnt from October to March, but a considerable number of hands
are employed during the winter in preparing and quarrying stone for the ensuing summer’s burning. The quarrymen’s
wages are good when employed. The hours of work in the collieries are by shifts of 8 hours each, for men and boys. In
the lime kiln and quarry work, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., with one hour and a-half for dinner in the middle of the day; and in
the iron works the same.
Accidents are of extremely rare occurrence in the collieries of this district, the mines not being liable to fire or
choke-damp, and being well ventilated. The children are hired by the master and well taken care of, medical aid being
found by the employers for all the people engaged in the works. The physical condition of the children is certainly
affected to a certain extent by the nature of the employment; a youth employed in a coal mine can always be
distinguished from one working above ground; but on the whole they are healthy and robust, though often deformed,
round shouldered and knock-kneed. The pitmen are as tall as other men. The children are well fed and clothed, and are in
point of cleanliness, excepting when casually engaged in the mine, equal to others of the labouring class. I do not find
that there is a greater amount of sickness amongst the youths employed in the mines, or quarries, or the iron works, than
amongst the agricultural class of labourers and in this I am borne out by the opinion of several professional gentlemen in
this neighbourhood, who are engaged by the owners to attend the workmen at the several collieries, &c.
The moral condition of the youths employed at the collieries is, I fear, inferior to those of the agricultural class,
and I am not aware of any provision being made by their employers for their religious instruction or moral training.
There are schools in every township of one kind or other, several being national schools, and others for the education of
the children of Dissenters from the Establishment, of which the bulk of the population in this district consists. And
there are also Sunday schools in some parishes, which are open to all; but I am not aware of any establishments for
education or religious or moral training provided by the owners of the collieries, lime works, or iron foundries in this
district for the use of the children employed by them. The practice of sending their children to work as soon as they are
able to earn the smallest pittance, is too common amongst the labouring classes of all kinds here; and in the summer
months it is usual for the schools to be deserted by the children, when they can earn from 3d. to 6d. per day by working
in the fields at any light labour, such as gathering quicken or couch grass from the fallows, or hoeing turnips, or other
light work. But I do not believe that any children are altogether left without instruction or religious and moral training
in this district, but, on the contrary, believe them to be as well attended to in this respect as the average of the kingdom
at large; in proof of which I would instance the extreme paucity of crime in this district.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) JOHN DONALDSON SELBY.
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No. 508. The following outline was furnished me by Mr. Wilson, (of the firm Losh, Wilson,
and Bell, of Walker Iron Works), who was personally acquainted with the circumstances he
describes.
An outline of the early years of a pit lad's life 50 years ago.
Fifty years ago the labour of lads in coal-pits was excessive, and its duration distressingly long;
then, as now, the poor boy was sent down below at the age of 6 to 8. If his parents were poor, and had
a large family, he was sent early; his occupation was to open and shut a door to preserve the proper
circulation of air, whilst the coals were passing from the workings to the shaft. He was called a trapper,
and had 5d. a-day, his labour is only light, but he must generally remain until the work is all done and
the pit is closed for the day. After going through this early stage of a pitman’s life, he then becomes a
driver or putter. The former attends a horse that draws the coals in corves or baskets, to a crane or the
shaft; two of the latter take the coals from the workings themselves without the assistance of a horse.
Here the misery of the latter begins and generally continues until he is 17 or 18 years of age, when he is
considered fit to be a hewer. Previous to going down the pit, his education, when he had any, generally
consisted of a little reading got from the village school-mistress. After he went to work, little time for
education could be spared, unless for want of demand, the pits were not at full work. When trade was
brisk, and coals wanted, the length of the lad’s day and his almost endless toil left him scarcely any
time for rest, much less for instruction, when this was the case, I know of no slavery equal to that
endured by the pit lad of that day
Take the following as a sample of the pit lad’s life for a week under the circumstances
mentioned:He went to work at 2 o’clock on Monday morning, arrived at his home some way between 8
and 10 o’clock at night, entirely worn out with the long and laborious day. He rises next morning at
the same time, eats his breakfast, half asleep goes to his labour in a cold winter’s morning, sometimes
almost half-naked, but at best very indifferently clad, this is continue through the week and if it be in
winter, he does not see daylight from the Sunday until the next Saturday afternoon, on this day the
labour is not so long. From such a week of toil may be easily supposed how the Sunday would be
spent, a great part of it in resting the body so that it might be prepared for the approaching Monday
morning, when a repetition of the same drudgery was to be gone through. This state of things was by
no means permanent as far as regards the long hours, for when great demand for coals did not press for
additional supply, the pits finished the day’s work by 4, 5, and 6 o’clock in the evening, but one or
other of the collieries were very frequently in this state and that for months together and whenever
coals were wanted, there was no hesitation in putting the poor lads through this state of misery. The
labour, however, was always excessive, whatever the hours might be and this arose a good deal from
two boys being bound to put together before they had strength to accomplish what their parents had
engaged them to do, by way of increasing their wage. These boys at the age of 12 to 14, so far from
being able to do their work pleasantly, had their powers taxed to the greatest stretch to move the tram
with the basket or corf upon it at the beginning of the day, which they had perhaps to keep going for 12
hours at least. This want of strength gave rise continually to quarrels between the boys engaged in the
same work, who very often were brothers. For when they were not able to keep up with others that
might be stronger, they quarrelled and blamed each other for being behind with their labour.
Many other sufferings of the poor lad at that day might be added, which considerably increased
the misery of his condition, and rendered him incapable of attending a night school when his time
would permit but these I will not particularise here. Need one, then, be surprised that we see so many
old pitmen so ignorant at this day as not to be able to read or write, when we consider the slavery of
their early years. If poor boys did get a little instruction when their labour was comparatively short, it
was generally all lost and forgotten during a season of excessive labour and long hours and this very
frequently prevented their going to school again when they had more time. Play or amusement for
these poor children, was out of the question, unless they got it on a Sunday. Such was the drudgery the
pit lad was doomed to endure, from the age of 8 or 9, to 17 or 18, fifty years ago. At this age, as is
stated above, he becomes a hewer, and is then relieved from long hours, being then paid so much per
score of corves for his work. Young men that are clever and good workmen frequently finish their
day’s work by 10 or 11 o’clock in the forenoon, as they are not obliged to see their coals all taken
away, that being the duty of the putter. Older men, or those less skilful at this kind of labour will of
course require more time for a certain portion of work so that you see them returning home at all hours
during the day.
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The improving spirit of the times during the last 50 years has found its way even into the
regions below, and considerably ameliorated the pitman’s condition. The using iron or I-plates for the
trams to run upon has very considerably decreased the putter’s toil, and by blowing the coal down with
gunpowder, instead of the very laborious mode previously used, the labour of the hewer has also been
much abridged. So great is the improvement in putting that the lads of the present day can hardly
believe that the old mode was practicable could possibly be accomplished by human means.
Other improvements have been introduced into the coal pits to ameliorate the various hardships
the pit lad formerly endured. Not only has the severity of his labour been mud lessened but the
duration of it has been considerably shortened. When an unusual demand for coals exists now at any
of the collieries, instead of keeping the poor boys down the pit 16 or 18 hours at a stretch, the pits are
wrought by two shifts of men and boys, each working about 12 hours. But I know comparatively little
about the present mode of work our mines, yet this I may state, that no such galling slavery exists now
as did 50 years ago.
No.509. March 19. The Rev. Dr. Besley, Rector of Long Benton Parish.
Thinks the habits of lodging together so closely, and of the men washing half-naked in the
presence of the women, are productive of evil, and render it impossible for the clergyman to take his
lady with him, when visiting the pitmen’s houses. Although the pitmen marry early perhaps, out of 12
marriages, 5 would be very shortly followed by the birth of a child. Most of these people take their
brides to Newcastle, partly from fashion, and partly to observation and joking. He has been here about
10 years and has found a marked improvement in that period. At first, Saturday night and Sunday
morning were times of and disorder; so much so, that it was difficult to sleep on the Saturday nights.
This might partly be owing to the village being a sort of halting place between Newcastle and the coast
villages, and houses for market people. There is but one school connected with the Church of England
in this parish.
The following evidence (Nos. 510-512) is subjoined as a specimen of the most, favourable
evidence that could be obtained from witnesses in collieries placed in the most favourable
circumstances. I requested a respectable agent at a colliery where the labour of the boys was not
continuous, (as the number was greater than the pit required,) and where the means of education, at least
in Sunday-school were more ample and more ably superintended than usual, to return me the answers
of witnesses of his own selection and examination, to a series of written questions 'with which I
furnished him.
No.510 April 6. William Maddison.
Aged 16 years and 11 months; half-marrow. Commenced work at 8 years of age. Works 12
hours at longest. Food, coffee or tea before I leave home at 3 o’clock, a.m., and I take beef or mutton,
or bacon, or bread and cheese, which I take down the pit; and about 10 o’clock we stop the work half an
hour and take our meal. I live with my parents and have nothing but good treatment from my parents.
Not over-worked, but generally tired at nights but both able and willing to get up in the mornings; no
lameness, no sores, no burns; was never off work by sickness; was off two weeks by a nip or jam on
my fingers by the rollies. I put with soams, but they do not hurt me.
My health was good before I went to the pit and continues as good now. I have better health
since I went to the pits. I have never had a doctor; when my band was hurt, my mother plastered it. I
have no complaints to make I know none of our pit lads but what are well.
I have been a trapper, way-cleaner, crane boy and am now a half-marrow. I had my 5 health
very well and like the pits. Putting is the hardest work; but I am paid by the piece and put as many
coals as I can. Our seam is 5 feet high, I never wrought in any other. I am very straight, but thin or
slender, 5ft 1in
There is too much of swearing, (but I do not.) Boys when vexed will frequently swear and
when putting together, if one hangs back the other, if he is the stronger, will thrash him to make him do
his part. I can read, write and cipher a little. I attend a night school about 6 months in the year. I attend
a Sunday-school and assist to teach the little scholars. Some of our pit boys go to a night school, and
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several go to the Sunday school. I would like to be a better scholar; but I must work to keep myself and
sisters and also to assist to keep my parents.
No.511 William Donelly.
Aged 12 years and 9 months; horse-driver in the pit; went to the pit when 9 years old. I take tea
or coffee before I leave home, about 3 o’clock, a.m., and I take bacon, bread and cheese with me, and
about 10 o’clock we stop half an hour to take our bait and get our tin bottles with warm coffee sent
down to us. We work 12 hours the longest. Father labours at the screens. good treatment from my
parents but my father and mother correct me when I behave badly. I have good treatment from my
parents. Not overworked, I ride upon the rolley when I am driving my horse and whistle and sing when
I am pleased; sometimes I am sleepy when called up in the morning but I never like to lie idle. No
sores; no burns; was off work 5 days by a jam with the rollies. I was very well before I went to the pits,
and I am now very well. I like to have plenty of play when the pit is off work, and I have good health
both when in and when out of the pits. I have not had any doctor since I went to work, but when I was
lame, the doctor came once, and I got to work in 5 days. I do not know of anything I have to complain
of, but I think if we had more working days I would get better fed. think all our lads are very well.
I have been a trapper; I did not suffer in my health then nor now. Our pits are 5 feet high I
never was in any other pits. I am straight, but shortish, not bow-legged; some lads are. When my
brother measured a week back I was 4ft. 4in. I sometimes hear the putters swearing when I am at the
crane and when my rollies gets off the way, I get vexed and swears. I can read and write a little. I do
not go to either day or night school; we are poor, so that my father cannot pay for me, or I would go to
a night school. When he was a soldier, I went to the barrack school. I attend a Sunday school at the
Wesleyan chapel, and has done so for 3 years past. I have been taught in the Sunday school, and also
at home by my parents. Most of our pit lads go to the Wesleyan Sunday school and girls too. I wish I
was a better scholar.
No.512 William Arnold.
Aged 12 years and 11 months; half-marrow; 9 years of age when I went to the pits. But I was a
button-maker at Hull before. Twelve hours at longest. Food, coffee or milk before I leave home, and I
take pie, or bacon, or bread and cheese to the pit with me and I get my tin bottle with coffee sent down
at 10 o’clock and we stop the pit half an hour. Mother works at a manufactory where they make
turpentine, very well. No thing but good treatment from my parents. I am not overworked; but when
we put a full day’s work, am very tired but I can always start in the mornings; no lameness, no burns; I
have never had any accident in the pits. I have not been sick. I put with my brother; we put with soams
but they do not hurt us. I have never been bad. I am better since I went to the pit, because I am better
fed. I know no difference when I am down the pit, if I only get my meat. I never had a doctor for two
years past. I am quite well and content. I have known some of the lads get lamed by the rollies, and
others, by a kick from the horses, and jams with the trams, &c. I was first a tram way cleaner, then a
driver, and now a half marrow. I felt no difference in my health but I would rather be a driver than a way
cleaner, because the putters thrashed me if the way was not cleaned; putting is the hardest work.
Our pits are higher than I am; so I do not need to stoop. I am not bow-legged, but strong. I am
about 4ft. l0in. high. When two of us puts together and one is lazy, and will not pull, then we get vexed,
and swear sometimes, and call one another nicknames, or a lazy dog. I can read and write a little. I
attend a night school in the Wesleyan chapel since I went to the pits. I attend in the Wesleyan Sunday
school and have done for two years. I can read my Bible, and have been taught by my parents and at
school.

LEAD MINES.
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A brief Account of the Mode of Working the Lead Mines of T. W. BEAUMONT, Esq., at
Allenheads, with an explanation of the Operations in which the Boys washing Ore are
engaged.
The mode of working these mines is chiefly by contract, either by measure or weight of ore
after being sufficiently dressed for the smelting house.
1st. If working for ore a defined bounder of ground is let to a partnership of 4, 6, or 8 men as
circumstances may admit, to excavate according to directions, as specified in the written bargain or
agreement, at a price per bing of ore (a bing of ore being 8cwt.), ready for delivery to the smeltinghouse. These contracts are for 3 months and renewable at the end of each quarter, according to the
discretion of the agent, viz., from 1st January to 31st of March, from 31st of March to 30th June, from
the 30th of June to 30th of September and from the 30th of September to 3lst of December.
2nd. All levels, shaft and sump sinkings are let by contract at so much per fathom, according to
circumstances, generally for a three months’ contract. In some eases a certain quantity of fathoms is
let, which may require six months, or more, to complete.
The adults at this establishment are regularly advanced 30s. per month through the year on
account of their wages. This is what the miners call ‘lent money,’ and all the balance due to them is
paid once in every year, generally in the month of January.
Joiners, blacksmiths, engine-wrights, woodmen, and stone-masons, are generally engaged a so
much per day or week and are advanced 30s. per man per month, as subsistence money, and fully paid
off at the general pay in January, as before stated.
All washer-boys are paid in a similar manner, according to circumstances.
The boys are apportioned to mastermen washers by Mr. Crawhall, according to the wants of the
washers and their wages fixed by the agent, in agreement with the scale below. They have their money
advanced each month. These boys are not to be discharged except by the agent The scale of prices is
understood by the boys.
The children are paid in the following manner:From 3s. to 5s. per week wages, advanced l0s. per month.
5s. to 7s.
,, ,, 15s. ditto.
7s. to 9s.
,, ,, 20s. ditto.
9s. to l0s.
,, ,, 25s. ditto.
l0s. upwards
,, ,, 30s. ditto.
They are hired by the day. If about 9 years old they at first get about 6d. per and are advanced
for every succeeding year 2d. per day, in addition to their previous wages. They are engaged by Mr.
Crawhall, the principal agent. No penalty is exacted for disobedience and little punishment beyond
rebuke is administered. If there is a continuation disobedience, they are discharged from their work.
The employment at the washing commences with the spring, about April, and continues till
November, if not prevented by snow. During the winter a few of the boys, from 15 to 18 years of age,
are taken into the mines; the younger generally go to school.
The employment of the washer-boys of all ages consist in breaking down the pieces of bouse or
contents of the vein, to separate the ore from them. They are engaged grating. trunking, buddling and
tubbing the contents of the vein, after they have passed the mill, until the ore is extracted in a pure state.
In the washing department two adults, professional washers, generally have the charge of the
boys and the following extract from the agents’ books, with some additions, is subjoined illustrate this
mode of engagement and the particulars of their labour and earnings:-
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The youngest boys, that is to say, from 9 to 11 years of age, are generally employed at grate
picking out the stones, ore, &c. for the first year. The second and third years they assist, employed at
trunking at the box below the grate and wheeling the bouse or contents of the on to the grate, or
wheeling the cuttings or refuse into the hush. The fourth and fifth year they are put to botching the
brake-sieve, where machinery is not in use. The sixth and seventh summer they are chiefly employed in
tubbing, buddling smiddem, &c. After that period they are generally taken into the mines to work for
lead ore, when not wanted for matermen washers.
Explanation of the above technical terms, viz., Grating, Trucking, Tubbing, and Buddling
Smiddem.
Grating is the first process through which the contents of the vein go after being brought to the surface
and laid where the superintendent of the washing directs, from whence they are wheeled by boys of 11
or 12 years of age, alternately to the grate. On to this grate a feeder of water runs to wash the produce
of the vein and one of the adults is always present with the youngest boys to pick out the stones from
the ore &c. The smallest of the contents of the vein run through the grate into a trunking box which is
placed underneath for their reception and out of which they are thrown on one side where the tub is
situated. This is done by a boy about 12 years of age and is called trunking after which the bouse is
put into the brake-sieve and botched by two boys of from 13 to 16 years of age, - one to fill the sieve
and another to botch or shake the same by means of a lever attached to the arms of the sieve and on
which the sieve hangs. This is called tubbing. The refuse is left on the top of the sieve and is taken off
and wheeled into the burn &c. and the round ore is found pure in the bottom of the sieve, from which it
is taken and laid up for delivery to the smelting-houses by one of the adults. The small part of the one
which is shaken through the sieve into the tub below, is taken and wheeled by one of the strong boys to
the running buddle, on to which it is laid. Over this a stream of water is allowed to run while one of the
strongest boys is working it with a coulrake, by which process the refuse ii washed out and the pure ore
is left at the bottom, from whence it is taken and laid up for delivery. This is called ‘buddling
smiddem.’
These are the chief duties of the boys in lead ore dressing.
No.513. April 17, &c. 1841. John Dolphin, Esq., Hunter House.
In some lead-mining fields a sixth of the total number employed may be boys, viz., in Colonel
Beaumont’s and the London Lead Company’s. Usually the boys in tipper-ground work are employed
at 12 years of age; in under-ground work seldom under 15 or 16 years
Under-ground work consists in holding jumpers, assisting in making drifts and in drawing the
ore up sumps (called in Cornwall winzes).
The means of education are numerous. Schools are in all the mining parishes; but boys in
some cases going to work at 10, can derive little benefit from the school. More boys would be able to
read in a lead mine than in a coal mine. The gas, or deleterious vapour, does not exhale from the ore but
arises merely from want of ventilation. Great care is generally taken in the ventilation of lead mines.
I do not think that schools of an industrial kind, teaching the outlines of geology, &c. as
connected with lead-mining, would improve the miners as workmen. They would not, perhaps, benefit a
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miner in his moral capacity, and the ordinary means of education open to the miners afford quite
sufficient instruction, to enable them to become well conducted miners.
It is more than 7 years since I took any active part in the management of extensive lead mines in
the northern counties, and in consequence I am now only generally acquainted with the mining works
of those districts. The mode of conducting the under-ground workings, and the surface work of
washing and smelting being so much alike, what is practised in one large concern will equally apply to
the whole.
In Teesdale, on the south-western borders of the county of Durham, there are many small
companies working lead mines who seldom employ boys; never females of any age.
The principal mining company in Teesdale is the London Lead Company, who employ some
hundreds of men and boys in the under-ground operations, - the washing of the ores and smelting of
lead.
In Weardale the principal lead-mines belong to and are wrought by T. W. Beaumont, Esq. A
great portion of the population of the parish of Stanhope are employed in and about them.
In Derwent the property in the lead mines belongs to different lords, which are leased to and
wrought by the Derwent Mine Company (also a London company), who employ a great part of the
population of the parishes of Hunsterwork and Blanchland, with a part of Edmundlayers.
In Allendale, Northumberland, the mines belong to and are wrought by T. W. Beaumont, Esq
employing a great part of the population of the extensive parish of Allendale in and about them. And as
those are the principal lead-mines in the counties of Durham and Northumberland, I will proceed with
answers to the questions as they are set down in your paper, beginning with the name of the firm
working the mine.
Name of Firms working Mines:
The Governor and Company, for smelting lead, Teesdale, Weardale, &c.; T. W. Beaumont,
Esq., Weardale and Allendale; the Derwent Mines Company, Derwent.
Description of Mine, or Work:
Mining for lead in vertical veins, or partially inclining; some in horizontal veins, locally termed
falls.
Number of Persons employed:
The number cannot be stated, but several hundreds are employed in each of the above
mentioned districts. Men are employed in the under-ground works, and also boys when above the age
of 15.
Men and boys are employed in the washing of the ores, at the surface. Boys from the age of
~12to 15, and upwards, are employed in this work. Sometimes boys under 12 are employed, but not
frequently.
No females that I have any knowledge of are employed in the mining works of this
neighbourhood.
I have known a great many women and girls employed in the washing of ores in the North
Riding of Yorkshire formerly.
Moving Power employed to drive Machinery.
By Hand. - Many under-ground winches, to draw from 3 to 10 fathoms.
By Animal. - Under-ground railways to the drawing shafts, and ‘whims’ on the surface by 1 or more
horses.
By Wind. - None; or so trifling as not to deserve notice.
By Steam. - There are only two steam-engines used for pumping and drawing work in Derwent, and 2
at Fallowfield, near Hexham.
By Water. - Several water-wheels and water-pressure engines used in Teesdale, for pumping and
drawing.
The same in Weardale.
Ditto in Derwent.
Ditto in Allendale.
Answer to Queries:
1. Ventilation by machinery is only partially used, the nature of the workings requiring many vertical
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shafts and horizontal drifts, communicating with each other, which causes a free circulation of air.
Where mechanical means are required, a water-pressure blast, with metal or wooden pipes, is most
commonly used.
2. The entrances to the mines are principally by adit levels, laid with rails of iron or wood, for horses
and waggons to tread upon to bring out the ore and deads, or by shafts.
3. Every precaution is used to keep the machinery and ropes in repair. Miners seldom, or never
descend the mines by machinery.
4. Miners frequently, indeed generally, descend by climbing; therefore either go one after another, when
in numbers, or alone. The climbing ways are either by separate passages, or by ladders guarded off the
machinery in the pumping or drawing shafts.
5. Some of the interior passages are very small (within the cheeks of the vein). The waggon ways and
other main ways are sufficiently large, generally about 6 feet high, and 3 to 4 feet wide.
6. The veins of lead-ore vary from a few inches to many feet in thickness, and in height from the
surface to unknown depths.
7. The veins are only wrought where ore is found. Dead parts are left for support, where all the vein is
taken out, the sides and roof are supported by wood and stone.
8. The veins descending vertically, or slightly inclined, into the earth, the depths at which ore is found,
even in the same mines, varies greatly - from 8 or 10 fathoms to or upwards.
9. No Davy lamps are used in lead mines, no inflammable gases being generated, such small quantities
as to be hardly noticeable.
10. Where the ventilation is not free, carbonic acid gas is sometimes generated; where such is the case,
means are immediately Used to open a free course for pure air, or mechanical means are used, till open
courses can be made.
11 and 12. No accidents have occurred from explosions in any lead mines within knowledge, in the last
2 years.
13. Fatal accidents sometimes occur by carelessness in the miner; firing the powder. blasting, in the
mine; by hitting the pricker in stemming the charge, causing it to fire; by setting his match too short to
give time for getting out of the way when firing but such accidents very seldom happen. Sometimes by
falls of stones during the time working; sometimes by falls down sumps, shafts, or holes in the mine;
but accidents especially fatal accidents, are very rare.
14. All necessary precautions are taken to guard against accidents of this nature. miners seldom
descend by the shafts that are used for drawing work or pumping, and they do so the climbing ways are
guarded off from the moving machinery.
15. In large mining works, the ore is brought from the workings by horses or under-ground. In some
parts by small railways, called rolley-ways, by men. In working drifts and headings, by men in
barrows. Boys are never employed in this kind of work under 14 years of age; seldom under 18.
16. Boys are sometimes employed to assist men in drawing up sumps underground seldom so much as
10 fathoms lift; and no boys are so employed under 14 years of age.
17. No boys are employed by themselves in lead mines, in pushing or putting loads of ore.
18. The waggons run by hand along rolly waggon ways. Vary in weight according to the quality of the
bouse of work holding the ore.
19. The ore is brought to the surface by water-wheels. By whims, drawn by one or more horses; the
horses driven by boys of 14 years old and upwards. In some small mines by a roll and stones, or
winches; in a kibble or small tub. No young boys or children are employed in this kind of work.
20. No ore is carried to the surface by children or young persons in lead mines.
21. Boys from 12 years of age and upwards are employed at mines where crushing mills are not used
in breaking the ore to prepare it for washing, by buckers. Sometimes boys under 12 years of age are
thus employed; but rarely.
22. No boys are employed in the roasting or smithy furnaces.
23. work at the smelting mills and refineries is are done by men.
24. The work at the refining furnaces and roasting furnaces is all done by men.
(No omission - as original text. IGW.)

28. Boys are seldom or never employed at the labour of teaming the work at the shaft as it is beyond
the strength of a boy, or of a man under 20 years of age.
29. When boys are employed to drive, they do it singly.
30. No females employed in lead mines.
31. Children from 12 to 16, are employed in the washing floors, cleansing the lead ore for smelting. At
the age of 16, or upwards, they are taken into the mines by fathers, brothers, or other men to learn the
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art of mining, and assist them.
32. No children begin to work under 12 years of age. There are some exceptions, in very poor families,
that send the children to the washing floors at 10.
33. None so young are necessarily required.
34. All machinery that can be devised is used for saving labour underground particularly.
35. A limitation of the age of children employed in mines is kept up, because miners hire them in the
first instance and consequently none are taken under 15 or 16, except by fathers or brothers.
36. No apprentices taken by miners.
38. In mines not freely ventilated the hours of work for one shift are 6 hours; in others 8 hours. None
work more at a shift than 8 hours. T he shift is considered a day’s work.
39. Underground, the boys work the same hours as the men. At the washing floors from 7 in the
morning till 6 in the evening. One hour allowed for dinner.
40. None in lead mines are employed at night.
41. Work is suspended altogether on Sundays.
42. No inconvenience arises from this suspension.
44. The lead miner and his family have the Sunday altogether to themselves, and during the week his
hours of labour being short, be has much time for recreation and amusement.
45. No work on Sundays of any description allowed.
48. One hour for dinner is allowed to the work people.
49. No system of rewards or punishments for the boys is employed or necessary.
50. No corporal punishments are inflicted.
53. No general orders have been found necessary for checking bad language, &c.
54. There are schools in all the milling parishes in the North, no subscription libraries; and in some
mines sick funds; the miners contributing a portion of their earnings and the masters adding by
subscription to them. There are also many benefit societies.
The miners work in partnerships of 2,4,6, and 8 in a partnership, at a price per bing of ore, or
per fathom of ground cut, as the case may be, the contracts being for a quarter of a year. They are paid
by money advanced on account monthly, and at the end of a quarter, a half-year, or year, a balance is
struck, and the pay made. When boys are first taken into a mine with men they are hired, and either
paid wages by the shift, or so much in the shilling of the men’s’ share of the produce of the contract
when the ore is washed and weighed.
In bargains for ore, the men agree to raise it at a certain price per bing of 8lb., and they pay the
charges for candles, gunpowder, drawing to surface, washing, and the lost weight of work tools; after
those deductions are made in the pay bill, the balance is shown, and then, deducting the money
advanced, it is paid at a general pay; in most of the mines at the end of a year. The wages of the boys
employed in partnerships are paid by the men employing them, the wages are agreed for by their
parents generally, but are frequently determined by age, and the agents of the mine sometimes fix the
boys’ wages. There are very seldom any disputes.
The boys employed about lead-mines are in general healthy, being much in the open air and the
hours underground short; their condition in that respect is equal to that of other children in the
neighbourhood of the mines. The boys are generally well-formed and robust in appearance. There is
no visible difference in the stature of children at any age that work about the mines from those of the
same age in the neighbourhood not so employed. The food is regulated by the means of their parents;
some fare worse than others, but none seem to suffer from want of food. The clothing is regulated in
the same way. In general they are cleanly in appearance. There is no visible difference in the amount
of sickness between children that are employed about mines and children not employed at all, or at
other work in the neighbourhood

___________________

ALLENHEADS LEAD MINES
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No.513 William Crawhall, Esq., Agent for Mr. Beaumont at these mines.
There is principal provision for ventilation in the mines by double drifts, air shafts, and air
machines or throwing in air. The mine is entered chiefly by step-ladders and levels, very rarely by
ropes in the shafts. The veins of ore are vertical and vary from 6 inches to 16 feet in width. They ere
worked at from 10 to 150 fathoms below the surface. Occasional accumulations of carbonic acid gas
are dissipated by double drifts, &c. Every precaution is taken against accidents from any causes.
Copper tools are used for charging with gunpowder in blasting the ore. Within the last 2 years one
man lost his life by an explosion of gun powder while blasting the rock in the mine and three were
seriously wounded. The whole of the children here employed, are engaged in washing ore, with the
exception of two or three attending trap doors in the mine. No females of any age are allowed to work
in any capacity in or about the mines. The children washing ore are rarely below 10 years of age and
the persons working under ground rarely below 18 years of age. Adults generally work 5 days per
week and 6 hours in each day. Boys work from 7 to 7, exclusive of 1 hour and a half for meals.
Corporal punishment is forbidden and never administered. Discharge is the greatest punishment.
There is an excellent school here in which the miner’s children are taught for 1s. 6d. per quarter; there
is also a reading room and lending library. Also a sick fund, containing 240 members, to which the
proprietor of the mines contribute liberally. Each member contributes is. in every 6 weeks, and receives
5s. per week in time of sickness.
No.514. May 8. Thomas Ashman.
Aged 13 next November. Is employed in dressing lead ore. Comes to work at 7 o’clock every
morning (except Saturday, and then comes at 6 o’clock and goes home at 11 o’clock), and goes away
at 7 at night; never stays later than 7. Has been working here 2 summers this is the second. Seldom
works in the winter, unless there is any work. Gets 7d. per day, 6d. (the first summer) per day. His
work agrees with him well. Gets breakfast before he comes, and gets an hour for dinner, from half-past
12 to half-past 1; no time for tea. Reads (fairly), writes his name (badly); goes to a Wesleyan school
often, and to chapel there. Father is dead, was a lead miner. Was 3 days bad this summer and off
work, with a bad cold. Works in the open air always.
No.515 William Rodham.
Aged 9 last January. Dresses ore; gets 7d. a-day. Has been here 2 summers. Works the same
hours and the same way as the preceding witness. Whiles they lick him a with their hands; the other
boys do this, nothing to hurt (and chiefly from boys with quarrels amongst themselves). Can read
(fairly), cannot write his name; goes to the Wesleyans day-school and chapel there. Father is dead, was
a miner. Has one brother ‘washing’ here in lead mines.
No.516 Anthony Johnson.
Aged 16 last March. Has been here working 5 summers; this is the sixth. At first worked the
sieve of refuse, for 2 years; had 6d. a day the first year and 8d. the next. Then worked from 7 to 7,
never later; an hour at 12 o’clock being allowed for meals. Next he went to lead washing and has been
at this ever since. The regular hours are from 7 to 7. There are 7 partnerships at this work and each
partnership has 2 masters and each of partnerships has 7 or more boys under them, washing ore;
starting from 9 or 10 years and continuing to about 15 years of age, or less. In the fore end of the year
stops 20 hours later than usual sometimes. In the back end of the year, about September, 8 always till
midnight in their turns, so that it falls on each boy once or twice a-week, ex some little boys, to stop till
midnight, from 7 a.m. He himself stops twice or so a-week this way some weeks; this depends on the
quantity of work to do. The first summer he employed in this work (about 1838), he may have stopped
till midnight 12 times; the summer perhaps 10 times; the third summer perhaps 12 times.; this summer
has never stopped till midnight. Besides this these lead-washers sometimes stop till 9 or 10 at perhaps
12 times in each summer. The summer begins about April and ends about October. Seldom any work
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after those months, as the frost lays them off. Always when it is (or good) weather has worked in the
winter; perhaps has worked all the winters since he has been here, which is 4 winters. Has worked
perhaps 8 weeks each winter at the washing. Has been on 2 winters at the mines, getting the ore, when
it has been stormy or frosty weather. In winter washing, works from light to dark, from 8 a.m. to 5 or 6
p.m. (Supposing that there may be 2 working days in the summer for washing ore), they may work
perhaps 150 days out of those. This last year, summer and winter together, that is the whole year of
1840, he had 225 shifts at washing (ore, or) bouse, including over-time. Out of this he may have
worked altogether 10 full days of over-time if all the over-time workings were put together. Thinks this
rate and mode of working will be, with some exceptions, about the thing for most lead washing boys.
An hour is allowed for dinner out of each 12 hours, and no more for meals. The boys are generally
well fed. Some families may be in great debt and this may make some difference in the feeding. In
winter boys are generally better clothed. Boys get a fair schooling. No boys go to any night-school.
There is some swearing here, not much. Boys mostly go home to dinner, perhaps more than half of
them, the rest fetch them with them in the morning; the fathers generally bring their own sons for
assisting them in washing. Washing the ore is the hardest or heaviest work for boys here, cleaning it
ready for smelting. It is all in the open air. The metal is heavy to move. It is not all bad for their
health. In wet days they lie off work so that they do not get wet through very much. Never knew any
boys get ill used or beaten sore. There is nothing either in the work or the treatment that is particularly
bad. Would like most to have 10 hour shifts, but would rather keep to the same hours if their wages
were to be any less. When they stop till midnight they are tied to stop while the crushing-mill goes on,
but they get paid more. A day’s wages for witness now is 1s. 3d. and if he stops till midnight is. l0.5d.
altogether, having half a shift for the over-time. If they work 2 hours over-time he gets away 2 hours
earlier on Saturdays, and is not paid for those 2 hours, unless they have a mind to let them run on till
they come to a half shift. The masters they work for and with hire them, agree with the boys what to
pay them, giving them generally 2d. a-day advance every summer. If fathers bring their sons they do
not agree with them in particular for wages. Boys do not save much. Witness gives his earnings to his
parents, and they give him a trifle, as 1s. now and then; lives with his parents; most boys will do thus.
Has never himself been much out of this neighbourhood. Never knew a boy working later than
midnight or all night, except in a very few cases and not more than once or twice a year. Some men in
the mines cannot stand the foul air, or something from the lead in some places. Can read (well), write
his name; goes to the (Wesleyan) Sunday-school and chapel; is a teacher there in the school. Perhaps
above 100 of the boys go to the school. There are few boys about the place but what are employed in
some way here. Has always been pretty well in health. Some boys have been perhaps hardish laid on,
and could not stand the labour. Many have got colds. Has often had the headache himself when he is
wheeling the barrows over stones, and things of that sort.
No.517 John Stevenson.
Aged 13 last April. Has been here 4 summers, at the washing lead ore; has worked every
summer, sometimes till 12 o’clock at night. Thinks, upon long consideration, he may have worked
perhaps 10 times in each summer that way, till 12 at night; perhaps, besides, he may have 4 or 5 times,
in each summer, an hour or two past 7 at night; the work does not hurt him at all. Reads (fairly), writes
his name; goes to (Wesleyan) Sunday-school, and to chapel there; goes to day-school in the winter
when he is not working. Works sometimes in the winter at washing ore, perhaps about 8 weeks each
winter; but never when it is frosty. Father is a mason.
No.518 Thomas Vickars.
Aged 12 last June. Has been here 2 summers washing ore; sometimes has worked till midnight,
perhaps 9 or 10 times since he has been here and perhaps 4 or 5 times besides till 8 or 9 o’clock. Has
been off a few days with a cold. Works in the winter, when it is fresh; about 7 or 8 weeks in the winter.
Father is dead; he wrought in the mines. Can read (very fairly) writes his name; goes to no school at all
now but goes to church every Sunday. Gets thick clothing in winter. Fetches his dinner with him.
No.519 William Haslop.
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Aged 13 next September. This is his third summer here; has been washing ore all the time
Never had beyond his time, 7 o’clock at night. Was off a week with a cold. Father is dead was a
miner. Can read (very fairly), writes his name; goes to Sunday-school and chapel (church) every
Sunday; goes to a day-school in winter when not working. Has a brother here, about 16, washing.
No.520 John Bowman.
Aged 13 last January. This is his second summer, washing ore. Never worked over-time at all.
Goes home to dinner, and likes his work very well; gets plenty to eat, as most of the boys do. Can read
(fairly), writes his name; goes to (Alston) Sunday-school and to chapel; goes to a day-school in winter
there when not at work. Father is a washer, and he works with him; gives his money to his father.
No 521 John Dargue.
Aged 16 last 2d February. Has been here 5 years washing. Works till midnight sometimes in
the summer; the first summer he may have worked 10 times, till midnight; the second 12 times; and the
same the third and fourth summers; the fifth summer worked once till 12 p.m., and not once this
summer yet; works so late to get the grinding done. If he bad lint worked they could not have got their
work finished by the pay time. It would not have been know it how much ore was done if it hall not all
been crushed and washed. A good few times he has worked an hour or two later than 7 o’clock, whiles
thrice a week, whiles not at all whiles they have come at midnight, 9 or 10 times, to get the grinding
done; came then after he had worked all the day before; a good few washing-boys have come at the
same time. It is not a common thing and only now and then, when there is much work to do. Whiles
has been off work, from sickness, but not from the work. Would much like to give over at 6 o’clock at
night and have the same wages. Gets 1 day or so at Christmas, 1 at Good Friday, and holidays; no half
holidays. Works perhaps 4 or 5 weeks in each winter at washing. Does not go to school in the winter,
and but few boys do, they stop at home playing; went to a night-school for 3 weeks, once since be has
been at work and but few boys go. Can read (very fairly), writes his name; goes to Sunday-school, and
to church. Father is in the mines; has 1 brother, 11 years old, washing here. There is some swearing
here amongst the boys and men.
No.522 Matthew Charlton.
Aged 17 next December. Has been here 7 summers, washing and dressing all the time. At the
back end of the year, about Martinmas, the boys are generally on by turns, washing till 12 at night.
This last summer was perhaps on 6 times, at the back end, till 12 at night. About 8 times will be the
general number of times that boys are washing till midnight each summer. At the grinding at present
there are some boys that come at 4 a.m. and stop till 3 at night, perhaps once a week for each boy and
about S or 9 times in a summer. (fairly), writes his name; goes to Sunday-school (Wesleyan), and
teaches there; goes to chapel afterwards.
No.523 Cowing Milburn.
Aged 17 next September. This is the sixth year of being here; has been employed about
washing the lead ore all the time. The first summer he stopped an hour or two over-time now and then;
the second summer he stopped till midnight, may be a dozen times till 12 at night from 7 a.m. At those
times he got an hour to dinner, on the spot and got his supper, on spot, during half an hour, from 7 to
half-past 7 at night; did not rest at all besides, was working all the time. Came to work always the next
day at 7 a.m.; whiles it hurt him by making him tired. The following summers he worked till midnight
about a dozen times each summer. Several times in each summer he worked till 8 or 9 at night. Reads
(imperfectly), writes his name; goes to no school now but whiles to meeting on Sundays. Was 3 years
at day-school before he came to work here; can cipher a little.
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No.524 Robert Archer.
Aged 17 (does not know.) Has been here 7 summers in the dressing of ore. Has worked till
midnight many times every summer; 10 or 12 times perhaps. Never works till midnight unless at the
grinding-mill; works because there is a good deal of water then, and over at other times. The waterwheel makes the work so long. It is always in the back the summer mostly; not much in the fore end.
Whiles is on till 8 o’clock or so, when not at the grinding and gets it allowed for by going away earlier
on Saturday. The hurts some young ones; their health is good in general. Whiles has been off work
from bad head and such like, not from the work he thinks. Cannot read at all, cannot write at was never
at school more than a quarter; goes to no school at all now, but sometimes goes to church and meeting.
No.525 William C. Arnison, Esq., Surgeon, at Allendale Town.
Allendale Town, May 5th., 1841.
IN the washing of lead ore, there are employed in this district, upon an average somewhere about 230 boys, from 8 to 18
years of age; they generally commence at from 8 to 10 and continue up to 18. The hours of employment are from 7 in
the morning to 7 in the evening, an hour being allowed for dinner except on Saturday, when they begin work about 4 and
leave off at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, having finished for the week.
Wages for the first year, 6d. per diem, with an increase of 2d. per diem per annum, when they are sharp active lads and if
they work any over-time, they are allowed wages in the same proportion. They get what is called lent cash, or
subsistence money, say from 10s to 25s. every 4 weeks and have their wages paid up in full once a year. As the washing
of lead ore is conducted entirely in the open air and, for the most part, in the summer season, I don’t consider that it
affects the health of those employed in the least degree; in fact, a healthier or stouter set of boys is not to be found in any
agricultural district and as to disease, they are not subject to any, but such as are common to children of the same age in
the district and who have never been at the employment. The same remarks apply equally to the rate of mortality and
transmission of diseases. Accidents amongst the washer-boys are extremely rare, only 4, of any importance having
occurred for upwards of 30 years and these from carelessness on the part of the boys viz., too near the machinery, but in
fact 2 of those boys had no business there at all, not being employed in superintending the machinery (a crushing-mill),
1 only was fatal, both the lower extremities being taken off; the others recovered without being seriously lamed.
Particular attention is paid to the morals and education of the boys, as they have good schools nearly gratuitous, of which
advantage is generally taken by the younger ones in winter when some of the stronger boys are taken by their parents
into the lead mines.
Allendale Town, May 29th. 1841.
HAVING previously given you a report of the boys employed in the washing of lead ore, with a few remarks respecting
the effect produced by their employment upon the mortality and transmission of disease, I shall now proceed to make a
few short observations on the lead mines and miners themselves. I am informed there are about 806 workmen employed
in the mines of this district, comprising East and West Allendale, besides from 30 to 40 boys, from 15 to 18 years of
age, who drive waggons and work air machines. Some parts of the mines are occasionally troubled with choke-damp or
carbonic acid gas, upon any sudden change in the state of the atmosphere and which compels the men to leave off work
for a time. One of the mines in Westallen is also subject to inflammable or carburetted-hydrogen gas but that in such
small quantities and so much diluted with atmospheric air that an explosion has scarcely ever been known to occur; in
fact, I am not aware that a single serious accident has occurred in any of the mines from either of these causes, indeed,
accidents, from any cause, are extremely rare; but when they do unfortunately occur the coroner is always made acquainted
but it is very seldom that he troubles himself to hold an inquest. The only disease, to which lead ore miners are more
especially subject, is what is provincially called ‘being broken winded,’ or chronic asthma, or chronic bronchitis and
which generally terminates in phthisis pulmonalis; this, I consider, is produced more from working in an atmosphere
vitiated by having been too often respired, than by any emanations from the workings. I have been so fortunate as to get
access to a register of the deaths which have occurred amongst the lead ore miners in the Allenheads Lead Mines for the
last 28 years, amounting to 212 in number, whose average age is 5l.5 years, and as this refers to those only who have
worked in the mines, I feel great pleasure in being enabled to give you a copy of it below. Having now, I hope, made
you a satisfactory return, I beg to say that you are at liberty to make what use you think proper of it.
(Signed) WILLIAM C. ARNISON.
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A LIST of DEATHS of the Miners at Allenheads in each 10 Years, commencing 1st January,
1813, and ending 11th April, 1841.

From the register of deaths at Allenheads, I had myself enumerated the deaths of 177 males and
141 females, from the age of 10 years and upwards, during the preceding 10 years. It appeared that the
average term of life was 48 years and 5 months for the males) and 53 years and 1 month for the
females.
No.526 W.L. Pattinson, Esq., formerly a Lead Mining Agent, has prepared the following
account relative to the Lead Mines in Alstone Moor:The mining district of Alstone Moor, situated at the south-eastern extremity of the county of Cumberland, comprises the
whole of the parish of Alstone; but by far the most extensive and productive mines are situated in the vale of the small
river Trent, which, after a course of 5 miles, joins the Lyne near the town of Alstone. In the vale of the Lyne, from
Alstone to Lynehead, a distance of 8 miles, are, however, numerous mines; and trials for mines and workings, which
yield occasionally lead ore, occur all over the parish. This mining district belongs principally to the Honourable the
Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital, who, as lords of the manor, let the mining ground on leases to various
companies of private individuals, or adventurers, by whom the mining operations are entirely carried on. The principal of
these companies are, ‘The London Lead Company,’ who at present produce one half of the ore raised in the manor. The
‘Hudgill Burn Company,’ a few years ago, raised large quantities of ore but their principal mine, Hudgill Burn, is now
considered to be nearly exhausted. Other companies are, the Dowgang Company, the Brownley Hill Company, the
Grasafield Company, the Blagill Company, the Roderrup Fell Company, &c., but with the exception of the London
Company, all the mining companies are formed principally of individuals either residing in the district, or more or less
connected with it in some way or other.
The population of the parish of Alstone, in 1831 when the last census was taken, was 6,858; but it is probably less
now, as the mines have been generally poorer for some years, and large numbers of the mining population have removed
to other districts. A part of this population is of course, employed in the trade and agriculture of the district, but the
principal part is dependant upon the mines. It is very general for the miner to rent a few acres of land, and thus combine
the two occupations.
The mining operations may be divided into two, viz., workings under ground and workings above ground.
The workings under ground are almost entirely carried on by adults, who work from 8 to 10 hours per day, and 5 or 6
days per week. They have thus a considerable portion of spare time which is most advantageously employed upon the
small farm held in many cases, and renders most obvious the desirableness of, in all cases where possible, providing the
miner with a few acres of land.
Boys are, however, employed under ground as waggon drivers, but they are generally at least 12 years of age when sent to
this work, and their day’s work, or shift, is never more than 6 or 8 hours. Boys are sometimes employed to turn air
machines, or fanners but this is only m extraordinary cases and then the duration of their shift is not more than from 8 to
10 hours and they seldom work more than 5 or 6 shifts per week. A father, who may have singly what is called a
bargain to raise ore, may sometimes take 1 or 2 of his sons to assist him, but the duration of the day’s work or shift
never exceeds the time mentioned. In general it may be stated, that boys are never employed under ground in a way at all
approaching to cruelty throughout this district.
The workings above ground consist principally in washing the ore, in which operation boys and young men are largely
employed. The former are frequently put to this work at 10 years of age, earning 5d. or 6d. per day. Their work is of
course very light, as stirring what, is called a buddle with a light shovel, or picking out pieces of pure ore from the
mixture of ore and stone brought out of the mine. Their hours of labour are in summer from 6 a.m., to 6 p.m., with an
intermission of an hour for dinner and 1, or, in some cases, 2 other intervals of half an hour each during the day, and they
work thus 6 days per week, excepting that on the Saturday they leave work in some cases at 4 p.m. and in other cases at
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noon, as the custom may be at different mines. As the boys get older they are put to heavier work, but seldom or never
to what is too much for them. They generally exhibit the appearance of robust health and are usually very merry and
happy. As the washing floors are uncovered, they are however exposed to the weather and when it is bad and cold they
suffer severe hardships from this but the washing is never carried forward in winter. It generally commences about the
middle of April and is discontinued about the end of November, varying a little as the mine is situated on high or low
ground, or the season is mild or severe. There is always an interval of a few months every year, during which the boys
are unemployed, and at this time they are generally sent to school. They are also in general sent to school at an early age
before beginning to work and the rudiments of education then received are improved, year after, during the interval of
washing and thus the mining lads acquire here a better education the children of most other working classes in the
kingdom.
There are in the district the following schools, at all of which, I believe, boys and girls received indiscriminately:- At
Nenthead, a school established by the London Ladd Company and maintained by them with a subscription from the
Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital of £10 per annum; the scholars, however, paying a small sum per quarter. At
Nentsbury a school endowed by the Hudgill Burn Company with £200, the interest of which £10 per annum from
Greenwich Hospital, is paid to the master, the scholars also paying a small sum per quarter. The proprietors of some
other mines, I believe, subscribe to this school. At Alstone are a grammar school endowed with £30 per annum, and a
Lancasterian school to which the Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital subscribe £20 per annum remainder the
remainder being made up by subscription of the mining proprietors generally and of connected with the parish. At
Leadgate, Garrigill, and Lynehead, are day-schools, to each of which the Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital subscribe
£10 per annum. and they also subscribe £10 per annum to a small dame school at Nentsbury. There are at Alstone,
Nenthead and Garrigill, dame schools, but I am not in possession of particulars, respecting them. In the census of 1821
the population of the parish of Alstone was 5,699, of which were from 5 to 10 years of age, 412 male, 416 female and
from 10 to 15, 437 331 female. Total from 5 to l0, 828 and total from 10 to 15, 768.
At this time the number from 5 to 10, or from 10 to 15, may be taken at 900, and the schools I have enumerated can
accommodate all the population of the district between these ages, or any other, embracing a period of 5 years, as from 7
to 12 or 8 to 13. It may therefore, be concluded, that the wants of the population of this district, as to the means of
education, as far as the provision of schools extends, are very fairly supplied and schools are well attended, particularly
during the winter months when washing is suspended it is collateral proof that juvenile education here is pretty
satisfactorily accomplished.
The witness having resided out of the district for some time, cannot give details so as he would wish.
(Signed) W. L. PATTINSON.
Bensham Grove, Gateshead, 5th June, 1841.

IRON WORKS.
No.527.
The evidence obtained from three extensive iron works in the district was not deemed necessary
to exhibit, inasmuch as it was merely of a negative character. These works are the locomotive engine
manufactories of Messrs. Robert Stephenson and Co., (employing 396 adults, 67 young persons, and 3
children) and those of Messrs. Hawthorn, (employing 376 adults and 64 young persons) and the
general iron-works of Messrs. Crowley and Co. at Swallwell and the vicinity (employing 395 adults,
145 young persons, and 23 children). In the two first and indeed in similar departments of other
general works, the young persons are a grade higher than the ordinary youths in iron works and the
amount of elementary knowledge possessed by them is correspondingly greater, for in both these
works it was found that nearly the whole of the young persons could in some manner A and write
their names. The chief objection to which these manufactories are liable arises from the alleged
necessity for the same set of young persons continuously to labour, (in the words of a manager),
‘occasionally for 18 hours, from 6 in the morning until 12 at night, when pressed for time,’ and
sometimes for one day and night consecutively,’ 24 hours the first day and night and 12 hours
afterwards.’
No.528.
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At Messrs. Crowley and Cos. works at Swallwell, no evidence (See Nos.609-611) of a decided
character relative to the effects of the labour upon the physical condition of the boys could be obtained.
It would seem however, in conjunction with much of the service of iron works in general, to be, if
exercised within certain limits, conducive to muscular development and the preservation of health. The
business is carried on, as usual, daily for 12 hours, inclusive of one hour and a-half for meals and at the
rolling mills and forges, daily and nightly for 12 hours, by alternate sets of work people. A large
proportion of the youths were engaged in long rows of open smith’s shops, in the production of chains
and iron hardware as at Winlaton (See No.604 to 608).
As for their moral condition, the ignorance of the boys was deplorable and instances of total
inability to read or write were lamentably frequent. Local bywords have in fact long distinguished the
place for ignorance and although some recent efforts have produced a partial amelioration in the
neighbourhood, yet the lads in the works have either scarcely participated in these benefits, or were at a
previous period in a condition not very far remote from heathenism.
In all iron-works the youngest and the worst conditioned boys were found to be those
employed in carrying scraps from collections of old iron and piling then for the furnaces. (See
Nos.590, 536, 537, 538, 586, and 587.) The children of the most poor and distressed parents, they were
generally ill-clothed, ill-fed, ill-treated, and ill-taught.

HAWKS, STANLEY, AND Co.’s IRON WORKS, GATESHEAD.
On occasionally visiting the small Sunday-school in connection with these works, I found the
attendance of girls more numerous than that of boys and very few boys present who were engaged at
the works. But some of these go to other Sunday-schools, as Bethesda Methodist School in the
neighbourhood.
No.529 Alexander Eltringham.
Aged 12 years. Has worked from 9 years old in these works. Carries iron to the furnace, which
is the usual work of children there; some of them 8 years old; does not think it too hard work; works
from 6 in the morning to 6 at night, in summer, out of which he gets half an hour for breakfast and 1
hour for dinner. In winter works from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. and gets a quarter of an hour for breakfast and
half an hour at dinner; goes home to meals near the works. Gets for holidays 2 days at Christmas and
half a day each at Easter and Whitsuntide and finishes work at 4 on Saturdays. Gets good food, meat,
potatoes, pies, and dumplings. Gets 4s. per week, which he gives to his father. Hopes, like the other
boys, when 14 years old, to be bound apprentice to Mr. Hawks as a chain-maker, or some other such
trade and then will get 6s. per week and overtime additional.
Is always pretty well in health. He only goes to school on Sundays. Father teaches him
reading and spelling at nights. (He reads, not very well.) Cannot write; thinks his father cannot. He
reads the New Testament in Sunday-school. Knows there is a God who made him Has always been at
Sunday-schools since he recollects.
No.530 Thomas Coats.
Aged 17. Straightens the various sorts of iron as they come from the rolling-mills, the plates
bars, flats, &c. Gets 7s. 6d. per week; has been here only 5 months; worked before at Cookson’s
glass-works, Forth Bank, which place he thinks much worse in morals than this. Here the boys swear a
vast. Knows some of there from 12 to 17 or 18 years old who go public houses; one in particular, who
makes a good deal of money, drinks very sore; he thinks this would not happen so much if there were
other places to go to of a night. Thinks very few of the boys go to any kind of Sunday-school, and
fewer still to any church or chapel. As to himself, he is not overworked, is well in health and has no
complaints to make. Reads well; writes imperfectly; regularly attends Methodist chapel; but not a night
or Sunday-school now. Is comparatively well informed on religious subjects.
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No.531 Peter Bamborough.
Aged 15. Works at a lathe in the fitting up shop, at odd jobs; gets no wages it being his first
year; afterwards expects 2s. a-week and upwards. Lives with his parents. Comes to work at 6 a.m.;
goes away at 6 p.m.; never works overtime. Goes home to meals at 9, 1, and 6 o’clock; has coffee,
meat; as much as he wants and clothing as much as serves him, but not o’ermuch. Is not overworked
and is always well in health. Cannot read or write well; was once a scholar, but has forgotten his
learning. Goes to Sunday-school (Methodist) often but knows very little of what he is there taught.
No.532 Mark Watson.
Aged 13. Works in the foundry making cores for the moulders; works 12 hours, not over-time;
gets 3s. a-week. Goes home to meals. Father is dead; gives mother his money. Gets what food and
clothing he wants. Health good; makes no complaints. Reads and writes imperfectly. Goes sometimes
to night-school; often to Hawks’s Sunday-school; knows God made him.
No.533 John Wilson.
Aged 12. Picks out scraps of old iron; gets 4s. a-week; works 12 hours. Lives with his
parents; gives them the money and is healthy and pretty comfortable. Spells, reads, writes imperfectly;
does not go to night-school, for that would cost 6d. a-week and he can’t afford that. Goes to St.
Edmund’s Sunday-schools; knows that God made him.
No.534 James Moore.
12 years old. Has been here 8 months; worked previously at a pottery, and at bank of a pit; is a
scrap-boy; gets 3s. a-week; agrees with the preceding witness. In summer be go every night when he is
cleaned to night-school, but being l.5 miles away he cannot go winter nights. Reads and writes
imperfectly. Goes to the Sunday-school at a Scotch chapel. Has been some years at schools off and
on. Is acquainted with the general questions of the Catechism; answers them but not at all readily.
There is much swearing, petty stealing fighting and some drinking amongst the boys in the works; there
was a fight a few days ago but no hurt done; the boys throw stones, and spit upon one another.
No.535. John Dwyer.
Ten years old. Is the same as preceding. Has been 2 months at night-school altogether; cannot
read, write, or spell. He goes often to the Methodist Sunday-school.
No.536 April 22. John Atkinson.
Aged 11. Carries old iron. Comes to work at 6 o’clock; goes away at 6 at night.
No.537 Edward Brian.
Aged 11. Carries old iron; works the same hours.
These two witnesses are paid by the day, getting 6d. a-day; sometimes but very seldom they
work overtime. Have been here, one 2 years, and the other a year and a-half. Since the have been here
they have not been working more than 2 or 3 times overtime, or perhaps at most 4 or 5 times; once till 7
o’clock and another time till 8; but mostly till 7 o’clock p.m. They got paid the same for 2 hours
overtime as for 1, viz. 1d.; never got more than 1d. for working overtime at all. Their meals are brought
to them by their mothers; breakfast at 9 o’clock, dinner at 1 o’clock; they are allowed to stop half an
hour for breakfast and 1 hour for dinner; dinner is mutton, boiled and potatoes and bread; as much as
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they can eat; would never want any more; dinner is from 1 to 2 o’clock; get tea when they go home at 6
o’clock, or it is sent down if they stay overtime. Have worked night work on some occasions, perhaps
6 or 7 times since they have been here; then they come at 6 o’clock p.m., and go home at 6 o’clock in
the morning, or whenever the men are done; 5 o’clock sometimes; are paid 6d. a night. If they work at
the furnaces the men at the furnaces pay them 1s. a-day, or 1s a-night; are paid the same wages,
working day or night, no more for the night than for the day. The men ask them to work at the furnaces
at night when they are required; or if they went to work at the saws at night they would be asked by the
foreman (Sanderson). They like working at night very well but would sooner work in the day. Feel
sleepy at night when working the first night but not after that. When working at the furnaces, they pull
up the doors of the furnace by taking hold of a long chain handle; that tries their arms a good deal.
Sometimes their heads ache in the night work.
Brian has worked once, about 3 weeks ago, the day after the night. He came to work one day at
6 o’clock in the morning and worked till 1 o’clock in the day; then went home and got his dinner and
came at 6 o’clock at night; then went home at 6 o’clock in the morning and came back to work at 7
o’clock, having got his breakfast during that hour, then went home at 4 o’clock in the afternoon; that
was a Saturday afternoon and he came to work again at 6 o’clock on Monday morning as usual. Felt
very drowsy and sleepy on the Sunday. Sanderson asked him to stop on this occasion. Was working
at the saws principally during this extra work, sawing red-hot iron bolts.
John Atkinson has worked in this way about 7 times; the last time he worked so was about 4 or
5 weeks ago. He came one day at 6 o’clock a.m. and worked on without going home till 6 o’clock the
next morning; had about 3 hours rest during the 24 hours. Was sitting down by the fire during those 3
hours eating his victuals that were brought to him by his brother, his tea at 6 o’clock and his supper at 8
o’clock p.m. Nothing was brought to him between o’clock at night and the time he left, 6 o’clock in
the morning; but he had some meet and bread by him that he took about 2 o’clock in the morning;
when he went home at 6 in the morning he got his breakfast and stopped at home for the day. Came to
work at 6 o’clock the next night and went home at 6 o’clock the next morning; came to work again at 6
the next" night; he worked 4 nights following in this way. They wanted some tram plates and other
things; he got 6d. a night for this work, was working at the saws. This night work did not make him
sick, only sleepy for the first 2 nights. Knows some boys who work now and the. in this night work.
Generally, in working night work, he was weighing on the handle of the (circular) saws, to pull the bolt
to the saws; this never strains him. In day work, which is his common work, he carries iron throughout
the day to the benches for the women to pile up for the ball furnaces; gets 6d. a day at this. Carries it
on his head in pans ; not very heavy; has only to carry it a few yards. Yesterday he was off half a day,
because his head worked from carrying so much upon his head. Knows some of the boys who are
troubled with the head working in this way. Is standing all day; never sits down much unless they are
getting their meat. Nobody beats him at any time. Cannot read nor write; goes to night school at
Oakwellgate every night from 7 o’clock till half past eight o’clock; reads there in the spelling-book; has
been there 4 or 5 weeks; pays 6d. a-week; learns writing also, nothing else but many of the boys go to a
Sunday-school regularly, Mr. Hodgin’s school at Gateshead. E. Brian cannot read or write; has been
at school a week at nights and a week or two at Mr. Hodgin’s Sunday-school. E. Brian was off work
on Monday; was bad all the Sunday and Monday with the headache; thinks it was from carrying heavy
loads; the loads are sometimes too heavy, they are not always the same. Has got to keep 2 women
always going; carries the iron in pans, big square pans, light pans made of thin sheet iron.
No.538 Thomas Pearson, aged 12, John Murray, aged 14, John Dwyer, aged 11, all pile and
carry scrap iron.
All get 6d. a-day each, working from 6 in the morning till 6 at night. Pearson once worked
from the Tuesday morning till the Thursday night, without going home, having an hour’s rest in the
day, having time for eating his meals besides that hour; he had about an hour in the nights for resting
from l2 to 1 and in that hour he ate what he had, or brought to him at 8 o’clock; his legs were very tired
then felt very drowsy and sleepy; went to work again as usual on the Friday morning; worked those
nights at the saws, pulling the handles to saw the bolts; his arms did not ache but his legs did; was
standing and walking about the most part of the time; did not fall asleep. Has been here about 3 years
and a half; never worked more than that once so long; never has worked night-work but that time; never
feels bad in the day time from his ordinary work; the weights are not too heavy for him. All stand
during the day mostly, and feel their legs weak a little at night, but not very much. Have never been laid
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off work by anything; never have the doctor to them; never feel sick; they have nothing to complain of
so much as the weight on the heads. One (Pearson) only can read and write. None go to night school
now; all go to Sunday-schools.
No.539 April 25. Anthony Charlton.
Aged 15. Is a millwright, makes patterns for the foundry; works generally from 6 in the
morning till 6 at night; sometimes works till 8 o’clock p.m.; did this last year about 3 nights; other
years perhaps much oftener; has once worked till 9 o’clock p.m. and once till 10 o’clock p.m., at
different jobs, as putting cogs in wheels and attending to engines. Resides close to the works with his
parents; comes home to breakfast at 9, and stops till half-past 9; comes home from 1 to 2 o’clock for
dinner. Is bound an apprentice; worked a month or 2 before he was bound. Is allowed 3s. a week for
the first year, which others are not allowed; in general they get nothing for the first year. Can read and
write (pretty well). Goes to no school now of any kind; but was at school almost always from 5 to 14
years of age. (The father of this witness observes that some boys come on Sundays, only 1 or 2, for a
short time to make ready for the night shift.)
No 540 James Moseley.
Aged 14. Is a nail-maker; works with his father, who draws his wages, the amount of which he
does not know. Has been here about 4 years. Comes at 6 o’clock in mornings, and goes away
generally at 4 o’clock p.m.; sometimes at 6 o’clock but never later than that, although his father
sometimes stays later Is well treated by all, never too hard worked; is never very tired. Other boys,
making nails, come and go about the same time. Can read and write. Goes to (Bethesda) Sundayschool; does not attend any night school now, but did last winter. Has 2 brothers, 1 a pipe-maker.
No.541 Henry Brennan.
Aged 16. Is a puddler, gets 12s. a-week. Has been here 4 or 5 years. Has been a puddler 16
months. Comes at 4 o’clock a.m., and generally goes away at 4 p.m. May be kept till 5 o'clock 3 or 4
times a-week. Works in general 6 heats, never more, in a day; sometimes 5 heats. His master (the
puddler) pays him always the same, 2s. a-day, for 6 days in a week. Every other week he works in the
night shift from 5 o’clock p.m. till 5 0’clock a.m., or thereabouts, generally working 6 heats. If
anything stops the engine he has to stay later, perhaps till 6 o’clock in the morning. To night will work
a shift and a half; that is from 12 o’clock to night till 5 tomorrow evening, without going home; will
bring some victuals with him, and others will be sent to him; he works this shift and a half every
fortnight once. Is never sick or ill, has excellent health; never lost a day by sickness; never very tired.
Cannot read much, can write his name; goes to no school at any time.
No.542 William Clark.
Is a watchman at these works. Once tried to work in the forge-mill, but not being brought up to
it, could not stand the heat; stood it for 18 months, and got a little more accustomed to it. At first the
heat made him sickish, and he could eat very little. When standing near the hot iron he had his trousers
and shirt sleeves burnt partly off. Has a son, John Clark, more than 15 years of age, who works here at
‘catching’ in the rolling mills and at puddling. This son has been here 1 or 5 years, and generally
works from 6 to 6 in the day shift, and every other week in the night shift; generally gets 5d. for every
ton he ‘catches’ at the rolls About 8 weeks ago another catcher was bad, and he was sent for suddenly
to come to work before his time and he worked on that occasion 2 and a half shifts without leaving the
works at catching and puddling. The foreman sent to ask him, and he must either have done it or gone
from the works, as he would not perhaps have been kept on if he refused. Witness told him never to
do it again as he was not a strong lad, and was hardly able to stir after he left work on that occasion. If
he had not done it perhaps they could not have found another boy and may be the people and lads
besides would have been kept idle. Some lads must come for a short time on Sundays to prepare the
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furnaces, or else the works must be idle on Monday.
No.543. Elias Potter.
Aged 19 in December next. Is a puddler. Hired by a master puddler, who pays him 14s. aweek. He works generally from 5 or 6 o’clock a.m., till 4 or 5 o’clock p.m. Has worked sometimes 24
hours following Has been here 9 months. Was a mason before. Thinks he has worked 2 shifts
following 5 or 6 times. A lad was perhaps ill, and he must work for him could not get off; must do it.
Felt tired then. After stopping 12 hours, went on again as usual. Such a cause for double shift work
might happen, perhaps, a dozen times in a year. But now they are getting into a way of making lads
only work a shift and half in case of accidents. The joiners and engine shop men frequently work on
Sundays on a London steam-boat or anything wanted like that in a great hurry. Masons come almost
regularly on a Saturday night to repair furnaces. They come at 12 o’clock at night and work on
according to the work required. The heat does not agree with him; it makes him rather sick, so that
often he cannot eat.
No.544 Joseph Penman.
Aged 10. Works at boilers at Hawks’s iron-works. Works for a master, Robert Turnbull, by
the piece. Master pays him 5s. 6d. a-week. Has tried 4 or 5 masters. Not now been working for 3
weeks. Works from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Goes home from 9 to half past for breakfast, and for dinner from
1 to 2. Lives near the works. If the boys live a way off, which most do, their meals are brought to them,
and they eat them on the premises. Father is a cinder (coke) burner. His (witness’s) chief work is to
beat the rivets for the boilers. Works in a shed, open at one end. Is not too hard worked or
uncomfortable. 6 weeks ago got his thumb, toe and wrist jammed, all in one week. Is sometimes very
tires. Many boys get a ‘piece burn’ now and then. All the boys, nearly,, swear and all the men and lads
swear but witness. The older men and boys sometimes get drunk. Can read fairly and write a little.
Goes to a Methodist Sunday-school at Gateshead (where I met him) very often.
No.545 May 20. William Hutchinson.
Aged about 15 and some months. Has been here about 2 years, working at the rolling mill
engine chiefly. Worked irregularly at that. Generally he worked there minding the engine, easing her
and setting her away, from 12 mid-day till 12 at night. Began the work at 12 on Sunday night, and
sometimes worked all day on Sunday. when any accident happened to the engine. Thinks that he has
worked 30 or 40 Sundays, either for half a day or all day mostly all day, and was employed on Sundays
in helping the engine-men, cleaning the boilers and cisterns; sometimes lighting their own fires for
raising steam in the mornings, when furnaces were not on. Some men and he were employed always
on Sundays to get the up for the rolling mill engine. This engine used to start about 1 or 2 a.m. on the
Monday morning, but now starts about 4 or 6 a.m. on Monday mornings. Used to start about 12
o’clock on Sunday nights or the week, giving over at 12 o’clock next day. Started again at 12 every
night, and gave over at 12 next day for that week. The next week he would change and start at 12
o’clock mid-day on Monday, and left off on Monday night at 12 o’clock. again at 12 next day and
stopped till 12 at night. On Saturdays would give over at 4 or sometimes 6 or 7 at night, staying there
late very often to clean the engine after she was done. He changed week and week about in this way all
the time. Does not know of any boy here working in this way, and thinks that the engine-man generally
does these jobs now himself. Used to get 3s. a-week for this work. Used to work overtime sometimes.
The Sunday work was overtime. Started one night, a Friday night, at 12 o’clock, and did not go home 5
o’clock on Sunday morning. This was about a year ago, and was because the engine broke down, and
he was forced to stop to help the engine-men, there being a vast of small places about the engine to go
into where they could not get in. Was the servant of the proprietor, Mr. Hawks, and was paid by him,
and gave his wages to his mother. His father works at the smith’s shop here. He had always a half
penny per hour for over-time; never. more. A whole day’s work on Sunday was reckoned equal to a
day and a half’s work, and got 9d., therefore, for that. Had no particular time allowed for getting
victuals, and his dinner was sent him by his mother in the day-time, and he brought the rest of his meal
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with him. In the night week he brought all his victuals with him. Was not very well fed, his mother
being poor, and having two brothers and sisters, being altogether 6 children. Neither of the brothers
was or is old enough to work. Used now and then to feel the head-ache from the long hours, and often
sleepy at night. Used sometimes to fall asleep at night, and when he was so the engine man used to do
his work. But very seldom slept in that way, and could not do it. The work at that time was not very
easy of very hard. It was sometimes very hot, from the steam, when the engine had no water, or very
little water.
Is now thinking of serving his time to be a fitter and turner; it was not a trade to mind the
engine. Now works from 6 to 6 generally, and gets an hour and a half for breakfast and dinner
Sometimes he works till 8 p.m. when there is plenty of work in the shop. All the boys there work
mostly till that time when things are in a hurry. Gets now 3s. a-week for regular time, and 0.5d an hour
for overtime. Is not bound yet. Sometimes they work later; till 10 o’clock p.m. once or twice in the six
or seven months that he has been in this part of the works, and once he worked till 12 o’clock at night.
Likes this work better than the minding the engine, &c. Never was beaten but once, slightly. Thinks
the most slavish work is the rolling mill for boys. Can read imperfectly. Writes his name. Goes to
Sunday school sometimes, and to chapel. Never was at day-school, except for about a year, before he
came to work here.
No.546 John Stobbart.
Aged 14 this day Has been here 3 years minding the engine, cleaning the furnaces, and going
into the boiler holes to clean them (through the manhole). Generally works from 6 to 6, getting 1s. aday for that and works his dinner and breakfast hour, and gets his victuals at any time he has - any odd
time; brings them with him. The engine men do the same. They are forced to be always attending the
engine, because she goes wrong very often; perhaps once every fortnight. Has always worked his
dinner and breakfast hour. Perhaps about once a fortnight he works till 8 o’clock at night. When the
engine goes wrong, he has to stop till it gets righted. About 7 or 8 times in the 3 years he may have
stopped from 6 one morning till the next for that purpose. Can read (imperfectly). Writes his name.
Goes to Sunday school and chapel pretty regularly. Goes to night school in winter.
___________________

ABBOT’S (GENERAL) IRON WORKS, GATESHEAD.
February 23. - A strike of the men in the chain-making department, commencing in September last, had
reduced that rather extensive department of this manufactory to a state of idleness.
No.547 John Lindsay, aged 17, and William Burdis, aged 17.
Are both chain-makers. They work by the piece, but are not always employed, having generally
some weeks and sometimes months, of idle time. When they are at work they can make if working
hard, perhaps as much as 20s. a-week. They are paid according to the size of the chain. For one of
which the links are five-eighths of an inch thick, they get about 3s. 10d. per cwt. of chain made. They
consider it slavish work, but it does not affect their health. Lindsay got schooling before he came; does
not get any learning now but what he learns himself. Does not go to any Sunday school now. He can
read, spell, write and cipher a little. Generally works like all the rest from 6 in the morning to 6 at night,
or perhaps 5 o’clock.
No.548 Joseph Blackhurn.
12 years old. He works from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. mostly. ‘Strikes’ for his brother-in-law, who
puts the chain link from the fire on the anvil and turns it while he strikes. Gets 5s. per week gives it all
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to his mother, with whom he lives. Came to work at 11 years and a half old Can read a little but cannot
write.
No.549 Michael Brown.
15 years old (very small of his age). Is only a learner, and gets 5s. a-week at the same work.
No.550 Alexander Baxter.
14 years old. (An intelligent boy and healthy.) Is not long come to work, not so long as most
but he gets 7s. per week at striking. Strikes at five-eighths of an inch thick, and eleven sixteenths chain.
His companion to whom he strikes is 18. Comes to work at 6 in the morning. Breakfasts at 8 o'clock
to half-past on the premises, on what he brings with him. Takes dinner (meat and potatoes) at from 12
to 1 at home. Takes a rest of 20 minutes about 4 o’clock, and leaves about 6, or before. Gets tea at
home. Works always in the chain shop (a long building like a smithy, with open door and window
places). Always pretty well in health. Washes when he goes home. Has no father. Lives with his
mother, to whom he gives all his wages. Was at day-school before he came. Will go to a night school
soon, when one is ready, at the side of his mother’s. Those now open are so dear; they charge 8d. or
6d. a-week when they teach reading and writing, and that. Goes to Sunday school. Never works
overtime. He reads well. (This witness, I was informed, was above the general average of intelligence,
his widowed mother having taken great pains with him.) Two persons are engaged on each chain. One,
an older person, 18 or 20, prepares the piece of iron cut off from a long rod, puts it in the fire, and
thence on the shaping anvil, where the ‘striker’ hammers it into shape. It is then re-heated and put on
the anvil, where the striker welds it and strikes the flappers that are put over it to round it; a cog (or
small piece of cast iron) is then put in the middle of the link, to which it is hammered, to prevent the link
from drawing together.
No.551 Thomas Stearman.
Aged 14. Spells and reads (well). Writes (tolerably). Goes to Methodist chapel. Seldom goes
to night school. Knows that God made him. Does not know anything more of what he learns at
Sunday school.
No.552 John Clarke.
Aged 12. Writes, reads, and spells, a little of each. Goes seldom to night-school; frequently to
Sunday-school, where he reads the Bible. Knows that God made him. Is always well in health.
No.553 Joseph Renwick.
Is 12 years and 10 months old. Says he earns 8s. a-week. (On inquiry, I am informed, I does
not earn 6s.) Used formerly to go to night-school sometimes, but cannot afford it now. His parents are
poorer because of the ‘strike.’ Reads a little; cannot spell or write much. Goes to a dissenting
(Independent) Sunday-school. Expects and wishes to go to Heaven and will if he prays and behaves
well. Is comfortable and healthy.
No.554 James Robinson.
Aged 16, and can read, write, and spell imperfectly. Was at day-school 8 years since. an 6 years
ago went to Methodist Sunday-school, but now knows little or nothing of what was taught there.
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No.555 Matthew Brown.
Chain-maker. Goes to Sunday-school and there learns spelling.
No.556 Robert Mather.
Aged 15. Blacksmith. Goes to no school; cannot read, write, or spell.
No.557 James Telford.
Aged 13. A chain striker. Gets 8s. 6d. a-week; makes no particular complaints of working but
has indefinite objections. to his work; is sometimes bad in the head; no healthy; thinks his work is hard
work; has worked at different places for 3 years; would rather work at easier work for less money; does
not like it; the hammer hurts his hands has a scurvy in his legs but that is not from work; thinks this
will lay him off work. Goes to no day or night school, but sometimes to Sunday-school, cannot read,
write, or spell. God made him.
No.558 Samuel Gillinder.
Aged 10. Reads, but cannot write or spell; has forgotten his schooling.
No.559 William Thynn.
Neither reads nor writes.
Many other boys were examined, from whom little evidence could be obtained.
No.560 April 22. Henry Faibairn.
14 years and 1 month old; is employed in the foundry in moulding studs for chains; comes to
work at 6 o’clock; goes away from work at different times; went away last night 7 o’clock; the night
before at 6 o’clock; the night before that at half-past 5 o’clock. In general he goes away something
before 7 o’clock, but often not very much before. Works by piece; he generally does 40 boxes of
studs a-day, each box containing from 10 to 30 studs. He gets about a farthing a box; the same for
boxes holding a large as a number; the box is the same size in each case. It takes about the same time
to fill each box if the studs are small or large. He moulds them in the forenoon and casts them in the
afternoon. Generally earns about l0d. a-day now. He is only learning now. When well able to do
them he will get more. Gets his breakfast at 8 o’clock; brings it with him; as much as he wants, coffee
and butter. Is allow to stop, but the time is kept off him in his payments. Gets his dinner at 12 and
starts at half-past 12 again; brings it with him in the morning. Gets his tea at home when he goes
home. Has never had any accidents here, except a bruise in the foot 4 months ago, when he was kept
off 2 days. Has never had the doctor to him; is very healthy; never feels any pains of any kind. Is not
bound to work more than he likes in a day. Cannot read, nor write his name. Goes to no school of any
kind.
No.561 Thomas Coultant.
16 years old. Moulds studs. Comes to work at 6 o’clock; gets breakfast at 8 o’clock brings it
with him, a pint can full of coffee and bread, as much as he can eat, more sometimes; stops 20 minutes
for breakfast, or half an hour; can stop as long as he likes, as he works by piece, for meals; stops about
an hour for dinner, from 1 to 2; brings it with him; meat and apple pies, bacon; not often meat. His
dinner is as much as he can eat. Get tea when he goes home, about 7 or 8 o’clock; then wash and go to
bed. Makes about 8s. a-week, including overtime. Overtime is from the 40th box. It is generally
expected that he makes 40 boxes a-day. The additional boxes are paid for at the same rate as the others,
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a farthing a box, or a penny more for the 60 boxes. A farthing is paid for the box when it is cast, for
the moulding and casting. Gets paid every fortnight. Generally makes 60 boxes a-day. Would not be
allowed to work more than till 8 or 9 o’clock at night. Generally he goes away at 6 o’clock, or a little
after. Has been off for a burnt foot 5 months since; off 1 month and 2 days; it is quite well now; it was
done by the cast metal getting into his boot; some lads get burnt in this way; this sort of thing will not
happen above once in a year perhaps. The hours are not overlong. His health is not made worse by
anything in the works. The heat is hot great, except when they are casting in the afternoon. Jobbing
smiths, moulders and blacksmiths, millwrights boiler builders, tinners, brass founders and finishers,
coppersmiths’ boys work by day-work. Cannot read, except the spelling-book; cannot write his name
without his hand being guided. Some sign their names in this way. Goes to no school of any kind
now; used to go before he came to work; not often since. There is not much swearing here. The men
may take a day in a fortnight, the day after pay day, for drinking all day.
No.562 William Anderson.
15 years old. Makes cores in the foundry; works by day-work; gets 8d. a day, 4s. a-week.
Comes to work at 6 o’clock in the morning, brings his breakfast with him, coffee and bread. Is allowed
half an hour for breakfast, an hour for dinner; always goes home to dinner. Gets as much as he can eat
of meat and potatoes, or ham, &c. at dinner. Dinner is from 1 to 2. Leaves work at 6 o’clock regularly.
Has worked overtime now and then. It is not common to do so. Is asked to work overtime when they
are very busy. Sometimes be likes to work overtime, not always. At these times he gets 1.5d. an hour
for overtime. Last year he may have worked overtime 40 or 50 times, from an hour to 2 hours of a
night. Does not feel tired on these occasions; it never makes him unwell. He likes his work better than
any other kind of work; he would not like to change to any other work. Does not think the hours are
too long; does not know any boy who either suffers from long hours or complains of them. The boys
are very healthy here. Does not know any sore-tired of a night. The boys never get beaten at all in the
works; never new an instance of this kind; has been here about two years and a half; worked at Shields
a little bit at blowing the bellows, on this bank of the river. The chain making he thinks the hardest
work here. Can read the Bible; can write his name. Goes only to Sunday school at St. Edmund’s
church Gateshead.
No.563 Robert Newton.
Aged 16. Makes cores; gets 6d. a-day; works by day work. Comes to work at 6 o’clock a.m.;
goes away at 6 o’clock at night. Gets his breakfast here, which he has brought with him, coffee and
bread and butter; quite as much as he wants; brings the coffee in a tin can, and warms it. Goes home to
dinner at 1 o’clock; comes back at 2. Goes away generally at 6 o’clock, but sometimes works till 8
o’clock at night. Has done so every night this last week, and 2 nights the week before. The foreman
tells him to stop on these occasions, and he is obliged to stop; would get turned away perhaps if he did
not. Gets paid 1d. an hour for overtime; gets his money himself and gives it to his mother. His father
works at the cinder (coke) ovens here. Is well treated at home; very seldom gets beaten at home never
beaten at all here. Gets as much as he can eat and drink at all times. Mother gives him 6d. a-week for
himself, with which he buys little books and sweets and things of that sort Draws his money every
fortnight. Never feels sick or sore tired at any time; his work as not very hard; sometimes his back may
ache with stooping but not very often; his head works when he goes into the stoves with the tray of
cores, because it is very hot; he does not stay there more than two or three minutes; catches a cold that
way. It is nearly all standing work all day; sometimes be feels his legs weak and then he sits down a
piece and rests; he is never very bad from being sore-tired; never feels sick; about 2 years since he had
the doctor being bad in his legs, they were swelled; but he was not at work at that time at all, he was at
school at that time. Never has had any accident here, nor has had the doctor since he has been here, 9
months. Never worked anywhere before. Can read an easy book; 4 writes his name. Goes to no
school now of any kind. (Is not healthy in appearance.)
No.564 James Johnson.
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Aged 13. Works in the foundry, in turning the cores; works by day; gets 1d. a-day, and 1d an
hour overtime; has worked overtime every night this week but one, till 8 o’clock, from 6 o’clock in the
morning. (His statements agree with those of the former witness.) Has never had any accident here. A
few of the boys sometimes get burnt, not often. Health is very good; has worked here 9 or 10 months;
has never had a doctor to him; never laid off work an hour; no one ever touches him; is well treated at
borne; does not want to work any less time; parents get his money, give him 4d. or 5d., or so, with
which he buys himself a Testament, to read when he goes home at nights. Can read it; cannot write.
Does not go to Sunday school; reads his Testament on Sundays. (Very healthy in appearance.)

WALKER IRON WORKS.
No.565 March 3. Mr. Bell, jun., and other agents in these works observe that:Various countrymen are here employed. There are perhaps 100 Irishmen, who are not skilful or
ambitious but both witty and good tempered. There are perhaps 50 Scotch here who are mostly sober,
industrious and skilful. There may be a dozen Welshmen: these are rather given to drinking but are
good workmen. Of Englishmen there are all sorts in all branches and they are of all grades of
character.
There is by no general disposition to economise amongst the men; and it may be almost said
that in general the more a man gets the less he saves and the less he gets the more he saves. The highly
paid workmen have hot work and become therefore thirsty and take by degrees to drinking which is the
origin of all their improvidence. Teetotalism is by no means prevalent. Some men take 8 or 9 glasses
of raw spirits in the course of a morning. One of the men who has never earned more than 18s. a-week
has £20 in his master’s hands. There is a great disposition in the men to subscribe for any one of their
number who has been unfortunate. The men on the premises subscribe £20 annually to the Newcastle
infirmary, and this is pure benevolence, as a surgeon has lately come to reside on the spot. The
proprietor give this surgeon £30 a-year, and allow him to practise besides. The men, whether ill or well
subscribe 3d. a-week for his attendance; attendance for accidents being given to all subscribers and
non-subscribers. The surgeon attends regularly at settled hours in his shop.
No.566 John Galley.
Aged 12. Files iron, and gets 3s. 6d. a-week. Lives with his parents and gives his wage to
them. His father who works here draws his wages for him. His usual hours of work are from 6 to 6.
Goes to no weekly school goes to Sunday-school sometimes at the Walker pit Methodist chapel.
Cannot spell, read, or write: tries to spell at Sunday-school.
No.567. Adam Pannan.
Aged 12. Files iron, and gets 4s. a-week. Gives nearly the same account as the preceding
witness.
No.568 William Easton.
Does not know his age. Hooks up at the rolling mills. Has a lever to put the iron over the rolls
when it has come through. Gets 5s. a week. Lives with mother. Goes to Sunday-school; reads (very
easy words;) does not know what he is taught at Sunday-school: never heard of heaven or hell; does not
recollect hearing of them in public worship: seldom goes to worship. As to his work it is not too hard
for him. He works from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
No.569 John Liddell.
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13 years of age. Wheels iron to the shears, and gets 4s. a-week Works from 6 to 6. Goes
only to Sunday-school. Reads (well), spells, and writes: reads the Bible at Sunday-school.
No.570 Peter Dixon.
Past 11 years of age. Draws a furnace door and gets 3s. Gets a-week. Works from 6 to 6.
Goes to Sunday-school. Cannot read much; cannot write.
No.571 Roger Robson.
Aged 11. Wheels scrap iron, and gets 3s. 6d. a-week. Goes only to Sunday-school; went to
week school before he came here. Reads (fairly.) Goes to worship on Sundays. Came to work here
when he was 6 years old.
No.572. John Maugham, John Todd, Thomas Jobling and George Moor.
John Maugham, aged 15, earns 7s. a-week.
John Todd, aged 15, 5s, a-week.
Thomas Jobling, aged 14, earns 6s. a-week,
George Moor, aged 14, earns a-week.
The two former are apprentices to founders, and the two latter to blacksmiths. All work 12
hours a day, having half an hour allowed for breakfast and 1 hour for dinner. All are pretty healthy and
like their work as well as any work. Two go to weekly schools sometimes at night. All go to Sundayschools. All can spell, read, and write.
No.573 Robert Hobson, George Todd, Robert Stirling and William Smith.
Robert Hobson, aged 14 and 6 months, earning 5s. a-week.
George Todd, aged 12 and 6 months, earning 4s. a-week.
Robert Stirling, aged 14, earning 4s. a-week.
William Smith, aged 13, earning 4s. a-week.
Hobson is apprenticed to a fitter. The three others are apprenticed as moulders in the foundry.
All work 12 hours, from 6 to 6 each day, having an hour and a half allowed for meals out of that. All
are pretty well in health and like their work. Three spell. All read fairly, and write their names. Two go
to night-school sometimes. All go to Sunday-schools.
No.574 Thomas Knox, Thomas Brown and John Robinson.
Thomas Knox, aged 15, earning 5s.a-week, apprenticed to a black-smith.
Thomas Brown, aged 11, earning 4s. a-week: makes cores in the foundry.
John Robinson, aged 14 earning 4s. a-week, carrying cinders.
All work 12 hours, and have one and a half hour for meals. All can spell and read (fairly), and
write their names. All go to Sunday-school and Methodist chapel pretty often.
No.575 4th April. Joseph Elliot.
17 in October. Works at the rolling-mills with a hook. Lifts the rails and iron into the mills
with a hook. When it has been sent through the mills once he puts it through again and again as
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required. Comes to work at 6 o’clock in the morning. Goes away at night about 6 o’clock; sometimes
before 6 o’clock - 10 minutes or a quarter before 6 twice or thrice a-week: two or three times a week a
quarter after 6 o’clock, never later than half past 6. Works by the day, getting 1s. 6d. a day.
Sometimes works overtime on a Saturday night 4 o’clock p.m. being the regular time on a Saturday.
Has been here about 5 years. The first job after picking scraps for a day, was striking bars, making
them straight when they come from the rolling mills then drew doors of the mill furnace; then piled iron
for the furnaces then came to his present work, in which he has been engaged two and a half years.
Has always been well in health since he came. Has had several burns, none very bad; has not been
kept off at all from any of them. Has worked nearly as much at the night shift as the day shift. Gets
1s. 6d. a night but only for five nights in the week. Works six days per week in the day shift the
Saturday being the sixth day. Never works on Saturday night. Never worked on Sunday or Sunday
night. Perhaps 13 or 14 times since he has been here he has come at 6 o’clock at night and has worked
till 9 and 10 or 12 and 1 and then gone home: this is counted half a day’s work. Came to work again
next night at 6 o’clock. Can read the Bible; writes his name. Goes only day (Methodist) school.
No.576. Thomas Robson.
Aged 15. Is a puddler. Gets 11s. a-week now. Not an apprentice. Has been working here 7
years. About a year end three quarters, when he first came, he picked scraps for the bushel furnace; got
3s. a-week for this work: then drew the door for the mill furnace, at which he was occupied about 2
years got 4s. a-week for this: then went to the rolling mills for about half a year, catching the iron with
tongs at the back side; got 9s. a-week for this work: then went to ‘puddle’ after this. Comes in the
morning when the night-shift is done, which is sometimes at 4 o’clock, and sometimes at half past 4
(a.m.) First puts in the metal or heat into the furnace; then gets it hot and then works. it about with
ladles and paddles, i.e. long bars, about 3 yards long, not very heavy. Stirs the metal about for may be
an hour and a half without stopping, his master, William Archer, coming now and then to help him; then
makes it into roundish balls in the furnace and pulls it out with tongs; then puts another heat in,
generally working 6 heats a day, which is generally done by 4 o’clock in the afternoon; whiles till 5
never later than 5, when they come at 4 (a. m.) Thus he never works more than 13 hours at a time. Has
worked 7 heats in a day 5 or 6 months since, having better iron then; thus they get on 7 heats in 12
hours. Sometimes if the heats do not go rightly on they may have to stop till 6 or 7 o’clock when he
has come at 4 a.m. If the engine stops they cannot get their heats out, then the iron is burnt away; this
only happens when the heats are kept in by the engine stopping. The engine may sometimes stop once
in a night for putting the rolls on, sometimes longer; the longest is an hour: perhaps 5 or 6 times in a
week for an hour each time. If they come at night at 5 or 4 o’clock, when the day-shift have got their
heats out, then the stoppage of an hour of the engine makes him stop an hour longer in the heats. Gets
no more for this hour longer. Comes here every other Sunday at 7 o’clock in the morning and puts the
cinder round the furnace; stops till 10 o’clock a.m.; in this time makes the furnace ready for lighting.
Comes again at 9 o’clock on the Sunday night and lights the furnace; stops all the Sunday night keeps
firing the furnace with coals. No other work is done on a Sunday night except this and the men firing
the boilers. Goes away on Monday morning at 6 o’clock coming again on the Monday night at 4
o’clock p.m. A quarter of a year ago came at 4 p.m., worked on till 11 o’clock in the next day; thus 6
heats and 3 heats extra. Did this because Bill Fellows, a man who is a puddler, was bad. Got for this a
day and a half’s wages. Never did this more than once: never knew any other lad do this. The master,
Tom Cooper the puddler, asked him to stop; was not forced to stop. The master. who puddles hires his
boy, whom he likes, and he pays the lads. The master puddler gives them what he likes and they agree
to, according to the strength of the boy. One working next furnace to him has his own son to assist
him. Fathers may bring their sons if they have a mind. One Bill Marrow, puddles for his brother-inlaw, Jack Marshall. Bill Marrow is a very weakly lad. Thinks the work is rather sore for him. He
never seems bad but he is too little for the work. Sometimes the masters heat the puddle lads with their
hands on the back, sometimes over the head, but never very hard: they make them cry a little. His
master never hammers him or beats him. Has been bad sometimes, but not very often. Had the scarlet
fever once; off 3 months. Has been bad with the headache: it came on itself while he was working.
Thinks the sweat running about his head may have given it him. Sweats heavy sometimes. Sweats a
little every working in the day and night. Sweat runs down his face. Never gets cold. Never feels sick;
sometimes in the night, when he cannot get water to drink, he feels thirsty and weak in his arms and
thighs. Stands always when he is at work: may sit down a few minutes in the day. Likes day work
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best: gets the same wages either way. Some sort of pain comes now and then at the small of the back
when he is working over long: the same at nights as at day. Likes day work best: gets the same wages
either way. Some sort of pain comes now and then at the small of the back when he is working over
long: the same at nights as at day. The melting of the heat is the hardest part of the work. Is constantly
looking into the fire when melting and puddling. Has no father. Mother cleans the offices. Lost his
father 4 years ago: he was a cartman. Witness was working here before. His master pays him his
money every fortnight, and he gives it to his mother directly: mother gives him sometimes a shilling out
of the 22s. Has one brother here at the same work; he is 17 years old: he gets 12s a-week and gives it
to his mother. Has 2 sisters. Gets a bit of bread and butter before he comes to work. Goes home to
breakfast at 5 o’clock a.m.; stops for 5 minutes or so. Gets a bit of bread and butter before he comes
to work. Goes home to breakfast at 8 o’clock a.m.; stops for 5 minutes or so. Gets coffee and bread
and butter and then comes back. Is always back by a quarter past 8. Goes home to dinner at 12
o’clock: gets meat and potatoes. Sometimes has not time enough to get much to eat. Is back by a
quarter past 12. Goes home again after work and gets tea and bread and butter, no meat. Sometimes
feels a little hungry at work. Master goes away to meals at the same time and comes back in about half
an hour or so. He must come back soon. The puddling boys go home to meals if living near, if not
they bring their victuals with them. They bring as much as he gets, meat, bread &c. They stop at the
side of the furnace for a few minutes to eat it. Thinks puddling the hardest work here. Some lads,
twice as big as him, and 3 or 4 less are puddlers. Cannot read, cannot write. Goes to no school at all.
Went to a school before he went to puddling for about 5 or 6 months. Could read easy books then.
Cannot read at all now. Goes to no chapel or church: is too tired. A good few boys here do not go to
any school or place of worship. No other boys besides puddlers work on Sunday. Had a pain in his
side all last week when he was working in night shift. As soon as he gave over work it went away
again. Thinks it was from hurrying much. The men swear at him when they cannot get rightly on.
No.577 William Marrow.
Going to 13 years old, a puddler. Has worked here 2 years. At first worked among the scraps for a
month; next worked up at the rolls about 2 months; next went to puddling and has been it that ever
since; gets l0s. a-week for this. His brother-in-law, John Marshall, hires him and pays him every
fortnight. Gives his money to his mother; she gives him 6d. a-week for pocket-money. Works just the
same as the other boy, Thomas Robson. Is the youngest boy who puddles. Sometimes feels pains in
his belly about twice a-day, sharp pains; can hardly work with them. He feels them for about 20
minutes at a time, most when he sweating hard; sweats very heavy. Head never works; never sick; never
laid off work. Thinks the hours too long; works from 4 in the morning till 5 at night sometimes; works
in the night-shift every other week; not sleepy at night. In night work gets tea before he comes about
half-past 4 or 5 o’clock; brings supper with him, meat and bread, more than he can eat sometimes; eats
it about 12 o’clock; stops a few minutes to do so; eats the rest of it a 4 o’clock in the morning. Goes
home about 6 o’clock a.m. then gets his breakfast after being washed. Sleeps all day in bed, then goes
to work again at night. Gets the same wages per week either day or night, as he comes at night work on
the Sunday night at 9 o’clock. Works as hard as the other boy who is 15 years old; does 6 heats;
about 6 months ago did 7 heats from 4 a.m. to 5 p.m.; got no more wages for this. Never worked 24
hours together 4 or 5 of the older boys have sometimes, perhaps 4 times in 2 years, worked all night
and all day without going home; they are not forced to do this. Sometimes feels sore tired; never has
doctor; never laid off work. The boys who catch at the rolling mills working the night-shift by turns.
Jack Marshall never beats him. Father is a keelman; has 4 brothers, 2 are puddlers at Hawks’s iron
works, one is a moulder at this foundry, his other brother is a sailor. The puddlers are 20 and 30 years
of age. Cannot read or write; goes to Sunday school regularly, not to a weekly school never read; was
at night school a month when he was hooking up, left when he was in a b.
No.578 William Fullwood.
About 12 years old; draws a furnace door; gets 10d. per day; comes to work at 6 o’clock, goes
away about 5 or 6 o’clock when the heats are out. Has not been here a-year; has been at the doors
since he came. Works in the night shift every other week; comes then at 6 o’clock going away at 6 or
before in the morning; never works overtime. His father works. blacksmith’s shop; has 6 brothers,
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witness is oldest; all but 2 are at school in general: draws his money himself; but never looks at it; takes
it home; thinks he gets 8s. 6d. every fortnight. Never feels bad, never since he came; sometimes feels
sleepy on the Monday and Tuesday nights, not on the other nights; likes day work best; sits down now
and then upon the iron plates for a few minutes; draws two doors and shoves coals in a hole into the
furnace. Is running about a good deal; is tired sometimes; his legs are sometimes weak; cannot always
walk home very well after work; lives close by. A brother brings down his victuals to him, as much as
he can eat and sometimes more, coffee, bread and meat and potatoes. Has sometimes to get up before
he has got it all eaten and then has to wait ever so long before they get it again. Many a time the men
hide them, hit them with their hands and fling coals at them, but not to hurt boys much; the boys cry;
men do not hit them with a stick. Sometimes feels sick when he eats bacon and sometimes spews it up;
never spews up when he has anything else. Arms do not ache. Cannot read, cannot write; goes to
Sunday school only, - the Methodist chapel school and to chapel afterwards; learns the spelling-book
there.
No.579 William Lewis.
Going to 15 catches up at the rolls; goes to work at 6 or before, as the heats come on; has to do
6 heats a-day very seldom 7. It is worse iron now than before. Generally goes away about 6 o’clock at
night. Sometimes comes on Saturday morning at 3 o’clock to get done soon to finish about 2 or 1
o’clock. Works in night and day shift every other week; likes day shift best. Used to have 9s. a-week,
now has 12s. a week. Night shift (not working on Sunday night) makes about 5 days a-week and for
those 5 days he has l0s. per week. Has been in these works 2 years. about 5 months ago he came at 6
o’clock, knocked off at 6 at night; did not go home but his father fetched his meat down; had about 5 or
10 minutes eating that, and then went on again; then knocked off at 6 o’clock in the morning for half an
hour, till the day shift got there then worked on till 6 at night and then went home; came regularly at 6
o’clock next morning. When he worked these three shifts he stopped for about 10 or 15 minutes once
now and then but had often to go to the shop for things in that spare time. Has worked twice or thrice
since he came to the mill in three shifts following; he did this because the foreman asked him and
father gave him a shilling for pocket money. Father did not like him to work so much father told him
he had no call to do it. Draws his wages and gives it to his mother, who said he should not work that
long she could afford to keep him without that. Just before the Newcastle races he worked again in this
way to get money for seeing the races. Mother used to give him the overshift to go to the races with he
had only 9s. a-week then and the overshift was 1s. 6d. which enabled him to see the shows and that. At
the next races would do the same it he could and could get 2s. a shift now. Many boys would do this
for the races or for any kind of holidays. They could not do it unless they were very throng of work
here or lads were leaving or wanting. This extra work did not make him bad, only sleepy. Now the
work is rather o’er hard for them because there are so many furnaces on; there are 12 now, there used
to be but 7. Must work till the heats are done; is paid by the day, not by the heats Father is dead now.
His inside is often troubled with a pain, across his side just when he is working; thinks the tongs do it,
which are about half-a-stone weight the handles stick against his sides and thinks that makes them
sore, but only on one side in particular. If he lets the iron tumble in trying to catch it, the puddlers come
and call him and hit him over the head not to hurt; sweats himself heavy, sometimes can wring his shirt;
never sick; feet are hot, rather scalded like at the toes. Has had a good few burns; once a spark got into
his shoe and he was off one day; never off any more. The little boys are sometimes just hit with the
hand, but nothing to hurt. Cannot read or write; goes to no school; goes to no place of worship. Every
other Sunday he comes about half-past 9 a.m. and scours the furnace bars till 10 o’clock and then goes
home again. Comes again about half-past 3 o’clock lights the furnaces, gets home about 4 and comes
again at night at 7 o’clock and bides till about half-past 5 in the morning. A vast of swearing is in the
mill. The men often get drunk. Boys have a shilling for every furnace they light paid them by the
furnacemen. The masters order the men to do it, and the men order the boys to do it. The Sunday
nights work is not a part of the week’s work, for the men pay them for it.
___________________

BIRTLEY IRON WORKS.
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No.580 April 23rd. Thomas Laidman.
Aged 18 in May. Making cores, ready for men to put into moulds, in the core shop in the 4,5
foundry. Comes to work at 6 o’clock is allowed half an hour, from 8 to half-past, to get breakfast;
brings it with him in the morning. Some few go home to meals when they live near: witness lives halfa-mile off above Birtley village; breakfast is coffee, taken cold or warm, and bread quite as much as be
wants. Slops an hour, from 12 to 1 o’clock. for dinner. The boys that are on by the day stop working
at meal times; the boys on by the piece get meals when they have time they take it at different times,
mostly at the same time as the others. Witness’s dinner is brought to him; many times brings all his
victuals with him in the morning; dinner is generally bread and cold beef and apple puffs ;gets meat
almost every day gets nothing more to eat till he goes home at 6 o’clock p.m.
The job that he is at now (making lamp-stand cores for town gas light stands) requires him to
be here nearly every night a quarter of a day overtime, working till 8 o’clock at night. In this job he
frequently works overtime and also in other jobs, if any lads are off from being bad or any other cause.
The foreman in that case tells the boy to stop. Could not go if there was no other to set to the job. It is
understood that he should obey the foreman’s orders; would wish to stay overtime whenever he could;
is on by the day, and the quarter of a-day additional pay makes him wish to stop but must obey the
foreman’s orders; would not ask to stop if the foreman did not tell him in particular. Taking one year
with another he would stop overtime perhaps 26 times in the year; almost always every fortnight is
stopping a quarter of a night 4 times in the fortnight. Thinks this is the case with most boys seldom or
ever stops longer than 8 o’clock at night. Has been at these works 5 years; at first used to wheel loam
to the loam mill in the foundry getting for this 1s. a-day; was employed a year at this work. Next he
was filling the small moulds of pipes with sand in the foundry was at this a year and a half getting 1s. a
day. Next assisted a man in making the moulds of loam for gas retorts; was at this work 5 or 6
months getting 1s. 22. a-day. Next worked in the foundry in making small cores for castings; was half
a year at this work, getting 1s. 2d. a-day. About a month was making a few cores in piece getting 1d. a
core - a 2 inch round core; 2d. for cores 4 inch round (diameter); 1.5d for 3 inch cores, making
generally 2s. a day. When he first came he worked, for the first year, nearly every day from 6 o’clock
a.m. to 8 at night, never going off the work at that time. Had his meals as usual in the day; at 6 o’clock
at night he went home and got some bread and cheese or meat as it happened, then washed and went to
bed about 9 o’clock. Got up next morning at half past 5 o’clock and went to work at 6 o’clock and
went on the same way till 8 at night. This he did for a year. The next year he worked overtime a little,
almost not at all In the third year he worked overtime very little, scarcely at all. In the fourth year he
did so whiles, not often.
Enjoys very good health in general. Has had his foot burned many times; a-year ago he was off 8
weeks; that was the longest time he has been off and the worst accident he has had. He set his foot into
the box of hot sand by mistake. It would be impossible to guard always against accidents; some are
always getting burnt more or less. The small boys do not always carry the metal steadily, it runs over
and splashes all about their feet. One of the journey men, John Burlison, was the sorest burnt of any,
some time ago, is not lame now; no other accidents occur from any other cause. When working
overtime has felt very tired whiles, never felt sleepy; the latest he ever worked was till 10 o’clock at
night; his work is healthy but some few boys have left because it does not agree with them. The nasty
stythe of the stoves hurts some when making cores; is constantly running out and in the stoves; can
stay more than a minute or two in the stove when it is hot; whiles it gives him cold very to catch cold;
makes his head work in very windy days, because the wind blows the heat out. Is almost always
standing, not very often seated; does not make his legs tired except when working overtime. There is
one now and then, but very seldom, leaving the place on the account of the stoves; there was none this
last year; there were one or two the year before who left, they were mostly young boys. Witness was in
very good health before he and has been so since. The burns have kept him back very often; nothing
else has done much. Never gets badly treated in any way here. Parents treat him well; draws his own
money but gives it all to his parents; they give him whiles a few pence for pocket-money. Reads not
very well, writes his name, goes to a night-school in winter when he can get there, in Birtley, where he
learns writing, reading and counting, paying 6d. a-week. Most all of the boys go there occasionally.
Goes to church morning and afternoon, not to a Sunday-school. Many boys go to church. There is a
Sunday-school at Birtley-Methodist; part of the go there; some go to neither church nor meeting.
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No.581 Ralph Hunter.
Aged 16; is moulding now in the foundry, ramming sand. Is on by the piece, making. 2s. to 2s.
6d. a-day generally. When he is on by the day he only gets 11d. a-day, which does -not keep him.
When he is on by the day, he sometimes asks to be put on by the piece and if they have a job, they give
it him. When on by the piece he comes in at about 5 o’clock in the morning and works on till 7, or
thereabouts, at night. Then goes home and gets supper, tea and bread and meat before going to bed.
Then gets up again, so as to be here about 10 minutes past 5. Gets up about a quarter before 5. Takes
nothing before he goes; brings his victuals with him, and eats breakfast at 6 o’clock; dinner at 12. Eats
a bit of bread, left perhaps from his dinner, between dinner and 7 o’clock. When working by the day,
comes at 6 o’clock in the morning and goes away at 6 at night; having an hour and a half in the day for
meals. Stops work and sits down whenever he is taking his meals. Has been here 5 years. At first, he
turned cores on a spindle. Another boy sweeping it with loam. Was employed at this a year and a-half;
getting 6d. a-day; being then 10 years old. Next was a year and a-half in helping to make pipes, filling
sand into the boxes for them, gets 7d. a-day. Next went to the loam end of the foundry and did odd
jobs, helping to do anything, getting 9d. a-day. Engaged a year and a-half in this. Next started to
mould and has been at this about half a-year, making between 2s. and 2s. 6d. a-day. Worked the day
always before he started to mould. This is the second fortnight he has been by the piece. Always when
working by the day, worked 10 hours and a-half, having one and a-half besides for meals. About 3
years and a-half ago he worked on one occasion; on that only, 24 hours, without going home. It was in
filling in pipes. The foreman asked if he thought he could do it, and he told him he would try. Pipes
were wanted very sore. Got 1s. 4d. for the 24 hours labour, then felt very sleepy and tired. Came at
that time at 6 one morning and went away at 6 o’clock the next morning. Had altogether 3 hours for
meals and rest out of the 24. Some other boys, perhaps 9, some older than myself worked the same
time on the same occasion. Never knew any do this more than that once. The first year he was here
worked 4 or 5 times till 8 o’clock at night, from 6 in the morning, getting 6d. for the day and l.5d. for
the other 2 hours. The second year, worked overtime about 4 or 5 times. The third year, perhaps 6 or 7
times. The fourth year, about the same number of times. He is now working by the piece from 5
o’clock in the morning till 7 o’clock at night; does this from choice; is not asked to do it. The works
are open and he does as he pleases about that. He does this also to please other lads, who could not get
the cores to put into the pipes unless he stayed. They are older than him and ask him to do it but he
would not suffer from not doing it. Thinks, perhaps, the masters might be angry with him and they
would maybe speak to him about it. The things are wanted and he would like to have; them done. It
does not hurt himself much, or at all. Never falls ill from it; never sick, never weak. Is standing nearly
all the time, except when he is getting victuals. Whiles he is rather tired. Nothing is at all weak besides
his legs, at any time. Goes into the stove like other boys but it does not make him at all sick; it gave
him cold twice. Has been burned twice in both feet and was off a week each time; the last about 3
months ago. One of the boys, Edward Pate, a year ago. was obliged to go away because he was sick
and bad. He was sick in the morning and grew worse in the day and was off 3 days. Did not complain
at all of the work; it was from something else. Is now at work again and he is a healthy boy in general.
Draws his own money and gives it to his parents. They give him whiles 3d. Has no father; father has
been dead 9 years. Has a brother working here, burning cinders. Thinks the hardest work for boys is
in the rolling mill. Reads pretty well; writes his name. Goes to no night school in summer, but does
sometimes, often in winter; pays 1d. a-week for it, and 6d. for entrance. Other 2 boys from here go
there. Most of the boys go to some night school in winter. There is no night school in summer. Does
not go to Sunday-school now, but goes to church morning and afternoon; most boys go to church or
Chapel. Boys are well behaved here, do not swear much; men swear very little. Boys were never beaten
but once, a year and a-half ago. Thomas Your was beaten a little by the foreman with his hand; he was
not hurt.
No.582 William Roxby.
Aged 12 working in the foundry, filling sand into the moulds for pipes with shovels; gets 8d. a
day for this work.
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No 583 Thomas Pratt.
Aged 10 works in the foundry, turns cores for the pipes with a spindle. He turns the handle of
the spindle. Is always turning the handle and mixing blacking; getting 4d. a-day for this.
No.584 Richard Thornton.
Aged 10; makes blacking, out of clay wash and blacking, at the loam end; gets 5d. a-day for
this; does this all day.
Nos.582, 583, and 584 come to work at 6 o’clock in the morning, go away at night at 6 o’clock;
have once now and then worked till 8 o'clock at night; none of them have done so this year. Roxby, a
year ago, worked all day and all night, at filling in the sand into the pipe moulds. Coming at 6 o’clock
one morning, he went away the following morning at 9 o’clock; got 1s. 4d. for this day and night’s
labour. The foreman asked them to stop; did not want to stop; was obliged to stop; would not like to
stop again. Never did so more than that once. Never knew any boy do so more than that once.
Thornton, about three quarters of a year since, came one morning at 6 o’clock; worked all day and all
the night, till 6 o’clock the next morning, in dabbing and blacking beam plates; sweeping them straight
with loam. They stopped then, as at other times, from 8 to half-past for break-fast for dinner from 12 to
1. Stopped again for about a quarter of an hour at 6 o’clock p.m. to rest and to get something.
Stopped once or twice in the night a little time, and got breakfast when they went home. Never stopped
so long except that once. Were not bad or sick, but sleepy when they stopped at that time. Thornton
went to sleep with the candle in his hand and fell beside some boxes. Six other boys worked all night
at the same time with them. In general, their work is not hard for them. They generally stand all day;
makes their legs whiles tired. Legs work; some pains in their legs but not much, nor for long. Whiles
feel tired in the morning, when they are called at half-past 5 o’clock. They take some coffee before
they come and some bread; get as much as they can eat and drink at all times. No one heats them at the
works. Thornton’s father used to beat him sometimes, but does not now. Thornton and the other two
have been burnt in the works by the spindle of the stove falling out, and by the spilling of the metal in
sparks. Roxby was off 3 weeks. Thomas Pratt was off a day. Thornton was not off at all. All read
easy books; can write their names. All go to night school sometimes in winter. All go to Sunday
school; Roxby regularly; Thornton always; Pratt sometimes. The three preceding witnesses were very
healthy in appearance.
No.585 John Sugden.
Aged 11; is drawing the doors at the ball furnace for his father, Isaac Sugden. Works for his
father, who does not pay him anything but would have to pay another boy 8d. a-day, if witness was at
school, or doing anything else. Comes to work at 6 o’clock in the morning and goes away at 6 o’clock
at night. Before there was a day and a night turn, he used to work the whole or half the week till 9 or
later at night, from 6 in the morning. Now he never does this. Used then to work just as long as his
father worked; this did not make him very tired or sleepy; a little so; never fell asleep. They had two
furnaces on hand and had to pull up the door for the two furnaces. Father did sometimes scold him
and two or three times hit him with his hand on the back, for not pulling up the door right, when he was
looking another way. This might happen once in a day. Has only beat him once this week; does not
hurt him. Father is kind to him; gives him as much to eat as he has a mind for. Sometimes mother
sends beef, or mutton, or bacon, or peas-pudding, or pie. Has worked here a year and a-half, always
doing the same thing. Work makes him sweat, especially when he is hearing the bar tip with the bigboiler plates. Another lad helps him to bear up. Likes to pull up the furnace door last; the bearing up
the bar is harder work. His head works sometimes, once in a fortnight or so. Feels sick, perhaps, once
in a month. Heat makes him rather dry; is not a heavy drinker of water; sometimes gets a sup of beer.
Stands most of the time. Can sit whiles upon the coal heap; all day if he has a mind, but very seldom
does. His legs and arms are not tired at night; has never been off more than 2 days since he came here;
then his belly ached and head ached. His father sweats a long way more than he does. Has a brother
of 15 years of age, Ralph Sugden, working here at the rolls. catching the iron with a pair of tongs. He
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and his brother like the work very well. His (witness’s) head works not more than once in a fortnight.
He always tells his father, and he sometimes wants him to go home, and he will not. Does not think
that his work hurts him in any respect. Father would not let him go into a coal-pit; nor his brother.
Cannot read; can say his a b c; can write his name. Goes to no school regularly; sometimes, but not
often, to Sunday school; very seldom to church or chapel; it is two months since he went. Hears a good
deal of swearing here. The men sometimes get drunk on the pay Fridays and Saturdays; the moulders
are the worst. Does not think any boys are bad from any thing in these works.
____________________

BISHOP-WEARMOUTH IRON WORKS.
The three following witnesses seem healthy but are very ragged and dirty:No.586 John Nicholson. March 23.
Aged 14; is employed in faggoting, that is, he collects together hits of old iron, rings, keys and
so on, and binds them up into a bundle by two iron flngs. Comes to work at 6 o’clock and leaves work
at 6 at night. His breaktast he brings with him, consisting of as much coffee and bread as he wants.
These he takes at half-past 8 o’clock a.m. having half hour allowed for that purpose. Generally he
brings his dinner with him, consisting of two pennyworth of biscuits and coffee. Perhaps twice in a
week his mother brings his dinner him at the works, when it is generally bacon and potatoes. He does
not leave the works in general to take his breakfast or dinner. Gets his tea when he goes home at 6
o’clock; the tea is biscuits and coffee; seldom has much meat to eat. He works by piece work getting
2s. 6d. per ton faggoted and he generally faggots five tons in a fortnight. This work he commonly
employed in all the year round. Lives with his mother, who does nothing for living; gives her all his
money. There are six of them in family; two are sailors; two lasses. They are married and the other
hides in the house; is always pretty well in health. Gets 2 or 3 days for holidays at Christmas and also
Easter Monday. Gives over at 8 p.m. on Saturdays. Sometimes works overtime but not often; is then
paid 6s. a-week, considering each day to be 12 hours. Cannot spell, read, or write; never was at more
than one school and has away from it for 4 years. Was at that school only two months, and came away
from it when he was learning a b c; never goes to any Sunday school. A vast of the men swear; n heard
of hell except when he has heard the men swearing about it. Mother does not teach him anything.
No.587 Redman Lockey.
Picks out scraps; is 12 years old; gets 6d. a-day. Works at the same place and the same way as
the preceding witness. Lives with his parents; father is a chain-maker. Can not spell, read, or write; left
school about 3 years since, when he was in a b c’s. Never goes to Sunday school or worship; has no
clothes to go in. Plays about on Sundays. Hears men swear a good deal. Never had any religious
instruction; only his parents tell him to swear.
No.588 John Grahams.
Aged 12; carries flats (flat bars) to the warehouse; is only just come here. Cannot read, or write.
Was learning a b abs at a day school, when he came away. Lives with his parents; sometimes goes to
Sunday school and sometimes to church.
No.589 Abraham Thompson.
Ten years old. Hooks up the iron that goes through the rolling-mills. Comes to work at 5
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o’clock a.m., and goes away at sometimes 6 or 7 at night. Gets 5s a-week. Gets his meals when he has
time. Cannot read, or spell, or write.
No.590 George Hardy.
Aged 15. Strikes with the hammer that beats out the puddlers’ tools. Works from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. Lives with his parents and goes home to meals. Goes to no school in the week but goes to
Sunday-school. Many of the boys idle about on Sundays playing mischief and gaping eggs (a sort of
game in which one boy tries to break the egg that another holds in his hand). Most of the boys here are
healthy but they are bad and always fighting and stealing; two were fighting this morning at breakfasttime. They swear a vast. Witness goes to the Methodist chapel and school on Sundays. Never sees
the boys beat much. One man, who minds the scrap lads, who has a wooden leg, about a week ago
struck a lad with broom-shank across the sides and the boy tumbled down and could not speak for ever
so long. The man was taken before the justice and had to pay the lad’s wages for 3 weeks and the
doctor’s bill and all. This is an uncommon case. Scrap-boys are the worst boys, the worst off and the
worst used.
__________________

BEDLINGTON IRON WORKS.
No.591 May 12th. Michael Longrdge, Esq.
Proprietor of these works. The apprentices are bound to Mr. Longridge, and the man who
instructs them in the business has the benefit of their work, upon the payment of the wages stipulated in
the indenture, which generally begin at 4s. a-week with boys of 14 years of age rising 1s. generally, per
week each following year, until the 2 last years, when they increase 2s. per week. This scale applies to
the works in general. Younger boys, who work about the forges and mills, are the servants of the
proprietor, though paid by the men. The men are paid by the ton of iron wrought, the iron and coals
being delivered to them and they find the requisite labour and so pay the boys.
Proprietors find houses and fuel for the foremen and principal men, not for others. The terms
of payment for children are determined mostly by the custom of payment for particular work. The men
mostly prefer their own children in such cases, if the business be a good one; but proprietors would not
permit children under 10 years of age to be employed in these works. The men here are very superior
to the men at iron works in these parts. Perhaps with 60 men here Mr. Longridge would do as much
work as some other works would with 80 men, even though some of those 80 should he higher paid.
The men, perhaps 2 or 3, may throw on coals for half an hour on Sundays. Here the men repair their
furnaces on Sundays.
Nothing can be done by the masters for boys after they are actively engaged in the works in the
way of education. No certificate of education, as in the Factories Act, could be enforced in an iron
manufactory. Any compulsory enactments relating to education would be unnecessary, and not likely to
be beneficial.
No.592 James Davison.
Aged 11 last April. Has been in these works about 5 or 6 weeks. Draws the door of the
furnace. Comes at 6 o’clock a.m. to work; gets his breakfast about half-past 7 a.m.; his sister brings it
- coffee and bread-and-butter - as much as he can eat. Dinner is brought him by his sister or mother,
about 1 o’clock; it is generally meat of some kind and potatoes - quite enough. Gets tea after he goes
home, about 6 o'clock. Goes to bed about 8 or 9 o’clock, without having anything more. Is well
clothed; washes his face and neck, and breast every night when he goes home; does not change his
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clothes before going home; no boys do that here. Works every day in the week; is paid 8d. a-day, i.e.,
4s. a-week. Father is a furnaceman. Is very healthy; never works over-time. Reads (fairly), writes his
name; goes to no school except on Sundays and goes to chapel (Primitive Methodist) on Sundays
twice. Was at Bedlington Iron Works School ever since he was 5 years old till he came here.
No.593 John Watson.
Aged nearly 14. Strikes to a chain-maker here. Has been here about 3 years; used to wok at
the planishing forge for a few days; then went to the old forge for about half a year, to trail the iron
away from the hammer when it had been beaten; then went to striking about a quarter of a year; then
went into the rolling-mills for about 2 years and lifted the iron on to the rolls with a hook and a chain;
then came to his present work with the chain-makers. Comes at 5 o’clock every morning; brings his
breakfast with him and eats it about half-past 8 to 9, stopping work for that half hour, and sitting down
upon the bench; breakfast is coffee (warmed upon the fire of the shop) and bread-and-butter. Dinner is
sent him, and brought by his sister at 10 minutes to 1; is about 10 15 minutes eating his dinner; gets an
hour allowed for dinner but walks about the yard the rest of the time. Dinner is meat and potatoes,
mostly every day; gets enough to eat. Gets tea between 4 and 5 after he goes tome, and afterwards
washes and goes to bed between 9 and 10. Father is a cartman at a flour mill. Gets well clothed; gets
warm clothing in winter. Never works over-time now; never works at night now. When he worked at
the forge, used to work in the day-shift one week and in the night-shift another. In the day-shift used to
work from 12 o'clock in the day till between 11 and 12 at night and in the night-shift from 12 at night
till. 11 and 12 in the day Got then 5s. and afterwards 7s. a-week. In the rolling-mills, the last year,
worked in the same shifts and for the same hours as in the forge. The first year in the rolling-mills
worked from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.; just once worked from 6 a.m. till 3 a.m. the next morning, that is 21
hours, without going home; this was when they were going to put the jigger up and did not work the
next day. In the rolling-mill got 7s. a-week wages. His present work is striking. Swinging the
hammer about and blowing the bellows makes him bad sometimes; it makes his back work and his
arms, mostly at first, till he got used to it. There are holidays - at the 2 days at Easter, 1 at Good Friday,
3 at Whitsuntide, 1 day at Christmas and 2 days New Year. Can read (fairly); goes only to Sunday
school and chapel sometimes, not very often; can write his name. Father is a waggon-man.
No.594 Thomas Winter.
Aged 16 next month. Has been here about 7 years. When he first came, at 9 years old, drew
the door for the furnace for 6 months; next trailed iron out at the forge for two and a half years; worked
then from 12 to 12, in (alternate) 3 days night-shift and 3 days day-shift; next went to the rolling-mill,
lifting the iron up. from 6 to 6, very often longer, if they were throng; sometimes till half-past 6 or 7;
never much later than 7 o’clock. Next went to strike to the jobbing smith, at mending the tools, for
about a year. Two years was striking at the engine-smith 5 (the locomotive factory); then came to the
forge about a year. Is now labouring in the yard in getting the iron ready for the furnaces. Now
labours from 6 till 6, sometimes till 7, and gets 11s. a-week for this. The longest hours he worked was
at the forge, generally from 4 in the morning till 6 and sometimes 7 at night, constantly. Was getting
coals in and assisting the hammer-man. Some of the little boys are put upon sometimes; thinks they
work too long hours. Can read (fairly); can write his name; goes to no school now; mostly goes to
church or chapel.
No.595 Jeremiah Davidson.
Aged 13 last April. Has been here about 2 years, at different jobs; is now at the rolling-mill and
has been there about a year and three quarters. Comes at a little before 6 a.m., and goes away at from 5
to 6, or sometimes 7 o’clock; not often. Gets 8d. a-day generally. Generally draws the door at the
furnace by a chain hanging down. Does this all day; the heat sometimes makes his head ache; not often
and makes hint sweat many times; drinks a good deal of water. A good bit since, he wrought till 12
o’clock at night, from 6 in the morning, only once to get some iron finished. Once or twice, a long time
since, he worked till 8 o’clock at night: last night he wrought till 7 o’clock, hooking up, or lifting the
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iron out of the rolls. Is not paid more for working this extra time. Last year he worked at drawing the
door from 12 (mid-day) till 6 the next morning and got a day and a half pay for that, or 6d. extra.
Never was struck but once, 5 or 6 months since, when one of the men struck him over the legs with a
pair of tongs; never told anybody. About three times has been laid off parts of days from having his
head had from over-heat; the doctor gave him some stuff to throw up; was bad at times before he came
to work here; was never a very strong boy (looks rather delicate). Can read (fairly); writes his name;
went to school at the Iron Works School for 2 or 3 years before he came to work; has never been since.
Goes to Sunday school (Ranters’), and to chapel afterwards.
No.596 Nicholas Prior.
Aged 12. Has been here 2 years; mostly at the forge. Comes there to work at 12 in the day and
gets done about 1 or 2 o’clock in the morning; mostly at 1 o’clock. Is wheeling coals for the furnaces
and sets away and stops the hammer when wanted, by stopping the water-wheel. Sometimes it is
hardish work, when he lifts the iron; and when he pulls the iron out of the furnaces, with hooks, it is
very hot but does not make his head ache. Has been off work 2 or 3 times from the work stopping but
never from ill health. Gets 6s. a-week, paid by the day, at the forge. Father is an engine-man. Reads
(fairly); can write his name. Goes to the (Ranters’) Sunday school and chapel regularly. Went to the
school of the works here; was there about 2 years. Works in the night-shift every alternate week.
No.597 William Weight.
Aged 10. Has been working here about a year in the boiler-yard and about 2 days in the
rolling-mill; in the boiler-yard came to work at 6 o’clock a.m. and left at 6 at night, sometimes 8 and 9
o’clock, but not often; thinks he has worked about 9 times till 8 or 9 at night in the boiler-yard, from 6
in the morning; was obliged to stop; the foreman told him to stop. Sometimes he was sleepy then; was
running with rivets all the time, from the furnace to boilers; it was very hot work. The men did not
strike him at all. He had half an hour for his breakfast, an hour for his dinner and about 5 minutes for
his tea at 6 o’clock. Meals were brought him by his little brother; sometimes he was not very hungry
and sent some back and the pigs got it. Never had any resting-time, except at meals; was running about
the whole time; his legs were very tired when he was done work. Sometimes he came at 1 in the day
and gave over at 12 at night; sometimes he worked from 12 at night till 12 in the day; mostly every
other week in the night-shift; perhaps he worked 10 weeks in the night shift and 10 in the day-shift.
Used to get 10d. a-day each shift in the boiler-yard. In night-shift be felt often very sleepy; he had no
time to fall asleep. His meals were sent twice in the night-shift; got tea before he came. He left the
boiler-yard because they we going to get a bigger boy. His brother, about 14, was working with him
there, and help him when they were, working from 6 to 6; but they worked in separate shifts when the
shifts were on, that is, one at night and one at day. Reads (very well); writes his name goes to Sunday
school and to chapel (every Sunday); means to go to a night school in the winter. (Was not at work at
the time the returns were made.)
No.598 Alexander Watson.
Aged 13 and 3 months. Cuts the slabs (the plates) at the forge, by a slip of iron under the
hammer and of these plates they make boiler plates, after they are rolled at mill. Also wheels coal and
slag ashes, and ashes away. Comes to work at 12 at night goes away it 12, or sometimes after it, on the
next day. Has been working, every other week, in the night-shift for a year, mostly changing about a
little bit. At the forge once he worked 2 shifts of 12 hours each without going home. Is sometimes
sleepy and sickish in the shift. Sometimes the heat makes him very sick and 4 or 5 times he has thrown
up his food from off his stomach. Was sometimes, perhaps twice, laid off 2 or 3 days each time, when
he was working with Harry Hardy at the forge; the heat made him sweat sore and bad; did not have the
doctor but got. some physic-salts. Was working about a year at the forge, working night and day-shift
(alternately). Has been here in those works nearly a year and a half; was strong and healthy before he
came here. Reads (pretty well); writes his name; goes to no school at all now and to church only
sometimes. Was at the school of the works more than a year.
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No.599 Matthew Davison.
Aged nearly 13, nearly 14 has been here about 2 years and a quarter, at intervals. Draws a door
in the forge; works from 11 a.m. and gives over about 12 at night. Every other week he works from 12
at night till 12 in the day; gets 8d. a shift for this. Has felt his head bad very nearly every day, thinks
the heat gives him this and makes his head feel light; feels every day nearly very tired and sleepy;
sometimes when sitting down to meals he has fallen asleep. Feels very sleepy in the night shift; gets a
little rest for half an hour when the coals are in and the heat is in when he sits down upon the sand. The
men hit them with their hands when they are not attentive; they do not hurt them much but so as to
make them cry. The day before yesterday James Davison a lad (the first witness, No.501.) threw a coal
at George Clark and hurt him rather bad. Was not a strong boy before he came to work, had the fever
and the measles before, and got himself burnt in a house at Kenton. Knows his letters only, cannot
write a, goes to no school now but goes to the chapel on Sundays now and then and to church; was
never at school many weeks.
___________________

TYNE IRON WORKS.
No.600 Mr. Downing, manager of these works.
He observes that there is a great difference in the state of morals and education in the
workpeople here. The number here employed above 18 is about 90. There are 16 young persons
between 18 and 13), and 5 under 13. There are now no females in the works. At the blast furnace there
are 5 men always working on Sundays. Four men draw some cinder ovens (coke ovens) from 5 to 9
on Sundays. Two boys one week and 1 another week are employed from 7 to S on Sunday evenings in
lighting the furnaces for the forge and mill. There is a day-school here, set on foot by the company 20
years ago. The company give the master his house and garden free of expense and keep them in repair.
There is a chapel of ease near here, at Sugeley, to which a day-school is attached. There are nightschools in the week at these schools in the winter season and several of the boys working here attend, at
least for alternate weeks. The chapel-school and a Methodist school lower down are open to the
children, but probably few attend them. Last Sunday the master at Sugeley school mustered only about
23 boys to attend church, although there were between 60 and 70 on his books: perhaps he seldom has
more than 30 at the Sunday-school.
No.601 Thomas Seaham.
Aged 12 in next May; heaves up at the rolling-mill; when the piece comes through the rolls he
lifts it up with a hook on to the top of the rolls for the roller to take it over again.
His hook is suspended to a chain from the roof; get 9d. a shift and has 6 shifts one week and 5
the other. Has no regular hours for each shift; generally he comes about 11 or half past 10 at night one
week and the same hour at day the other. He works always one week a night shift (on the 6 shift week)
and the next week a day-shift (on the 5 shift week); coming at 11 at night, for example, or at half-past
11, then goes away in the morning at about 11 or a quarter past, never at a regular time. Sometimes
works but not often, till 12 in the day, generally in the short week. Is not paid any more for the extra
hour. Has worked here a good while. At first he piled scraps, getting 8d. and 9d. a-day; next he went
to the rolling mill. Can do his work well; feels very sleepy in the night-shift sometimes; gets a bit of a
sit sometimes, not very long. Victuals are sent him by his father, as much as he can eat; in the night
shift brings a piece of supper with him and gets no more till breakfast time, about half past 7 o’clock,
coffee and bread and some butter sometimes. Heat has never hurt him; his mother says it has made
him rather white since he went. Is often very tired. Sleeps nearly all the day when he is in the nightshift, getting up about 5 o’clock p.m. and getting some fresh air and then he goes back to bed again.
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Always washes himself after leaving work. A lad who heats the furnaces sometimes works a shift after
he has done his own work. He comes at about 6 o’clock in the morning and gets the furnaces ready
and goes away about 12 mid-day and comes besides if any person is bad. If he comes in the morning
when any one is bad, he perhaps stops from 6 in the morning till 11 or 12 at night, not often. Yesterday
he came at 6 o’clock and stopped till 6 at night; his name is Thomas Wilkinson. Reads well, writes his
name goes to no weekly school, there is none about here; he is not a very good cipherer; goes regularly
to Sunday-school and attends the chapel, a Methodist chapel at Bell’s-close; some other boys go there,
most of the boys here; two of the men working here are teachers there they are all religious men in the
mill - Methodists.
No.602 At Messrs. Thompson’s Iron Works, at Wylam, for building locomotive and
stationary engines.
Several boys were questioned. The youngest were about 14 years of age, boys of a younger
age not being employed in these works. All were healthy and their physical condition tolerably good.
They possessed the common rudiments of education but, although some went to Sunday-schools, they
did not appear better acquainted than others with religious knowledge. The hours of daily labour are
usually from 6 to 6, out of which an hour and a-half is allowed for meals. Occasionally, and within the
last year, work has been carried on 2 hours longer and 4 hours longer than usual, making in the extreme
case 14 and a half hours of labour in 1 day. This has occurred from a sudden pressure of business.
April 17. - From the returns subsequently made from these works, it appears that the total
number of young persons here employed is 13; that all can read an easy book and sign their names;
that none attend weekly schools; 3 attend Sunday-schools, and 6 regularly attend public worship; that
their earnings vary from 6s. to 11s. per week.

___________________

SPENCER’S STEEL AND FILE-MAKING WORKS, NEWBURN.
No.6O3 John Hunter.
Age about 14, dresses files after they are hardened; has been here about 5 or 6 months, gets 8d.
a-day; comes to work at 6 o’clock a.m., generally leaving off at 6 o’clock p.m.; sometimes he works till
8 o’clock p.m., getting 2d. more for the 2 hours. Has worked till 8 o’clock 2 or 3 times a week when
the tiles are softening and then he has to mind the furnace; works 5 days a-week full work and on
Saturday till half-past 12 mid-day, coming to work on that day at 4 o’clock a.m. or 6 o’clock a.m.
Never works on Sundays or all night. Most of the other boys here get done at 6 o’clock p.m., not
working so much over-time. Can read very little, can write his name, goes to Sunday-school only;
attends church at Newburn and school, every Sunday.
Out of the remaining 11 boys here employed, 4 were examined; 4 work over-time occasionally,
very seldom, never working more than 14 hours at a time. All of these can read pretty well, having been
tried. All but 1 write their names. Three go to Sunday-school at Newburn Methodist school. All go to
church or chapel occasionally, and some regularly.

____________________
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LAYCOCK’S, &c. HARDWARE WORKS AT WINLATON.
No.604 Mr Laycock, owner of several of these blacksmith’s shops.
He states that the principal part of the work at Winlaton, of this kind, is done by persons
receiving the material (iron) from the masters to manufacture into various odd ware and ironmongery,
on premises found them by the masters; in some few cases on their own buildings, many industrious
persons having obtained a little freehold, a house and a shop. These goods are return as soon as done
or required. Hence the children are mostly under the control of their parents, in their various
occupations and are never over worked. Regrets that few boys go to places of worship or Sundayschool and hence are ignorant very unmanageable. Methodists are somewhat numerous here Kilhamites, Wesleyans, Ranters. These have a good moral effect on the population.
No.605 William Lamb.
Aged 15, &c.; makes staples for hasps - blacksmith’s work. Comes at 6 a.m., goes away at 6
o’clock p.m.; is an apprentice, gets 5s. a-week. Sometimes works over-time, never more than a day and
a-half per week. Paid by the hour for over-time, always well in health, never over worked; reads, writes,
and spells well. Goes to no day or night school in summer; and goes to Sunday-school (Methodist);
regularly attends worship (Methodist); appears
healthy.
No.606 Henry Short.
Aged 11; files, strikes and does odd jobs in the blacksmith’s shop; gets 3s. a-week; home to
meals, half hour breakfast, hour for dinner, gets plenty to eat, is comfortable; with parents, reads and
writes pretty well, has been to night-school, does not go now, was 7 years; goes regularly to church
Sunday-school; there are not many good boys in the village, there is much swearing; few, except very
small boys, go to church; the big boys do all sorts of mischief on the Sundays and often fight. (A very
healthy boy).
No.607 George Hutchinson.
Eleven years old; does odd jobs in blacksmith's shop; comes 7 o’clock a.m., goes away at 6
p.m.; goes home to meals, full time allowed; gets 2s. a-week, gives it to mother; never has the doctor,
has no father; cannot read, or write, or spell; goes to the Ranters’ Sunday-school, learns a b c there.
No.608 Four boys, respectively of 14, 10, 11, 18 years old.
They were at a neighbouring similar shop. None of them could read, write, or spell. Three
regularly frequented Sunday-schools but did not seem to have received any religious instruction.
Numerous witnesses were examined with similar results. The remarks made upon the works at
Swalwell (No.528) are to a great degree applicable here. workpeople of both have obtained a
distinguished place in the local annals ignorance and mischief.

_______________________

CROWLEY AND Co's IRON WORKS, SWALLWELL.
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No.609 Alexander Gray.
Eleven years old; files bars of gridirons, comes to work at 6 o’clock a.m. and goes away at 6
p.m.; lives with his parents, goes home to his meals, from 8 o’clock to half-past 8 for breakfast, from
12 to 1 for dinner and from 4 to half-past for tea. His wages are 5s. per week and his work is not hard.
Cannot spell, read, or write; goes to no day or night-school; rarely goes to Sunday-school or the chapel.
No.610 James Forster.
Ten years old; files gridiron bars, for which he gets 4s. a-week; works as the preceding 9
witness; cannot spell, or read (attempted some easy words), or write.
No.611 Thomas Gray.
Eight years old; blows the bellows, gets 3s. a-week, lives with his father and mother; goes to no
day or night-school; goes to the Methodist Sunday-school; cannot read, or write, or spell; knows
nothing at all of what he learns at Sunday-school; has heard about God but does recollect what.
These 3 witnesses are dirty and poorly clad, but healthy. The manager of these works says, the
parents of these children are keelmen, a most ignorant race. - See No.528.

____________________

CAMPION’S IRON FOUNDRY, HEXHAM.
No.612 May 17. William Smith.
Aged 15 next Midsummer; has been here 3 months and 2 weeks; attends on a man, minding the
fires and serving the man with bricks and loam and whatever he wants; twining the ropes for spindles
for making cores, &c. Comes to work every morning at 5 o’clock, and goes away at 6 at night,
sometimes after, perhaps 7 and 8. Thinks it has been 3 or 4 times every week since he has been here
that he has stopped till half-past 6 at least and sometimes later. Has stopped till half-past 9 o’clock;
this was the first fortnight he came, and perhaps 3 or 4 days in that fortnight he stopped to that time at
night. On Easter Monday he was done at 11 o’clock in the day, having come at half-past 12 on the
Sunday night. Gets 4s. a week for 12 hours work per diem, and 1d. an hour for what he does besides.
His regular time is 6 in the morning. but comes at 5 to get the fire ready: all the boys who run the
stoves do that, but not the apprentices. Is paid by Mr. Campion and is not hired by the man whom he
serves. Goes home to breakfast himself for half an hour and goes home to dinner for an hour; seldom
gets tea before he goes home. Most of the boys go home to dinner, not breakfast. Has been dizzy a
little, with the heat of the stove, about 6 times since he came; thinks he is thinner than when he first
came. Knows his letters only, cannot write his name; goes to Sunday-school and to chapel. Was put to
work when he was 7 years old at dusting gloves in a shop.
No.613 William Bewick.
Eighteen last December; has been here 3 years. Is an apprentice; apprentices work from 6 to 6
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very seldom later. Boys who mind stoves work from 5 a.m. till about 7 at night in general. Can read
fairly, writes his name, goes to no school at all now, and only sometimes to chapel.
No.614 Joseph Coulson.
Above 18; has been here bound more than 2 years, and was here 1 year before, when he 5
struck to the blacksmiths. Works in general from 6 to 6, and sometimes till 8 p.m.; is now working till
8, and has worked all this summer till 8. He and another boy do this. Is on with some nails, and, as it
is piece-work with them, he works as long as he can; makes now about 2s. to 2s. 6d. a-day with overtime. As an apprentice, he gets 1s. 2d. a-day, and at over work 4d. more for a quarter day. Once he
worked here from 6 a.m. till 12 at night at a boiler carrying rivets, as they wanted it very bad. Never
knew this done but once. Has been off at times with bad head and sickness, does not know from what.
Can only read very easy words cannot write, goes to Sunday-school and chapel every Sunday; never
went to nightschool, has forgotten his schooling now.
No.615 William Hamilton.
Aged 16 last March; bound now to a blacksmith; has been two years bound. Has wrought all
night at different times, when they were very busy. Has worked all day, all night and all the next day
without going to bed. Has done this about 5 or 6 times, or more, did this of his own will, but they could
not do well without him; went on the next day afterwards as usual. It is common, when they are very
busy, to work over-time in this way. Once, when the fan block was broken, he worked all night, besides
the day’s work. Goes to chapel, but not to any school at all now; reads (fairly), writes his name. There
is no night school in summer-time here.

___________________

POW AND FAWCUS’S CHAIN AND ANCHOR WORKS, NORTH SHIELDS.
No.6l6 May 7th. Mr. Pow.
He observes that the young persons here employed are occupied but 10 hours per day in actual
work, on the average and that very few are under 13 years of age.
No.617 William Johnson.
Aged about 11; blows the bellows here. Comes to work at 6 o’clock a.m., and goes away at 6 at
night. From 8 to half-past 8 is allowed for breakfast, which is sent by his mother, coffee and bread and
butter sometimes. Goes home to dinner at half-past 12 comes back at half-past 1; gets potatoes and
bacon generally bacon 2 or 3 days in the week and sometimes broth and meat about once a-week.
Gets tea at 6 o’clock after work at home. Sometimes works over-time; sometimes 3 times in a week,
never more; when hi does work over-time, he works from 6 a.m. to half-past 8 at night; then he gets his
tea sent telling them at dinner time to do so. For the last 4 weeks he may have worked 3 night overtime, that is, till half-past 8 p.m. Thinks he never made more over-time than this. When they are in a
hurry for the chains, the foreman tells him to stop. Gets 7d. a-day, and 8d. when he works over-time.
The chain-maker hires him and pays him. No one ever strikes him, to hurt him; is sometimes hit a bit, a
wee bit. About a week since was off work with a bad head; is comfortable here. Has been here about
12 months, always blowing. Has no father; one sister; lives with grandmother; gives his wages to her,
Has 4 afternoon holidays for the races and a day at Christmas and New Year’s day. Is well fed and
clothed; cannot not read at all now. Goes to Sunday school only; at the Methodist school but does not
attend chapel afterwards. Looks delicate.
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No.6l8 George Kettle.
Aged 16 last February; strikes to a chain-maker; will be bound to-morrow. Gets now 7s. 6d. aweek. Comes to work at 6 o’clock a.m., and goes away at 6 p.m.; goes home half an hour to breakfast,
one hour to dinner. Has, besides these, 20 minutes rest in the forenoon; from half-past 10 to ten
minutes to 11 o’clock; and in the afternoon, from half-past 3 to ten minutes to 4 o’clock. Thus he
reckons he works 10 hours a-day. Has been here 5 years; at first, blowing with the blacksmiths, then
worked from 6 to 6; and out of that time one hour and a-half was allowed for meals; was at this work a
year. Next, he struck to a chain-maker; and is doing this now. Was at sea for 6 months; thinks the heat
is rather hard for him; is not very strong. At sea he was a little better. In summer he sweats a good
deal. Is thinner of late than he was but does not think it is his work but from growing-tall. In the
summer-time, sometimes works from 6 a.m. till half-past 8 p.m. Two summers (1838 and 1839) he
worked every night till half-past 8 o’clock from 6 a.m. It is a good thing to work over-time in summer,
because they are mostly throng then. Two or three years he worked for 3 days and 3 nights without
going home. Then he worked from 6 a.m. till mid-night, with his usual meal hours and two rests of
twenty minutes each, out of that 12 hours. Then went to another blacksmith, and blew for him all night;
getting an hour and a half, ten minutes rest out of the whole night, for meals, &c. Then in the morning
went to strike to another man, and so on for 3 days and nights; felt very sleepy. Got about 5s. 6d. for
these 3 days and 3 nights work; worked no more that week. The reason of his working so long was,
that a lad would not work and so he worked in his room. There were 2 lads doing it at the same time
and they worked, he thinks, 6 days and 3 nights, without more rest than above described. That was
never done but once. Perhaps, if they were very throng, they would do it again. (This evidence is not
contradicted by the foreman, with whom witness was afterwards confronted. The foreman states that
they were at that time altering the shop and that it is possible the witness may have worked as he
describes, but that it was entirely at his own option to do so. Upon which the witness remarked that the
men asked him and he said he would if was paid for it.) Sometimes the men strike the boys for nought,
it is a common practice and sometimes they hurt them for drinking out of the bucket. They hit the little
lads most; they hit them with a chisel rod, sometimes across the shoulders, or anywhere. The other day
Robert Wilson was struck by Edward Woodman by his fist and the boy cried sore. The men. often
strike the boys without occasion. Can read easy words; cannot write his name. Goes to no Sunday
school now and not very often to a place of worship. On Saturday he works till about 11 or 12
generally, (mid-day.) As to holidays, he has a day at New Year’s day, a day at Easter, (none on Good
Friday,) at Whitsuntide half a day for two days; a day at Christmas.
Five boys who are strikers to chain-makers, of the ages 11 to 15.
No.619 Elisha Archer.
Aged 14 and a half years; has been here 5 years. For the first 2 years he blew a bellows, getting
3s. 6d. a-week; working from 6 to 6, with an hour and half for meals; went home to them; and two rests
of twenty minutes each. Often worked over-time, nearly every night till 8 o’clock and sometimes till
later; once or twice till 2 in the morning and coming to work the same 6 morning at 6 a.m., thus having
only 4 hours rest between times, Has been striking 3 years, very seldom works over-time at this. Has
been an apprentice (to different men) for these 3 years. Has worked for 6 months, within these 3 years,
every night regularly till half-past p.m. This was in the last summer. When they are very throng, which
is not very often, the strikers often work over-time. The other four witnesses have worked over-time
occasionally, two or three nights a-week now and then and the least time that any of them have worked
over-time is 5 nights in a year. Four boys say the men sometimes beat the little boys with the chisel rod
and sometimes with their fists and very often so as to make them cry. Those boys who have no father
in the shop are most hit.
No.620 John Hall.
Aged 11 years and 7 months; sweats very sore, which sometimes make his headache. Has been
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here 10 months and has been off 3or 4 days out of that with headache. Was not very strong before he
came; was bad of the small-pox. Elisha Archer was off a month with the toothache; no others have
been off at all, or have any headache or complaints of any kind. Three out of five can read (fairly', two
write their names; two go to Sunday-school. All attend church and chapel occasionally; none go to
weekly school.
No.621 Four boys.
Of 13, and 12 years of age, blow the blacksmith’s bellows; all work 15 from 6 to 6 generally,
with an hour and a-half for meals, and two rests of 20 minutes each out of the 12 hours. Three have
worked over-time about a week out of a year, from 6 a.m. till half-past 8 at night. None of them get
beaten or struck at all. All can read an easy book. Three write their names; 3 go to Sunday-schools
and Divine worship.
No.622 The foreman, John Davidson.
He observes that some of the apprentices, of about from 17 to 19 years of age, take home from
15s. to l8s. a-week. They are bound to make 18 fathoms of chain (from five sixteenths to one and three
eighths in. diameter of link) per week; that is, 3 fathoms a-day. They can mostly make more than this
quantity per diem, some making 4, 5, and 6 fathoms a-day.

_____________________

CROWTHER’S IRON WORKS, NEWCASTLE.
No.623 May 27. Christopher Grant.
Aged 14 last month; is moulding in the foundry. Has been 2 years; comes generally to work at
6 o’clock and goes away at night at 6; has an hour and a-half for meals out of that time, goes home to
meals. There are 4 boys in the foundry, and most of them go home to meals now gets 4s. a week. At
first he did odd jobs, making on fires, carrying loam, &c. Did this for a month; then went to the corebench, making cores for the moulds, for 6 months then went to the moulding shop, at which he now is.
Begins and finishes small moulds for tram wheels, &c. Sometimes rams down loam, &c. Thinks he
has worked over-time about twice every week, if he guesses for all the times together. Sometimes has
worked till 10 o’clock at night, often done this and sometimes has come in at 2 in the morning and has
worked till 6 and 7 at night; only when they are very throng, or have a heavy casting, when he helps the
men to ram up and get ready. Often comes before 6 in the morning. Has been here at 4 o’clock many
a time lately, and has stopped till 6 at night; then has been paid a day and quarter; but has only had an
hour and a-half for meals out of that time. A vast of the boys have worked all night. When they have a
heavy casting, it is bad work and heavy for the boys, the boys having to take off the weights put on to
keep the moulds down and it is terrible hot work to lift the pigs of iron just after they are cast. Lifts the
pigs with his hand, having a bit of straw or rough apron cloth to keep them from being burnt. Very
often gets burnt in the hands and arms with the metal flying about, when it is running into the mould.
Has been off 2 or 3 times burnt in his feet, not very sore; but Robert Elliot was burnt very sore in his
foot 8 weeks ago, and was off about 10 weeks with it. His brother was burned by a vast of hot things
that they were lifting falling upon him and crushing him and burning him. He was off half a year with
this accident. Christopher Dagget had his arm burnt about 6 mouths ago when they were casting the
beams. He was passing by when they were lifting the sheet iron plates and they fell upon him and
burnt his arm all up and he was off for several days. Witness has often had a very bad headache from
the heat but always tried to get to work. The boys get very dry from the heat and dust from the loam
William Winship is often off from a bad headache, and from the work not agreeing with him. The
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boys do not like to work over-time but they must stop, or they would be turned off. Can read well, and
write his name. Has been at Jubilee school and others before he came to work, never since. Goes to
Sunday school and chapel often.
No.624 Christopher Dagget.
Aged about 13 years and 4 months; labours about in the foundry; carrying bricks out to mould
with, making cores and small castings. Has been here about 2 years. Works from 6 to 6 in general.
Thinks he may have worked about 30 times over-time, for parts of nights and on one time he worked all
the time from 2 o’clock a.m. one morning, all that day, and all the next night and till part of the next
day, till about 5 o’clock p.m. on the Saturday. Did not go home, but to get his meat which he brought
down with him, and ate in the night. This was about a year and a-half ago and was because they were
casting a large cylinder and the boys had to riddle the sand and to job about the foundry. Did not sit
down more than 10 minutes at a time; perhaps did not rest more than half an hour all together. Was
forced to stop, or would have been turned away. There are about 5 boys there besides, most of them
stopped at the time. Always when they cast large cylinders, the boys have to stop over-time. At first, he
got 2s. a-week for about a year; then he got 3s. a-week. and now gets 4s. a-week and is paid for day
work. The foreman set him on. Has been sick two or three times with the heat; and a fortnight or so
after they cast the big cylinder, he fell on a hot plate and burnt his arm sore, nearly three eighths of an
inch into the flesh. Did not stay away more than half a day; for he had not much to do then beside
making on fires, &c. Goes home to meals but the heat either takes the appetite away, and makes them
rather weak. The hours are too long for hot work. Reads fairly and writes his name. Goes to Sunday
school and chapel often. Boys wash at home at night but wear the same clothes winter and summer.
Gets enough to eat.

No.625 Samuel Pescod.
Aged 14 next December; has been here nearly 3 years in the foundry. Laboured about at first,
then made cores for the moulds, and is now making moulds. Goes into the stoves to dry the moulds,
when it is very hot and makes him dry and hot and sweat a vast. Had been off several days with slight
burns in his foot. Has sometimes worked a quarter of a day at night over-time, when they have heavy
castings. Worked all night when they had a large cylinder to cast. Has worked thrice 2 or 3 hours on
Sundays at the moulds, when they were very throng. Two or three boys have done this now and then.
Once threw up his victuals with the heat. Reads very fairly, writes his name very badly. Goes to no
school now but goes to chapel on Sundays.
No.626 William Pescod.
Aged 15; making engine bars in the foundry; has 4s. a-week. Has been off a fortnight, with a
burnt foot. Has a good few times worked from 4 a.m. till 6 p.m., and also from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., and
once worked all night. Can read fairly, writes his name badly. Goes to no school now or chapel often.
No.627 John Paterson.
Aged 14 last November; has been here about 2 years. Strikes to a blacksmith. Works in
general from 6 to 6, and gets an hour and a-half for meals out of that time and brings his victuals with
him. Once wrought all night, and all the day before it. Worked all a Monday and Monday night and
Tuesday, and went away only at about 5 o’clock on the Tuesday night. Was carrying rivets at the
boiler yard all that time. Took about four and a half hours altogether for victuals then. The night shift
bad the same meal hours as the day. All the victuals he went home for and ate them there. They were
wanting their own boiler mended to set the men work next day. One night worked till 8 p.m. from 6
a.m., at painting the boiler, a 3 tub boilers. Uses a hammer to strike, not a very heavy one. Reads fairly,
writes his name. Goes to Sunday school and church.
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No.628 Elijah Ryles.
Aged 15 years and 6 months; serving his time to be an engine-wright. Has been here good 8
months. Works from 6 to 6; goes home half an hour to breakfast, and an hour dinner. It is not
common to work over-time in the fitting up shop. They work quarter days now and then. Reads well
and writes. Goes to Sunday school and chapel.
Several boys have been discharged from these works within a few weeks from want of
employment for them. The accidents that happen chiefly occur in the foundry from the carelessness or
inability of the boys in carrying ladles of metal.
____________________

WATSON’S BRASS, &c., WORKS, NEWCASTLE.
No.629 James Murray. May 27.
Aged 15 last March; was bound the 18th of November and was here 3 months he was bound; is
a brass-founder; did not get any pay for the 3 months he was here before being bound; gets now 3s.
6d. a-week and will be raised to 8s. the last year. Works 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. generally and has an half
hour to breakfast and an hour to dinner; goes home to both meals. Has worked about 6 quarter days
since he came; never worked longer than 8 o’clock over-time. Is set to help a man, 1 of the brassfounders, and comes at from 4 to 5 o’clock about 3 mornings in the week to get the fire ready for him;
has help him in his casting work. The youngest apprentice helps the men in all the departments of
these works. Witness is the youngest apprentice in the yard. On one or two occasions he has had to
work till 7 or 8 at night with this man on the same day that he has come at 5 in the morning. When he
is here these long hours, he has only the same meal times as usual, viz. an hour and a half out of the
whole day. Carries things to the fire and riddles the sand and does any jobs for the casters. In the
mornings he now feels stuffed up and feels like phlegm on his stomach and spits out a good deal. A
nasty smell comes when they are melting copper and this smell hurts him more than the brass; it makes
him cough so that he cannot stay there. Has often to knock up the copper into smaller lumps, or to roll
it up, when it is hot, to get it into the crucibles. If the men set him to do this, he must do it and
sometimes the men and the other apprentice help him; stands the smell better than any of them. Has
had good health in general; never felt the stuffing up before he came to the brass-foundry; it is much
the same now as at first but was not so much used to it as he is now. From the brass a sort of green
smoke comes when they are pouring it out but does not feel much from that. The brass that is yellow,
or his most copper in it, is the worst of the brass. Can read (well), writes his name; goes to no school
except on Sundays and then de goes to chapel. None of the boys in the brass-foundry go to night
schools.
(The number of castings of brass and copper may average from 8 to 10 a day, according to the number
of workmen. The foundry is tolerably ventilated but there is no thorough draft in it.)
No.630 John Lee.
Aged 19 and 5 months; has been in the brass-foundry 4 years; very often feels stuffed up at the
chest and very hoarse and spits up a good deal of black phlegm. Yellow brass is the worst stuff in the
vapour, because there is zinc in it. Ship bottom copper is very bad in melting a thick white smoke rises
from it; if that gets down the throat it makes the people cough for a quarter of an hour afterwards.
When the boy knocks the copper up for the crucible it must be heated and then the smoke comes from
it; if the copper is new, there is nothing like so much smoke. The shop is now well ventilated and they
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get the smoke away by opening windows and causing a draught. Is never unwell now but often had
pains in his head; still he is hoarse, and throws up phlegm. Has not a cough except when the stuff gets
into his throat and tickles it. Is an apprentice, and works from 6 to 6, and gets 5s. 6d. a-week wages
and an hour and a half for meals out of the 12 frequently works till 8 o’clock, for which he gets a
quarter day, but that it is at his own option. Sometimes is obliged to work if they are very throng, once
in a fortnight or three weeks.
No.631 Thomas George Barron.
Aged seventeen and a half; has been in the brass-foundry about a year and a half; is now bound;
was not bound till after being here 8 weeks, for which he got nothing; has 4s. a-week now. The regular
hours are from 6 to 6 and an hour and a hall for meals but not always the full time, for he is sometimes
running about with letters and things. Stops in the foundry to eat his meals, which he brings with him.
Works over time very often; seldom a week goes over but what he works half a day or a quarter day
over time in the week. Was working at corf making at Gosforth Colliery with his father. When the
spears were broken then he once worked about 30 hours following at once there. Has never been well
this good while; has a pain in his inside; last week could hardly work at all with it; had a twitching pain
all down his stomach and was sore purged feels this most from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.; is not so bad towards
night had a very little of this kind of thing before he came here, but never near so sore as he has it now;
feels a terrible stuffage at his heart and stomach in the mornings when he first gets up, and when he
gets his meal. The stythe of the yellow brass keeps hanging in the shop like a cloud when the wind is
heavy and wrong. The copper stythe, or verdigris, makes him cough terrible when he knocks up the
copper. Reads (very fairly), writes his name; goes to Sunday-school and church often.
No.632 John Heron.
Aged 18 next August; has been here 3 years in the plumber’s shop; works from 6 to 6 and an
hour and a half for meals; works now and then over-time if very busy, never more than two full days in
a week; but he thinks he has worked a day and three-quarters over-time in one week. There is a stythe
from the lead when it is heated but does not feel it so much, as they get often into the country. There is
nothing like the copper and brass stythe. Is an apprentice here, and gets 5s. a-week now. May be
casting lead about once or twice a month. Can read (well), writes his name; goes to no school, and to
chapel sometimes.

_____________________

NOTES AND EVIDENCE ON THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN.
EVIDENCE on SCHOOLS in parts of NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM, and on the
State of EDUCATION and MORALS amongst the Young Persons and Children employed in
COLLIERIES, &c.
The number of persons employed in the respective collieries will be ascertained by a reference to the
tabular approximation on a previous.
No.633 All the clergymen with whom I had an opportunity of communicating.
All agree that:1. The Sunday-schools and other means of instruction accessible to children and young persons
employed in pits and manufactories are by no means sufficient to atone for the loss of instruction by
early removal from day-schools.
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2. There is great difficulty in persuading these boys to avail themselves of such means, both from their
sense of their own deficiencies and from the loss of all desire and relish for instruction when they have
become accustomed to the pit or the manufactory, even if they are free from the taint of vice.
3. The progress of such boys at Sunday-schools is vastly inferior to that of boys wholly or partially
unemployed.
4. The teachers at the Sunday-schools are very imperfectly qualified for tuition.
5. The removal of boys from school to continuous employment at 7 years of age and upwards operates
to their injury in every way.
6. In reply to the question, Until what age do you thing the children destined for collieries and
manufactories ought to remain at school? six clergymen, resident in large fields of observation have
independently replied 14 years; and none have fixed the minimum lower than 12 years of age.
No.634 Mr. Daniel Liddell, teacher, of Newcastle, who appeared to have paid considerable attention
to the subject of schools in collieries &c. and to be acquainted with the wants of the vicinity of
Newcastle in this respect, and the extent to which those wants have been supplied, has embodied the
results of his evidence and numerous conversations with the following remarks:Newcastle, April 26, 1841.
The population of collieries varies from 700 to 3000, yet very few collieries tire provided with proper school-rooms.
The buildings used for the purposes of tuition are generally dwelling-houses or chapels, and it is not practicable for a
teacher in these buildings to instruct his pupils upon the monitorial, the simultaneous. or the intellectual system. These
chapels as well as the dwelling-houses are generally the property of the coal-owners, who exact no rent from the teachers
but when the chapels are the property of a religious denomination, the teachers pay a fair rental. It rarely happens that a
person is allowed to teach at a collier without the consent of the agent. The teachers in general have hot received an
education qualifying them to be successful teachers of the young; many of them are disabled workmen and others teach
for a few months of the year, and work in the pit during the other months. Their information is very limited, of which
the more intelligent pitmen complain much.
The books used in colliery-schools are, generally, Reading Made Easy, Markham’s Spelling Book, the Testament, the
Bible and Tinwell’s Arithmetic. The schools are without maps and books on geography. Education is not presented to
the children in an agreeable or proper manner, and owing to this and the severity of the discipline, the children prefer
labour in pits. Very few of the pupils in the highest class at a colliery-school can read with any degree of fluency or give
the meaning of what they read. The school fees are from 3d. to weekly and the emoluments of a teacher are not equal to
those of a labouring man.
There are Sunday-schools at each colliery but these are not numerously or regular attended and they are conducted by
workmen who have not the opportunities of mental improvement which are enjoyed by teachers of Sunday-schools in
towns.
A very small proportion of the colliery population attend a place of worship on Sundays and there are large collieries at
which not a single pitman or any of his family attends the parish church. The chapels at collieries are for the Methodists
and the services in them are conducted by local preachers. On Sundays the older persons meet and pass their time
frivolous or impure conversation. The youths resort to the fields and engage in amusements; these amusements are
frequently of a barbarous character, as many of the colliery boys have dogs. Few of the colliery population of
Northumberland become inmates of the gaols, but crime prevails to a considerable extent among the colliery population
of Durham, which ranks lower in the scale of intelligence and respectability. At some collieries the mechanics generally
at work as usual on the Sundays.
The state of education at the collieries has long been matter of regret to many excellent persons but the early age at which
the children went to work in the pits, the number of hours during which they were daily employed and the unfriendly
feeling which subsisted between employers and employed, presented serious obstacles to the education of the children and
no efficient measures have been adopted by the friends of popular education for instructing colliery population. The coalowners and their agents have long expressed a desire to promote the education of the pitmen’s children but consider that
no efforts on their part would be attended with good results and that they must wait till the men desire their aid. Very
few of the coal-owners subscribe to the funds of a colliery-school.
Taking into consideration the number of men that are employed at each colliery, the wages they receive, the noble
feelings and heroism they display when explosions or accidents take place and the proofs of filial affection which they
exhibit, it might be supposed that they could be induced to join in some efficient plan for their mental improvement and
the education their children and such undoubtedly would be the case if proper opportunities were given the pitmen of
knowing by what means these objects could be attained.
The mental improvement of the pitmen and the education of their children could be promoted at their own expense. At
the greater number of collieries there might be an infant school which would receive the children between 2 and 5 years of
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age; a day and evening school in which boys and girls above 5 years of age would receive instructions in reading,
writing, arithmetic, geography, &c.; and a girls’ school in which the girls would be taught sewing, knitting, &c. There
might also be a library containing cheap and useful books; and lectures might be delivered at regular intervals during the
winter on popular and interesting subjects. A small weekly subscription on the part of each workman would raise a fund
sufficient for the remuneration of all the teachers and lecturers and for the providing of books for the schools and library.
In return, the colliery population would possess excellent schools accessible to all the children and the adult population
might acquire useful scientific instruction. The schools, libraries, &c. would require to be managed by a committee aided
by the agent and clerks. The workmen to be formed into an educational society and to elect the committee.
These views I have endeavoured to bring under the notice of the coal-owners, their agents, and the pitmen, at various
times since 1835, by means of tracts and lectures on education. C. Blackett, Esq., M.P., expressed to me his desire to
aid his men in the cause of education if they would form themselves into an educational society; their consent was
obtained; the society was formed; a committee was appointed; Mr. Blackett provided school-rooms and a house for the
teachers, with coals and a garden and became an annual subscriber of £20 to the funds of the school. A day and eveningschool, conducted by a master and a school for sewing, knitting, &c. conducted by a mistress, were opened in January,
1839, with 120 day-scholars and 40 evening scholars. Previous to this arrangement the greater number of the children
were passing their time idly and the school was attended by about 30 pupils.
The pitmen at Killingworth or Westmoor Colliery having had their attention directed to this arrangement for education,
expressed a desire for schools upon such a system. Nicholas Wood, Esq. the manager of the colliery, entered readily and
cordially into their views, and the owners of the colliery readily agreed to provide schools and to give the society their
support. Three large schools were built, one of these an infant-school (and the first infant-school that has been erected at
a colliery in this district). These schools were opened in August, 1840, when 406 of the workmen had become
subscribers of 3d. weekly to the schools, which are conducted partly on the Edinburgh Sessional System and partly on
the National System but, as was stated officially at the opening of the schools, with a sacred regard to the rights of
conscience and to the progress of the scholars. Previous to this arrangement there was only one school at tile colliery,
which was attended by about 90 pupils; but the number at the opening under this new arrangement was 528 and the
schools are in a flourishing state. There was therefore an instantaneous increase of above 400 in the number of scholars
and these not drawn from other schools, but from passing their time idly at home.
From the former and the present state of the schools at these two collieries an idea may perhaps be formed respecting the
state of education at the collieries in this district. C. Blackett, Esq., M.P., has always been friendly to popular education
and never dreaded injurious consequences from the education of his colliery population and yet not one-sixth of the
children fit for school at his colliery attended school. Lord Ravensworth, the Earl of Wharncliffe, and J. Bowes, Esq.,
M.P., are the owners of Killingworth colliery, and they are well known as patrons of learning. Many of their workmen
were born on the colliery; their pitmen seldom remove to another colliery ; and Mr. Nicholas Wood, the manager, has
not had occasion during the long period of his superintendence to require the aid of a soldier or constable and yet only 90
of the children belonging to such a colliery attended school, while the schools are now attended by nearly 600 children
without the slightest inconvenience to the manager of the colliery. It may, therefore, be safely assumed that the pupils
at colliery-schools in this district might be increased in a sixfold proportion.
These circumstances may lead to the conclusion that, if proper measures were adopted for imparting information to the
colliery population of this district respecting their mental improvement and the education of their children, they would
become alive to the evils of ignorance and to the blessings of education and would, under the auspices of their employers,
form themselves into educational societies, so that all employed might increase their store of knowledge, acquire a
scientific as well as practical acquaintance with their occupation, and secure to their children an extensive and useful
education. The subscription being small, the arrangement would prove of great advantage to those with large families,
and would be oppressive to none, while it would secure scientific information to persons employed at collieries which
they could not otherwise obtain but at a great price and sacrifice of time. It does not appear that the owners of the
collieries or the friends of popular education will adopt proper measures for promoting education at collieries without
some legislative enactment.
The establishment of improved schools at collieries ought to be followed by proper inspection, as the numerous
engagements of the coal-owners and their agents leave them but little time to attend to the education of the pitmen’s
children and the pitmen require intelligent co-operation.

THE KILLINGWORTH COLLIERY SCHOOLS.
No.635 Extracts from the Rules.
That the whole family of a subscriber be taught for 6d. per fortnight, excepting young men above 16 years of
age, who shall subscribe 6d. per fortnight for themselves; and the evening-scholars to find their own candles, which shall
commence at 6 in the evening and continue till 8 o’clock.
That children not connected with the colliery shall pay the same school fee as demanded by the surrounding
schoolmasters, but shall be supplied with books, &c.
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That the entire management of this institution shall be vested ill a general committee of 13, to consist of a
president, vice-president, 2 treasurers, a secretary, &c., men chosen by and from the members, which general committee
shall meet once a-month for general business, and shall have powers to make such regulations in conformity with the
general rules as the institution may be found to require.

May, 1841. The Master’s Report (with the concurrence of the President, Nicholas Wood,
Esq.) on the Killingworth Colliery Schools, opened 25th August, 1840.
[In his Report some alterations in the words and the spelling have been occasionally made.]
These schools were built by the owners of the colliery, viz., the Right Honourable Lord Ravensworth and
partners, for the benefit of the children of their workmen and others at a moderate distance from the colliery.
The size of the boys school within the walls is 38 feet in length by 28 in breadth; the girls and infants schools
are each 28 feet by 22. The schools are supported by mutual subscription among the workmen and boys above 16 years
of age in the following manner - each workman, or head of a family, pays at the rate of 3d. per week, if he or she has
children at the schools, that is, boys below 16 years of age, as the girls are allowed to attend at any age. Boys, or young
men above 16 years of age pay 3d. per week and are also considered regular subscribers. The evening scholars pay a
halfpenny per week extra for candles to light the school-room with during the winter months.
The schools were at the commencement supplied with all necessary books and other materials by each subscriber
paying 1s. extra and the benefits arising from a public collection made at a meeting of the agents and workmen of the
colliery and other well-wishers to the institution.
(Note.) - All the workmen on the colliery do not subscribe to the schools, as it is not made compulsory on the
men to do so.
For the above subscription of 3d. per week the scholars are furnished with reading-books, copy-books, slates,
pens, ink, and pencils, also all necessary books on arithmetic, English grammars, geography, Bibles, and New
Testaments, with abridgements of Bibles, and other useful books specified below:1. The authorised version of the Bible in full.
2. New Testaments in full.
3. Sellon’s and Ostervald’s Abridgements to the Bible.
4. Our Saviour’s Sermon on the Mount, Parables, and Discourses.
5. The 3rd, 4th, and 5th Irish-school Reading-books for boys, &c. with a great variety of useful lessons on cards
and boards, with Simpson’s Primer for younger classes.
6. Tinwell’s Arithmetic in 2 parts: also the Irish arithmetical sheets on boards.
7. Chambers’ Geographical Primer. Also the scholars are exercised on Murray’s small Geography, Ewing’s,
Keith’s, &c.; and on Sacred Geography by Reids and other authors on the same subject: also numerous exercises
on the Maps of the World, Europe, England, &c. &c.
8. The Irish School Grammar.
9. Campbell’s Grammar on the lesson system.
Frequent exercises are given on the following books, mostly by dictation:- Smith’s and Guy’s Orthographical
Exercises; Guy’s Astronomy and General School Question Book; Blair’s Universal Preceptor, and Pinnock’s Outlines of
Ancient and Modern History. Also ornamental writing, the practical uses of mapping, lettering, and the construction of
maps and plans are taught, (specimens of which, done by the boys of the colliery, are exhibited in the school-room).
Several of the boys use Lennie’s Grammar and Exercises. Education is not restricted in our schools and the following is
a brief-summary of the various branches taught:- arithmetic and writing on paper are much practised; book-keeping;
mensuration in all its branches; land-surveying and plotting, or laying down plans, also subterraneous surveying; plane
and spherical trigonometry, with their application to astronomy and the use of the globes if necessary. The master gives
to his elder scholars easy and familiar exercises on optics, the use of the prism, microscope, and telescope and the nature
of the different lenses. One of the greatest losses in schools is the want of simple apparatus to illustrate the many
lessons scientific subjects. Excepting the exercise in reading, the sense is generally lost to the scholars. It may be
proper to observe that all the girls learn to write and cipher on paper with master and their number may average about 40
each day.
The boys school commences at half-past 8 in the morning. Part of a hymn is sung, and short ex temporary
prayer is offered up by the master at a quarter past 9 o’clock; this interval is allowed that the girls may have time to
assemble to join in the religious exercises, having more work to do in the morning at home than the boys. The school
closes at 12 o’clock noon for the forenoon; the school commences again at 1 o’clock and closes at 4 p.m. evening school
commences at half-past 6 o’clock and closes half-past 7, evening.
The day-school is conducted as much as possible on the Edinburgh sessional-school plan with a mixture of Dr.
Bell’s and Mr. Lancaster’s systems. The higher classes are in a great measure exercised by the master, with the exception
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of having a head-boy at each class to assist the master and preserve order; the lower classes are all taught by monitors,
with frequent assistance of the master. The evening-school is not so much conducted on the mutual-instruction system
as could be wished, on account of the great disproportion of the ages and sizes of the boys and their unwillingness to
submit to the tuition of their fellows;- there is no doubt a loss to many of the boys and a greater burden on the master.
The average number of boys attending the day-school is between 90 and 100. The average number of men and
boys attending the evening-school between 80 and 90.
This important institution is under the direction and management of a committee of 13 subscribers, consisting
of a president and vice-president, a treasurer, a secretary and 11 other governors; such committee being chosen publicly
from the most intelligent of the workmen, it being always understood that the president shall be the principal agent of
the colliery; one-half of said committee to go out of office annually but shall be liable to re-election.
The following is a copy of Mrs. Barras’s report of the girls school under her charge. The girls school opens at 9
o’clock with prayer; from a quarter-past 9 till 10, spelling a reading; next half-hour spent in reading and questioning on
the Scriptures; next half-hour reading and explaining the Ten Commandments; next half-hour exercises on Lloyd’s
Scripture Catechism; next-half hour engaged in reading abridgements of the Bible and reading abridgements of the Bible
and reading primers and lessons on boards; next part writing on slates, repeating grace before meat, and conclude. The
school opens in the afternoon at 1 o'clock by repeating the grace after meat; then the whole of the afternoon employed in
teaching sewing knitting and marking on linen: conclude at 4 o'clock with prayer.
DURHAM
(Note.) - When the mistress and master think a girl sufficiently advanced, she has the benefit of attending the
master’s school. Children may be recommended by the committee.
The report of Mrs. Smith Goodger, mistress of the infant school:The average number of infants attending my school amount to 100, that is, male and female. The school opens
in the morning with prayer at 9 o’clock, the children kneeling with folded hands, and eyes shut; at 10 o’clock all or part
of a hymn or moral song sung; half an hour after 10 the Scriptures read by the mistress, and the children questioned on
them; 11 o’clock, exercise in the playground; next half hour the children formed into reading classes; 5 minutes to 12
grace before meat said or sung by the children. Afternoon the school opens with grace after meat, followed by the pence
and multiplication tables in rhyme; 3 o’clock exercise in the play-ground; half after 3 Commandments with responses; 5
minutes to 4 evening prayer. Various other exercises, too tedious to mention here, are used according to the discretion of
the teachers.
The above reports are all that I have been able to receive from Mrs. Barras and Goodger.
(Signed) WM. COUSIN, Master.

No.636 Mrs. Ann Smith Goodger, the mistress of the infant-school.
She stated:That when she first came, oaths were exceedingly common in the mouths of girls of 5 and 7
years of age; so much so, that a special punishment for oaths was daily necessary. She fears they were
infected by the language of the pit-boys at their homes; and they did not scruple at times to call her the
most opprobrious names that could be imagined.
In the infant-school they enter at 3 and leave at 5 years of age for the school of elder girls and
boys. She thinks the bad language alluded to might be checked and suppressed by the parents who,
instead of doing this, frequently abuse her for punishing the children.
No.637.
At this colliery two striking examples were brought under my notice by the schoolmaster, of the
power of the parents to educate their children, even under disadvantageous circumstances, where they
possess the will. I visited the houses of the pitmen in question, and the wife of George Young stated:That she had 3 girls and 3 boys (aged 9 years six months, 8, and 2 8 years six months years
respectively), all of whom were regularly kept at school although the earnings of the father did not
exceed 20s. weekly. Since the establishment of the new schools the charge for the whole family was
but 6d. a-fortnight but previous to that period the charge was is. 4d. and even then the family were
regularly sent to school (and the master regularly paid for). She has heard of young men being put to
work before their strength was sufficient; and one family, named Wardell, went to Seghill Colliery
because the putting was too hard for them here, and they could get no other work.
David Phillips.
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Has 5 children, 3 of them boys, aged respectively 9, 7, and 4 years. The eldest boys will not go
down the pit, while many boys are anxious to go down. He therefore means to put him to some trade.
His (witness’s) earnings vary, but they may average from 18s. to 20s. per week. All his children are
and have been regularly at school and punctually paid for.
No.638 Notes of the Schools at Bigge’s Main, or Heaton Colliery, at the commencement of
May, 1841.

A small library at the Methodist chapel containing about 100 volumes, 30 or 40 of which; were
biographies, &c. of Methodists, is open to any inhabitant of the village for 6d. per quarter, and to the
Sunday scholars for 3d. per quarter.
No.639 Mr. John Hedley, the agent at Holywell Colliery, renders the following account of
education there:Number employed at Holywell Colliery.
Under ground Above ground Total.
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21 years of age and upwards
13 years to 21 years
Under 13 years

79
36
12
127

27
7
3
37

106
43
15
164

State of Education, September 17, 1840.
Population above 14 years of age
Under 14
Total

273
170
443

Above 14 cannot read
Under 14
ditto
Deduct infants

Population
Deduct infants
Capable of education

443
70
373

36
118
70- ------ 48--------84

Can read (a large proportion very imperfectly)
Of these 289 can write, many of them badly
Number capable of receiving instruction
Number can write as above
Number cannot write, consequently may be
considered uneducated

289
185
373
185
188, or one-half.

Of the 170 under 14 years of age only 35 go to a day-school.
12 working boys go to an evening-school.
The want of education operates much against the interest and well being of the pitmen; in many
instances of late years they have been subject to be misled and duped by designing meat into the wildest
schemes, under a pretext of bettering their condition; this has particularly occurred in 1831, when a
‘strike’ for about two months took place, and another in 1832 for a shorter period, during which they
were led into great excesses and sustained considerable loss of employment; besides paying to their
advisers, and in many cases to the lazy, those preferring agitation to labour, large sums of their hardearned cash.
This want of education chiefly may be ascribed to the following:
1st. Parents are generally indifferent about getting their children instructed. 2nd. Employment can be
had at an early age, which is an inducement with the parents for sending them to work at 8 years of age
and in some instances earlier; after being once employed they generally continue in the coal-mines
while health and age permit. We have known cases of young men of 20 years of age getting instruction
at evening-schools after the labour of the day was over but these are rare, probably not 2 per cent.
To promote the instruction of pitmen the following points appear deserving of attention:1st. Having school-houses erected in the midst of the population sufficient to accommodate all
the children. 2nd. Competent teachers, both male and female. 3rd. Some powerful motive to induce the
parents to send their children to school.
The families of pitmen are very generally well fed and clothed and in all respects in a good
circumstance as those of other labouring people, education excepted. Their habits is to associate with
those of their profession only. Their morals of late have improved especially with regard to sobriety,
probably by the influence exerted by the total abstinence societies established in colliery villages.
Although places of public worship are conveniently near not more than one-fifth of coal workmen’s
families attend regularly.
No.640 The Manor School, near Backworth Colliery, visited March 26 &c.
Backworth Manor School-rooms, house and garden are the property of the Duke of
Northumberland and for the use of the master (Thomas Ramsay) pays a half-yearly acknowledgement,
while the owners of Backworth Colliery gratuitously supply coals for the house and schools. At the
day-school 40 boys and 45 girls, on an average, attend and probably 30 of these 85 children are those
of pitmen, banksman, engineers and other workmen attached to the colliery. The youngest child was 5
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years old but the ages of the children were generally form 9 or 10 to 12 or 14. At the night-school
there are usually about 12 attendants, 8 of whom are from 18 to 20 years of age and 4 from 14 to 16
years of age. They are chiefly engine-wrights and are learning arithmetic and menstruation. The
charges for education are per quarter, 4s, for writing and ciphering 8s. for these and menstruation, 10s.
for these and land surveying; 15s. for trigonometry ‘navigation &. and 1s. per quarter extra for English
grammar and geography. The master has been here 5 years, and previously taught for 2 years. He
cannot make use of any regular system of tuition but is compelled to adopt such plans as are adapted to
a fluctuating attendance of scholars.
No.64l Mr. William Hunter, an agent at Backworth Colliery, (to whom am indebted for
assistance).
He declares his opinion on the education of pit boys.
Amongst the pit boys, my opinion is, that education is deficient both in quantity and quantity; this arises
chiefly from the following causes, namely, the apathy of the parents to education and to the boys being sent so early
down the pits to work, say at the age of 7 or 8; the unfitness of many of the schoolmasters and the great want of
punctuality of the parents in paying the money necessary for tuition of their children.
To remedy these things I would let no boy go down the pit to work until 11 years of age and able to read, write
and do accounts. The men and boys from 18 years of age to pay 2d. to every 20s. they make, to pay the schoolmaster’s
salary, and to purchase books, &c. for school purposes; this money to be kept off at the colliery office and given over to
a committee appointed to look after the school affairs for the time.
That proper master’s be chosen qualified both mentally and morally and properly remunerated That the schools
be visited every 3 months by proper men for the occasion and the progress of the boys and the general state of the school
reported. I would have this education perfect, perfect in reading, writing, accounts and all other branches of learning that
may be taught, I would have the boys to know first principles, at all times to be able to give a reason for what he is
doing that the child may have a foundation laid for future usefulness. This education should be as practical as possible.
It should be a moral education, that the boy may know his duty to his Maker and to his fellow-creatures.
I need not tell you that to execute this work Government will have to interfere.

No.642 At Seghill Colliery Village, the only day-school of any importance that I could discover was
held in the Methodist chapel, and was a speculation of the master, who was educated at Edinburgh.
There were present at my visit on the 18th of March 115 children, of whom 60 were boys and these
boys, in some cases, answered my questions readily. The charges vary from 8d. to 6d. and upwards
and the chapel and coals were gratuitously allowed to the master.
At the night-school in the same place there were 10 pit boys present of from 11 or 12 to 18
years of age and they were learning reading, writing, and arithmetic. It was said that about 130 scholars
usually attended at the Sunday-school.
At a subsequent visit in May the master handed in the an flexed statement:There are in attendance at this school during the day 131 scholars, 26 of whom are ciphering (18 boys and 8
girls;) some of them are advanced as far as mensuration, and others nearly through arithmetic: also 23 writing and reading
in the Bible (10 boys and 13 girls); likewise 25 (15 boys and 10 girls) reading in the Testament; 22 reading, (14 boys and
8 girls,) but not so far advanced; and 35 (17 boys and 18 girls) who have lately commenced reading, and whose ages are
from 4 to 5 years. There are also in attendance at the evening-school 30 scholars (all lads), 13 of whom are reading and
writing, the remainder ciphering. The evening scholars ages are from 10 to 20 years and the remainder of the day scholars
from 5 to 15 years, the greater part of whom are the children of the pitmen.

No.643 Mr. John Reay, Agent at Wallsend Colliery.
He observes:What I consider desirable, and essentially so, is that at every colliery there ought to be 70 3
schools, viz., an infant school, a boys day-school, and a girls day-school.
These I consider would meet the wants of miners’ children and nothing short of this will do so.
I have no doubt but the parents would most willingly contribute to the pay of the teachers. This plan is
now in operation at Killingworth Colliery, Lord Ravensworth and partners having built 3 such schoolrooms, which were opened last years and are now giving very great satisfaction to the owners and the
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workmen. Unless such a plan be adopted I have no hope of ever seeing the miners’ children receiving
suitable education. From my personal knowledge of the pitmen during upwards of 40 years there has
been a most decided progressive improvement both in their moral and religious character; their habits
both as to working and at home are greatly improved; instead of their cruel sports of cock-fighting,
bowling-matches, boxing &c. you very rarely see any such thing; and where there was 1 who attended a
place of worship on the Sabbath-day there are now 50. The places of worship 40 years ago were very
few and ill-attended. This change has been mostly effected through the instrumentality of the
Wesleyan Methodists; they have built 40 chapels, at a cost of about £29,000 containing about 15.000
sittings and in which are taught upwards of 4,000 Sunday-school scholars. All these are situated within
about 1 mile on each side of the river Tyne and there are many more than the whole of the mining
districts in the counties of Northumberland and Durham.
No.644 April Thomas Cowen, Schoolmaster at Willington Colliery.
Keeps a school on his own speculation at the Bigge pit. It is a day-school. Has 15 upon his books. Had about
10 attending before the late accident on the 19th of April. Has been very thin since. Keeps a night-school; 15 on his
books, 2 or 3 of whom may be about 20 years of age. Reading is charged 3d., writing 1d. additional, figures 2d
additional. Has been here 34 years as a schoolmaster. Has no one at night-school at this present time; had about 8 or 10
before the accident. He was not educated as a teacher. Began to teach at Tanfield Moor Colliery 38 years ago. There is a
school, taught by a female, at the Old Engine in Willington-square there is a school, a day and night school, at
Willington-quay kept by Thomas Davison. There is also a school kept by George Paterson; this is the fourth school.
There is 1 Sunday-school here, attended by the colliery boys. The owners allow witness house and coal.

At Paterson’s' school I was informed that:The hours of attendance were in summer from half-past 8 a.m. till 12, and from 1 p.m. to half-past 4 or 5 in the
afternoon. In winter the school was open at the same hours, but closed about an hour earlier in the afternoon. The
subjects of tuition were reading, writing, arithmetic, mensuration, trigonometry, algebra, geography and English
grammar.

No.645 Percy Main Colliery:
At Chirton there was a day-school containing about 25 boys and 25 girls and an evening-school
averaging 10 or 12 attendants. Day-schools are also opened in the Methodist chapels; 2 Sundayschools are opened in these chapels, 1 in the Wesleyan, in which there are 64 boys and 47 girls, and 1
in the Primitive Methodists’ or Ranters’ chapel, where there may be 71 boys and 76 girls; of these 71
boys about 30 work in or about the pits, to which teachers say they mostly resort between their 7th and
9th years of age, to the great injury-their education and their growth. At a dame-school in the village, 8
boys and 20 girls were in attendance.
No.646 At Urpeth Colliery there is a compulsory arrangement for education thus noticed by Mr.
Boyd, the agent:There is maintained here a self-supporting school, the master of which, appointed by the owners, has his salary
almost entirely made up by the subscription of the workmen themselves which subscription is made compulsory by
being entered as part of the ‘bond’ or from of agreement entered into each year and signed by each workmen and his
family. The subscription and payments are as follows:As the colliery payments are fortnightly for each workman having a family and house, 5d. per fortnight; for each
workman having no family a house, 3d. per fortnight and for each child any of the above may send to the school
additional 1d. per week per child; the children being allowed books at a cheap rate to them.
The average number of scholars is about 55 and the relative number of children to the population is about 50 to 300.
The master is paid £40. per annum. The school rent-free and is supplied with coals. The above £40 is nearly raised by
the two means viz., voluntary subscription or each householder and the weekly payment for each child entered. The
children enter at 4, 5, and 6 years of age and the boys leave as soon as they can work 8 or 9. The girls remain much
longer.
Most of the workmen are members of sick-funds; but these are all of a private nature, dissolve each year and have no
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reference to the colliery at which they are employed.
I do not know that much may be done in this district to ameliorate the condition of the children whilst at their work,
except that some means were used to have the work of the youngest portion performed by others as cheaply to the
employer and thus prevent their being sent, for the sake of the wages they can earn, by their parents so early in life to
work, and thus also give them a better opportunity of becoming a little more instructed.
As ignorance would seem to be the evil most to be guarded against, I do not know of any better means of instruction
than that of a compulsory payment to be agreed to by each workman on his binding; the class of schoolmasters to be
improved if possible and Sunday-schools attached for those working during the week and reading-rooms for the young
men if the funds will allow.
As to the difficulty of establishing such a system, I found it as it was new, so at first extremely objectionable to the
workmen, more particularly those without families; so much so that I was obliged to discharge from his hiring one good
workmen on account of his great objections and as to the probability of being able to continue it next year from the
binding on April 5, though we have, from the goodness of the wages earned, &c., at the colliery, little by observation on
the payments, yet I have little hope of being able to get a sufficient number to do it, from the increased demand at
collieries where no payment is made and from the general feeling of opposition in a pitman to part with what he has
wrought hard for.
I rave the same arrangement at Wylam Colliery. 10 miles west of Newcastle and in the county of Northumberland, where
I an agent for C. Blackett, Esq.. M.P. for county Northumberland but not resident agent. But as it is a much larger
colliery we afford there a very good salary, a middling master and mistress, 2 good school-rooms, and a house (dwelling)
attached, all built and upheld at Mr. Blackett’s expense; besides his subscription of £20 per annum, which, when the
masters salary amounts to £70 per annum, the under-agents and workmen are enabled to make use of for a very good and
now pretty extensive reading society.
At Wylam, however, the workmen do not send their children (whereby the extra payment of 1d. per week is incurred) so
regular. I am more and more aware that a compulsory payment from the workmen requires more caution in the choice of
a master.

No.647 Newbottle, Lambton and Littletown Collieries.
From Newbottle, Lambton, and Littletown Collieries, on the Wear, educational returns had been
recently rendered to the late Earl of Durham, from which it appeared that, of 1,760 persons at Newbottle
Colliery, 1,403 were above 5 years of age; of these 693 could read and write and 446 could read only,
leaving a remainder of 364 totally illiterate persons. Of 905 persons at Lambton Colliery 758 were
above 5 years of age; of these 263 could read and write and 309 could read only, leaving a remainder of
186 totally illiterate persons. Of 1,778 persons at Littletown Colliery 1,455 were above 5 years of age;
of these 505 could read and write, 584 could read only, and 366 were totally illiterate.
From the Marquis of Londonderry’s Collieries Mr. Buddle had received returns, by which it
was found that at Pensher 57 per cent. of the pitmen could read and write and 31 per cent. could read
only; at Rainton 37 per cent. could read and write and 43 per cent. could read only. At Pittington 50
per cent. could read and write and 35 per cent. could read only.
No.648 Pensher Colliery. March 93 Robert Jacks, Master of the principle school.
He stated:That he had been here 1 year; was trained as a master; that is, he attended schools for
qualification for some years and finished by attending for the same purpose some principal schools in
Edinburgh. The average attendance of boys may be taken at 43, of girls at 4; all being the children of
people employed in or about the colliery. The youngest of these children is 5 years old; the oldest 13
years old. Teaches them arithmetic as well as reading and writing; 5 or 6 of them learn grammar; 30 of
them read easy books; 25 write words and copies; all spell words of one syllable, at least; (several failed
to do soon trial, except with easy words;) 15 cipher. (The number of boys and girls present on this
occasion was 48.)
The result of a general examination of the scholars was unfavourable. In this as in other
schools the strap is occasionally resorted to for correction. The master was 5 years at Morpeth, where
he observed that the state of education and morals was middling. At Blythe he was 12 years, where
these things were good. At Durham he was 3 years and there the morals and education of the boys and
men were far below what he has observed here.
NIGHT SCHOOL.
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On visiting the night-school at the same place, and under the same master, I learned that the
average attendance of adults and boys was about 8. The youngest of these attendants was 9, and the
eldest 50. They were all working either in the pit or about the pit as mechanics. They were taught
reading, writing and arithmetic and in 1 or 2 instances mensuration. The master applies himself to
secular instruction only. The charges were 4d. per week for reading; 5d. for that and writing; 6d. for
arithmetic in addition; 9d. for reading, writing, arithmetic and mensuration: 1d. per week extra was
charged for the addition of grammar and geography respectively. These charges apply equally to the
day and night-school. There were present on this occasion 9 boys and 2 girls. The attendance of boys
is not very regular, being dependent on their employment. Any who work on the night-shift would of
course while so doing be unable to attend night-school but the ensuing week, when changing to the
day-shift, they would attend at night.
T
here is another night-school in the village. The chapel here was built in 1805, with 2 schoolrooms and houses for the master and mistress, and peculiarly assistance was rendered by the owners
and agents. A library in connection with a reading society, established in 1821, numbering about 28
members, contains perhaps 400 publications. It was originated with a view to benefit the pit population
and any person can become a member upon subscribing 4s. 6d. per annum. Upon unlocking the
bookcase, however, the intermixture of works on divinity with fashionable novels, indicated, what I was
afterwards told, that pitmen were not the components of the reading society.

No.649 The Rev. John Nichol, Curate of Hetton-le-Hole, whose residence is environed by
large collieries.
He observed:I have been nearly 9 years minister of this chapelry (in the parish of Houghton-le-Spring). The
Chapel was completed in 1832. When I entered upon my duties here the population amounted to at
least 7,000 souls. I came at the second visitation of cholera morbus was subsiding an the termination of
the disputes between the owners of collieries and the pitmen, commonly called ‘the sticks and strikes’
amongst the pitmen. The Hetton company as well as other extensive colliery proprietors, from the
circumstances of the old pitmen, as they were called, refusing to go to work, were compelled to bring in
men from different parts of the kingdom; Yorkshire, Lancashire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire,
Leicestershire, Cornwall, Cumberland, Wales, Scotland etc. The most ignorant and ill educated of the
strangers were the Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire men and they were the most irreligious and
immoral. Ignorance and vice, its contaminant, prevailed to a fearful extent and crimes were committed
at the recollection of which one shudders. The religious instruction to the erection of the Episcopal
chapel and the residence of a clergyman in the district was chiefly imparted by dissenting teachers but
as they were not resident and their visits only occasional, the benefits was not such as under other
circumstances might have been expected. The clergymen at Houghton-le-Spring were so fully engaged
with their duties at home, that they could not pay much attention to the population in the distant parts of
the parish. Boys who have left school comparatively well informed, from a want of books, and the
means of acquiring knowledge have gone back rather than advanced in useful attainments.
No.650 April 9, 10, &c. J.W. Day, Esq., Chairman of the Houghton-le-Spring Poor Law
Union, rendered the annexed answers (subsequently partially arranged and tabulated by me) to a series
of questions submitted to him.
The Houghton-le-Spriitg Union Contains, according to the last census, about 20,000 sons,
nearly the whole of which number are connected with the collieries.
The state of pauperism, as compared with former years, can only be traced back to time of the
establishment of the Unions under the New Poor Law Act. Previously to that time no regular account
of the paupers was kept; the mere entries of cash in the parish-book being all that was thought
necessary. The following will show the comparison for the last 5, years:-
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The state of education has rapidly progressed within the last few years and its might expected,
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its influence has had a good effect on the morals of the people. Fifteen or twenty years ago the more
barbarous kinds of sports were practised by the men, such as bull-baiting, dog-fighting, cock-fighting,
&c. These have gradually almost died away and are now practised only upon a very limited scale,
hardly worth notice. This is caused entirely by the education of the rising generation.
The establishment of national schools has been of very great importance but what has operated
most against them has been that teachers (with few exceptions) could not be obtained who thoroughly
understood the Madras or Lancastrian system. Besides many of them have only received a very
imperfect education and when that is the case there is a great want of discipline in the schools. The
holding of Sunday-schools in dissenting chapels has had a beneficial effect, not only by giving (to
some the only) means of learning to read, but by keeping the children out of the streets and from bad
company. The general domestic state of pit-people may be said to be good but they have a very curious
propensity to ‘shifting,’ that is, removing from one colliery to another without any particular object in
view, when the term of their agreement expires, viz. in April. This is not so much practised as it used to
be some years a go but it is one of the most singular traits in their character. Their habits are cleanly
and their greatest vice is being addicted to drinking, which they are generally once a fortnight, on their
pay-days.
Their mode of spending their leisure hours differs very much; most of them have gardens, and
many of them take great delight in the cultivation of flowers and have ‘flower shows’ during the
season. In winter they have no mode of employing their vacant time and they spend it unprofitably; this
may be accounted for from the small number of them who can read. The few who have had a little
education are fond of reading but they are mostly without the means of obtaining works, there not being
circulating libraries, reading rooms, or mechanic institutions. Their capabilities of receiving instruction
are sufficient, judging from the boys now at school and their parents, though uneducated, have felt their
loss and duly appreciate the benefit conferred upon their children. One of the most important things
which could be done would be the establishment, for the adults, of reading rooms, with books of
amusing though instructive character, as ‘Chambers’ Journal,’ ‘The Penny Magazine,’ and others of
that class; with newspapers not particularly attached to any political body. For the young there should
be connected with those reading rooms, mechanics’ institutes, drawing classes, model rooms, &c.
The following is an extract from the books of the Petty Sessions at Houghton-le-Spring, 25
from the 2d of June to the 7th of September, 1840, during which period there was a resident
magistrate:Pitmen. Other Persons.
Felony
Wilful damage
Breach of peace
Assault
Disorderly

2
2

3
1
2
2
8

Pitmen in general are happy and contented, though easily excited; the strikes which have taken
place have all been the work of men who rather than earn an honest livelihood would plunder and excite
their more easily-led fellow workmen to acts of insubordination leaving them in every case in a worse
condition than before. The strikes of 1832 has thrown the pit men back considerably in the scale of
improvement. Before that they were noted for well-furnished, clean and comfortable houses but
through their misguided notions nearly the whole of them were turned out of their houses and the strike
continuing they sold their furniture for subsistence. One remarkable feature I observed during and
after the strike was that their gardens, with few exceptions, were uncultivated but as they became more
settled they betook themselves to their gardens, though probably not altogether for 3 or 4 years after the
strike.
Their conduct to their employers is civil, not servile, though the elder people are not so attentive
to particular orders as might be expected. During the late Chartist disturbance many of the pitmen
joined the ‘cause’ without any other motive than fear. Some joined without thought, and though many
of them were supplied with pikes and other arms, I question whether 1 in 500 really thought that they
should ever be called upon to use them, or that they would have done so had they been called upon.
They never interfere in politics and even during a contested election look quietly on without appearing
to care about the results. Their skill as workmen varies very much, though some of them are very
expert. They are taught only to work coals and are paid by contract, so that their energy is stimulated
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for their own profit The men could not well adapt themselves to any other particular branch of labour,
more particularly out-door work, as the nature of their employment under ground renders them not so
capable of bearing cold as persons employed in agricultural pursuits, or otherwise in the open air.
Benefit societies are established in almost every pit village or district, from which the members
receive weekly sums when they are ill, or have met with an accident; and also a sum when any member
or his wife dies. These societies have been of infinite service and have been the means of preventing
many families from applying for parochial relief. There are also other benefit societies now established
attached to associations of ‘Odd Fellows,’ ‘Foresters,’ &c., which have had an excellent effect not only
in helping each other in distress, but by promoting a more temperate course of life, their rules extending
to their conduct at all times, and being enforced by fines for drunkenness, or other misconduct. These
societies are chiefly amongst the more intelligent class of men, who can appreciate the meeting together
weekly, and spending a few hours in harmless amusement, instructing each other, and parting in
sobriety and order.
Some of the pitmen are certainly improvident, they have no thought of saving money in their early life
to provide for old age, and too often spend the whole of their earnings as soon as they are obtained.
No.651 At Hetton collieries.
The agents had calculated that of the children above 5 years of age 40 per cent. were able to read
and write ; and that of the adults 48 per cent. could read and write.
About 1,250 persons are now employed in, or in connection with, the Hetton Company's pits
and the entire population of the chapelry of Hetton-le-Hole may be perhaps assumed at 4,500. There
are 10 places of worship in the chapelry, 1 being the chapel of ease and the others chiefly the chapels of
varieties of Methodists. The total average attendance at these places of worship would appear from the
various statements made to me to be about 1,300. At the chapel of ease, containing nearly 500 sittings,
365 of which are free, the average attendance is about 350. The average attendance at the various
Sunday-schools was estimated at 837 persons, 408 of whom attended no other schools. The total
number of children receiving instruction in the 15 schools of the neighbourhood was, according to the
masters, 1,281.
No.652 At South Hetton.
The population of the village is about 2,175 and it is wholly a pit village; now numbering 506
houses, but 10 years since a m barren spot of ground, from which the nearest habitation was nearly two
miles distant.
Three places of worship are open in the village; a neat church, at which the average attendance is
80. At the Wesleyan place of worship 150 usually attend and with the Primitive Methodists 160
persons. It was affirmed that 161 boys and 114 girls attended Sunday-schools, of whom 160 attended
no other schools and. that there were 4 day-schools in the village. Of the children above 5 years of age,
40 per cent. were declared to be able to read and write and of the adults 60 per cent.
There are in South Hetton and Haswell-lane altogether 7 day-schools, open from 9 to 12 in the
morning and from half-past 1 to half-past 4 in the afternoon. The master, Thomas Anderson, of one of
the schools at South Hetton, opens a. night-school, which was considered to be in a flourishing
condition. There were at my visit 21 persons present, the oldest 21 and the youngest 12 years old. The
average attendance was stated to be about 30, of whom the oldest person is about 30 years of age. This
night-school chiefly consists of pitmen and their children and there are occasionally present 3 or 4
girls. The master professes to teach reading, writing, &c.; mensuration, plain and spherical
trigonometry, land and subterranean surveying, charging 8d., 9d., is., and upwards, for these higher
subjects. He is ‘self-taught,’ and being lame opens this school for a livelihood. He thinks that about
one-third of his pupils are intelligent but complains that few parents encourage the school.

IRON-WORKS.
No.653 Hawks and Co.’s Iron-Works.
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The school upon the premises at this manufactory was established in 1832. At the day school
were present 20 girls, from 3 to 12 years of age and 7 boys, from 4 to 7 years and half of age. Few of
the parents of these children were connected with the iron-works and hence it appeared to be of no
remarkable service to the establishment. Of the Sunday-school held in this room, and consisting
chiefly of girls, the same must be said, as I found in it but 1 boy (No.527) employed in the works.
No.554 March 31. Walker Iron-Works.
I visited the day-school, at these works, conducted by Thomas Everett, who was not trained as a
teacher, but was a preacher in the Primitive Methodist connection for 10 years. He had been here two
years and stated that he conducted the school on a system of his own, by teaching in classes, without
the help of monitors, excepting with a b c classes. His salary, derived the weekly payments of the
children, was fluctuating, but £l per week might be taken as the combined average emolument of master
and mistress, exclusive of rent and coals, for which paid nothing. According to his own estimate, the
number of boys attending the day-school was 60, and that of girls 50, and in the evening-school 20
youths, chiefly from the works. The children in the day-school were between the ages of 5 and 12
years, and were learning reading, writing, and arithmetic. They remove from the school at an early age
to continuous employment, which, in the opinion of the master, operates against them in after-life, by
disqualifying them for stations which they might otherwise fill.
Attached to these works is a comparatively considerable library of miscellaneous books. The
amount of elementary knowledge possessed by the boys in the works may be estimated & by a
reference to the witnesses No.566, 568, 570, 576, 577, 578.
No.655 Schools at Bedlington Iron-Works. Michael Longridge, Esq., managing partner of
these works.
He stated:- We have for several years had a school for the workmen's children, who are taught
reading, writing, arithmetic, knitting, and sewing.
It is to be lamented that the parents have not availed themselves of this school as they ought to
have done. Perhaps this may be attributed to their paying too little towards its support. We charge all
the unmarried men employed here 1d. per week and the married men 2. per week. Out of this fund we
defray the expenses of the school, books, &c., salary to a mister and mistress and provide our workmen
and their families with medical attendance and medicine The parents, finding the cost of education so
very low, estimate its value very low and do not care whether their children attend at school regularly or
not. To remedy this, it is intended to advance the weekly charge to the workmen.
An infant school has lately been established, Sunday-schools are also taught both at these
works and in the village. An evening school is likewise kept.
Several of the elder apprentices in the engine factory are taught drawing by one of the foremen
3 nights per week. For this they pay 6d. per week. The company provide the schools lights and fire,
also drawing hoards, squares, and paper. This school has not been long established but the progress of
several of the apprentices is very gratifying.
A library and newsroom, for the use of the men, to which they contribute 1d. per quarter, has
been in existence several years. The books have been given by one of the proprietors of the works The
reading-room, gas-lights and firing is provided by the Bedlington Iron Company The subscriptions
and fines are expended in binding the books, &c. The agents discharge the duties of librarian,
secretary, &c., gratuitously.
The following are notes of the master’s remarks in reference to the school:Average attendance of boys, 50; of girls, 50. Age from 5 years and upwards. Attendance 30 hours per
week. Method of teaching, interrogatory and explanatory.
Books used in School. - The Old and New Testaments. Abridgement of the History of England, Guy’s
British Spelling and several other books belonging to the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Course of Education. - Reading, writing, arithmetic, English grammar, geography and the mathematics.
Also, the girls are taught knitting and needlework. With respect to the religious and moral instruction
given at this school, a special catechism, which the children learn as soon as they are able to read it, is
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printed for the children. The parents being of various religious denominations, it was thought advisable
to put into the hands of their children a catechism which should contain the doctrines of Christianity,
considered essential by all orthodox Christians, while it does not enter into the peculiarities of any
creed. A certain portion of this catechism is learnt at home during the Saturday and Sunday, and
repeated at school every Monday.
No.656 Education in Newcastle and Gateshead.
The number of iron-works, glass-houses, potteries and establishments for varied manufactures,
situated in Newcastle-on-Tyne and Gateshead, or their immediate vicinity, induced me to embrace every
opportunity of visiting the day and Sunday-schools in those localities, in accomplishing which I was
occasionally at a loss to discover or surmise whence so many children and young persons as were
stated in the returns, or in conversation, to be attendants on schools and able to read and write, could
have derived, or could continue to derive, their instruction. By noting on two or three occasions the
occupation of every scholar present at 2 of the largest schools, it became apparent how few of the boys
from neighbouring iron-works and collieries attended them. In a flourishing Sunday-school, held in a
Methodist chapel, situated immediately below St. Lawrence’s main colliery (where there were employed
52 young persons and 17 children) and surrounded by glass-works and potteries, there were, out of
nearly 70 boys present, but 10 pit-boys and 4 boys from glass-works. Yet this school was
superintended by a wasteman from the colliery and it is usually found that the best attended Sundayschools at collieries are those of the Methodists, in which some of the agents, from a similarity of
religious persuasion, take a personal and active interest, as at Wallsend and Heaton collieries.
Upon the result of some laborious investigations by an educational society, formed of able
gentlemen in Newcastle in 1839, the annexed comparative tables, applicable to that period, have been
constructed. It must be premised that in 1839 the population of Newcastle-onTyne (including 4
parishes and 4 townships) was estimated at about 64,000. In the Gateshead Union there are 5 parishes,
whose population was, in 1839, 39,000. Of these, the parish, or rather the chapelry of Heworth,
contained 7,500 persons in an area of about 2,808 acres, in which I enumerated 2 collieries and about
20 small works for manufacturing chemicals, colours, iron chains, &c., each generally employing from
2 or 3 to 5 or 6 young persons. Winlaton parish contained a population of 4,800 and abounds in small
manufactories or smiths’ shops, for the fabrication of chains, nails and iron hardware, of which the 9
principal ones at my visits employed. in conjunction, 345 adults, 100 young persons, and 41 children
(see witnesses No.604 to 608). Chiefly in the parishes of Whickham and Winlaton are also the ironworks of Crowley, Millington, and Co., employing about 450 adults, 60 103 young persons, and 23
children.
In the following Tables evening-schools are not included in the Newcastle returns, as they do
not appear to have been taken account of in Gateshead,
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Children between the ages of 5 and 15, not at school:In Newcastle
In Gateshead Union

9,118
5,582

This statement is given upon the presumption that the total number of children between the ages
of 5 and 15, are one-fourth of the population, viz.:In Newcastle
In Gateshead Union

16,000
9,750

[These numbers were probably greater than a correct census would have given, as the increase of
population in this district arose in a considerable degree from single men brought to the town by the
extensive building concerns of Mr. Grainger and others, and the works then in operation by 3 public
railways.]
In two of the largest schools in Newcastle for the poorer classes, the ages of the attendants were
found to be in the following proportion:-

No.657 Mechanics’ Institution at Newcastle.
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From the large number of young men engaged in occupations of higher consideration and
emolument in the extensive engineering and iron works and manufactories of Newcastle and its
immediate vicinity, it would naturally be supposed that a considerable proportion of the circulation of
books amongst them, from the library of the mechanics’ institution of Newcastle, would comprise
works on the subjects of their daily duties but an inspection of the accounts of the library evidenced,
that while the average of the circulation of publications on mathematics, natural philosophy, and
engineering, was 6 per cent. and on chemistry, geology and natural history, &c 5 per cent.; that of
poetry, plays, and tales, was 14 per cent. and that of magazines and reviews, &c., 30 per cent. From the
libraries I learnt that the institution had not been so much supported by the class of persons for whom it
was originally designed, as by young men from shops and offices in the town. A ‘polytechnic
exhibition’ was lately attempted in Newcastle with great success. Some thousands of all classes of
society attended to inspect the interesting models of machinery and the works of art there displayed and
notwithstanding the great expenses which the exhibition involved, it yielded a surplus for the benefit of
popular institutions.
There now also exists what is denominated a ‘Popular Lecture and Musical Entertainment Society,’ the
meetings of which are stated to be largely attended.
No.658.
The Newcastle-upon-Tyne Sunday-school Union (of Evangelical dissenters) embraces part of
South Northumberland and Durham, on the banks of the Tyne and the vale of the Wear, for a district
extending east and west about 46 miles and north and south from 5 to 25 miles.
The agents of the Union state that it comprises in that area 106 Sunday-schools, and nearly as
many chapels or rooms for public worship. In the books of the schools are contained 10,329 scholars
freely taught by about 1,840 gratuitous teachers, who instruct chiefly alternately. Probably the average
attendance of scholars will not quite amount to two-thirds of the number on the books. Nearly within
the same district the ‘Wesleyan Sunday-school Society’ is in operation, which has been stated to
include 80 Sunday-schools, containing nearly 6,000 children freely instructed by 700 gratuitous
teachers.
To afford a knowledge of the extent of influence possessed by the Wesleyan Methodists in one
portion of the district, it may be stated that within about half a mile of each side of the Tyne, between
Tynemouth and Hexham, they enumerate 40 chapels, containing about 15,000 sittings, erected at a cost
of nearly £30,000 and in these chapels. Sunday-schools numbering on their books 4,250 scholars.

BENEFIT SOCIETIES.
No.659.
Of benefit societies under various denominations, both private and patronised by employers,
there would at first sight appear to be no great lack in collieries and iron-works. In several of the
collieries I ascertained that many of the pitmen were subscribers to some species of benefit club,
affording them in time of sickness such sums as 5s. or 6s. and upwards to 7s. or 8s. per week; and in
the event of death, insuring from £5. to £10 to the widow, or others, for funeral expenses, &c. Many of
these sick-funds are very temporary and perhaps in order that they may be adapted to those pitmen who
are of migratory habits, dissolve with the dissolution of the annual binding, and have no reference to
any particular colliery. It is much to be regretted that the establishment of a general sick-fund
throughout the collieries does not appear to be feasible, or even acceptable to the miners them-selves.
An effort was at one period made by the owners to form a general, safe and permanent society and they
proposed to tax themselves a halfpenny on each chaldron of coals sold, when the pitmen would
subscribe a fortieth of their gross earnings. Their jealousy of the source whence the proposal
originated, and their apprehensions of a design by this means to deprive them of a claim to relief from
the poor-rates, rendered the pitmen unwilling to accede to the proposal and the attempt consequently
proved abortive.
At the time, however, of the great strike amongst the pitmen in 1831, they exhibited an instance
of what unity in opposition could effect. The ‘Pitmen’s Union,’ commencing with May 27, 1831, and
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concluding with June 23, 1832, comprised 63 collieries on the Tyne and Wear. The total income of the
union was £32,580, of which £19,276 was paid to those who were out of employment and £13,008 to
the sick and for burials.
No.660.
By far the most extensive society of this nature, connected with an individual concern, with
which I was made acquainted, was that established in 1833 at the Countess of Durham’s mines and
denominated the Lambton Collieries Association; numbering at present 798 members. To this fund the
Earl of Durham was accustomed to subscribe, and the Countess of Durham continues to contribute
one-sixth of the entire amount subscribed, and from it the subscribers receive 7s. a-week in case of
sickness and consequent incapacity to work.
By the accounts of the association I observed, that in December, 1833, the cash received from
members amounted to £1,004 2s. 2d. and the number of members was probably at that time 915; while
in December, 1839, the cash received from members amounted to £780 1s. 6d., and the number of
members was probably 798; the cash paid to members during 1839 being £803 16s.
A colliery relief fund was also established in connection with Newbottle colliery (one of the
Lambton collieries) in 1833 to which likewise the Earl of Durham contributed. The gross receipts
during the first year were £319 10s. 5d. In 1840 they were £208 4s. 6d. and the expenditure was £217
16s 9d. The number of members in October, 1840, was 270.
In both cases and especially in the latter (in which the balance due to the fund, after an
existence of 6 years was £96 14s. 1d.) it was clear, from inspection of the accounts, that the
contributions of the Earl and Countess of Durham had alone sustained the societies.
No.661.
An example may be added of other species of associations, in a small colliery, (South Tanfield)
employing persons above 18 years of age 15 young persons, and 13 children.
The agent remarks:‘We have also several sick funds with some of which nearly all the workmen are connected; the
principal ones are The Independent Orders of Odd Fellows and Rechabites. We have also a fund of
juvenile Rechabites, formed of children from l2 to 16 years of age after which time they are admitted
into the all adults funds or Independent Order of Rechabites. The juvenile fund each member
contributes 2d. per week for its support out of which, in case of sickness or lameness, they are allowed
2s. 6d. per week for 12 weeks and if they continue longer than that time off work, they are allowed 1s.
6d. per week for the remaining part of 12 mouths, after which time their benefit from the fund ceases
and in case they continue able members until they are 16 years of age, the fund pays for their entrance
into the adult fund above named, when they enter into all the privileges of an adult member. But in case
they die while a member of the juvenile fund their parents or nearest relation is entitled to 20s. from the
fund, to assist in defraying the funeral expenses of the deceased member.
N.B. - Their membership precludes them from tasting any intoxicating drink, and compels them to
adhere strictly to the pledge of total abstinence and also to abstain from swearing or striking at each
other, and to attend a Sunday-school or place of public worship regularly.
No.662 Lead Mines.
At the Allenheads Lead Mines, where 806 males above 18 years of age are engaged, there is a
sick fund containing more than 200 members, each of whom subscribe 1s. every six weeks and in case
of sickness derives 5s. per week from the funds, to which the proprietor of the mines contributes.
A
t the lead mines of Alston Moor, employing 1,200 males above 18 years of age, there are said to
be 5 relieving societies, including a total of 1,019 members.
No.663 Iron Works. Bedington Iron Works.
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The accompanying statement was handed to me at these works by the managing partner
Michael Longridge, Esq.
RELIEF FUND. - A fund for the relief of the workmen was established in the year 1810, to this fund the members
contribute 3d. per week; the affairs are under the charge of the manager of the works, who is president; the deputymanager, who is vice-president and 5 other directors, who are chosen annually from the members. It is deserving of
notice that this fund has been conducted for 31 years without any expense to the members. None of the meetings are held
at public houses and no expenses whatever are allowed but for the relief of the members the consequence is, that the funds
are annually increasing, notwithstanding a very liberal allowance is made to the sick members and also for funeral
expenses for their wives and children and legacies in the case of the death of any member.
A savings bank has been opened several years for the workmen only.
Being fully aware that generally workmen who earn high wages are improvident and provision for old age, when
they are incapable of work, but rather look forward to the disgraceful relief of a parish; the Bedlington Iron Company
were desirous that their aged workmen might be spared this humiliating practice and therefore established a superannuated
fund; this supported entirely by the company, who pay out of it £5 per annum to every workman who is incapable of
work and has been in their service 10 years. £10 per annum after 20 years service and £1 per annum additional for every
year above 20 years. We have some men at work, who, when they are rendered incapable by old age, will be entitled to a
pension of £30 per annum.
The children of many workmen employed in manufactories suffer serious injury from the improvident and
profligate habits of their parents. When it is known that the men are in full employment and earning high wages, the
keepers of public houses and small village shop-keepers offer too many inducements to extravagance by the credit which
they allow.
To counteract this we established a retail shop for the sale of groceries, &c., this is let at an annual rent of £5,
upon condition that the shopkeeper shall sell at reduced prices and give credit. He purchases upon the best terms he can,
the workmen are under no obligations to buy of him, but they must pay for what they buy.
In addition to this we have built a brewery for the use of our workmen, and supply them with good ale at a
reduced price. This ale is delivered out at certain hours by the shop-keeper to the men who apply and pay for it at the ale
cellar window and we allow the shopkeeper 2s. per week for selling the ale.
If any profits arise from the brewery, they are appropriated to the fund for the school and surgeon.
From many years experience we are enabled to speak favourably of the beneficial effects of the plan, both as it
regards the parents and their children.
(Signed) MICHAEL. LONGRIDGE, Managing Partner.
Bedlington Iron Works, May 3, 1841.

No.664 Hawks’ Iron Works.
At Hawks’ Iron Works a few miles from Newcastle, employing 843 workmen above 18 years
of age, a benefit society numbers 154 members and the amount of cash in hand was stated to me by
Mr. George Hawks to be £2,962 19s.
No.665 Walker Iron Works.
At Walker Iron Works, a few miles from Newcastle, employing 705 workmen above 18 years
of age a similar society exists including 80 members, principally from the rolling mills and the forge. It
is generally understood that a man most be in the receipt of 14s. and upwards per week before he can
be admitted as a member; by which understanding all mere labourers are excluded, excepting in special
cases. The present condition of the society will be exhibited by this extract from the accounts.
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No.666 Building Societies.
One denomination of benefit associations, entitled Building Societies, have in some instances
been signally beneficial. One was instituted on the 14th of December, 1840, for the districts of South
Hetton, Haswell, Hetton, &c. and another at Bishop Wearmouth Iron Works, 5 or 6 years since; of the
effect of which the agent renders a very favourable account. It has been latterly increased and
remodelled and now consists of 120 members, who subscribe 10s. per month to a fund, with which
they are enabled to purchase ground and build cottages for their own use.

No.667 ACCOUNTS OF COLLIERS, GLASSMAKERS, AND IRON WORKMEN, AT THE
NEWCASTLE SAVINGS BANK.
Accounts from the savings bank at Newcastle, kindly furnished by the actuary, are here
subjoined.
The number of colliers’ accounts has increased from 217 to 256, in the period from September,
1840, to April, 1841.
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______________________

No.668 To William Morison, Esq. (See No. 496) I am indebted for the subjoined exposition of his
opinions and information upon the moral condition of pitmen and their families, in reply to a series of
queries addressed to him.
The total absence, writes Mr. Morison, of statistical records, presents itself, as a serious and
almost insurmountable obstacle to the satisfactory consideration and elucidation of the moral condition
of pitmen and their families. A person residing amongst this people map form general conclusions
from his own observation, which may be satisfactory to himself, but to furnish information sufficient to
direct great and general designs is another thing. It should be exact and untainted by the prejudices of
the narrator, and culled from faithful records.
In my attempts I will remark upon some of the heads of inquiry which you have suggested 1.
Education, - schools, how constructed, ventilated, superintended, attended, supported and the nature of
the instruction given in them.
We require to look back only a very few generations in the history of colliers, to find them just
emerging from the greatest possible moral and intellectual darkness. The great merit d effecting this
important resuscitation, must be entirely awarded to the Wesleyan Methodists. The untiring labours of
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this religious sect, not only imparted to the colliery population, in the North of England, a higher tone of
moral feeling, but in their efforts to instil religious principles into their minds, afforded them, through
Sunday-schools, a slight amount of education and an imperfect capability of reading. The absence of
education in the parents is a certain guarantee of its great imperfection in the children. In the present
generation, therefore, we see the imperfect ripening of the first seeds of education sown in a barren soil.
It would hence be vain to look in this day, for the hearty co-operation of the parents in the education of
the children. The march of intelligence, the extensive use of machinery in the working of mines and the
admixture thereby with pitmen, of a very enlightened class of mechanics and artisans and the superior
education of viewers; have been some of the many causes by which a better provision is made, in the
present day, for the education of the rising generation,
Of schools, it may be safely affirmed, that there does not, now, exist a colliery village in the
North, in which there may not be found two or three schools. It is, nevertheless, an evidence of the
comparatively little encouragement that was formerly given to education, that, in few of the long
established collieries on the river Tyne, is there to be found a building exclusively devoted to the
purposes of a school; there is not one, however, where a very commodious dissenting chapel does not
afford accommodation for the school. These chapels are sufficiently well warmed, ventilated and
lighted, to make them unexceptionable as school-rooms; their disadvantage being, that they are required
for their more legitimate uses, sometimes; periods when the duties of the school would not otherwise be
suspended. In most of the larger and more recently established colliery villages in the county of
Durham and many in Northumberland, spacious and otherwise healthfully constructed school-houses
have been built and here the owners and viewers devote as much attention and afford as much
encouragement to education as may be reasonably expected from them. In the of Durham, the owners
of several of the large collieries themselves, remunerate the services of the schoolmaster; the salary and
perquisites they allow, being sufficient to engage the services of teachers in every respect competent.
To speak generally of collieries, however, both in Northumberland and Durham, it must be admitted,
that the schools in use are little more than asylums, in which children too young for work are kept out
of harm’s way and submitted to a rude discipline, which may, in some degree, depress the growth of the
more prominent vices, if it does not contribute, positively, to their moral culture. The schoolmaster,
whether viewed in a moral or physical light, is, to say the least, a very insufficient instructor, his great
physical incapacity, in most instances, neutralises the little good that is in him. He is, generally one
from the people themselves, reared up with some bodily infirmity, inherited from his birth, or the result
of some disease or accident met with in early life, which has rendered him unfit for manual labour. The
very causes which have brought him into his present occupation, have been unfavourable to the growth
and invigoration of his intellect. He is, consequently, found deficient in qualifications which he
pretends to possess. His education is very meagre, his mind has been little used to that orderly and
consecutive manner of thought essential for an instructor of youth. He is as little fitted for elevating the
moral, as the intellectual qualities of his pupils. His education and mental training have not been of that
kind to raise him above the prejudices, passions and moral feebleness (if the expression will be
allowed) of his own class. From such a man, therefore, little improvement in the tone of thought and
feeling of pitmen, can be expected. He cannot, because he does not know them nor feel them himself,
be expected to infuse into the minds of his pupils, those new feelings Information and principles
which are essential for the improvement of this class of labourers. He is actuated but by one motive,
that is, to eke out from his occupation so much as will support him and after having heard, amidst the
din and noise of his school, the boys sing over their lessons in reading and administered a sufficient
number of cuffs for past, present, or future, or real or imaginary wrongs, his scholars roar out a hymn
and are dismissed. His curriculum of instruction is reading, writing, arithmetic and sewing, (girls being
admitted to his school, in many instances, as well as boys,) a female of course superintends the sewing
department. His scale of charges is a graduated one and ranges from 2d. to 6d. per week, the higher
scale embracing every branch of education taught; the lower one reading only. The books employed,
are the ordinary spelling book, the New Testament, and any work on arithmetic.
The number of scholars of course varies according to the population of the village; it will range
between 30 and 100. The attendance of the children is most irregular and little vigilance is exercised to
ensure regularity; in short, the interest felt by the parents in the education of their children is not so
strong as to induce them to co-operate with the teacher, in sustaining his authority and the regularity of
his establishment. Some kind of religious form is observed daily in these schools.
It has been remarked that, in the county of Durham, an impulse has been given to education by
the interest evinced by the owners of some collieries. It may be desirable to give one or two instances.
At one of the Lambton collieries a person has been engaged, who has been reared in the
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agricultural districts of the northern part of Northumberland, where great attention is paid to education.
He is, in every respect, a most competent teacher; his services are entirely and liberally remunerated by
the Countess of Durham. The uniform charge of 2d. a-week, however, is made upon all the children;
for if this charge were not made the school would not succeed. There is a feeling of independence
amongst pitmen, and a jealousy which makes them look with distrust and suspicion on every kind of
gratuitous service; their pride and independence will not allow them to accept free education, and their
jealousy attaches to it lurking and hidden designs, harshness, or cruelty. The person alluded to, during
the six months he has held the office of schoolmaster, has effected a very perceptible good. The boys
under his charge (girls also attend the school, but needlework is not taught,) have made great progress
in reading, writing, arithmetic and geography. He has introduced into general use McCulloch’s
excellent elementary reading books, those excellent works constituting the whole educational course of
the Messrs. Chambers and has by these means infused a feeling of earnestness into the minds of his
pupils, which, by the palpable progress they are making, has likewise extended its influence to their
parents. He finds them ready to lay out money in the purchase of proper books and even to suggest the
purchase of some. The same admirable results have followed the labours of a most competent teacher
engaged in the Wingate Grange Colliery, (Caradoc). He, like the person at Lambton, is entirely
remunerated by the owners of the colliery. He adopts the Edinburgh sessional school system, the
simultaneous method, and the system of monitors. In this school the emulation of the boys is excited.
There is an office of distinction to look to. Under his tuition, the progress in arithmetic, mental
arithmetic, geography, writing, and grammar made by the boys, is very great indeed. Girls are not
admitted here, the owners having also provided a school exclusively for girls, which is most numerously
attended. Needlework, reading and writing are taught in the latter.
In addition to the two admirable schools already established at Wingate Grange, the owners are
building an infant school, which is certainly a novelty in a colliery village. No more judicious or more
benevolent design could have been conceived for the improvement of the community than this and if the
benevolent services rendered to society by the generosity of the owners of Wingate Grange Colliery are
not crowned with success, it will be in consequence of the lukewarmness or absolute indifference of
their agents. The instruments of good are there, those who are resident on the spot are responsible for
the proper use of them. A very handsome church is in progress of erection, to which the owners
subscribe very largely.
An infant school in a colliery village is such an entire novelty that the advantages in preparation
for the women, by the establishment of one at Wingate Grange, is not at all understood by them. The
first impression of the idea of removing their young children from under their own eye, is doubtless a
revolting one to their strong maternal feelings, and comes into very powerful collision with their very
peculiar and ungovernable prejudices. The system of infant instruction should therefore be represented
to them in a clear and enticing manner, and once comprehended, they will be prejudiced indeed, if they
do not lend their hearts and hands to its support. If it be remembered what has already been said in the
evidence on their physical condition, respecting the training of infants in colliery villages, and the
irregular and constant occupation of the mothers, it will be difficult to point to any community of people
upon whom an infant school can be presumed to confer such moral and physical blessings as upon that
of pitmen.
Both in a physical and moral respect, the worst feature in the social constitution of pit villages, is
the training and management of young children. Their indulgences are but preludes to their correction
and both are administered without moderation or discretion. Before the dawning of reason infants are
punished for errors which they are, without let or hindrance, permitted to commit; the chastisement
leaving nothing in their minds but the stings of ill usage. It is not uncommon to witness ‘a cannie pitwife ’ after she has caused, by her severity , her child to cry, administering a little more chastisement to
cause it to cease crying; and thus putting into practice an exploded the practical principle of curing
similia a similibus. In short, the mothers seem guided in their maternal duties more by their instincts
and passions than their reason. To say the least, they are persons whose minds are singularly warped
by prejudices and yield most readily to the dictates of superstition; their gregarious habits and nurture
these tendencies, of which their children are peculiarly the victims. Experience and precept are alike
incapable of uprooting them; they grow with age and become more dangerous in their effects In the
treatment of infantile diseases, for example, the medical man is more puzzled how to ward off the
pestiferous influence of old women’s nostrums and crotchets, than to neutralise the pestiferotis
miasmata that hang about the sick couch of tile infant. Nay, old and young alike fall victims to these
dreadful enigmas of uncultivated minds. Nor are the least remarkable circumstances in connection with
these prejudices, the sophistry by which they are sustained and the bold and unblushing precedents
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which are manufactured, impromptu and adduced in their support.
As all example of superstition, I may mention that a medical gentleman in the county of
Durham, was in attendance upon a boy who had in the pit received from another a wound in the back
inflicted by a pick, of so serious a character, that, for some time, his life was despaired of. The surgeon,
after dressing the wound, was standing in the centre of the room, discussing, with the friends of the
sufferer, the probable manner in which the wound was inflicted and seeing a pick lying underneath a
table, he was proceeding to take it up, that the action by which the injury was inflicted might be
demonstrated to them. “That is the very pick,” said a grave old man, “with which the assault was
committed.” “Why is it here,” said the surgeon. “Oh!” said the man, “we wished to see if the
wound would canker.” Then “how,” asked the surgeon, “will the presence of this pick assist you in
making the discovery?” “If the blood on the point of that pick rusts, sir,” replied the old man with
much solemnity and emphasis, “the wound in that boy’s back will canker, and he will die!”
But it would be endless, to enumerate instances of the superstitions and prejudices of pit men.
If all that has been said be true, can any one doubt the beneficial efficacy of a well ordered infant school
in the midst of a colliery population?
In connection with the boy’s School at Wingate Grange colliery, a striking example of the
peculiar jealousy and independent pride of pitmen may be adduced. The owners anxious that the
education of the boys should be as much an act of benevolence as possible, professed to exact only one
penny a week from the men, as an acknowledgement and subsequently became very lax and indifferent
in this exaction. The schoolmaster also was a man of superior education and gentlemanly address; a
design appeared in all this. An under-clerk, possessing physical defects was discharged from the
service of the colliery, he established a school in the Methodist chapel, and, in six weeks obtained 70
pupils at the usual rates of charges, sliding between 2d. and 6d. per week, the owners’ school having
diminished in this time nearly in the ratio of the increase of the other. This person possesses the usual
qualifications of a pit village schoolmaster and is, doubtless, desirous of effecting good. Neither his
ability, nor his system can for one moment he compared to those of his competitor. Thus, evidences of
the jealous and independent feeling of pitmen, exercised in reference to gratuitous services, daily
present themselves, whilst they are, by craftiness and cunning, evading payment for services they have
the appearance of purchasing. An additional instance of improvement in the arrangement and character
of a school might be supplied from Urpeth colliery, under the management of Edward Boyd, Esq. who
has been instrumental in making excellent provision for the education of the children.
It is only necessary to add, further, that at most collieries, there is a night school, which is
attended by boys who have been at work all day, and very frequently by adults whose education has
been neglected. Reading, writing, and arithmetic are taught and in the better schools, grammar,
geography, and mensuration.
2. Religion. - It has been shown that persons employed about collieries possess prejudices of a
remarkable nature and a credulity which often sets the dictates of reason at defiance, peculiarities of the
human mind that may be stated to be the rude fabric on which religion amongst all people is based. It
will not, therefore, be wondered at, that however great may be the excesses of pitmen, a religion is a very
important and essential feature in the constitution of their social economy. In a colliery village of any
standing, we find two or three dissenting chapels devoted to the various off shoots from Methodism,
Wesleyans, Ranters. Kilhamites, New Connection and Warrenites; sects which appear to differ from
each other very little in points of government and less in doctrinal points.
The dissenting chapels at collieries are well attended and prayer meetings are held in the during
the week. In the county of Durham there are to be found most excellent clergymen of the Church of
England, connected with churches near colliery villages, whose moderation exerts a beneficial influence
over the minds of pitmen.
3. Vices The prominent vices of colliers are gambling and intemperance. The gambling consists in
cock and dog fighting, bowling, card playing, and chuck-penny. Each is often carried to a fearful
extent. Instances are not wanting of a whole month’s earnings of a man and his sons being staked on a
cock, a dog, or a favourite bowler. The consequences of such profligacy are whether in losing or
winning, the same. Misery, destitution and dirt prevail where comfort and affluence might have been.
Cocks and dogs are collier bought or stolen, and in either case, are obtained at considerable cost. The
cocks are also kept at a great expense being always in the hands of trainers. Drunkenness is not the
worst, although a very prominent vice in pitmen and amongst them, as amongst all other classes of
labouring men, teetotal principles have effected most gratifying improvement. Drunkenness is not,
however, an habitual vice in pitmen; yet in their periodical debauches they nearly make up for the daily
omission. The pay day presents the scenes of drunkenness and riot and beer is the favourite beverage.
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This periodical intemperance is attended with several advantages over habitual intemperance; it inflames
both mind and body less. Indeed the extreme revulsion occasioned in the system by the excessive
drinking on the pay day, operates as an alternative. One fact is certain, that medical men and pitmen
recover from injuries, which, in the London hospitals are speedily fatal, or require instant and
formidable operations for their cure. It can be shown that instances of successful surgery occur in
collieries which are unknown in hospitals, especially the metropolitan.
It remains to be proved how far the system in practice at collieries of paying several men
together in bank notes, may contribute to the vice of drunkenness. Many publicans on a pay-day,
provide £200 or £30. worth of change, in silver and gold and each man is expected to ‘take a glass’
when he goes to receive his portion of change. It is a well known fact that a glass of beer is a thing of
very great fecundity, many glasses issuing from the one with considerable rapidity.
4. Economy and forethought. - The economy of a pitman consists in obtaining as many good things to
eat and to drink as his money will immediately purchase and as many more as the seller will give him
credit for. A pitman who has a large account current with his shop-keeper or professional man at the
‘binding,’ takes a remarkable aversion to his situation and seeks employment at a distant colliery. It is
a common practice for shoemakers and tailors ‘doing business’ with pitmen, to receive payment for
articles of clothing supplied, by instalments of 2s. a fortnight, and these often irregularly paid. The
tradesmen complain bitterly of this practice because they know that it is unnecessary. A little economy,
with the very large earnings of some families, is all that is required to enable the pitmen to pay ready
money. The birth and the death of a child entail equally convivial expenses to a very large amount. The
medical attendant who is concerned in both events, is always very pressingly and considerately invited
to partake of the good things that are purchased with money, part of which should go in payment for
his services. It follows that the credit of a pitman is not good, generally. Although in the power of
many to do so, the instances of pitmen having saved money from their earnings are very rare indeed. If
permanent infirmity overtake them, they are thrown upon the parish. Benefit societies exist in all the
collieries, the advantages of which many pitmen avail themselves of. They are of various orders: relief
funds, women’s boxes, Odd Fellows, United Order of Foresters, &c. &c., all tending to the same
object. In the Lambton colliery great attention has always been paid to the relief fund and it is always in
a very efficient condition. Lady Durham contributes one sixth portion of the gross amount of
subscriptions paid. Moreover, in cases of accident, the pitmen are supplied gratuitously with the
services of a surgeon, and are allowed ‘smart money’ to the extent of 5s. a-week. It must be confessed
that both the privileges of the smart money and the funds are very frequently encroached upon, and
taken very unfair advantage of.
5. Desire for improvement, moral habits and character. - It has already been shown that little desire
exists among pitmen for improvement in education. In collieries where libraries and reading rooms
have been established they are but little frequented and great pains have been taken at Seghill and
Cramlington collieries to inspire a taste for reading but with little effect. Indeed, it cannot be much
expected from persons who are engaged as pitmen are, in very hard work for so many hours and
possess but very indifferent education, if it be remembered how many educated persons will, for days
together, not open a book without the very reasonable excuse of a pitman. Very young boys may earn
at a colliery from 10d. to 1s. 6d. per day, which sum is an addition to the income of the parent. It is
therefore a great temptation to the latter to forego the advantages of education in the children for the
profit of their labour. Expediency at length begets indifference.
Petty deception is practised to a great extent by pitmen. It is extremely difficult to find out their
real sentiments. They appear to regard trickiness as an indication of shrewdness, for it will be practised
with eclat upon a superior in the face of a whole community. Indeed, it would appear that deception is
so much a practice with them, that they deceive when no earthly advantage can be obtained by it. A
person in a higher station connected with a colliery may be a dupe to constant schemes and tricks which
he may be years in discovering. Of course honesty is not compatible with such a character and yet a
person residing near a colliery may never lose anything of great value. Pitmen dispense charity largely,
although most indiscreetly. A person with a clean white apron and three small children at his side,
singing a hymn in a pit village, will be loaded with alms. They delight much in all things which excite
curiosity. They magnify all misfortunes.
Their habits are not favourable to chastity. Their manner of living is very promiscuous. The
houses being small, and the families generally very large, most incompatible companions are found
sleeping in the same apartment. The necessity for so much ablution also makes the inmates of a cottage
familiar with spectacles which are not quite so decent as they should be, although in the collieries in
Wales very much more primitive scenes may be witnessed. Illegitimate births are not of unfrequent
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occurrence; such indiscretions are in collieries more frequently compromised by the voluntary acts of
the parties, than in more widely connected communities.
6. Females, condition, conduct, treatment, habits, occupations. - Many points which would come under
this head have already been incidentally mentioned. It only remains to say that in the family of a pitman
they receive kindly treatment and such generally as their sex would require. In their habits they partake
much of those which prevail in the house; cleanliness and sobriety are much more common traits than
the reverse. The young are more feminine than females in a manufacturing community. In the hour of
distress they display all the gentler feelings and all the alacrity to useful action which evince themselves
in more refined circles and their social feelings and affections are as strong. In more advanced years,
their feelings become blunted and their manners lose many of the graces of the female they fall into the
superstitions and prejudices which prevail and thus become more inconsiderate in the hour of need;
evince with less propriety their passions and feelings and lose promptitude of action. The young are
not trained to orderly and methodical habits however, although their chief employment is to assist in the
domestic affairs of the house. They marry as early in life as possible. They are never employed in any
part of the colliery operations. The neighbouring farmers engage their services during harvest in
reaping and during the turnip-sowing. These two periods become such important areas in their lives,
that it is common to hear the women date events by them. The young girls often learn dressmaking and
their services in this capacity are in extensive requisition in the pit villages. Some go out to service.
The house of a pitman who has selected a servant-maid for his wife is marked by its superior order and
cleanliness and his affairs are conducted with superior economy. It should be remarked, however, that
although there are many exceptions to the rule, cleanliness in their houses very much distinguish the
inhabitants of colliery villages. The washings and ashes lying at their doors may strike a stranger with
a contrary impression, yet the fact is undeniable, that at the interior of their houses is marked by
peculiar cleanliness. The owners are to blame for the disorderly appearance of the exterior. The girls
and women are comfortably and decently clothed at all times and on Sundays their clothes are
remarkable for their smartness and cleanliness.
7. Employers. Can they remedy defects? and have they the disposition to do so? - It is not in the power
of employers to remedy very many of the defects in the habits and characters of pitmen. Their general
intellectual and moral improvement they may do much for. The owners of collieries know themselves,
little of the detail of the management of their concerns. They do not reside much in the vicinity of their
works, nor take any part in their management. The few collieries under the eye of their owners, are on a
small scale and the proceedings from them will not admit of the exercise of many benevolent acts. The
larger collieries are entirely managed by viewers, who, it must be confessed, do not take that interest in
the several points alluded to in this report which might be expected from them. This may be given as a
general statement of the feeling prevailing amongst viewers. There are exceptions to this rule and the
gentlemen who form the exceptions have themselves received more liberal than fall to the share of many
viewers.
The foregoing remarks are deduced from an observation and intimate association with pitmen of
several years standing. The prismatic properties of our prejudices often throw ever objects seen
through them, colours and shades which do not properly belong to them. Many allowances must
therefore be made on this score. The writer, so far as he can judge himself, has neither a desire to
misrepresent the people, nor has he any motive or interest in so doing. Possessing, however, the
common feelings of humanity, the gratification which would be afforded him by witnessing the
development of an improved system of moral and intellectual training amongst this people, would add
to the sum of his life’s happiness.

